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FOREWORD 

Late in 1934 I asked Professors C. K. Leith, E. B. 

Fred, C. L. Jones, and Harry Steenbock to serve inform- 

ally as the stimulators and guides of a review of the re- 

search work of the University in terms of its relation to 

the political, social, and economic problems of the time. 

I did not ask them to make the review, but to bring the 

scholars of the University together in successive groupings 

around problems of common interest so that the scholars 

themselves might co-operatively make the review. 

For purpose of internal identification, this informal 

survey was called the Science Inquiry. Its purpose was 

clear, its method simple. It sought to bring together into a 

series of correlated research programs all the work then 

being done throughout the University on various problems 

and in various fields. It disregarded college and depart- 

mental lines in its analyses. In each case, the problem was 

the point of departure. Its purposes were: (1) to see 

that alongside its ventures in pure science investigation 

the research resources of the University were employed 

on problems most urgently vital to state and nation, (2) 

to see that every scholar engaged in research knew what 

other scholars elsewhere in the University were doing in 

the same field, (3) to see what, if any, gaps or duplications 
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existed in the University’s research in the fields then 
under investigation—such as conservation, child develop- 

ment, technological unemployment, transportation, plant 

improvement, public utility, international relations, reor- 

ganization of local government, social delinquency, public 
health, and so on, and thus (4) to see that wherever possi- 
ble the University make its attacks upon problems com- 

prehensive so that instead of fragmentary findings there 
might emerge from its research enterprise at least the 

beginnings of integrated programs of action. 

A significant aspect of these Science Inquiry discus- 
sions was the fact that the traditional distinction between 
the natural and the social sciences was disregarded. It 

was not assumed that natural scientists should dissipate 

their energies in trying to become amateur social scientists 

or vice versa. It was assumed that, in view of the revolu- 
tionary impact of natural science discoveries upon the po- 

litical, social, and economic orders, advance collaboration 

of natural and social scientists in the discussion and plan- 

ning of research programs could not but enrich and bring 
to better focus the work of both groups, emphasizing 

afresh in the minds of both the social implications of na- 
tural science research and the importance to social science 

research of the methods and materials of the natural 
sciences. 

One of the fields considered by the Science Inquiry 
was conservation of natural resources, and its constituent 

problems of erosion control, forestry, water resources, 

minerals, wild life management, and mapping or inventory. 
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This bulletin on soil erosion is the first of a series on 
these varied aspects of land-use. 

The University’s activity in these fields dates back to 

Van Hise’s CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

IN THE UNITED STATES, published during his  presi- 

dency in 1910. The University has peculiar advantages 

for research and training in the field of conservation. All 
of the sciences involved are collected on a single campus. 
A wide variety of state, federal, and private enterprises, 

operating over a diversity of lands and waters, provides 
field laboratories for research and experimentation within 

easy reach of the University. 

Land-use policies and technique are in a state of rapid 

evolution. This process of change carries with it a strong 
need for professionally trained men, whom the University 

can produce, for an enlightened opinion, which it can help 

form, and for the active participation of private land- 

owners, which it can encourage. 

One of the purposes of the Science Inquiry is to de- 

vise ways and means for meeting such needs. The job is 
one of pulling together such knowledge as now reposes in 

separate minds, filling in the gaps by research, and build- 

ing men and policies to use the expanded information. 

The purpose of this bulletin is to outline the problem 

of erosion and erosion control, to indicate the nature and 

variety of the research needed, and finally to show what 

facilities for study are available at the University to stu- 

dents of erosion. 
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Many departments of the University have co-operated 
in the preparation of this bulletin. The principal responsi- 
bility has been assumed by Professors W. H. Twenhofel, 

Noble Clark, Aldo Leopold, and G. S. Wehrwein. 

President. 
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NATURE AND EXTENT OF EROSION 

Soil results from rock decay. The thickness, as a rule, 

averages less than five feet. The surface or top-soil—the 

humus-charged or most productive part—originally aver- 

aged seven or eight inches over the uplands of this na- 

tion. 

Soil has been produced by a tremendous destruction of 
rock through enormous periods of time. The production 

of a soil five feet thick and derived from a limestone ter- 

rane may require the decay and destruction of fully five- 
hundred feet of rock. The time required for this decay 
and destruction may approximate several million years. 
Hence land deprived of its soil may ordinarily be ex- 

pected to require the duration of a geologic period to 
bring about its restoration. So far as man is concerned, 

an area from which the soil has been removed has ceased 
to have agricultural value. 

It is thus essential that soil be retained in the place of 
formation to the greatest extent possible, and that soil 

removal or soil erosion be retarded to the utmost. Yet 
here in the United States soil erosion has been allowed 
to proceed at a constantly accelerating rate. Vast areas 

have been denuded of top-soil and ruined so far as agri- 
culture is concerned. Top-soil is the capital wealth on 
which agricultural industry depends. A single heavy 
rain over the Driftless Area of southwestern Wisconsin 
in early July of 1934 removed top-soil from many fields 
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to the thickness of more than one inch. This loss in soil 

capital was far in excess of the value of the crops pro- 

duced from these fields in that year. 

1. Surface Erosion by Water. Surface erosion by wa- 
ter takes place wherever rain and snow fall. Under nor- 

mal conditions falling water does little or no harm to 
lands with an effective cover of vegetation. Such lands 

really have no erosion problem unless slopes are very 

steep. Material is, of course, removed in solution and in 

colloidal form, but rock decay adds to the soil below ap- 

proximately as fast as it is removed above. Hence equi- 

librium with respect to soil-thickness and character is ap- 

proximately maintained. 

Removal of protective vegetation, however, destroys 

the equilibrium. The surface materials are exposed to 

abnormal and excessive erosion, and unless proper pre- 

cautions are taken the soil is removed and the underly- 

ing rocks eventually exposed. 

Erosion is not intense immediately following removal 

of vegetation because the humus in the soil tends to bind 

the soil particles and to absorb the rainfall. Incorrect 

methods of cropping, however, progressively exhaust this 

humus, so that a gradually increasing proportion of the 

rainfall runs off instead of being absorbed, and carries 

with it an increasing load soil. The wide margin of unoc- 

cupied fertile land which until recently obtained in the 

United States accounts for the fact that soil erosion has 

not emerged as a state and national problem until nearly a 
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century after the original plowing of the land by the early 
settlers. 

Different soils react differently to running water. 

Some erode with extreme difficulty and others with ease. 

The reasons for these differences are not fully known. 

Slope greatly affects the rate of soil removal as it pro- 
vides flowing water with the velocity upon which physical 
transportation of soil particles so largely depends. Vul- 

nerable soils and all soils on steep slopes should never be 
deprived of vegetable protection. 

Loss through surface erosion by water in the United 
States has been extremely great. Bennett states that 100,- 

000,000 acres of once highly productive land have been 
essentially destroyed. This is equivalent to 625,000 farms 
of 160 acres each, an area capable of supporting a farm- 

ing population of 3,000,000 people, plus, of course, an 

additional urban population. It is an area about equal to 

three states the size of Wisconsin. The effect of this loss 
is that 100,000,000 acres of excellent fertile land have been 

exchanged for an equal area of barren, nearly worthless, 

rocky land, plus the privilege of occupying the area dur- 
ing the period of destruction. 

This is not the whole story. An additional 125,000,- 

000 acres have lost all or most of their surface soil, and 

are headed toward the same degree of barrenness. The 

soils of an additional 100,000,000 acres have been seri- 

ously impaired. The total area of fertile land now gone 
or going is 325 million acres. This is about 17 per cent 
of the land area of the United States exclusive of Alaska, 

and about 30 per cent of the nation’s agricultural land. 
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The loss in acreage averages about 100,000 acres per 
year, or in excess of 130 square miles. 

The destruction of the land by erosion is not the en- 

tire result. The materials derived from the eroded lands 

are carried to lower areas. Some are deposited over fer- 

tile bottom lands resulting in many cases in impairment, 

as the new deposits are commonly derived from sub- 

soils and are thus lacking in fertility. Additional con- 

sequences are deposition over roads and railroads, fill- 

ing of irrigation reservoirs, road ditches, and culverts, 

and dumping of eroded materials into river channels, thus 

impeding navigation and augmenting floods. The soil ma- 

terials transported yearly to the Atlantic and Pacific 

oceans and the Gulf of Mexico would load 60 million | 

freight cars, which would encircle the earth thirty-two 

times. The load carried would be about eight times that 

removed in the construction of the Panama Canal. It is 

beyond doubt that a large part of this soil-movement 

is due to the misuse of land. 

2. Surface Erosion by Wind. Surface erosion by wind 

has tended to escape notice because the material is picked 

up more or less uniformly over all the surface, and be- 

cause it has been greatest in regions which until very re- 

cently were thinly populated. The extensive cultivation 

since 1915 of the semi-arid lands along the foot of the 

Rocky Mountains has removed the protective cover of 

prairie grass and has thus exposed the unprotected soil 

to abnormal wind and water erosion on a large scale. 
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The work of Udden, former State Geologist of Tex- 
as, shows that wind is extremely important in soil re- 

moval. Udden estimated that 850 million tons of dust 
are transported over the Mississippi Valley for an aver- 

age distance per ton of 1,440 miles per annum. As the 
Mississippi River annually transports to the Gulf of Mex- 
ico some 400 million tons, it is indicated that wind may 

transport more soil across the Mississippi Valley than 
water transports down the river. 

The great dust storm of May, 1934, carried to the 

eastern United States and the Atlantic Ocean vast quan- 
tities of soil. It has been estimated by I. P. Hand of the 

United States Weather Bureau that the quantity of soil 
in the air over each square mile in the vicinity of Wash- 

ington, D. C., was 101 tons. This dust is thought largely 
to have been derived from the plains fronting the north- 
ern Rocky Mountains. If soil removal from the North- 

west and West continues in the future as it has since these 
lands were placed under cultivation, it will be but a few 

years before the present surface materials will be entirely 
blown away. 

Wind erosion has some importance in Wisconsin, par- 
ticularly over the Wisconsin Central Plain where the 

loose, sandy soils are easily moved after the vegetable 
cover is destroyed. A long dry spell will permit removal 
of dust from any cultivated area, and many fields of wes- 
tern Wisconsin thus lost soil during the summer of 1934. 

A measure of what wind erosion can do in time is 
shown in southern California, where Professor Black- 

welder of Stanford University has pointed out that in the 
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Danby dry lake area 14 feet of surface materials have 

been removed by wind. 

3. Shore Erosion. Shore erosion is important on the 
east and west coasts of the United States and on the shores 

of the Gulf of Mexico and of the Great Lakes. Lake 
Michigan has eroded extensive areas from the lake coun- 

ties. In parts of Racine County the incutting of the shore 

has been at the rate of 3 to 10 feet per year. There are 
many places on the chalk cliffs on the east coast of Eng- 

land where the shore line is moving inland at the rate of 
a half dozen feet per year. More than a mile of parts 
of this coast has been cut away since the time of the 
Romans. The sites of many ancient towns have been 
entirely washed away. The Island of Helgoland in the 

North Sea near the mouth of the Elba River has de- 
creased through shore erosion from a circumference of 
120 miles in the 8th century to 3 miles at present. It 
probably would have disappeared ere this had not pro- 

tective structures been erected. Sharp’s Island in Chesa- 
peake Bay had 438 acres in 1848; it had 53 in 1903, and 
it is estimated that it will be gone by 1950. 

The Shore and Beach Association of the United 
States has been concerned with shore erosion for several 

years and has made studies seeking to check the loss of 

land. 
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LAND OWNERS NOT CONTROLLING EROSION 

The gist of the erosion control problem is clearly 
this :—during its early stages, while erosion can still be 
rather easily checked, the individual farmer tends to ig- 

nore it; during its later stages, when it has become a 

menace to the community, the individual farmer can not 

cope with it and requires public help to bring it under 
control. 

One reason for this delayed action is that self-interest 

tends to encourage the planting of crops which give the 
largest immediate return, and all too frequently these ap- 
parently more profitable crops are of such a nature as to 
hasten erosion. The farmer is also under continuous eco- 
nomic pressure to crop or graze areas which, because of 

their steepness or other inherent vulnerability, should 
never be disturbed. The end result is that the roll call of 
the ruined acres grows and grows. 

Here, then, is a challenge to science and to govern- 
ment. Man-made erosion must be brought under con- 

trol, but to do so requires three separate lines of action: 

1. Public help of some kind to cure erosion on areas 
in advanced stages. 

2. Public pressure of some kind to prevent improper 

cropping of areas in which erosion is in incipient stages. 

3. Public pressure to retire vulnerable areas. from 
cropping or grazing at any time. 
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Education alone has failed to accomplish these things. 

Presumably education must be supplemented by some 
other form of public action. Deeply entrenched as is the 
American tradition of private property and the right to 

do as one pleases with one’s own property, particularly the 
land on which the home is maintained, it is obvious that 

the time has come when continuance of a laissez-faire 

policy with respect to land use is detrimental to the public 

interest. 

Soil erosion by its very nature cuts across many fields 
of study, such as agronomy, engineering, farm manage- 
ment, forestry, geology and social sciences. For many 

years the workers in these various fields have conducted 

investigations and recommended control measures. Little 

practical application has been made of their findings. Two 
important factors have hindered the harnessing of science 
and engineering in the service of erosion prevention. 

These factors are as follows: 

Single-Track Programs. Too many investigators have 

approached the problem of erosion control as specialists 

representing a particular field of knowledge, rather than 

as broadly trained physicians prescribing treatments based 

on any and all scientific fields capable of furnishing a con- 

tribution. Too often the specialist has left the impres- 

sion that he was first of all an attorney for his special 

field or profession. 

It would be a simple matter if a single remedy would 

effect a cure for erosion. Inescapable, however, is the 

conclusion that erosion is a many-sided problem, and that 
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no single remedy is capable of yielding effective results. 
There must be a concerted program administered by spe- 
cialists in many fields, each of whom uses the special 
tools of his training to effect a united and balanced ad- 
vance on all fronts. Effective co-operation between spe- 
cialists is an urgent and essential requirement. 

It is impossible that the agronomist can singly solve 
the erosion problem any more than the engineer can do 
so. The engineer has his contribution, the agronomist 
has his contribution, and so also has each of a dozen other 

specialists. No single kind of specialist can carry out a 
satisfactory and adequate erosion control program. 

Failure of the Public to Recognize Its Responsibility. 
The second important factor that has hindered the har- 
nessing of science to the practical task of preventing ero- 
sion has been the failure of the public, until very recently, 
to recognize that it shares with the landowner the re- 
sponsibility for (as well as an economic interest in) the 
prevention and control of erosion. Control of advanced 
erosion requires capital investments which are often too 
large for the individual farmer, but not for the threatened 
community. This community interest is now in part im- 
plemented by the CCC Erosion Camps and the Soil Con- 
servation Service. Likewise, the public, having failed in its 
effort to prevent incipient erosion by education, persua- 
sion, and “extension,” must now in self-defense seek other 
measures, persumably of a public character. Such meas- 
ures are not yet fully formulated. 

There is urgent need, then, for the determination of a 
complete public policy with respect to the public interest 
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in private land. How far should society go in paying 

the cost? What should be the contribution of the owners 

of the land? Should there be legal penalties imposed on 

landowners who practice farming methods that promote 

erosion? Should government provide tangible induce- 

ments to landowners who will advance public interest by 

managing their lands in such manner as to reduce erosion, 

even if such measures are less profitable than present 

land uses? These and other questions of public policy 

need more than a superficial examination and answer. 

Scientists can and should aid in finding the facts that 

must underlie this new policy. Workers in the natural 

sciences can continue to give assistance in determining the 

agronomic, biological, geological, engineering, and forestry 

procedures that will help to control erosion, but such 

assistance is not enough. There must, in addition, be an 

evaluation and synthesis of all available techniques, and 

an active co-operation with social scientists and econo- 

mists in articulating a new public policy for getting them 

applied. Obviously, this new policy should be built upon 

and around the existing system of private ownership of 

farm land. 

It should be clearly recognized that most erosion con- 

trol in Wisconsin is not to be accomplished by public pur- 

chase and repair of the eroding lands. The problem cen- 

ters in the Southwestern part of the state, where erosion 

is acute on more than 5 million acres, but erosion is severe 

in at least half of the state. All this eroding land is 

occupied by going farms of high value. The problem is 
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how to stabilize and restore the soils of these farms while 
they are being lived upon and used. 

Erosion research must deal not only with control of 
soil and water, but also with the modification of law, cus- 
tom, and the economic framework of land use. Erosion 

control is on its face a community enterprise. The waters 
which destroy one farm usually have their origin on an- 
other, and dump their load onto a third. Unless it is stop- 
ped, an active gully on a farm in the valley will in time 
advance to the farms higher up the slope. Stopping such 
a gully is as vital to the upper farms as to the farm on 
which the gully head now happens to be. The crux of 
the problem is to devise some positive inducement, to be 
offered by the public, which will encourage landowners 
to safeguard the public interest in their lands, as well as 
their own interest. Our present land law offers no such 
inducement. It assumes land to be indestructible, where- 
as the very opposite is the case. How to modify the legal 
structure is obviously a problem for the jurist and eco- 
nomist, as well as for the biologist and engineer. 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN AND THE 

EROSION PROBLEM 

With the inauguration of the Science Inquiry in the 

University of Wisconsin, it became quickly apparent that 

the erosion problem constituted a peculiarly promising 

subject for examination and study. A committee was ap- 

pointed to make a thorough canvass of the erosion work 

now under way in the different departments to determine 

the possibilities of closer interdepartmental and inter- 

college co-operation in teaching, research, and field prac- 

tices, and to focus attention on the more urgent ques- 

tions requiring further research. 

A lively interest in erosion control was found through- 

out the institution. There is a growing realization that 

the chemist, the physicist, the botanist, the bacteriologist, 

the geologist, the geographer, the soils specialist, the en- 

gineer, the animal husbandman, the agronomist, the hor- 

ticulturist, the forester, the economist, and the lawyer 

must work together, and that the contribution of each will 

be infinitely more effective if it is amalgamated with the 

others into a single co-ordinated program. 

The staff of the University of Wisconsin took a deep 

interest in erosion many years before governmental con- 

trol programs were thought of. Fifty years ago geolo- 

gists at the University, particularly T. C. Chamberlain, 

made extensive surveys which disclosed the extent and 
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character of the erosion taking place in Wisconsin. In 
1895, in one of the first text-books ever written on soils, 
F. H. King of the Soils Department described the onset 
of unrestrained erosion in Mississippi in these words: 

“The hills no longer protected by the forest 
foliage, no longer bound by the forest roots... 
were gullied and channeled in all directions. So, 
storm by storm and year by year, the old fields 
were invaded by gullies, gorges, ravines, and 
gulches, ever increasing in width and depth until 
whole hillsides were carved away, until the soil of 
a thousand year’s growth melted into the streams, 
until the fair acres were converted by hundreds 
into bad lands, desolate and dreary as those of the 
Dakotas. 

“The transformation of the fertile hills into 
sand wastes is not the sole injury. The sandy soil 
is carried into the valleys to bury the fields, invade 
the roadways, and convert the formerly rich bot- 
tom lands into treacherous quicksands when wet, 
and blistering deserts when dry. Hundreds of 
thousands of acres have thus been destroyed.” 

In 1916 the University issued its first farm bulletin 
urging farmers to practice erosion control. The follow- 
ing list of publications indicates some of the erosion re- 
search and field work in which the institution has been 
engaged: 

Bulletin 273. Keep Our Hillsides from Washing. Whitson and 
Dunnewald. 1916. 
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Research Bulletin Soil Erosion, a Local and National Problem. 

99. Bates and Zeasman. (Joint publication of the 

Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station and 

the Lake States Forest Experiment Station of 

the U. S. Forest Service.) 1930. 

Circular 249. Control Soil Erosion by Crops, Terraces and 

Dams, Zeasman. 1931. 

Erosion Handbook. (Field manual for super- 

visors of CCC camps engaged in erosion and 

flood control work.) Prepared by E. R. Jones 

and associates, 1933 and 1935. 

Research Bulletin Erosion Control Structures. Drop Inlets and 

122. Experimental Tests and Investigation of Hy- 

draulic Characteristics. (Joint publication of 

Wisconsin Agricultural and Engineering Experi- 

ment Stations.) Prepared by Kessler and asso- 

ciates. 1934, 

Stencil Circular Erosion and Land Utilization in Wisconsin. Co- 

153. hee. 1934. 

The erosion problem constitutes a challenge to the 

University and to every other public agency dealing with 

land use. The University has devoted its past efforts to 

the preparation of citizens to cope with their environ- 

ment; it is now faced with the job of preserving an en- 

vironment upon which the citizens may rely for support. 

It conceives its particular responsibility to lie in the de- 

velopment of: 

1. Better public understanding of the erosion 

problem. 

2. Better methods of soil conservation. 
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3. Students trained for leadership in the applica- 
tion and improvement of these methods. 

4. Revised land and taxation policies conducive to 
erosion control. 

5. Better erosion control practices by farmers and 
highway officials. 

To this end it must mobilize appropriate parts of 
many fields of knowledge. This mobilization is clearly 
not the function of any existing department, nor is it a 
matter of creating a new one. It is rather a joint re- 
sponsibility of the many departments which are con- 
cerned with erosion. The problem touches at least the 
following branches of the University ; 

Letters and Science 
Botany, chemistry, physics, economics, geography, geology, me- 
teorology, political science, zoology. 

Agriculture 
Agricultural bacteriology, agricultural chemistry, agricultural 
economics, agricultural engineering, agricultural extension, ag~ 
ronomy, animal husbandry, soils, and forestry. 

Engineering 

Hydraulic, sanitary, structural, and civil engineering, 

Law School 

Graduate School 

Forest Products Laboratory 

U. S. Weather Bureau 

Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey 
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State Department of Agriculture and Markets 

State Bureau of Engineering 

Conservation Department 

In the mobilization of its forces the University will 

employ all the usual instruments and also devise new 

ones as occasion demands. The usual instruments include: 

(1) Miscellaneous Courses. Many courses in the Uni- 

versity impinge upon erosion in some degree; the subject 

matter of these contacts should be expanded and devel- 

oped. 

(2) Erosion Courses. Orientation courses from the 

angle of geology and also from the angle of agricultural 

engineering and soils, were offered during 1934-1935. 

Similar courses in economics, biology, and ecology, de- 

signed to give students an intelligent general view of the 

subject, are being considered. 

(3) Graduate Research. Professional training and the 

development of improved scientific techniques are both ob- 

tainable through graduate research. A graduate student 

should be attached to the department most closely allied 

to his major thesis, but the entire organization concerned 

with erosion will be available to him for consultation, for 

courses, and for other facilities. 

(4) Intra-Faculty Education. To vitalize the Univer- 

sity’s attack on the problem, an organized interchange of 

viewpoint and information among the departments con- 

cerned has been provided during 1934-1935 through a 
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Soils Erosion Symposium. This was attended regularly by 
more than 30 staff members representing more than a 
dozen departments. 
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POSSIBLE CHANNELS OF STUDY FOR THE 

TRAINING OF ADVANCED STUDENTS IN 

THE SOIL EROSION PROBLEM 

It is assumed that students contemplating advanced 

work dealing with the soil erosion problem will have ob- 

tained senior standing, and that elementary training will 

have been acquired where needed in chemistry, physics, 

geology, geography, biology, mathematics, mechanics, eco- 

nomics, and drafting. This assumption will not always 

materialize, and when such is the case the student will be 

referred to the departments concerned for the elementary 

training. 

Advanced training will be directed along five main 

channels, namely, (1) economics; (2) biology and ecol- 

ogly; (3) soils; (4) engineering; and (5) geology. 

The “economics” channel deals with the relation of 

erosion to land utilization, the economic and social con- 

sequences of soil destruction to landowners and to the 

public, taxation as it affects land subject to erosion and 

the formulation of economic and legal procedures to en- 

courage soil conservation on the part of landowners, as 

well as a determination of the public’s responsibility to 

aid landowners in controlling erosion. 

The channel of “biology and ecology” is concerned 

with the soil as a dwelling place for plant and animal 

organisms, the influences of the living and dead bodies 

of these organisms on the character of the soils upon 
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which they grow, and the development and introduction 

of new plant strains that will more effectively bind and 

hold the soil. 

The “soils” channel is concerned with the soil as an 

existing product, with methods by which it may be made to 

resist erosion, changes in fertility, development of plant 

cover for protection from erosion, the chemistry and 

physics of the soil, and with the ecology of the life in and 

on the soil. It will also share with agricultural engineering 

and farm management the laying out of fields for con- 

tour cultivation. ‘ 

The “engineering” channel is concerned with the de- 

sign and building of structures intended for checking soil 

erosion. Two types of structures are recognized:—(1) 

Terraces of low gradient to reduce the run-off from 

fields and pastures, and to conduct the unavoidable run- 

off to a safe sodded outlet; and (2) Soil-saving dams to 

stop and to fill the heads of deep advancing gullies where 

nothing but masonry can withstand the overfall. The 

objectives of these structures are the retention of soil 

near the place of origin, prevention of deposition on the 

lower lands, decrease of damage due to floods, and main- 

tenance of navigation in streams through the prevention 

of deposition in the channels. Retention of soil near the 

place of origin would in large part attain the other ob- 
jectives. It may be that ultimately there will be organi- 

zation of erosion control districts similar to drainage and 

irrigation organizations. 

“Geology” is concerned with the soil as a source of 

sediments, influence of an access or a deficiency of sedi- 
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ments, origin of the soil, and the processes responsible 

therefor, physiographic conditions under which it exists, 
the variation of characters due to differences in physiog- 
raphy, the mineralogy of soils, relations to underlying 

rocks, and relations to climate. 
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| PREVIOUS TRAINING 

Approach through the channel of economics will in- 
volve training in advanced economics with respect to land 

utilization, zoning, taxation, etc., with sufficient work in 

geology, geography, biology, chemistry, and soils, to 

lead to an appreciation of the complex origin and char- 

acter of the soils, and some work in climatology and ecol- 

ogy. 

The channel of biology and ecology requires training 
in genetics, the other divisions of biology, and the adap- 
tations of plant and animal organisms to the various en- 
vironments in which they live. The agronomist will adapt 
farm crops to erosion control, such as the establishment 

of better pasture plants, the promulgation of pasture 

management practices that will reduce run-off and ero- 

sion and at the same time maintain, if not increase, pas- 

ture productivity. There should be supplemental work 

in land economics, soils, engineering, geology, and the 

management of wild life. 

Approach through the channel of soils will involve ex- 

tensive advanced work in soils, work in colloid and physi- 

cal chemistry, ecology, bacteriology, geology and mineral- 
ogy, and geography and climatology. A course in land 
economics would seem to be necessary to give an intelli- 
gent point of view with respect to the social aspects of 
land as a national resource. 
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Progress in the engineering channel will require train- 
ing in agricultural, civil, hydraulic, and structural engin- 

eering, sufficient work in geology and geography to furnish 

an understanding of the nature of the processes to be 
combatted ; sufficient chemistry to lead to an understanding 

of soil components, work in soils leading to some appre- 
ciation of soil behavior, and work in economics so that the 

engineering approach to the problem will be guided by an 

intelligent appreciation of the economic problems involved. 
The channel of geology requires courses in physiog- 

raphy, structural, metamorphic and sedimentary geology, 
soil mineralogy, ecology, soil bacteriology, climatology, 
colloid and physical chemistry, soil chemistry and physics, 
and land economics. 

Any outline of work must be considered tentative and 
subject to modification in the light of experience. Hesi- 
tancy is felt in requiring particular courses, and depart- 

ments concerned will endeavor to adjust their work so as 

to meet the needs of students interested in particular as- 

pects of soil erosion. A student will be under the advisory 
supervision of one man in his major department, and his 
work will be directed in the other departments by his 
advisor in consulation with the several instructors con- 
cerned. 

The several departments listed below give courses 
dealing with or touching upon the erosion problem. It 
is not to be assumed that a student is expected to take all, 
or any major part, of the courses listed. The selection 
will depend upon the particular angle at which the sub- 
ject is approached. 
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COURSES DEALING WITH EROSION 

Note: the courses listed under A in each instance are 

considered in the department concerned as fundamental 
to an understanding of erosion, while those classified B 
or C are considered to be supplemental or accessory. 

Course COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE Credits 

Agronomy i 

102 Pasture and pasture problems. 2 
eu ‘ 

106 Forage crops. 3 
131 Seminary. z 

Agricultural AG 

Bacteriology 1 General survey of bacteriology. 4 

2 General Survey. 4 
«Br 

123 Soil bacteriology. Bi 
“cn 

126 Physiology of bacteria. 3 

130 Determinative bacteriology. 2-5 
Ue eee eee ee 

Agricultural GAY 

Economics 10 Farm organization and management. 3 

107 Advanced farm management. 2 

117 Outlines of land economics. 3 
«Br 

118 Game management. 1 

226 Seminar—Land utilization and 

tenure problems. 4 

229 Advanced agricultural economics. 2 
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Agricultural Ay 

Engineering 1 Surveys and structures. 4 

106 Erosion, causes and control 4 

(in co-operation with Soils) 
«Br 

5 Farm power and machinery. 3 
«cr 

180 Special problems. Cr. to be 

determined. 

Rural Be 

Sociology 192 Rural-regional planning 2-3 

(in co-operation with Agricul- 

tural Economics and Landscape 

Architecture). 

Soils CA 

106 Erosion, causes and control 4 

(co-operative with Agricultural 

Engineering) 

125 Soil and land classification; iS) 

Agricultural Climatology. 
«Br 

120 Soil management. 2 

122 Soil physics. 2-4 

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 

Hydraulic “an 

Engineering 

1 Hydraulics. 3 

110 Hydrology. 2 
«By 

112 Drainage and river hydraulics. 2 

113 Hydrological investigations. 2 

114 Hydraulic design. 2 

101 Engineering contracts and 

specifications. a 
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“cn 

115 Advanced hydraulics. 2 

121 Water supply engineering. 3 

Mechanical Cay 

Engineering 

1 Statics 3 
2 Dynamics 2 

3 Mechanics of materials. 5 

52 Materials of construction. 4 
«Bp 

108 Materials of construction. 2-5 

COLLEGE OF LETTERS AND SCIENCE 

Botany “A” 

1 or 
17 General botany. 5 or 3 

160 The flora of Wisconsin. 3 or 4 
«Br 

146 Plant physiology. cy 

248 Physiological methods and materials. 3 
“cn 

162 Advanced taxonomy. 2 or 4 

Chemistry Ag? 

la 

and 1b General Chemistry. 10 

11 Quantitative Analysis. 6 or 10 
«Br 

148 Introduction to physical and 
colloid chemistry. 3 

“cn 

30 Physical chemistry for engineers. 3 

or 
130 Physical chemistry. 3 
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149 Colloid chemistry. 2 

113 Water analysis. 1 

Geography By 

140 Climatology. 3 

128 Conservation. 2 
“cn 

1 and 2 

or 17 Elements of natural environment. 10 or 4 

Geology eAY 

1 General geology. 10 

or 
9 Engineering geology. 6 

or 
17 Survey of geology. 3 

136 Principles of erosion. 2 
«B 

134 Regional geology of the western 

hemisphere. 3 
130 Physiography of the United States. 3or5 

133 Sedimentation 5 
“q 

109 Advanced physiography. 3 

230 Advanced physiography of the United 

States, 3 
eee VCSEL 

Meteorology AP 

1 Weather and climate. 3 
or 

106 Climatology 3 if pre- 

requisite sufficient 
«By 

2 Climate and man. 3 
103 Meteorology. 3 
a eS 
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Physics eA 
la and 1b General physics. 10 

or 
51 General physics. 5 

52 General physics. 5 

or 
17 Survey of physics. 4 

Political BR? 

Science 144 Police power and social legislation. 3 
re 

134 County and town government in the 

United States. 2 

Zoology “Br Hy 

2 or 17 Elementary zoology. 10 or 3 

124 

and 125 Limnology. 4 
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RESEARCH IN EROSION PROCESSES, 

CONTROL AND PREVENTION 

The following random examples illustrate the kind of 
research work for which there is now urgent need, and 
some of the departmental units probably most directly in- 

volved. 

In the economics field 

1. Economic and legal vehicles for erosion control. 
Public programs have so far been confined to cure of ad- 
vanced erosion. It is essential that they deal also with pre- 

vention, else the program will bankrupt the nation. Pre- 
vention is inherently a problem of private land. It is 
nearly universal in its geographic dispersion. Zoning 

offers a negative means of prevention, but positive means 
do not yet exist. “Extension” and other processes of edu- 

cation and persuasion are much too weak and too slow. 

Some positive inducement for soil conservation must be de- 
liberately created. Suitable legal and economic methods for 

its operation must be devised. This is the most impor- 

tant research project concerning land use, for it involves 
not only erosion, but also all other fields of conservation 

(economics, law, political science, forestry, game manage- 

ment). 

2. Erosion, navigation, and floods in the upper Missis- 

sippi. Erosion control programs must consider not only 
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the cost of losing soil, but also if lost, the cost of “pulling 

it out” of the public rivers, now being developed and 

maintained at large public cost as means of water trans- 
portation. This is an economic study of such costs. 
(Economics, hydrology, geology, commerce, geography.) 

3. Social and economic consequences of erosion. With 

the public being asked to pay in the form of governmental 

aids a considerable part of the costs of erosion control and 
prevention, it is highly important that the public know 
with some degree of accuracy the justification of these 

governmental aids in terms of the social and economic 

values that are being lost because of erosion, and that an 

analysis be made of these losses to determine the portion 

that concerns the public welfare as well as the economic in- 

terests of the individual landowners. (Economics, rural 
sociology, political science, farm management, and geogra- 

phy.) 
4. The pasture value of woodlots and steep slopes. Few 

land use practices do more to cause erosion than pastur- 
ing steep hillsides that should be maintained as ungrazed 

wood-lots. The agriculture of Wisconsin, however, is 
largely dependent on dairying, and most farmers have less 

pasture than they need for their livestock. This shortage 

of summer feed has been responsible for the rapidly 

growing habit of pasturing the steep slopes, and in a great 

many instances of cutting the trees already present so as 

to encourage more grass. Farmers are likely to continue 

this destructive and misguided policy until definite proof 

is given them that they will be money ahead to use the 
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steep slopes for timber. This requires carefully planned 

and accurately conducted experimentation to measure the 

comparative productivity and erosion protection afforded 
by steep slopes in pasture and in timber. (Animal hus- 
bandry, farm management, soils, agronomy, and forestry.) 

5. Reorganization of farm units for erosion control. 
Prevention and control of erosion demands changes in 

land use, the giving up of uses which result in undue ero- 
sion, and substituting other uses which aid in holding the 
soil where it is. This means changes in the crops farmers 
are now raising and alterations in the shape and sizes of 
farm fields. All this requires careful planning in terms of 
each farm as a separate business enterprise. Readjust- 

ments will be more difficult on farms with much steep 
land and on farms of relatively small acreage. No blan- 

ket readjustment will prove successful that takes into ac- 

count physical factors only. There is need for much 
study of the conditions that will have to be met in modi- 
fying general plans to fit individual farms. (Agricultural 
economics, agronomy, animal husbandry, rural sociology, 

agricultural engineering, soils.) 

In the field of soils 

1. Soil properties determining sedimentation in check 

dams. Various soils show radical differences in the ease 
with which they are impounded behind check dams. In 

tight concrete dams this is of no great import, but small 

porous dams where erosion is not yet acute must be de- 

signed to fit the soil they are intended to catch. Since 

this property is not yet understood, this can not be done. 
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It is certainly not the same as erosiveness, since some ero- 

sive soils are easy to impound. (Soils, geology, hydraulics, 

agricultural engineering. ) 

2. The dale formation in southwest Wisconsin. A dale 

is a channel-less valley. Many of the smaller drainages 

in the southwestern counties were dales but are now gul- 

lied. A dale may possibly in rare cases evacuate its ac- 

cumulated soil through movement of the whole soil-mass 

by flow or creep, or the evacuation may result through 

ordinary erosion by sheetflows of water. Which of these 

was the original mechanism of the southwestern Wiscon- 

sin dales? This is fundamental to a sound theory of 

erosion control in this formation. (Geology, soils, botany, 

forestry.) 

3. Chemical and fertilizer treatment of soils for erosion 
control. It is well known that certain alkali soils are es- 
pecially susceptible to erosion. On the other hand, little 

is known about the effect of liming different types of soil 
in terms of making the soil more resistant or more sus- 
ceptible to erosion. Likewise, there is need for information 

regarding the influence of specific fertilizers on the ability 
of the soil to resist erosion. (Soils, geology, and chem- 

istry.) 

4. Controlling wind erosion in central Wisconsin. On 

the light sandy soils of central Wisconsin, wind erosion is 

a serious problem. “Sand-storms” are often very destruc- 

tive to tender crops in the spring. The planting of forest 
windbreaks may largely prevent losses from such “‘sand- 
storms.” There is need, however, for more information 
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regarding the most effective methods of establishing such 

windbreaks, the species best adapted, how far apart the 

windbreaks should be planted, and other factors of lay- 

out and management. (Soils, agronomy, agricultural en- 

gineering, and forestry.) 

In the engineering field 

1. Problems concerned with terracing. Much of south- 

western Wisconsin is too steep for terraces to be practical. 

Accurate information is needed which will show for the 

various types of soil how far up the steep slopes it is ad- 

visable to terrace, how far apart the terraces should be 

placed, how much fall there should be in the terraces. 

Equally important is the necessity for developing inexpen- 

sive but entirely effective outlets for terraces. (Agricul- 

tural engineering, hydrology, soils, geology, and botany.) 

2. Design of structures for control of gullies. Engi- 

neering structures of a permanent character are relatively 

expensive to build. There is ever present the necessity 

for research with a view to improving structural designs 

so as to increase efficiency, reduce costs, and increase the 

factor of safety in times of abnormal rainfall. (Hydrol- 

ogy, agricultural engineering, soils, and geology.) 

3. Long-time records of rainfall. All man-made de- 

vices to prevent and control erosion must be designed to 
take care of the maximum amount of rain likely to fall on 

a particular drainage area. In order to determine the size 
or nature of the structure or land cover it is essential that 

accurate estimates be made of the amount of water that 
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will have to be cared for. This requires more data than 

are now available covering the intensity as well as the 

amount of rainfall in different parts of the state. (Hy- 

drology and meteorology.) 

In the field of biology and ecology 

1. Influence of plants on soil flocculation. The substi- 

tution of exotic crops for native plants has been shown in 

some cases to have radically changed the physical struc- 

ture of soils. This physical structure, especially floccula- 

tion and granulation, may greatly affect erosiveness. We 

know these changes take place, but we do not know what 

causes them, or how they might be controlled, or what 

fields of science are involved. An understanding of these 

questions is fundamental. (Botany, soils, agronomy, bac- 

teriology, chemistry.) 

2. Rootbinding properties of erosion-control plants. 

Agriculture and forestry have been mainly concerned with 

the culture and yield of plants. Their ability to hold soil 

has seldom been measured. Are crop plants better soil 

binders than the native species? To what levels does the 

root-mass penetrate? What combinations of species give 

binding at what levels? These questions are often of 

great importance, especially at critical spots such as the 
outlets of terraces. (Agronomy, agricultural engineering, 

botany, soils, hydraulics.) 

3. Propagation of erosion-control plants. Willows and 

prairie grasses are examples of plants important in ero- 

sion-control, but unimportant in forestry and farming. 
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Hence their propagation on a large scale has never been 
worked out. (Forestry, horticulture, botany, agronomy.) 

4. Vegetative stream bank controls for Wisconsin. En- 

gineering works for stabilizing streambanks are costly, and 
the mileage of banks needing work is very large. No cri- 

tical examination of the effectiveness of various trees, 

shrubs, and grasses for various soils and bank topography 

has been made. All tall plants, when undermined, tend to 
pry off the bank as well as bind it. All stream bank vege- 

tation affects wild life. (Forestry, botany, engineering, 

hydraulics. ) 

5. Deterioration of trout streams in the Driftless Area. 

Erosion and floods have made most former trout streams 

uninhabitable. The nature, extent, and causes of this de- 

terioration should be inventoried and studied as a basis for 
possible remedial action. (Natural History Survey, zool- 

ogy, geography, game management.) 

6. Probable composition of the Wisconsin prairie flora 

and its effect on soil formation and stability. “The Prai- 
rie” was a plant community of perhaps a hundred spe- 
cies, many of which are now nearing extinction. Erosion 

became serious when this community was broken up. 
Presumably there was some degree of causal connection. 

It is also probable, if we discovered the way in which 

the prairie built and held soil, that we could apply that 

knowledge to the improvement of the agricultural plant 

community which has replaced it. This project is closely 

related to numbers 1 and 2. (Botany, soils.)



7. Forest crops for erosion control. All steep slopes 
in southwestern Wisconsin must be withdrawn from both 
pasture and cultivation, and hence can be used only for 
forests and wild life. What has been learned about for- 
ests in the north and east does not apply to this prairie 
margin. It is doubtful whether south slopes can grow 
anything but cordwood. A special study of possible for- 
est crops and forest products, in specific relation to ero- 
sion and game, is needed. (Forest Products Labora- 
tory, botany, soils, game management, forestry.) 

8. Breeding long-lived palatable legume forage plants 
for hillside planting. There is always much risk, and often 
great loss of soil when hillsides have to be plowed in 
order to re-seed a field in which the forage has died out. 
Long-lived legumes that would gather their own nitrogen 
would be a great boon. Alfalfa has much to commend 
it, but it often winter-kills. Furthermore alfalfa is not well 
suited for pasturing under Wisconsin conditions. Much 
benefit would follow the development and use of new 
types of legume forage plants that were long-lived, re- 
sistant to grazing, and that had good soil-binding proper- 
ties. There is reason to believe that such plants are en- 
tirely possible of attainment. (Genetics, agronomy, and 
botany.) 

In the field of geology 

1. The influence of the genetic factors of source rock, 
climate, and physiography in the formation of soils. All 
soils result from rock destruction either through disinte- 
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gration and decomposition or both processes. This. rock 
destruction may be termed rock decay. Under normal 
conditions of erosion the losses of the soil at the top are ~ 

balanced by additions made by decay of rock at the base 
of the soil. Our knowledge of the rate of decay is not 
extensive, and this knowledge is essential in order to give 

a measure of the soil losses that may be endured without 
decrease of soil thickness. The field is little explored, and 
there is great need to learn the rates of decay of the vari- 

ous kinds of rocks under the different conditions of cli- 
mate, ground water level, and slope. There are also needed 

studies of the effects of erosion on soils derived from 

different varieties of rock. (Geology and soils.) 

2. Deposition and erosion over valley bottoms and 

rates of movement of colluvial materials on slopes. Valley 

bottoms result from erosion of the rocks in which the val- 
leys are carved and/or through deposition of sediments 

over the bottoms. The deposition may be by creep or 
flow of soils from the bounding slopes, or the deposition 

may be made entirely by running water. Valley bottom 
lands are among the most valuable in the state. It is im- 

portant to learn the rates of deposition over these bottom 

lands, the sources of the materials deposited, the manner 

of deposition, and also the rates of erosion. (Geology 
and soils.) 

3. Thickness of loess over southern Wisconsin. The 

loess or wind-deposited dust that extensively covers the 

upland of the southern third of Wisconsin has a thick- 

ness ranging from essentially nothing to perhaps about 

i)



ten feet for an average maximum. There are places, how- 

ever, where the thickness is much greater. These loess 

soils are among the most valuable in the state. It is de- 
sirable that the areas of loess be mapped in detail and 
that isopach maps showing thickness be prepared. This 

will give a measure of the losses that are possible without 
destruction. (Geology and soils.) 

4. Thickness of the soil covering in Wisconsin. The 
soil produced by rock decay may remain at the place of 
formation or be carried elsewhere; the former is known 

as residual soil. It is important that the thickness of this 

soil be determined and that isopach maps be prepared 

showing the variations of thickness. Some parts of the 

upland of the state are covered with transported soils 

other than loess. The thickness of these soils should also 
be determined and maps prepared showing the distribu- 
tion and thickness. (Geology and soils.) 

5. Erosion on different slopes with different soils. Ex- 
periments need to be made concerning the behavior with 
respect to erosion of different soils on slopes of various 

angles. This information is fundamental to corrective 

measures. (Geology and engineering.) 

In the field of colloid chemistry 

1. Mechanism of flocculation. The physical structure 
of soils is in part dependent upon or associated with the 
colloidal fraction. The degree of flocculation, the particle 
size, the degree of hydration, and the stability of the soil 
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colloids play an important part in the erosive properties 

of soils. 
The importance of these properties invites an inquiry 

into the mechanism by which they operate. There is no 
generally accepted view, for example, that explains why 

soil colloids are flocculated under one set of conditions 
and deflocculated (dispersed) under other conditions. 

The presence of vegetation may bear directly on the 
degree of flocculation of the soil colloids. Thus plants 

in extracting food from the soil may remove inorganic 
salts that influence the degree of flocculation. Other 
plants, such as legumes, may supply materials to the soil 

which act in the same manner. The application of fer- 

tilizers (containing inorganic salts) should be considered 
from the standpoint of their effect on colloidal stability. 

The role of humus should also be investigated. 
These and other possibilities might be made more pre- 

dictable if a more comprehensive mechanism of floccula- 
tion was established. (Soils and chemistry.) 

i



EROSION PROJECTS ACCESSIBLE TO THE 

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

The University has access to an exceptional variety of 

projects and agencies dealing with erosion in Wisconsin. 

These projects are potential field laboratories for research 

work. Close-working relations with them already exist. 

The University’s consulting facilities can be made increas- 

ingly useful to the managers of these projects. These in- 

clude: 

1. Erosion Experiment Station of the U. S. Depart- 

ment of Agriculture and the University of Wisconsin 

(Bureau of Soil Conservation and the Wisconsin Agri- 

cultural Experiment Station co-operating). A splendidly 

equipped research station near LaCrosse where all field 

aspects of erosion are being carefully studied, accurately 

measured, and control methods developed. 

2. Coon Valley Project of the Soil Conservation Ser- 

vice, U. S. Department of Agriculture. Controlling ero- 

sion on 92,000 acres on 750 farms in La Crosse, Vernon, 

and Monroe counties. An integrated program utilizing 

personnel and methods in the fields of forestry, game 

management, agronomy, soils, engineering, and farm 

management, with several University staff members serv- 

ing as advisors. 
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Two additional demonstration projects have recently 

been approved, each aggregating about 10,000 acres. One 

covers the drainage basin of Fennimore Creek in Grant 
county, and the other is near Chimney Rock in Trempeleau 

county. : 

3. CCC Camps on Erosion Work. (Soil Conservation 

Service, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, and State College of 

Agriculture co-operating.) Twenty-one camps in south- 

western Wisconsin, with 500 dams and other structures 

completed to date, and involving close co-operation with 

several hundred landowners in planting and protecting 

farm wood-lots, building terraces, and using other im- 

proved methods of erosion control. 

4. U. S. Forest Service, Department of Agriculture. 

(a) Lake States Forest Experiment Station, St. Paul, 

Minnesota. Research work concerning both wind and wa- 

ter erosion, and the value of various species of trees and 
shrubs in controlling erosion. This station co-operates 

closely with the Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Sta- 

tion. 

(b) Regional U. S. Forest Service Headquarters, Mil- 

waukee, Wisconsin. Administration of the National 

Forests in the eight upper Mississippi Valley states, and 

aggregating 2,000,000 acres in Wisconsin alone. 
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JUNIOR FOREST RANGERS STUDY VIRGIN TIMBER 

These 4-H Club members are getting non-professional instruction in forestry 
from a club leader. Such work plays an important part in making rural young 
people acquainted with the needs, problems, and practices of forestry.
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FOREWORD 

This bulletin is part of the Science Inquiry series, which reviews 
the teaching and research of the University in terms of their relation 

to the social, economic, and political problems of our time. The ob- 

jectives are to appraise the nature of these problems, to take stock 

of the facilities available for an attack on them, and to outline a 

program that will permit a more comprehensive contribution toward 
their solution. 

One of the broad topics under consideration has to do with the 
conservation of Wisconsin’s natural resources. Four bulletins on conser- 

vation already have been published, The University and the Erosion 

Problem, The University and Conservation of Wisconsin Waters, The 

University and Conservation of Wisconsin Wildlife, and The Univer- 

sity and Conservation of Wisconsin Minerals. 

The present bulletin is the report of the Committee on Forestry, 

F. B. Trenk, S. A. Wilde, A. J. Riker, Noble Clark, Aldo Leopold, and 

G. S. Wehrwein. Aid and counsel were given by members of the staff 

at the Forest Products Laboratory of the U. S. Forest Service, par- 
ticularly C. P. Winslow and C. V. Sweet; by Raphael Zon and R. N. 

Cunningham of the Lake States Forest Experiment Station; and by 
R. B. Goodman and F. G. Wilson of the Wisconsin Conservation De- 

partment. The manuscript was prepared in final form by Noble Clark 
and Niemen Hoveland. 

Forestry is one of the most important of all Wisconsin’s conser- 

vation problems. It is very clear by this time that a great deal of land 
in this state—millions of acres, in fact—is not destined to be farmed, 

and that the best use of a large proportion of it is to use it for its 

original purpose—the growing of trees. 
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On the forest lands are pinned the hopes of thousands of fam- 

ilies for a better livelihood. Whole communities have been stranded by 

the decline of logging; if they are to prosper again, the forests must 

be placed on a productive and paying basis. The forests will not attain 

such a status without skillful management. Here is a problem which 
challenges the ability and resourcefulness of research workers, edu- 

cators, administrators, executives, lawmakers, and individuals. 

If this bulletin helps focus attention on the obstacles to be over- 

come, points out some of the steps that need to be taken, and stimu- 

lates action along the lines that will do most good, then it will have 
fulfilled its mission. 

President j 

w



SYNOPSIS 

1. A large proportion of Wisconsin’s surface orig- 

inally was covered with fine timber. 

The 2. Lumbering and farm land clearing destroyed all 
History but a small remnant of the virgin forests. 

3. Much of the forest land in this state now bears 

immature “scrub” growth. 

xk OK 

4. Nature, unaided, does not quickly re-grow mar- 

ketable timber. Nor has man found it profitable 

to farm all the cut-over land. The best use for 

about 16,000,000 acres, or nearly half of the 

area of this state, appears to be a managed 

forestry. 

The 5. Human as well as physical resources are in- 
Problem volved. Exhaustion of the local timber supply 

left the inhabitants of many communities with- 

out adequate means of support. 

6. In farming areas, many of the woodlands are 

abused or neglected, even though some of them 

are not sub-marginal for either agriculture or 

forestry. They represent a special farm man- 

| agement problem. 

* Ok x 

7. Much forest soil has been damaged by fires to 

such an extent that desirable species of trees 

are not easily established. 

Complicating 8. Injurious insects and plant diseases are grad- 

Factors ually destroying many standing trees and in 
some cases preventing replacement stock from 

making satisfactory growth. 

T
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9. Scattered settlements have retarded consolida- | 

tion of both public and private forest tracts, and 

also have increased fire hazards. | 

10. Faith in the future of the forest crop has been | 

shaken by development of wood substitutes and 

a declining per capita wood consumption. 
4% 

11. There is demand for timber by the pulp, paper 

and lumber industries, representing large invest- 

ments and employing considerable labor. 

Need of 12. The recreation industry thrives best in a for- 

Forestry ested lake region. It is too valuable an indus- 

try to allow it to suffer by failing to maintain 

the forests. 
13. Practice of forestry is an essential step in con- j 

serving soil, water, and wildlife resources. 
* Oe OK 

14. Forest protection has become an organized func- 

tion of state and national governments, and has 
been successful in keeping forest fire losses in 

Wisconsin at a remarkably low figure. 
15. Taxation laws encourage forest land ownership 

and development, but in spite of this fact, priv- 

ate forestry has made relatively little progress. 
Past 16. Publicly-owned forests have developed to such 

Efforts an extent that they will probably soon total 

5,000,000 acres in Wisconsin. 

17. A zoning movement, inaugurated to reduce local 

governmental costs, has recognized forestry as , 

the principal use for land in restricted districts. 

18. A start has been made in forestry extension 

work; this program has been especially fruitful 

in encouraging farmers to plant shelterbelts, 

windbreaks, and snow fences. 

19. A constructive program of forest research is 

being pursued by state and federal agencies, al- 

though its scope thus far is too limited for Wis- 
consin’s needs. 

ie oe 
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20. There is need to develop and put into operation 
forest management plans to assure timber-util- 

izing communities a permanent source of raw 

materials. Perhaps it will be necessary to reg- 

ulate cutting on privately owned land. 

21. Farm woodland owners need improved process- 

ing and marketing facilities to reach markets 

recognizing graded products. 

Present 22. Research to better the quality of planting stock, 
Needs both as to vigor and inherent characters, and to 

improve forest growing methods is needed to 

make the practice of forestry more efficient. 

23. Further research on the utilization of forest 

products is essential to place wood in a better 
competitive position with its substitutes, and 

action is needed to put the findings of science 

into practice. 

xk OK 

24. The University occupies a key position in re- 

search and education as regards the development 

of forest lands and a wider use of forest prod- 
ucts, for 10 major departments in this institu- 

tion are qualified to aid in such work. 

A Program 25. The University offers training in sciences as- 
sociated with forestry. A professional forestry 

school in Wisconsin is not warranted. 

26. There are possibilities of more extensive cooper- 
ation between agencies of the state and the 

federal government in attacking forestry prob- 

lems. A long list of specific research problems 

h awaits action. 

9
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CHAPTER | 

WISCONSIN'S FOREST SITUATION AND HOW IT 
CAME TO BE 

Why does Wisconsin want forestry? What obstacles stand in the 
way? What can be done about these problems? 

To get at the roots of these matters, we need to scrutinize 

understandingly the lusty drama of Wisconsin’s fabulous logging 

days, and more particularly the denouement that came when the timber 

was gone. 

A DE-FORESTED FOREST EMPIRE j 

Within the span of one century, Wisconsin’s original 215 billion 

feet of saw timber have been reduced to about 15 billion. Most of the j 

reduction was brought about by the hundreds of sawmills which moved 

in, removed all the timber within an economical hauling distance, and 

then passed on to other virgin regions. 
Quick removal of the forest was promoted by what were then two 

new phenomena—railroad logging and use of improved sawmills. These 

developments resulted in “clean” cutting of all species within a short 

time, in contrast with the older practice of selecting a few species. f 

Even before the coming of the sawmills, large areas were cleared ; 

by settlers who wanted the land for agriculture. There are no records i 

to show how much timber was removed by the pioneers, but legends | 

of early “log-rolling” enterprises indicate the total must have been i 

large. 

Toll of the forest was taken as the price and sign of progress. 

Were not the trees obstacles to farming? And was not this whole state 

some day to become one vast agricultural realm? Few questioned these 

assumptions during the nineteenth century. 

What proportion of the original timber was lost in forest fires 

or wasted in logging operations, without benefit to anyone or anything, 

is mostly a matter of conjecture. But here, too, the aggregate is large. 

Today the depletion of our virgin timber supply is well-nigh com- 

plete. Whereas in 1900 Wisconsin was exporting to other states and 

10
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nations literally billions of feet of the choicest white pine lumber, now 
it is importing a large part of the wood needed for its own building 
and manufacturing. Less than a dozen large saw mills remain in oper- 
ation. 

Wisconsin is still on the century-long down-grade in merchantable 
timber resources. To be sure, forest re-growth is occurring on much of 
the cut-over land, but up to the present time so little of the second- 
growth has reached a marketable stage that each year brings a net loss 
in the commercial timber supply. 

To picture Wisconsin as a state of steadily reduced income from 
forest resources is not pessimism, but only realism. The conditions 
we face are associated with human occupancy and domination of the 
land. 

Man’s habit of life clashes with Nature’s balance in many obvious 
ways. Fire is man’s universal attendant ; frequently it escapes to wreak 
havoc in the woods. Tree diseases and insect plagues increase with 
human occupation of the land. Not only cutting and clearing, but till- 
age, drainage, and pasturage often are conducted to the detriment of 
the remaining forest. 

LAND CLEARING AND LUMBERING DECLINE TOGETHER 

The expectation that the farmer’s plow would follow the lumber- 
man’s axe in all parts, of Wisconsin has not been realized. In fact, 
in many areas agriculture has been on the down-grade along with lum- 
bering during the past quarter century. 

The reason for this phenomenon is that large sections of Wiscon- 
sin are definitely sub-marginal for agriculture. Farming in these areas 
was successful only as long as the logging industry provided supple- 
mentary employment and a nearby market for the products of the farm. 

When logging was in its heyday, settlers worked on their farms 
in summer and in the lumber camps in winter. They rented their teams 
to the loggers when they were not needed on the farm. Hay and oats 
found a ready market as feed for the horses used in the woods. Potatoes 
and other foodstuffs were salable commodities as long as there were 
thousands of hungry lumberjacks to feed every winter. 

A good living for the settler and his family was virtually assured 
under these conditions, assuming that he worked reasonably hard and 
was located on fairly productive land. His original investment was 
small, and his indebtedness could soon be lifted.
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The real turning point in agricultural expansion of the North came 

when decline of the lumber industry gradually reduced, and then nearly 

terminated, the vital aid of supplementary employment and _ local 

markets. 

The situation was aggravated by abandonment of many railroads 

when there no longer were logs and lumber to be transported. Thus the 

settlers lost shipping facilities that might have been helpful in market- 

ing their farm products. 

Nor was disaster for many individual settlers the only result. 

Whole communities disappeared when the heads of families no longer 

were able to secure employment in sawmills and logging camps. Tax 

delinquency and land abandonment reduced the source of funds for | 

support of such governmental functions as education and road main- ; 
tenance. 

HOW SHALL NORTHERN LANDS BE USED? 

The fundamental problem facing the cut-over areas of northern 

Wisconsin is how to employ the land so as to afford the population 

the best possible livelihood. 

Farming has possibilities in some areas, but in many others the land 

is not productive enough to yield a livelihood when settlers must ship 

their products to distant markets in competition with those of more fav- 

ored districts. In many sections even where the soil is productive the cost 

of land clearing is more than the land is worth for farming purposes. 

The land grew trees before, and most of it is capable of doing so 

again. Properly managed, the woods could be a permanent source of : 

income. Forestry, then, is the best use for large sections of Wisconsin. 

This does not mean it would be wise to practice intensive forestry 

on all land that is unsuitable for agriculture, because land may be sub- 

marginal for forestry as well as farming. A safer policy is to give the 

better forest lands first attention as far as planting and improvement 

cutting are concerned. 

The doubtful areas need to be given fire protection. This is es- 

sential to safeguard nearby good forests. At the same time, pro- 

tecting the less desirable forest lands has the advantage that it means 

they will be useful for some purpose, since they are able to harbor game 

if not to produce sawlogs. 4
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THIS WAS ONCE A COMMON SIGHT IN WISCONSIN 

Magnificent white pines furnished much of the raw material for our lumber 

industry, which for many years was so extensive that Wisconsin was one of the 
foremost lumber-producing states in the Union. 

This early logging scene was photographed in Ashland county.
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FARM WOODLANDS NEGLECTED 

In the more favored agricultural areas, farm woodlands present a 
special management problem. These holdings, embracing nearly 6,000,- 
000 acres, are subjected to treatment ranging from complete abuse 
through grazing, overcutting and burning on the one hand, to the 
practice of thoroughly sound forestry on the other. 

Farmwoods often occupy the part of the farm that is not suita- 
ble for agriculture, particularly in the hilly western part of the state, 
and also on the morainic hills of the glaciated regions. But a very con- 
siderable acreage of woods is growing on land that could be tilled. 
These farmwoods exist today largely because of a deep-seated but 
seldom expressed conviction among the landowners that it is worth 

while to have a few acres of forest trees on a farm. 

At present it is only in rare instances that farm woodlots pro- 
vide a substantial and permanent source of supplementary farm in- 
come. Even in those cases in which good forestry practices are car- 
ried on, there is usually the problem of a disorganized market. A 
farmer’s cut each year generally is small, there is little opportunity for 
grading, and competitive bidding for his forestry products often is 
conspicuously lacking. 

The task of placing farm woodlands on a paying basis—so as to 
contribute directly to the farm income and to yield indirect benefits in 
better erosion control, moisture conservation, and game protection— 

is as definitely a part of Wisconsin’s forestry problem as that of pro- 

tecting and developing more than 10,000,000 acres of forest land which 
is not in farms. 

FACTORS RETARDING FOREST RESTORATION 

Prospects are favorable for the ultimate success of the Wisconsin 

reforestation program, which has already attained results that in some 

respects stand as an example to the rest of the nation. 

One reason for optimism is that public opinion in Wisconsin is con- 
sciously pro-forestry and pro-conservation. As citizens we subscribe to 
the creed that every tree we grow adds its quota to the protection and 

reclamation of soil and stream, to the conservation of wildlife, to the 

wholesome pleasures of outdoor recreation, and to the replenishment 

of our timber resources.
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Yet there are certain unfavorable factors bearing on forest restora- 
tion. These must be appraised and understood if substantial progress 
is to be made and costly, back-tracking errors are to be avoided. 

It must be emphasized that Nature, unaided, will not immediately 

proceed to restore the forests on cut-over lands, even though re-growth 
begins. Anyone who has had an opportunity to compare the towering 
white pine of the virgin forest with the brush, poplar, and other “scrub” 
growth of cut-over sections will appreciate this fact. 

The quality of the growth on a great deal of cut-over land that 

has been repeatedly burned over is so poor as to cause many land- 

owners to doubt that it ever will produce a marketable second crop. 
This is one of the important reasons for wholesale land abandonment 
and tax delinquency. 

Ruined Soil and Scattered Settlers | 

The silvicultural task of persuading useful timber to grow on | 
Wisconsin’s cut-over land would be much simpler were it not for 

two complicating factors—both associated with attempts to make north- 
ern Wisconsin into farm land. 

First, the settlers commonly set fire to the chopped-off branches : 
and other debris left by the loggers. Such burning was considered an 

essential step in land clearing. The flames often spread over wide areas 

where the land was totally unsuitable for agriculture. 

Fire removed the slash cheaply enough, but unfortunately it de- 
stroyed such young or unmarketable trees as had escaped the logging 

operations, and which would have served as seed trees if left alone. 

Furthermore, burning removed the leaves and humus that littered 
the ground, thus making conditions less favorable for white pine 

and other valuable species. The result was that poplars and other so- 

called “weed” trees, with seeds that may be carried for miles by the 

wind, came to replace the original and more useful types of forest 

growth. 

Second, isolated settlers hinder the task of reforestation. Many of 

them moved in when there was still a winter market for labor, farm 

products, and team hire; now they are responsible for a heavy drain 

upon local governmental finances in the form of roads, schools, and 

public assistance. By their very presence and activity in further at- 

tempts at land clearing and brush burning, these scattered settlers tend 

to discourage attempts to consolidate areas for timber growing.
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Finances and Returns 

Although most of the citizens of Wisconsin favor reforestation 

in theory and support it in public policy, relatively few of them show 

any inclination to invest their time and money in it as a private un- 

dertaking. A little reflection will show that, while it may be inconsis- 

tent, it is not altogether strange that forestry should enlist men’s 
wishes rather than their work. 

Trees are slow and expensive to grow. They are exposed to the 

dangers of fire and disease—risks which no insurance company will 

assume at economical rates. Even if a forest stand survives, it re- 

quires a generation or more of time before it reaches a marketable stage. 

It is because the returns from forestry are neither prompt nor 

certain that many owners of potential forest land prefer to use or sell 

it for other purposes, or at worst to abandon it to save the cost of taxes. 

Forestry is desirable, but is it economically practicable? Here is a case 

in which the best sentiments of the public come into conflict with doubts 
raised by first-hand experience. 

Individuals and firms not only shy away from ownership of 

forests, but also are reluctant to lend money for forestry purposes. 

Consequently the problem of financing investments in immature forest 
stands is a serious one for private owners, counties, the state, and the 

federal government. It is unfortunate, but entirely understandable, 

that money-lenders should be extremely cautious regarding projects 

intended to produce sustained yields of timber, while highly speculative 

financing has always been available for the destructive exploitation of 

virgin forests. 

This reluctance to make present sacrifices for the sake of a pos- 

sible future gain from forestry also appears in the management of 

farm woodlots. Many farmers adopt an a-bird-in-the-hand-is-worth- 

two-in-the-bush sort of philosophy, take what little they can from their 

woodlots in the form of pasturage, and thus forego any chance of gain- 

ing a permanent and substantial income from them. 

Competition of Wood Substitutes 

One question which helps to make land owners and investors 

hesitant to support forestry is this: “What will the timber be worth 
when it is ready for market 20, 30, or 40 years from now?”
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In the first flush of the American conservation movement a genera- 
tion ago, nearly everyone expected that timber would some day be 
both scarce and valuable. This view was based on the assumption 
that the demand for wood was due to continue on the up-grade. As it 
turned out, just the opposite proved true. Per capita use of wood now 
has been declining for a quarter century. The day is past when wood 
was the supreme, unchallenged raw material of America. 

Wood now meets stiff competition in most of its time-honored 
uses—for building material, as fuel, and as the basis for thousands of 
manufactured articles. To be sure, the demand is higher than ever for 
paper and other wood-pulp products; but this gain.is more than offset 
by the decline of the per capita lumber consumption to about half what 
it was 25 years ago. 

The downward trend is not due primarily to destruction of forests 
and resultant scarcity of wood. For the present there is ample forest 
and sawmill capacity in the United States to support a much larger 
consumption, although it is true that most of the remaining virgin 
timber is uneconomically distant from markets. 

The most important reason why wood has been losing out is that 
spectacular progress has been made in adapting metallic, mineral, and 
synthetic materials to the needs and tastes of the public. Little com- 
parable advance has been made in the utilization of wood. 

Outstanding examples of products made with wood substitutes in- 
clude steel joists and framing, chromium-plated steel furniture, all- 
metal automobile bodies and airplanes, steel office equipment, aluminum 
moulding and trim, rubber floors, concrete piling, asbestos siding and 

roofing, metal posts and poles, and synthetic wood alcohol. All these 

products have been successfully promoted and’ widely accepted. 

The constant quest of Americans for new and improved products 
and services must be squarely faced in planning the future of forestry. 

If the idea becomes established that wood is an out-moded material, 

that view will undermine, confuse, and weaken efforts at reforestration. 

As a matter of fact, wood has its share of advantages which can be 

expanded by conscientious research and popularized by aggressive pro- 
motion.
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WISCONSIN'S SPECIAL NEEDS FOR FORESTRY 

No longer do fears of a countrywide timber famine serve to win 

support: for reforestation. Time has proved the fallacy of a past gen- 

eration’s dire warnings that we must cut down our consumption of 

Christmas trees, lead pencils and toothpicks, lest we soon have no lumber 

to make cradles for our children or coffins for our dead. 

The fact is that the rest of the world would probably get along 

somehow if Wisconsin should abandon the idea of forestry. Equally 

true it is that Wisconsin does need forestry for good reasons of its own. 

Needs of Industry and Labor 

Wisconsin has millions of dollars and the careers of thousands of 

men invested in wood-using plants, including pulp, paper, and lumber 

mills. If these industries, these men, and the regions in which they are 

located are to prosper, they must have access to permanent and econom- 

ical sources of wood. 

At present these plants are resorting more and more to the use of 
immature forests. Even so, they are not able to secure enough raw ma- 

terial in Wisconsin. Of the 1,119,000 cords of wood consumed by 

Wisconsin pulp mills in 1937, only 405,263 cords were produced within 

the state. Moreover, the output of the pulp plants was not large enough 
to fill the needs of Wisconsin’s paper mills, for the latter consumed the 

equivalent of about 1,400,000 cords, including a considerable amount of 

ready-made pulp shipped in from the Pacific Coast, Canada, and north- 

ern Europe. 

From these figures it is evident that a market is not lacking at the 

present time. In fact, there is every reason to believe that the pulp 

and paper industries will be able to use increasing amounts of wood. 

If Wisconsin’s reforestation is carried to the point where we again 

are able to export appreciable quantities of lumber to other states, we 

should have no trouble in disposing of our output. Our market for 
forest products is the whole Middle West. This rich area, containing 

one-quarter of the population of the United States, ranks high in wood 

consumption and low in timber production. 

Wisconsin’s timber might be dominating the Mid-western market 

today, as in the past—if we only had the timber. To be sure, this state 

would have to compete with other forested areas, but our nearness to 

market gives us an important advantage, because timber is bulky and 
expensive to ship long distances.
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There appears to be little danger that Wisconsin will produce more 

usable timber than can be sold at some price. There are strong induce- 

ments for this state to hasten its preparations and be early in the field 
with a new timber supply. 

Aid for the Recreation Industry 

Wisconsin’s visitors come here for a variety of reasons, including 

the opportunity to fish and engage in other sports. But most of all they 

come for the scenery—for the peace and relaxation to be found in a 

forested, lake-studded north country. 

Since visitors for years have spent well over a hundred million 
dollars annually in this state, it is clear that recreation ranks among 

our major industries. Equally certain it is that improvement of the 
attractions which bring tourists here will aid this industry. 

That private landowners in the resort areas appreciate the inter- 

dependence of forests and recreation is indicated by their increasing 

activity in reforestation, forest protection, and use of improved cutting 

methods. 

It is good business, too, for the public to assume a share of the 
costs involved in forestry. The increased tax base which a thriving 

recreation industry makes possible goes a long way toward offsetting 

such public expenditures. 

Farmwoods Needed 

In recent years there has been a growing realization that many 

farming sections need to promote the growing of trees as a means of 

preventing wind or water erosion. 

Steep slopes of more than 25% are a veritable menace if they are 

cultivated or even pastured. Under such conditions rainfall is apt to run 

off so rapidly as to create gullies, bury fertile lowlands under silt and 

other debris, and to create hazardous flood conditions in the river 

valleys. The growing of wood is the safest use to which steep slopes 
can be put. 

In sandy sections such as central Wisconsin, soil blowing is nearly 

as damaging as the water erosion of the hilly areas. Here, too, trees 

have a place in a remedial program. Dividing the land into relatively 

narrow fields, with shelter belts of evergreen trees between them, is one 
of the best known methods of reducing wind erosion.
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TO KEEP WOOD-USING PLANTS IN OPERATION IS ONE 
PURPOSE OF REFORESTATION 

This paper mill at Mosinee is typical of many Wisconsin plants that need large 
quantities of wood for raw material. Millions of dollars in investments and the jobs 
of thousands of men require a dependable timber supply, preferably close at hand.
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Although erosion control is one of the most important benefits to 

be gained from farm forestry, it is not the only one. Woodland, pro- 

tected from grazing and fire, furnishes cover for game to an extent 
that is impossible in “clean farming” districts. In many areas it is 

lack of cover—not lack of a food supply—that limits the game popula- 

tion. 

Nor is there any need for a farm woodlot to be non-productive of 

cash income. There is little doubt that in the long run forestry will 

prove the most profitable use for several million acres of Wisconsin 

farm land. As a source of fence posts, farm building material, fuel, 

and supplementary cash income, farmwoods have a definite and secure 

place.



CHAPTER II 

WHAT PROGRESS HAVE WE MADE? 

Although Wisconsin is far short of a solution for its private 

forestry problem, this state has reason for some pride in the decisive 

steps already taken toward a come-back in timber production. 

Substantial progress has been made in the development of a system 
of fire protection, in the establishment of public forests, in the enactment 

and administration of laws favorable to private forestry, in rural zon- 

ing, and in research on forest problems. 
This progress in a large measure has been made possible by the 

enlightenment concerning forestry problems which has permeated the 

class room, the laboratory, the legislative chamber, the county board 

room, the civic club, and to the owner of forest land. 

The University has had a prominent part in bringing about such en- 

lightenment. It has contributed advanced training, research, extension 

work, and consultation services as its part in achieving the decisive 

steps thus far taken to promote Wisconsin forestry. 

FIRE PREVENTION AND SUPPRESSION 

The Wisconsin Conservation Department has organized the areas 

of greatest forest fire hazard into protection districts embracing some 

13,000,000 acres. 

Each district now is staffed with trained personnel. The organ- 

ization is alert toward possibilities of making further improvements 

in its staff and technique. 
The state provides its forest fire-fighters with modern detection and 

control apparatus. Use is made of recent engineering developments in 

tractors and plows, in pumping equipment, in the jetting of temporary 

wells, in field-radio communication, in air-craft patrol and transporta- 

tion. 

The federal government, under the provisions of the Clarke-Mc- 

Nary law, contributes $71,500 annually to the support of Wisconsin’s 

forest fire control program, and in addition assumes full responsibility 

for fire detection and suppression in the 2,000,000-acre area that has 

been designated for purchase by the Federal Forest Service. 

20
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Engineers, chemists, geologists, foresters, manufacturers, and ad- 

ministrators are cooperating to advance the control of fire as the first 

step in forestry. University staff members have aided in such work 
as designing new pumps (which have proved to be highly effective in 

fighting forest fires) and in making groundwater surveys. 

In evaluating the fire-fighting work, it is desirable to have some 

sort of a standard. For this purpose we may borrow a rule on which fire 

protection agencies in general agree: that it is a fair accomplishment 

if forest fires each year can be limited to one per cent of the area pro- 

tected; that a record better than this is good; and that probably the 

ultimate in fire prevention has been achieved if damage can be limited 

to one-half of one per cent of the acreage. 

With this in mind, we can readily appreciate that Wisconsin has 
made a creditable record during each of the past five years in holding 

the acreage burned down to less than one per cent of the forest area 

protected. Even in 1936, a year in which conditions were unusually 

hazardous during the long summer drought, no less than 92 per cent 

of all forest fires were confined to areas smaller than 10 acres in extent. 

A still better record was made in 1937. 

Obviously a few large fires can upset the averages for acreage 
burned, but there is every reason to believe that with the improved de- 

tection and suppression equipment now available, forest fire losses in the 
future will be kept fully as low as during the past few years. 

The fact that fire damage can be expected to occur on an acreage 

approaching one per cent each year does not mean that a complete loss 

of a full crop of timber will occur on each acre once every 100 years. 

Fires occur most often on the grassy and open areas, while the densely 

forested tracts are less vulnerable to fire. 

DISEASE AND INSECT CONTROL 

Entomologists at the University of Wisconsin and the State De- 

partment of Agriculture and Markets have cooperated in identifying 

destructive insect pests, and in giving advice on their control. 

Likewise, plant pathologists employed by these agencies often are 

called upon for advice on how to control parasitic fungi affecting trees. 

The office of the state blister rust control agent, working in co- 

operation with the University, the Department of Agriculture and 

Markets, and the U. S. Department of Agriculture, wages a campaign
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for eradication of gooseberry and currant bushes within 900 feet of 

stands of white pine. These plants are hosts for the fungus which 

causes white pine blister rust, in somewhat the same manner as bar- 

berry bushes are hosts for the wheat rust fungus. | 
Wisconsin has about 327,000 acres of white pine which can feasibly 

be protected from blister rust, and 54% of this area is already under 

protection. In addition there are 267,000 acres on which the stand is 

too mature, too scattered, or contains too many Ribes to make pro- 

tection practical. 
Relatively little has been done about certain other diseases and 

insects which bring about huge annual losses. In some instances the 

causal agent has not been identified and in many cases effective control 

measures have not yet been worked out. 

ESTABLISHMENT OF PUBLIC FORESTS 

About one-fourth of the Wisconsin land that is destined to be 

in non-farm forests has been acquired by governmental agencies. Pros- 

pects are reasonably good that nearly another one-fourth will be secured, 

to make eventually a total of 5,000,000 acres or more in public forests. 

Taking public title to no-man’s land does not in itself make more 

certain that choice second-growth timber will replace the unprofitable 

species which now occupy much of the land. Nor does it make any 

more simple the need for fire protection. But it does fix responsibility 
for reforestation of these lands—and that is an important forward 

step. 

Moreover, these public forests will furnish an ample and thoroughly 

practical outdoor laboratory for the development of sound forestry prac- 

tices to fit our Wisconsin conditions of soil and climate. Already much 

has been learned about the disastrous effects of heat and drought on 

plantings made in the open, and a beginning has been made in learning 

how to employ “weed” trees as cover to protect new plantings. 

County Forests 

County forests totalling some 1,650,000 acres were maintained 

by 25 counties in 1937. These forests have been acquired almost en- 

tirely by taking the deeds to tax-delinquent land, and each year addi- 
tional land is secured by the same process. 

All of this county forest land is entered under the Wisconsin forest 

crop law. The net effect is that the state contributes aid to the coun-
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ties, towns, and school districts in carrying on their road-building, edu- 

cation, and other services. 

In addition, financial aid for the specific purpose of improving and 

protecting the county forests is given by the state Conservation Depart- 
ment under the provisions of the county forest aid law. This assistance 

amounts to 10 cents per acre annually for all the land in county forests. 

All the counties receiving forest aid funds have active forestry pro- 

jects in operation. A wide variety of improvements is being accom- 

plished, including forest planting, woodland improvement cuttings, sur- 

veying and marking of section corners, fire-break construction, and 
trespass patrol. 

State Forests 

The state has maintained forests for a long time, but only to a rel- 
atively small extent and usually for the purposes of recreation and 

water conservation. One reason why the state does not acquire ex- 

tensive separate forest properties is that it already has an interest in 

the county forests, since it finances and protects the timber crop while 

the counties provide the land. State forests in 1937 totalled about 
176,000 acres. 

Federal Forests 

The U. S. Forest Service on June 30, 1937, owned or had in pro- 

cess of acquisition, 1,274,002 acres of forest land in Wisconsin. Two 

million acres have been authorized for federal ownership by the state 

legislature, and it is expected that as Congress makes funds available 

the Forest Service will gradually acquire the total acreage approved by 

the legislature for federal purchase. These purchasers are being made 

within two national forest areas, the Chequamegon and Nicollet. 

Indian Forests ° 

The largest remaining block of virgin timber in Wisconsin is owned 

by the Menominee Indians. It totals about 60,000 acres, being part of 

the 200,000 acres of reservation land in Shawano and Oconto counties. 

This forest is managed under a system of selective logging which is 

calculated to keep perpetually in operation the modern, electrically-oper- 

ated sawmill at Neopit. 

Woods work appears to be about the best occupation for Wisconsin 

Indians, and has been so accepted by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. 

Since the Wheeler-Howard Act, passed by Congress in 1934, pro-
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vides for repurchase and restoration of old Indian reservations and pro- 
motion of that type of labor for which the Indians have shown a fitness, 
it is expected that additional forest land will be acquired for the Indians 
in Wisconsin. A few purchases have already been made by the Re- 
settiement Administration for the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and other 
areas are still under option. 

This program promises to give profitable employment to many 

Indians, and at the same time contribute to the restoration of Wiscon- 

sin’s forest areas. t 

THE FOREST CROP LAW 

To understand the reasons for Wisconsin’s forest crop law, it is 
necessary to recall briefly the history of lumbering in this state. 

Logging formerly was carried on at a furious pace. The rule of 
the old-time lumberman was to “cut out and get out.” Why? Because 
that was most profitable. Selective logging over a period years? No— 
because, for one reason, taxes would mount to such an extent as to spoil 
any chance of making a profit. 

This cynical attitude was the natural result of the out-worn and 
unfair method of taxation employed at the time. Standing timber was 
taxed each year, and the assessed valuation tended to mount with each 
round of the assessor. 

Lumber companies argued—and with good reason—that it was i 
financial suicide to carry on conservative logging or maintain second- 
growth land so long as the growing timber crop was taxed at its full 
value every year during the many years of growth. It was far safer to 
take off the available timber as quickly as possible, and then let the 
land revert to the county to save taxes. 

In 1927, Wisconsin undertook to change this unhappy situation 
by means of its forest crop law. In framing this law, legislators freely 
consulted economists at the University of Wisconsin, and therefore the 
act largely reflects the philosophy of land economists who have long 
recognized the unfairness of the old taxation system. 

This law sets the tax on forest land at the nominal figure of 10 
cents an acre per year for a 50-year period. The timber itself is not 

taxed during the growing period. Only when some of the timber is 

cut (or at the end of the 50-year contract period, if the contract is not 
renewed), is a yield tax levied on the stumpage value of the products.
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If the forest happens to be virgin timber, then the annual land tax 
begins at 40 cents per acre and is reduced to 10 cents over a period of 
years. 

‘The land tax is paid to the town, school district, and county in which 
the forest is located. To them the state pays an additional 10 cents 
per acre annually for forest land within their borders. 

In applying for entry of lands under the forest crop law, the owner 
declares that his lands are best suited for timber growing. The declar- 
ation carries with it a responsibility to bring about a growth of timber 
that will eventually reach a commercially valuable size. 

The forest crop law was designed primarily to promote private for- 
estry. Today there are more than 400,000 acres of privately-owned land 
registered with the state under this law, including several large blocks of 
virgin and selectively cut forests. As it has worked out, this law has 
found its widest application in the formation of county forests, for these 
now include nearly five times the acreage of the private enterprises. 

On the surface at least, the forest crop law intends that the state 
be repaid for its annual advances of tax-lieu money, This is to be 
accomplished by the yield tax, fixed at 10% on private forests and 
75% on.county-owned forest crops, which is to be levied on the stump- 
age value of the timber when cut. 

No one can predict with certainty whether the state will be paid 
back every dollar it is advancing. But even if the yield taxes fail to 
bring about full reimbursement for funds advanced by the state, this 
is no proof that the investment was a poor one. It defies all accounting 
to trace the endless ramifications of salaries and wages paid by a single 
industry that may prolong its life for generations as a result of the 
forest crop law, but it is none the less obvious that the state, county, and 
community obtain real benefits from maintenance of the industry. 

For many communities some form of state aid is imperative. If it 
were not supplied as forest crop money, it probably would have to be 
given some other way. 

Since this is the situation, it is difficult to conceive of a more com- 
mendable form of state aid than that which lays down as a fundamental 
requirement that the beneficiary proceed to rebuild the one resource 
which is more likely than any other to make the area self-supporting. 

The forest crop law probably is not perfect, and in the future 
it may be wise to alter it so as to incorporate still better methods of 
taxation ; but meantime it is an excellent step in the right direction.
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RURAL ZONING 

Wisconsin now has more than 5,000,000 acres on which future ag- 

ricultural settlement is barred by county zoning ordinances. On these 

lands forestry and recreation are the principal approved uses. 

This state is pioneering in rural zoning. The movement began when 

the public came to recognize that large sections in this state are not 

destined to become farm land, and that attempts to settle unsuitable 

land not only brought suffering to the settlers but also a heavy burden 

of expense to taxpayers. 

Zoning originally started as a means of regulating the use of city 

property. It was a use of the police power, intended to protect property 

owners from the possible loss that might ensue if someone should em- 

ploy his land for a purpose that would make his neighbors’ property 

less valuable. As an exaggerated example, erection of a boiler factory 

in a residential neighborhood could not help but make nearby homes less 

desirable than before. 

During the decade of the 1920's, this question began to be asked: 

“If the police power, through zoning, can be used to protect property 

values, why can it not be extended to prevent uses of land which place 

unnecessary burdens on local taxpayers?” 

More specifically, why was it necessary for rural communities in 

parts of northern and central Wisconsin to furnish isolated new settlers 

with roads, special school transportation or tuition, and often relief 

assistance as well, when equally good land was available on existing 

roads and near established schools? 

Recognizing the validity of these arguments, the 1929 legislature 

broadened the county zoning law by authorizing counties to zone rural 

lands for forestry, recreation and agriculture, just as cities had pre- 

viously been permitted to regulate the use of urban lands for trades, 

industries and residences. 

That the social implications of this act were well understood by 

leading members of the bar is illustrated by this extract from an opin- 

ion relating to the application of the rural zoning law, given hy the 

office of the Attorney General in 1931:
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“The cut-over areas of northern Wisconsin speak as eloquently against 
haphazard development as any city condition. The spotting of these lands with 
remote or abandoned farms, resulting in sparsely-settled districts, with insuffi- 
cient population or value to support roads and schools, or to afford the com- 
forts of living that this day should give to all; the misdirected efforts to farm 
lands not well-suited to agriculture, with resulting personal grief and social loss; 
the far-reaching economic ill effects of stripping the state of timber; the fire 
hazard of cut-over lands and the fire hazard of human habitation in their midst, 
all cry out for planning, for social direction of individual effort.” 

Facts and figures assembled over a period of years by the Agri- 
cultural Economics department at the University told the same story, 
albeit with less emotional appeal. Maps showing the extent of tax 
delinquency, farm abandonment, and school abandonment, reproduced 
in special land use circulars for seven northern counties, carried the in- 
formation from the University to landowners and local public officials. 

Despite the fact that need for rural zoning was obvious, northern 
counties did not immediately make use of the authority granted them 
under the 1929 law. Not until a definite procedure for enactment of 
zoning ordinances had been established did there come an insistent de- 
mand for application of rural zoning. 

Three state agencies blazed the way in delineating this procedure: 
the Attorney General’s department, the Conservation Department, and 
the College of Agriculture at the University. One important step that 

came to be used was to call public meetings in the towns throughout 
a county for the purpose of interpreting and discussing the maps and 

figures which made up the land use report prepared for that county by 
the University. 

Oneida county was first to enact a zoning ordinance. Once its terms 
and benefits became known to officials in similarly situated counties, the 
University could not have escaped the demand for leadership in this 
movement even had it tried. County agricultural agents were instructed 
by county boards to arrange for educational meetings on zoning; county 

board resolutions were addressed to the Dean of the College of Agri- 
culture requesting assistance in drafting zoning ordinances; and in a 

few instances county board committees came directly to the College 
of Agriculture with requests for assistance and advice. 

By 1937, no less than 24 counties had enacted zoning ordinances, 

which close to agriculture about 5,000,000 acres, and dedicate this land 

to forestry and recreation. This movement constitutes an excellent 

beginning in a program of planned land use, and incidentally gives a
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strong impetus to forestry. But an important related problem remains 

unsolved. 

In the restricted areas remain a considerable number of settlers 

who had already located there before the zoning ordinances went into 

effect. Zoning does not prohibit them from continuing to use this land ; 

it only prevents others from moving in since the ordinances were en- 

acted. 

The full objectives of zoning cannot be realized as long as isolated 

settlers remain in the restricted areas, consequently many of them 

need to be relocated. Indications are that at least 1,000 families are so 

situated that relocating them would permit a worth-while saving of 

public funds. It would also facilitate the program of reforestation by 

making it possible to consolidate areas ‘set aside wholly for forestry, 

and by reducing fire and trespass hazards. 

In the movement to relocate settlers, as in zoning, the University 

is continuing to offer its leadership. It is cooperating with county boards, 

the Conservation Department, the Departments of Health and of Public 

Instruction, and public relief agencies. Agencies connected with the 

U. S. Department of Agriculture are also engaged in buying out iso- 

lated settlers located in the areas zoned against further agricultural 

development. Certain counties have done similarly, using state forest 

aid funds to buy land needed to “block up” their forests. 

FARMWOOD TAX EXEMPTION 

To promote forestry on farms, Wisconsin has enacted legislation 

exempting from taxation those farmwoods which are fenced, ungrazed, 

and unburned. The exemption applies to areas up to one-fifth of the 

total acreage of a farm. 

This law is administered locally, for it directs the assessor to re- 

move from the tax roll those farmwoods meeting the requirements dur- 

ing the year prior to assessment. 

SHELTERBELTS, WINDBREAKS, AND SNOW FENCES 

On Wisconsin farms, trees have important uses quite aside from 

production of timber, and even aside from control of water erosion of 

soil in hilly areas. More than two million forest trees annually are 

being planted on farms for other purposes.
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ZONING ORDINANCES ARE IN EFFECT IN 24 COUNTIES 

The counties shown in black have closed a portion of their lands to agricultural 

settlement, and specified forestry and recreation as the principal uses. The area 

closed to agriculture in the entire state is about 5,000,000 acres.
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In seven counties of the central Wisconsin light soil area, more 

than 500 miles of shelterbelts have been planted. These consist of three 

rows of evergreens planted at intervals across the farms to reduce “soil 

blowing” or wind erosion. When used along with strip cropping— 
the practice of alternating cultivated crops with hay or grain in nar- 

row fields—shelterbelts furnish the best known method of holding sandy 

soil in place. 

While shelterbelts are intended to protect the soil, windbreaks 

serve to protect farm livestock and to furnish greater comfort in the | 

farm home during severe winter weather or dust storms. Farmers in 

nearly every county in the state have shown increased interest and ac- 

tivity in windbreak planting during recent years. 
Planting of shelterbelts and windbreaks is being encouraged by an 

: educational program carried on by county agricultural agents, assisted 

by an extension forester jointly employed by the College of Agricul- 

ture and the Conservation Department. Trees for these purposes are 

grown in state nurseries and furnished free to farmers by the Conser- 

vation Department. 

Still another use of forest trees on farms is for permanent living 

snow fences to protect the highways. A technique for their use worked 

out at the Hancock branch agricultural experiment station involves 

planting them at least 100 feet from the road, so as to allow a space 

for snow to be deposited between the fence and the road. In return 

for the use of their land to grow the fences, farmers are allowed to 

work the land close to the road, which in sandy areas usually is much 

more productive than the average because of the additional moisture 

from heavy snow deposits. 

SILVICAL AND NURSERY RESEARCH 

Reforesting Wisconsin is a vast undertaking. To prevent effort 

and expense from being wasted, and to solve problems that appear 

baffling, intensive research is necessary. 
A good example of the need for research is offered by the for- 

est nurseries. Two state nurseries now produce about 40 million forest 

trees annually, and these plus three federal and several private nurs- 

eries in the state have an annual capacity of about 200 million seedling 

trees. 

Nurseries furnish an economical means of starting huge numbers of 

trees, but growing seedlings on the same soil year after year involves a
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lot of problems. For one thing, it makes insect and disease control 
more difficult. Various species of trees are rather exacting in their de- 
mands for soil with suitable acidity, fertility, and organic matter. Work 
to insure satisfactory disease resistance, form, and wood characteristics 
in the ultimate tree begins with the selection, testing, and propagation of 
high quality stock. 

Intensive research on these and related matters is beginning at the 
University. A considerable amount of valuable data has already been 
secured and is being applied in the nursery operations. 

Another field of research is concerned with problems encountered in 
transplanting trees from the nursery to the forest. Conditions must be 
right for them if a high percentage are not to die. This being the case, 
it is necessary to consider the climate, slope, soil, groundwater level, 
shade, and native plants in determining what species to plant in a par- 
ticular area. 

In preparing such data, and in attacking other problems connected 
with the planting and management of forests, the University is cooper- 
ating with the state Conservation Department and the counties which are 
growing forests. 

On several forest research problems the University is cooperating 
to good advantage with the Forest Products Laboratory of the U. S. 
Forest Service at Madison, the Regional Office of the U. S. Forest 
Service at Milwaukee, the Lake States Forest Experiment Station at 
St. Paul, and the Soil Conservation Experiment Station at La Crosse.



CHAPTER III 

TODAY'S GOALS AND PROBLEMS 

Wisconsin has made an admirable start in its forestry program, 

but it has a long way to go before reforestration will be in such a stage 

that it can accomplish the majority of its purposes. 
Moreover, there are limits to the possibilities of speeding up such 

a program. Not only does it take time to grow a timber crop, but it 

takes time to gain the knowledge needed for efficient achievement of 

this result. 

A fully functioning forest economy in Wisconsin can come only 

through maturing experience and wise adaptation of policy to conditions. 

Its development will depend in a large measure on the leadership, initi- 

ative, and example of citizens who have made the problems of the land 

their special study and interest, and upon the fullest degree of co- 

operation between all of the interested agencies. 

Although at present we do not have all the answers to the forestry 

problem, we do know that certain goals need to be reached in the 

future and can foresee some of the problems that bar the way. 

THE FOREST-PRODUCING, FOREST-USING COMMUNITY 

Many Wisconsin communities are dependent upon timber lands 

to such an extent that their industries, and often their very existence, 

can be perpetuated only if adjacent forests are managed so as to return 

sustained yields. 
To bring this about requires something more comprehensive than a 

management plan for a single owner of timber land. There are many 

owners, and many stages of forest depletion. What is needed is a co- 

operatively-prepared forest management plan for the entire forest-pro- 

ducing community upon which the industries are dependent. In other 

words, the situation calls for a new departure in community organiz- 

ation by forest landowners. 

Such a plan must reckon with factors of existing forest cover, rate 

of growth, quality of material, present rate of drain, and financial and 

taxation matters necessary to convince a large and widely variable class 

of owners, as well as the industries, that there is a future in a regulated 

cut and in a forest-growing enterprise. 

34
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Management plans by working circles, once limited almost en- 

tirely to the operations of the U. S. Forest Service, must come into use 

by every community that has, and hopes to maintain, forest industries. 

Only in this fashion can the industries be assured a continuous local 

supply of raw material to keep them in operation. 

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS 

If forestry is to become as well established as citizens of Wiscon- 
sin hope it will be, obviously the way must be made relatively easy to 
engage in the enterprise. 

Wisconsin already has taken a long step in this direction by easing 
the burden of taxation on forest lands. However, many other economic 

problems thus far remain unsolved. 

Financing Forestry 

If forestry is to make satisfactory headway, provision must be 

made for financing projects under long-time credits and low interest 

rates. The problems of public and private finance are different, but they 

are hardly less pressing in one case than in the other. 

Certain it is that the problem of financing forestry is not solved 

by putting it up to public treasuries. One reason why this is so is that 

the state of Wisconsin has contitutional limitations on bonded indebted- 
ness. 

In private forestry the financial structure of an enterprise should 

be such as to avoid pressure for liquidation or withdrawal of either 

credit capital or ownership capital. A device that has been partially 

worked out to serve this purpose for large undertakings is the corpora- 

tion. 

For smaller enterprises a different device is required. The propo- 

sition of using the machinery of the Federal Land Bank system, or some- 

thing comparable to it, for handling forest loans has been given some 

consideration, and more study might profitably be given to the idea. 

Transportation Costs 

Transportation is a big factor in the cost, and hence the competitive 

position, of forest products on the consumer market. Wisconsin is for- 

tunate in having a market at home and in nearby states, but this advan- 

tage is partly off-set by the fact that producers in this state are required 

to pay higher railroad freight rates per mile than is paid by distant
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competitors. The price of Pacific Coast building lumber largely fixes 

the market value of Wisconsin-cut hemlock. 

These considerations bring out this fact: The question of equit- 

able railroad rates is basic to forestry in Wisconsin as in the country at 

large, and the problems involved have still to be grappled with. 

Nor is the matter of transportation costs confined to railroad rates. 

If the proposed St. Lawrence waterway is constructed, it will probably 

reduce timber values in Wisconsin and its market states, and thus give 

a set-back to our forestry program. Exactly this happened to the for- 

estry of New England and various other Atlantic Coast states as a 

result of the Panama Canal. | 

Miscellaneous Economic Matters 

Obviously some balance is needed between public acquisition of 

forest lands and private ownership, because if public agencies are to 

secure most of the productive forest land, finance it at low interest rates, 

and pay no taxes on it—then private owners will have little chance of 

success against such competition. On the other hand, taxpayers have not 

shown a desire to adopt and finance a program in which all timber pro- 

duction is taken over as a public enterprize. 

Another complication is that expansion of public forests reduces 

the tax base of local governments. As an example, one northern town- 

ship in a national forest area now has an assessed valuation of only 

$42,000. 

Some type of public regulation for the management of private for- 

est land appears to be needed. What form this is to take to meet Wis- 

consin conditions is a question that awaits further study. 

Other matters to which economists thus far have given little atten- 

tion include international competition in timber production, tariffs, and 

the cost of timber growing. 

Many of these economic problems of forestry have not even been 

thoroughly appraised as yet. For this reason it is impossible to be defi- 

nite as to what should be done about them. Yet they are none the less 

real, and Wisconsin must ultimately come to grips with them if the 

state’s forestry program is ever to attain the measure of success for 

which we hope it is destined.
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Farmwood Marketing 

In 1934 Wisconsin farmers and small timberland owners received 

a cash income of $4,000,000 from farm woodland products. 

There are good reasons for believing this income could have been 

several times as large if farmers had any facilities for group action or 

co-operative marketing instead of the single-handed deals they now 

make with buyers who act as intermediaries of large organizations en- 

gaged in processing timber and forest products. 

The 10-cent-a-tree return that some farmers now get from wooded 

areas in southwestern Wisconsin is no reasonable return on 50 years 

of growth, and little incentive for putting more of the steep slopes 

into timber. 
These needs are suggested: first, assistance for farmers in organ- 

izing and promoting marketing associations dealing in forest products ; 

second, a concerted effort to aid farmers in reaching those markets 

which will furnish wholesome competition for the buyers who too fre- 
quently in the past have had little difficulty in buying timber at 10 to 

20 cents per tree. 

On the part of farmers themselves there is need for self-restraint 

and vision regarding the sale of woodlot products. It does not pay to 

sell timber if only a very low price can be obtained, and neither is it 
wise to cut the woodlot clean when the price happens to be fairly high. 

In a general way it is sound policy to sell somewhat more timber when 
the price is high than when it is low, but in the long run it is even 

more important to regulate the cut with an eye to sustained production. 

BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS 

Economic problems in forestry may eventually be smoothed away 

by united action, for they are largely man-made and capable of being 

remedied. But there is also the need of getting Nature to cooperate ef- 
fectively in reforestation. The latter problem undeniably has a signi- 

ficant bearing on the ultimate economic success of forestry. 

Silvicultural science is still in its youth in America. It cannot be 

assumed that the secrets of soil, species, and forest relationships, are 

well known and ready to be applied toward the best and quickest re- 

covery of forest values, if the call should come tomorrow. Thoroughly 

efficient and successful forestry demands more research and experience 

in both laboratory and field.
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Thinning of Stands 

Where virgin timber is present, it is important to conduct logging 

operations and thinning in such a way as to bring about quick re- 

growth of valuable species. Foresters have developed some techniques 

for bringing about an efficient transition to managed re-growth, although 

they have thus far had little opportunity to look beyond or beneath the 

trees themselves and therefore probably do not pay as much attention 
as would be desirable to the soil and other environmental conditions. 

In thinning pine stands on poor, sandy soil, the best known practice | 

is to reduce the canopy in the vertical rather than the horizontal direc- | 
tion. That is, it is best to remove the suppressed and over-sized trees, 

but to leave a sufficient number of normally-developed ones to furnish 

good cover. This method has the advantages of permitting precipitation 

to reach the ground fairly uniformly, and of protecting the soil from | 
direct sunlight and too rapid decomposition of organic matter. | 

Similar conservative cuttings are believed to be best for hardwood 

stands on well-aerated, heavy soils of the mull humus type. 

An entirely different technique is required in handling spruce or 

hemlock stands on heavy podzol soils having a thick layer of raw humus. 
Under such conditions heavy cuttings are needed in order to promote 

the decomposition of raw organic matter by higher temperatures and 
light intensities. 

On soils deficient in drainage an especially complex system of thin- 
ning and selective logging is involved. 

All the currently accepted methods of thinning have been largely 

formulated on an empirical basis without adequate field research, hence 

some of them may not be entirely effective. Doubtless they will have to 

be modified as a result of future research on such factors as light in- 

tensity, temperature, moisture, rate of decomposition of organic remains, 

and a wide range of bio-chemical problems relating to soil nutrients, 
under our specific Wisconsin conditions. 

Nursery Problems 

Where “clean cut” logging has been practiced, or fire has killed most 

of the valuable species, the land usually is either covered with scrub 
growth or is barren of timber. Here it is necessary to plant trees of de- 

sirable species before another crop of salable timber can be grown. 
Success in forest planting depends first of all upon the conditions 

under which the seedling trees were grown in the nursery. Many fac-
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tors may prove so detrimental to seedlings as to result in planting stock 
of low vigor. 

When weak trees are planted in the open, a high proportion of them 

either die within a short time, or—what is even more unfortunate—they 
may struggle along for a number of years and eventually become hosts 
for parasitic organisms. 

To grow seedlings in permanent forest nurseries, it is necessary to 

apply fertilizers, fungicides, and insecticides. Although these chemicals 
are essential, they tend to complicate matters by entering into numer- 
ous reactions with the soil constituents, and by affecting the population 
of soil micro-organisms. 

There is evidence that the mycorrhiza—fungi which live in close 

association with tree roots—have a marked influence on the nutrition of 

trees. This opens up possibilities that need to be explored in respect to 
both the growing of nursery stock and the growing of transplanted 
trees in a permanent location. 

In the past, forest planting stock has been almost universally grown 
from seeds ; but it may be feasible to propagate highly selected individual 
trees vegetatively by means of cuttings, thus insuring the same quality 
as that of the mother tree. This development has been given impetus 
by recent discovery that certain so-called “plant hormones,” such as 

indole butyric acid, are very effective in stimulating root development in 
both evergreen and broad leaf species. 

Still other possibilities are those of inducing temporary drought 
resistance in nursery stock and transplants by means of wax emulsion 
dips and sprays to reduce the transpiration of moisture, and of improv- 
ing the quality of trees in such respects as disease and insect resistance. 

These considerations clearly indicate that nursery soils present 
many chemical and biological problems. A start has been made in solv- 

ing them, but most of them remain to test the mettle of research men 
and foresters. 

Planting Sites 

Even though foresters succeed in growing vigorous planting stocks 
in the nursery, they face the need of finding suitable forest soils on 

which to plant them. Or—looking at it the other way around—they 
must grow species adapted to the soils which need to be reforested. 

In the total area of Wisconsin, only 20% of the land may be such 

that a certain species of tree is able to survive when planted on it. Still
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smaller may be the proportion of land on which the species not only 

will survive, but also will resist disease, produce a large yield of high 

quality timber, and reproduce naturally. 

The importance of using adapted species of trees on forest. soils is 

becoming recognized more and more in this country, particularly. in Wis- 

consin, To achieve this end, more research and greater refinements in 
field work are needed. 

It is thoroughly good business to make sure that the planting is 

done right, because the cost of such care is a minor item in the total 

expense of growing a forest crop. Costs that loom much larger in- 

clude those of fire protection, taxation, and interest on the investment ; 

and these will be pretty much for naught if the planting was done un- 
wisely. 

Succession of Species 

It has often been assumed that the best species of tree to plant 
on a cut-over area is the one which grew there before. Yet experience 

has shown that following this policy frequently results in failure to get 

a stand. 

One reason for this is that burning often changes the character of 

the soil so as to make it unsuitable for the species that formerly grew 

on it. Another consideration that must be borne in mind is this: The or- 
iginal species in the first place crept in gradually, probably requiring 

centuries to become the dominant type; its seedlings may not thrive 
in the open, but only under the cover of larger trees and in soil enriched 

by their litter. 

These facts suggest that man, if he is to be successful in growing 

the more valuable trees, needs to imitate Nature in growing a succession 

of species. Exactly this is done in European countries which have had 
long experience in forestry. 

Some of these European techniques which we need to consider 

sound rather strange to Wisconsin ears. For example, in order to get a 

stand of spruce, white birch often is planted first as an overhead: nurse 
crop to shut out part of the sunlight; later the spruce is planted, and 

mugho pine is planted along with the spruce to provide a layer of litter. 

In Wisconsin it probably will be possible in many cases to make use 

of volunteer “scrub” growth as a nurse crop. But whether the nurse 

crop is readymade or has to be planted, some attention to the succession 
of species may greatly increase the success of reforestation.
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—Courtesy Wisconsin Conservation Dept. 

THESE ARE SEED BEDS IN A STATE FOREST NURSERY 

A nursery such as this one at Trout Lake, in Vilas county, is well adapted to 
mass production of seedling trees. Forest nurseries in Wisconsin include two operated 
by the state, three by the federal government, and several by private firms. Together 
they have a capacity of about 200 million seedlings per year.
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Introduction of New Varieties 

Many foresters are skeptical of the wisdom of introducing foreign 

trees. No doubt this is because carelessly introduced species very often 

have proved unsatisfactory, particularly in Europe. 

Yet there is this to be said: It is a radical change in environment— 

not the crossing of political boundaries—that imperils the success of 
exotic species. As a matter of fact, it is a more difficult feat to translo- 

cate white spruce 200 miles from northern to southern Wisconsin, than 

it is to move Scotch pine from the Danube Valley to central Wisconsin— 

a distance of 5,000 miles. 

It behooves us to be open-minded about the possibilities of im- 

porting foreign trees, even though America does have a great number 

of valuable native species. Particularly where native species have been 

almost completely exterminated, are we justified in looking for more 
resistant varieties in other regions or other parts of the world. Also, 

since our native pines require acid soils, it appears that our best chance 

of introducing some conifers into the hardwood farm woodlots on lime- 

stone soil may rest on use of Austrian or Western yellow pine. 

In order to translocate varieties successfully, it is necessary to study 

thoroughly all the factors of environment in the native region of the 

species, as well as in the area in which we propose to plant it. 

Improvement of Quality 

The principles involved in improving the quality of forest trees are 

no different from those commonly used with many farm crops. The 

procedures involve selection and breeding. 

If trees possessing excellent quality (including disease and insect 
resistance) are selected as seed trees, the chances of good quality progeny 

are much better than if seed is collected indiscriminately. : 

The chances of good progeny are practically 100% if a series of 

excellent parent trees is propagated vegetatively by one means or an- 

other. 

Doubtless a great deal of progress could be made by selection among 

the trees now growing in Wisconsin. Work in this direction appears 

essential in a well-conceived reforestation program. For example, there 

are white pines now growing which appear to have a high degree of 

resistance to blister rust. If resistant white pine could be propagated,
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it would be of a particular value in the areas where Ribes eradication is 
not feasible. 

The possibilities of breeding improved varieties of forest trees are 

somewhat limited by the fact that such work is time-consuming. In some 

cases it may require a period exceeding the lifetime of a man before 

notable results can be achieved. However, modern technique is providing 
many short cuts. 

Fortunately a number of rapidly-growing hardwoods can be im- 

proved through hybridization in a relatively short time. Poplars have 

already received considerable attention in both Europe and America, and 

the results have surpassed most expectations. 

Undoubtedly much more could be done to improve other rapidly- 
growing light-demanding hardwoods, as well as some conifers. Espe- 

cially is this true if the selection of varieties is closely correlated with 

the acclimatization requirements and disease resistance of the crossed 
strains. 

Certainly it would be a mistake to assume a futilitarian attitude 

toward forest genetics. The astonishing results achieved by agricul- 

tural geneticists in developing crops with greater productivity, better 
quality, and disease resistance suggest that a similar approach to for- 

estry could effect substantial improvement in the available species. 

Control of Diseases and Insects 

It will probably surprise many residents of Wisconsin to learn 

that diseases and insects cause more economic loss than fire in the for- 

ests of this state. The reason the contrary generally is supposed is that 

fire is spectacular, the hazard being of emergency character, and the 

damage obvious to everyone, while the losses from diseases and insects 
are scattered, inconspicuous, and commonly overlooked. 

Some of the species that are greatly damaged by disease already 

have been mentioned. Among them are the very valuable white pine. One 

fact which must be borne in mind to appreciate the hazard which diseases 
and insects involve for evergreens is that a single defoliation causes 

their death. 

Poplars all over the state are so infested with rot that the ma- 
jority of them have virtually no commercial value. This trouble is 

caused by certain fungi. 

Red and black oaks in southern and western Wisconsin are dying 

at an alarming rate from some unidentified disease, the affliction appar-
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ently being as serious for these oaks as the well-known Dutch elm disease 

is for the elms. 

As the foregoing illustrations indicate, in some cases the destruc- 

tive agents are well known, and in other instances they are not yet under- 

stood. Further work is needed to devise and carry out control methods, 

for it is obvious that in a well-rounded reforestation program lack of 

insect and disease control is as unthinkable as failure to provide fire 

protection. , 

In general only two approaches to forest tree disease and insect con- 

trol are practical. One involves elimination of host species, as in 

Ribes eradication to combat blister rust of white pine; and the other 
lies in selection or breeding of resistant strains of trees. In agriculture 

a third approach is popular—namely the use of insecticides and fungi- 

cides as sprays or dusts; but this method is too expensive to employ on 

widespread forest plantations, hence its use in forestry ordinarily is lim- 

ited to nurseries and to certain dense plantings. 

RESEARCH ON UTILIZATION OF WOOD 

The success of Wisconsin’s forestry program primarily depends 

upon the ability of its forest areas to produce a future raw wood supply 
at relatively low cost. Only thus can Wisconsin maintain its market 

for lumber and other forest products in competition with other forest 

regions. Even then this program will not be a complete success if the 

downward trend in wood consumption is continued into the indefinite 

future. 

The incentive for research in the development of substitutes for 

wood, which has caused this downward trend, has been the increasing 

cost of raw wood. Conversely, the incentive for research in wood 
products that may reverse the trend lies in the prospect of a forest 

growth which will assure that wood will be cheap in comparison with 

substitute materials. 

New processes for wood utilization will be applied industrially in 

those forest areas where the future wood supply will be relatively 

plentiful and which are situated so that wood products can be delivered 

to the consuming market at low cost. These considerations brought to 

Wisconsin its great paper industry and were responsible for its de- 

velopment. The same considerations now threaten the gradual migra- 

tion of this industry to other regions promising a cheaper wood supply.
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The future of wood utilization is in the hands of science. It is 
science that has enabled competing materials to reach the positions they 
occupy today. If wood is to win back some of the favor it has lost, it 
too must be made a technical product whose properties are known, whose 

variations are controlled, and whose behavior can be predicted. | 
Wood has the qualities demanded by a great variety of uses. But | 

only through scientific research can these qualities be determined, segre- 
gated, modified, and guaranteed to meet the exact requirements of | 
modern use. 

The producing trades and consuming public need to know five 

things about each of some 30 properties that vary widely among our 
numerous Wisconsin woods: (1) how the property varies in a species; 

(2) how to measure and select for it commercially ; (3) how to increase 

or decrease it; (4) its importance in each use; and (5) how to design 

wood products so as to take full advantage of it. 

Investigations at the Forest Products Laboratory of the U. S. 
Forest Service at Madison have a significant bearing on the future of 
wood. These are working constantly toward the adaptation of wood 

to modern needs, including development of new and improved products 

of wood; and in addition they seek to reduce wastes in logging and 
milling. 

There are certain strong footings on which science can take a stand 

to reverse the downward trend in wood consumption. 

For one thing, pulpwood is in an excellent position. Both the num- 
ber and volume of pulp and paper products are ever increasing. Like- 

wise cellulose derived from pulpwood has an assured market in the 

manufacture of such products as cellophane, rayon, wood cotton and 

wood wool. Lignin, an unused by-product in chemical pulp utilization, | 

3 is beginning to show promise as a basis for production of plastic mate- 

rials such as wood tile. 

Further research and industrial development lie in the field of chem- 
ical utilization. Wood distillation produces methyl alcohol, acetic acid | 
and charcoal. Wood hydrolysis can produce ethyl alcohol, yeast, lactic 

acid, crystalline glucose and xylose, valuable for the preparation of fod- 

der and human food. 

However, it is not to be expected that new uses for wood will be- 

come of primary importance in the near future. For a considerable time | 

to come the more familiar uses—such as for lumber, veneer, ties, poles, 

| 
:
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—Courtesy U. S. Forest Products Laboratory 

THE FEDERAL FOREST PRODUCTS LABORATORY IS LOCATED 

AT MADISON 

This modern laboratory, the foremost one of its kind in the world, is operated 

by the Forest Service of the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. Its location on the campus 

oi the University of Wisconsin facilitates cooperative research.
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and fuel—will continue to absorb a relatively high percentage of our 
timber production. The status of wood in these forms can be improved 
by general application of the best known practices in processing and 
utilizing the products. 

For example, wood in the form of laminated and sheet assemblies is | 
unusually strong and consequently well suited for use as a structural 
material. Development of new fastenings and adhesives is hastening 
the trend toward such building material. 

Other important advances include these: (1) Methods of seasoning 
wood to overcome shrinkage defects have been provided by science; (2) 
treatment of wood to prevent decay is well established; and (3) tech 
niques for making wood highly fire-resistant are being perfected. 

As a source of heat and power, wood has been used thus far with 
great service but conspicuous inefficiency. The lack of efficiency is now 
being overcome by new developments in stoves and furnaces, which 
promise to make wood a far more satisfactory and economical fuel for | 
use in rural and forested districts. | 

These are some of the favorable factors pertaining to utilization of 
wood. They constitute good reasons for believing that, as research un- 
covers better ways of using wood, and as the technical and lay public is 
informed of these advances, there will cease to be a danger of wood 
coming to be regarded as an out-moded material.



CHAPTER IV 

A PROGRAM, AND THE UNIVERSITY'S PART 

If the Wisconsin forestry program is to be furthered most effec- 

tively, obviously this state must put to the best possible use whatever 

means it possesses for promoting such a program. 

Some of the fields that need attention, the proper “tools” to attack 

them, and their relationships are suggested in the interpretative chart on 

page 47. 

SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES AND AGENCIES 

Projects that should be carried on as rapidly as reasonable financial 

limitations will permit, and the logical agencies to conduct them are sug- 

gested in this outline: 

A. Silviculture and forest management. 

1. Nursery and forest soil problems—University of Wisconsin. 

2. Seedling production, planting, and adaptation of species— 

University of Wisconsin, Lake States Forest Experiment 
Station, U. S. Forest Service, Wisconsin Conservation De- 

partment. 

3. Integrated forest communities—Regional Forester’s office 

of the U. S. Forest Service, Lake States Forest Experiment 

Station, U. S. Forest Products Laboratory, Wisconsin Cons- 

ervation Department, U. W. Agricultural Extension Service. 

4. Farm woodland development encouraged by demonstrations, 

taxation benefits, and agricultural benefit payments—Uni- 

versity of Wisconsin, Agricultural Adjustment Administra- 

tion, U. S. Soil Conservation Service, U. S. Forest Service, 
Wisconsin Conservation Department. 

B. Forest protection. | 

1. Extension of fire protection in modified form to lands out- 

side forest protection districts, principally erosion work 

areas—Wisconsin Conservation Department, U. W. Agri- 

cultural Extension Service. 

46
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RELATIONSHIP OF THE PRINCIPAL FACTORS INVOLVED IN FORESTRY 

Forestry has its roots in the sciences. On scientific research we rely for the ac- 
quisition of needed information, but whether success in our forestry program is 
actually realized also depends upon the extent to which the available knowledge is 
used. Consequently much is contingent upon education, legislation, and adminis- 
tration.
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2. Discouragement of burning and grazing on farm woodlands 

—U. W. Agricultural Extension Service, Soil Conservation | 

Service. | 

3. Disease and insect pest control—University of Wisconsin, 

Department of Agriculture and Markets, Wisconsin Conser- 

vation Department, U. S. Department of Agriculture. 

C. Forest utilization—Forest Products Laboratory, University of 

Wisconsin. 

D. Use of forests in controlling wind and water erosion—Univer- | 

sity of Wisconsin, Soil Conservation Service, Lake States For- 

est Experiment Station. ; | 

RESEARCH IN. FORESTRY | 

In forestry, as in other public affairs, the function of the Univer- | 

sity of Wisconsin is fact finding and guidance. The research facilities | 

of this institution can render a great public service by helping to ac- | 
cumulate the knowledge needed to make a forestry program successful. | 

A favorable factor in this connection is that the facilities of the | 

University already are strongly mobilized to work on farm problems. 

Since agriculture and forestry have much in common—they involve | 

parallel problems of plant growth, protection, harvesting, distribution, 

and use—it should require only minor readjustments in technique to 

bring many of these research facilities to bear on forestry. 

Moreover, Wisconsin is fortunate in that the Forest Products Lab- 

oratory of the U. S. Forest Service is located on its campus. Its lo- 

cation here gives the University an unexcelled opportunity for cooper- 

ative study. 

Many subjects for research demand attention. To these a consid- 

erable number of departments at the University of Wisconsin each have 

their particular contributions to make. Representative examples follow. 

Economics 

Public and quasi-public credit as an aid to the forest industries | 

of Wisconsin, and as an encouragement to selective cutting. | 

Effects of transportation and production costs on the competition 

of Wisconsin and West Coast lumber in Wisconsin markets. 

|
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Erosion control and soil conservation as economic incentives for 

practice of forestry on farm lands. 

The marketing of farmwood products and possibilities of cooper- 

ative action in this field. 

Present economic status of the major wood-consuming industries in 

Wisconsin, and development of plans for maintaining them. 

Taxation, classification, and zoning of land according to its best use. 

Protection of public-interest investments against undue tariff and 

trade barriers. 

Marketing and distribution of goods to the advancement of local 

community interests. 

Biology and Soils 

Effect of nutrient salts upon the resistance of seedling trees to 

drought and frost. 

Properties of surface organic deposits of Wisconsin forest types 

in relation to practical silviculture. 

Species and planting methods to use under various conditions of soil 

and surrounding growth, in respect to both commercial forests and farm 

woodlots. 

Nursery practices and problems, including soil management, vernal- 

ization of seed, control of disease (particularly “damping off”), winter 

injury, and control of insects. 

Possibilities of using “plant harmones” in silviculture. 

Factors involved in selecting planting sites, including climate, ex- 

posure, soil, water level, and local flora. 

Possibilities of inducing temporary drought resistance in trans- 

planted trees by means of wax emulsions. 

Wisconsin soils and climate from the standpoint of acclimatization 

or translocation of forest tree species. 

The value of soil organisms such as micorrhiza in the nutrition of 

nursery stock and transplanted forest trees. 

Development of rapidly-growing varieties of broad-leaved species, 

suitable for planting in Wisconsin. 

Improvement of tree quality by selection and breeding for such 

factors as disease resistance, tree form, and wood characteristics. 

Identification and control of injurious insects.
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The causes of tree diseases, their prevalence, and their distribution ; 

methods of preventing them, if possible, or of avoiding them in new 
plantings. 

The relation of environment and silvicultural control to the for- 

mation of wood having desired properties, including the effects of vary- 

ing geographical positions; influence of soil and water relations on the 

rate of tree growth and the properties of density and strength in the 

wood; occurrence of specific characteristics, such as mineral streaks, 

spiral grain, and compression wood; the time of heartwood formation 

and variation in sapwood and heart-wood color under different silvi- 

cultural and seasonal cutting practices. 

Conservative methods of tapping sugar maple syrup and sugar 

production to insure minimum damage to tree-health and subsequent 

utilization of wood. 

Seasonal and yearly variations in internal pressures, moisture, gas 

content, and stored reserve foods in sapwood and heartwood; the 

length of the growth cycles of xylem and phloem at given locations. 

How to manage deer, snowshoe rabbits and other browsing mam- 

mals for minimum damage to forests and maximum utility as game. 

Engineering 

Harvesting and processing methods required by Wisconsin species 

and conditions. 

Improved types of houses, barns, and crop storage units involving 

wood, including use of laminated structural members and prefabricated 

unit construction to achieve lower costs, increased insulation, and fire 

resistance. 

Use of various forms of wood in European type stoves and fur- 

naces. 

Fundamental mechanics underlying the deflection of plywood plates 

under uniform and concentrated loads; the fatigue limit of wood un- 

der different moisture and temperature conditions; form factors for 

wood members of various sections; the effect of stress concentration 

due to notches and other abrupt changes in sections of wooden beams. 

Improved building construction standards with special reference 

to air infiltration through various types of construction; determination 

of satisfactory rigidity in floor systems; the distribution and intensity
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of wind pressures on various parts and shapes of structures, including 

areas of negative pressure. 
Use of timber in highway construction as affected by load distri- 

butions in bridge floor systems; strength and design characteristics of 

systems employing composite wood and concrete construction, and 
shear reinforcement to make composite units act as nearly as possible 

as single beams. 

Chemistry and Bacteriology 

Development of methods to utilize lignin and waste sulphite liquor 

lignins through their hydrogenation and methylation under high pres- 

sure; comparison of the properties and reactivities of lignins from hard- 

woods, softwoods, and annual plants; the different types and number of 

hydroxyl groups and double bonds in hardwood and softwood lignin. 
Use of bacteria and other micro-organisms in making valuable 

products from cellulose and lignin; also in carrying on further studies 

on the chemical nature of cellulose and lignin. 
Investigation of chemical and pharmaceutical properties of forest 

trees and plants, including aspen bark and buds. 
Sources of furfural evolved in the determination of pentosans in 

wood and plant materials, and a study of compounds forming carbon 

dioxide during the chlorination of wood and plant material. 
Development of new wood preservatives in both the aromatic and 

aliphatic series, with particular reference to the position of side chains 

in the aromatic compounds and the chain lengths in the aliphatic. 

Studies of complex reactions involved in pulping and paper making, 

as the reactions between rosin size, alum and fibers; the dyeing of 

pulp and paper fibers ; the occurrence of pitch and development of meth- 

ods of coping with pitch in the pulping process. 

Physics 

Measurement of wetting and adhesion-tension when various liquids 

are applied to wood, as a means of facilitating development of improved 

antishrink, fire-retardent impregnations as well as paint and other sur- 

face coatings. 
Furtherance of fire resistive treatments for wood through study of 

conditions under which glow develops and persists in treated and un- 

treated specimens ; numerical measurement of glow by light-sensitive in- 

struments; means of exposing wood to controlled and reproducible 

temperatures and to air supplies that may be varied over wide ranges.
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Establishment of handbook values for the electrical properties of 

wood as functions of species, direction of grain, moisture content, 

specific gravity, extractives, and temperature with respect to resistance, 

inductance, power factor, impedance, and dielectric values. 

Determination of the thermal expansion of wood in radial tangen- 

tial and longitudinal dimensions as a function of moisture content and 

species. 

Development of precision instruments for measuring the smooth- 

ness of machined wood and paper surfaces; measurement of the lustre 

of such surfaces, and structural factors affecting lustre; measurement 

and accurate expression of such properties of paper as formation, color, 

opacity, and strength. 

Investigation of the fiber moisture relationships of pulps and pa- 

pers as related to curl in papers, register in printing, and other factors 
affecting their use. 

FORESTRY EDUCATION AT THE UNIVERSITY 

The University of Wisconsin can contribute substantially to the 

forestry program through education. This institution offers a large num- 
ber of courses relating to the problems involved. | 

It must be emphasized that professional training in forestry is not | 

offered at the University of Wisconsin. Moreover, it would not be | 

wise to establish a school of forestry now. There are more than 

enough professional forestry schools in the United States to meet the | 

present demand for competently trained foresters—this fact was clearly | 

established by a survey of forestry schools, undergraduate enrollment, | 

and percentage of graduate foresters permanently employed, made by 

the Society of American Foresters in 1935. 

The University does offer pre-forestry training for undergraduate | 

students. This permits residents of Wisconsin to spend two years at 
their own University, taking studies coordinated with professional for- 

estry requirements, before enrolling in a forestry school to complete the 

work for a degree in forestry. 

As current forestry literature shows, there is demand for for- 

esters with specialized training in such fields as economics, wood tech- 

nology, ecology, soils, game management and erosion control. To fill 

this need the University of Wisconsin offers graduate work in practic- 

ally all of these important phases of forestry practice.
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An outstanding unfilled need at the University is that of a two- or 
three-credit course in farm forestry for undergraduate agricultural 

students. Such a course is desirable for the benefit of the future county 
agricultural agents and high school agricultural teachers who are being 
trained at the College of Agriculture. A course of this type already is 
given in the non-collegiate farm short course, but the need is fully as 
great in the long course. 

For several summers a short course in forestry has been given at 

the University for 4-H club members enrolled as Junior Forest Rangers, 

who have completed four or more years of club work. The purpose 

is to offer both cultural and vocational training which would find appli- 

cation on the home farm. Boys enrolled in the course have shown a great 

deal of interest, although they are fully aware that it has no professional 

status and is not intended to prepare them for professional service in 

forestry positions. 

In the larger field of agricultural extension, forestry is a recog- 

nized project financed jointly by the U. S. Department of Agriculture 

under the Clarke-McNary law, the state Conservation Department, and 

the University. Through the activities of an extension forester jointly 

employed by the above agencies, service and education are offered to 

farmers by means of demonstrations in forest tree planting, woodland 

improvement, shelterbelt planting for control of wind erosion, satisfac- 

tory use of timber, and the marketing of forest products. This exten- 

sion work merits greater financial support so as to permit more wide- 

spread service to the forest land owners of the state. 

County agricultural agents, now employed by nearly every county 

in the state, have the cooperation of the extension forester and a 4-H 

club leader to help them promote farm forestry. Assistance in extension 

work is also given by foresters of the Conservation Department. 

COURSES RELATING TO FORESTRY 

The University of Wisconsin includes in its curriculum many 

courses which are of value both to those students who intend to com- 

plete their training in a forestry school, and to others who are not inter- 

ested in a professional status in forestry but want a sound understanding 

of the problems that are met in a program of growing and processing 

forest trees.
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Only a minority of these courses deal wholly and directly with 

forestry. But since the roots of the forestry problems lie in such diverse 

fields as economics, biology, soils, chemistry, geography, engineering 

and entomology it is plain that study of these subjects is needed. 

The list of courses having a bearing on forestry which is given here 

is by no means complete but is representative. The numbers and sub- 

jects of the various courses are listed under the University departments 

offering them. 

Botany 

1, 2—General botany 

104—Morphology of fungi 

107, 108—Morphology of plants 

130—Classification of plants 
131—Dendrology 

146—Plant physiology 

Chemistry 

la—General chemistry 
1b—Qualitative analysis 

20, 120, 124—Organic chemistry 

116—Industrial organic analysis 

119—Organic analysis 

123—Characterization of organic compounds 

148, 149—Colloids 
200—Research in chemistry 

Chemistry (Agricultural) 

120—Plant biochemistry 

127—Fermentation 

128—Carbohydrates 

Economic Entomology 

1—Elementary entomology 

102—Insect morphology and taxonomy 

120—Insect ecology
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Economics 

103—Public expenditures and debts 

114—Marketing management 

124—Taxation 

156—International trade 
189—Railway rates and traffic 

191—Credit systems 

220—Wisconsin economic problems 

Economics (Agricultural) 

118—Survey of game management 

127—Cooperative marketing 

128—Marketing agricultural products 

129—Cooperative management problems 

161—Game management techniques 

: 192—Rural regional planning 

255—Price analysis 

Engineering (Agricultural) 

101—Land drainage 

106—Soil erosion, causes and control 

Engineering (Chemical) 

115—Industrial chemistry 

124—Industrial microscopy 

Engineering (Hydraulic and Sanitary) 

110—Hydrology 

Engineering (Mechanics) 

3—Mechanics of materials 

51, 52, 53, 54, 108—Materials of construction 

Engineering (Topographic) 

1, 2—Elementary surveying
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Forestry and Forest Products (in cooperation with the U. S. Forest 

Products Laboratory) 

1—General forestry 

101—Properties of wood 
102—Wood technology 

Geography 

128—Conservation of natural resources 

Plant Pathology 

101—Diseases of plants 

102—Methods in plant pathology 

119—Fungus deterioration of forest products 
122—F ungicides 

Rural Sociology 

25—Rural life 

126—Rural standards of living 

Soils 

123—Forest soils 

125—Soil and land classification 

127—Soil science and plant nutrition
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rack HEN the pioneer hewed ILLUSTRATIONS FROM PHOTOGRAPHS _ should enable man to take yearly, 
nce § a path for progress for his pleasure and food, at least } 

lits | through the American wilder- must be measured by the time it will part of the enormous amount of game j 

us, | ness, there was bred into the take for man to completely occupy the which, in a state of nature, were the 

felt \merican people the idea that civilization land. ; . 7 food of “varmints.”_ ' 

agle ind forests were two mutually exclusive It is the writer’s belief that this as- Agriculture, for instance, has usurped 

ngs. propositions. Development and forest sumption is not only incorrect, but that a large part of the former haunts of 

a lestruction went hand in hand; we there- it is exerting an incalculably mischievous game. But to some extent at least it has 

ob- ore adopted the fallacy that they were influence against the progress of the replaced the natural coverts with artificial | 
‘wsy § <suonymous, A stump was our symbol movement for wild life conservation. To ones. At least in the case of small game, i 

see) progress. let the public think that economic prog-. a square mile of farming country may j 

In | We have since learned, with some ress spells the disappearance of wild life, have as great a capacity for raising wild 

the | ins, that extensive forests are not only is to let them believe that wild life con- life as a square mile of wilderness. In 

rady smpatible with civilization, but abso- servation is ultimately hopeless. some cases, agricultural development has 

ittle ely essential to its highest develop- It is true that the settlement and eco- done more than this. It has literally 
jout=" a ment nomic development of the United States created a game supply. In eastern New } 

pone The same fallacy that characterized our has inevitably brought into operation Mexico, for example, there is a large 

itty idea of forests was bred into our atti- many factors inimical to wild life, but a area which has recently been home- } 

yee tude toward game and wild life, and un- careful analysis of each will almost in-  steaded by dry farmers. It formerly had ; 

s 18 fortunately it has not yet disappeared. variably reveal an accompanying counter- little or no small game. To-day it is 

and. There are still millions of people whose influence decidedly beneficial to wild life abundantly stocked with prairie chickens. 

t ar- opinions on wild life conservation, if perpetuation. They came by natural migration, attracted 

lable they have any, are based in some degree Hunting, for instance, destroys millions by the stubblefields, and are rapidly | 

who on the assumption that the abundance of game animals and birds yearly. But spreading westward with agriculture. Na- t 

k on of game must bear an inverse ratio to at the same time hunting has destroyed ture was actually improved upon by civil- 

the degree of settlement, and that the ques- millions of natural enemies of game. ization. . S i 

It is tion of how long our game will hold out The destruction of predatory animals Artificial drainage has destroyed many
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MS A New Mexico—comparatively speaking a ing are on the open range. The pasture Nosh America, is by way of contradic 
7 Wry wilderness—with the thickly settled New herds average four times as large and ing even this assumption. It appears to OR EA . : ; 
Orr 4 England States. In 1915, according ~~ ‘ann be a fact that vee the remotest region 
ENS cote ae Rl the cag ewe = 2 of Alaska indiscriminate slaughter is 

Y AER Forest rangers, leer were killed on = = spelling the doom of the game supply. 
Me Sy 13,000 square miles of mountain forests ; : To a Huntress i No wilderness seems vast enough to pro: 

ArT roughly, one per twenty square miles. = A little girl, 2 tect wild life, no countryside thickly pop- 
en Maine, Vermont, Michigan and New 2 A little gun, “he = ulated enough to exclude it. ‘ 
ISA York, in the same or immediately pre- = Rabbit quickly holed. 2 _It seems safe to call a fallacy the ide 
J NN ceding years, averaged roughly one deer = A trigger pulled, 2 that civilization excludes wild life. It is 

phate erdh killed per five square miles—a preponder- = A flash of fire, = time for the American public to realize 
Suns: aK ance in productiveness of four to one. 2 Br’er Rabbit lay so cold. © 2 this. Progress is no longer an excust 

x SPX Who shall say that only a wilderness can = 2 for the destruction of our native ani 
etd a raise deer? = A little hand ‘2 mals and birds, but on the contrary im- 
Seinde ke Tt has often been contended that the 2 Pushed in with dread, 3 plies not only an obligation, but an op 
xt cl ut fencing of the western ranges has de- = A skunk’s head did appear— = portunity for their perpetuation. Amer 

f WY i oe se smtelone Bia far as _ 2 A little scream— = ican wild life is confronted by only 
LXASS ? @ occupation o e range by soli 2 Oh, me! Oh, my! = one unmitigated menace—indiscriminate 

Wis 1d blocks of homesteads, this is probably 2 Rabbit’s dead a thousand years. = slaughter. Its future as a part of our 
eet true. But this is not the whole story. = —Anonymous. = permanent national environment is in ot 
\ ALN ‘y A recent analysis of figures collected by 2 2 hands—or its blood will be on our hands 

SoA EN the Forest Service on the remnants of Gummi —As the case may be. 
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i A POINTER IN GROUSE PRESERVING ca —— cies was ome sought that the introduced 
i quail might have carri is disease north to the par- 
- 1 f R. DONALD MacVICKAR, the well-known tridge, but no concrete facts were established ones 
i i author states that young ruffed grouse are fond the theory. When Forester Woodruff of the New York | 

: | of gray birch and dewberries. He suggests cutting Forest, Fish and Game Commission in 1908 investigated 
| the birch in rotation and in strips to get abundant growth the cause of the scarcity of grouse at that time, through the : 

Og br this species. In laying out a grouse preserve, he would New York State fish and game protectors, several reports 
out {frequent “sun spots,’ or clearings, in the wood and were made indicating a possible intestinal disease similar 

| youd plant elderberry, huckleberry, and barberry there. to the quail disease. A larger number of reports, how- 
He makes the novel suggestion that fae and water | ever, were received of tick-infested grouse. This latter | 

be provided in various sections of New England, where the posible cause is mentioned in the last report of Mr. 
untry for many miles is peeing in both of these and radshaw, the Saskatchewan game guardian. With | 

wates, that similar methods applied to red grouse and reference to the ticks, it is commonly said that it is im- | 
pheasant in England have attracted birds in saree numbers possible to obtain specimens because they leave the bird as : 

, covers in which it was previously impossible for them to soon as it is dead or if the bird is caught in a dying condi- 
exist. tion the ticks immediately leave it Shen it is taken into a 

human hand. Although the writer has tried, unsuccess- 
{ eaeeel fully, for a number of years to secure a specimen of the 

ticks mentioned, he does not believe this statement. 

} WHY GROUSE ARE SCARCE 

| By JOHN B. BURNHAM iOo.O ¢ 

j 7 {1S Association pes sieady SlearentoD to the 
1 alarming decrease of ru: rouse all over the grouse MAKE 

t belt of the sone Sites aad Canada. tes a number STINKING LAKE A GAME REFUGE 
1 { months past we have been investigating the question 
| a the diferent states and provinces, and as a result of By ALDO LEOPOLD 

tudy over a wide area we are more than ever con- 7 oie 
4 ed that a closed season should pe established every- New Mexico Game Protective Association 

veere for at least two years, otherwise tremendous — - 
veretches of fine partridge grounds will be swept bare of W E HAVE been working for nearly three years in an 

‘s and the oft repeated prophecy of the doom of the endeavor to have Stinking Lake made a game refuge. 
arvridge will be realized. - ___ This body of water is located on the Jicarilla-Apache 

Fortunately, some of the best grouse states and Indian Reservation in Northern New Mexico, and the 
vinces have been forehanded and have already closed surrounding lands, with the exception of one or two 

pe season. These include Wisconsin and Minnesota and questionable 40's, are Government Indian lands. There 
he Provinces of Manitoba and Prince Edward Island, the would seem to be no question about the applicability of the 
stter’s season closed alternate years. Pennsylvania also Bird Refuge Act of March 4, 1909. We estimate that 

has closed the season in a number of the best grouse 7,000 pairs of birds of thirty species breed around the lake. | 
counties in the state. Most of the nests are trampled by livestock and most 

The Association sent a questionnaire some time ago of the oe are eaten by predatory animals. We think 
he game commissions of the leading grouse states and that by establishing a refuge, prohibiting hunting, fencing | 

neces, requesting information as to the partridge the lake with plenty of water gaps for stock, and trapping 
supply and causes leading to a decrease in the number of it annually in the spring, the game crop can be increased | | 
turds, where such a decrease had occurred. The questions yearly by 10,000 ducks and prpatly much more. We | 
»ere submitted by the commissions to the game wardens, ave offered to help the Biological Survey meet the | 
»ho were directly in touch with the local situation, and the expense for patrol and improvement, if it needs aid, by | 

| tewilt obtained has been a mass of most interesting in- going after the necessary appropriations, or even furnish- } 
| formation. Mr. Alexander M, Stoddardt, the game ing the money ourselves. | | | expert of the “New York Sun,” has kindly summarized We are now confronted with the fact that the Jicarilla Hi 
| the information obtained. If other evidence were wanting, . ‘Sanctuary Association, composed of twenty wealthy ii 

| Mr. Stoddardt’s summary would be sufficient to point out Colorado Hapleuats has applied to the Commissioner of | | 
| how nearly this noble game bird totters on the verge of Indian Affairs for a long lease of this lake in order to {|| 
j extinction and how necessary it is at this time to give it. \. establish a shooting club. | ) } 

i | peotection all over its range, not only by closed seasons, I need hardly say that the sportsmen of New Mexico { j | but by a concerted attack upon its natural enemies, the have no objection to this club, as such. However, to 
‘ | lurred and feathered vermin. A report of Mr. Stoddardt’s give one of these clubs a monopoly of the source of most of 

ork will be published either in pamphlet form or in a our duck supply meets with the unanimous opposition 
| cr BULLETIN, To insure receiving this, please of every association in this state and also of State Game 
i »Atress a request for the grouse report to this Association, Warden Roualt._ In justice to this club, which is repre- 
i \::71 Woolworth Building, New York City. sented by Mr. Eugene Grubb, of Carbondale, Colorado, | 

As stated before, the Association believes that the with whom we recently had a conference, it must be said | | ereat decrease in the grouse supply during the past two that their intentions, as verbally stated, are fairly moder- 
years has resulted more from natural causes than from ate. They expect to limit their shooting to a certain | 

i vershooting. This statement, of course, is made in a period of each year and to limit the shooters to twenty i | Sad way, because there are undoubtedly sections where members, plus one guest each. They have also offered to i 
| overshooting has been one of the greatest, if not patrol, and in some degree to trap the lake, but they have } 

the chief, factor for the decrease. When, however, one not offered to fence it. In short, we have no fault to find | | 
i | finds the birds just as scarce in the untrodden wilderness with the character and intentions of this particular club. i} 

i j  adin ee sanctuaries where the gun is fired only oc- but we do contend that the approval of this lease involves } 
j | sasionally or not at all, the intelligent man is compelled to two principles: first, the monopolization of our principal | | : Sok elsewhere for the cause of the woeful falling off in source of raw material in the shape of ducks, and second, | 

the supply, the monopolization of the greatest natural wonder in the | 
; ,._ Disease may have had something to do with the state. | dec Sk oo ns article, however who has — 1 
; “we an intensive study of the question for a number of EDITOR'S NOTE: Iti ‘sti en in whi } i | Ag Psst has been unable to get any evidence that islalpicatinill sipeiy of astive iaretesie cascce the coerce | 
} aN time wien eter ek Say Scant ym de epidemic, mens press an etapa Setaniarionierialh alee 4 i - rl . Job took up wit! es . 

Rettger of Yale the Pathological study of the Carolina Peer ee Be eevee violated Oa a notre | 
i 
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R f the Committee to Formulate an American 
Game Policy 

Submitted to the Sixteenth American Game Conference as a Basis for Study. 

(A) Analysis of the Problem as a Whole (2) The environment in which it lives. areas. To induce wide-spread production 
= Breeding habits are biologically fixed and of game on private lands there must also 

Definition: This is a plan for stimulating cannot be changed. While they differ as be- be the incentive of profit to the landowner. 
the growing of wild game crops for recrea- tween species, all species breed at a rate which 3. Co-operation. A helpful or at least sym- 
tional use. would soon over-populate any favorable envi- pathetic attitude on the part of the com- 

While this plan deals with game only, the ronment, were it not for natural or artificial munity at large. 
actions necessary to produce a a of game checks. In the following section, the status and needs 
are in large part those which will also con- If there is any breeding stock at all, the one of management are discussed for each of the Lo poiness 2 
serve other valuable forms of wild life. and only thing we can do to raise a crop of four classes of game. 

game is to make the environment more favor- : 
Classification of Game able. This is a mathematical axiom, and holds (B) Analysis by Classes of Game 

; S true for all classes of game at all times and 
American game is of four classes. Each places. It is the fundamental truth which the L Farm Game. This class includes these DES 

class differs from the others in its character- conservation movement must learn if it is to cies which clearly thrive better on cultivated 
istics, and hence in its requirements. attain its objective. than wild land, such as Bob-W hite, quail, Cot- 
Class 1. Farm Game: Non-migratory spe- The environment offered by game lands de- ton-tail rabbit, Hungarian partridge, and Ring- 
cies which can be grown oo and there- pends on necked pheasant. (Ruffed grouse, Prairie chick- 
fore suitable for production at private initia- (a) The Hunting Factor: who may enter and Squirrels are nearer Class II in their 
tive as a by-product of farming. 3 the land to take game: when and how characteristics). ; 

Class i. Forest and Range Game: Non- mach? Farm game occurs mostly on lands either 
migratory species compatible with istesay (b) Other Factors: The condition of the high-priced or thickly settled, or both. Such 

or livestock-growing, and therefore suitable environment with respect to food, cover, lands are too expensive for large-scale public 
ae production at either private or public in- predators, disease, and parasites. ownership, and even if the public owned large 
itiative as a by-product of managed forests blocks it could hardly farm them. Hence game 
and ranges. : : : management, if it is to be practiced on a large 
Class III. Wilderness Game: — oe scale, must be practiced either by the farmer 

h ic |; uses, an 5 i i ivi ae Pa ene ite ee s Garetult aualpett Mand: constructive a or by lessees of the shooting — 

s ol blic game oe or in wilder: rit cians Of tise cura ue ao: yolciars Li He Sota ies cae ee 
ee ee in el forests ead arks, at Sosa ae cree a ee oe 4 ae Pee a esi 
Class IV. Migratory Game: Mi cae es e- the Chairman, Aldo’ Leopold, 421, 4 eas a ae ae a oo ee 3 ee EGLO GG ea eee SYD Chemistry Bldg., Madison, Wiscon- oe Hig Ot SOF) DURHIE Se yeiteaty at ly usOs cies which, in the course of their seasonal ae vided by legislation, and additional voluntary 
movements, always leave the land on which 5 regulation will tend to follow as a matter of 
they were raised. By virtue of this fact, pri- self-interest, once the farmer has been induced 
vate incentive and even state incentive for the to invest land or effort in a deliberate attempt — 
— . clear oe is more or TheaMent of the Problem to produce a game crop. 
less weak or lacking. igratory game can Skillful provision of cover, feed, and preda- 

be raised on private lands, but requires special The outstanding present problem is to se- tor control could probably triple the total an- 
public regulation for its conservation and cure the control of food, cover, predators, di- nual crop of farm game. To this end are need- g 

welfare. sease, and parasites as a means of producing ed: 
i 2 more adequate game crops. These may be (1) More and better localized facts on just 

Classification of Lands called environmental controls. what to do and how to do it. 
Dand VatiessandGaine Viele lavorder +0 Control of the hunting factor is already well (2) Public encouragement for the farmer to 

foster the production Gf game a is: necessary developed as far as legislation can do it, but sell the resultant shooting if he does not wish 
ioneonre ieyeemeecron Sth the valde of control of the other factors is not developed at to utilize it himself. 

. all. Broadly speaking, we are now trying to The first need calls for more game research, the land and the other crops to be grown upon 2 s s : it restore game by the control of hunting alone. especially in the agricultural colleges, the find- 
“The walue™cf the lands for crops other than This has failed except where the other envi- ings to be disseminated to farmers though the 
arnbuistepentect ap Clace cle eee Gat Clise TL ronmental factors haye accidentally remained existing machinery for agricultural extension 

= Sees i ” favorable. and education. and still less in Class III. 
: : The present problem centers, therefore, on The second need calls for a reversal of the The potential per acre yield of game follows : iis Eatievorder Fi how to get environmental control for each of present public attitude toward the posting of 

‘Theil 6 ie Palucvem heneorenaal game the four classes of game. Environmental con- farms and lease or sale of farm shooting priv- 
cropitondie qalne oF the other crane ees trols are the substance of game management. ileges. Instead of trying to persuade the farm- 

aa ce Three things are needful for the actual prac- er not to post (which is futile and negative follows the reverse order. It is greatest in z : : tice of game management: the public ought to urge him not to stop at Class III and least in Class I. : : Ze e 1. Facts. A sufficient stock of dependable posting, but to also practice management and It follows that Class I and II game must 5 s Ley ‘ usually be a by-product rather thar thespre knowledge of the life history of the spe- sell the privileges of hunting the excess game 
aps vee na Tae Chic which ite rows cies and its environmental relationships to crop. 

* Pp i 8 z enable management to be practiced at a If enough farmers can be induced to pro- Class III game may be a primary crop. : 5 : ‘ Ze Glass 1 cecunics land of sichiwidelyidiver: reasonable cost, and without undue risk of | duce game, the price of hunting privileges will 
5 failure. tend to remain reasonable. gent values that no general statement can be i ¥ : : s eS - 2. Incentive. Some impelling reason for the The ordinary hunter already burns up enough made. The potential per acre yield is very high. ss oa : practice of game management. Fear of car mileage in his search for distant free shoot- 

What Determines the Game Crop? impending scarcity, coupled with a desire ing to pay some nearby farmer for raising a 
to study, admire, shoot, or eat game, are crop of game. 

The game crop is the resultant of: valuable incentives, but do not of them- “Raising game” by no means implies sole re- 
(1) The breeding habits of the species. selves impel action over large enough  liance on artificial propagation. Chicken wire
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methods may be necessary on some farms to cludes species which dc not thrive on continu- 1m each state, and the practice of game manage- 

first establish a seed stock, but after that the ous blocks of cultivated land, but on the other ment thereon for their use as a public shooting 

cheapest and best management is the “natural” hand do not require the opposite or wilderness grounds. 

method of providing cover, feed, and protection. condition. Whitetailed deer, Ruffed grouse, and 3. The large scale extension of county and 

This proposal to drop the free-hunting idea Wild turkey are the SHecies which thrive best municipal forests and the practice of game 
on farms must be qualified in two respects. ©” forest land with a partial interspersion of management thereon for their use as public 

One is this: nothing is gained by encouraging agriculture. Prairie chicken and Sharp-tail shooting grounds. 

posting unless the posted farm is put under  $touse are the species which thrive best on 4, Regulation of the overgrazed state and un- 

management. Actually, most posted farms are eee ee land with a pees ae reserved national ranges in the West, and the 
not. This is the crux of the present problem. of agriculture. Sage Se see the western practice of game management thereon for their 
Management has too many degrees of inten- deer, also belong eS Class IT, in that they toler- ee as public shooting grounds. 

sity to be legally defined. Idle posted lands ate some SA — tough. walderness 5. Research to find out how to dovetail game 
can, however, be to some extent penalized, and Conditions probably sulted them best, Black management with forestry and range manage- 
rhanaged posted land encouraged, by: bear are Class u except in rare cases of con- ment in each region. 

(a) The state’s withholding special legal sick with certain special kinds of livestock on Federal research on Class II game is author- 

protection (in the form of “paper” game farming. Southwestern quails are clearly in ized under the McSweeney-McNary Bill, but g d 
refuges backed by the state) from un- Class Il. 2 2 £ appropriations so far are inadequate. 
managed posted lands. None of these species require the exclusion State research on Class II game is thus 

Chenoa oe eying ore: beral: shootin, of farming or conservative grazing, but the far dormant in most states. 

privileges to oe land. © arid-land species “atecbadly injured by “over- III. Wilderness Game. ‘This class includes 
alee * grazing. ee i il hich ner er 

(c) The sportsman making a special effort . ‘ native species, all o fe cho te ccc, 
Potreapece managed lands. The forest species undoubtedly will be found and aesthetic value, which thrive only under 

eye deer resiaclinoration < (Where a to thrive better on lands under the forestry than  \yjlderness or semi-wilderness conditions. 
us ce aa a Sere they did in virgin timber, or than they do now Elk and buffalo are in this class because they 

Sicet z e ti eal a a on devastated cutovers. Foresters, however, often damage farms or compete with livestock. 
Vee a POD Ob samc, it 1s essential. thas tere should he asked’ tonmake some concessions, in , Greco roose scar bouuandie maneais 

be _established ue Teasonable open season 1 their silvicultural practice, such as breaking up sheep are. Hae iets pects ey cual 

which %0 harvest it, otherwise his own enjoy- plantations and the other age-class units into fail to thtive in contact with settlement . 
ment of the shooting, or its salability foethers,;  cnalier blocks, leaving cedar swamps for deer, — : : i 5 

is needlessly curtailed. The excessively short etc. The exact nature of these provisions for nte lope are placed in this class because any 

open seasons now prevalent on many species forest game remain to be worked out by re- ° 8*azing at all has usually meant overgrazing 
= necessary only for poe tees heed searehe _ also np wee diseases. Ante- 

lope mi in Class II if ranges were con- 
th = ee. a: oo oe eee HCE a ra Race Secu iene or ee used by livestock. ' 

ee ane 2 ee ee oe Ar aale : Gis. sufficiently low value to allow of public owner- M A _ saad a 

neat Fee ec cos0ns edna pea ee game slip, ons aa lenge (sca a She ane Oey Me Se ae _ bee arse ce 
land AS ctkcite. t a Pies uae bean. recentl ever, will normally be for forestry or range ee an environment which 1s automatically 
ae a e ene e = ie Bill 348) and bi purposes, with game a= a by-product. wilderness. i : 

ee ae {Sensie ee On the other hand, ‘he greater part of the All Class TIT game, like other game, will serves attention in other states. The Michigan Bs ? 5 es , daant 5 h . . 
. . existing forest and range lands are now and will  Stand_hunting where the environment is ample plan allows regulated kill, under a special : 3 $ : 5 aoe Hee . 

. A » doubtless continue in private ownership. Their 9" avorable. Their environment, however, season, on licensed “shooting preserves.” All : BEY fe feeb : ‘ 
¢ : . relatively low per acre yield of economic prod- as_been increasingly unfavorable, for the 

‘such ticensed-tands-are-subject-to-annuat-inspee- —"~" - 5 Hateitsk . satel . 
: : . ucts makes game management a particularly ¢@Son that it has consisted of the accidental tion by the state. If the inspection shows abuse, va y ‘ld . 

° ‘ valuable means of obtaining supplementary "mnants of wilderness not yet appropriated for 
the license is suspended or revoked. Of course e ‘ arr : i iviti E i h : 

ees . . . revenues for meeting the principal obstacle to ®Comomic activities. ven in the national the Michigan plan is unthinkable without honest 3 z eRe 
th f : 1 e t parks, the natural strongholds of Class III 

inspection, and this requires a technically com- Reape on uoegumey ure venue 0 TIGEE epee A ie ae He di a neha f Re carrying charges. The game revenue starts as 8M, it is not always thrifty, by reason of lack 
etent state game department, free of politi . . 
eee a . B soon as the game management starts, and will  ©f winter range, and by eaaee of diseases or 

: eo eae frequently carry the cost of fire protection and ther causes awaiting discovery through re- 

The secon ae cd wee ji ae aca oe part of the taxes. This is true of quail in search, 

must “be eee eS Prop a ee ae © Southern Pine cutovers, for instance. It should The salient idea bearing on the future of 
ne adee en arms 14 ae ee are be true in our northern timber states where the Class III game is the so-called “Wilderness 

Sore ele yg ued teense wig Be number of irresponsible hunters may soon be- Idea”, which postulates that wilderness rem- 
hunting is still workable, from both the stand- come too great a risk to be further tolerated nants need not be accidental and temporary, 
point of conserving game, and the standpoint 1. timber owners. but may be purposeful and permanent; that the 

of ee acceptability to farmers. Obviously The foregoing needs call for: recreational value of the remaining wilderness 
: hee _ to be eres by oo, in these 1. The large scale extension of national is far greater than its economic value; that it 

vi liti s long as these circumstan- : zi . 
— Meee ns forests (by purchase under the McNary-Wood- should therefore be acquired by the federal 

Re : f ruff Bill) in the forest regions not yet provided $0vernment or by the states, and permanently 
All of this may look like cold ee tee, the with them, and the practice of game manage- dedicated to those special forms of outdoor 

American sportsman to jump into, but it is not ment on all national forests for their use as  Tecreation TeQuIEIng | 2 wilderness environment, 
as cold as the other two alternatives, which are: public shooting grounds. Such a dedication means primarily the exclusion 

(1) Outright adoption of the European sys- 2. The large scale extension of state forests of noton poads? : ey Wulcerness areas aye 
tem for farm game, with all its abuses. been officially established in national forests 

4 > and parks, and these should be rapidly ex- (2) Ara a ie . open _ Game Protective Associations wishing tof.) joi} aoe 
seasons on farm game. he “American farmet 46 a good wiace ofleducational work should : 
will insist on complete closure if the American order a Suouly foram libaneactiousiol the ‘There is an — — . such 
sportsman does not find some remedy for the Sixteenth AmericantGame Conference’and wilderness areas to shrink, even after they are 

present situation, which is rapidly becoming in- gistribute them in their der ricane ee ihe officially set aside. They can never expand, 

tolerable, not only to farmer and sportsiian! “7, Gok. containing all the papers and [ad- hence the system — ae He well- sc 

alike, but also to the protectionist Or N0n-  dyesses, discussions and reports, an invalu- tributed, and should look to the future as wel 

shooting nature-lover, who is on the increase, able. collection of information!on)game | °° the present peed : 

and whose rights and opinions must be taken management, only 50 cents a copy. Order The wilderness idea tends to defeat itself 
into account. of the American. Game Protective Asso- if the administrative agencies (the Forest Serv- 

Il. Forest & Range Game, This class in- ciation, 233 Broadway, New York City. ice and Park Service) are compelled by local
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pressure or otherwise to unduly advertise the able to fowl and others are not. Uncovering must keep ahead, not lag behind, the need for 

areas they have set aside for wilderness pur- the cause is the way to put all remaining ground facts. Game yields can be greatly increased, 

poses. to work. and the costs and risks of game management 

The foregoing conditions affecting Class III There is a pressing need to know more about ‘decreased, by more research. 

game, boiled down to a program, call for: the status, not only of the migratory game crop What concrete measures are indicated by 

1. A vigorous expansion of life-history re- as a whole, but of each constitutent species. these faults? 

search on wilderness species, under the Mc- We heartily endorse the migratory bird census (a) Trained Leaders. The first requirement 

Sweeney bill, or otherwise. being conducted by the Biological Survey. We in any undertaking is leadership. Defects of 

2. Acquisition of winter range to balance the believe, however, that no action which would the kind above listed will be overcome, not so 

summer range. increase the supply need await the final verdict much by writing new programs as by training 

3. A more ample system of wilderness areas, es whether waterfowl ee decreasing, station- new minds. The present man-power of the 
to be established by both the Park Service and ©'Y OF mcreasing. Even if they are found game conservation movement is almost wholly 
the Forest Service, and more intelligent sup- be tereasiny: (which Scns unlikely) there  self-trained and accidental. The administrative 
port for that system by those conservationists '8 need for still further increase to meet the man-power is without science, and the scientific 

who have a national, rather than local, point needs) Of our Resi human population. In  man-power is without experience in manage- 
of view. The “Booster Spirit” and the “Wild- Short, the objective should be not merely to ment or administration. Moreover, the supply 
erness Idea” are incompatible and mutually ex- ™#intain, but aggressively to enlarge our annual of man-power is short, as evidenced by the 
clusive propositions. crop of migratory birds and the available area Jarge number of men without either science or 

IV. Migratory Game. This class includes of marshlands suitable for their use. There experience holding responsible administrative 
: a is not the slightest danger of too many birds. positions. 

all of the waterfowl and shorebirds. Migratory ines public could machahetter afford 40 pay : ; 

game uses lands and waters varying from very ei once nce bce nmdsinaceuanmen The quickest way to meet this dearth of 
low to very high economic value, but it toler- teadontaress) than(te isle a decline im produc. trained leaders is to take selected men who have 

ates great concentration, especially during mi- tivity of the eiicle national waterfowl resource erady Sere d oee wae me ate 
grations, thus making public ownership of key . * science, and offer them additional training in 

lands feasible. Its exceptional mobility, com- These needs, boiled down, call for: applying their science to the management of 
bined with its tolerance of concentration, en- (a) A vast expansion of public migratory game. All of the industries affected by the 

ables it, more than any other class of game, to bird refuges, especially by states, counties, and game supply have an opportunity to benefit 

benefit from a proper system of refuges or municipalities. themselves, and also the public, by financing 

sanctuaries. (b) A vast expansion of fact finding. State research fellowships to make such additional 

The management measures most needed are and loccal research institutions should con- raining possible. The financing of such fel- 
the public acquisition of habitats threatened tribute more to this work under the leadership  lowships also offers a fundamentally sound way 

with drainage, the establishment of a contin- of the Biological Survey. for wealthy prevate citizens to advance the 
ental system of public and private refuges, and (c) A vast expansion of educational work to 8@™® BO 
a more adequate program of fact finding. spread the Jack Miner refuge idea to suitable (b) Trained Workers. Vocational training 

The inroads of drainage are, we hope, well private lands. to producce good field workers is almost as 

enough known to require no repetition here. (d) A change of emphasis in the objective "¢Cess@ty as scientific and technical ees 
The remedies are: (1) public acquisition and of the national migratory bird program. The us produce leaders for research and adminis 
improvement of the more valuable remaining objective should be not merely to maintain, but tauor This frat should be equivalent (a 
marsh lands. (2) requiring new drainage proj- to increase the resource and its annual crop. the short courses” already developed in many 

sce ig ae figid inspection by competent (e) Investigation of shooting equipment and ee an oe ay ee 
public officials. (3) creating new marshes on practices which may be unduly destructive. ae ee es s ae ec ae Ae aC { 

_cheap Jands at both public and private initia-__Quantitative-evidence: comparing the-effects-of- stimulate the development of field men already = 

tive. (4) legal Provision for breaking up too various equipments and practices would go far Ss 3 =a oe 

great concentration of birds on areas where toward crystallizing opinion on the many moot The financing and Crea of training 
disease appears. questions here involved. camps and short courses in game management 

The newly passed Norbeck-Andresen bill is should be undertaken by the state conservation 

a start in this direction, but only a start, since (C) Prograin of Action departments and universities, with the techni- 
it does not set up a program for state, county, cal guidance of the U. S. Biological Survey. 
municipal, and private action. Federal action If this analysis of the problem is correct, the As in all other vocational training, the instruc- 

cannot do much more than set up at strategic following defects are common to the whole tion must be visual and concrete, rather than 

points a few samples of what states, counties, $4me program as it exists today: abstract and theoretical. 

municipalities, corporations, clubs, and private 1, The program is on too small a scale. It (c) Fact-Finding. Much of the necessary 

landowners should undertake throughout the is not commensurate with the needs of our fact-finding can be accomplished in the process 
continent. existing population, much less with the constant of training leaders through the medium of re- 

The slow spread of refuges as a means of increase in both population and leisure time. search fellowships as already described under 

improving duck-club holdings is specially not- It still bears the imprint of pioneer times, when (a). To be fully effective, however, the re- 

able. It is submitted that if waterfowl clubs Outdoor recreation was regarded as a form of — search program of the several state universities 
do not of their own volition set aside refuges idleness. and agricultural colleges must have both na 

in their own interests, the public interest may 2. Its leadership has a wrong conception of _ tional leadership and local co-operation. 

soon demand that they be put under state regu- the fundamental thing to be done, especially for National leadership in game research is the 
lation and forced to do so, under pain of closure. Class I and II game. Game laws and game natural function of the U. S. Department of 

It should not be forgotten that while our funds are regarded as a means of creating a Agriculture, especially its Bureau of Biological 
knowledge of waterfowl has outstripped our pro- game crop on farms, rather than a means of Survey. The immediate need is for the large 
gram for applying it, it still lags far behind our creating incentives to raise one. The way for scale expansion of the Department's game re- 
visible need. There is visible need, for instance, the public to get a crop of farm game is not to search appropriations, especially under the Mc- 
to know the cause or causes of duck sickness, try to raise one itself, but to show the farmer | Sweeney-McNary law and the Norbeck-Andre- 
with its recurrent toll of millions of birds. One how, and make it profitable for him. sen law. The anti-federal bias which accounts 
remedy—fresh water— has been discovered, 3. Its technique is faulty. Too much em- — in part for the excessive difficulty of financing 
but the cause of the disease and the reason why phasis is placed on replanting game, and not these measures in the past might be dispelled 
fresh water cures it, is still unknown. Un- enough on creating environments where con- if it were pointed out that they are really ways 
covering the cause might readily disclose ad- stant replanting is unnecessary. We have still to stimulate local activity, rather than mere 
ditional remedies. to learn the fundamental fact that in a favorable extensions of federal activity. 

There is pressing need to know more about environment any wild species raises itself. By local co-operation is meant the systematic 
why one breeding or feeding ground is accept- 4. Its stock of facts is inadequate. Research collection of useful statistics and observations
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by state conservation departments and by in- mental attitude, there is such a thing as a best selves to expend the additional funds, or some 

dividual sportsmen and hunting clubs. form for a state conservation department. additional means for collecting revenue be de- 

(d) Public Education. The public clearly The form which seems to be working best vised. A head tax on game killed, enforced 

desires game conservation. The next step is is essentially that long since adopted by in- through a tag system, is successfully operating 

to create a better public understanding of how dustrial enterprises. It has two essential parts: on big game in some states, and might be ex- 

it is to be accomplished. The public at large (1) A policy-making body; (2) A chief execu- tended to small game. It might help meet the 
knows of only one way: restrictive legislation. tive appointed by and responsible to the policy- situation without a general raise in license rates. 

Restrictive legislation was the natural and making body. No license system, however, can carry the 
proper means of prolonging of the life of The policy-making body (called in industry whole load laid out in this program. Federal 

virgin game supply and of the accidental crops the Board of Directors) is usually called the and state treasuries should contribute to game, 

which followed the era of crude agriculture. Commission. It is essential that its members rather than vice versa, as is still the case in 

Restrictive legislation alone, however, is not serve without pay (so that job-hunters will not some states. Moreover, it seems fair that small 

a way to awaken the private initiative now re- seek appointment) and that they be appointed game fees, in addition to the usual license, 

quired by Class I and II game, nor is it a-sub- by the governor for staggered or over-lapping should ultimately be charged against those who 
stitute for the public initiative required by terms (so as to avoid sudden reversals of pol- use special public came) lands, = order to help 
Class III and IV game. Three ideas must now’ icy). Jt is vital that they appoint their own defray the costs of their acquisition and man- 
be firmly planted in the public mind: (1) That chief executive officer. (If this vital point is agement. 
the basic thing the public can do for Class I and compromised, the whole idea breaks down). (D) Salient’ Points of an American Game 
II game is to encourage the landowner to raise The chief executive officer should direct and System 

it and profit by it; (2) That the basic thing be responsible to the commission for all the Tatts ecolat fered Mea 
the public can do for Class III and IV game work of the department, including the selection mL | SVG: cae a : PCH CaS ee 
is to buy land and practice game management of the personnel. Ideally, he should be a tech- re ae = 2 re aa ee ee 
on it; (3) That for all classes of game the nical man with administrative ability, but if this ‘he a ey oe hd pas re BATH Swit 
public must undertake fact-finding. is not possible he should at least be inclined i oars ee . eee aoe 

Much machinery lies ready at hand for the to use technical men to head up the various eee ae fe ea : oe eee 

execution of this educational program. The lines of technical work. Present educational eee. . nae ee ce at 

enormous and powerful existing machinery for methods do not produce many men combining ; . te as ue Te aoe et Or sea 
agricultural extension, for instance, has so far technical and administrative ability, but the pro- eo a oh BREN fe e DEAS oe 4 
not been employed. This includes not only the portion can be increased. CS Me Eerie ee cee ee : : and hence there are no bag limits, few restric- agricultural high schools and the county agent If forestry, game, and fish are set up as co- ‘ 

a Q a tions as to season, and none as to sale of meat. system, but also the farm press. These agen- ordinate departments under the single chief ex- Z 3 ae - : : 2 i oes In America sale of the shooting privilege, cies, being already geared up to the agricul- ecutive officer, it tends to assure coordination. 
‘ 5 : ‘i ; 2 rather than sale of the game, should be the tural colleges, can effectively disseminate the The executive may in such cases be called Di- He ee vie : z . basic incentive for bringing about game produc- facts discovered by the colleges through the rector of Conservation. 2 5 - : erie : tion on private lands. This, potentially, pro- proposed game research fellowships. It is idle to expect efficiency, even from a Ss : é : . : 

Th c é d Aa s RCiity akean beds deahmieiec an Goa vides sufficient motive for getting action, with- 

nae eval nus Meeaziies an ec ee Sh Chea eS : tee : out carrying with it the abuses incident to open 
sociations are the natural agencies for under- ary scale is comparable to that of an industrial markets and unlimited bags 

taking the education of the sportsmen them- enterprise of like magnitude. 4 ie Amen i nub iceowacrstin, should. bearhe 

selves. They must particularly serve to break All regulatory powers should be vested in hast Boe i : Z es : ants asic method of bringing about game produc- down the fallacy of free shooting of Class and the commission. All executive responsibility tion on non-farm lands. The system of public 
II game or private farm lands, a task which should lie with the drector. The most fre- . ; at ee yaeth ee tered f fail rete ission-Di refuges, shooting grounds, preserves, forests, 

Stee ae. ses a ware on si te : ee ae ue oo < @ a ae = ae “1 and parks now being built up in America has. 
(e) Organization of CuseuaOn Depart- BoC oe hire es ee Lene no counterpart in Europe. Glass Mueoame game in 

ments. Creating a profession of game ee ect - oS itical ae eee t Bice Europe was conserved mostly on feudal es- 

ment, developing a technique for its - i. : le- tion of a Se and ees E . - BH shia tes ee Nope tliat teceeaee Deedletnecune ther: 

veloping public backing and mationa _leader- to attempt to offset his deficiencies by them-  ;, danger that European Class III game may 
ship for its efforts are all of little avail unless selves meddling in executive detail. disappear : 
the several states so organize their conserva- The conservation department should look to The potential American system ought to be 
tion departments as to make them capable of the state university or agricultural college or just as effective as the European in getting 
using such facilities. The minimum require- scientific societies (including medical centers) large scale production, and at the same time 

ments of a properly organized state conserva- to do its game research. These institutions are more desirable from the ethical, aesthetic, and 
tion department are believed to be: not yet contributing to the stock of usable facts social points of view. 
(1) Sufficient freedom from political over- about game, because they have seldom been 

turns and high enough salaries to compete asked to do so. A conservation department Members of the committee signing the above 
with federal bureaus and universities for the should not build up its own research staff be- report were as follows: 
services of the ablest technically trained ex- cause its state university is not immediately able Aldo Leopold, Chairman, in charge of the 
ecutives and research experts. to plunge effectively into fact-finding work. National Game Survey. 

(2) Sufficient freedom from political influence The university should be given time to learn Paul G. Redington, Chief of the U. S. Bue 
to entrust the department with full power to how to discharge its functions as a game fact-  reau of Biological Survey. 
lay down its own policies and full regulatory finding agency. John B. Burnham, Director, American Game 
powers in matters of open and closed sea- The conservation department should look to Protective Association. 
sons, land-buying, operation of landed prop- the sportsmen’s organizations and other public Seth E. Gordon, Conservation Director 
erties, and other acts necessary to put those bodies for criticism of its policies, legislative Izaak Walton League of America. 
policies into effect. backing, and co-operation in public educational Geo. A. Lawyer, Managing Director, New 

(3) Sufficient freedom from political overturns moves. The sportsmen should organize small, York Development Association. 
to allow of following a given policy through compact groups for this purpose. A. Willis Robertson, Chairman Virginia 
at least a decade. (f) Finance. A dollar or two a year may State Board of Game and Inland Fisheries, 

(4) Close coordination between game, forestry have sufficed as the average sportsmen’s con- J. B. Royall, Former Game and Fish Com- 
and agriculture in research, administrative, — tribution to the job of policing the remnants of missioner, Florida. 
and educational work. the virgin game supply, but it is unthinkable Carlos Avery, President American Game 
No particular form of organization meets that the present job of creating an entirely new Protective Association. 

these requirements in and of itself. The men- mechanism of game production can be accom- Dr. R. Fred Pettit, Conservationist, New 
tal attitude of the public, the governor, and the plished on such slender means. Game licenses Mexico. 
legislature counts for more than the form of must either be pushed upward as rapidly as our S. F. Rathbun, Supervisor of Game and 
the organization. Nevertheless, given the right conservation departments can qualify them- Fish, Washington.
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I think not. If anything is “slipping,” it is not so on these lands has been broached repeatedly, but exacting. Here, too, is the greatest nal i ES 
much the prairie chicken as in our ability to think people are not going to believe it until they are attractive vacation land of our continent, unexplored 
and act in his behalf. shown. The state of Wisconsin {s conducting re- and undisturbed, awaiting your coming,’ much as it 
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_) remember. is as good as gone,” nobody is likely to think seri- tude, innumerable forms of disease. It is said that When the prairies had all been broken up the ously of cropping operations. to stand with bared head in the direct rays of the
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| aymowers, Fires and WPA Men | Called More Perilous Than C | 
4 Haymowers, marsh and fence-|}|Hamerstrom, Jr. studied 503} ing the winter food and covers row fires, and WPA workers who| | Pheasant nests in Iowa, of which! destroy still more. The WPA crews have nothing to do but debrush| | 103 hatched successfully, 179 were| which are at this moment, for lack —? roadsides destroy far more game| | destroyed by mowing and burning, | of something better to do, debrush- J birds than crows do, Prof. Aldo| | 35 by flooding and weather, 38 by| ing all the roadsides of Dane coun- i | Leopold, of the University of Wis-| | miscellaneous Predators, and 28 by! ty are destroying more game than consin, declared in a letter to The} | crows. Crows of course ate many! crows. Your editorial pen, and al- i State Journal today. of the deserted eggs exposed by| so the educational influence of the : He wrote in answer to an arti-| | haymowers, Dance County Sportsmen's Associa- 4 cle in Tuesday's State Journal, It appears, then, that crows de- tion, could do much good by at- | which described the crow as a||stroy some nests, but the claim} tacking these destructive influ- } marauder in the homes of game|| that the crow “is the principal! ences. 

Le and song birds, marauder in the homes of game To lay the blame for our pre- ¢ Prof. Leopold's letter follows: | | birds” is an exaggeration of the valing scarcity of game so ex- 
Col. A. M. Brayton facts at least for this region. Most clusively on the crow seems to me j Wisconsin State Journal of the eggs eaten are from nests a kind of intellectual witch-burn- i Dear Colonel Brayton: previously destroyed by mowing. ing which does more harm than i Your signed article in Tuesday’s Again you state: “Crows start good. f ; i Journal, written in support of the| | their ravages in the middle south Let it be clear that I take no ex- } crow banquet of the Dane County | | where the nesting season is earliest, | . 

} Sportsmen’s assn., contains sev-||As the nesting season develops |)ception to crow hunting. I hunt { eral statements which I think||further and further north, they ||] crows myself. I do so because I j should not pass unchallenged. follow it. Robbing birds’ nests is|! like to shoot and because the crow j : You state that “the crow is the| | their main business.” | is one of those species which can i 3 worst marauder in the homes of The crow migration at Madison||| be shot pretty heavily without i game and song birds... . . It is part eanly in February and is over || changing next year’s supply. Why ‘ ; estimated that each sear oe by March 15. The earliest game|j! befog and befuddle this perfectly 4 age crow destroys a thousand. , | 800d sport, for which no one need : | game and song bird eggs.” bird nests start about May 1, but So thatce " pursued in modera- T do not know how many eggs| the bulk of the first layings not tion, by presenting it to the pub- | an average’ crow eats, but my] until May 20. a lic as a crusade to save the na- | group of students have, during}! In the “middle south” the earliest | tion? Even the redoubtable Baron j the past five years, gcumulated| game bird nests come about April Munchausen confined himself to j 
some actual figures on what pro-| 15. The crow migration is over in less transparent means of self- | portion of game bird nests fall February. It appears, then, that an flattery. 
victim to crows. —. interval of nearly two months sep~ Yours sincerely, | 80 Per Cent by Mowers arates the crow migration and | : 2 Rlda Leapold | Since 1934, Arthur S. Hawkins| game bird nestings. Only the resi- Professor of Game Management, j has studied 200 nests of Hungar-| dent breeding crows of any region | University of Wisconsin. ian partridge and pheasant in Jef-| have any chance to eat game bird PSY. ight be ing ted 4 q ferson County, of which 40 per||eggs, and the crow migration has anee ' a o mig] f e ia ee e a cent hatched successfully. Of the] nothing to do with it. le ‘i ne ae ne ane studies made nests destroyed, 80 per cent were| Sees Picture Distorted outside Wisconsin. E | destroyed by haymowers, and 20 I realize, of course, that the crow Logan Bennett of Towa State a per cent by predators, of which| banquet was held in a spirit of | College, in 1933 and 1934, studied i crows accounted for about six per |! good- natured exaggeration. I take | 240 duck nests of. eight species. Of | cent. Crows often found and ate| no exception to this Munchausen | these, 7 were destroyed by crows. . the deserted eggs exposed by hay- spirit — it is appropriate to the | E. R. Kalmbach of the U. S. Bi- A ological Survey, in 1934 and 1935, 
mowers. } occasion, and harmless if it be | 4 In 1935, 1936, and 1937 my| clear to your readers where the | Or the aie ey a ee ‘ students and I studied 60 pheasant} “whoppers” end and ‘where the eowarns were Mee y | ‘ nests in Dane and Jefferson coun-| serious argument begins. Your al- |" : : Es i ties, of which 29 were destroyed] legations as to the biological role eer nids | by haymowers, and three by} of crows, however, have the ring of | crows. Part of the nests exposed | serious argument. If they were 

| by haymowers and deserted by| meant to be, I think they badly 
| pheasants were found and eaten| distort the Picture. 
i 4 by crows.’ In my opinion the marsh and 
i In 1931, Paul L. Errington stud-| fencerow fires which will befog the . \ 4 ied 69 quail nests in Sauk and sky of Dane county next month! 
{ Dane counties. Of these 34 hatched will destroy far more game then 

4 successfully, 14 were destroyed by crows. The haymowers which fol- ’ mowers, eight by other human ||jow in June will destroy still more. | : activities, and five by gophers, The nearly universal grazing of 
} skunks, and dogs. Crows destroyed || marshes and woodlots which takes 3 3 no “live” nests, but did eat the Place all summer will, by remov- 

eggs exposed by haymowers, “ 
28 Out of 503 

. In 1933, 1934, and 1935 F. N. 
|
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= The Role of WILDLIFE in a LIBERAL EDUCATION 
OST of the wildlife education so » By ALDO LEOPOLD, munity. It is at once self-evident from 

M far attempted is that designed to University of Wisconsin such an over-all view of the community 

teach professionals how to do that land-health is more important than 

their job. I here discuss another kind: surpluses or shortages in any particular 

that aimed to teach citizens the function (Reprinted from the Proceedings of the Seventh land-product. The “famine concept” of 
of wildlife in the land organism. North American Wildlife Conference, by per- conservation is valid mainly for inor- 

The two kinds contrast sharply in mission of the author.) ganic resources, yet most teachers still 
their war status. Perhaps the output * apply it to all resources. 

of prdfessionals is now excessive, even if There is no need to persuade the stu- 
there were no war. On the other hand, does not call for a complete abandon- dent of land ecology that machines to 
wildlife teaching for laymen has the same —_ ment of professional output. All-campus dominate the land are useful only while 
war status as any other branch of sci- teaching cannot be vital without re- there is a healthy land to use them on, 

ence or of the arts; to suspend teach- search, and research is not possible with- and that land-health is possibly depend- 

ing it is to suspend culture. Culture is out assistants, experimental areas, and ent® on land-membership, that is that a 

our understanding of the land and its definite local projects. This residuum of flora and fauna too severely simplified 

life; wildlife is an essential fraction of research can be made to produce a small or modified may not tick as well as the 
both. high-grade annual crop of professionals Original. He can see for himself that 

The bulk of our funds and brains are at the same time that it feeds the all- there is no such thing as good or bad 

invested in professional education. In campus teaching effort with vital local Species; a species may get out of hand, 
my opinion it is time to “swap ends” to facts and questions. but to terminate its membership in the 

curtail sharply the output of profession- land by human fiat is the last word in 
als, and to throw the manpower and dol- Citizens Need ‘Land Ecology’ Outlook anthropomorphic arrogance. 
lars thus released into a serious attempt Liber nati in wildlife is n ase i 
to tell the whole campus, and thus even- merely . ae eee fechnieal ae Insight into Human Economies 
tually the whole community, what wild- cation. It calls for somewhat different Finally, the student can deduce, if he 
life conservation is all about. teaching materials and sometimes even thinks hard enough, the peculiar nature 

ad a different teachers. The objective is to of human economics. What we call eco- 
See cecuane ed teach the student to see the land, to nomic laws are merely the impact of our 

To see our predicament clearly, we understand what he sees, and enjoy what changing wants on the land which sup- 
must see its history. he understands. I say land rather than plies them. When that impact becomes 
When wildlife education started a dec- wildlife, because wildlife cannot be un- destructive of our own tenure in the 

ade ago, three strong forces impelled us derstood without understanding the land- land, as is so conspicuously the case 
to our present course. scape as a whole. Such teaching could today, then the thing to examine is the 

; One was the obvious preference for well be called land ecology rather than validity of the wants themselves. 
preparing men to earn a salary rather wildlife, and could serve very broad edu- I have been sketching the end points, 
than to live a life. cational purposes. rather than the beginnings, of instruc- 

The second was the depression. The Perhaps the most important of these tion in land ecology. To reach those end 
pump-priming policy sucked at the con- purposes is to teach the student how to points, the teacher must of course con- 
servation schools like a waterspout. Any- put the sciences together in order to use struct a bridge of hard-headed factual 
one bearing a sheepskin, wet or dry, them. All the sciences and arts are materials drawn not only from natural 
could soar into the clouds as a paid ex- taught as if they were separate. They history, but from all land-sciences. This 
pert. are separate only in the classroom. Step of course raises the question: why is it 

The third was expediency. It is easier out on the campus and they are imme- our job to synthesize and orient; why 

to teach wildlife to a professional stu- diately fused. Land ecology is putting doesn’t agriculture, or geography, or 

dent in three years than to a lay stu- the sciences and arts together for the some other bigger and more important 

dent in a semester or two. Once a pro- purpose of understanding our environ- discipline do it for us? 

fessional enrolls, he must listen, be the ment. My answer is: it is not our job, but 
teaching good, bad or indifferent. On the Who is the land? We are, but no less it is our opportunity. If this opportunity 
other hand the lay student elects wildlife the meanest flower that blows. Land is real, it is fair to ask: why hasn’t it 
courses. If the teaching is not vital, he ecology discards at the outset the fal- been seen and seized long ago? Why 

can elect something else. lacious notion that the wild community haven’t the bigger and more important 

To what extent are these three pulls is one thing, the human community an- disciplines synthesized an ecological land 
still pulling? other. concept? I am not sure of the answer, 

Depression is dead. Expediency is no What are the sciences? Only categories but I think I can see why in zoology and 

argument. The question, then, boils down for thinking. Sciences can be taught sep- botany. Their pattern of teaching was set 

to future jobs. Bureaus are now laying arately, but they can’t be used sep- by the emergence of the theory of evo- 

plans for another post-war pump-priming arately, either for seeing land or doing lution. Some professors are still adding 
era, but it is a mystery to me where we anything with it. It was a surprise to new findings to the evolutionary struc- 
are to find either the cash or the credit me to find this was “news” to many ture, but in the mind of the average stu- 

for a repetition of 1933. I do not an- well-trained but highly specialized grad- dent evolution quits growing, that is, dies, 
ticipate a post-war boom in “wildlifers.” uate students. when he receives his diploma. There is 

If I am right, and the market for pro- What is art? Only the drama of the little opportunity for him to add to his 

fessionals continues poor, then the deans land’s workings. classroom knowledge. Ecology, on the 
and the presidents and the donors of With such a synthesis as a starting other hand, can lead to lifelong oppor- 

wildlife funds will have the option of point, the tenets of conservation formu- tunities for study and even experimenta- 
either shrinking the present schools or late themselves almost before the teach- tion. Therefore, for purposes of a liberal 

switching their emphasis from profes- er can suggest them. Basic to all con- education, ecology is superior to evolu- 

sional to liberal teaching. servation is the concept of land-health; tion as a window from which to view 
Fortunately the process of conversion the sustained self-renewal of the com- the world. 
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“2 oe _ THE. WILDLIFE SOCIETY | hes 

‘ > : Res eT Se: ig 3 oe r “ ad fn Se 

Committee on Professional Standards 

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE SOCIETY: ~ 

At the Baltimore meeting of the Society in February, 1938, 
there was established .a Committee on Professional Standards, charged 
with several responsibilities. One of ‘them was the preparation of 
a.statement of professional qualifications that might serve-as a, 
guide to persons intending to enter this field of work, and that 

~ might also be of interest to institutions training these men. 

Discussion of this and other matters by the newly-appointed 
Committee began on May 7. Mr. Leopold, as chairman of a subcemmit~- 
tee to whom this task was assigned, completed the first draft of a 
statement of qualifications on May 243 .it was sent to the other 
members of the full Committee on June’'l. : Since then there has been 
extensive correspondence among the members of the Committee with 
reference to this and subsequent drafts.. The attached statement, 
is the fifth draft examined by the’Committee. While, primarily the 
work of Mr. Leopold,,.it represents also the: views submitted by the 
‘other members of the Committees: dlso,; valuable suggestions have 

~ peen received from Président A.A. Allen, Secretary V.H. Cahalane, 
and Mr. Charles Elton: oR ne i 

Your Committee very early agreed: (1) that the standards of 
neither the Society nor the profession were sufficiently well estab- 
lished ‘to warrant "ranking" or "accrediting" institutions at which 
wildlife training is conducted; (2) that even if this were not so, 
a purely objective evaluation of institutions, based upon courses, 
equipment, salaries, and the likc, would be confronted by so many 

“unknown and variable conditions as to make the result of little val- 
ue; > (3) that the necessitics in preparation for wildlife work are 
pest presentcd primarily to those who are undergoing this training 
or who expect to do so; (4) that this approach should benefit both 

“the student andthe institution. 

= s It is the.belief of ‘your: Committee that the profession should 
| ’ " ‘pe most concerned with what a man is, what he: knows, what he can doy 
, and how*che thinks.’ The means by which:he attains competence in 
7 these respects are for him.and his .institution to determine; there 

is no formulae For thisreason no mention is’ made of specific 
. courses or. curricula;.these are listed in the BS-Leaflet published 

by the Bureau of Biological Survey (cf. end of statement). ~~~ 

The Committee recommonds the adoption of this statement by the 
Society :and its publication in the Journal .of Wildlife Management. 

.* For the Committee:- 9 = os Rudolf Bennitt, Chairman 
oe : : Committee on Professional Standards 

Rudolf Bennitt & 5 
Frank C. Edminster Aldo Leopold 
Paul L. Errington HeD.e Ruhl 
Carl Le Hubbs Herbert L. Stoddard 
Ralph T. King Walter P. Taylor



ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL TRAINING IN WILDLIFE WORK. E 

by Aldo Leopold, Professor of Wildlife Management, Unive of Wisconsin 

(prepared with the assistance of, and: endorsed by; the other. memb§rs 
of tho Committee on Professional Standards, The Wildlife Society”) 

NEED FOR STANDARDS. - oS eee 

: Many universities now offer ‘professional training in 
wildlife work. Many young men are seeking advice on how, and where 
such training is to be had, and how to prepare thomselves for 2%. 

As ‘in any new ficld, there is widespread confusion in’ find- 
ing terms for comparing schools and for impsirting adVice to those who 

_ ask for ite : : : : 

2 : The Wildlife Society offers this attempt, by a committee of 
practicing wildlife specialists, to define adequate training for the 
practice of their profession. ae 

: _ DEGRERS AND KINDS OF TRAINING. —— 

Wildlife education has two finctions:: (1) to-teach a few 
men to*manage wildlife as a life work; -(2) to téach the whole body 
of citizens to appreciate and ‘understand wildlife. There is at pre- 
serit a regrettable neglect of the second function. Too many men 
want to make a living by managing wildlife, too few to bend other 

. vocations to its neecs. 

ge For the former, there are different levels of training. The 
warden or "farmer" of wildlife crops réquires less schoolifig than the 
professional who can appraise methods of cropping and-conduct research 
for new methods. Here again there is a regrettable neglect of the 
first or vocational level. Ton few schools offer good instruction in 
the field operations of wildlife management and administration; too 
many offer indifferent training in wildlife science and research. 

As a first step toward untangling these confusions, we here 
attempt to define that kind of training which seeks to prepare a stu- 
dent for wildlife management as a life work, and which merits the term 
"professional" or "scientific". We confine ourselves to this one kind 
‘and level, not because the others are less important, but because fow 
schools as yet offer the otherse a : : 

# ~ Ruddlf Bennitt, Univ. of Missouri (Chairman); Frank C. Edmin- 
ster, S.«C.S., Upper Darby, Penn.; Paul L. Errington, Iowa State 
Colleges Carl L. Hubbs, Univ. of Michigan; Ralph T. King, Syracuse 
Uriive; Aldo Leopold, Univ. of Wisconsin; Hs» De Ruhl, Michigan Dept. 
of Conservation; Herbert Le Stoddard, Cooperative Quail Study Assne, 
Thomasville, Gae¥~ Walter P. Taylor, Bureau of Biological Survey, 
Texas Ae & Me Collegee
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“Gr the: sake of. brevity this paper draws its illustrative 

material largely from land animals, Wildlife, however, includes 

aquatic animals also. Moreover, to the extent that plants are 

essential food and factors of the environment of animals, from which 

they cannot be dissociated ecologicaliy,: wildlife includes plants. 

Where the, illustrative material implies a narrower scope, the reader 

is asked to interpolate the broader ones, ”:_ : ae 

STANDARDS» 

Professional training is ordinarily defined in terms of 

years at school, courses taxen, and degrecs receiveds : The .lack .of 

standard meanings invalidates some of these ‘terms for. our purposes, 

especially the lack of standards for specifying courses. The most 

elaborate curricula may be offered by the weakest schools. We.there=- 

fore cannot define professional training;in terms of coursese .. 

Years at school and degrees come nearer having a.standard 

meaning. In general the minimum period for‘ professional training is 

five years of college work: four years of undergraduate work plus 

_one year of graduate work. Six years is better, seven frequent in 

the better schools. In general, a master's degree is the minimum 

for professional standing. ne : 

It by no'means follows, however, that 2 student with six 

years of college work behind him and a master's degree in his pecket is 

prepared for professional practice. In the follcwing pages we at~ 

tempt to define preparedness at. two stages: : 

bia -(A) At the time of: selecting an undergraduate majore 

: 5 (B) At the time of completing professional trainings 

We attempt to express preparedness, at these two stages in 

terms of (1) what the student is, (2) what he knows, (3) what he can 

do, and (4) how he thinks. A final section discusses briefly the 

physical equipment of professional schools! ; 

Our hope is that these definitions will enable prospective 

students to arrive at a critical judgment of their own fitness, and 

that they will also enable wildlifé ‘schools: to arrive at a eritical 

judgment of their own adéquacy.'. We hope further that more schools 

will ‘cultivate their opportunity to. impart:a general. understanding of 

| wildlife ‘to the student body as a whole, and‘that. some will differ- 

entinte and develop good training for thevacant sub-professional 

| levels. pe aan eee 

|
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(A) At the time of sclecting an undergraduate major. 

: le: What He is. The student should have a reasonably ~ 
: sound physique and 2 cooperative 

personalitye ; : 

2. What He Knows.e The student should have a better-than- 
average scholastic record, for this is 
usually an index to intelligences 

In selecting his major for undergraduate work, the student 
will encounter the question: What biological field offers the 
‘best "gateway" to professional training? There is no "best" that 
can be laid down for all individuals, It is desirable that the 
profession be recruited from majors in a wide variety of sciences 

and in a wide variety of arts of land use. In general, some bio- 
~ logical seience is the best gateway to a career in research; some 

agricultural art (including forestry) to a career in policy or ad- 

ministration. It is a conspicuous fact, however, that men who are 
narrowly specinlized, cither by training or temperament, seldom 
occupy any large professional niche for very longs 

The quality of teachers should carry more weight in selec- 

ting a major field than the departmental label. . The student should 

select a major, if possible, in 2 department with definite scholarly 

achievements in natural science and with a statesmanlike attitude 

toward land use. 

= In addition’ to academic preparation, the student should 
have attained, by his own efforts, considerable knowledge and ficld 
skill in some branch of natural history (such as ornithology, mam- 
malogy, or botany). Animals, plants, and soils are the alphabet of 
wildlife management; in five years a good school can teach a student 

to spell words with it, but he must in some degree know his alphabet 

at the start. 

: 3. What Ho Can Doe More than average ability, to express 
-. thoughts in writing and in speech is 

indispensable. 

: Some pre-existing skill. in woodsmanship,: hunting, and fish- 
ing is desirable, likewise familiarity with the field operations of 
farming, forestry and other land industries. There is danger, 
though, of confusing the aptitude for hunting and fishing, which is 
“desirable, with the aptitude for laborious. studies of animals and 
plants, which is indispensable. : = 

4. How He Thinks. Ultimate professional calibre is a.mat- 
ter of scholarly habits of mind, both in- 

: doors and outdoors. The student who "likes 
the woods but dislikes to study" should be 
skeptical of his fitnesse
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: . The. student who feels drawn to the outdoors but has never 
' been impelled to undertake some systematic study of outdoor subjects 
on his own account should not. expect a wildlife school to do it for 
him. That is to say, no wildlife school can make 2 professional 
man out of absolutely raw material in five years, Habitual self- 
teaching is a prerequisite. i : 

(B) At the time of completing professional training. 

: 1. What He Ise To the personal qualities already mention- 
! ' ed the student should have added, during 

the course:-of his training, an intense con- 
. viction of the need for and usefulness of 

science as. a tool for the accomplishment 
: of conservation. 

: 2 2. What He Knows. The basic skill of the wildlife manager 
: is to diagnose the landscape, to discern 

; and predict trends in its biotic community 
: and to modify them where necessary in the 

. interest of conservation. To receive a 
; : E professional degree, the student should be 

able to examine a piece of land (or water) 
; : : and to deduce (a) its original condition 

and recent history, (b) the present status 
ae : of its principal wildlife species and the 

+ : population trend and behavior of .each, 
si s ae aes Ce) the status of its economic uses and 

a their effects on wildlife, (d) the modifica- 
tions of economic usé needed ‘in the inter- 

: eee est of wildlife, and (c) the rough outlines 
; 2 3 of researches needed to refine and verify 

Ce his disenosis..” ae 

To diagnose the landscape the student must know its compo- 
nent parts and something of their interrelationships. That is to 

: say, he must know its plants and animals, its soils and waters, and 
: something of their interdependéences, successions, and competitions. 

- .. He must know the industries dependent on that landscape, their effect 
upon it, and its effect upon them. He must know and habitually 
use visible "indicators" of those slow landscape changes which are 
invisible but nevertheless real. 

2 H@®,.shouid also have some mental picture of the other pro- 
fessions which are trying to influence that landscape, how they go 
about their work, and how they hélp or hinder his own work. 

: , 36, What He Can Doe To acquire this knowledge, a student 
j “must have acquired certain technical skills 

: “in field, laboratory and office opera- 
B tions, ~ ey
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He should have made an inventory and map of the food, 

cover, and other environmental conditions on a sample area of land 
. or water, and a plan for making that area more productive. He - 

-should have executed such a plan for a season and drawn deductions 

from his experience. ‘ 

He should have planned and executed an animal census and 

drawn deductions from ite He should have trapped,.marked, released, 

and retaken animals for the purpdése of tracing movements, measuring 

e density, or analyzing the composition of the population. He should 

‘have found and observed nests or young and recorded and analyzed 

- poumongekiLey e: ms 

Tee, He should have planned and executed some kind of quadrat 

for recurrent measurement of changes in vegetation. : 

‘ He should have reared some, animal.tin:eaptivity. Artifi- 
cially propagated animals, while probably of diminishing importance 
as a means of replenishing wild stocks, are often indispensable as 
controls for experiments on wild animals. 

: He should have developed some degree of expertness in 

“reading sign", that is, in determining, by inference from indirect 
evidence, the kinds, numbers, habits, and status of animals on an 
area of land or water and their relation to its plants and industries. 

‘ - He should have become really proficient in at least one 
field of natural history and should have developed some competence 

ii: in the others. (By "fields" is meant birds, mammals, fish, rep- 
= tiles, plants, etc.) i 

He should have collected and analyzed stomach contents, 
pellets, and scats. He should have made usable bird and mammal 
study skins, extracted bones from a carcass, collected and prepared 

= herbarium specimens of plants and plant foodse 

He should be able to score 50% of usable negatives in 
_ ordinary technical photography. He should know how to use compass, 

plane table,-planimeter, slide rule, and galculator. He should 
have compiled simple statistics, graphed themy and analyzed them in 
.the light of statistical theorye : Nan 

He should be able to "post" a carcass and arrive at some . 
notion of its normality or:pathology.and its.cause of.death. 

He should. be a. habitual reader of current literature in 
wildlife management, natural history, ecology, and land use. 
He should be: aware of the personalities represented in that litera- 
ture. While his knowledge of the literature will naturally be 
-greatest in that of his own country, he should be aware of the work 
in all countries, and he should.have dug out the essential ideas of 
at least one foreign group, comparing their work with his own.
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2 He should. speak well enough in public to be able to de= 
. seribe his readings, observations, and ideas at professional or 
_,eonservation meetings. ; : 

4. How He Thinks. These technical skills are the tools for 
: a professional career, but they are useless 

: ; oe or even dangerous unless guided by a mind 
of proféssisnal calibre. To.ereate such 

= 4 a mind.isithe’aim of all education, in- 
: See cluding wildlife education; to define 
i such a mind defies. the best efforts of all 

committees, including this one. 

oe ( There are indicators of scholarship: which “aré useful but 
by no means infallible. They are here given-for what they may be 

- worth: 3 Eee 

One indicator is output. To receive a professional de- 
gree, the student should have outlined, executed, and reported on a 
research project which the faculty is willing to recognize as a con- 
tribution to professional knowledge. This means. he should have 

ees composed’ an account of his original work good ‘eriough to be acceptable 
sae to professional journals. (This does not imply that every profes= 

Eee sional student must rush into print; only that his ‘work be good 
enough to print.) : 

os ..Thé student's account of his original work.is usually his 
..- “thesis for a degree. A thesis is not a specialty which the student 

., Should know to the exclusion of other subject matter. Rather, it 
. is a,yvantage point, gained by his own effort, from which the student 

< + should sean his new professional world and try to understand it. 

He should have developed his own views on: simple questions 
of wildlife policy and should be able to expound and defend these 
views in public. He»should have developed some appreciation of the 

; ethics and esthetics as, well as of the economics of wildlife. 

ag In. viewing the landscape, ‘he should’ habitually infer its 
past and forésee its future; that is to say, ‘he should think in 
terms, not of plant and animal species alone, but of communities; 
not of types. alone, but of successions. In this lies the differ- 
ence between. the static natural history of yesterday and the dynamic 
ecology of tomorrow. ‘ : 

He should have developed enough-familiarity with the-basic 
sciences to know when, where and how to seek scientific advice on 
questions arising from his work. 

Last and foremost, he should have developed in some degree 
that imponderable combination of curiosity, skepticism, and object- 
ivity known as the ‘scientific attitude.’
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No member of this committee would be able to score on all 

these criteria of professional preparedness. They set a high mark, 

put not an impossible one. Professional schools should be able to 

improve on the fortuitous education of the first generation. The 

mark of a modern school is that the students outscore the faculty on 

‘ many points. It i's our opinion that the best students in the best 

schools can score on all these points, the average students on 90 

per cent of ther. 

: : EQUIPMENT OF PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS 

The foregoing “intellectual tools" cannot be given to 

students without certain intellectual and physical equipment for 

teaching. : : 

= First of all, no institution without an output in wildlife 

research can possibly teach wildlife managenent. of. professional grades 

To add to the student's knowledge the teacher nust habitually be 

adding to His om. If the teacher has no output, his knowledge is, 

at. best, second-hand o i : 5 

Second, no institution can teach’ wildlife nanagenent of 

professional grade without land on which ecological experiments are 

being made, or on which the techniques of management are being test= 

ede That is to say, a school must be practicing managenent and critic- 

ally appraising its. success before it can teach students to do Like- 

wise. : : : : : 

Third, no institution can teach wildlife nanagenent with- 

out’ a wildlife library or without reference collections in process 

of active expansions : ; 

‘ _~ 1% As our beiiel that nass-education is impossible in the 

professional wildlife field. Size of school, beyond reasonable limits 

is likely to be inverse to quality. 

: The student will do well, in selecting a School, to ask 

about the character of its faculty, its research output, its nanage- 

ment areas, its library, and its reference collections, ,rather. than 

about its buildings, its curricula, and its appropriations. These 

are the trappings of scholarship; they mean little without the 

scholarship itself. 

A list of wildlife schools is issued periodically by the 

U. Se Bureau of Biological Survey, Washineton, D.C. The 1938;list 

is Wildlife Research and Management Leaflet BS-98. i 

; oe oe a se ae a
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(kip Ain ECOLOGICAL CONSCIENCE 

ipl Dr. Apo LropoLp 4 

University of Wisconsin 

Department of Wildlife Management 

Address at Conservation Meeting, Minneapolis, June 1947 

Everyone ought to be dissatisfied with the slow spread of con- 
servation to the land. Our “progress” still consists largely of let- 
terhead pieties and convention oratory. The only progress that 
counts is that on the actual landscape of the back forty, and here 
we are still slipping two steps backward for each forward stride. 

The usual answer to this dilemma is “more conservation edu- 
cation.” My answer is yes by all means, but are we sure that only 
the volume of educational effort needs stepping up? Is something 
lacking in its content as well? I think there is, and I here attempt 
to define it. 

The basic defect is this: we have not asked the citizen to as- 
sume any real responsibility. We have told him that if he will 

; vote right, obey the law, join some organizations, and practice 
what conservation is profitable on his own land, that everything 
will be lovely; the government will do the rest. 

, This formula is too easy to accomplish anything worthwhile. 
It calls for no effort or sacrifice; no change in our philosophy of 
values. It entails little that any decent and intelligent person 
would not have done, of his own accord, under the late but not 
lamented Babbitian code. 

No important change in human conduct is ever accomplished 
without an internal change in our intellectual emphases, our loy- 
alties, our affections, and our convictions. The proof that conser- 
vation has not yet touched these foundations of conduct lies in the 
fact that philosophy, ethics, and religion have not yet heard of it. 

I need a short name for what is lacking; I call it the ecological 
conscience. Ecology is the science of communities, and the eco- 
logical conscience is therefore the ethics of community life. I will 
define it further in terms of four case histories, which I think show 
the futility of trying to improve the face of the land without im- 
proving ourselves. I select these cases from my own state, be- 
cause I am there surer of my facts. 

Reprinted from THE BULLETIN OF THE GARDEN CLUB or AMERICA, September, 1947



Soil Conservation Districts 

About 1930 it became clear to all except the ecologically blind 
that Wisconsin’s topsoil was slipping seaward. The farmers were 
told in 1933 that if they would adopt certain remedial practices 
for five years, the public would donate CCC labor to install them, 
plus the necessary machinery and materials. The offer was wide- 
ly accepted, but the practices were widely forgotten when the 
five-year contract period was up. The farmers continued only 
those practices that yielded an immediate and visible economic 
gain for themselves. 

This partial failure of land-use rules written by the government 
led to the idea that maybe farmers would learn more quickly if 
they themselves wrote the rules. Hence, in 1937, the Wisconsin 
Legislature passed the Soil Conservation District Law. This said 
to the farmers, in effect: “We, the public, will furnish you free 
technical service and loan you specialized machinery, if you will 
write your own rules for land-use. Each county may write its 
own rules, and these will have the force of law.” Nearly all the 
counties promptly organized to accept the proferred help, but af- 
ter a decade of operation, 70 county has yet written a single rule. ’ 
There has been visible progress in such practices as strip-cropping, 
pasture renovation, and soil liming, but none in fencing woodlots 
or excluding plow and cow from steep slopes. The farmers, in , 
short, selected out those remedial practices which were profitable 
anyhow, and ignored those which were profitable to the commu- 
nity, but not clearly profitable to themselves. The net result is 
that the natural acceleration in rate of soil-loss has been somewhat 
retarded, but we nevertheless have less soil than we had in 1937. 

I hasten to add that no one has ever told farmers that in land- 
use the good of the community may entail obligations over and 
above those dictated by self-interest. The existence of such obli- 
gations is accepted in bettering rural roads, schools, churches, and 
baseball teams, but not in bettering the behavior of the water that 
falls on the land, nor in the preserving the beauty or diversity of 
the farm landscape. Land-use ethics are still governed wholly by 
economic self-interest, just as social ethics were a century ago. 

To sum up: we have asked the farmer to do what he conveni- 
ently could to save his soil, and he has done just that, and only 
that. The exclusion of cows from woods and steep slopes is not 
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convenient, and is not done. Moreover some things are being 
done that are at least dubious as conservation practices: for ex- 
ample marshy stream bottoms are being drained to relieve the 
pressure on worn-out uplands. The upshot is that woods, marshes, 
and natural streams, together with their respective faunas and 
floras, are headed toward ultimate elimination from southern 
Wisconsin. 

All in all we have built a beautiful piece of social machinery— 
the Soil Conservation District—which is coughing along on two 
cylinders because we have been too timid, and too anxious for 
quick success, to tell the farmer the true magnitude of his obliga- 
tions. Obligations have no meaning without conscience, and the 
problem we face is the extension of the social conscience from peo- 
ple to land. 

Paul Bunyan’s Deer 

The Wisconsin lumberjack came very near accomplishing, in ° 
reality, the prodigious feats of woods-destruction attributed to 
Paul Bunyan. Following Paul’s departure for points west, there 

, followed an event little heralded in song and story, but quite as 
dramatic as the original destruction of the pineries: there sprang 
up, almost over night, an empire of brushfields. 

: Paul Bunyan had tired easily of salt pork and corned beef, 
hence he had taken good care to see that the deer of the original 
pineries found their way regularly to the stewpot. Moreover 
there were wolves in Paul’s day, and the wolves had performed 
any necessary pruning of the deer herd which Paul had over- 
looked. But by the time the brushfields sprang into being, the 
wolves had been wiped out and the state had passed a buck-law 
and established refuges. The stage was set for an irruption of 
deer. 

The deer took to the brushfields like yeast tossed into the sour- 
dough pot. By 1940 the woods were foaming with them, so to 
speak. We Conservation Commissioners took credit for this mira- 
cle of creation; actually we did little but officiate at the birth. 
Anyhow, it was a herd to make one’s mouth water. A tourist from 
Chicago could drive out in the evening and see fifty deer, or even 
more. 

This immense deer herd was eating brush, and eating well. 
What was this brush? It consisted of temporary short-lived sun- 
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loving trees and bushes which act as a nurse crop for the future 
forest. The forest comes up under the brush, just as alfalfa or 
clover come up under oats or rye. In the normal succession, the 
brush is eventually overtopped by the forest tree seedlings, and 
we have the start of a new forest. 

In anticipation of this well known process, the state, the coun- 
ties, the U. S. Forest Service, the pulp mills, and even some lum- 
ber mills staked out “forests” consisting, for the moment, of 
brush. Large investments of time, thought, cash, CCC labor, 
WPA labor, and legislation were made in the expectation that 
Nature would repeat her normal cycle. The state embarked on 
a tax subsidy, called the Forest Crop Law, to encourage land- 
owners to hang on to their brushfields until they were replaced 
by forest. 

But we failed to reckon with the deer, and with deer hunters 
and resort owners. In 1942 we had a hard winter and many deer 
starved. It then became evident that the original “nurse-trees” 
had grown out of reach of deer, and that the herd was eating the 
oncoming forest. The remedy seemed to be to reduce the herd 
by legalizing killing of does. It was evident that if we didn’t re- 
duce the herd, starvation would, and we would eventually lose 
both the deer and the forest. But for five consecutive years the 
deer hunters and resort owners, plus the politicians interested in q 
their votes, have defeated all attempts at herd-reduction. 

I will not tire you with all the red herrings, subterfuges, eva- 
sions, and expedients which these people have used to befog this 
simple issue. There is even a newspaper dedicated solely to de- 
faming the proponents of herd-reduction. These people call 
themselves conservationists, and in one sense they are, for in the 
past we have pinned that label on anyone who loves wildlife, how- 
ever blindly. These conservationists, for the sake of maintaining 
an abnormal and unnatural deer herd for a few more years, are 
willing to sacrifice the future forest, and also the ultimate welfare 
of the herd itself. 

The motives behind this “conservation” are a wish to prolong 
easy deer hunting, and a wish to show numerous deer to tourists. 
These perfectly understandable wishes are rationalized by pro- 
testations of chivalry to does and fawns. As an unexpected after- 
math of this situation, there has been a large increase of illegal 
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killing, and of abandonment of illegal carcasses in the woods. 

Thus herd-control, of a sort, is taking place outside the law. But 

the food-producing capacity of the forest has been overstrained 
for a decade, and the next hard winter will bring catastrophic 

starvation. After that we shall have very few deer, and these 
will be runty from malnutrition. Our forest will be a moth-eaten 
remnant consisting largely of inferior species of trees. 

The basic fallacy in this kind of “conservation” is that it seeks 
to conserve one resource by destroying another. These “conserva- 
tionists” are unable to see the land as a whole. They are unable 
to think in terms of community rather than group welfare, and in 
terms of the long as well as the short view. They are conserving 
what is important to them in the immediate future, and they are 
angry when told that this conflicts with what is important to the 
state as a whole in the long run. 

There is an important lesson here: the flat refusal of the aver- 
age adult to learn anything new, i.e., to study. To understand the 
deer problem requires some knowledge of what deer eat, of what 

, they do not eat, and of how a forest grows. The average deer 
hunter is sadly lacking in such knowledge, and when anyone tries 
to explain the matter, he is branded forthwith as a long-haired 

q theorist. This anger-reaction against new and unpleasant facts is 
of course a standard phychiatric indicator of the closed mind. 

We speak glibly of conservation education, but what do we 
mean by it? If we mean indoctrination, then let us be reminded i 
that it is just as easy to indoctrinate with fallacies as with facts. 
If we mean to teach the capacity for independent judgment, then 
I am appalled by the magnitude of the task. The task is large 
mainly because of this refusal of adults to learn anything new. 

The ecological conscience, then, is an affair of the mind as well 
as the heart. It implies a capacity to study and learn, as well as 
to emote about the problems of conservation. 

j Jefferson Davis? Pines 

I have a farm in one of the sand-counties of central Wisconsin. 
I bought it because I wanted a place to plant pines. One reason 
for selecting my particular farm was that it adjoined the only re- 
maining stand of mature pines in the County. 
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This pine grove is an historical landmark. It is the spot (or 
very near the spot) where, in 1828, a young Lieutenant named 
Jefferson Davis cut the pine logs to build Fort Winnebago. He : 
floated them down the Wisconsin River to the fort. In the ensu- 
ing century a thousand other rafts of pine logs floated past this 
grove, to build that empire of red barns now called the Middle 
West. 

This grove is also an ecological landmark. It is the nearest spot 
where a city-worn refugee from the south can hear the wind sing 
in tall timber. It harbors one of the best remnants of deer, ruffed 
grouse, and pileated woodpeckers in southern Wisconsin. 

My neighbor, who owns the grove, has treated it rather de- 
cently through the years. When his son got married, the grove 
furnished lumber for the new house, and it could spare such light 
cuttings. But when war prices of lumber soared skyward, the 
temptation to slash became too strong. Today the grove lies 
prostrate, and its long logs are feeding a hungry saw. 

By all the accepted rules of forestry, my neighbor was justified | 
in slashing the grove. The stand was even-aged; mature, and 

_ invaded by heart-rot. Yet any schoolboy would know, in his 
heart, that there is something wrong about erasing the last rem- 
nant of pine timber from a county. When a farmer owns a rarity ‘ 
he should feel some obligation as its custodian, and a community 

é should feel some obligation to help him carry the economic cost 
of custodianship. Yet our present land-use conscience is silent 
on such questions. 

The Flambeau Raid 

The Flambeau was a river so lovely to look upon, and so richly 
endowed with forests and wildlife, that even the hard-bitten fur 
traders of the free-booting 1700’s enthused about it as the choicest 
part of the great north woods. 

The freebooting 1800’s expressed the same admiration, but in 
somewhat different terms. By 1930 the Flambeau retained only 
one 50-mile stretch of river not yet harnessed for power, and 
only a few sections of original timber not yet cut for lumber or 

_ pulp. 
During the 1930’s the Wisconsin Conservation Department 

started to build a state forest on the Flambeau, using these rem- 
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nants of wild woods and wild river as starting points. This was to 
be no ordinary state forest producing only logs and tourist camps; 
its primary object was to preserve and restore the remnant of 
canoe-water. Year by year the Commission bought land, removed 
cottages, fended off unnecessary roads, and in general started the 
long slow job of re-creating a stretch of wild river for the use and 
enjoyment of young Wisconsin. 

The good soil which enabled the Flambeau to grow the best _ 
cork pine for Paul Bunyan likewise enabled Rusk County, during 
recent decades, to sprout a dairy industry. These dairy farmers 
wanted cheaper electric power than that offered by local power 
companies. Hence they organizd a cooperative REA and applied 
for a power dam which, when built, will clip off the lower reaches 
of canoe-water which the Conservation Commission wanted to 
keep for recreational use. 

There was a bitter political fight, in the course of which the 
Commission not only withdrew its opposition to the REA dam, 

) but the Legislature, by statute, repealed the authority of the Con- 
servation Commission and made County Commissioners the ulti- 

| mate arbiters of conflict between power values and recreational 
values. I think I need not dwell on the irony of this statute. It 
seals the fate of all wild rivers remaining in the state, including 
the Flambeau. It says, in effect, that in deciding the use of rivers, 
the local economic interest shall have blanket priority over state- 
wide recreational interests, with County Commissioners as the 
umpire. 

The Flambeau case illustrates the dangers that lurk in the semi- 
honest doctrine that conservation is only good economics. The 
defenders of the Flambeau tried to prove that the river in its 
wild state would produce more fish and tourists than the impound- 
ed river would produce butterfat, but this is not true. We should 
have claimed that a little gain in butterfat is less important to the 
state than a large loss in opportunity for a distinctive form of out- 
door recreation. 

We lost the Flambeau as a logical consequence of the fallacy 
that conservation can be achieved easily. It cannot. Parts of every 
well-rounded conservation program entail sacrifice, usually local, 
but none-the-less real. The farmers’ raid on our last wild river 
is just like any other raid on any other public wealth; the only 
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defense is a widespread public awareness of the values at stake. 
There was none. 

The Upshot 

I have described here a fraction of that huge aggregate of prob- 

lems and opportunities which we call conservation. This aggre- 

gate of case-histories show one common need: an ecological 

conscience. 

The practice of conservation must spring from a conviction of 
what is ethically and esthetically right, as well as what is economi- 

cally expedient. A thing is right only when it tends to preserve 

the integrity, stability, and beauty of the community, and the 
community includes the soil, waters, fauna, and flora, as well as 
people. = — 

It cannot be right, in the ecological sense, for a farmer to 
drain the last marsh, graze the last woods, or slash the last grove 
in his community, because in doing so he evicts a fauna, a flora, | 
and a landscape whose membership in the community is older 
than his own, and is equally entitled to respect. 

It cannot be right, in the ecological sense, for a farmer to chan- 
nelize his creek or pasture his steep slopes, because in doing so he 
passes flood trouble to his neighbors below, just as his neighbors 
above have passed it to him. In cities we do not get rid of nui- 
sances by throwing them across the fence onto the neighbor’s lawn, 
but in water-management we still do just that. 

It cannot be right, in the ecological sense, for the deer hunter 

to maintain his sport by browsing out the forest, or for the bird- 

hunter to maintain his by decimating the hawks and owls, or for 
the fisherman to maintain his by decimating the herons, king- 
fishers, terns, and otters. Such tactics seek to achieve one kind of 
conservation by destroying another, and thus they subvert the 
integrity and stability of the community. 

If we grant the premise that an ecological conscience is possible 
and needed, then its first tenet must be this: economic provocation 
is no longer a satisfactory excuse for unsocial land-use, (or, to use 
somewhat stronger words, for ecological atrocities). This, how- 
ever, is a negative statement. I would rather assert positively 
that decent land-use should be accorded social rewards propor- 
tionate to its social importance. 
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I have no illusions about the speed or accuracy with which an 
ecological conscience can become functional. It has required 19 
centuries to define decent man-to-man conduct and the process is 
only half done; it may take as long to evolve a code of decency for 
man-to-land conduct. In such matters we should not worry too 
much about anything except the direction in which we travel. The 
direction is clear, and the first step is to throw your weight around 

on matters of right and wrong in land-use. Cease being intimi- 

dated by the argument that a right action is impossible because it 

does not yield maximum profits, or that a wrong action is to be 

condoned because it pays. That philosophy is dead in human re- 
lations, and its funeral in land-relations is overdue. 

BR & B 
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AVIAN DAYBREAK AND EVENING SONG IN RELATION TO 
TIME AND LIGHT INTENSITY 

By Atpo Lropotp and ALFRED E. EYNoN 

This paper reports an attempt to measure the variation in the time and the light 
intensity at the onset and at the end of daily bird song as recorded in southern Wis- 
consin, principally in the years 1944 through 1947. The first songs of birds at daybreak 
or their last songs at evening have been the subject of numerous papers in both American 
and European ornithological literature. The usual approach has been to construct an 
“ornithological clock” based on the order in which species join or leave the morning or 
evening chorus, respectively, or to relate such songs to some standard time-marker such 
as sunrise, sunset, or civil twilight. In America, at least, there has been a paucity of data 
on the light intensity at the time when these phenomena occur. Such data are reported 
here for 20 species of North American birds. 

The field work on which this paper is based was done by the senior author whose 
death on April 21, 1948, brought to an end a study of bird song in which he had become 
increasingly absorbed during the last years of his life. The junior author’s role has been 
to analyze Professor Leopold’s abundant data as they were recorded in his charts and 
journals and to organize them for publication. Fortunately, there exists an unpublished 
manuscript by Leopold, written after the song season of 1944 and covering wider hori- 
zons, which expresses his thinking regarding much of the subject matter of this paper. 
This manuscript has been freely consulted and the discussion therein amplified or modi- 
fied following an analysis of Leopold’s field records for the years 1945 through 1947. 
The junior author has introduced certain ideas derived from his interpretation of the 
data, combined with a review of the expanding literature appearing after 1947. 

The season of bird song per se will not be discussed because Leopold’s data on that 
subject were published by Zimmerman (1951). 

In this study, observations were made in a suburban habitat on the west side of 
Madison, Wisconsin (latitude 43° 4’ N, longitude 89° 24’ W), and on an abandoned 
farm 34 miles to the northwest in Fairfield Township, Sauk County. These study areas 
are referred to as town and farm, respectively, in this paper. They differ from one an- 
other by about one minute in their time of sunrise at the June solstice. Observations in 
the two study areas made possible the inclusion of more species than could be found at 
either area alone and at the same time allowed more or less daily observation of species 
common to both areas. The record for species not common to both is naturally discon- 
tinuous, but this is offset to some extent by the inclusion of data for several years. 

The principal records were obtained between January 8, 1944, and April 20, 1948. 
Over these years observations were recorded on 804 mornings and 164 evenings (table 
1). Of the 804 observations at daybreak, 445 fall in the period between January 8, 1944, 
and June 30, 1945. No attempt was made to obtain a daily record after the waning of 
the song season in 1945. The research emphasis then simply shifted to a sampling pro- 
cess in which many photometric data were accumulated. 

For each species on a given day, “daybreak song” is the initial song of the day and 

occurs not later than one hour after the first song of the day by any of the species heard 
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at the study areas. The term daybreak song is preferred to “awakening song” as used by 
Wright (1912 and 1913), Allen (1913) and Nice (1943) because some birds are awake 
for a time before they sing. Armstrong (1955) found that the interval between awaken- 
ing and the first song of the European Wren (Troglodytes troglodytes) seldom exceeded 
a minute, but Scheer (1951) found that it averaged 3 minutes in the European Robin 
(Erithacus rubecula), 5 to 6 minutes in the European Blackbird (Turdus merula), and 
15 to 20 minutes in the Chaffinch (Fringilla coelebs). We agree with Allard (1930) and 

TABLE 1 

DISTRIBUTION OF MORNING AND EVENING OBSERVATION PERIODS 

Month Morning Evening Month Morning Evening 

January 83 eee July 57 33 

February 72 Ea August 52 20 
March 119 12 September 42 11 
April 85 35 October 54 2 

May 68 29 November 52 ee 

June 62 22 December 58 as 

Davis (1958) that the term “awakening song” is inadequate, but we imply synonymy 
with those authors who have also been concerned with the first song of the day. 

Similarly, “evening song” is the last song of the day and it occurs within the hour 
preceding the last song at evening by any of the species present. “Daytime song” is one 
falling between the two previously defined observation periods and will not be consid- 
ered to any extent in this paper. True “night song” is that falling between the end of 
astronomical twilight in the evening and its beginning in the morning (Allard, 1930), 
and it was not recorded for any diurnal species during this study. However, birds sang 
occasionally as much as an hour before the beginning of civil twilight in the morning. 
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METHODS 

Prior to 1944, Leopold recorded the times of evening song and daybreak song for a 
number of common birds in which he was interested. His systematic timing of all species 
at both town and farm study areas began in 1944. | 

After early 1945, a General Electric foot-candle meter was used in most daybreak 
or evening observation periods. This instrument is calibrated on a primary scale of from 
1.2 foot-candles to 50 foot-candles; however, this scale may be increased by means of 
a rheostat to read twice these values, or the values may be decreased by factors of 10 
and 100. The range of possible values thus runs from 0.012 foot-candle to 100 foot- 
candles. Leopold read the meter in a standard manner, holding it horizontally on his lap, 
against open sky. 

The record for each daybreak or evening observation period consists of the time and 
light intensity of the first or last song of each species, as well as remarks on relative 
cloudiness, wind, temperature, and moonlight if present. In February and most of March, 
when only the Cardinal (Richmondena cardinalis) and Ring-necked Pheasant (Phasi-
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anus colchicus) are singing in southern Wisconsin, observations are possible from an 

open window, provided an active territory is near. All later observations require the 

observer to be outdoors in order to record distant or faint songs. 

In May and June the babel of voices, especially at daybreak, makes only the earliest 

and loudest songs audible at any distance. Hence, a standard observation post was used 

at this season. In July and August the bedlam has ceased, the number of species singing 

has greatly declined, and distant recordings again become feasible. A circuit of several 

hundred yards was then used in order to cover several habitats. 

No special problem attended the recording of daybreak song; time and light inten- 

sity were entered as each successive species began to sing. For cessation in the evening, a 

list of singing species was written in advance, and the values for each were then recorded 

every 5 minutes until all song had ceased. Terminal dates in phenology are usually cruder 

than beginning dates (Leopold and Jones, 1947). Since one never knows which song may 

be the last one of the day, we can only say that this yardstick applies equally well to 

evening song, especially when several species are being studied simultaneously. 

In lumping days that Leopold entered on the original data sheets as clear with those 

entered as partly cloudy, we are supported by Scheer (1952), who found that a cloud 

cover of from 4» to 4 gave higher light-intensity values than a clear sky. Indeed, he 

found little difference in his curves of total illumination up to %4o cloud cover, but 

cloudiness beyond this produced lower values. 

GENERAL PATTERN OF DAYBREAK SONG 

Stability of daybreak song —In 1944 and 1945, Leopold obtained a close approach 

to a daily record of the time of first daybreak song for five breeding species: Mourning 

Dove (Zenaidura macroura), House Wren (Troglodytes aedon), Catbird (Dumetella 

carolinensis), American Robin (Turdus migratorius) , and Cardinal. This record includes 

data from both study areas. Leopold’s notes indicate that his estimate of the number 

of territories on which males were audible in 1944 (table 2) was largely unchanged in 

1945 except for the Robin, when the small lawn and garden at the farm did not attract 

their usual single pair, and only song by very distant Robins was audible there. There is 

an annual “tuning-up” period in each of these species during which song occurs, but not 

daily, and often not at daybreak. The full-song period begins when song becomes regular 

at daybreak and remains so until daybreak song becomes irregular again in July or 

August at our latitude. 

TABLE 2 

NuMBER OF TERRITORIAL Mares AUDIBLE AT THE STupy AREAS IN 1944 

Species Town Farm 

Mourning Dove 5 5} 

House Wren 3 4 

Catbird 2 2 

Robin 10 1 

Cardinal 2 z, 

Careful studies of marked birds have shown that the song season is subject to inter- 

ruptions and fluctuations. For many passerines, temporary cessation of song by individ- 

ual males at the initial stage of pair formation has been reported by numerous authors. 

In the Song Sparrow (Melospiza melodia), song is irregular while adults are feeding 

young (Nice, 1943), and cessation occurs between broods in some double-brooded species 

(R. A. McCabe, in litt.). All but sporadic song ceases in most passerines while they are
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molting. The composite record of daybreak song in a species population therefore will 

differ from that of an individual, depending on the number of territories and the degree 

of synchrony in the nesting cycle. A nonsynchronized population of many territorial 

males would probably show longer duration and fewer mornings without daybreak song 

than would an individual male. Stoddard (1931) and Davis (1958) found that the 
unmated males in a population are the most persistent singers in the Bobwhite (Colinus 
virginianus) and Rufous-sided Towhee (Pipilo erythrophthalmus), and such persistence 

is probably common in other species as well. The isolated mated male Robin at the farm 

in 1944 sang hardly at all. 
The five species differed in the proportion of daybreaks in which song failed to be 

recorded. In table 3, only the full-song period and the daybreaks when song failure was 
positively recorded are considered. To determine which failures are traceable to weather, 

TABLE 3 

COMPARISON OF FAILURE OF DAYBREAK SONG IN 1944 AND 1945 

Failure Per cent 
Full song No. Days not Days of traceable _ not due 

Species Year period days recording _—failure to weather to weather 

Cardinal 1944 Feb. 26 to June 22 118 22 10 4 6 

1945 Feb. 28 to July 5 128 23 25 2 22 

Robin 1944 Mar. 25 to Aug. 3 132 15 8 2 5 
1945 Mar. 13 to July 17 127 25 4 3 1 

Mourning Dove 1944 Apr. 1 to Aug. 21 142 12 4 il 2 

1945 Mar. 27 to Aug. 23 150 42 15 11 4 

House Wren 1944 May 2 to Aug. 7 98 3 2 it 1 

1945 Apr. 25 to Aug. 13 111 30 2 1 1 

Catbird 1944 May 12 to July 24 74 6 2 2 0 

1945 May 13 to July 13 62 21 2 1 2 

we considered only heavy rain or strong wind to be sufficient grounds except that, in the 

Cardinal, we evaluated heavy snowfall at daybreak in February and early March. It is 

a matter of common observation that heavy rain inhibits bird song at any time of day. 

Many authors have stressed the importance of wind strength in delaying or inhibiting 

daybreak song, and Scheer (1952) found that it was the only weather factor which 

yielded a significant correlation in his analysis of the early morning song of the Euro- 

pean Blackbird. 

If we consider the Mourning Dove, Robin, and Cardinal during the periods of the 

2 years in which all three species were in full song, there was not a single morning on 

which at least one failed to sing. Of the 40 dawns on which one of these three species 

failed to sing, two of the others sang on 33 mornings. The Robin sang at every day- 

break on which the Mourning Dove failed to sing, and only once did the failure of the 

Robin to sing coincide with the failure of the Cardinal. There were five mutual failures 

by the Mourning Dove and the Cardinal in 1945, but only one in 1944, 

Before the other two species began to sing regularly, however, the Cardinal failed 

to sing on 12 mornings in March, 1945. There were no Cardinal failures in March, 1944, 
despite the fact that it was colder and there was more snow than in 1945. A peculiar 
failure occurred on May 9, 1944. One bird sang at 3 a.m. in darkness, but no Cardinal 

song occurred at daybreak an hour later. There was no change in the weather. 
Occasionally, failures were grouped in a suggestive manner. Robin song failed on 

successive days, May 21 and 22, 1944, in cloudy but calm weather, and first broods were
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seen to fledge on these days. To impute a causal relationship, however, implies an im- 
probable degree of nesting synchrony among at least 10 pairs. 

Our data for evening song are insufficient to warrant any conclusions regarding its 

stability. 
Fluctuations —The time of daybreak song is a response to the stimulus of a certain 

light intensity which, within narrow limits, is characteristic of the species, although 
subject to individual variation. Among early European investigators to recognize this, 

according to Scheer (1952), were Haecker (1916) and Schwan (1921-22). In America 
the early emphasis was on the time at which birds first sang in the morning (Wright, 
1912, 1913; Allen, 1913) with little regard for some standard measure of equal light 
intensity and less regard for different latitudes and changing seasons. Craig (1926) was 
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Fig. 1. Earliest daybreak song of the Field Sparrow (Spizella pusilla) on clear to partly cloudy 

mornings in relation to the beginning of civil twilight at the farm, 1944 to 1947. 

the first to use the curve of the beginning of civil twilight in relation to the song of the 
Eastern Wood Pewee (Contopus virens), and Allard (1930) published a series of such 
curves. The latter were combined in a figure that clearly showed the limitations of the 
“ornithological clock,” but he smoothed his curves mathematically by the method of 
least squares. This method seems to us to have a basic defect: it depicts the weather as 
well as the bird. To depict the bird alone, it seems preferable to plot the daybreak songs 
for clear or partly cloudy mornings and to note the fluctuations in relation to the be- 
ginning of civil twilight (figs. 1, 2). 

The Field Sparrow (Spizella pusilla) had a daybreak song that showed a minimum 
amount of irregularity (fig. 1). We mean by this that, if a curve of best fit were to be 
drawn through the dots which indicate the earliest songs, it would be relatively close to 
all of them and would form a symmetrical arc with the greatest departure from the civil 
twilight curve corresponding very well to the earliest occurrence of that standard meas- 
ure. The very early record for this species fell on June 15, 1944, at 2:56 a.m. with a 
clear moon at last quarter. 

The Catbird, on the other hand, exhibited a maximum amount of irregularity (fig. 2). 
The song began very close to civil twilight in the second week of May, but then a wide 
Scatter of readings followed, with the earliest songs occurring well before the solstice.
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Fig. 2. Earliest daybreak song of the Catbird (Dumetella carolinensis) in relation to the begin- 

ning of civil twilight on clear or partly cloudy mornings only, 1944 to 1947. Data from both 

study areas are included. 

After early June, daybreak song of the Catbird became later and displayed a gradual 

angle to the civil twilight curve, which it crossed in the third week in July. Curves for 

Catbirds for the individual years 1944 and 1945 on file in the Department of Forestry 

and Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin, reveal that this irregularity is not 

an artifact of composite data. 

Leopold’s data are most complete for the Cardinal. These are presented in a some- 

what different form (fig. 3) because the records are so numerous, and because this bird 

may sing at any time throughout the year. Song is rare, however, between the end of 

August and late December. Despite this annual hiatus, the time of daybreak song was 

recorded on 345 days during this study. Means for 3— day periods have been indicated 

when at least three records for such intervals are available and include daybreak song 

heard under all weather conditions. These means, we feel, are good indicators of when 

the daybreak song of Cardinals may usually be heard throughout the year. Some of the 

means are computed for as many as 12 observations. The earliest songs heard under 

clear skies have been added to indicate the normal song curve when conditions are ideal. 

These clear-sky records compare to the curves given previously for the Field Sparrow 

and the Catbird. 

The Cardinal, if unhampered by weather, sang after the beginning of civil twilight 

from late December until about mid-March. By April 1, the daybreak song came well 

ahead of civil twilight, but the interval did not increase for a month. Two periods of 

irregularity are evident in the means and in the earliest records in early May and at the 

solstice. These periods are evident on the single-year curves as well, so that what is
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shown here in composite form is a fair representation of what happened each year of 

the study. 
The House Wren appeared to have as little or less irregularity than the Field Spar- 

row, but when the audible males at town and farm are analyzed as separate groups 

(fig. 4), the two populations are seen to begin singing at consistently different times. 

At the farm, these wrens gave the daybreak song ahead of civil twilight on all occasions 

except the initial song and during tapering-off periods at the end of the song season. 

However, daybreak song in town was rarely heard before civil twilight began. The reason 

for exclusion of the year 1947 from the curve for the House Wren is simple: there were 

no audible males at the town observation post. 
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Fig. 3. Daybreak song of the Cardinal (Richmondena cardinalis), February 26, 1944, through 

April 20, 1948, in relation to the beginning of civil twilight ; curve is based on 345 daybreak 

songs and includes both study areas. (See text for additional details.) 

Allard (1930), who was able to observe two House Wrens with known roosting 

places, found one consistently singing earlier than the other. Armstrong (1955) found 

a similar difference between two European Wrens which amounted to about 10 minutes. 

Both of these observations involved birds at a single locality, and the variation could 

be attributed to a difference in exposure of the roosting site to the dawn light, to the 

individual bird’s singing light intensity, or both. When localities as far removed from 

one another as our two study areas show a consistent difference, however, an examina- 

tion of the comparative daybreak performance of other species seems warranted. 

Difference between localities—By using data from 1944, which are the most abun- 

dant, we see that the daybreak song of five other species occurred later in town (table 4). 

To make this comparison, each record at the farm was matched with a chronologically 

equivalent record from town. The Robin was eliminated from consideration because the 

single male at the farm had no rivals, sang very little, and ended his territorial song for 

the season on July 5; his average daybreak song was 33 minutes later than the average 

time for 10 territorial males in town. 

Sunrise occurs one minute later in town than at the farm during the June solstice, but 

this could hardly account for the difference. The possibility of smog in town reducing 

light was rejected because the second half of the season, when little or no smoke is pro- 

duced in town, shows the same tendency as the first half. The terrain is slightly more 

rolling in town, and there are houses casting shadows in which roosting sites occurred. 

However, some equally attractive sites were not so affected. Some 15 years apart the
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Fig. 4. Earliest daybreak song of the House Wren (Troglodytes aedon) at the two study areas 

on clear mornings only, 1944 to 1946, in relation to the beginning of civil twilight. 

authors independently considered the question of why the difference should exist, and 

neither has been able to explain it. 
Types of song curves—There are at least three, possibly four, types of daybreak 

song curves in Leopold’s data. First, a curve of the type represented by the Field Spar- 

row (fig. 1) departs from and then returns to the civil twilight curve at about the same 
angle on both sides of the solstice. Second, the daybreak song of the Cardinal (fig. 3) 
departs from the civil twilight curve at a medium angle until about the time of the sol- 
stice, after which the return to civil twilight curve is at a sharper angle. Third, the day- 
break song curve of the House Wren follows the civil twilight curve so closely that it is 

virtually represented by it (fig.4). A fourth possible type, obscured by much irregular- 

ity, is the song of the Catbird (fig. 2), which becomes earlier in a short time and then 

occurs later at a more gradual rate. 
The Mourning Dove appears to be of the first type (Allard, 1930; Leopold, MS). 

The Song Sparrow (Nice, 1943), Rufous-sided Towhee (Davis, 1958), and perhaps the 

majority of song birds are of the second type. Armstrong (1955) found that the Euro- 

pean Wren arose at about the same light intensity throughout the year so that it would 

appear to fall in the third category. However, we cannot find a published parallel for 

the Catbird. 

A curve of different shape could be plotted in the Arctic where, according to Palm- 

gren (1935) and Tinbergen (1939), birds begin to sing relatively later in relation to 

sunrise as the summer solstice approaches and the hours of darkness fall below the num- 

ber required for sleeping. 
Influence of moonlight.—Since the weak light intensity preceding the beginning of 

civil twilight is sufficient to stimulate daybreak song in the Field Sparrow, Catbird, and 
Cardinal (figs. 1, 2, 3), the question arises whether moonlight, with or without supple- 

mentary twilight, affects song curves.
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TABLE 4 

DIFFERENCE IN THE TIME OF DAYBREAK SONG BETWEEN THE Two Stupy AREAS IN 1944 

Minutes 
Mean time earlier 

Species Period No. days Farm Town at farm 

Mourning Dove April-June 16 4:12 4:16 4 

July-Sept. 12 4:02 4:07 5 

April-Sept. 28 4:08 4:12 4 

Cardinal April-June 8 4:08 4:13 5 
July-Aug. 9 4:02 4:13 iu 
April-Aug. 17 4:05 4:13 8 

Catbird May-June 8 3:83) 3:48 15 
July 7 3:42 3:48 6 
May-July 15 S237 3:48 11 

House Wren May-June 10 3:47 3:59 12 
July-Aug. 11 4:05 4:16 11 

May-Aug. 21 3:56 4:08 12 

Brown Thrasher" May-June 5 3:53 4:07 14 

Baltimore Oriole* May-June 9 3:50 4:20 30 

All species 95 3:58 4:08 10 

“1 Toxostoma rufum; 2 Icterus galbula. 

A zenithal full moon can produce up to 0.02 foot-candle (Humphreys, 1929), but 
since this condition does not occur north of Florida, the light intensity at full moon in 
Wisconsin is considerably less. Leopold in 1945 and Eynon in 1959 found the intensity 

to be less than the minimum capability of our meter, or less than 0.012 foot-candle 

under Wisconsin conditions. 
Wright (1912) believed that moonlight was without influence, but in his second 

paper (1913), he reported that it had apparently affected a few of the species at his 
study area on the morning following a full moon in June. Haecker (1916) and Zimmer 

(1919) stated that the moon had no influence. Allard (1930) considered the effect of 
moonlight, but found his data insufficient to enable him to draw any conclusion, Nice 
(1943) stated that the moon is important just before and after it is full for crepuscular 

birds and diurnal birds that start singing very early, but she gives no data to support 

this conclusion for diurnal species. 
Leopold suspected that moonlight affected daybreak song in the Robin on five morn- 

ings and in the Catbird and Field Sparrow each on single but separate mornings in 1944. 
Morning moonlight was frequently obscured by cloudiness in 1944, and Leopold tenta- 

tively felt that early singers might respond sporadically to moonlight. 
When Eynon worked up the data on the Robin for 1945, however, the influence of 

the moon in March, April, and May was obvious (fig. 5). It is apparent that three, pos- 
sibly four, daybreak songs were affected in March, four in April, and five in May. For 

those who might question the records as much as 2 and 3 days ahead of full moon, we 
point out that Leopold was often up and about more than an hour and a half before 

sunrise, or before the moon set. 

Moonlight in June apparently was ineffective and did not arrest the more or less 
steady trend of the Robin to sing later and later after the solstice until daybreak song 
crossed the curve of the beginning of civil twilight in mid-July. This postsolstice trend 

is of annual occurrence in the Robin; it is apparent in all 4 years of the Leopold data 
and was verified by Eynon for 1959 and 1960. Armstrong (1955) found that of 119
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observations on the arising of the European Wren 9 of the 13 earliest were on moonlit 

mornings; he concluded that it was probable that moonlight accelerates the arising time. 
Moonlight also exerts an influence on species that are active in the dark. The well- 

known papers by Wynne-Edwards (1930) and Ashmore (1935) on the Nightjar (Capri- 
mulgus europaeus) agree on the influence of moonlight on the churring time of this 
species. The first evening songs are delayed by moonlight, and singing starts earlier in 
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Fig. 5. First daybreak song of the Robin (Turdus migratorius) at the town study area in 1945 

in relation to the beginning of civil twilight, weather, and moonlight. Stippling indicates 

periods from one day before full moon to last quarter. 

the morning. Wynne-Edwards postulated a frequently quoted lunar periodicity in copu- 
lation and ovulation, but his admission that any such connection could be fortuitous 

(p. 244) seems to have been overlooked. 
The Common Nighthawk (Chordeiles minor) showed a similar reaction to moon- 

light in the morning. Eynon recorded through the early morning hours of July 9, 1960, 
a clear night with full moon, and the first call of this species was heard at 2:38 a.m. with 
the bird “booming” shortly thereafter. In striking contrast, the bird was first heard at 
3:26 on the following morning in completely overcast weather. The average time for the 
first call by the nighthawk on six clear mornings in July, 1959, was 3:10 a.m. Inasmuch 
as the Common Nighthawk starts hawking for insects in the evening and stops in the 
morning at higher intensities of light than the Nightjar, the only data that would be 
influenced by moonlight would be the first calling and the first booming in the morning.
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From his manuscript and journals, it is obvious that Leopold suspected that the 
American Woodcock (Philohela minor), to be discussed later in another connection, 

stopped peenting earlier on moonlit mornings, possibly because it had peented and sky- 
danced all or most of the night. Visits to the farm coinciding with clear, moonlit nights 

were too infrequent to permit any firm conclusion on this point. 

Role of hormones.—Allard (1930) thought it possible that the hormonal changes 

associated with activities of the testes were responsible for the increased sensitivity to 

low light intensities before the solstice, and Wynne-Edwards (1931) stated that the 

maturity of the gonads influenced the time at which Starlings (Stwurnus vulgaris) awak- 

ened in the morning. Davis (1958) showed a close correlation between singing behavior 

and the gonad cycle in the Rufous-sided Towhee. The song season in this towhee began 
with the initial increase in the number of Leydig cells in the interstitial tissue, and the 
daybreak song became decidedly earlier when the males reached full breeding condition. 

Leopold was convinced that the hormonal balance was more influential than temper- 
ature or other factors in determining song curves, but he did not have the opportunity 
to prove it. He was much interested in the daybreak crowing curve of the Ring-necked 
Pheasant, which shows the same general characteristics as the song curve of many pas- 
serines. Data have subsequently been collected by Greeley and Meyer (1953) that show 
the relationship between earlier crowing and stimulation of the testes in the region of 
our study. These investigators determined the mean gonadal weight and gonadotropin 
production of pheasant cocks at the game farm at Poynette, Columbia County, Wis- 
consin, which is just east of a line between our town and farm study areas. Their study 
was made between July, 1947, and June, 1948. Eynon believes that the crowing curve 
by Leopold and the data of Greeley and Meyer can be combined (fig. 6) because of the 
close proximity of Poynette, and because the periods of the two studies overlap. Leopold 
recorded daybreak pheasant crowing in 8 months of the year. Fall crowing began in 
September with the imperfect, juvenal crow which Leopold entered as “cackles” to sep- 
arate such notes from the true, 2-note crowing with the accompanying wing-whir. By 
October, true crowing was heard, but it was not determined whether this represented the 
maturation of adult song in young cocks or the temporary resumption of territories by 
old ones. Greeley and Meyer (1953) found no increase in testis weight, but gonado- 
tropin output by the pituitary increased from an August low until October. Testes that 
they examined in early October showed considerable histological advancement. Hiatt 
and Fisher (1947) reported that immature testes in the Ring-necked Pheasants that 
they studied in Montana developed in the fall and then involuted slightly. 

The crowing curve of the Ring-necked Pheasant appears to be clearly correlated 
with gonadotropic activity of the pituitary, and presumably this is the case with pas- 
serines that sing earlier and earlier as the spring advances. However, in these species, 
fall song may or may not be related to hormonal activity. Blanchard (1941) and Miller 

(1948) reported fall singing in examples of Zonotrichia with inactive gonads, Marshall 
(1951) found that fall sexual display in male European Robins and Rooks (Corvus 
Jrugilegus), including frequent song in the former, occurred after regeneration of the 
Leydig cells in the gonads. Davis (1958) reported a limited amount of fall singing in the 

Rufous-sided Towhee as well as a slight increase in the number of Leydig cells in a few 
juvenal birds. 

LIGHT INTENSITIES 

Light intensities for civil twilight —The beginning of civil twilight on clear morn- 
ings is a reliable and useful measure of equal light intensity because it is the time when 
the center of the sun is 6° below the horizon regardless of its declination on the par-
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ticular day. Humphreys (1929) listed a value of 0.4 foot-candle for this position of the 
sun, but Nice (1943) found that 21 readings in Ohio averaged 0.217 foot-candle; her 
meter was not adapted to measure low intensities. 

Of the hundreds of readings recorded by Leopold for daybreak song on clear morn- 
ings, there are 21 which happened to coincide with the minute at which civil twilight 
began, and these have a mean value of 0.029 foot-candle which matches the only read- 
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Fig. 6. Earliest daybreak crowning by the Ring-necked Pheasant (Phasianus colchicus) on clear 

mornings, 1944 to 1947, in relation to sunrise and to the annual cycle of testis and pituitary 

activity as determined by Greeley and Meyer (1953) for Poynette, Wisconsin. 

ing (0.03) taken very soon after the instrument had been recalibrated. From its begin- 

ning until after the start of civil twilight, the light intensity at dawn increases in an 
exponential manner with respect to time. When one selects a clear morning with a suf- 
ficiently large and varied number of species in song, a curve of the increase in light can 
be drawn by plotting light intensities of daybreak songs on the ordinate against their 
time on the abscissa. The point at which such a curve is intercepted by a vertical line 
from the abscissa at the minute of the beginning of civil twilight yields a close approxi- 
mation of the light intensity at that time. Eynon plotted five such clear dawns from 
Leopold’s data at the height of the song season in May and June. A range of from 0.033 
to 0.07 with a mean of 0.046 foot-candle resulted. After the foot-candle meter used in 
this study had been thoroughly checked and recalibrated in the fall of 1959, Eynon 
found that on 4 clear days at the start of civil twilight in the morning and 4 clear days 
at the end of civil twilight in the evening, the light ranged from 0.03 to 0.05 with a mean 
of 0.039 foot-candle at Madison, Wisconsin, 

Scheer (1952) cites values recorded at sea by Rosenhagen (1949) that show civil 
twilight starting at 2 luces (0.186 foot-candle). It would seem reasonable to expect 
measurements taken in terrestrial habitats to be somewhat lower than those from the 
open sea where illumination would be maximum. Leopold’s data suggest the possibility 
that previously reported light intensities for the beginning of civil twilight in terrestrial 
habitats may be too high. Because daybreak singing begins within a few minutes of this 
position of the sun, the verification or refutation of this premise appears worthy of the 
attention of those workers who have suitable instruments available. 

Light intensities at time of daybreak song.—The light intensity at which many birds 
begin their daybreak song is so low that most investigators have been hampered by the 
necessity of trying to estimate the readings on their photometers if daybreak song came 
at an intensity of less than one foot-candle. In a large measure, Leopold overcame this
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TABLE 5 

LiGHT-INTENSITY VALUES IN Foot-CANDLES FOR First DaysreaK Sone, 1945 To 1948 

March April May June July 
Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean 

Species N +25. N +2SE. N +2SE. N +2SE. N +2S.E. 

Ring-necked 6 014 8 20132:1002) > 5) 031 4.105 3 417 
Pheasant* 3 021 4 024 1.030 3 +150. 

Mourning 8 .0284.012 16 .045+.028 18 .023+.006 18 037.014 12 .040+.022 
Dove 2 026 11 .051+.040 7 .029 4 .040 3.150 

Great Crested 6 061 4.166 3 165 

Flycatcher* 1.100 

Eastern Wood 2 014 2 018 6 014 
Pewee 2 019 

House Wren 19 .039+.018 19 055.012 12 .033-.032 
8 053.022 4 067 5.037 

Catbird 9 .013%.002 15 .018+.004 5.060 

3.026 4 019 4 035 

Brown 1.050 8 022.008 3.095 

Thrasher 2 046 2  .070 1 .020 

Robin 15 .013+.001 24 .023+.008 19 .0154%.002 17 .016+.004 8 043.044 

6 041 12 017.004 7 014 6 .016 3 044 

Eastern 1.050 10 .029+.016 8 .019.004 5 .016 6 047 
Bluebird® 3 024 4 029 1 020 Salo 

Warbling 3 2.400 24.615 4 4.300 
Vireo* 2 325 

Yellowthroat 52012 1 012 10 .020+.006 
3 018 

Eastern 1.080 5 210 4 056 1 .050 1.050 

Meadowlark® 2.200 2 .020 1 020 1 300 
Redwinged 3 043 7 O41 3.800 1 5.000 
Blackbird 2 250 2 1050 iy obo) 

Baltimore ee AOL f e161 1 6.000 
Oriole 1 .040 1.150) 253350) 

Cardinal* 29 .0324.012 20 .022+.006 12 .0334.030 15 .034+.006 9 .036.018 

20 .085+.072 7 067 6 352 3: 0% 4 .026 

Indigo 4 014 4 022 9 .074+.106 

Bunting® 2.015 

Rufous-sided 1 .020 7 O14 4 022 7 1.437 

Towhee 1 .040 1.030 2 014 

Chipping aoa? 3.019 2 .160 
Sparrow" 1.050 

Field 1 .040 13 022.005 9 0127 4 015 10 .013.002 

Sparrow dyn0s0 4 022 1 .020 4 012 

Song Sparrow 2 025 11 015.005 8 .014+.002 4 014 7 060 

Si 2052: 6 023 2 033 

_ +Values on the upper line are for clear to partly cloudy skies, and those on the lower are for cloudy to overcast. 
Standard error of the mean computed only when readings per month total 8 or more. 

2M yiarchus crinitus; *Sialia sialis; ‘Vireo gilvus; "Sturnella magna; °Passerina cyanea; *Spizella passerina. 

“Readings for the Cardinal before March are 0.018 ft.-c. for the clear dawn of January 7, 1948, and six readings 
for clear February dawns with a mean of 0.036 ft—c. 

All values 0.012 for May.
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difficulty through the use of the General Electric foot-candle meter described in the first 
part of this paper. However, it turned out that some daybreak songs were given at values | 
lower than the minimum capability of the instrument. After a few attempts to estimate | 
a fraction of 0.012, Leopold abandoned this for the notation ‘—0.012,” which occurs in | 
his notes occasionally for the Ring-necked Pheasant, Mourning Dove, Catbird, Yellow- 
throat (Geothlypis trichas), Cardinal, Field Sparrow, and Song Sparrow at the farm, 
and frequently for the Robin in town. In order to handle the statistics, Eynon read all | 
values so indicated as 0.012. 

In table 5 the species have been arranged in phylogenetic order. To put them in 
order of increasing light intensity would require a separate table for each month. These 
data are for both study areas combined, but records for the Robin at the farm are ex- 
cluded for reasons given earlier in this paper. The light intensities in this table are the 
lowest ever reported for daybreak song in North American birds. It therefore becomes 
necessary to consider their relative accuracy. Recently, values in the same range have 
been reported for European species by Scheer (1952) and Groebbels (1956). Readings 
comparable to Leopold’s “—0.012” converted to foot-candles from the luces reported by 
these authors are 0.003 for the European Wren, 0.004 for the Great Reed Warbler 
(Acrocephalus arundinaceus), 0.007 for the European Blackbird and the Redstart 
(Phoenicurus phoenicurus), and 0.008 for the Reed Bunting (Emberiza schoeniclus). 
Peterle (1955) found that the first call of the Red Grouse (Lagopus scoticus) averaged 
0.39 lux (0.036 foot-candle) for 10 mornings, but on four occasions it came at a light 
intensity of 0.1 lux (0.009 foot-candle). Thus our figures seem reasonable and may be 
presented with a fair degree of confidence. 

Table 5 is self-explanatory, but at first glance the data suggest that some species 
appear to require more light for daybreak song on cloudy mornings early in the year. 
This may be seen in the values for Ring-necked Pheasants, House Wren, Catbird, Red- 
winged Blackbird (Agelaius phoeniceus), Cardinal, Rufous-sided Towhee, and Song 
Sparrow. The light intensity shifts to lower values for cloudy mornings as opposed to 
clear for these species in July. This is suggestive of a possible temperature relationship, 
since cloudy days in spring generally coincide with lower temperatures which might 
delay song, but lower temperatures in July are probably stimulating in the midst of heat, 
which Nice (1943) considered as having an inhibiting effect. However, in those species 
where the monthly data by Leopold are adequate for statistical testing, the difference 
in the light intensities between clear or partly cloudy mornings and cloudy or overcast 
mornings is not significant. 

According to Scheer (1952), it was Haecker (1916) who first clearly stated that 
light intensity, modified by cloudiness, determined the time of daybreak song. Numerous 
authors have subsequently agreed on this point: Song is delayed on cloudy mornings 
until the illumination reaches the approximate intensity at which it would have started 

had the morning been clear. To demonstrate the delay, we have selected the two species 
that are the earliest singers at town and farm, respectively, the Robin and the Field 
Sparrow (table 6). 

Light intensities at evening song—Numerous investigators have found that daily 
cessation of bird song comes at light intensities higher than those at which it begins in 
the morning. Wright (1912, 1913) in America and Haecker (1924) in Europe were fully 
aware that the interval between sunset and the last song of the day was considerably 
shorter than that between daybreak song and sunrise. Allard (1937) commented upon 
the inconsistency of song and other activities near the close of the day as compared to 
dawn. Nice (1943) determined the ratio of the light intensity of evening song to that
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of daybreak song in the Song Sparrow. More recently Grimm (1957) confirmed the 

earlier work by Heyder (1933) on the evening song of the European Blackbird by tak- 
ing readings on 146 evenings. He then compared his mean values to the morning values 
reported by Scheer (1952) and found that the light intensity at the end of the evening 
song period was 10 to 30 times as high as that of daybreak song, depending on the phase 

of the annual cycle. 

TABLE 6 

Detay or DayBREAK SONG ON CLoupy Morninas, 1944 To 1947 

April May June July 
Minutes Minutes Minutes Minutes 

No. — before No. before No. before No. _ before 
days sunrise days sunrise days sunrise days sunrise 

Robin Clear’ 26 48 18 66 18) 62 15448 
Cloudy* 12 41 13: 50 11 52 a OH 

Mean delay 7 16 10 21 

Field Clear 13 36 9 52 6 64 14 58 
Sparrow 

Cloudy 6) ares. 2 eal 1. 4 4935 

Mean delay 4 1 17 3 

Da acludes partly cloudy. Lap 
2 Includes complete overcast, but excludes days with rain, fog, or haze. 

Leopold’s data for evening light intensity are not as abundant as those for morning, 
and since the values are so much higher, they are not carried beyond two decimal places 
(table 7). The variance is high and inconsistencies are apparent. In some cases, the 
range of values from which the means were computed for clear or partly cloudy evenings 
is greater than that for cloudy or overcast evenings. This is due in part to fewer read- 
ings on evenings of the latter type. More important, however, is the tendency for evening 
song not to have the precise relationship to light as does daybreak song. With a few 
exceptions, the mean values for cloudy or overcast evenings are higher than for clear, 
the disparity being much greater than for daybreak song. The birds not only stop sing- 
ing earlier on cloudy evenings in respect to sunset or the end of civil twilight, but they 
appear to do so at a higher absolute light intensity. This cloudiness effect on evening 
song has also been found in detailed studies of single species (Nice, 1943; Armstrong, 
1955; Grimm, 1957). 

The characteristic light intensity that governs daybreak song does not have a parallel 
in the evening cessation. Rather there seems to be a range of intensities in which the 
last song may occur, and the lower limit of such a range is generally higher than the 
light intensity for daybreak song. The recording of the last song of any diurnal species 
on our study areas never required a light, whereas it was impossible to read a watch at 
the intensities at which the earliest daybreak songs occurred for much of the season. 
There are exceptions to the general rule that diurnal birds stop singing in more light 
than that at which they begin. McCabe (1951) found that the Traill Flycatcher (Empi- 
donax traillii) regularly sang until it was completely dark during its unique evening song 
period. Eynon (1951) found that the evening flight song of the Ovenbird (Seiurus auro- 
capillus) was given at light intensities too low to read a watch without the aid of a 
flashlight. Indeed, the exceptions may be confined to species with special flight songs or 
those which sing on the wing much of the time. Eynon has heard the Eastern Kingbird
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TABLE 7 

Mean Licut INTENSITIES IN FooT-CANDLES FOR EVENING SONG, 1945 TO 1947 

April May June July 
Species N Mean N Mean N Mean N Mean 

Ring-necked Pheasant* Fes) 6 3.26 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

Mourning Dove 1 (2.34 8 0.85 BameesioS 6 3.87 
0 0 2 10.15 3 5.00 

Great Crested Flycatcher (67 90512 2 0.12 5 6:28 

0 2 0.78 3 4.73 
Eastern Wood Pewee 4113) 3 0.09 6 0.07 

0 6.1023 2 055 
House Wren 7 0.26 4 0.93 6 2.95 

0 2 4.80 3) 3:33) 
Catbird 7 0.03 S73: 3) £033. 

0 4 0.24 Si e0.09. 
Robin. 6 0.54 5) 2,86, 6 0.50 0 

0 0 0 0 
Yellowthroat 7 0.08 2 270 Oe O11 7, 

0 35 OMA: 0 
Eastern Meadowlark 7 0.85 7 5.38 ee} 0 

0 0 0 0 
Redwinged Blackbird 5 4.92 6 0:75 0 2 13:25 

0 0 0 a er OF 
Baltimore Oriole 6 5.67 3 94.25 0 

0 0 0 
Cardinal 6 0.59 3 1.00 2521050 6 1.19 

0 0 0 3) 417 
Indigo Bunting 4 0.51 Za i00 Oi 98:92, 

0 0 0 
Rufous-sided Towhee 3° 2AT 3 0.60 546174. 

0 2 458 3) 78,00 
Chipping Sparrow 6 0.15 2 10.05 0 

0 aa ots 0 
Field Sparrow 6 0.24 98 0121 4 1.34 7 207 

0 0 aoe S057 
Song Sparrow 10); 0:62 S370 a 45 2 6:50. 

0 0 Bo Oey 0 

1 Values on upper line are for clear to partly cloudy sky, and those on lower are for cloudy to overcast. 

(Tyrannus tyrannus), Horned Lark (Eremophila alpestris), and Yellowthroat perform- 
ing in the evening twilight when it was much too dark to see the birds. 

COMPARISON OF DAYBREAK AND EVENING SONG 

Diurnal species—The ratio between light thresholds at daybreak and evening has 
been reported for only a few species in terms of actual incident light values. In the 
purest sense, each species should be compared for relatively short periods of the annual 
cycle (tables 5,7). The Robin in July is not the same bird it was in April. If clear day- 
breaks are compared to clear evenings for each month, weather factors should average 
out over a 3- to 4-year period. However, it is probable that each species changes its hor- 
monal balance and reproductive status at a different rate each year and that between 
species rates are rarely comparable. With these facts in mind, we present the composite 
data on light intensity at daybreak song and evening song (table 8). We have restricted 
this table to species for which the data by Leopold contain at least 15 evening readings 
for the 3 or 4 months involved. Once again the figures are influenced by more morning 
readings in five species, and the ratio is affected by the tendency of many species to stop
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singing proportionately earlier in relation to evening civil twilight after the solstice. 
Evening song fails before daybreak song. 

The species in table 8 have been arranged in ascending order of daybreak light values, 
but the evening intensities show no corresponding order. This is a reflection both of the 
lack of precision in the relationship of evening song to light and of a seasonal waning 
of the impulse to sing. 

TABLE 8 

Ratio OF Foor-canpLes AT DAYBREAK SONG TO EVENING Son, 1945 TO 1947 

(a) Daybreak (b) Evening (c) Ratio No. Mean No. Mean 
Species days value days value (a) :(b) 

Field Sparrow 36 0.016 26 0.96 1:60 
Robin’ 68 0.021 17 1.20 1:57, 
Catbird 29 0.024 15 0.66 1:27, 
Song Sparrow 30 0.025 24 2.35 1:94 
Cardinal 56 0.030 17 0.86 1:29 
Mourning Dove 64 0.036 24 2.36 1:66 

Yellowthroat 16 0.040 15 2.86 172 
House Wren 50 0.048 17 1.37 1:29 
Eastern Meadowlark 11 0.080 17 3.26 1:41 

"4 Omits farm; no evening readings in July for town. 

The fact that most diurnal birds stop evening song when there is more light than 
that for daybreak song raises the question of why this should be so. Provided the same 
day is calm and clear at both daybreak and evening, there are usually no other environ- 
mental changes except temperature and sometimes humidity, and the light increases and 
wanes at the same rate. Temperature correlation attempts have not been very successful 
(Shaver and Walker, 1931; Elliott, 1932). It appears that there is a factor operating 
at evening, either in the bird or in the environment, which is not present, or is different, 
at daybreak. 

Crepuscular species.—The singing behavior of crepuscular species, which begin ac- 
tivity in the evening after a day’s rest, should yield some insight into this question. To 
this end, Leopold used the American Woodcock as a test case. Several males performed 
annually at the farm, and a special effort was made to record this species. The times 
and light intensities of the first and last peent at evening and morning were used, respec- 
tively, as equivalents of the daybreak song and evening song of diurnal species. Some 
defense of this hypothesis seems justified. 

We agree with Pitelka (1943) that peenting serves as a warning and advertisement 
for this species. While peenting usually precedes the first song flight of the evening and 
continues between flights, Leopold’s records show that the song flight can occur without 
peenting. From this it would appear that peenting is equivalent to the territorial song in 
passerines. The peent note is rare after the end of the spring sky-dancing period in early 
June, but Leopold recorded it twice in 1944, once on July 4 and again on October 17. 

At the farm the first peent of the evening usually came well before the end of civil 
twilight, occurring later on only three evenings out of 61 (fig. 7). The last peent at 
daybreak, however, occurred before civil twilight began on 22 mornings out of 45 (fig. 8). 
A tendency to delay peenting on clear evenings and to begin earlier on cloudy ones is 
evident, as is a trend toward earlier cessation on clear mornings. It seems apparent that 
the American Woodcock, at evening, is stimulated by a certain intensity of darkness and 
that at daybreak it is inhibited by a certain intensity of light. If light alone governed
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Fig. 7. First evening peenting by the American Woodcock (Philohela minor) in relation to the 

end of civil twilight and weather, 1944 to 1947. 

the performance, the two sets of data points would yield a curve of best fit equidistant 
from the civil twilight curve. It takes less light to stop peenting at daybreak and more 
to start this activity in the evening. 

Examination of the light measurements for clear and partly cloudy days confirm this 
disparity. Light-intensity values for the first evening peent, 1945 to 1947, ranged from 
5.0 foot-candles down to 0.02 foot-candle for 24 readings. The evening mean intensity 
with standard error was 0.71 + 0.26 foot-candle, but this was influenced by five high 
readings of 2, 2, 2.5, 3, and 5 foot-candles; the other 19 readings were not over 0.5 foot- 
candle. For the last peent at daybreak, there was an intensity range of from 0.012 to 
0.06 foot-candle for 15 readings. The morning mean intensity of 0.028 + 0.002 revealed 
just how precise cessation is in this species. 

This disparity shows that our dark-active species, the American Woodcock, follows 
the same principle as that governing diurnal birds: Lesser intensities, of darkness in the 
former, and of brightness in the latter, stimulate song at the beginning of their respec- 
tive active periods. Both kinds of birds seem to stop singing with larger quanta of 
light or darkness still present, in accordance with their habits, diurnal or crepuscular. 
The responsible factor, whatever it is, appears to be intrinsic and not due to the con- 
ditions of the environment at the time of day. In field studies of wild birds, this internal 
factor cannot, of course, be determined. 

GENERAL REMARKS 

In view of this response to light and the long-term modifying effect of hormones, 
two concepts should be examined. One is old yet recurrent in the literature on bird song;
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Fig. 8. Last peenting at daybreak by the American Woodcock in relation to the beginning of 

civil twilight and weather, 1944 to 1947. 

the other is comparatively recent and embraces a wide variety of animals other than 

birds. These concepts, between them, probably account for the short-term factors regu- 

lating daybreak and evening song. 

Activity rhythms.—The investigations of Kramer (1952), Matthews (1955), Sauer 

(1957), and other ornithologists working in the field of avian celestial navigation have 

demonstrated that birds have a precise sense of time. Rawson’s (1954) demonstration 

of endogenous activity in the Starling suggests that this ability derives principally from 

a physiological “clock” which is reset continually by environmental clues. Aschoff 

(1958) called such clues “time-givers.” Birds are not unique in having such “clocks,” as 

their existence, but not their location, has been described for many classes of animals. 

The study of biological periodicities, especially those of approximately 24-hour dura- 

tion, has occupied the attention of a growing number of zoologists and botanists in the 

years since Leopold’s field studies were made, Rhythms with a period of about one day, 

until recently called diurnal or daily, have now been designated as “circadian.” Harker 

(1958) and Aschoff (op. cit.) have reviewed the literature on circadian rhythms in 

animals. 

Among the more easily recorded circadian rhythms in birds are the times at which 

communal and hole-roosting species leave their roosts or return to them, the time of
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arrival of lek species at their dancing grounds, and the time of daybreak and evening 

song. Of these, daybreak song offers the best opportunity to the investigator who wishes 

to study a number of species simultaneously. 

Purely endogenous or free-running circadian rhythms can be determined with cer- 
tainty only by isolating animals in a controlled environment. In most animals, 24-hour 

periodicities modified by daily environmental clues are entrained circadian rhythms 

with both exogenous and endogenous components. 

The daybreak activity pattern of spontaneous awakening some time before daybreak 

song suggests such a combination in birds. Scheer (1951) reported a quiescent period 

for the European Robin, European Blackbird, and Chaffinch between the time they 

awoke and their subsequent daybreak song, and he thus confirmed Allard’s (1930) 

premise that birds are “awaiting alert for the coming of the dawn.” Presumably such 

spontaneous awakening is caused by an endogenous factor. Here it becomes necessary 

to introduce the concept of anticipation: the bird awakens in darkness without benefit 

of environmental clues. Once awake, the bird can sample the light, and daybreak song 

occurs when the proper intensity is reached. 

This hypothesis of an anticipatory period during which the bird samples or tests the 

light intensity is supported by the behavior of other animals. Hodgson (1955) found 

that worker leaf-cutting ants (Atta cephalotes) appeared at the nest entrance about an 
hour before dawn but never left to forage until the light intensity on the forest floor 

reached 0.3 foot-candle. Departure time was advanced or delayed according to whether 

the investigator supplemented the normal light intensity with a lantern or retarded it 

with an awning. Twente (1955) reported that cavern-dwelling bats, principally Myotis 

velifer, appeared near the entrance in increasing numbers as the light diminished, and 
that the general emergence was preceded by short sorties by a few bats, out and back. 

The length of these sorties increased from a few feet up to 50 yards over a 15-minute 

period. 

The only evidence against spontaneous, endogenous awakening is to be found in the 

influence of moonlight. The Nightjar and Common Nighthawk could easily have been 

awake most of the night, but the Robins, which in 1945 began to sing from 20 to 40 

minutes earlier on moonlight mornings in May (fig. 5), presumably had been asleep. 

A possible explanation is that the Robin awakens normally at this season as much as 

20 to 40 minutes before singing, and that it responds differently to the “clock” when 

there is more light. 

Under controlled conditions, one of the criteria used by most workers in a test for a 

physiological “clock” is that the beginning of the active period should drift if no envi- 

ronmental synchronizers are available to the animal. The most potent of these synchro- 

nizers is light. De Coursey (1961) demonstrated control of the activity phase of 24-hour 
rhythm in the flying squirrel (Glaucomys volans) in an intensive study of both wild 

and laboratory animals. She found that light reset the “clock” by interacting with the 

endogenous rhythm but could not demonstrate such entrainment to either sound or 

temperature stimuli. 

The comparative lack of precision in the evening song of most diurnal birds may 

indicate a reduced dependence on the endogenous rhythm at the close of the active 

period. Armstrong (1954) suggested that decreased light may have provided the prin- 

cipal cue for reducing activity in Arctic birds. It would appear that in the temperate 
zone, where the decrease of light is much faster, such a cue would be even more effective. 

Palmgren (1935) pointed out that most passerines in northern Lapland rested in the 
evening and resumed activity as much as 4 hours before midnight and that temperature
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and humidity controlled the period of activity. He also stated (Palmgren, 1941) that 

the “autonomy of the internal rhythm” was involved at both awakening and roosting. 

An endogenous factor at cessation of song is difficult to document. The rather abrupt 

cessation of song by the Traill Flycatcher in darkness, reported by McCabe (1951), 

could be due to such a factor. 
Fatigue theory.—Wright (1912) stated that fatigue caused the diurnal birds on his 

study area to stop singing in the evening with more light than that at which they had 

started in the morning. His idea was echoed by Haecker (1924), Allard (1930), and 

Nice (1943). Armstrong (1954) put the same hypothesis in more modern terms when 

he concluded that “apparently waning of the drives stimulating diurnal activity leaves 

the field open for the factors inducing sleep.” The foregoing statement applied to birds 

in the continuous light of the Arctic, but Armstrong (1955) implied that, in the lower 

latitudes with a definite night, hunger was one of these drives. The European Wren, he 
found, varied its roosting time less in midwinter than in midsummer, and he suggests 
that in the former period, the bird does not roost until the light is so dim that foraging 

is “unprofitable.” In summer, however, Armstrong suggests that this wren roosts at a 
higher light intensity because there is adequate food and “‘there is no pressure to stay up.” 

Craig (1926, 1943) attempted to demolish the fatigue theory. He raised the valid 

objection that in the evening not only the end, but also the beginning, of the song period 
in diurnal birds occurs at higher light intensities than those which govern the morning 

performance. He claimed, quite justly, that this earlier beginning is hardly consistent 

with fatigue. Since Leopold did not study the beginning of evening song nor the end of 
morning song in any diurnal species, we cannot debate the issue. Craig also suggested 
anticipation which, with regard to evening song, seems to have no more validity than 

fatigue. Armstrong (1955) also found Craig’s use of the term inadequate. McCabe 

(1951) suggested that the beginning of the evening song of the Traill Flycatcher was 

probably controlled by light intensity, but that its cessation in the dark quite certainly 
was not. While not eliminating the possibility of fatigue, the last worker suggested a 
fading external stimulus, “irrespective of whether the bird is physically able to respond 

or not,” as an alternative hypothesis. McCabe’s suggestion appears to have much merit 

for species in which light is not a factor. The failure to respond may be due to the 
“monotony-threshold” of Hartshorne (1956). The song of the Traill Flycatcher would 

seem to come under Hartshorne’s definition of the nonversatile, discontinuous singer. 

Leopold, to the best of our knowledge, was the first to test the fatigue theory on a 
crepuscular or nocturnal bird. The papers on the Nightjar by Ashmore (1935) and 
Wynne-Edwards (1930), referred to earlier, reported only on the beginning of song 

during both twilight periods of the day. However, Hansen’s (1952) data on the Tawny 

Owl (Strix aluco) showed that this species begins calling at a time closer to sunset than 
morning cessation comes in relation to sunrise. Leopold suggested the Whip-poor-will 

(Caprimulgus vociferus) as another test species, but birds of this species were generally 
too distant at the farm to provide reliable data. The caprimulgids vary so much among 

the different species that they may not be a happy choice. Brauner (1952), for instance, 
reported that the Poor-will (PAalaenoptilus nuttallii) both begins and ceases activity at 
about the same light intensity of less than one foot-candle. Except during migration, the 
Common Nighthawk is normally active around dusk and dawn, with a silent period dur- 

ing the middle of the night. Eynon heard this species begin to call on July 26, 1960, at 
2:05 a.m., or over an hour ahead of the average time of its first call at this season. There 
had been a series of violent thunderstorms lasting throughout the normal active period 

on the previous evening. Eynon’s premise is that the birds were unable to forage in the 

evening and that the earlier than usual foraging in the morning was due to a hunger drive.
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Leopold’s use of the American Woodcock as a test of the fatigue hypothesis does not 
prove its validity, however. We have shown that diurnal species begin to sing at day- 
break at a rather precise light intensity, but the evening song intensity has a greater 
variance. By this criterion, the American Woodcock is the exact opposite, for it is the 
last song at daybreak that is precise. Allard (1937) studied the evening departure and 
the morning arrival of a pair of Screech Owls (Ofws asio) at their roost in relation to 
sunset and sunrise. Using time rather than intensity, he also found a higher correlation 
in the morning. This led him to discard the fatigue theory to which he subscribed in his 
earlier (1930) paper and to account for the greater variation found in the evening in 
both diurnal and nocturnal birds as possibly “dependent upon differences in the sensi- 
tivity and adjustment of eyes that have become light-adapted and those that have not.” 

Grimm (1957) quantified pauses in the songs and calls of the European Blackbird 
for 37 evenings as a measure of disturbance susceptibility or fatigue. He combined the 
results of all evenings to suppress daily randomness and obtained an exponential curve 
showing the progressive pauses in evening vocalization up to cessation. However, this 
curve could measure a fading external stimulus or the waning of drives as readily as it 
measures fatigue. If there is any merit in the fatigue theory, Grimm’s approach seems 
to be the most promising technique for use in the field, but laboratory studies are neces- 
sary to prove that the activities of an average day are sufficient to produce true fatigue 
in a song bird on its breeding territory. 

Ehrstrém (1956) summarized reports by 107 observers during the solar eclipse of 
June 30, 1954. Totality occurred in the early afternoon, and the songbirds stopped sing- 
ing for about 15 minutes. In general, they started to sing after the eclipse at a much 
higher light intensity than that at which they had stopped beforehand. This reversal 
of the usual relationship of song to waning or increasing light could be used to justify 
the fatigue theory of evening cessation of bird song as well as to demonstrate the rhyth- 
mic nature of daybreak song. 

Absolute light intensity as a stimulus —There appears to be an absolute light inten- 
sity, narrow in range and subject to individual variation within each species, which pro- 
vides the stimulus for daybreak song. Seasonal shifts in the mean value of this light 

intensity seem to be due to the reproductive status and a changing hormonal balance. 
But when we measure the absolute light intensity are we necessarily determining the 
standard that acts as the minimum stimulus for the bird? Some birds may have a higher 
degree of retinal adaptation than others to increasing versus decreasing light. In the 
final analysis, it may be the relative brightness of various components of the habitat 
that is appraised by the newly awakened bird. The nucleus of this intriguing idea de- 
rives from a suggestion by J. P. Ditchman (personal communication). Further discus- 
sion of relative brightness is beyond the scope of this paper, but its evaluation by the 
use of modern photographic techniques is conceivably the next step in the study of 
stimuli for bird song at low light intensities. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The times and light intensities for the first daybreak or last evening songs of 20 | 
species of birds were recorded over a four-year period at two study areas, town and | 
farm, in southern Wisconsin. A daily record of daybreak song for five common species 
showed that simultaneous, interspecific failure to sing was rare. Failure to sing not due 
to weather ranged from zero in the Catbird to 22 per cent in the Cardinal, but an isolated 
Robin sang little and late. In 1944, daybreak song in six species averaged 10 minutes 
earlier at the farm than in town.
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Daybreak song curves for the House Wren, Catbird, Cardinal, and Field Sparrow 

differed in their relation to civil twilight and in the tendency of each species to depart 

from its average time. The Robin sang much earlier on moonlit mornings in March, 

April, and May, 1945, but the June moon had no effect. Occasionally, the moon affected 

song in other species. 
Close correlation existed between the earlier crowing of the Ring-necked Pheasant 

relative to sunrise and a curve of gonadotropic activity of pheasant pituitaries in spring; 
and daybreak crowing in the fall seems to be correlated with a more limited production 

of gonadotropin. It is suggested that a similar cycle is responsible for earlier song by 

passerines. ; 

Tabulation of the light intensities disclosed that daybreak song came at lower, more 
precise values than evening song. The lower range came close to minimum values re- 
ported for European species. Song was delayed on cloudy mornings until light reached 
an intensity not significantly different from that of clear mornings. Mean light intensi- 
ties at evening song ranged from 29 to 94 times higher than for daybreak song. The 
American Woodcocks stopped peenting at daybreak with more darkness than was neces- 
sary to start them in the evening, but it was cessation of song that was precise and not 
the beginning of song. 

It seems probable that some birds, at least, awaken endogenously, test their envi- 
ronment during an anticipatory period, and sing when the light reaches a certain inten- 
sity. Such entrained circadian rhythms have been suggested for other animals. Cessation 
at evening may be due to fatigue, waning drives, or a fading stimulus, but none of these 
concepts nor the endogenous components in activity rhythms can be verified in the field. 
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PLUMAGE DEVELOPMENT AND MOLTS OF CALIFORNIA QUAIL 

By Ratpu J. Rarrr, Jr. 

In recent years much attention has been focused on the timing of plumage develop- | 
ment in young galliforms. The Bobwhite (Colinus virginianus) has been the subject of | 
several recent studies on molts; particularly valuable are those of Petrides and Nestler 

(1943 and 1952) and Thompson and Kabat (1950). These studies, and others on the 
Bobwhite, the Scaled Quail, Callipepla squamata (Wallmo, 1956), the Ring-necked 
Pheasant, Phasianus colchicus (Buss, 1946; Thompson and Taber, 1948; Westerskov, 

1957), and the Hungarian Partridge, Perdix perdix (McCabe and Hawkins, 1946; 

Thompson and Taber, of. cit.), were conducted with the aim of establishing criteria for 
accurate age determination based upon the stage of plumage development of young 
birds. Similar detailed studies had not been published for the California Quail (Lophor- 

tyx californicus) at the time of this study. However, following the completion of the 
present investigation, Williams (1959) described in detail the growth of first winter 

primaries of California Quail of known age in New Zealand. The present report partly 

duplicates that of Williams, but differences in the results obtained necessitate the pre- 

sentation and analysis of data obtained in my study. 
Genelly (1955:280-281) constructed graphs of replacement rates of primary flight 

feathers in young California Quail based on repeated captures of wild young birds and 
on captive young of known ages. The resulting curves agree closely with a similar curve 

based on the data of Petrides and Nestler (op. cit.) on age determination of young Bob- 
whites. The curves given by Genelly are adequate for the aging of most young in the 
field. However, in view of the paucity of information on plumage development of young 
of this species, it was felt that a more detailed study of the wing molts and body plumage 

would be desirable. Accordingly, several groups of young of known age were purchased 

from a dealer in Berkeley, California, in the summer of 1957, raised in cages, and their 
plumage development followed. Preserved specimens and dried wings of young of known 

age and museum study skins of wild young quail provided supplemental data. 
The postnuptial molt of the adult birds is of interest as an important part of the 

annual cycle. Data as to the timing of this molt were obtained by the examination of 

live birds trapped in the course of a population study. 
I wish to express my gratitude to Dr. A. Starker Leopold for advice and encourage- 

ment during this investigation, to the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, Berkeley, Cali- 

fornia, for financial assistance, to Drs. Lewis W. Taylor and John Davis for reading the 
manuscript, and to Dr. Victor Lewin, Richard C. Banks, and my wife, Imogene, for 
assistance in various aspects of the study. Grateful acknowledgment is extended to 

Gene M. Christman for the execution of the figures. 

METHODS 

A total of 23 young quail were purchased in four lots. All but five were about one 

week old when they were obtained. The other five were taken directly from the incu- 
bator as they hatched. All birds in the latter group died before they were ten days old. 
Because of escape or death only eleven birds were raised to the age of completion or 
near completion of the postjuvenal molt. Although the birds from which most of the 
data were derived were not obtained until they were a week old, the dealer kept records 

on the hatching dates of the various groups and there is not likely to have been an error 
in the ages as given by him. The young birds were kept in a large cardboard carton with 
a red light bulb for warmth until they were about a month old, when they were trans- 

ferred to wire cages. From one to four birds were kept in a cage. They were fed a start-
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ing mash mixed with cracked corn, spread in a layer on the bottom of the cage; water 

was amply provided. 

During the first few weeks the birds were checked daily. Subsequently, they were 

checked less often as plumage changes became slower. In the last month of plumage 

development they were examined only once every four or five days. On each examina- 

tion the lengths of selected growing remiges and rectrices were measured, and changes 

in the several other tracts were recorded. 

All wild quail trapped during the late summer and autumn were checked for signs 

of molt and the length and number of each growing flight feather was recorded. A total 

of 161 captures during four molting seasons provided the data on the postnuptial molt. 

NATAL DOWN 

The young quail is hatched with a full covering of down, This downy plumage gives 

the young bird its characteristic concealing coloration of longitudinal, dark brown stripes 

on a background of buff. Replacement of the natal plumage begins early, for at hatch- 

ing the tiny wings show slender, short pinfeathers of the first seven primaries of the 

juvenal plumage. The natal down behind the eye persists until the bird is about seven 

weeks old. 
JUVENAL PLUMAGE 

The juvenal plumage begins to emerge before hatching and is not fully developed 
until the age of about ten weeks. Figure 1 summarizes the development of juvenal and 
first winter remiges and rectrices. The period of growth of the primaries spans the entire 
period of development of the juvenal plumage. This tract is regular in its development 
and shows little individual variation. For these reasons and because primaries are easy 
to identify individually and to measure, their development has been emphasized in estab- 
lishing criteria for age determination in the California Quail, as has been the case in 

developmental studies of other young galliforms. 
In the discussion of remiges in this paper the innermost primary is designated num- 

ber 1 and the outermost number 10. The outermost secondary is number 1 and the 

innermost is number 15. 
The young bird is hatched with juvenal primaries 1 through 7 just erupting through 

the skin. Of these feathers, numbers 1, 4, and 7 were measured daily on all birds. The 
method used in all measurements was to place the end of a small ruler at the point of 
emergence from the follicle and to measure from that point to the tip of the feather. The 
composite growth curves for these feathers are given in figure 2. All of the points are 
based on the averages of several birds for each age. The three feathers have similar 
growth rates, but the proximal ones stop growing sooner. Juvenal primary number 8 does 
not erupt until the third week after hatching. Numbers 9 and 10 erupt in succession at 
intervals of about ten days and thirteen days after number 8 emerges. 

The first seven greater primary coverts appear at about one week of age followed by 
the outer two in the third and fourth weeks. Middle coverts emerge in the third week, 
and the remainder of the upper coverts and all of the under ones erupt later in juvenal 

plumage development. 
At about the same time that primary 10 emerges, number 1 is dropped, marking the 

beginning of the postjuvenal molt. Subsequently the juvenal primaries through 8 are 
dropped and replaced by first winter feathers (fig. 1). Juvenal primaries 9 and 10 
mature slowly and are not replaced but remain as part of the functional wing through 
the first winter. Completion of the growth of number 10 in the tenth or eleventh week 
marks the end of juvenal plumage development.
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Fig. 1. Summary of postnatal and postjuvenal molts of flight feathers of the California Quail 
(Lophortyx californicus). Method of presentation after Leopold, 1943. 

Eight secondaries, numbers 3 through 10, erupt at the age of about one week and 
the other seven appear in the succeeding three weeks (fig. 1). Both number 1 and num- 
ber 2, as in the case of the last juvenal primaries to develop, are more like those of the 
first winter plumage, being plain colored rather than mottled like the other juvenal 
secondaries. Eight greater secondary coverts erupt at the same time as secondaries 3 
through 10, and the other greater secondary coverts erupt at the same time as the cor- 
responding secondaries. Remaining coverts erupt within the following three weeks. 

The juvenal alular feathers begin emerging at about ten days of age, the inner one 
first, then the middle one, and the outer one last, all in close succession, They remain 
until about the end of the sixth week when they begin to be replaced. 

The juvenal rectrices begin to erupt early, the central four pairs emerging nearly 
simultaneously in the second week. Figure 1 illustrates the general timing of develop- 
ment of this tract. Because of the large amount of wear on the rectrices of these caged 
birds and because of the occasional accidental plucking of rectrices in handling birds, a 
detailed analysis of tail feather growth was not possible. 

The growth of the body plumage is somewhat complex, each tract developing accord- 
ing to a particular pattern and schedule. Figure 3 summarizes this development by show- 
ing the areas of the body that are covered by juvenal feathers at successive intervals 
during development. Small, isolated patches of pinfeathers appear in the second week 
on the upper flanks, upper thighs, and scapular area. These patches expand and coalesce 
with each other and with new centers above and below the tail, and by the fifth week 
nearly the entire body is covered by juvenal plumage except for the head, which still 
bears natal down. The down on the head becomes completely replaced in the seventh 
week,
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Fig. 2. Growth of individual primaries of California Quail. Each curve is based on mean lengths 

of several individuals. 

FIRST WINTER PLUMAGE 

The first winter plumage, which is attained during the postjuvenal molt, is similar 
to that of the adult and is retained until the first postnuptial molt. With the dropping 

of juvenal primary number 1 on about the twenty-eighth day, the postjuvenal molt be- 
gins. Development of the first winter plumage is not completed until about 24 weeks of 
age. Thus, the full period required for development is over 19 weeks, as opposed to the 
ten-week period of juvenal plumage growth. 

As in the study of the development of the juvenal plumage, most emphasis in the 
study of growth of the first winter plumage was given to the remiges, particularly the 
primaries. Composite growth curves were obtained for all of the primaries (fig. 2). In
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general the middle portions of the curves are based upon more individuals and are more 
likely to be typical. The complete curves available for these feathers are all of a roughly 

sigmoid shape, which is typical for growth curves in general. The growth rates of the 
eight first winter primaries are very similar, with a slight decrease in rate in the later 

ones. The interval between the molting of the successive primaries lengthens progres- 
sively from a period of about four days between numbers | and 2 to one of over 20 days 
between numbers 7 and 8. 

The program of primary molt illustrated in figure 2 agrees in general with that of 

Williams (1959:204-205), except with regard to the growth rate of number 8. His fig- 
ure | indicates a markedly lower growth rate and a concomitantly greater age for com- 
pletion of primary development—25 weeks as opposed to 21 weeks in the present study. 
Although the curve for primary 8 is based on only seven birds, there is high uniformity 
within the sample, only ten days separating the two extremes in age of completion of 
growth. Furthermore, Genelly (op. cit.:281), using 19 known-age California Quail, 
found an average age of completion of growth of number 8 to be slightly over 21 weeks. 
Williams’ curve is based on a comparable sample of 21 birds. Hence, it appears that 
there may be a real difference in the rate of development between California and New 
Zealand populations of this species. 

There are 15 feathers in the secondary series of the first winter plumage. As in the 
juvenal series, number 3 is the first to erupt. Number 2 emerges at about the same time 
as number 11, and numbers 1, 13, 14, and 15 erupt after number 12 (fig. 1). The inter- 
vals between the eruptions of secondaries 3 through 10 are five to seven days. Numbers 
11 through 15 erupt in rapid succession after number 10, These innermost secondaries 
are much shorter than the others, except number 1 which is nearly the last to erupt and 
is the last to complete its growth. It is shorter than the other more distal ones, and its 
growth rate appears to be slower. With the attainment of full length by number 1 at 
about 130 days of age, secondary development is completed; this is only shortly before 
the completion of primary growth. 

Petrides and Nestler (of. cit.:777) report that, in Bobwhites, secondary number 1 
(axial) is not completely grown until two to seven days following full primary growth. 
Thus, although timing of the primary molt is quite similar in the two species, the sec- 
ondary molt in the Bobwhite starts at a slightly greater age and requires more time than 
in the California Quail. This difference is the only significant one discovered in com- 
parison of plumage development of the two species. 

The greater primary coverts of the juvenal plumage are not molted but are retained 
throughout the first year just as are the outer two primaries. These coverts, the first 
seven of which are mottled brown in color in contrast to the plain gray of their adult 
counterparts, provide the most obvious and reliable means of separating first-year birds 
from adults. The greater secondary coverts of the first winter plumage erupt along with 
the secondaries. The middle and lesser coverts develop in turn after the greater coverts 
are in, those of the primaries preceding those of the secondaries. The under wing coverts 
develop last. 

In the seventh week the inner juvenal alular feather is molted, and the new, tirst 
winter replacement begins its growth. About a week later the middle feather follows suit. 
The third molts in about 12 weeks, and by 15 weeks of age the alular development is 
complete. 

The order of tail molt is again centrifugal in the postjuvenal molt, and the number 
of rectrices, namely 12, is the same as in the juvenal plumage. The central four pairs 
of first winter rectrices appear in rapid succession at about ten weeks of age, and the
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outer pair erupt at about 14 weeks. The completion of development is reached by about 

18 weeks. 
The development of the first winter body plumage follows much the same course as 

does that of the juvenal body plumage, except that the head begins to molt at the begin- 
ning of the sequence. Various stages in this development are illustrated in figure 3. 
Whereas the juvenal body plumage requires five weeks to complete its growth, the first | 
winter body plumage develops from the age of seven weeks to beyond the age of 23 | 

weeks, a total of over 16 weeks. 
At the end of the sixth or the beginning of the seventh week of age, first winter 

feathers begin to appear below the eye. This is the first area in which sexual dimorphism 
of plumage becomes evident. In the male these feathers are black, and in the female they 
are brown. Since the juvenal feathers in this area are brown, it is not possible to be cer- 
tain of the sex of a female until a few days later (in age) than one can sex a male with 
certainty. 

AGE DETERMINATION 

The growth curves of figure 2 provide a means of estimating the chronological ages 

of young California Quail. The drawings of body plumage development (fig. 3) might 

also be used in age determination, but the growth of the primaries is more regular and 

is subject to measurement. Because it was felt that the addition of criteria based on 

the growth of secondaries might increase the accuracy of age determination, growth rates 

of secondaries were obtained in this study. However, secondary development proved to 
be somewhat more variable, and therefore less useful in aging than is primary develop- 

ment. Hence, the detailed data are not included here. 
Although the timing of the development of the primaries is well correlated with the 

age of the bird, the correlation is not perfect. Petrides and Nestler (1943:781) report 
maximum errors in aging, due to deviation from mean lengths of primaries at given 
ages, of from four days to thirteen days, the magnitude of maximum error increasing 
roughly with age. They point out that the data indicate that the true ages of a majority 
of birds will fall within a period of a week in either direction of the indicated age. Thomp- 
son and Kabat (1950), using the table of Petrides and Nestler (of. cit.), analyzed dis- 
crepancies in age indicated by different growing feathers on the same wing and variation 
in indicated age of birds of the same brood. This work on wild birds revealed a standard 
deviation in error of aging of about two days, a variation less than that found by 

Petrides and Nestler on captive quail. 
Wallmo (1956) finds a similar degree of accuracy in Scaled Quail by comparing inter- 

vals indicated by primary molt with known intervals in individual wild birds retrapped 
after varying periods. Using this method and also that of comparing true age with age 
indicated by primaries in captives of known age, Williams (1959) obtained results 

agreeing with the others cited. 
In this study, deviations of the age indicated by various remiges from the actual 

known age were ascertained in order to obtain a measure of the reliability of the curves 
of figure 2 as aging criteria, Ages were chosen that would make use of the middle portion 
of each growth curve because these portions are probably more nearly true reflections 

of the samples. 
The maximum amount of error in the use of primaries for aging was as follows: 

juvenal number 1, two days; juvenal 4, four days; first winter 1 and 2, three days; 
first winter 3, five days; first winter 4 and 5, four days; first winter 6 and 8, eight days; 
and first winter 7, nine days. Thus, the curves of figure 2 provide a standard for aging 
which are accurate to within four days up to the age of 70 days and to within nine days
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up to 125 days of age. This degree of accuracy is approximately that found by the other 

workers on age determination in quail. 

Another fact emerging from the study of the deviations in apparent age from true 
age is that individuals tend to deviate in the same direction at various ages. Of the 14 
birds used, ten showed a significant departure (by chi square test) from an equal amount 
of positive and negative deviation. Thus, if a bird were slow in development at one age, 
it tended to be slow at a later stage, and the same was true for birds tending to be ahead 
of average development. Therefore, it is doubtful whether accuracy of aging can be 
increased by using growth stages of more than one primary at a time, as all primaries 

of any one bird tend to give similar errors as to true age. 

The first winter secondaries are more variable in their growth than are the primaries. 
The maximum range in age of eruption of primaries is 11 days (primary 6). The mini- 

mum range in secondaries is 11 days and the maximum is 21. Thus the primaries provide 
the most reliable criteria of age, and the analysis of variation in aging was confined to 
them. 

Although the growth of primary number 8 is nearly complete at 130 days and the 
curve is no longer accurate for age determination, the presence of a portion of the grow- 
ing sheath at the base of this feather indicates an age of less than 145 days and may be 
used to estimate roughly the age of birds at 20 and 21 weeks. Growing contour feathers 
may be detected on the medial surfaces of the legs after the sheath of primary number 8 
has disappeared. Presence of such feathers denotes an age of less than 165 days. 

ADULT MOLT 

Adults, including birds at the end of their first year, undergo a complete molt at the 
end of each breeding season. The course of this molt is regular and similar to that of 
the postjuvenal replacement. 

Dwight (1900) reports a prenuptial replacement of feathers in the facial area in 
addition to the complete postnuptial molt; however, examination of about 30 museum 
skins collected in late winter and early spring failed to confirm the existence of this 
prenuptial molt. Live birds in the study area were not checked specifically for prenup- 
tial molting, but many birds were handled during this period and no molting was noted. 
At any rate there is but a single complete, or nearly complete, molt each year, the post- 
nuptial molt. 

Data on the annual molt were obtained from examination of birds captured in the 
regular trapping program. Since the molt of the entire plumage is included in the period 
of primary replacement (Genelly, 1955: 281), the lengths of growing primaries were esti- 
mated or measured on each molting bird in order to obtain an index as to the extent of 
molting. Thus, in the primary molt series there are ten major stages corresponding to 
the dropping of the ten primaries. For each primary, substages may be recognized, ac- 
cording to the amount of growth. In all, forty stages were used in this study, four for 
each primary; these are plotted against a time scale in figure 4. Males and females are 
plotted separately. The males begin molting earlier than the females, but the two groups 
complete the molt at about the same time. These findings agree with those of Genelly 
(op. cit.:282) as to timing and differences between the sexes. 

In pheasants, Kabat, Thompson, and Kozlik (1950) found that there is a similar lag 
of about one month in the beginning of molt in hens as compared to the beginning of 
molt in cocks. They found that the individual hens molt at the same time as their chicks 
and they believe, therefore, that hens do not begin to molt until after their broods hatch. 

Genelly (loc. cit.) gives evidence for a similar situation in California Quail. In the pres-
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ent study hatching occurred late in 1956, and the molt of the hens was likewise later 
than in other years. However, the timing of the molt in cocks was similar in all four 
years. Thus, the situation in pheasants, with the males molting at a regular time each 
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Fig. 4. Timing of adult molt in California Quail. Data from four years are combined. Each circle 

represents one molting bird. Stages of molt correspond to the number of the primary last 
molted. The letter “N” signifies that molt had not begun; “C” signifies molt completed. 

year and the females not molting until their clutches are hatched, is apparently dupli- 
cated in this population of California Quail. 

The convergence of the two curves of figure 4 suggests that females molt more rapid- 
ly than males. Genelly (Joc. cit.) found a similar convergence but was not able to con- 
clude whether or not individual females actually complete their molt in a shorter time 
than individual males. The recapture of various birds of each sex several times during 
the period of molt in this study has made it possible to estimate roughly the time required 
for the individual bird to replace its plumage completely. These data indicate that males 
take over a month longer to complete the molt than do females. 

SUMMARY 

Young California Quail (Lophortyx californicus) are hatched with a covering of 
natal down. This down is replaced in a regular sequence by the juvenal plumage during 
the postnatal molt. Juvenal plumage development lasts from the time of hatching until 
the age of about 11 weeks. The juvenal plumage is replaced by the first winter plumage 
during the postjuvenal molt, which commences at the age of four weeks. The first winter 
plumage is fully developed by the age of 21 to 23 weeks. The greater primary coverts
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and primaries 9 and 10 of the juvenal plumage are retained for about a year and are 

molted in the first postnuptial molt. The sequence of feather replacement is similar in 

all molts except that the head plumage is replaced late in the postnatal molt whereas the 

head begins molting early in the postjuvenal, and presumably in the postnuptial, molt. 

The regular replacement of the series of remiges, especially the primaries, may be 

used as a gauge to determine the age of the young quail. 

Adult quail undergo one complete molt each year at the end of the breeding season. 
‘The adult males begin to molt early in June, and the females follow about a month 

later. Inception of molt in individual hens is apparently governed by the hatching of 

their young. Females replace their plumage in a shorter time than do males; both sexes 

complete the molt in late October. 
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SOME BIOMETRIC STUDIES ON THE ALBATROSSES OF MIDWAY ATOLL 

By Hupert Frincs and Mase FRrincs 

Few species of birds have been subjected to such intensive observation as have the 
Black-footed Albatross (Diomedea nigripes) and the Laysan Albatross (D.immutabilis) 
which come to Sand and Eastern islands at Midway Atoll to breed. The result has been 
the accumulation of a large body of information about their behavior. Yet little of this 
is quantitative, so that precise information about most phases of their life is lacking. 
While studying the acoustical behavior of these birds from October 25 until December 
14, 1958, we were able, at the same time, to make some quantitative studies of popula- 
tions and to obtain some biometric data. These do not represent a unified set of observa- 
tions nor are they part of any overall plan, but they do supply some much needed basic 
information on the birds. 

ARRIVAL OF ALBATROSSES AT MIDWAY ATOLL 

The albatrosses come each year from their wanderings over the Pacific Ocean to 
Midway for breeding in late October and early November. They remain until the fol- 
lowing July or August, and then they and their offspring leave. While this general pat- 
tern has been well documented and some quantitative data on incubation periods are 
available, few exact data exist concerning dates of arrival, egg laying, or departure. 
Bailey (1952, 1956), Hadden (1941) and Chisholm (1937) give some information on 
time of arrival of the birds, but mostly they refer to “first” arrivals, with only scattered 
references to population increase. None of the information is quantitative. 

To study the course of arrival of the albatrosses at Midway, we censused the birds 
in selected areas on Sand Island from October 31 until December 8, 1958. Before Octo- 
ber 31, there were only scattered sightings. By December 8, the populations had been 
stable for more than two weeks. 

The first Black-footed Albatross was sighted on October 15 and the first Laysan 
Albatross on October 27. These dates should be reliable, for the men stationed on the 
island wager on the first sightings, and thus they keep a close watch. On October 26, a 
survey showed only about 10 Black-foots on the island as a whole, and on the next day 
there were about 100. They had increased, by October 31, to about 400. Only 10 to 15 
Laysans were present at that time. 

For censusing we selected six areas, totalling 472,000 square feet, near the beaches 
where the Black-foots were known to nest regularly, and 22 areas, totalling 672,000 
square feet, where Laysans were known to nest. For the Laysans, some areas were chosen 
especially to give data on the effects of human disturbances, such as earth movements 
or construction, on the populations. There were eleven areas that had been undisturbed 
for at least two years, and eleven which had been subjected to disturbances within the 
previous year. Of the so-called undisturbed areas, only one was not near houses or other 
buildings. The word undisturbed, therefore, does not mean that these areas had not 
been altered by man. Probably every square inch of surface on Sand Island had been 
disturbed in the last ten years. 

To study the effects of type of ground cover on populations, seven areas were selected 
so as to include sections with scattered ironwood trees (Casuarina equisetifolia) and 
adjacent sections with no trees. In the “undisturbed” areas, the ground was covered with 
grasses, both under the trees and in open parts. In the “disturbed” areas, the grass was 
just returning after the disturbances and was usually sparse and scattered. 

All the birds on the ground in these areas were counted, generally every day at ap-
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proximately the same time (4 to 6 p.m.). Kenyon et al. (1958) studied the daily cycles 

of activity and found that flying was especially prevalent in the mornings, thus reducing 

eround counts. Our casual observations supported this. In a few cases, in which counting 

was attempted earlier than usual in the day, the counts were lower than usual. 

Table 1 presents the data on population build-up for the two species. 

TaBLe 1 

PoPULATIONS OF BLACK-FOOTED AND LAaysAN ALBATROSSES IN SELECTED AREAS ON SAND IsLANp* 

Date Black-footed — Laysan Date Black-footed — Laysan 
Oct, 31 26 Nov. 20 666 1385 

Nov. 1 233 2 Nov. 21 673 1397 

Nov. 2 278 3 Nov. 22 687 1316 

Nov. 3 259 4 Nov. 23 

Nov. 4 251 6 Nov. 24 619 1317 
Nov. 5 369 8 Nov. 25 705 1521 

Nov. 6 357 14 Nov. 26 1518 

Nov. 7 419 90. Nov. 27 

Nov. 8 539 139 Nov. 28 631 1560 

Nov. 9 496 171 Nov. 29 

Nov. 10 > 190 Nov. 30 603 1551 

Nov. 11 428 348 Dec. 1 
Nov. 12 600 597 Deca 2) 541 1525 

Nov. 13 519 752 Dec. 3 * 
Nov. 14 566 779 Dec. 4 

Nov. 15 559 894 Dee. 15 424 

Nov. 16 991 Dec. 6 

Nov. 17 499 1044 Dees? 
Nov. 18 482 1109 Dec. 8 1548 
Nov. 19 648 1133 

"41 otal census areas: Laysan, 672,000 sq, ft.; Black-footed, 472,000 sq. ft, 
* Unauthorized killing in census areas; there was also disturbance in the areas 

with Black-foots from November 15 to 16. 

In the Black-foots, the population increased slowly for the first two weeks, Octo- 
ber 15 to 31, Thereafter, the increase was rapid but irregular until about November 8, 
after which there was a slow increase. The population was stable by about November 19. 
Twice during the time of arrival about 200 Black-foots were killed without authoriza- 
tion in two of the census areas, as indicated in table 1, and further harassments occurred 
in the areas on November 15 and 16. Thus, the date for final stability found here may 
be somewhat later than it would have been under untroubled conditions, However, there 
is no doubt that about one month elapsed between arrival of the first bird and stabiliza- 
tion of the population. This is a considerably longer time than the reports of Hadden 

(1941) and Bailey (1952) would lead one to suspect. 
For the Laysan Albatrosses, likewise, the population increased only slowly at first, 

from first arrival on October 27 until about November 7. After this, the increase was 
rapid but irregular for about two weeks, followed by a slow increase. The population 
was relatively stable by about November 25. These data, again, show a much longer 
time of arrival than Bailey’s (1952) statements suggest, but they agree with Hadden’s 
estimates fairly well. 

Hadden (1941) states that male Laysan Albatrosses return first and implies that 
the females arrive about one to two weeks later. He does not indicate how he distin-
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guished the sexes, but it is possible that he did this by observations on behavior. Bailey 
(1952) recounts Hadden’s information but incorrectly states that the dates are for 

Black-foots, thus making it seem that, in both species, the males return first. 
We had the opportunity to study this by determining the sexes of the birds that were 

accidentally killed by collision with objects on the island or by automobiles on the roads. 
There was no evidence, when we knew that both sexes were present in about equal num- 
bers, that accidental deaths were more frequent in one sex than in the other. These sam- 

ples, therefore, probably gave a good estimate of the relative numbers of males and 
females present. 

For the Black-foots, there was no evidence that males arrived significantly before 
females. At all stages, except possibly before October 31, when only a small part of the 
population was present, males and females were found in about equal numbers. On the 
contrary, for the Laysans there was a striking preponderance of males over females be- 
tween November 1 and November 15. After that the proportion of females rose, and 
after about November 20 the sexes were found in approximately equal numbers. Thus, 
Hadden’s statement for the Laysans is confirmed, but the extension of this to Black- 
foots seems to be incorrect. 

The general picture of arrival of the albatrosses at Midway would thus seem to be 
as follows. The Black-foots arrive about 10 to 14 days before the Laysans. The first 
Black-foot appears from October 15 to 20, and the first Laysan from October 25 to 
November 1. For 7 to 10 days after the arrival of the first bird, very few appear. After 
this, for 10 to 14 days, a rapid but irregular increase occurs, after which the rate of 
increase diminishes. Stable populations are reached 5 to 10 days thereafter. The Black- 
foots seem to be fully settled by November 15 to 20, the Laysans by November 23 to 
27. For the Laysans, males arrive before females; approximate equality of the sexes 
in the population is achieved when the population has become almost stable. For the 
Black-foots, however, both sexes seem to arrive in about equal numbers throughout. 

HABITAT PREFERENCES 

It is well known that the Black-foots prefer open sandy areas usually near the sea 
for their nests, whereas the Laysans prefer sheltered areas with some growing vege- 
tation. Most of the plants on Sand and Eastern islands of Midway Atoll are introduced 
species, and their distribution is determined chiefly by man’s activities. Accordingly 
grasses and ironwood trees are maintained best near houses and other buildings. The 
Laysan Albatrosses, therefore, tend to congregate for nesting in the housing areas on 
Sand Island and at places on both islands where man’s activities have resulted in the 
presence of grass and thin stands of trees. 

The disturbances to which the islands have been subjected have had profound effects 
on the local populations of Laysan Albatrosses. This can be seen in table 2, in which the 
populations of Laysans, at the time of stability, are given for areas with different types 
of ground cover and histories. The terms, disturbed and undisturbed, were defined pre- 
viously. The preference for partly tree-covered, grassy areas is obvious, It is interesting 
to note that trees in recently disturbed areas greatly increase the carrying capacity of 
these areas. The area described in table 2 as “dense thicket and dunes,” was probably as 
nearly wild as could be found on Sand Island. This was landward of the dunes in an 
area little disturbed or traversed by man. The dominant plant was Scaevola frutescens, 
a native shrub forming dense thickets between which there were small sandy areas with 
scattered grass. It is clear that such a situation does not support as dense a population 
as does a grassy area with scattered trees. Man’s predilection for grass and shade trees 
on these islands seems to have very definitely favored the Laysan Albatross.
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TABLE 2 

Numbers OF LaysAn ALBATROSSES IN VARIOUS TyPES OF HaBitaTs IN SELECTED AREAS ON 

Sanp IsLAND, NOVEMBER 26 TO 30, AND AVERAGE AREAS IN SQUARE FEET Occupiep By Eacr Birp 

Habitat typest Areas Nos. Sq. ft./bird 

Undisturbed 

Open, grassy 71,000 315 225 

Tree-covered, grassy 95,000 746 127 

Disturbed 

Open, scattered grass 447,000 309 1450 

Tree-covered, scattered grass 45,000 152 296 

Dense thicket and dunes 14,000 45 311 

"1&Disturbed” and “Undisturbed” refer to disturbance by construction or earth 
movement by man within 2 to 3 years. 

The maximum populations of the Laysan Albatross found at Midway Atoll occurred 
on Eastern Island in particularly favorable areas, such as near the old terminal building. 
Here recent human interference was minor, and grassy ground cover and scattered trees 
and bushes remaining from former use by man created apparently optimal conditions 
for nesting. To learn how many Laysans might be accommodated under these condi- 
tions, the nests and the distances from each nest to its neighbors were measured. 

The mean diameter to the outer edge of the “moat” around the nest for 63 individ- 
uals was 39 + 0.26 inches (99 + 0.66 cm.). The range in size was from 34 to 44 inches 
(86 to 112 cm.). The mean distance from edge to edge of neighbor’s nests, based on 190 
measurements, was 26 + 1.3 inches (66 + 3.3 cm.). The range was 0 to 72 inches (0 to 
183 cm.), the median 21 inches (53 cm.). These figures give about 24 square feet per 
nesting pair (2.23 m.*) for the Laysans. The most densely populated area studied on 
Sand Island was that across from the Station Hospital, and here the area per bird was 
70 square feet. Considering that trees and other objects made nesting impossible on 
about one-third of this area, one can consider it to be nearing the saturation point. 

It is obvious from the data on populations in areas disturbed by man’s activities that 
statements that the albatrosses at Midway are resisting man’s encroachment are not 
true. As we have shown (Frings and Frings, 19590), the populations of both Black- 
foots and Laysans on Sand Island are falling under man’s harassment. The campaign 
under way to denude and level the dunes, while of questionable value in deterring flight 
over the runways, is certainly going to force many birds off the island. For the mainte- 
nance of the populations of these species at levels sufficient to forestall any danger of 
depletion, it would seem that improvements on Laysan and Lisianski islands to bring 
their carrying capacity nearer to the optimum than it is now are justified and indeed 
advisable. The present populations of these islands (Kenyon e¢ al., 1958; Rice, 1959) 
are far short of those that could be supported under even sub-optimal conditions (Frings 

and Frings, 19596). 

WEIGHTS OF ALBATROSSES 

There are in the literature only scattered and non-quantitative references to the 
weights of these birds. To obtain information on this point, individuals that were killed 
accidentally on Sand Island were collected daily and were weighed and dissected for 
study of fat reserves and reproductive cycles. The data on weights are presented, in 

part, in table 3. 
From November 12 to 16, most of the females still had eggs in the oviducts; from 

November 26 to December 3, most had laid eggs. The data presented thus allow com- 
parison of the weights before and after egg laying. It is interesting to note that although
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TABLE 3 

WEIGHTS IN KiLoGRAMS OF BLACK-FOOTED AND LAYSAN ALBATROSSES AT Two TIMES 

Durtnc Nestinc AnD Eco Layinc 

November 12 to 16 November 26 to December 3 
N Range Mean +o, N Range Mean +o, 

Black-footed 

Oe) 123 2.6-4.3 3.400.032 45 2.3-3.6 3.120.036 
ge 104 2.6-3.6 2.990.027 34 22-33 2.760.059 

Laysan 

a) 152 2.7-4.1 3.310.023 81 2.4-3.9 3.080.032 
o¢ 54 2.5-3.6 2,99+0.036 80 1,9-3.3 2.760.036 

the males in each species are significantly heavier than the females, the differences be- 
tween the weights of the same sexes of the two species are not significant. Earlier work- 
ers often implied, without quantitative data, that Black-foots are heavier than Laysans, 
and we found (Frings and Frings, 19592) this to be the case for a few individuals which 

were sent to us in Pennsylvania in April, 1958. 
All the birds, up to the time of our leaving Midway had extensive deposits of fat. 

It is possible that the weight of this excess fat, which was being consumed as incubation 
progressed, masked any difference in weight between the two species. At any rate, from 
the time of arrival until mid-December, the two species had similar weights; in both 

species, the males were about 0.4 kg. heavier than the females. 

DETERMINING THE SEXES OF THE ALBATROSSES 

The sexes in these species are almost identical externally. Actually, except for fortu- 
nate observations during critical behavior periods, it is almost impossible to distinguish 
the sexes of living individuals with certainty. Hadden (1941) implied that he could 
distinguish between the sexes, but he gave no hint as to how he did this. 

In general, as shown in table 3, the males are heavier than the females, and Loomis 
(1918) found, for Black-foots, that males are larger, as determined by length, depth, 
and width of bill and length of tail, wing and tarsus. These, however, were not suggested 
as means for distinguishing sexes in the field. 

Starting with a suggestion that the heads of males looked “flatter” (“as if with a 
‘crew-cut’’’) than those of females, we used the dead albatrosses, which could be sexed 
by dissection, to measure the width, depth and length of the head and the length and 
and depth of the beak. All of these showed a sex difference, the males being larger. How- 
ever, measuring the length and depth of the head and the depth of the bill proved to 
be difficult to do consistently, and the measurements of males and females overlapped 
considerably. We shall, therefore, omit consideration of these here. Measurements of 
head width and bill length afforded the required tool for sexing, and the data on these 
will be presented. 

The head width was measured, using dividers and ruler, on the dorsal side at the 
widest point, just behind the eyes. At this point on each side, the skull has a blunt angle 
which is easily palpated. We found it best to have one person make all the measure- 
ments, for the skin can be variably compressed by different persons. The length of the 
bill was measured from the angle of the mouth to the tip. Again, variations in pressing 
back the feathers at the base resulted in some variation in measurements among different 
persons, and so only one person performed all the measurements. The absolute values
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TABLE 4 

Heap WipTHS OF BLACK-FOOTED AND LAYSAN ALBATROSSES AND THE RATIOS OF 

Mates To FEMALES witH Heap WipTHs THE SAME 

Head Black-footed Laysan 
width Ratio Ratio 
(mm.) 36 oe 3/2 36 oe oye 

53 1 
54 f 6 
55 5 22 

56 10 3 32 1/11 
57 18 8 32 1/4 
58 2 28 1/14 30 12 25/1 

59 7 23 1/3 33 4 8/1 
60 13 7 2/1 28 3 9/1 
61 18 i 18/1 21 
62 24 2 

63 12 3 
64 2 1 

65 1 

Totals 79 03 129 112 

Means 61.3 57.8 59.3 56.4 

a 0.16 0.15 0.13 0.13 

*d/SEa 15 16 

* d/SE4 = difference between means of males and females divided by the standard errors of the differences. 

in tables 4 and 5, therefore, should not be used directly by anyone else. It is necessary, 
if the differences between males and females are to be determined accurately, to develop 
one’s own standard procedures. When this is done, these measurements allow one to 
determine the sexes of living Black-footed and Laysan albatrosses with a high degree of 
certainty. The sex differences for each species in these measurements are obvious: the 
males are consistently larger. Black-foots have significantly wider heads than the cor- 
responding sexes of Laysans; Laysans have longer beaks. 

Using these data, one can construct tables of measurements for determining sexes of 
the birds. Thus, for Black-foots, all individuals with head widths of 57 mm. or less are 
females, and all with head widths of 62 mm. or over are males. On these bases, 42 per 

cent of the birds can be assigned to the correct sex with certainty. Between 58 and 61 
mm., one can set up probabilities, as indicated in table 4. At 58 mm., the chances are 14:1 
that the individual is a female, and at 61 mm., 18:1 a male. These figures may be con- 
sidered as indicating a high degree of probability, and thus give another 29 per cent at 

high probability, a total of 70 per cent of the population. For the Laysans, 23 per cent 
can be sexed with certainty from head widths and a total of 69 per cent can be sexed 
with probabilities of 8:1 or better. Correspondingly, for bill length in Black-foots, 

52 per cent have lengths of 93 mm. or less and are thus females, and those with lengths 
of 100 mm. or more are thus males; another 18 per cent have measurements of 94 to 
95 mm. and are thus indicated to be females at probabilities of 11:1 or better. Similarly 

for Laysans, one can determine 40 per cent certainly and a total of 75 per cent at odds 
of 25:1 or better. 

The level of correlation between head width and bill length in individuals is sur-
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TaBLe 5 

Britt LENGTHS OF BLACK-FOOTED AND LaysAn ALBATROSSES AND RATIOS OF 

Mates to Femates with Britt Lenctus THE SAME 

Bill Black-footed Laysan 
length Ratio Ratio 
ram) é3 cy 3/2 a) 22 3/2 

86-87 2 

88-89 6 

90-91 14 
92-93 26 1 
94-95 3 33 /i 6 
96-97 11 23 1/2 i 
98-99 21 6 3.5/1 22 

100-101 21 23 

102-103 22 2 49 1/25 
104-105 10 20 22 1/1 
106-107 3) 36 6 6/1 

108-109 $1 1 51/1 

110-111 33 
112-113 23 

114-115 5 

116-117 2 

Totals 91 110 172 137 

Means 100.5 93.7 108.7 101.4 

om 0.28 0.25 0.21 0.25 

d/SEa 18 22 

prisingly low. For male Black-foots the correlation coefficient (r) is +0.14, and for 
females it is +0.21. For male Laysans it is —0.06, and for females it is +0.11. These 
two measurements should be useful almost independently, therefore, and so they proved 
to be. The following summary of determinations of sexes for 160 Black-foots and 240 
Laysans confirms this point. 

Black-footed Laysan 

Sex certain (one of two measurements in certain range) 87 per cent 70 per cent 

Sex determined with combined probability of 15:1 or better 9 17 

Sex indeterminate, or with probability of 5:1 or less 4 13 

When we had completed measuring about half of those ultimately measured, we 
constructed the tables and thereafter tested the data by predicting sexes from the meas- 
urements before dissection. We were able to be essentially certain of the sexes in about 
90 per cent of these tests. In most cases of even small probability, the sex was correctly 
predicted from the measurements. In no case was the sex indicated to be certainly male 
or female by one measurement and the reverse by the other. 

When we were able to determine sex in this way, we tried estimating sex from the 
general appearance of the heads: males with flatter appearing heads than females. When 
two individuals could be seen together, this was not difficult to do correctly. With just 
one bird, however, it was much more difficult and subject to error. There were some 
individuals which were so obviously male or female, on the basis of head shape, that 
they were easy to determine, but many others were not so clear-cut. In general, one 
could use this sight method for a preliminary estimate of sex, and if this could be sup-
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ported by some behavioral observations it might prove valid enough, but it would be 

best to check by measuring. 

SEXES OF DANCING ALBATROSSES 

The dancing (ecstatic ritual) of these birds has excited considerable interest, but 

the interpretation of this behavior is still obscure. While presumably a courtship per- 

formance, it is not usual in the colony before egg laying. Earlier workers seem to have 
tacitly assumed that the dancing individuals—usually two, but by no means always so 
were of opposite sex. Unfortunately, these workers gave no reasons for their belief. 
nor did they indicate how they determined the sexes. 

Using head widths and bill lengths, we were able to study this. It was easy to capture 
both members of a dancing pair. They were measured and released, and then the meas- 
urements were compared with the tables previously discussed. The results follow: 

Black-footed Laysan 

Sex of one member, at least, indeterminate 2 16 

Dancers certainly of opposite sex 4 55 (66 per cent) 

Dancers probably of opposite sex (one member certain; 

other of high probability) 18 (21 per cent) 

Both dancers females 8 (9 per cent) 

Both dancers males 3 (4 per cent) 

Too few Black-foots were measured to draw any conclusions. It is obvious from the 
data on the Laysans that most of the dancing pairs, by far, consist of a male and female. 
However, pairs can be found consisting of members of the same sex. We shall not specu- 
late on the significance of these data in understanding the dancing behavior, Dancing, 

however, seems to be predominantly a heterosexual performance. 
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SUMMARY 

The build-up of populations of the Black-footed Albatross (Diomedea nigripes) and 
Laysan Albatross (D. immutabilis) during their annual arrival at Midway Atoll for 
breeding was followed by daily censuses in selected areas. About one month passed from 
the date of first arrival in each species until the population was stable: Black-foots from 
October 15 until about November 19; Laysans from October 27 until about Novem- 
ber 25. Black-foots prefer open, sandy beaches for nesting; Laysans prefer areas with 
grasses and scattered trees. Thus the Laysans seem to be favored by man’s presence at 
Midway. Disturbances by man that resulted in reducing ground cover reduced the pop- 
ulation of Laysans. During the period of arrival and egg laying, the weights of the two 
species were essentially the same. Males in each species were about 0.4 kg. heavier than 
females. By measuring head widths and bill lengths of individuals whose sex was deter- 
mined by dissection, it was found that males were significantly larger than females in 
these two dimensions. These measurements could be used to determine the sex of living 
birds in about 90 per cent of the cases. Using this method for sexing, it was found that 
individuals performing the albatross dance as a pair were, in 85 per cent of the cases, 

of opposite sex.
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SOME SEASONAL CHANGES IN MORPHOLOGY OF THE 
RUFOUS-SIDED TOWHEE 

By Joun Davis 

Seasonal changes have been demonstrated in a number of avian tissues and organs 
and in bird weight. Such changes indicate not only seasonal changes in morphology but 
they may, in some instances, suggest the nature of the morphologic and physiological 

adjustments made by the individual as it passes from one season to the next. This study 
is concerned with seasonal changes in bill length, in length of the intestinal tract, or 
gut, and in weight of a resident race of the Rufous-sided Towhee, Pipilo erythrophthal- 

mus megalonyx. Data were derived from samples of males and females collected at, or 
as close as possible to, two-week intervals near the Hastings Reservation, two and one- 
half miles east of Jamesburg, Monterey County, California, from January 5, 1955, to 
May 10, 1956. 

Each specimen was autopsied in the field and the gonads were either removed (males) 
or examined in situ (females). Each bird was weighed on return from the field, its intes- 
tinal tract was measured, the amount of stored fat was estimated, and the skin was saved. 
In addition, the stomach contents were examined and a rough estimate was made of 
their composition. 

BILL LENGTH 

Skins were stored for a minimum of three months before bill length was measured 
to allow for possible shrinkage of the bill. Measurements were made from the anterior 
edge of the nostril to the tip of the bill. In a previous paper (Davis, 1954), seasonal vari- 
ation in bill length was demonstrated in a number of passerines which change from an 

almost exclusively vegetable diet in the late fall and winter, when the bill is short, to 
a diet which includes a prominent component of insect material in the spring and sum- 
mer, when the bill is long. Such variation was ascribed to the increased wear put on the 
constantly-growing bill tip by the more abrasive winter diet. Like these other species, 
the Rufous-sided Towhee shows a similar seasonal change in diet, as indicated by ex- 
amination of the stomach contents of the specimens collected. In addition, the stomachs 
of towhees taken in winter contained large amounts of dirt and grit, whereas such 
material was present in much smaller amounts in the stomachs of birds taken in summer 
(table 1), The more frequent picking up of such inert, abrasive material in winter may 
accentuate the wear imposed on the bill tip by the winter diet. In each sex, the bill 
length of the winter sample is significantly less than the bill length of the summer sample 
(fig. 1). Thus, the Rufous-sided Towhee shows the same type of diet-correlated seasonal 
variation in bill length that was demonstrated for the passerines discussed in my earlier 
paper (Davis, of. cit.). 

INTESTINAL TRACT 

The intestinal tract of each specimen was removed at the gizzard and at the vent, 
thus including the cloaca. The intestines were freed from their mesenteries and laid 
along a ruler in as straight a line as could be achieved without stretching. Since the same 
technique of measuring was used for each specimen, the relation of measurements taken 
at different times of the year should not have been influenced by the technique. Three 
measurements were taken: small intestine, from the gizzard to the origin of the colic 
caeca; large intestine, including the cloaca, from the origin of the colic caeca to the 
vent; and total length of the entire tract. It should be pointed out that measurements 
were not taken of the intestines of every specimen, and in some cases only the entire 
intestine or the small intestine was measured. Thus, sample sizes vary.
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TABLE 1 

OccURRENCE OF INERT MATERIAL IN STOMACH CONTENTS 

0 + ++ t+ Se 
January 1 4 10 5 

February 1 2 9 9 

March 1 9 6 a2: 

April 4 15 3 a 

May 5 7 4 BH 

June i. 1 me 1 

July 5 4 2 1 
August exe 3 3 7 

September Bs 6 4 3 
October 2 > 1 2 

November a Bass 2 8 
December oa 1 2 7 i 

1Estimated amounts from none (0) to considerable (+++). Data include seven juveniles. 

Leopold (1953) demonstrated intergeneric variation in the relative length of the 
intestinal tract and caeca for several genera of gallinaceous birds. The intestines and 
caeca were relatively long in browsing genera, which depend on low-quality food sources 
in winter, and relatively short in seed-eating genera utilizing higher quality winter diets. 
He also showed that there were similar differences between coastal and interior popula- 
tions of the California Quail (Lophorty« californicus) subsisting on relatively poor and 
relatively rich diets, respectively. He concluded that greater intestinal length in forms 
utilizing relatively poor diets allowed for more thorough digestion and perhaps for more 

complete absorption of the essential elements in the diet. 
In this study, it has been possible to demonstrate significant seasonal variation in 

the length of the gut within a single restricted population of the Rufous-sided Towhee. 
As can be seen in figure 2, the entire intestinal tract was significantly longer in the winter 
sample of each sex than in the summer sample. The same is true of the small intestine 
(fig. 3). The large intestine is significantly longer in winter males but not in winter 
females (fig. 4). Since the large intestine, as measured, included the cloaca, the lack of 
significant seasonal variation in the females may reflect sexual dimorphism in the rela- 

tive proportion of the length of the large intestine to the length of the cloaca. 
The greater length of the intestine in winter correlates with the primarily vegetarian 

winter diet, a diet which would be lower in protein content than the spring and summer 
diet. Thus, intestinal length appears to be correlated with the relative richness of the 
diet, agreeing with the findings of Leopold in gallinaceous birds. The longer intestinal 
tracts of towhees taken in winter apparently allow for a longer period of digestive break- 
down of the lower grade vegetable matter which forms most of the food at that season. 

Since it is possible to demonstrate significant seasonal variation in intestinal length 
within a single restricted population of towhees, it seems likely that the difference in 
intestinal length found by Leopold (of. cit.) between coastal and interior populations 
of California Quail does not represent a genetically controlled interpopulation difference 
but merely represents the somatic response of the individuals within each population 

to different diets. 
WEIGHT 

Linsdale and Sumner (1937:163) present a number of weights for Rufous-sided 
Towhees live-trapped and weighed repeatedly. Their data are fragmentary and their 
table 4, which presents the data by months, is most difficult to interpret and does not
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make clear how many individuals were involved in the monthly mean weights. There- 

fore, I am unable to make any direct comparison between their findings and mine. 

Weights of males only are considered here, as my samples of females were too small 

to permit satisfactory analysis. Further, the enormous development of the reproductive 

. 
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Fig. 1. Seasonal variation in bill length of the Rufous-sided Towhee (Pipilo 

erythrophthalmus). Samples of males are of adults only, samples of 
females are of adults and of first-year birds collected after December 1. 

Winter samples (W) were collected from October through April; sum- 

mer samples (S) from May through September. Sample size is indicated 

to the right of each diagram. The vertical line represents the mean, the 

horizontal line the range; the white rectangle equals two standard errors 

on each side of the mean, the black rectangle one standard deviation 

on each side of the mean. 

tract in breeding females seriously affects weight and makes it impossible to compare 

the weights of females collected during the breeding season with the weights of females 

collected at other times of the year. For example, a female collected on April 27, 1956, 

weighed 48.3 grams, of which 4.4 grams, or 9.11 per cent, was accounted for by the enor- 

mously expanded oviduct and the full-size egg, ready to be laid, at the terminus of the 

oviduct. The ovary, which was not weighed, contained two large, yolky follicles measur- 

ing 6 mm, and 12 mm., and it would have accounted for a still further percentage of the 

total body weight. 
Since the testes were removed from each specimen in the field, it should be empha- 

sized that the weights presented in figure 5 are of males without the gonads im situ. 

Specimens were collected purely at random, and such variables as time of day and the 

amount of time elapsing prior to weighing are minimized. Desiccation of these specimens
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autopsied in the field prior to weighing was apparently of no importance, as samples 
collected in July, August, and September averaged higher than the sample taken in 
June, although air temperatures were higher in July, August, and September (table 2), 
and desiccation should have been greater in those months than in June. Conversely, the 
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Fig. 2. Seasonal variation in total length of the intestinal tract of the Rufous-sided 

Towhee. Samples of males are of adults only; samples of females are of adults and 

first-year birds. Winter samples were collected from September through March; 
summer samples from April through August. 

sample taken in February was considerably lighter than either of the samples taken in 
December or January, although February was a colder month than either December or 
January (table 2). 

TABLE 2 

Mean Temperatures IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT FOR 1955 AND 1956 

Maximum Minimum Mean 
June’ 78.4 44.0 61.2 

July 80.3 47.0 65.1 

August 92.4 52.5 725 

September 88.7 49.8 69.2 

December 60.0 39.4 49.7 

January 57.0 34.4 45.7 

February 59.7 31.2 45.4 

"-3January and February temperatures are for 1955 and 1956 combined; 
all others are for 1955. 

The annual weight cycle of adult males is given in figure 5. The greatest irregularity 
was found between July and November. With the exception of the sample collected in 
October, the differences among the other four months span a range of only 1.2 grams, 
and the difference between any two of these four months is undoubtedly not statistically 
significant. In the period from July through November, weight is probably maintained,
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somewhat above the June mean, in nearly straight-line fashion. I cannot account for 

the marked increase in weight shown by the sample taken in October. 

First-year males were considered only from January to May. Samples collected 

between September and December consistently averaged lighter than samples of adults 
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Fig. 3. Seasonal variation in length of the small intestine of the Rufous-sided Towhee. 
The composition and monthly limits of samples are as for figure 2. 

and were not considered. Even the January sample of first-year males averaged 1.6 grams 
lighter than the sample of adults collected in that month. No first-year male was col- 
lected in June. Figure 5 indicates that the samples of first-year males collected between 
January and May showed a nearly steady decrease in weight which almost exactly par- 
alleled the decrease in adult weight in the same period. The only divergence between 
the two age groups was found in the samples taken in April and May; the means of these 
were nearly identical in the adults, but the first-year males showed a further decrease 
in weight in May. In general, the two age groups show an almost identical pattern of 
decrease in weight from February to May. That this decrease is significant is indicated 
by a comparison of the mean weights of adults for the periods from October to January 
and from February to June, 43.33 + 0.57 and 40.32 +0.33 grams, respectively. 

The period of weight decrease from February to June virtually coincides with the 
breeding season of the males. The first signs of gonadal activity are noted in January, 
but Leydig cells do not become common in the testes of most males until about the 
middle of February (Davis, 1958:309, 312). Singing is first heard in late January or 
early February but it does not become widespread in the male population until mid- 
February (op, cit.:314). Thus, mid-February may be considered the beginning of the 
male breeding season. Testis regression was first noted in adults between July 6 and 20, 
but singing becomes less frequent by early July (op. cit.:309, fig. 1; 321, table 6). Nest- 

ing activities are over for most pairs by the end of June (Davis, 1960:435). Thus, the 
breeding season of the males comes to an end between early July and mid-July, and it
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virtually coincides with the period of almost steady weight decrease from February 
through June. 

It seems most likely that this weight decrease is brought about by one, or both, of 
two factors. First, it is possible that the change in hormonal balance brought about by 
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Fig. 4. Seasonal variation in length of the large intestine of the Rufous-sided Tow- 

hee. The composition and monthly limits of samples are as for figure 2. 

the development of the gonads may account for part of the decrease in weight. Second, 
the diversion of time and energy from foraging and resting to other activities such as 
singing, other aspects of territorial defense, and nesting could bring about a decrease 
in weight during the breeding season. Of the two, the second factor may be the more 
important, Some idea of the amount of time spent in activities other than foraging and 
resting during the breeding season is given by the amount of time spent singing by cer- 
tain individuals. The following data are taken from Davis (1958). An unmated male 
watched for eight hours on May 24, 1956, spent 84.3 per cent of his time singing. A 
nesting male watched during the incubation period sang 18.8 per cent of the time on 
one day and between 30.8 and 45.1 per cent of the time on the remaining eight days of 
observation; another, watched for seven days during the incubation period, sang from 
30.8 to 62.9 per cent of each day. Thus, although the males do not incubate, they do 
spend considerable time singing. Once the young have hatched, the males sing less, but 
they spend considerable time gathering food for the nestlings (Davis, 1960). Earlier in 
the breeding season, considerable time is spent in singing, in patrolling territories, and 
in active territorial defense. As can be seen, once the breeding season is under way, 
foraging and resting time is sharply limited and time and energy are spent on a variety 
of other activities.
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As soon as the breeding season is over, the males at once start to gain weight (fig. 5). 

Of interest is the fact that adult males gained weight throughout the period of molt, 

which began between July 6 and 20 and ended for most birds in late August or early 

September. 
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Fig. 5. Mean monthly weights of adult and first-year male Rufous-sided Towhees, weighed 
after the testes had been removed. Sample size is given by the numeral adjacent to each 
monthly mean. 

Baldwin and Kendeigh (1938:446-448) found a positive inverse correlation between 

the curve of monthly mean air temperature and a composite curve of mean monthly 
weight of a wide variety of species. The low point in the weight curve coincided with 
the high point in the curve of air temperature. No such correlation is evident for the 
towhees considered in the present study, as the low point in the weight cycle was reached 

in June, but July, August, and September were all hotter months (table 2), In July and 
August, mean monthly weight increased, and although it fell somewhat in September, 
it remained above the June low. The highest mean weight was found in the combined 

samples of December, 1955, and January, 1955 and 1956. The combined samples of 

February, 1955 and 1956, were noticeably lower in weight (fig. 5), yet average tempera- 
tures were lower in February than in December and January (table 2). Therefore, it is 
not possible to find any correlation between average monthly temperatures and mean 

monthly weight. 
Seasonal variation in weight cannot be accounted for on the basis of seasonal varia- 

tion in fat deposition. The amount of fat present in 77 adult male specimens was esti- 
mated, after skinning, as none, slight, moderate, or heavy. Of these 77, 69 were classed 

as having no fat or slight fat. The remaining eight were classed as moderately fat. Four 
of seven collected in January were so classed, as were two of nine collected in February,
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one of five collected in August, and one of three collected in October. January was the 
only month in which there was a marked tendency toward fat deposition. Of 40 first- 
year males collected from September through May, 38 were classed as having no or 
slight fat, and two of seven collected in January were classed as moderately fat. Again, 
January was the only month in which there was any evidence of a tendency to deposit 
fat. 

Of the 64 adult and first-year females for which data on stored fat were recorded, | 

only eight were classed as having moderate or heavy deposits of fat, as follows: three 
of ten collected in January; one of seven collected in April; three of four collected in 
October; and one of five collected in December. In the females there appeared to be 
two months in which fat was deposited, October and January. 

The preponderance of fat birds in the October sample may have some relation to 

the sharp rise in the mean weight of the October adult males, although only one of three 
adult males collected in October showed even moderate deposits of fat. The only month 
in which some individuals of all four age-sex groups showed moderate to heavy fat de- 
posits was January. With the exception of two females, one collected on January 18, 
1956, and one collected on October 24, 1955, both with heavy fat deposits, no individual 
had more than moderate amounts of stored fat. In December, when the mean adult male 
weight was slightly higher than the mean for January and represented the greatest mean 
weight for any month, only one bird, a first-year female, of 11 representing all age-sex 
groups, was even moderately fat. 

One must look for sources of weight loss other than consumption of stored fat to 
explain the significant difference between the mean weights for the periods of October 
to January and February to June in adult males. Three such sources are suggested to 
explain at least a part of this difference. 

First, the adult males were weighed without the gonads in place. An adult male col- 
lected in May, 1960, had testes which measured slightly smaller than the testes of known 
breeding males which had been examined microscopically. The testes of the bird col- 
lected in 1960 weighed, together, 0.4 grams. On the basis of measurements, the testes 
of other, known breeding birds would have weighed slightly more, perhaps 0.5 grams. 
Thus, one would be justified in adding about 0.5 grams to the mean weights shown in 
figure 5 for the months of April, May, and June, when the testes were at, or near, full 
size. In other words, approximately 0.5 grams of the weight difference between the high 
and low points of the cycle might be accounted for on the basis of the growth and devel- 
opment of the testes, assuming a weight of close to 0.0 grams for the very small, un- 
developed testes of birds collected in winter. 

Second, as has been pointed out, the intestinal tracts of specimens taken in winter 
are longer than the intestinal tracts of specimens taken in the summer. The difference 
between the mean lengths of the gut in the two seasonal samples is about 4 mm. (fig. 2). 
The measurable intestinal tracts of three of four birds collected on February 13 and 14, 
1960, were measured and weighed and an average figure was obtained of 0.1 grams per 
millimeter of the entire intestinal tract. On this basis, some 0.4 grams of the seasonal 
weight difference could be accounted for on the basis of the increase in the length of the 
gut in winter. Baldwin and Kendeigh (1938:434) suggested that “seasonal changes in 
weight may possibly be correlated also with changes . . . in length of digestive tract or 
other organs,” and the present data bear out the validity of their suggestion. 

Finally, as has been noted previously, there is a noticeable decrease in the amount 
of dirt and grit present in the stomach contents of summer-taken birds. The four birds 
collected in February, 1960, had considerable amounts of such material in their stom-
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achs. The stomach contents of these birds averaged 0.9 grams and appeared to contain 

about 25 per cent inert material. Since dirt and grit undoubtedly weigh more per unit 

of volume than the seeds, chunks of acorn, and small insects which made up the remain- 

der of the stomach contents, an estimate of 0.2 grams seasonal difference in the weight 

of the inert material in the stomach contents seems fairly conservative. 

On the basis of testis growth, increase in gut length in winter, and seasonal variation 

in the amount of inert material present in the stomach contents, one can account for 
approximately 1.1 grams of the total difference between the highest mean weight, 45.04 
grams for the combined samples taken in December and January, and the lowest mean 

weight, 38.10 grams for the sample taken in June. This is a total of 15.8 per cent of the 
total difference of 6.94 grams. One may hypothesize, since we are dealing with an essen- 
tially non-fat-depositing population, that the remainder of the difference is made up 
of the cumulative seasonal variation in weight of a number of organs and tissues. What 

is clearly needed is a detailed study of weight in a resident population which does not 
have a fat cycle, establishing seasonal variation in weight and attempting to correlate 
this with seasonal variation in the weight of the stomach contents and of as many organs 

and tissues as possible. Such a study would serve to explain, at least in part, just what 
is involved in seasonal variation in weight and it would also serve to demonstrate some 
of the adjustments made by the individual to seasonally changing environmental 

conditions. SUMMARY 

Significant seasonal variation is shown in bill length, length of the intestinal tract, 

and weight in a resident population of the Rufous-sided Towhee (Pipilo erythro phthal- 

mus megalonyx). 
The short bill and long intestinal tract of birds taken in winter apparently correlate 

with the vegetable diet utilized at that season; the long bill and short intestinal tract 
of birds taken in summer apparently correlate with increased consumption of insect 

material in the summer period. 
Weight of adult males decreased sharply and nearly steadily during the breeding 

season, the decrease apparently correlated with the diversion of time and energy from 
foraging and resting to breeding season activities. Since the population under study did 
not have a well-marked fat cycle, seasonal variation in weight cannot be explained in 
terms of fat deposition and consumption. Part of the difference between the high and low 
points of the weight cycle could be accounted for on the basis of testis growth, increase 

in the length of the intestinal tract in winter, and seasonal variation in the amount of 

inert material present in the stomach contents. 
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THE SELECTION OF COLORED NEST BOXES BY HOUSE WRENS 

By Ropert A. McCaBe 

This paper describes and evaluates a field experiment on the choice of colored nest 
boxes by House Wrens (Troglodytes aedon). The literature on the experimentation 
with color recognition and color discrimination among animals, and among birds in 
particular, is relatively large and spans a considerable time period. A brief summary 
is given by Smith (1945). A general review of past experimentation for comparison 
with my study left one outstanding impression, namely, that a review of color vision 
in birds is urgently needed. Such a review is not attempted here. The first part of this 
paper, however, will endeavor to sample the available works in order to point up the 
complexity of color appraisal. In only a few relevant cases was an effort made to cover 
the substantial, untranslated foreign literature. 

This research (Journal paper no. 49, Univ. Wisc. Arboretum) was supported by the 
C.W. Bunn research grant to the University of Wisconsin Arboretum. A. S. Jackson, Jr., 
and R. S, Ellarson assisted greatly in the field effort; J. H. Torrie and O. J. Rongstad 
helped in the statistical evaluations; J. J. Hickey, Marie S. McCabe, and J.T. Emlen, 
Jr., gave advice on the manuscript, and Patricia Murrish typed the several drafts. 

SOME COLOR RELATIONSHIPS AMONG BIRDS 

Color differentiation by birds is said by Worden (1958?) to have been postulated 
by Thomas Young in 1807. Testing of color awareness was at first confined largely to 
laboratory research (Yerkes, 1915; Lashley, 1916; C. Hess, 1907; Bailey and Riley, 
1931; Walls, 1942; and others). In general, it can be said that physiologically birds 
distinguish color, although the spectrum range is not clearly defined; that diurnal birds 
are stimulated more by red-yellow color bands and nocturnal birds by blue-green color 
bands; that birds generally react to color on the basis of wave length, that is, color 
tone; that the function of the oil droplets of the retina as color filters is not completely 
understood; and lastly, that there is some evidence to show that when the intensity of 
illumination is decreased, the darkening effect is greater on red, orange and yellow than 
on blue or green, so that the point of maximum brilliance in the spectrum under reduced 
illumination shifts from yellow into green (Purkinje effect). 

Investigations into the function of color in the lives of birds can be divided into 
four general types: color associated with food, natal behavior, nesting activity, and egg 
recognition. 

Color associated with food.—The field experiments with color are few, because as 
Lashley (1916) points out, it is virtually impossible to control outdoor illumination. 
This fact notwithstanding, some interesting findings have been made by field testing, 
and some inadvertent field situations have lent themselves to the appraisal of color 
discrimination among birds. As in laboratory experiments, the field tests for the most 
part showed association of color with food. 

In the late 19th century, the destruction of yellow crocuses by sparrows in England 
was attributed to color choice, particularly since white and blue crocuses were spared 
(Shaw, 1876; Stokoe, 1877, and others). Tegetmeier (1877) immediately countered 
that he found all three kinds attacked by sparrows and that it was just a matter of 
learning since the yellow crocus was most common. W. White (1891) discussed briefly 
whether or not this attack on crocuses is antipathy for the color and concluded that 
it is “fondness” rather than antipathy that provoked the attack. So ends the case of 
the crocuses. 

G. White (1877) also mentioned color awareness when he wrote that, “birds are
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much influenced in their choice of food by colour, for though white currants are a 
much sweeter fruit than red, yet they seldom touch the former till they have devoured 

every bunch of the latter.” 
The large number of plants having red berries may be the result of birds being 

attracted to them because of the red color, thereby scattering the seeds more widely, 
according to G. Hess (1951). The propensity of some birds for the red color is also 
reported by Pickens and Garrison (1931). Ruby-throated Hummingbirds (Archilochus 
colubris) visited colored flowers in a garden where red comprised 4 per cent of the 

available flower color. In three separate trials, 41, 33, and 38 per cent of the visits were 
made to red flowers, in the series of 12 possible color selections. 

Lyerly, Riess, and Ross (1950) used one female Mexican Violet-eared Hummingbird 
(Colibri thalassinus) and generous application of statistics in selection tests of feeding 
bottles colored with fingernail polish. They found that only yellow was chosen sig- 
nificantly fewer times than red, green, and blue. Among the latter colors there was no 
statistical difference. 

Marples (1933) fed colored peanuts to wild tits (Parus major and P. caeruleus) 
and nuthatches (Sitta europaea). He alternated colored with uncolored offerings and 

also placed the peanuts in concentric rings in some tests so as to eliminate position bias. 
His experiments were well conceived but poorly executed and inadequately interpreted 
since in each of five trials he changed the number of available colors and there is no 
short summary of his results. If one takes some of his test colors, using only those 
employed in all five tests, and rates these on an arbitrary scale of five points for first 
choice, four for second, and so on, the natural uncolored nut ranked first, the white nut 
second, the orange third, the green fourth, and the dark blue fifth. Red and purple 

were a poor tie for sixth position (table 1). 

TABLE 1 

Cotorep Peanuts FEep To CERTAIN Birps" 

Test number? 
Color 1 2 3 4 5 Points Average 

Orange 1(5) 2(4) 5(1) 7(-) 10(-) 10 2.0 

White 5(1) 1(5) 1(5) 6(-) 2(4) 15 3.0 

Green 2(4) 3(3) 6(-) 10(-) 7(-) a 14 

Dark blue* 7(-) 5(1) 4(2) 3(3) 12(-) 6 1.2 

Purple 4(2) 9(-) 7(-) 6(-) 4(2) 4 0.8 

Natural 3(3) 4(2) 2(4) 1(5) 1(5) 19 3.8 
Red 6(-) 10(-) 9(-) 2(4) 9(-) 4 0.8 

7) GiKdapted trom Marples (1933). 
2 Numbers outside of parentheses indicate order in which bird involved in test chose nut; numbers inside 

parentheses are points given for choice, Five points were given for first choice, 4 for second choice, and so on. 
% Called Prussian blue in tests 3, 4, and 5, 

Kalmbach (1943) also found that natural grains ranked ahead of artificially colored 
grains fed to a variety of birds under pen conditions. In summarizing, Kalmbach states, 

“On the basis of work done with English Sparrows [Passer domesticus| and House 
Finches [Carpodacus mexicanus|, supported less emphatically by observations on 

pheasants, chickens, pigeons and waterfowl, most pronounced aversion manifests itself 
with respect to foods dyed with colors near the center of the humanly visible spectrum, 
in the yellow and green sectors.” Although color can be evaluated accurately in each 
test situation, there appears to be no common pattern discernible in all tests or exact 

duplication in any two. 
Psychological test associations with color—A recent paper by E. Hess (1956)
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supports Kalmbach’s findings in part. Hess examined the preferences of chicks and 
ducklings for objects of different colors in the laboratory. The results from his experi- 

ments with young domestic chickens supported Kalmbach’s conclusions. Hess states, 

“For the chicks there is a bimodal preference to color, with one peak occurring in the 
orange region of the spectrum and a second peak in the blue region.” Hess’ ducklings 

and Kalmbach’s Bobwhite (Colinus virginianus), however, presented opposite effects 

for the respective experiments. The relationship of bird behavior to color is seldom, . 
if ever, without an aberrant situation. Schaefer and Hess (1959) attempted to imprint 

newly hatched domestic chickens with certain pure colors rated on the Ostwald color 
system. This laboratory experiment is somewhat involved and the details are not per- | 
tinent here. The results rate the following colors from best to poorest as imprinters: | 
blue, red, green, orange, gray, black, yellow and white. A concluding remark indicates 
that the writers also found an inverse relationship between imprinting and “pecking for 

food objects of the same coloring.” 

Nesting conditions associated with color—The aversion of Baltimore Orioles 
(Icterus galbula) to red strings in nest building (M. Smith, 1928) and the use of blue 
material to the exclusion of red and yellow by the Satin Bower Bird, Ptilonorhynchus 

violaceus (Edwards, 1920) are further observations on apparent color choice by birds 

in the wild. 
A very interesting experiment in color awareness was conducted by S. Smith (1945) 

who constructed plastic fecal sacs which were placed on the rims of nests containing 
young birds. The natural inclination of the adults to keep the nest clean caused them 

to remove the false fecal sacs. In one set of five trials involving a pair of Meadow 

Pipits (Anthus pratensis), green, white, yellow, red and purple fecal sacs were removed 
in that order. In two of these trials the purple sac was ignored. Four similar trials at 
the nest of a Yellow Wagtail (Motacilla flava) showed the order of removal by the 
male to be yellow, purple, white, green and red. In the latter case the female removed 
only white artificial sacs. Smith (op. cit.) makes no sweeping claims for the data but 
states that there “may be a correlation between the colour awareness of a bird and the 
plumage colours of the species. ...” I saw no such relationship in this or other color- 
awareness situations. Edwards (op. cit.) reported that the Satin Bower Bird which 

appeared to prefer blue objects with which it adorned its nest also had blue eyes. 
Eggs and color associations —McClure (in Kalmbach, 1943) states that in Mourn- 

ing Doves (Zenaidura macroura), whose eggs are white, one “can color them any color 

you can conceive of” and the bird will continue, with only slight hesitation, to incubate 

the colored eggs. Not all birds are so undiscerning. Tinbergen (1953) in his field experi- 
ments with Herring Gulls (Larus argentatus) on egg recognition substituted colored 

eggs for the normal eggs in a series of nests. His conclusions were “that various colours 

have about equal releasing value, although there are indications that the natural colours 
are somewhat more stimulating than blue and yellow. Red, however, is definitely less 
stimulating, and even releases another response.” Herring Gulls also refused to accept 

red eggs in the experiments of Goethe (1937). 
The crux of the information discussed here is that there is no clear-cut pattern of 

reaction to color by various groups of birds or by birds in general. Each test seems to 
be conditioned not only by color but by attendant circumstances. Indeed the experi- 
mental situation may be the essential factor determining the color selected or rejected. 

HOUSE WRENS AND COLORED NEST BOXES 

My experiment was conducted to test whether House Wrens would discriminate 

among identically constructed nest boxes that were painted different colors. The type
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Fig. 1. The five-can battery of colored nest boxes of House Wrens (Trog- 
lodytes aedon). Note the single top and ready access to box contents. 

of nest box used in this experiment was a number 10 (2-quart) tin can with a removable 

wooden top and a circular entrance 2 inches in diameter. Some of these boxes were 

attached singly to fence posts for a general study of wrens and others were fixed to- 
gether as a battery of five cans of assorted colors (fig. 1) with a single wooden top. 

The male House Wren builds the major portion of the nest including the nest cavity. 

It remains only for the female to add the nest lining of fine materials before the eggs 

are laid. The male also carries nesting material to other likely sites nearby. The amount 
of nesting materials deposited in each box was used as an indicator of the preference 

for each box. 
The tendency of wrens to be intolerant of other wrens nesting close by allowed for 

only one pair to occupy a single box in the battery of five boxes lined up side by side. 

Five colors were used: red, green, yellow, blue, and white. The Munsell (1942) ratings 

are as follows: 
Hue (color) Red Yellow Green. Blue 

Value (brightness) 4 8 4 4 

Chroma (saturation) +10 8 6 8 

These colors faded, often differentially, between years, and the batteries of nest boxes 
were repainted when the colors faded sufficiently to be detected by my eye. The position 

of any one color was rotated so that in five batteries every color occupied a different 

position in each battery. In any one year, 5, 10, or 15 batteries were placed in the field. 

Unfortunately not all the batteries were occupied by wrens in every year. 
The results of 11 years’ testing are shown in table 2. There was no statistically 

significant difference in choice among the various positions in the battery irrespective 

of color. Of the 98 boxes containing complete nests, red and green were obviously 

selected in preference over the remaining three colors. In order to test the statistical 

significance, if any, among the five colors, the Duncan multiple range test was applied 

(Duncan, 1955). This test compares each color with every other color. The results are 

presented in table 3. There was no difference between red and green, green and blue, 

blue and yellow, yellow and white. The differences among other combinations were
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TABLE 2 

Cotors AND Positions SELECTED By House WreENs IN NeEsTING Box BATTERIES 

Position Red Green Yellow Blue White Total 
I 11 9 1 2 Oo 23 

II 5 Z 0 1 0 13 
Il 5 2 0 3 0 10 

IV it 6 1 it z 23 

V 13 i 6 3 0 29 

Total 41 31 8 16 2 98 

significant at levels ranging from .01 to .05. Since there was no difference between red 
and green, I suspected that old wrens that had nested in one of our many single green 
boxes in previous years might have returned and again used a green or a red box in 
the test battery. This happened in only one case, and the banded wren that had previ- 

ously used a green box returned to nest in a blue box. 
Table 3 deals with boxes in which a complete nest was made and at least one egg 

deposited. In a battery containing such a nest, other boxes also contained nesting ma- 
terial in varying amounts. The same holds for batteries where only a male nest was 
present and the other boxes had lesser amounts of nest material. In cases where the 
amount of nesting material could be rated on the basis of 5 points for the most, grading 
to 1 point for the least amount, 44 batteries were rated. As for the batteries containing 
complete nests, red and green were again preferred and showed no statistical difference 
at the .05 level in the preference (amount of use) between them by the wrens. The same 
was true among white, blue, and yellow, but these latter colors were preferred statisti- 
cally less (.05) than red and green. 

TABLE 3 

STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN Pairs OF COLORS OF 

Nest Boxes or House WRENS 

Red Green Blue Yellow White 
Red. ae 0 05 01 01 

Green 0 a 0 01 01 

Blue .05 0 sss 0 05 

Yellow 01 01 0 er 0 

White 01 01 05 0 yo 

One breakdown in the tolerance of the House Wren and also of the Tree Swallow 
(ridoprocne bicolor) occurred in the nesting season of 1954 when a pair of each species 
nested in one of the batteries of colored boxes. The wren began nest building first and 
was followed in about three days by the Tree Swallow. The first egg was laid by the 
wren. On the following day the Tree Swallow laid the first egg of a clutch of four. The 
wren continued its laying until a clutch of six had been laid. Both females incubated, 
and all eggs hatched. The young of both species were fed without interspecific strife 
for six days when both nests were destroyed by a raccoon. I am confident that both sets 
of young would have fledged, as the birds had become spacially adjusted to each other. 
The Tree Swallow used the yellow box in position one and the wren used the red box 
‘in position five. In this case position was perhaps more important than the color of the 
box to the Tree Swallow because it nested after the wren had begun nesting. The dis- 
tance between the entrances of the two end boxes was about 26 inches. 

Wrens are usually double-brooded and frequently nest a second time in the same 
area if a site is available. Second nests of battery-using birds were sometimes placed
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TABLE 4 

Comparison oF CoLor OF OricINAL Nest Box wit THAT OF SECOND Nest Box 

Original Second nest 
nest Red Yellow Green Blue White 
Red 8 22 1 ee ade 

Yellow ws 1 res ae es 

Green 2 aon 3 ee eae 

Blue 1 Fe 1 2 Es 
White a a es = 1 

in the same battery. When this occurred, there was a tendency to nest in the same box 
that had been used for the first nest. The boxes were cleaned by us as soon as the young 
fledged, but often renovation by the wren occurred in a day or two after fledging. The 
new nest was often only a thin layer of nest material over the first nest, if it had not 
been removed, plus a new nest lining. Of 20 known second nestings, 15 were in the same 

box as that used for the first nest (table 4). 

In three cases, a pair of wrens nested simultaneously in two boxes. In all of these 

nestings, white was one of the “colors” involved (table 5). Since there was no difference 

between various pairs of colors (for example, red-green, green-blue, blue-yellow, and so 
on), the double nesting conceivably might have been one of color confusion. This, how- 

ever, was not the case; instead it appeared to be a matter of position in the battery. In 
all instances, the two boxes were adjacent to each other, but the exact position was not 
recorded for one combination. Only one nest was successful in fledging its young, al- 
though young were hatched from one box in each of three pairs of boxes. The failures 

were not associated with the compound nesting effort. 

TABLE 5 

Srmmuttaneous Nestinc or House WRENS IN BATTERIES OF 

Cororep Nest Boxes 

1944 1947 1951 
Color R-W R-W B-W 

Position 5-4 4-3 PP 

Eggs 4-4 4-3 1-4 

Young 4-0 3-0 0-2 

The nesting success of 57 per cent for the general study where 336 single boxes were 
used is barely different statistically (chi-square test) from the 66 per cent recorded for 
the 98 colored boxes in the batteries. This can be accounted for, I believe, by reason of 
the fact that the color-test boxes were usually placed in the best possible sites in order 
to insure acceptability. This no doubt improved the chances for successful nesting as 

well. 
DISCUSSION 

This study adds another piece to a multi-unit mosaic on the role of color in the life 
of a bird. No attempt has been made here or elsewhere to put the pieces in order. There 

is no readily discernible pattern on the acceptance or rejection of given colors by birds, 
and often contradictory data present themselves. This apparent lack of conformity may 
lie in the difficulty of removing attendant variables associated with the testing situa- 

tions. The relationship of brightness to color saturation is not always available for com- 

parison in the various experiments nor are the colors always measured by the several 
color standards. Conditions in the wild are particularly difficult to control, yet it is here 

that the ecologist particularly wishes to resolve his problems.
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The basic biology of color has wide interest and application. There is doubtless con- 
siderable evolutionary significance in the choice of color or association with color among 
birds and mammals and invertebrates as well. Yet this aspect of natural history is rela- 
tively unexplored. A knowledge of color preference or aversion could be used in animal 
control and management, particularly in control of pests by use of lethal baits or in 
discouraging nuisance activity or depredation by wild or feral animals. When the physi- 
ology, biochemistry, neurology, and ethology of the relationship of color to birds has 
been worked out, the widely scattered information now in the literature will add ma- 
terially to the expanding picture of color biology. 

SUMMARY 

For 11 years, House Wrens (Troglodytes aedon) were given a choice of red, yellow, 
blue, white, and green nesting boxes. Each colored box was rotated in batteries of five 
boxes each. Of 98 nests constructed in the boxes, red and green were preferred and white 
was used least. There was no significant difference in the position of the accepted boxes 
in the battery. Wrens nesting for the second time within the year in a battery tended 

to use the same box occupied by the first nest. Three simultaneous nesting efforts within 
a battery were influenced by position rather than color, as the two nests were in each 
case adjacent to each other. A general study of wrens using single green boxes showed 
a 57 per cent fledging success, compared to 66 per cent in the colored batteries. This can 
be accounted for on the basis of better sites being used for the batteries. 
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SOCIAL STIMULATION WITHIN BLACKBIRD COLONIES 

By Gorpvon H., OriAns 

In 1938, F. F, Darling, writing about breeding colonies of gulls, suggested that 
(p. 3) “The social group and its magnitude, in birds which are gregarious at the breed- 
ing season, are themselves exteroceptive factors in the development and synchroniza- 
tion of reproductive condition in the members of individual pairs of birds and through- 
out the flock.” 

Support for this hypothesis was drawn from three types of evidence: the time of 
initiation of breeding; the synchrony of colony members; and the comparative breeding 
success of large and small colonies. On the basis of his results, Darling also postulated 
a number of corollaries, but it is important to note that the validity of the main thesis 
does not rest upon the truth of these corollaries. First, he suggested that synchrony was 
of value in reducing the loss of young to predators because the vulnerable stages were 
concentrated into a shorter period of time. Second, he believed that there was a threshold 
of numbers below which breeding would be unsuccessful. He did recognize, however, 
that this number may change with ecological conditions. Finally, he postulated that 
sexual dimorphism and elaborate displays had evolved because they stimulated the 
pituitary glands of other members of the breeding group. This explanation was thought 
to avoid some of the traditional difficulties felt in the Darwinian theory of sexual 
selection. 

More recently, Darling (1952) extended his main thesis to cover territorial birds as 
well, postulating that the main value of a territory was that it provided a periphery of 
contact between pairs, thus offering greater opportunities for social stimulation, Accord- 
ing to this view the area is defended primarily because the act of defense provides the 
stimulation necessary to bring the birds into reproductive condition and not because the 
area provides any vital requisites. The concentration of territories of breeding birds into 
pockets in what appears to be a uniform environment was offered as suggestive evidence 
in support of the hypothesis. 

Early it was brought out that some of the supposed differences in success observed 
by Darling could be explained by variable age distributions (Lack, 1943; Armstrong, 
1947), and it was subsequently demonstrated that Darling’s original data were statisti- 
cally insignificant (Haartman, 1945). Nonetheless, belief in the effectiveness of the 
“Darling Effect” became widespread (Lockley, 1942; Lowe, 1954) and it was even sug- 
gested that interspecific stimulation was important in mixed breeding colonies (Fisher 
and Lockley, 1954). However, neither the original ideas of Darling nor the suggestion 
of Lack and Armstrong were subjected to critical investigation until recently (Coulson 
and White, 1956, 1958, 1960). 

Extensive data gathered on the ecology of social organization in Redwinged (Age- 
laius phoeniceus) and Tricolored (A. tricolor) blackbirds in north-central California 
(Orians, in press) afford the opportunity to examine timing, synchrony and breeding suc- 
cess in relation to colony size in these two species. The Redwing is not colonial in the 
strict sense of the word, but the size of territories is small and the males engage in con- 
spicuous perched and aerial displays above the vegetation so that opportunities for 
social stimulation are good. The Tricolored Blackbird, on the other hand, is the most 
highly colonial of North American passerines (Neff, 1937; Lack and Emlen, 1939), and 
up to 100,000 nests may be concentrated in a few acres of marsh. Here, conditions for 
social stimulation should be maximal.
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THE REDWINGED BLACKBIRD 

In the Redwing, the time at which territories are first occupied and the amount of 
time spent on them early in the season vary greatly from place to place, but this is not 

correlated with colony size. Since all suitable habitat is fully occupied, the size of the 
breeding population is determined primarily by the size of the marsh and secondarily 
by the nature of the surrounding vegetation. Where extensive feeding areas immedi- 
ately surround the emergent vegetation in which the nests are placed, most of the food 
is gathered off the territories and territories are the smallest (Orians, in press). Peripheral 
territories that are most advantageously located with respect to feeding grounds are most 
fiercely contested and are occupied first during the breeding season. The time of arrival 
of females and the onset of nest building parallels the pattern of territory establishment 
by the males, and territory contests among females are also most severe for peripheral 
areas. Therefore, breeding may on the average be later in larger marshes simply because 
there is less periphery per unit of nesting area. In California, where the breeding period 
comes at the end of the rainy season, the peak populations of insects are present 
earlier on the grasslands, which dry up in May or June, than on the marshes. Since 
peripherally located birds feed more away from the marsh than birds with territories in 
the interior of the marsh, it is reasonable to assume that this difference in timing is 
adapted to coincide with the maximum availability of food and not with any effects of 
social stimulation. No significant differences in time of breeding in Redwing colonies 
of different sizes were found by Mayr (1941) or Smith (1943). 

Synchrony in this species is poor because of polygamy and the tendency of the sey- 
eral females of each male to be out of phase with each other. Renestings and second 
broods further complicate the picture. However, data are available on the dates at which 
first nests were started in seven small, isolated cattail patches at the East Park Reser- 

voir, Colusa County, California, in 1960. Even when data for all seven areas are lumped 
together, 51 of 72 first nests were started within three days, the closest synchrony I 
have observed in this species. The spread of time during which first nests were started 
in the main marsh on the reservoir extended over a much longer period of time because 
nesting in central territories started later than in peripheral territories as already indi- 
cated. It is probably generally true in this species that the spread of breeding is greater 
in larger colonies (Smith, of. cit.). 

Insufficient data are available to compare nesting success in colonies of different size. 
The nesting area at Jewel Lake, near Berkeley, California, was surrounded by oak forest 
with the result that the chief source of mortality was predation by the Scrub Jay 
(Aphelocoma coerulescens). In the dry foothills of Colusa County, on the other hand, 
starvation was the major cause of mortality. For any meaningful analysis of the influ- 
ence of colony size on breeding success, colonies of varying size in comparable environ- 
mental situations would have to be studied, and such studies are not available. No dif- 
ferences in reproductive success correlated with colony size were discovered in Illinois 
by Smith (op. cit.). 

THE TRICOLORED BLACKBIRD 

Data on the date at which nest building started are available for 25 colonies of the 
Tricolored Blackbird ranging in size from 50 to about 100,000 nests (table 1). On the 
average, the larger colonies started later but this difference is related to the ecology of 
the breeding area rather than colony size per se. The breeding habitats of this species 
in California can be grouped into three main categories: the foothills, valley cropland 
with no rice, and the rice-growing country. Breeding begins first in the foothills and last 
in the rice-growing country (table 2). In the foothills, where there is little or no irriga-
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tion, the insect supply doubtless diminishes sharply when the grasses dry up in May or 

early June. In the valley, where much of the land is irrigated, the country remains pro- 

ductive of insects for a much longer period. Moreover, the rice fields are not seeded 

until late April or early May, and until the grass has sprouted and the water level in 

the fields lowered three weeks later, there are neither feeding grounds nor food supplies 

TABLE 1 

Time OF BREEDING IN COLONIES OF TRICOLORED BLacKsBirDs IN RELATION TO COLONY Size 

Number of Mean start- Range of 
Colony size colonies ing date starting dates 

Less than 1000 nests 7 May 2 Apr. 21-May 17 

1000-10,000 nests 2 Apr. 28 Apr. 15—May 17 
More than 10,000 nests 13 May 9 Apr. 1-May 28 

for the birds. It is not until the vigorous growth of the crop in the warm shallow water | 

is fully under way in June that the maximum feeding potential of the area is realized. | 

Since the rice country provides the best conditions for the breeding of the Tricolor and 

supports the largest colonies, the larger colonies tend to start later, and no influence of 

social stimulation can be detected. 
Colonies of Tricolored Blackbirds of all sizes are characterized by remarkable syn- 

chrony of nesting. Normally, all nests are completed within a period of one week, but 
sometimes colonies grow peripherally and, rarely, new nests may be constructed through- 

out the colony (Orians, 1960). In colonies studied by me, the largest had the longest 
duration of egg laying. But if those colonies growing peripherally are excluded, syn- 
chrony is comparable in all size classes (table 3). There is thus no evidence of a stimu- 

lating effect of numbers upon synchrony. 
If numbers are important in stimulating the reproductive cycles of colony members 

it might be expected that clutch sizes would, on the average, be larger in large colonies 

TABLE 2 

Time or BREEDING IN CoroniEs OF TRICOLORED BLACKBIRDS IN RELATION TO HABITAT 

Number of Mean start- Range of 
Habitat colonies ing date starting dates 

Foothills 8 Apr. 23 Apr. 1-May 17 

Valley cropland (no rice) 6 May 2 Apr. 18-May 23 

Rice country 11 May 15 May 1-May 28 

than in small colonies. However, the results of determinations of clutch size in seven 

colonies (table 4) show no signs of the effects of social stimulation. 

Nesting success in colonial species is notoriously difficult to determine, In the Tri- 
color desertions sometimes occur, probably in response to unfavorable feeding condi- 

tions in the surrounding environment (Orians, 1960). Moreover, the chance of loss to 

predators probably depends not only on colony size but also on the location of the colony 

with respect to habitat suitable for different predators and the accessibility of the nests. 

The effects of colony size per se in increasing the nesting success could only be deter- 

mined if sufficient colonies of all sizes were available for a wide variety of environmental 
situations. As yet no such data are available nor are they likely to be obtained easily 

because, since colony size varies with environmental conditions, it is difficult, if not 

impossible, to find colonies of all sizes in all situations. Nonetheless, I have been able 
to determine the average size of colonies which failed completely (table 5). Complete 

failure has been more common in smaller colonies but in only some of these instances
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could it be attributed to predators. In some cases desertion due to drought is indicated 
and usually it is the smaller colonies that are located in marginal situations where the 
effects of adverse weather are most strongly felt. Thus, nesting success does not appear 
to be very useful in evaluating the possible effects of social stimulation upon the breed- 
ing colonies. 

TABLE 3 

BREEDING SYNCHRONY IN COLONIES OF TRICOLORED BLACKBIRDS IN RELATION TO CoLony SIZE 

Number of Mean duration 
Colony size colonies of egg laying Range 

Less than 1000 nests 6 7.5 days 5-18 days 

1000-10,000 nests 5 6.2 4410 
More than 10,000 nests 13 19.1 5-41 

(Excluding concentrically 

growing colonies) (7) (7.1 days) (5-10 days) 

The three types of evidence which Darling sought in support of his thesis provide 
no support for the operation of social stimulation in colonies of Tricolored Blackbirds. 
It might be argued that all colonies of this species which I investigated were large enough 
to provide maximal stimulation to their constituents, but such an answer automatically 
relegates social stimulation to a position of minor significance. However, although it has 
been shown that time of breeding is not correlated with colony size but rather is related 
to feeding conditions in different habitats, certain features of timing remain unexplained. 
Outside the breeding period Tricolored Blackbirds are highly nomadic and are found 
largely within the Great Valley of California. Often flocks appear suddenly in areas 
from which they have been absent for months and immediately breed. Frequently, col- 
onies in close proximity to each other may be strongly out of phase with each other. 
For example, three colonies in the rice fields north of Sacramento started on May 1, 

TABLE 4 

Ciutcu Size 1n Corontes oF TRICOLORED BLACKBIRDS IN RELATION TO CoLony SIZE 

Total number Mean Range of 
Number of of clutches clutch mean clutch 

Colony size colonies counted size sizes 
Less than 1000 nests 5) 425 3.40 3,29-3.44 

1000-10,000 nests 2 311 3.11 3.01-3.33 
More than 10,000 nests 2 1433 3.09 3.09-3.11 

May 8, and May 15, 1959, in spite of their being in uniform country and within two 
miles of each other. Unfortunately, I was not present when these particular birds ap- 
peared and so I could not determine whether or not they arrived in three separate, 
already integrated flocks. Although the possibility of subtle environmental differences 
between these sites, such as differences in the time of planting of the rice, cannot be 
ruled out, it is likely that there is considerable social stimulation within these nomadic 
flocks which results in their spectacularly synchronous breeding because the birds are 
probably in an advanced state of gonadal preparation while still wandering about. Social 
stimulation would be highly advantageous for a nomadic, colonial species adapted for 
utilizing ecological opportunities whenever and wherever they occur, because it would 
enable the wandering flocks to be able to respond immediately and simultaneously to 
favorable situations whose duration may be short as well as temporally and spatially 
unpredictable. It is important to note, however, that such social stimulation, if subse- 
quently shown to be true, is not related to the territorial and mating displays which are 

used once breeding begins and which were the basis for Darling’s original postulation.
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DISCUSSION 

In view of the difficulty in obtaining convincing evidence of the “Darling Effect” in 
spite of repeated efforts, and because of the widespread uncritical acceptance of the 
theory despite the lack of supporting evidence, it is desirable to consider whether the 
failure to obtain evidence lies with the hypothesis in general or with the sorts of evidence 
sought or both. 

Theoretically, the hypothesis of social stimulation is certainly plausible, a fact which 
probably is responsible for no small part of its acceptance. Moreover, it is known that 
the maturation of female reproductive tracts lags behind that of the males in many 

TABLE 5 

Nestinc Success IN CoLontes OF TRICOLORED BLACKBIRDS IN RELATION TO CoLoNny SIZE 

Degree of success Mean colony size Range 

Complete failure 2080 nests 600-6000 nests 

At least partial success 36,570 50-100,000 

species and that the females come into breeding condition only when they reach suitable 
breeding grounds where the males are already displaying. The evolution of this response 
is perhaps best explained in terms of the selective consequences of the relative energy 
expenditures of maturing and maintaining testes and ovaries (Orians, in press). In any 
case, there appear to be no good theoretical grounds for rejecting the operation of some 
form of social stimulation among birds even if one wished to reject its use to explain the 
evolution of coloniality or territoriality. 

However, more serious objections may be raised to the three types of evidence which 
Darling sought in support of his hypothesis, because important ecological variables were 
ignored. For example, it is necessary to assume that the modal breeding period of any 
species is the most advantageous time at which to breed. In species raising more than 
one brood, timing problems are more complex but the general principle holds. If this 
were not true the time of the breeding period would be shifting in one direction or the 
other under the influence of natural selection. This immediately raises the problem of 
the supposed selective advantage of earlier breeding in the larger colonies. Apparently 
neither Darling nor Coulson and White (1960) attached particular selective significance 

to these differences, but any feature of reproductive biology is likely to be under strong 
selective pressure and we must conclude that any tendency toward earlier breeding 

which might be fostered by social stimulation must necessarily be opposed by the action 
of natural selection. Moreover, differences in timing are already apparent at the time 
the birds arrive on the breeding grounds so that it is necessary to postulate that the 
effects of social stimulation carry over from one season to the next but this is highly 
unlikely. In any case, this makes social stimulation into quite a different phenomenon 
than originally constituted. 

It was early pointed out by Lack (1943) and Armstrong (1947) that age composition 
of colonies of such birds as gulls and fulmars had been ignored by Darling and others 
subsequently applying his ideas. Since older individuals are known to breed earlier than 
younger ones and since many small colonies are composed of young birds, differences 
observed among colonies might be due to this cause. Apparently this suggestion was 
without effect until Coulson and White (1956, 1958, 1960) carefully investigated the 
age structure of colonies of the Kittiwake (Rissa tridactyla) and the influence of age 
on time of breeding. Through intensive studies of marked individuals they determined 
that birds bred progressively earlier in subsequent years and that the small colonies they
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investigated contained a higher percentage of younger birds. Nonetheless, differences 
in time of breeding which could be attributed to age composition could account for only 
part of the differences observed. Apparently no selective advantage for earlier breeding 
by older individuals has been suggested, but it may be that because of their greater 

efficiency in food gathering older birds are able to do better earlier when the total food 
supply is less. Alternately, the advantage may be related to the obtaining of the best 
nesting sites. 

Darling assumed that synchrony was necessarily good, and it is true that short dura- 
tion of food supply, the advantages of communal exploitation, or the action of predators 
may favor synchrony, but there are good ecological reasons for believing that asynchrony 
may be more advantageous under many circumstances. If the food resources exploited 
by the breeding population are available for relatively long periods of time and, more- 
over, if there is recruitment to the food supply during that period, it may be decidedly 
advantageous to a population to spread its breeding effort rather than to concentrate it. 
Thus, lack of synchrony cannot be interpreted as detrimental to any species unless a 
careful ecological study has revealed this to be so. 

Comparative data on breeding success are even more difficult to obtain and inter- 
pret. It is well known that in most species breeding occurs in suboptimal as well as 
optimal habitats. In territorial species the territories are smallest in the latter and in 
colonial species the colonies are largest. This was clearly demonstrated in the case of the 
Tricolored Blackbird, and other instances are discussed by Lack (1954). There is also 
evidence that breeding is less successful in suboptimal habitat than in optimal although 
it is not known how widespread this is (Kluijver, 1951; Lack, 1958; Orians, in press). 
Thus it is to be expected that small colonies of birds would have poorer breeding success 
than larger colonies, social stimulation or not. In Darling’s analysis of breeding success, 
and in all subsequent analyses as well, the size and density of breeding colonies are the 
only variables which have been considered. Investigators have readily assumed that the 
environment is uniformly suitable for all breeding localities under consideration. Where- 
as it may be relatively easy for a terrestrial human to ignore spatial and temporal varia- 
tions in the oceanic environment which are of significance to birds, it is difficult to ignore 
them in terrestrial conditions. Nonetheless, this has been done in previous studies of 
the Redwing (Mayr, 1941; Smith, 1943) although Smith clearly recognized the presence 
of spatial variability. Coulson and White also assumed ecological uniformity of environ- 
ment for colonies of Kittiwakes. This assumption may be all the more hazardous in 
colonial species in which, because of the large numbers of individuals utilizing the envi- 
ronment from a single spot, the distance an individual must fly to procure food for the 
young and the searching time for, as well as the energy content of, individual food items 
become of paramount importance. These may be strongly influenced by the number of 
birds involved and the precise location of colonies with respect to suitable feeding areas 
that doubtless vary both spatially and temporally. Therefore, it may be strongly doubted 
whether pursuit of the three types of evidence originally suggested by Darling will prove 
very fruitful in determining the role of social stimulation in avian social organization. 

Darling originally thought that there would prove to be a lower limit to colony size 
below which successful breeding was impossible. It has since been repeatedly shown that 
isolated pairs of normally colonial birds are physiologically quite capable of successful 
reproduction. The extension of the hypothesis to territorial species demands more care- 
ful attention however. It was first suggested by the clumping of territories in apparently 
uniform habitat. We may consider the possibility of both accepting and rejecting the 
assumption of uniformity of the habitat. It is obvious that caution is always necessary 
because what appears uniform to the human observer may not be uniform to the bird
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in question. However, it is possible to press this argument too far inasmuch as no two 
places are ever identical and thus the critic can always find subtle differences to which 
he can point. To determine whether these differences are really responsible for the clump- 
ing is no easy matter. 

Alternately we may accept the postulate of environmental uniformity in these cases 
and ask whether clumping might nevertheless result irrespective of any stimulatory 
effect of displays upon reproductive physiology. The most likely possibility is that one 

of the cues which a bird uses to evaluate the suitability of a habitat is the presence of 
other birds of the same species. Such a response should be advantageous because pre- 
sumably earlier arrivals would have departed had the area not been suitable. It is this 
attraction of newly arriving birds to individuals already present which forms the basis 
for the use of decoys in duck hunting, probably a special case of a widespread phenom- 
enon. Thus, clumping might be produced in this manner in the absence of any need for 
social stimulation in the narrower sense in which Darling employed the term. 

It might be argued that since continued efforts have failed to produce good evidence 
of the Darling Effect and since the interpretation of data is fraught with difficulties, 
that the effect is nonexistent, or, if existent, not demonstrable, but neither conclusion 

necessarily follows. 
In spite of the ecological difficulties inherent in any investigation of social stimula- 

tion, modified techniques may prove to be useful. Data from the Tricolored Blackbird 
suggest that in nomadic species where the flock may be very close-knit prior to the initi- 
ation of breeding, and where the selective value of rapid and synchronous response to 
suitable conditions is great, social stimulation is likely to play an important role, even 
though this role is somewhat modified from the sort of stimulation envisioned by Darling. | 
Nomadic species are unable to use the standard environmental clues, such as daylength, | 
in the same manner as species with predictable breeding periods in more stable environ- 
ments (Marshall, 1959). As yet, however, the gonadal cycles of nomadic species are 
largely unknown and even less is known of the responses of their reproductive systems 
to various environmental factors. Information currently being gathered in Australia 
indicates that nomadic species may remain for long periods with gonads in relatively 
advanced states waiting for suitable environmental conditions. When rain falls, breed- 
ing may be dramatically sudden (Allen Keast, personal communication) and the role of 
mutual stimulation may be important. Whatever the outcome of these investigations, 
nomadic species would seem to be better suited to studies of the significance of the 
Darling Effect than stationary colonial or territorial species where ecological variability 
appears to exert the dominant influence upon differences in timing, synchrony and nest- 
ing success. The evolution of territorial and colonial forms of social organization is 
strongly influenced by the ecology of environmental exploitation by the populations 
(Orians and Pitelka, MS), and any stimulation which appears is probably a minor sec- 
ondary phenomenon in such species. 

SUMMARY 

Data from breeding colonies of Redwinged and Tricolored blackbirds in California 
were analyzed to determine the role of social stimulation in time of breeding, synchrony, 
and reproductive success. Variations in timing and synchrony in the Redwing were cor- 
related with the nature of the marsh and its surrounding vegetation and not with size 
of the breeding population. In the Tricolored Blackbird time of breeding, synchrony, 
and clutch size were also found to be independent of colony size. Nesting success in both 
species could not be evaluated with respect to colony size per se. 

Nonetheless, although most variability appears to be ecologically rather than socially 

|
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induced, there remain differences in time of breeding in colonies of Tricolors in close 
proximity to each other not obviously explained in this manner. Since flocks appear 
suddenly and breed immediately in areas from which they have been absent for months, 
group stimulation may operate in the nomadic flocks prior to the initiation of breeding. 

The social stimulation theory currently fails to consider the selective significance 
of proposed changes in timing and synchrony and neglects important aspects of the 
ecology of the environment which may vary temporally and spatially. When these are 
taken into account the usual information sought in support of social stimulation is seen 
to be of limited use. Nomadic, colonial species are suggested as the best subjects for 
future studies of the “Darling Effect.” 
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FROM FIELD AND STUDY 

Salivary Glands in the Black Swift.—In 1956 Lack (Auk, 73, 1956: 2) stated that all swifts 
use saliva in their nest building and that “all, so far as known, have enlarged salivary glands in both 

sexes in the breeding season.” These general statements were questioned, however, by Johnston 

(Condor, 60, 1958:79) especially with regard to the Black Swift (Cypseloides niger). This species 

has been reported by Bent (U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 176, 1940:256-260) and Legg (Condor, 58, 1956: 

183) to nest in situations where saliva would be unnecessary for construction of the nest; in fact, 

both men stated that saliva was not used in the nest. These reports do not preclude the possibility 

that Black Swifts do have salivary glands but just do not use them in nest building as do some other 

swifts. 

An opportunity to resolve these apparently conflicting statements presented itself when I came 

into possession of two specimens of Black Swifts preserved in alcohol. The adult birds, a male and 

female, were taken at random from a flock at Vancouver, British Columbia, on June 13, 1960, by 

Dr. Miklos D. F. Udvardy. At this time the birds should have been nesting; the male had testes 9 mm. 

in length and the female had follicles 1.5 mm. in diameter. Gross examination of the floor of each 

bird’s mouth did not reveal the presence of salivary glands which are so conspicuous in Chaetura 

and Collocalia (Johnston, Condor, 60, 1958:80; Marshall and Folley, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 126, 

1956:385), so histological sections of the floor of the mouth were prepared. After staining with 

hemotoxylin and eosin, these sections showed a few small lobes of the sublingual salivary glands, 

but each of these lobes was only 400 u or less in diameter whereas those of the Chimney Swift 

(Chaetura pelagica) were shown by me earlier to be as much as 1000 p. 

From these data it is evident that the Black Swift does have sublingual salivary glands but that 

these glands are smaller than those found in some other swifts. These observations support the con- 

tention by Bent and Legg that saliva is not used in nest construction of this species—-Daviw W. 

Jounston, Department of Biology, Wake Forest College, Winston-Salem, North Carolina, January 5, | 

1961. 

Second Specimen of the Dovekie from Alaska.—An unsexed specimen of an adult Dovekie 
(Plautus alle) was received in 1948 from the late Roger Menadelook who collected it on Little 

Diomede Island, Alaska, July 8, 1948. It is now no. 9089 in my collection. Mr. Menadelook writes 

(in litt.) that this type of auklet “is very rare on this island, the occurrence being in my estimation 

about one in 50,000 of other auklets. The Eskimo name is Koogigahkrook. Weight 8 oz., wing spread 

18 in., beak to tail tip 914 in. Its wing beat is steady and unwavering like that of murres and its 

flight steady. The ones rarely seen here are all of the same color .. . but there is no knowledge of any 

laying eggs.” 

Gabrielson and Lincoln (The Birds of Alaska, 1959:483) report that “the only definite Alaskan 

record of this eastern Arctic species is a bird . . . [taken | ... offshore at Point Barrow on July 13, 

1935. This specimen, a high plumaged, unsexed adult, was sent to the Chicago Academy of Science 

where it is now No. 7864. ... ” The bird in my collection is the second known specimen from Alaska. 

—Witson C. Hanna, Colton, California, January 11, 1961. 

Growth Rate of the Lens of the Eye of House Sparrows.—The dry weight of the lens of 
the eye has successfully been used by Lord in aging cottontail rabbits, Sylvilagus floridanus, and 

gray foxes, Urocyon cineroargenteus (Jour. Wildlife Manag. 23, 1959:358-360; Jour. Mammal., in 

press). By weighing lenses of caged rabbits ranging in age from one day to 30 months, he found 

that the lens continues to grow in weight throughout adult life. Overlap in lens weights between 

one-year-old and two-year-old rabbits was slight. Because of this success with the lens technique 

in aging mammals, it appeared desirable to determine the growth rate for the lens of a bird in order 

to find out whether or not the same technique might also be useful in aging birds. 

The more important characters that have been used to age birds are the degree of ossification 

of the skull in song birds, the presence or absence of the bursa of Fabricius, and the plumage in 

species with age-specific plumage characters (see for example, Miller, Bird-Banding, 17, 1946:33-35; 

Gower, Trans. Fourth N. Amer. Wildlife Conf., 1939:426-430; Selander and Giller, Condor, 62, 

1960:202—214). These methods generally are limited to distinguishing first-year birds from older 

1
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birds. In only a few species of birds can second-year, third-year, and fourth-year individuals be 
distinguished from each other. For example, these age groups can be told apart in California Gulls 
(Larus californicus) by the plumage and by the color of legs, bill, eyelids, and gape (Johnston, Con- 
dor, 58, 1956:113—162, 206-221). The number of atretic and post-ovulatory follicles and the length 
of claws have been used as characters of relative age in Fulmars, Fulmarus glacialis (Wynne-Edwards, 
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 109, 1939:127-132). However, no comparable structures are known for 

determining the age in years of most birds once the adult plumage has been attained. 
House Sparrows (Passer domesticus) were collected by shooting, trapping, and raiding night 

roosts from February to October, 1960. Birds were taken in southeastern Michigan in the Ann Arbor 
area, in northern Michigan in Cheboygan County, and in California in Alameda County. There is no 
significant difference in wing length, bill length, bill depth, or tarsal length between House Sparrows 
from the eastern and western United States (Lack, Condor, 42, 1940:239-241; Phillips, Auk, 32, 
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Fig. 1. Growth of eye lens (dry weight) in House Sparrows (Passer domesticus) . 

Triangles represent males, circles represent females, and squares represent birds 

whose gonads were not seen. 

1915:51-59), Likewise, no difference in lens growth rate was evident in this study between birds 

from Michigan and those from California, As eastern and western House Sparrows are so similar, 

the results of lens growth of birds from both states are presented together. 

Nestlings were aged to the nearest day by comparison with Weaver’s (Wilson Bull., 54, 1942:183— 

191) descriptions of nestling House Sparrows. Birds with incompletely ossified skulls were aged by 

comparing their ossification patterns to the series of ossification patterns of House Sparrows of 

known age up to 185 days drawn by Nero (Wilson Bull., 63, 1951:84-88). Because of the degree of 

individual variation in rate of skull ossification, ages of birds in the present work are accurate 

probably to within three days for birds younger than 35 days and to within 10 days for older birds. 

Sparrows with fully ossified skulls were grouped as adults. Eyes were preserved for at least a week in 

10 per cent formalin. The hardened lenses were then cut loose from the eyes, cleaned by rinsing in 

water, and dried at about 60°C. in a drying oven for 24 hours or more before being weighed. No 

further decrease in weight occurred when lenses were dried for longer periods. Each lens was 

weighed on one of two chainomatic analytical balances or on a more convenient Roller-Smith 

precision balance. 

The growth rate of the eye lens of House Sparrows during the first six months after hatching 
is shown in figure 1, Each point plotted on the graph represents the mean dry weight of the left
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and right lenses of a single bird, except that 11 of these 51 points represent a single lens weight, 

as the contralateral lenses of these 11 were lost before they could be weighed. Lens weight increased 

noticeably in sparrows between the ages of six days (the youngest bird in the sample) and two 

months. Any increase that may have occurred in average lens weight after two months was insig- 

nificant compared with the difference between individuals. The average dry weight of the lens of 
45 fully ossified, adult House Sparrows in milligrams was 6.170 + 1.484, 95 per cent confidence 

limits. No difference in dry lens weight was apparent between males and females. When the data 

were tested by the t-test, the probability was greater than 0.50 that the mean lens weight of sparrows 

between two and six months of age was not significantly different from the mean lens weights of 

adults. These results show that lens weight is useless in aging House Sparrows older than two months. 
The accuracy of the measurements as well as the reliability of the lens technique may be ex- 

pressed by comparing weights of both lenses from the same bird. In 74 of the total of 96 birds, both 

the left and right lenses were weighed. One would expect the lenses from any one bird to have the 

same weight, but the left and right lenses differed in weight an average of 4.11 per cent of the mean 

dry weight of adult lenses, expressed in milligrams as 0.253 + 0.059, 95 per cent confidence limits. 

The lens technique appears to be of little use also in aging other species of birds. Dr. R. D. Lord 

(in litt.) found individual variation in lens weights to be so great that the lens technique was of no 

use in aging Ring-necked Pheasants (Phasianus colchicus). Howard Campbell (in litt.) found that 

Scaled Quail (Callipepla squamata) could not be separated by the lens technique in the fall into 

birds of the year and full adults. Miss Lois I. Bear (én litt.) also found overlap and little further 

increase in lens weight in Redwinged Blackbirds (Agelaius phoeniceus) by the time the birds had 

attained the age of the postjuvenal molt. 

Although the eye lenses of cottontail rabbits continue to add significant lens material for nearly 

three years, the eye lenses of House Sparrows reach adult size when the birds are two months old. 

This difference in growth rate may be related to differences in the life histories of mammals and ; 

birds. Sparrows are fledged at an earlier age than that when rabbits leave the burrow, and they j 

consequently have to possess well-developed sense organs to find food and avoid predators at an | 

earlier age. In addition, birds in general are more dependent on a visual sense, whereas small mam- 

mals depend more on other sensory modes, such as smell and touch. The more rapid growth of ; 

the avian lens may be thought of as reflecting natural selection for early development of the eye 

as the sensory receptor for the primary sensory mode. 

I would like to thank A. E. Aronoff, L. Case, H. Cogswell, F. B. Gill, J. P. Rood, M. Marsh, 

C. G. Thompson, and L. L. Wolf for helping me collect House Sparrows. For the use of equipment 

I am indebted to the University of Michigan Museum of Zoology, the University of Michigan 

Biological Station, and the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology. I am grateful to Dr. A. H. Miller, Dr. 

R. W. Storer, and Dr. H. B. Tordoff for their suggestions in the course of this work—Robsert B. : 

Payne, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, Berkeley, California, January 26, 1960. 

1 
Malaspina’s Early California Ornithological Report.—Attention recently has been focused 

on the scientific investigation conducted at Monterey, California, in September, 1791, by Captain 

Alejandro Malaspina. The history of this investigation has been most interestingly and factually 

reported in a book by Donald C. Cutter, entitled “Malaspina in California,” published by John | 

Howell-Books, San Francisco, California, 1960. 7 

Ornithologists will be especially interested in the section on Cardero’s Birds of California. The 4 

only colored plates in the book are four paintings of birds done by the expedition’s artist Jose | 

Cardero, The author writes “Of the art emanating from California it is possible to identify definitely 

or provisionally some twelve items produced by ex-boatswain Jose Cardero.” The four birds 

illustrated in color are the Redwinged Blackbird (Agelaius phoeniceus), the Red-shafted Flicker 

(Colaptes cafer), the California Thrasher (Toxostoma redivivum) and the California Quail. 

(Lophorty«x californicus). This is the second known drawing of the state bird. The California Quail 
was first done in black and white by a member of the La Perouse group in September 1786. The 

third representation of the California Quail was done by a member of the Bodega Expedition of 

the Limits, about a year after Cardero’s illustration. 

This note is published to draw attention to an additional item in the bibliography of early | 

California ornithology —C. V. Durr, Los Angeles, California, February 4, 1961. 

; 5
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Notes on a Colony of Forster Terns at Timnath Reservoir, Colorado.—A recent nesting 
of Forster Terns (Sterna forsteri) at Timnath Reservoir in northern Colorado is worthy of note, 

since there appears to be a detailed account of only one other nesting of the species in the state 

(Rockwell, Condor, 13, 1911:57). The rather grebe-like nesting described by Rockwell, at a site 

only 50 miles from Timnath Reservoir, is quite different from the one that I found. 

On June 8, 1957, I saw large numbers of Forster Terns flying over Timnath Reservoir, a shallow, 

fluctuating irrigation reservoir in the rolling plains five miles east southeast of Fort Collins, about 

4900 feet in elevation. After searching two small islands and the few little marshy patches around the 
lake’s shore without finding any of their nests, I investigated the large, barren earth-bar, about 100 

to 200 feet wide and several hundred yards long, which extends south into the reservoir from the 

northwest shore. There I found a sizable colony. There were 52 occupied nests and in a few nests 

the eggs had somehow been broken. The nests were placed on both the east and west edges of the 

south end of the bar, but there was none on the extreme tip. 

The nests, unlike the bulky marsh nests described by Rockwell, were simply small, neatly- 

hollowed platforms of weed stems, scattered a few feet apart on the bare mud of the shores of 

the long peninsula, or on the small windrows of rubbish only a foot or two out in the water. With 

the exception of a single nest in the middle of the bar, almost all of the nests were within ten feet 

of the water and were only a few inches above it. The reservoir had been at capacity for some time. 

The nests also resembled those of avocets. In 23 of the nests there were three eggs, in 15 there 

were two, and in 12 only one. One nest held four eggs and another five; both of these nests 

possibly contained the eggs of two females. While I was examining the nests, the parent birds, 

accompanied by numbers of Black Terns (Chlidonias niger) and gulls from the nearby fields, were 

flying low overhead, screaming their harsh, low, rasping calls. A few boldly attacked me, swooping 

from a height of about 20 feet in very rapid diagonal dives, missing my head by a foot or two. 

When I left the colony the parents quickly began to settle back on the bar. 

On June 11 I found most of the nests destroyed, apparently by predators. Of the 120 eggs 

originally in the colony, all but 25 were missing, broken or punctured. Of the 52 nests only 19 

still contained any intact eggs, and some of these may have been deserted, as there were but few 

Forster Terns flying about. 

On June 25 I found the colony to be entirely deserted, apparently without a single young 

tern having hatched. Only two Forster Terns were flying over the lake, and the large flocks of 

gulls and Black Terns had disappeared. In the three years since then I have not seen any attempt 

to re-establish nesting on Timnath Reservoir, although terns are still frequently noticed there — 

Donatp G. Davis, Timnath, Colorado, December 15, 1960. 

Indigo Bunting at Carmel, California.—On February 1, 1959, at my banding station at 

Carmel Highlands, 4 miles south of Carmel, Monterey County, California, a bird was sighted which 

appeared to be of the genus Passerina. On February 2 the bird was trapped. From preliminary ex- 

amination of the bird in hand it was believed to be either an Indigo Bunting (Passerina cyanea) or 

a Lazuli Bunting (P. amoena). Because of the difficulty of distinguishing these species in winter 

plumage, especially first-year birds, and because it was deemed unwise to band and release an inade- 

quately identified bird, the bunting was kept in an aviary in order to be certain of its identity after 

the prenuptial molt, or if an immature, until the second prenuptial molt when full adult plumage 

would be expected. 

By April, 1959, the bunting had acquired blue contour feathers, without the pectoral band of the 

male amoena, but with brown primary coverts, which indicated a first-year male cyanea. 

Feeding and general aviary care were not difficult and the bird seemed in good health through 

its first postnuptial molt. On December 27, 1959, however, the bunting was found dead. It was de- 

posited as a specimen (male, no. 141719) in the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, where it was iden- 

tified as Passerina cyanea. Wing and tail measurements (66.7 and 50.0 mm., respectively) fell within 

the range for cyanea and were below the minima for amoena (wing 70.61, tail 52.58) as given by 

Ridgway (The Birds of North and Middle America, Pt. 1, 1901:585). 

Because of the occurrence of hybridization between cyanea and amoena (see Sibley, Auk, 76, 

1959:443-463), and because of the instance recorded by Bleitz (Condor, 60, 1958:408) in Los Angeles
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County, California, in 1956, in which a male Indigo Bunting was mated to a female Lazuli Bunting, 

special attention was given to the possibility that the present individual might be a hybrid from a 

similar cross breeding. It was the conclusion of John Davis and Ned K. Johnson, that there was no 

indication of such hybridization. There have been two other Indigo Buntings taken in California (see 

Bleitz, op. cit.), and there are three sight records made in the state, all from the San Francisco Bay 

area and all in 1939 (Grinnell and Miller, Pac. Coast Avif. No. 27, 1944:574). 

I am indebted to both Davis and Johnson for comparing specimens in the collections at the 

Museum of Vertebrate Zoology and for confirming the identification—Lamraw WrtxiaMs, Carmel, 

California, December 15, 1960. 

Dragonfly “Attacks” Hawaiian Hawk.—On the island of Hawaii on October 26, 1960, I was 

watching two Hawaiian Hawks or Ios (Buteo solitarius) circling about 300 feet overhead when I 

noticed a dragonfly make contact with one of them, rapidly back off about 20 feet, then dart in again 

to make contact. During the 5 minutes that the hawks were in sight, the dragonfly would dart in 

about every 15 seconds, make contact with the forepart of the wing or body of the hawk, dart quickly 

back, and keep a discreet distance until the next “attack.” The dragonfly confined its attention to one 

hawk although at times the two were so close together that it appeared the dragonfly might easily 

have turned its attention to the other. The hawk appeared to ignore the whole episode—Epw1n 

I. Stearns, Westfield, New Jersey, November 20, 1960. 

Pomarine Jaeger in Mount Rainier National Park.—On the morning of September 1, 1960, 

visibility was 40 to 50 miles in the Cascade Range of northwestern Washington with a heavy stratus 

cloud overcast at 14,000 to 15,000 feet. There had been rain and fog but no marked storms along the 

Washington coast in the preceding week and the winds were light and variable. About two inches 

of snow fell later in the day at 6500 feet on the east slope of the mountain. 

At 9:30 a.m. at Panorama Point 6800 feet above sea level on the south slope of Mount Rainier, 

I watched a seabird skimming along the mountainside toward me several hundred yards to the north- 

east. As the bird approached, it was seen to be a large jaeger pursuing a steady course southwestward 

at about 6860 feet above sea level. It seemed to evince a sort of friendly curiosity by circling me once 

at a distance of about 50 feet. As it soared at right angles to my line of vision it was immediately 

recognizable by its elongated, round-tipped central tail feathers as a Pomarine Jaeger (Stercorarius 

pomarinus) in dark phase. 

Park Naturalist V. R. Bender states that this is the first record of the Pomarine Jaeger in Mount 

Rainier National Park. This species has been considered accidental on inland waters of the Pacific 

states—James A. Bruce, Wooster, Ohio, December 3, 1960. 

Sparrow Hawk Feeding on Dragonflies.—In July and August, 1954, while employed on the 

Locke Ranch, Lockeford, California, I had several opportunities to observe an adult female Sparrow 

Hawk (Falco sparverius) feeding on dragonflies. 

From a perch on a short dead branch of a felled tree the Sparrow Hawk would watch for passing 

insects. When a dragonfly passed the perch, the hawk would dart out, flycatcher-fashion, and attempt 

to overtake it. Upon overtaking the dragonfly, the hawk would tilt her body and attempt to strike 

the insect to the ground with her wing. She would then drop to the ground, seize the dragonfly, 

return to the log, and eat the dragonfly, discarding the head and the wings. Occasionally, this hawk 

made several passes at a dragonfly without capturing it. 

On one occasion, I flushed the Sparrow Hawk off her perch and inspected the flat log surface she 

used as her feeding area. I found the head and wings of one libellulid and seven aeschnid dragonflies. 

I also found a single uneaten male acraea moth (Estigmene acraea) —Louts N. Locke, Patuxent 

Wildlife Research Center, Laurel, Maryland, December 8, 1960.
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NOTES AND NEWS 

Programs of divisional meetings of the Cooper Nesting of the Alaska Jay at Anchorage, Alaska, 

Ornithological Society in early 1961 have included by Leonard J. Peyton and Sidney B. Peyton 

the following: John H. Kaufmann on “The Barro Interspecific Territoriality in Birds, by Ned K. 

Colorado Biological Research Station, Panama” Johnson 

at Berkeley on January 5; Ned K. Johnson on Specific Limits and Distribution of Ash-throated 

“Territorial Behavior and Vocalizations in Three and Nutting Flycatchers, by Wesley E. Lanyon 

Species of Empidonax Flycatchers” at Berkeley Problems in Comparing Fossil and Recent Birds, 

on February 2; William J. Hamilton IIT on “An by Dean Amadon 

Experimental Analysis of Bobolink Migration” Observations on the Fossil Record of the Ana- 

at Berkeley on March 2; John B. Davidson on tidae, by Hildegarde Howard 

“An Australian Walkabout” at Los Angeles on The Evolution of Form and Function of a Single 
January 25; Klaus Hoffmann of Wilhelmshaven, Muscle in Birds, by William George 

Germany, on “Sun Orientation in Birds and Other Morphologic Variation in Breeding White- 
Animals” at Los Angeles on February 22; and crowned Sparrows of the Pacific Coast, by 

Herbert Friedmann on “The Weaver Birds of Richard C. Banks 
Africa” at Los Angeles on April 26. A Consideration of the Taxonomic Position of the 

Genus Anhinga, by Oscar T. Owre 

The Division of Biological and Medical Sciences On April 8 the following papers were presented: 

of the National Science Foundation announces The Filoplumes of the White Leghorn Chicken, 

that the next closing date for receipt of basic re- by Peter Stettenheim 
search proposals in the life sciences is September The Effects of Certain Environmental and Bio- 

15, 1961. Proposals received prior to that date will logical Factors on Rally Calling in the Chukar 

be reviewed at the fall meeting of the Founda- Partridge, by H. Warrington Williams 

tion’s advisory panels and disposition will be Cliff Edge Responses in Gull Chicks, by John T. 

made approximately four months following the Emlen 

closing date. Proposals received after the Septem- Breeding Biology of the Red-tailed Tropic Bird, 

ber 15, 1961, closing date will be reviewed follow- by Thomas R. Howell and George A. Barthol- 

ing the spring closing date of January 15, 1962. omew 

Inquiries should be addressed to the Biological Distinction and Distribution of Wintering Sand- 

and Medical Sciences Division, National Science hill Crane Races in the Southwest, by John W. 

Foundation, Washington 25, D.C. Aldrich, Thomas D. Burleigh, Erwin Boeker, 

William S. Huey 

At the thirty-second annual meeting of the Breeding Cycles of Colombian Birds, by M. Dale 

Cooper Ornithological Society held in Tucson, Arvey 

Arizona, the following papers were presented on Seasonal Distribution of Breeding in an Equa- 

April 7: torial Cloud Forest, by Alden H. Miller 

Existence and Distribution of Native Passerines Gonadal Influence on Vernal Premigratory Fat- 

of Kauai, Hawaii, by Frank Richardson tening, by Martin L. Morton 

The Effects of Restricted Food Consumption on Lunar Influence on Migratory Restlessness in 

the Nocturnal Activity (Zugunruhe) of Captive the White-crowned Sparrows, by L. Richard 

White-crowned Sparrows in the Spring, by Mewaldt 
James R. King and Donald S. Farner Nest-building and Breeding Behavior by Cas- 

The Isthmus of Tehuantepec and Cloud Forest trate Weaverbirds, by Nicholas E. Collias, Don- 

Biogeography, by Byron E. Harrell ald S. Brooks, and Peter Frumkes 

Distributional Patterns of Geographically Vari- | Water and Salt Economy of California Quail and 

able Birds in Utah, by William H. Behle Mourning Doves, by Richard E. McMillen and 

Ecological Studies of Hole-nesting Birds in Brit- George A. Bartholomew 

ish Columbia, by William D. McLaren Bird Depredations in Arizona, by Floyd A. 

Attempts to Establish the Masked Bob-white in Thompson 

Arizona, by Lewis Wayne Walker
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CHARLES KNESAL COOPERRIDER 
1889-1944 

It is one of the ironies of human ecology _ livestock. No locality in the West provides a 

that if there be a spark of divinity in anin- more dramatic example, for some of these 
dividual it is invisible at birth, is mistaken lovely mountain meadows and sun-soaked 

for less important things during his life, and foothills have been over-sheeped and over- 
becomes completely visible only after his cowed since DeVargas unfurled the Spanish 

death. flag on the Santa Fe Plaza in 1610. 
In my opinion such a spark existed, in By the time I first met Cooperrider (about 

Charles K. Cooperrider. During the decade 1920) he was already one of the recognized 

that I worked with him, I mistook it for technical thinkers of the branch of grazing 

ordinary technical ability, gentle geniality, for the Southwest, and had already demon- 
and extraordinary tolerance and patience. strated his ability not only to criticize the 

I now realize that these were underestimates; stockman as a land-user, but to understand 

that Cooperrider, as much as any other indi- and sympathize with him as a human being. 
vidual of his generation, created the present In 1932 Cooperrider established and as- 

ecological concept of ‘Water, Land, and sumed charge of the Sierra Ancha Experi- 

People.” (This was the title of the last pub- mental Forest at Parker Creek, in the Tonto 

lished writing in which he participated.) Basin of Arizona. Here he made physical 
Whether or not we yet realize it, this concept measurements of streamflowand plant growth 

is destined to shape and delimit the destiny ~as related to various intensities of grazing, 

of the United States, and of every other and of soil moving seaward at various result- 
country where rain splashes, and where ant rates. 

abused soil moves seaward faster than rocks To create and apply a technology of range 
decay. conservation to the Tonto Basin was—and 

A new idea is, of course, never created by _ still is—a formidable task. It embraces three 

one individual alone. A prophet is one who altitudinal zones, each with its distinctive 
recognizes the birth of an idea in the collec- flora and fauna. All three had been over- 

tive mind, and who defines and clarifies, with grazed since the 1880’s by a system of com- 
his life, its meanings and its implications. petitive cattle ranches. Many of the herds 

In this sense Charles Cooperrider was a could not be counted because they occupied 
prophet. He saw that unkindly land-use was the range yearlong, and because they were .- 
leading the Southwest toward disaster, and screened from human view by interminable 

he devoted his career to the creation of tech- _ brushfields. Their owners led a dual life: to 
niques whereby we might use the western their bankers they magnified their holdings 

lands, and also keep them. to bolster credit, and to the Forest Service 

they minimized them to escape reductions. 
Shih The cattlemen tended, quite naturally, to 

Cooperrider was born at Brownsville, stock their ranges to what they could carry 

Ohio, June 3, 1889. He graduated in 1914 in a wet year; the Forest Service, as the 

from the University of Ohio, where his major custodian of the watershed tended to reduce 

studies were biology and chemistry, and livestock to what the ranges could carry in a 
where Sigma Xi hung the key of high scholar- dry year. The problem was further compli- 

ship on his vest. In 1915 he started his career cated by the fact that overstocked ranges 

in the United States Forest Service as an often produced fat cattle, especially in a wet 
assistant ranger on the Santa Fe National year, by reason of the heavy growth of an- 

7 Forest. Here he first encountered his life- nuals. In addition to these confusing aspects 

problem: the abuse of the range by too many of cattle grazing, the sheep of the Arizona 

337
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desert move north across the tontoeachspring in starting a new generation of pines can 

to the high mountain meadows of the Coco- understand the difficulty of this problem. 
nino Plateau, and back again in the fall. In 1937 Cooperrider took charge of flood 

For years the Tonto ranges had taken the control surveys for the Forest Service, ap- 

brunt of such devil-take-the-hindmost ex- plying to the Gila and Rio Grande the prin- 

ploitations. Cooperrider’s job was to demon- ciples he had worked out for the Salt River 
strate, at Parker Creek, how an orderly and at the Sierra Ancha Station. His reports on 

conservative system of range management these watersheds are listed in the bibliog- 
might be applied, and why its application raphy. 

was imperative. This he did, and in doing so, Each of these surveys had, perforce, to deal 

made many friends among the quarreling with a professional cleavage of long standing, 
groups whose grazing privileges were cur- as between foresters and engineers. In my 

tailed by his research findings. opinion one reason for this cleavage was that 

The soil that moves seaward from the many foresters, in the early days, had been 
incredibly jagged topography of the Sierra thinking too narrowly; they knew too little 

Anchas is destined never to reach the sea, about grass, brush, and cattle, and they 
for it lodges in the Roosevelt Reservoir, failed to appreciate fully that hydrology, as 

which waters the irrigated farms of the Salt _ well as forestry, had been making headway. 
River Valley. Every new acre-foot of soil Likewise many engineers were thinking too 

spewed into the reservoir reduces, by just narrowly; they lacked the concept of interde- 

that much, its capacity to store water. Coo- pendence between water, soil, plants and 

perrider’s constantly repeated message to the animals. One of Cooperrider’s services to 
people of Arizona was that enough capacity conservation was to strive for a synthesis of 

had already been lost to threaten the future these diverging viewpoints. In the end he 
of the valley farms. Their response, or rather had the respect and confidence, if not the 

the response of some of them, is the saddest full agreement, of the leading thinkers in 
instance of ecological blindness and deafness _ forest ecology, range ecology, and watershed 

so far coming to my notice. This response engineering in the Southwest. 
was that conserving range plants to hold soil 
meant feeding the plants a part of the water ies 

. needed for irrigation, and that Salt River 
wanted more water now, regardless of future The published papers bearing Cooper- 
storage. In short, what has posterity done  rider’s signature by no means span the wide 
for us? bracket within which he worked, nor do they 

It is no small feat to live with such people, record all of the important data he had col- 
to like them, and to hope for their ultimate lected. This disparity between performance 
awakening. and print is almost inevitable when a research 

Sein man pioneers a new field under heavy and 
It was during his Parker Creek days that I often hostile economic pressure. I cannot re- 

first became aware of the wide diversity of | member Charles Cooperrider ever sitting 
Cooperrider’s intellectual life. He knew the down to a month’s uninterrupted writing; 
history, as well as the current dilemmas, of he was forever in demand to go and explain 
the Southwest. He had a deeper grasp of this, go and start that, or go and pacify so= 
wildlife than most wildlifers had. Silviculture  and-so. 
was within the orbit of his mind, especially Perhaps this same continuity of interrup- 
the problem of getting ponderosa pine to tions likewise explains why Cooperrider’s 
reproduce in grazed forests. Among other pen seldom carried as much force as his per- 
things he promulgated the idea, since proved sonality. The pioneering thoughts and facts 
correct, that lighter grazing during spring are in his publications for people to use if 
and fall drouths would enable newborn pine they know what is good for them, but the a 
seedlings to survive livestock. Only those style hardly does justice to Cooperrider’s 
who realize how many throws of the repro- _ personal warmth and color. A list of his prin- 
ductive dice must fail before one succeeds cipal publications is appended to this paper.
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During World War II Cooperrider’s Cooperrider, C. K. 
deep knowledge of plants brought about his Recovery processes of ponderosa pine re- 
assignment to Mexico on the Guayule rubber production following injury to young 
project. There his health, never any too good, annual growth. Plant Physiology 13(1): 
suffered an impairment which finally resulted 5-27. Jan. 1938. 
in his death, at the Baltimore Marine Hos- Cooperrider, C. K., and Sykes, G. G. 
pital, on July 13, 1944, at the age of 55. His The relationship of stream flow to precipi- 
wife, the late Effie Hedges Cooperrider, had tation on the Salt River watershed 
died in 1936. Two of their children survive: above Roosevelt Dam. Arizona Agricul- 
Bill Knesal, now a forestry student at Colo- tural Exp. Station Tech. Bul. 76, 69 
rado A & M College, and Nancy Hedges, now pp., mimeo., illus. 1938. 
a student at the University of Arizona. Cooperrider, C. K., et al. 

To appraise justly the value of a career Water, land, and people. A report to the 
like “‘Coop’s” is a difficult task for a friend, Secretary of Agriculture about the 
but to remember vividly the warmth and Intermountain Region. Southwest-Inter- 
kindliness of his personality is no task at all. mountain Committee, H. G. Calkins, 
To me, and to a hundred others, he was, and Cooperrider, Kelso, M. M., and Omer 
will always remain, an ever-smiling guide Mills. 163 pp., proc., illus. 1941. 
and pioneer on that steep hard trail toward  Chapline, W. R., and Cooperrider, C. K. 
conservation which still leads up and up. Climate and grazing. 1941 Yearbook of 

Agriculture, pp. 459-476. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY Cooperrider, C. K., Cassidy, H. O., and 

R Niederhof, C. H. 
Cooperrider, C. K. i Forecasting stream flow of the Salt River, 
Forests. In Arizona and Its Heritage, PP: Arizona. Transactions, American Geo- 53-60, illus. Univ. of Arizona General physical Union, Vol. 26, No. 11, pp. 

Bale ede, ; 275-282. October 1945. (Published after Cooperrider, C. K., and Hendricks, B. A. Mr. Cooperrider’s death.) 
Soil erosion and stream flow on range and 

forest lands of the upper Rio Grande The assistance of Bernard Hendricks, 
watershed in relation to land resources Raymond Price, and M. W. Talbot in gather- 
and human welfare. U. S. Dept. Agr. ing these materials is gratefully acknowl- 
Tech. Bul. 567, 88 pp., illus. 1937. edged.—A.po Luoro.p.
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Everyone ought to be dissatisfied with the soil was slipping seaward. The farmers 

slow spread of conservation to the land. were told in 1933 that if they would adopt 
Our “progress” still consists largely of certain remedial practices for five years, 
letterhead pieties and convention oratory. the public would donate CCC labor to in- 

The only progress that counts is that on stall them, plus the necessary machinery 

the actual landscape of the back forty, and and materials. The offer was widely ac- 

here we are still slipping two steps back- cepted, but the practices were widely for- 

ward for each forward stride. gotten when the five-year contract period 

The usual answer to this dilemma is Was up. The farmers continued only those 
“more conservation education.” My answer Practices that yielded an immediate and 
is yes by all means, but are we sure that visible economic gain for themselves. 

only the volume of educational effort needs This partial failure of land-use rules 
stepping up? Is something lacking in its written by the government led to the idea 

content as well? I think there is, and I that maybe farmers would learn more 
here attempt to define it. quickly if they themselves wrote the rules. 

The basic defect is this: We have not Hence, in 1937, the Wisconsin Legislature 
es - passed the Soil Conservation District Law. 

asked the citizen to assume any real re- TEES Guta Ey he Fetamecs han arena 
urs A . : ¢ ' 

4 sponsibility. We have told him th as ane the public, will furnish you free technical 
will vote right, obey the law, join some serving andcloan ae tare 

epee) 3 you specialized machinery, 
organizations, and practice what conserva- ff HG Gaiee Soln OWn mules eon land 

tion is profitable on his own land, that aes ite aaa y ite it 1 

thing will be lovely; the government ‘ eee WEEE IS ee 
every. te 2 and these will have the force of law. 
wl ae e . cae : 3 Nearly all the counties promptly organized 

This formula is too easy to accomplish to accept the proferred help, but after a 
anything worthwhile. Tt calls for no effort gecade of operation, no county has yet writ- 

or sacrifice; no change in our philosophy of ten a single rule. There has been visible 
values. It entails little that any decent and progress in such practices as strip-cropping, 

intelligent person would not have done, of pasture renovation, and soil liming, but 

his own accord, under the late but not none in fencing woodlots or excluding plow 
lamented Babbitian code. and cow from steep slopes. The farmers, in 

No important change in human conduct short, selected out those remedial practices 
is ever accomplished without an internal hich were profitable anyhow, and ignored 

change in our intellectual emphases, our those which were profitable to the commu- 
loyalties, our affections, and our convictions. nity, but not clearly profitable to them- 

The proof that conservation has not yet selves. The net result is that the natural 
touched these foundations of conduct lies in acceleration in rate of soil-loss has been 

the fact that philosophy, ethics, and religion somewhat retarded, but we nevertheless 

have not yet heard of it. : : have less soil than we had in 1937. 
I need a short name for what is lacking; T hasten to add that no. one has ever 

I call it the ecological conscience. Ecology is tojd farmers that in land-use the good of 

the science of communities, and the eco- the community may entail obligations over 
logical conscience is therefore the ethics and above those dictated by self-interest. 

of community life. I will define it further The existence of such obligations is ac- 
in terms of four case histories, which I cepted in bettering rural roads, schools, 
think show the futility of trying to improve churches, and baseball teams, but not in 

the face of the land without improving our- bettering the behavior of the water that 

selves. I select these cases from my own falls on the land, nor in the preserving the 

state, because I am there surer of my facts. eauty or diversity of the farm landscape. 
‘A : es Land-use ethics are still governed wholly 

Soil Conservation Districts by economic self-interest, just as social 
About 1930 it became clear to all except ethics were a century ago. 

the ecologically blind that Wisconsin’s top- To sum up: we have asked the farmer to 
agen l do what he conveniently could to save his 
CH er ete Sinicnnen Tit ae Sores soil, and he has done just that, and only 
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that. The exclusion of cows from woods clover come up under oats or rye. In the 
and steep slopes is not convenient, and is normal succession, the brush is eventually 
not done. Moreover some things are being overtopped by the forest tree seedlings, 
done that are at least dubious as conserva- and we have the start of a new forest. 
tion practices: for example marshy stream In anticipation of this well known proc- 

bottoms are being drained to relieve the ess, the state, the counties, the U. S. Forest 
pressure on worn-out uplands. The upshot Service, the pulp mills, and even some lum- 
is that woods, marshes, _and natural ber mills staked out “forests” consisting, 
streams, together with their respective ,. the moment, of brush Large invest- 
faunas and floras, are headed toward ulti- ments of time thought canh CCC labor. 
mate elimination from southern Wisconsin. pa labor, aad lezislation ere: PRA EU iN 

All in all we have built a beautiful piece the expectation that Nature would repeat 
of social machinery—the Soil Conservation her normal cycle. The state embarked on 
District—which is coughing along on two a tax subsidy, called the Forest Crop Law, 
cylinders because we have been too timid, to encourage landowners to hang on to 
and too anxious for quick success, to tell their brushfields until they were replaced 
the farmer the true magnitude of his obli- by forest. 
gations. Obligations have no meaning with- But we failed to reckon with the deer, 

out conscience, and the problem we face is and with deer hunters and resort owners. 
the extension of the social conscience from [In 1942 we had a hard winter and many 

people to land. deer starved. It then became evident that 
the original ‘“nurse-trees” had grown out 

Paul Bunyan’s Deer of reach of deer, and that the herd was 
The Wisconsin Lumberjack came very eating the oncoming forest. The remedy 

nett acomplishing, in velit, the prod Sus et rafues the herd by legal 
gious feats of woods-destruction attributed a didn’t Pi duce he Herd stareation sacld 

to Faul Bunyan: Pollowing, Eauls depart, and we would eventuall "lose both the deer 
ture for “pots tee there followed an and the forest. But for five consecutive 
even re porated aie ok and po ane years the deer ‘hunters and resort owners, quite as dramatic as the original destruc- ene P i - 

Hon of the pineies: there gprang up al~ Pts hs poltiins interested in thls oe 
most over night, an empire of brushfields. fon P 

Paul Bunyan had tired easily of salt I will not tire you with all the red 

pork and corned beef, hence he had taken herrings, subterfuges, evasions and expe- 
good care to see that the deer of the original dients which these people have used to 

pineries found their way regularly to the hefog this simple issue. There is even a 
stewpot. Moreover there were wolves in yewspaper dedicated solely to defaming the 
Paul’s day, and the wolves had performed proponents of herd-reduction. These people 
any necessary pruning of the deer herd ¢ajl themselves conservationists, and in one 
which Paul had overlooked. But by the sense they are, for in the past we have 
time the brushfields sprang into being, the pinned that label on anyone who loves wild- 
wolves had been wiped out and the state jife, however blindly. These conservation- 
had passed a buck-law and established ists, for the sake of maintaining an abnor- 
refuges. The stage was set for an irruption mal and unnatural deer herd for a few more 
of deer. years, are willing to sacrifice the future 

The deer took to the brushfields like forest, and also the ultimate welfare of 
yeast tossed into the sourdough pot. By the herd itself. 

1940 the woods were foaming with them, The motives behind this “conservation” 
so to speak. We Conservation Commission- gre a wish to prolong easy deer hunting, 
ers took credit for this miracle of creation; and a wish to show numerous deer to tour- 
actually we did little but officiate at the ists. These perfectly understandable wishes 
birth. Anyhow, it was a herd to make are rationalized by protestations of chivalry 
one’s mouth water. A tourist from Chicago to does and fawns. As an unexpected after- 
could drive out in the evening and see fifty math of this situation, there has been a 
deer, or even more. large increase of illegal. killing, and of 

This immense deer herd was eating brush, abandonment of illegal carcasses in the 
and eating well. What was this brush? It woods. Thus herd-control, of a sort, is tak- 
consisted of temporary short-lived sun-lov- ing place outside the law. But the food- 
ing trees and bushes which act as a nurse producing capacity of the forest has been 
crop for the future forest. The forest comes overstrained for a decade, and the next 
up under the brush, just as alfalfa or hard winter will bring catastrophic starva-
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tion. After that we shall have very few This grove is also an ecological landmark. 

deer, and these will be runty from mal- It is the nearest spot where a city-worn 
nutrition. Our forest will be a moth-eaten refugee from the south can hear the wind 

ee nee largely of inferior spe- ane in tall ener, It Harbors one of the 

cies of trees. est remnants of deer, ruffed grouse, and 

The basic fallacy in this kind of “con- pileated woodpeckers in southern Wisconsin. 

servation” is that it seeks to conserve one My neighbor, who owns the grove, has 
resource by destroying another. These “con- treated it rather decently through the 
servationists” are unable to see the land as year, When ae se ee ernie the ee 
a whole. They are unable to think in terms furnished lumber for the new Aouse, an 

of community rather than group welfare, it could spare such light cuttings. But when 

and in terms of the long as well as the short War ee of hens soared skyward, ate 

view. They are conserving what is import- temptation to slash became too strong. To- 

ant to them in the immediate future, and day the grove lies prostrate, and its long 

ey ae Snery en Lies a ee gee a oe a pe a . 

with what is important to the state as a y accep rules of forestry, m 

whole in the long run. neighbor was justified in slashing the grove. 

There is an important lesson here: the The stand was even-aged; mature, and in- 

flat refusal of the average adult to learn Nate by heart-rot. Yet any schoolboy would 

anything ne, Ley to study. To understand POW, i his heart, that thers is something 
ue sere fy Eble or iat fee a owiedee pine Gaiter from a Couey When a farmer 

ai ee Hants Scat gaye Ehe ees owns a rarity he should feel some obligation 

deer hunter is sadly lacking in such knowl- oe oy eee 

ole, aut ma eG ue ve ee the Sone, ee of bisedisnaiip Ye. our 
maiter, he is branded forthwith as a long- 2 carne 
haired theorist. This anger-reaction against Present land-use conscience is silent on such 
new and unpleasant facts is of course a questions. 
aoe psychiatric indicator of the closed The Flambeau Raid 
mind. 
= k elibly of . a : The Flambeau was a river so lovely to 

hae ee Ae ve Soe ere cation; joie upon, and so richly endowed with 

ea a “a ae a ee a : ae forests and wildlife, that even the hard- 

a tae ies ney a | ae ee es ae Pal pitten fur traders of the free-booting 1700’s 

Te SR SIUBU OS ERY. "VO nO Oy mn A ee) a’- enthused about it as the choicest part of the 
lacies as with facts. If we mean to teach great north woods. 

we cone ae Fie een eee stice The freebooting 1800’s expressed the 

We Eee de. 1 iy eae Sian ee f jai same admiration, but in somewhat different 

e - ea Ae oe v See S 1S terms. By 1930 the Flambeau retained only 

PERUSH ICON BO HIE, WOU SB ED OU See neW one 50-mile stretch of river not yet har- 

The ecological conscience, then, is an  nesged for power, and only a few sections 

affair of the mind as well as the heart. It of original timber not yet cut for lumber 
implies a capacity to study and learn, as or pulp. 
well as to emote about the problems of con- During the 1930’s the Wisconsin Conser- 

servation. vation Department started to build a state 

epee ne forest on the Flambeau, using these rem- 

Jefferson Davis's Pines nants of wild woods and wild river as 

T have a farm in one of the sand-counties starting points. This was to be no ordinary 

of central Wisconsin. I bought it because state forest producing only logs and tour- 

I wanted a place to plant pines. One reason ist camps; its primary object was to pre- 

for selecting my particular farm was that serve and restore the remnant of canoe- 

it ee the leh remaining stand of by Year yy re es accor ps bought 

mature pines in the County. land, removed cottages, fended off unneces- 

This pine grove is an historical land- sary roads, and in general started the long 

mark. It is the spot (or very near the spot) slow. job of recreating a stretch of wild 

where, in 1828, a young Lieutenant named river for the use and enjoyment of young 

Jefferson Davis cut the pine logs to build Wisconsin. 

Fort Winnebago. He floated them down The good soil which enabled the Flam- 

the Wisconsin River to the fort. Inthe ensu- beau to grow’the best cork pine for Paul 

ing century a thousand other rafts of pine Bunyan likewise enabled Rusk County, dur- 

logs floated past this grove, to build that ing recent decades, to sprout a dairy in- 

empire of red barns now called the Middle dustry. These dairy farmers wanted cheaper 

West. electric power than that offered by local
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power companies. Hence they organized a It cannot be right, in the ecological sense, 
cooperative REA and applied for a power for a farmer to drain the last marsh, 
dam which, when built, will clip off the graze the last woods, or slash the last grove 
lower reaches of canoe-water which the in his community, because in doing so he 
Conservation Commission wanted to keep evicts a fauna, a flora, and a landscape 
for recreational use. whose membership in the community is 

There was a bitter political fight, in the older than his own, and is equally entitled 
course of which the Commission not only _ to respect. 
withdrew its opposition to the REA dam, $ ‘ i 
but the legislature, by statute, repealed It cannot be right, in the ecological sense, 

the authority of the Public Service Commis- for a farmer to channelize his creek or 

_ sion and made County Commissioners the pasture his steep slopes, because in doing 
ultimate arbiters of conflict between power 8° he passes flood trouble to his neighbors 

values and recreational values. I think I below, just as his neighbors above have 

need not dwell on the irony of this statute. passed it to him. In cities we do not get 

It seals the fate of all wild rivers remain- rid of nuisances by throwing them across 

ing in the state, including the Flambeau. It the fence onto the neighbor’s lawn, but in 
says, in effect, that in deciding the use of water-management we still do just that. 
rivers, the local economic interest shall have It cannot be right, in the ecological 
blanket priority over statewide recreational sense, for the deer hunter to maintain his 

interests, with County Commissioners as _ sport by browsing out the forest, or for the 
the umpire. bird hunter to maintain his by decimating 

The Flambeau case illustrates the dan- the hawks and owls, or for the fisherman to 
gers that lurk in the semi-honest doctrine maintain his by decimating the herons, 

that conservation is only good economics. kingfishers, terns, and otters. Such tactics 
The defenders of the Flambeau tried to seek to achieve one kind of conservation by 
prove that the river in its wild state would destroying another, and thus they subvert 

produce more fish and tourists than the im- the integrity and stability of the commu- 

pounded river would produce butterfat, but nity. 

this is not true. We should have claimed ‘ 3 

that a little gain in butterfat is less im- ue WS grant the tie cet a cones: 

portant to the state than a large loss in ee ae ie us ere i an mecha ar 

opportunity for a distinctive form of out- eae otto aioe eo tips cone Bea 
aoe facteation. ocation is no longer a satisfactory excuse 

We lost the Flambeau as a logical con- for unsocial land-use, (or, to, ae semewhat 

sequence of the fallacy that conservation ene words, for scoloe se! Dyke! 

can be achieved easily. It cannot. Parts of Ha ee ees ee ieet oe ae a t 

every well-rounded conservation program land: a ee Peeaaees 3 fa oe 
entail sacrifice, usually local, but none-the- Pe oe id be ee eC 

less real. The farmers’ raid on our last wild proportionate to its social importance. 

river is just like any other raid on any I have no illusions about the speed or 

other public wealth; the only defense is accuracy with which an ecological con- 
a widespread public awareness of the values science can become functional. It has re+ 
at stake. There was none. quired 19 centuries to define decent man-to- 

man conduct and the process is only half 
The Upshot done; it may take as long to evolve a code 

I have described here a fraction of that of decency for man-to-land conduct. In such 
huge aggregate of problems and opportuni- matters we should not worry too much 
ties which we call conservation. This aggre- about anything except the direction in 
gate of case-histories show one common which we travel. The direction is clear, and 
need: an ecological conscience. the first step is to throw your weight 

The practice of conservation must spring around on matters of right and wrong in 
from a conviction of what is ethically and land-use. Cease being intimidated by the 
esthetically right, as well as what is eco- argument that a right action is impossible 
nomically expedient. A thing is right only because it does not yield maximum profits, 
when it tends to preserve the integrity, sta- or that a wrong action is to be condoned 
bility, and beauty of the community, and because it pays. That philosophy is dead in 
the community includes the, soil, waters, human relations, and its funeral in land- 
fauna, and flora, as well as people. relations is overdue.
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DEPT. CF wi DUFE MGM the species does not thrive in the wild. 
GAME University Cf Wicthes on AT. Pheasant management rests upon the fact that the bird is 

*<sonsin, Madison| polygamous, hence most of the males can be harvested without 
M AN AGEMENT diminishing the subsequent crop. Accordingly the harvest is legally 

‘| restricted to cocks except in a few states, like South Dakota, 
where the stand is too heavy and a reduction in breeding stock 
is desired. A breeding ratio of one cock to five or ten hens seems 
to suffice. 

Most states supplement natural, wild propagation by artificial 
ee Or Propagation on state game farms. Such farms also distribute 

eggs or day-old chicks to farmers and to local sportsmen’s clubs 
for artificial rearing. The survival of artificially propagated 

GAME MANAGEMENT is the art of growing game crops. | pheasants after release seems to diminish as the range becomes 
The crop may be grown either by natural propagation in the wild, | stocked with pheasants of wild origin. Many plantings on vacant 
or by artificial propagation in confinement for later release in the | range were successful, but now that wild birds occupy the same 
wild. (For technique of artificial propagation, see references in | range further plantings show poor survival. The reason seems to 
BIBLIOGRAPHY.) lie in the inability of the artificial birds to compete with those of 
Techniques.—Wild-cropping techniques differ widely in detail, | wild origin. ‘ 

but all are bent to two ends: the preservation of an adequate Most pheasant states east of the Mississippi feed their birds in 
breeding stock and the. creation of a favourable habitat in which | snowy winters, and encourage farmers to do so. West of the 
the stock may multiply. , Mississippi the greqter prevalence of standing corn makes feeding 

The preservation of a residue of breeding stock is accomplished | unnecessary. 
either by laws limiting the kill or harvest, or by a combination of Winter pheasant cover is seldom deliberately provided; the 
laws and self-imposed rules. birds make shift with such accidental natural cover as may persist 

The creation of a favourable environment is accomplished by | in marshes, fencerows and woodlots. The distribution of such 
feeding during critical seasons, by reducing natural enemies and | accidental covers is very spotty, hence the density of pheasant 
by planting vegetation valuable for food or cover. population is likewise spotty. Ohio traps excess pheasants from 

The choice of techniques for any given unit of land is dictated | congested areas in winter and moves them to understocked areas. 
by the kind of game to be managed, by the current defects of its An almost universal problem in American pheasant manage- 
habitat, and by the legal and economic framework within which | ment is the destruction of nests by haymowers. It so happens 
management is organized. that alfalfa and clover are ready to cut just when most pheasant 

Kinds of Game.——Game species fall into four categories which | nests are ready to hatch. Most nests are built in hayfields, and 
differ greatly in their habitat requirements. They also differ in | most unhatched nests are thus unavoidably destroyed. Often the 
their mobility and tendency to disperse. Habitat requirements | incubating hen is likewise killed or mutilated. No practicable rem- 
dictate the technique of management, and mobility dictates the | edy for this loss has been devised. Fortunately the hens which 
minimum size of the geographic unit which can be managed. escape the mower often make another nesting attempt. In Iowa 

1, Farm game includes pheasants, partridges, quail, squirrels | such renestings have been found to account for as high as half of 
and rabbits. These species commonly thrive on cultivated land, | the year’s crop of young pheasants. ; 
but where farm units are small, management must try not only to Some states place bounties on foxes, horned owls and goshawks, 
produce a crop, but also to prevent its dispersion to other owner- | partly to increase their stand of pheasants. There is widespread 

ships. disagreement as to whether this accomplishes the desired purpose 
2. Forest and range game. This includes most deer, wild boar, | Many now believe that pheasant populations are limited not by 

the smaller bears, wild turkey and.most grouse. These species predatory enemies, but by the carrying capacity of the winter food 
commonly thrive on wild lands interspersed with farms. Many of | and cover. It has beer demonstrated in Wisconsin, at least on 
them are mobile and hence require mariagement units of consider- | unshot refuges, that pheasant populations can become too heavy 
able size. Land ownership may be public, private or mixed. to be compatible with farming, despite the presence of numerous 

3. Wilderness game. This includes the larger deer, moose, cari- | predatory enemies. 
bou, wild sheep, the larger bears and the wild bovines. These spe- Pheasant damage to newly planted corn and to garden truck is 
cies thrive only in wilderness, and do not tolerate interspersed | likely to become heavy wherever congested populations are al- 
farms. All are highly mobile. Hence large units are required and | lowed to persist. 
public ownership is usually necessary. Refuges for pheasants which are fed in winter, and on which 

4. Migratory game. This includes ducks, geese, swans, shore- | no hunting is allowed, have been established on a considerable 
birds, doves and pigeons of continental mobility. Most of these | scale in Ohio and Wisconsin. It was assumed that breeding stock 
species require marshlands, and thrive on interspersion of agri- | would overflow from such refuges and restock the surrounding 
culture. Game laws must be continental in scope in order to pro- | terrain, Banding studies show that breeding stock does radiate 
tect migratory birds, but units of management to improve their | from refuges in spring, but that at least the old birds return to 
habitat must necessarily be local. them in fall, rather than to spread into new winter locations. In 

In order to illustrate the meaning of game management and the | short, the pheasant is more mobile than most other species of 
problems it encounters, an historical account of two sample | farm game, but te is oriented to a fixed wintering ground, to 
groups, pheasants and deer, is given in the following captions. | which it returns year after year. The bobwhite quail is less mo- 
Each group is first sketched for a representative region. Other | bile, but is unoriented to any fixed wintering ground, hence the 
regions are then briefly compared. end-effect is that it spreads from refuges better than the pheasant 

Pheasant Management in the Northern United States.— | does. 
The ring-necked pheasant is of Asiatic origin, and was introduced The prevailing technique for regulating the harvest of pheas- 
into the United States during the period 1900-20. Pheasants | ants is to restrict the open season (a week to a month, depending " 
(g.v.) were planted in all states, but east of the Rockies they sur- | on the state) and limit the daily bag to cocks (two per day in 
vive in riumbers only south of the coniferous forest, and north of | most states). A few states, including New York, New Jersey, 
southern Pennsylvania, central Ohio, central Indiana, central Illi- | Illinois and Wisconsin, by 1945 had legalized an alternative form 
nois, southern Iowa and central Nebraska. The northern boundary | of management: the pheasant stiooting preserve. A preserve, when 
of success seems to coincide with that of corn (maize); the south- | duly licensed, may shoot pheasants during a long season (often 
ern boundary is now believed to be set by summer temperature. | three months) without bag limit, and of either sex, but the total 
Where the sun is hot enough to kill pheasant eggs in midsummer, | bag for the season is limited to a percentage of the number arti- 
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ficially propagated and released. The usual limit is 75% of the | previously been a refuge, was opened to hunting in 1924, but too 
number released. The limit is enforced by issuing to each pre- | late to save either the herd or the range. 
serve as many nonreusable tags as it is entitled to shoot. Each The Kaibab tragedy was not thought of as something which 
pheasant killed must bear a tag in order to be legal. would repeat itself elsewhere until about 1926, when the deer 

The shooting preserve is, on its face, expensive, and experience | herd of Pennsylvania, after a decade of irruptive increase, began 
has shown that releases made far in advance of the shooting sea- | to starve. This is a different species (the white-tailed or Virginia 

son, do not appear in the bag in any numbers. deer), whereas the Kaibab deer is the mule deer. The list of win- 
Another departure in pheasant management is the public shoot- | ter foods in Pennsylvania is entirely different, yet the fatal. se- 

ing ground, an area owned or leased by the state for public shoot- | quence of events was identical to the Kaibab: increase after 1905, 
ing. Most states are now establishing such grounds, especially | first evidence of overbrowsing in 1917, debates about whether to 
near large cities where farms tend to become posted against public | reduce the herd 1917-28, peak of population (about 1,000,000 
hunting. The weakness in such areas is that they tend to become | deer) in 1926, self-reduction by starvation.after 1926. The Penn- 
shot out. Experience shows, however, that if the cover is heavy | sylvania herd, however, was hunted throughout the irruptive 
enough, a breeding stoek of pheasants usually survives. Artificial | period, bucks only being legal. The debate was whether to legalize 
restocking is commonly used to replenish public shooting grounds. | does and other antlerless deer. This was finally done in 1928, and 

The annual harvest of cock pheasants increases as one moves | by 1941 nearly 500,000 antlerless deer had been removed. This 

westward across the pheasant range. Thus Connecticut kills less | mitigated the severity of the irruption; the herd in 1940 stood at 
than 50,000 per year, New York and Pennsylvania up to 500,000 | half its peak level, and the range at half its preirruption carrying 
each, Michigan and Wisconsin up to 1,000,000 each, Minnesota | capacity. 
up to 1,500,000, South Dakota up to 4,000,000. The yield seems Deer irruptions of greater or less severity, more or less miti- 
to parallel the fertility of the soil. gated by preventive reductions, have since occurred in Oregon, 
Pheasant Management in Europe.—E..vpean pheasant | California, New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, Texas, Wisconsin, Mich- 

management is more intense, more expensive and less natural than | igan, North Carolina and New York. Elk irruptions have occurred 
U.S. It leans heavier on artificial propagation and predator con- | in Yellowstone park and elsewhere. Curiously enough, irtuptions 
trol. It produces much higher per acre yields. In Europe the | are unknown in Mexico or Canada. ; 

initiative comes almost entirely from private landowners, whereas The geography of irruptive behaviour, together with the chro- 
in the United States the initiative comes largely from public | nology of related events, offers the best clues to its causation. 
agencies (state conservation departments). Irruptions began after (but not always immediately after) (1) the 

In the British Isles, the prevailing system is built around | passage and enforcement of buck-laws, (2) the removal of wolves, 
planted or natural coverts from which all predators are excluded. | cougars and other deer-predators, (3) the widespread establishment 
The pheasant stand is shot down heavily each autumn, and re- | of refuges, (4) the lumbering of forests, with subsequent wide- 

newed by artificial propagation each spring. The stands are so | spread forest fires followed by protection and a regrowth of deer 
heavy that other related game birds, such as the European | foods. (In the west, irruptions occur without lumbering, but in 
partridge, seldom thrive, hence a given land unit may be man- | open forests which admit sun and thus grow deer foods.) As 
aged for pheasants, or for partridge, but not for both. The | nearly as was known by 1945, irruptions occur whenever deer are 
pheasants are shot by driving them over the guns, and the coverts | given a chance for uninterrupted increase on a range well stocked 
are designed to facilitate such driving. For details of British man- | with food plants, and devoid of natural enemies. The only pre- 
agement, see Maxwell’s Pheasants and Covert Shooting. ventive is prompt reduction of females at the first sign of over- 

In Germany, the system is similar, except that wild rather than | browsing in winter food plants. 
artificial propagation is the mainstay. Coverts (called remises) One reason for the frequent delays in reducing irruptive herds 
are planted among the fields for winter cover. Winter feeding and | is that laymen quite logically ask: “Why not feed the deer, and 
predator control are intensive. Remises are often clustered near | thus avoid the necessity for reduction?” The difficulties with 
the centre of an estate in order to discourage exodus of birds | artificial feeding are two: deer do not stop browsing when fed 
during and after shooting drives. For details see “Farm Game | grain and hay, and deer seem unable to thrive on grain and hay 
Management in Silesia” by Aldo Leopold, in American Wildlife | without browse. Artificial feeding thus exaggerates the drain on 
for Sept.—Oct. 1936. natural food plants. Many of these plants are the reproduction 

Deer Management in the United States—From the time | of forest trees, hence forestry is severely handicapped on an over- 

of the earliest settlements until about 1910, deer management in | stocked deer range. 
the United States was a matter of increasing a more or less insuf- Irruptions are invariably accompanied by physical deterioration 

ficient stand of deer. Scarcity grew with settlement, and ‘deer | of the deer by reason of malnutrition. 
came to be thought of as one of the big game mammals which | Most game disperses of its own accord when populations be- 
must eventually disappear from all but fairly wild regions. A | come too dense. The dispersive force is intolerance. Deer seem to 
standard formula for management had been evolved and adopted | possess no intolerance, and would “rather starve than move.” 
in most states: shoot bucks only, and shorten the open season to | Probably deer, in a state. of nature, depended on cougars and 

| fit the dwindling supply. wolves to do the dispersing for them. Now that these enemies 
Soon after 1910 a small deer herd on the Kaibab plateau, con- | have been removed, the game manager must foresee and prevent 

sisting originally of about 4,000 deer, began to increase. The | congestions. 

Kaibab plateau comprises the north rim of the Grand Canyon of | The trend of game management policy is now to shoot deer 
the Colorado river in Arizona. of either sex, and to avoid large permanent refuges. Minnesota 

By 1918 range experts warned that the Kaibab deer were’strip- | has for decades legalized the taking of deer of either sex, and has 

ping their winter range of food, which consisted of the twigs and | experienced no irruptive deer except in large refuges and parks. 
foliage of three woody plants: cliff rose (Cowania), sage and| Deer Management in Europe.—Deer were the first kind of 

_juniper. As these desirable browse plants became exhausted, the | game to be managed in Europe. Management of deer on royal 
deer resorted to inferior (less nutritious) browse, such as pine and | forests and feudal estates became general about 1400, and con- 
oak, The experts recommended that the herd be reduced, but to | sisted of rigid patrol, severe penalties against trespass, preserva- 
laymen the idea of too many deer seemed unfamiliar and fantas- | tion of mast trees for deer food, voluntary restraints on the an- 
tic. There were lengthy debates, but nothing was done. nual kill and predator control. Deer were taken by driving them 

In 1924, after the Kaibab deer had climbed to a probable level | with hounds into nets, where they were dispatched with bows and 
of 100,000 head, came the first of two catastrophic famines which | arrows. An excellent account of English management methods and 
reduced the herd by 60% in two winters. By 1939 the herd had | hunting techniques during the 1400s is contained in Master of 
dropped to a tenth of its peak size, and the range had lost much | Game, written by Edward, second duke of York, in 1413. 
of its pre-irruption carrying capacity. The Kaibab area, which had The deer population, at least in Germany, is known to have



increased greatly between 1400 and 1618. It was then depleted | tween the spring and fall population, is large, and may exceed 
by the outbreak of the Thirty Years War, and the consequent | 500%. (The maximum possible reproductive success is about 14 
breakdown of legal restraints. young per pair, or 700%.) The reasons for the inverse relation 

Guns came into use at the end of the 1600s, and at this time |. between breeding stock and summer reproductive gain are un- 
the larger deer predators began to disappear. During the 1700s | known. 
there was a general’ exploitation and shrinkage of forests, which The combined effect of the winter and summer mechanisms is 
by 1800 resulted, at least in Germany, in a decline of deer pdpu- | to penalize population increase above the capacity of the winter 

lations. food and cover (by eviction and by slower reproduction), and to 
About 1820 German foresters began to plant deciduous forests | protect depleted populations (by security in the choicest winter 

to spruce and pine. These trees have no value as deer food, and | territories and by faster reproduction). 
spruce tends to shade out the trees and shrubs which do feed|° The discovery of these mechanisms sheds new light on manage- 
deer. The end result was similar to that of an irruption; the sup- | ment. Thus shooting, if done before winter and confined to sur- 
ply of winter browse foods declined, and this in turn forced the | plus, has no effect on future population levels, for it kills only 
general adoption of artificial feeding: The deer deteriorated physi- | what would die anyhow by eviction. Predator control does little 
cally and inflicted increasing damage on both forest reproduction | or no good, because depleted stocks are virtually secure, and sur- 
and farm crops. To reduce crop damage, deer forests were fenced, | plus will die anyhow. Feeding cannot save surplus population, 
but this intensified the pressure on forest reproduction, and also | for surplus is doomed in any event. Food and cover development 
the malnutrition of the deer. in submarginal territories, however, is able to raise future popula- 

By 1914 German foresters repented their “spruce mania” be- | tion levels by adding habitable territories in which new coveys 
cause spruce on hardwood soils had ceased to yield well. A recon- | tend to be secure. 
version to indigenous hardwoods began, but encountered great The extent to which similar compensatory mechanisms prevail 
difficulties because the hungry deer devoured the young hardwoods | in other game species is not yet known. There is good evidence 
as fast as they were planted. By 1935 a general reduction of deer | that pheasants possess a somewhat similar mechanism. Deer cer- 
densities had begun, and there was general agreement that a mod- | tainly do not, for the bobwhite mechanism rests on intolerance, and 
erate stand of healthy deer in a natural forest represented better | deer have none. The carnivores and raptors, being more intolerant 
management than an excessive stand of artificially-fed deer in an | than bebwhite, and little subject to predation or weather, may-be 
unnatural forest. (An account of deer history appears in an arti- | assumed to have a strong internal regulatory mechanism of some 
cle, “Deer and Dauerwald in Germany,” by Aldo Leopold, in | sort. 

Journal of Forestry for April 1936.) Muskrats are known to reduce their own surplus populations 
Neither Britain nor France suffered from the “spruce mania” | by the intolerance of old rats for grown young. The young are 

in its acute German form, but the British herds (mainly in Scot- | evicted to submarginal habitat, and also die of a fungus.skin dis- 
land). did becomé too large, and deteriorated physically. The | ease after they have been wounded in fights. : 
trend in 1945 toward smaller and better herds was common both History.—The.earliest game management recorded in literature 
to Europe'and the United States. is that described by Marco, Polo. It was practised during: the 

The European red deer has been introduced into New Zealand, | 1200s by the Mongol Khans to produce game for their own pleas- 
where food is abundant and no natural deer predators exist. The | ure. It employed many techniques usually thought of as modern, 
New Zealand herd has reached irruptive levels, and not only | and produced heayy game crops. 
threatens the continuity of the forest, but has induced serious soil During the 1400s Frederick II, Holy Roman emperor, ptac- 

erosicn. tised management on a considerable scale to improve his oppor- 
Game Research.—Deliberate research for better management | tunities for falconry. His, book, De Artibus Venandi, is a classical 

techniques. began in Britain with a study of the red grouse in 1910, | treatise on hunting. Contemporaneous with Frederick is: Edward 
and in the United States with a study of bobwhite quail in Georgia | of York’s book, Master of Game, already mentioned. 
in 1924. Starting from these nuclei, larger programs dealing with Artificial propagation of pheasants: (and probably also man- 
many species and many localities have grown up. The British pro- | agement in the wild) was practised in England as early as 1523, 
gram now centres in the bureau of animal populations at Oxford, | and in Bohemia as early-as 1598. Mallard ducks were artificially 
and the United States program in the U.S. fish and wildlife serv- | propagated in England in 1631. 
ice and at least 15 state colleges and universities. Cover improvement began on the Scottish grouse moors in 

The earlier researches dealt with the improvement of the ex- | 1850, but laws for the protection of grouse cover go back to 1694. 
ternal environment or habitat, the. assumption being that game In the United States, restrictive l#ws and predator bounties go 
populatidn levels are externally controlled, z.e., that any popula- | back to the prerevolutionary colonies. Laws increased as game 
tion tends to “increase up to the limit of its food supply.” decreased through the 1800s, but the idea of improving the habitat 

More recent researches show that, at least in some species, pop- | did not take root in the United States until 1924, when Herbert 
ulation levels are internally as well as externally controlled, that | Stoddard demonstrated its possibilities on quail in Georgia. 
is to say, some populations contain mechanisms which automati- | Education.—Professional instruction in game management is 
cally reduce surplus numbers ‘and protect’ against dangerous de- | offered in about 15 United States colleges. A professional Journal 
pletions. An example is the American bobwhite quail. of Wildlife Management is published by the Wildlife society. In 

The quail, a monogamous bird which congregates in coveys | Europe, education in this field is, obtained indirectly through 
during the autumn and winter, is known to reduce its own popu- | forestry and other biological schools. (See also BrotocicaL Sur- 
lations, when they become top-heavy, by evicting “surplus” coveys | VEY; Wrtpiire Reserves; WILDLIFE PRESERVATION, INTER- 
into submarginal habitats or territories. Once evicted, such sur- | NATIONAL AsPECTS OF; WILDLIFE CONSERVATION AND MANAGE- 
plus coveys become vulnerable to, predatory enemies, and also to | MENT.) 
winter storms, and thus die. Coveys inhabiting good territories | _ Brstiocrarny.—George Malcolm and Aymer Maxwell, Grouse and 
(i.e., habitats with sufficient food and cover) are, at the same Gross Moors (1910) ; Committee of Inquiry on Grouse Disease, The 
time, subject to only nominal loss from predators, and die of | C79MS¢ im Health and in Disease (x11) ;, Aymer Maxwell, Partridges ae i y : ne , and Partridge Manors (1911) and Pheasants and Covert Shooting 
winter storms only when these are exceptionally severe. (1913); W. L. McAtee, “Propagation of Game Birds.” U.S. dept. of 

This mechanism, operative during the winter season, is supple- | agriculture Farmers’ Bulletin no. 1521 (1927) and “Propagation of 
mented by another, operative during the summer season. When- ae ee oe Us, Se ey Peo ge Gua Pa 

ever the summer starts with an exceptionally large breeding stock, Riera and Increase (1931) 3 "Aldo Leopold, Game Management 
the per cent of reproductive success, as measured. by total fall | (7933); Ira N. Gabrielson, Wildlife Conservation (1941) and Wildlife 
population, is small, and may approach zero. Whenever the sum- | Refuges (1943). (A. Lp.) 
mer starts with an exceptionally small breeding stock, the per 
cent of reproductive success, as measured by the difference be-
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Twenty years have passed since Herbert Stoddard, in Georgia, 
started the first management of wildlife based on research. 

During those two decades management has become a profession with 
expanding personnel, techniques, research service, and funds. The 
colored pins of management activity puncture the map of almost every 
state. 

Behind this rosy picture of progress, however, lie three fundamental 
weaknesses : 

1. Wildlife habitat in fertile regions is being destroyed faster than 
it is being rebuilt. 

2. Many imported and also native species exhibit pest behavior. A 
general disorganization of the wildlife community seems to be taking 
place. 

3. Private initiative in wildlife management has grown very slowly. 
In this appraisal of the outlook, I deal principally with the first 

two items in their bearing on farm wildlife. 

Gains and losses in habitat——Wildlife in any settled country is a 
resultant of gains and losses in habitat. Stability, or equilibrium 

between gains and losses, is practically nonexistent. The weakness 
in the present situation may be roughly described as follows: On worn- 
out soils we are gaining cover but losing food, at least in the quali- 
tative sense. On fertile soils we are losing cover, hence the food which 
exists is largely unavailable. 

Where cover and food still occur together on fertile soils, they often 
represent negligence or delay, rather than design. 

There is a confusing element in the situation, for habitat in the 
process of going out often yields well. 

For example, on the fertile soils of southern Wisconsin, the strong- 
holds of our remaining wildlife are the wood lot, the fencerow, the 
marsh, the creek, and the cornshock. The wood lot is in process of 
conversion to pasture; the fencerow is in process of abolition; the 
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remaining marsh is in process of drainage; the creeks are getting so 
flashy that there is a tendency to channelize them. The cornshock 
has long been en route to the silo, and the corn borer is speeding up 

the move. 
Using pheasant as an example, such a landscape often yields well 

while in process of passing out. The marsh, grazed, or drained or 
both, serves well enough for cover up to a certain point, while the 
manure spreader substitutes for cornshocks up to a certain point. The 

rapid shift in the status of plant successions may in itself stimulate 

productivity. . 
The situation is complicated further by a ‘‘transmigration’’ of land 

use. Originally uplands were plowed and lowlands pastured. Now 
the uplands have eroded so badly that corn yields are unsatisfactory, 
hence corn must move to the lowlands while pasture must move to the 

, ,uplands. In order that corn may move to the lowlands, they must be 

TLC either tilled, drained, or channelized. This, of course, tends to destroy 
the remaining marsh and natural stream. 

The upshot is a good ‘‘interim’’ crop which has a poor future. I 
don’t know how widely a similar situation prevails outside my own 
state, but I suspect that the basic pattern, with local variations, is 

widely prevalent. 
Runaway populations —Wildlife is never destroyed except as the 

soil itself is destroyed ; it is simply converted from one form to another. 
You cannot prevent soil from growing plants, nor can you prevent 
plants from feeding animals. The only question is: What kind of 

plants? What kind of animals? How many? 
Ever since the settlement of the country, there has been a tendency 

for certain plants and animals to get out-of-hand. These runaway 
populations include weeds, pests, and disease organisms. Usually 
these runways have been foreigners (like the carp, Norway rat, Canada 

thistle, chestnut blight, and white pine blister rust) but native species 
(like the June beetle and various range rodents) are clearly also capa- 

ble of pest behavior. 
Up to the time of the chestnut blight, these runaways did not 

threaten wildlife directly on any serious scale, but they now do, and it 
is now clear that the pest problem is developing several new and 

dangerous angles: 
1. World-wide transport is carrying new ‘‘stowaways’’ to new 

habitats on an ascending scale. (Example: Anopheles gambiae to 
Brazil, bubonie plague to western states.) 

2. Modern chemistry is developing controls which may be as dan- 
gerous as the pests themselves. (Example: DDT) 

8, Additional native species, heretofore law-abiding citizens of the
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flora and fauna, are exhibiting pest behavior. (Example: excess deer 

and elk.) 
These three new angles must be considered together to appreciate 

their full import. Mildly dangerous pests like ordinary mosquitoes 

evoked control measures which severely damaged wildlife; desperately 
dangerous pests will evoke corresponding control measures, and when 
these collide with wildlife interests, our squeak of pain will not even 

be heard. 
Moreover, wildlife itself is threatened directly by pests. Sometimes 

they hit so fast and hard that the funeral is over before the origin of 
the malady is known. Thus in Wisconsin, we have a new disease 
known as burn blight, the cause of which is still unknown. It threatens 

to destroy young Norway pine and jack pine, especially plantations. 
Oak wilt, the cause of which was only recently discovered, is steadily 
reducing red and black oaks. Our white pine is already blighted ex- 
cept on artificially-controlled areas. Bud-worm is in the spruce. Hick- 

ory can’t grow because of a weevil which bites the terminal bud. Deer 
have wiped out most white cedar and hemlock reproduction. Sawfly 
has again raided the tamaracks. June beetles began years ago to 
whittle down the bur and white oaks, and continue to do so. Bag 

worm is moving up from the south and west and may get our red 
cedars. Dutch elm disease is headed west from Ohio. What kind of 
a wood lot or forest fauna can we support if. every important tree 
species has to be sprayed in order to live? 

Shrubs are not quite so hard hit, but the shrub flora has its troubles. 
On the University of Wisconsin Arboretum, an area dedicated to the 
rebuilding of the original native landscape, the Siberian honeysuckle 

is calmly usurping the understory of all woods, and threatens to en- 

gulf even the marshes. 
In Wisconsin wood lots it is becoming very difficult to get oak repro- 

duction even when we fence out the cows. The cottontails won’t let a 
young oak get by. One can’t interest the farmer in a wood lot which 

reproduces only weed trees. 
Of the dozen pests mentioned on this page, four are imported, seven 

are runaway native species, and one is of unknown origin. Of the 12, 

6 have become pests in the last few years. 
Farm crops and livestock exhibit a parallel list of pests, of which 

the worst now rampant in my region is the corn borer. The corn borer 
ean be controlled by fall plowing, but what that will do to cornbelt 

wildlife is something I dislike to think about. 
Tt all makes a pattern. Runaway populations are piling up in num- 

bers and severity. In the effort to rescue one value, we trample an- 
other, Wild plants and animals suffer worst because we can’t spend
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much eash on controls or preventives. Everything we lose will be 
replaced by something else, almost invariably inferior. As Charles 
Elton! has said: ‘‘The biological cost of modern transport is high.’’ 

In short, we face not only an unfavorable balance between loss and 
gain in habitat, but an accelerating disorganization of those unknown 
controls which stabilize the flora and fauna, and which, in conjunction 

with stable soil and a normal regimen of water, constitute land-health. 
The human backgrouwnd.—Behind both of these trends in the physi- 

cal status of the landscape lies an unresolved contest between two 

opposing philosophies of farm life. I suppose these have to be labeled 
for handy reference, although I distrust labels: 

1. The farm is a food-factory, and the criterion of its success is 
salable products. 

2. The farm is a place to live. The criterion of success is a har- 

monious balance between plants, animals, and people; between the 
domestic and the wild; between utility and beauty. 

Wildlife has no place in the food-factory farm, except as the acci- 
dental relic of pioneer days. The trend of the landscape is toward a 
monotype, in which only the least exacting wildlife species can exist. 

On the other hand, wildlife is an integral part of the farm-as-a-place- 
to-live. While it must be subordinated to economic needs, there is a 
deliberate effort to keep as rich a flora and fauna as possible, because 

it is ‘‘nice to have around.’’ } 
It was inevitable and no doubt desirable that the tremendous mo- 

mentum of industrialization should have spread to farm life. It is 

clear to me, however, that it has overshot the mark, in the sense that 
it is generating new insecurities, economic and ecological, in place of 
those it was meant to abolish. In its extreme form, it is humanly 
desolate and economically unstable. These extremes will some day die 
of their own too-much, not because they are bad for wildlife, but be- 

cause they are bad for farmers. 
When that day comes, the farmer will be asking us how to enrich 

the wildlife of his community. Stranger things have happened. Mean- 
while we must do the best we can on the ecological leavings. 

1Journal of Animal Ecology, 1944, 13:1:87-88.
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THe GREEN LAGOONS... 
By ALDO LEOPOLD : 

Drawing by H. Albert Hochbaum 

IT IS the part of wisdom never to re- . widgeons, and teal sprang skyward in brown a kettle of quail, and warm the 
visit a wilderness, for the more golden alarm. As the birds took the air they shins of man and beast. When you have 
the lily, the more certain that someone accumulated in a small cloud ahead, ladled a shovelful of mesquite coals 
has gilded it. To return not only spoils there to settle, or to break back to our under the Dutch oven, take care not to 
a trip, but tarnishes a memory. It is rear. When a troop of egrets settled on sit down in that spot before bedtime, 
only in the mind that shining adventure a far green willow, they looked like a lest you rise with a yelp that scares the 
remains forever bright. For this reason, premature snowstorm. quail roosting overhead. Mesquite coals 
I have never gone back to the Delta of All this wealth of fowl and fish was have seven lives. 
the Colorado since my brother and I not for our delectation alone. Often we We had cooked with whiteoak coals ; 
explored it, by canoe, in 1922. came upon a bobcat, flattened to some in the cornbelt, we had smudged our 

For all we could tell, the Delta had  half-immersed driftwoed log, paw poised pots with pine in the north woods, we 
lain forgotten since Hernando de Alar- for mullet. Families of raccoons waded had browned venison ribs over Arizona 
con landed there in 1540. When we the shallows, munching water-beetles. juniper, but we had not seen perfection 
camped on the estuary which is said to Coyotes watched us from inland knolls, until we roasted a young goose with 
have harbored his ships, we had not for waiting to resume their breakfast of Delta mesquite. 
weeks seen a man or a cow, an ax-cut mesquite beans, varied, I suppose, by an Those geese deserved the best of 
or a fence. Once we crossed an old occasional crippled shorebird, duck, or brownings, for they had bested us for a 
wagon track, its maker, unknown, and quail. At every shallow ford were tracks week. Every morning we watched the 

its errand probably sinister. Once we of burro déer. We always examined cackling phalanx head inland from the 
found a tin can; it was pounced upon these deer trails, hoping to find sign Gulf, shortly to return, replete and si- 

as a valuable utensil. of the despot of the Delta, the great 
Dawn on the Delta was whistled in mottled jaguar, el tigre. 

by Gambel quail, which roosted in the We saw neither hide nor hair of him, 
mesquites overhanging camp. When the but his personality pervaded the wilder- 
sun peeped over the Sierra Madre, it ness; no living beast forgot his poten- 
slanted across a hundred miles of lovely tial presence, for the price of unwari- 
desolation, a vast flat bowl of wilderness ness was death. No deer rounded a 
rimmed by jagged peaks. On the map. bush, or stopped to nibble pods under 
the Delta was bisected by the river, but a mesquite tree, without a premonitory 
in fact the river was nowhere and every- sniff for el tigre. No campfire died with- 
where, for he could not decide which of out talk of him. No dog curled up for 
a hundred green lagoons offered the the night, save at his master’s feet; he 
most pleasant and least speedy path to needed no telling that the king of cats 
the Gulf. So he traveled them all, and _ still ruled the night; that those massive 
so did we. He divided and rejoined, he paws could fell an ox, those jaws shear 
twisted and turned, he meandered in off bones like a guillotine. 
awesome jungles, he all but ran in By this time the Delta has probably 
circ’ 8, he-dallied with lovely groves, been made safe for cows, and forever 
hot lost and was glad of it, and so dull for adventuring hunters. Freedom a. 

e we. For the last word in procrasti- from fear has arrived, but a glory has % 
'.dtion, go travel with a river reluctant departed from the green lagoons. 
to lose his freedom in the sea. ‘i aes 

“He leadeth me by still waters” was When Kipling smelled the supper Ces. ee ge ae 
only a phrase in a book until we had smokes of Amritsar, he should have a Pee 
nosed our canoe through the green la- elaborated, for no other poet has sung, ASS 2 OM > EE TE 

goons. If David had not written the or smelled, this green earth’s firewoods. 
psalm, we would have felt constrained Most poets must have subsisted on an- 
to write our own. The still waters were _ thracite. 
of a deep emerald hue, colored by algae, On the Delta one burns only mes- 
I suppose, but no less green for all that. quite, the ultimate in fragrant fuels. 
A verdant wall of mesquite and willow Brittle with a hundred frosts and floods, 
separated the channel from the thorny baked by a thousand suns, the gnarled E 
desert beyond. At each bend we saw imperishable bones of these ancient gE 
egrets standing in the pools ahead, each trees lie ready-to-hand at every camp, ap white statue matched by its white re- _ ready to slant blue smoke across the twi- 
flection. Fleets of cormorants drove _ light, sing a song of teapots, bake a loaf, 
their black prows in quest of skittering : 
mullets; avocets, willets, and yellowlegs The snow geese were gobbling gravel in the 
dozed one-legged on the bars; mallards, lagoons—gravel worth forty miles of flying



When the Delta of the Colorado Was a Blank Spot on the Map 

lent. What rare provender in what ing through the blind, listening to the The dried-up mud flats bore an annual 
green lagoon was the object of their small-talk. Those geese were gobbling grass, the grain-like seeds of which 
quest? Again and again we moved gravel. As one flock filled up and left, could be scooped up by the cupful. 
camp gooseward, hoping to see them another arrived, eager for their delect- There were great patches of a legume 
settle, to find their banquet board. One able stones. Of all the millions of peb- resembling coffee-weed; if you walked 
day at about 8 a.m. we saw the phalanx bles in the green lagoons, those on this through these, your pockets filled up 
circle, break ranks, sideslip, and fall to particular bar suited them best. The with shelled beans. 
earth like maple leaves. Flock after flock difference, to a snow goose, was worth I remember one patch of wild melons, 
followed. At long last we had found forty miles of flying. It was worth a_ or calabasias, covering several acres of 
their rendezvous. long hike to us. mudflat. The deer and coons had opened 

Next morning at the same hour we Most small game on the Delta was too the frozen fruits, exposing the seeds. 
lay in wait beside an ordinary-looking abundant to hunt. At every camp we Doves and quail fluttered over this ban- 
slough, its bars covered with yesterday’s hung up, in a few minutes shooting, quet like fruit-flies over a ripe banana. 
goosetracks. We were already hungry, enough quail for tomorrow’s use. Good We could not, or at least did not, eat 
for it had been a long tramp from camp. gastronomy demanded at least one what the quail and deer did, but we 
My brother was eating a cold roast frosty night on the stringer as the neces- shared their evident delight in this milk- 
quail. The quail was half-way to his sary interlude between roosting in a and-honey wilderness. Their festival 
mouth when a cackle from the sky froze mesquite and roasting over mesquite. mood became our mood; we all revelled 
us to immobility. That quail hung in All game was of incredible fatness. in a common abundance and in each 
mid-air while the flock circled at leisure, Every deer laid down so much tallow  other’s well-being. I cannot recall feel- 
debated, hesitated, and finally came in. that the dimple along his backbone ing, in settled country, a like sensitivity 
That quail fell in the sand when the would have held a small pail of water, to the mood of the land. 
guns spoke, and all the geese we could _ had he allowed us to pour it. He didn’t. Merah kt 
eat lay kicking on the bar. The origin of all this opulence was Camp-keeping in the Delta was not 

More came, and settled. The dog lay not far to seek. Every mesquite and all beer and skittles. The problem was 
trembling. We ate quail at leisure, peer- every tornillo was loaded with pods. water. The lagoons were saline; the 
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river, where we could find it, was too Once we had a plan to portage from here that we saw pearls in the sky. We 
muddy to drink. At each new camp we one green lagoon to a greener one. We __ were lying flat on our backs, soaking up 
dug a new well. Most wells, however, knew it was there by the waterfowl hov- November sun, staring idly at a soaring 
yielded only brine from the Gulf. We ering over it. The distance was 300 buzzard overhead. Far beyond him the 
learned, the hard way, where to dig for yards through a jungle of cachinilla, a sky suddenly exhibited a rotating circle 
sweet water. When in doubt about a tall spear-like shrub which grows in of white spots, alternately visible and in- 
new well, we lowered the dog by his thickets of incredible density. The floods visible. A faint bugle note soon told us 

‘hind legs. If he drank freely, it was the had bent down the spears, which op- they were cranes, inspecting their Delta 
signal for us to beach the canoe, kindle posed our passage in the manner of a and finding it good. At the time my 
the fire, and pitch the tent. Then we Macedonian phalanx. We discreetly ornithology was home-made, and I was 
sat at peace with the world while the withdrew, persuaded that our lagoon pleased to think them whooping cranes 
quail sizzled in the Dutch oven, and the was the prettier anyhow. because they were so white. Doubtless 
sun sank in glory behind the San Pedro Getting caught in a maze of cachinilla they were sandhill cranes, but it doesn’t 

" Martir. Later, dishes washed, we re- phalanxes was a real danger which no matter. What matters is that we were 
‘hearsed the day, and listened to the one had mentioned, whereas the danger sharing our wilderness with the wildest 
noises of the night. we had been warned against failed to of living fowl. We, and they, had found 

Never did we plan the morrow, for materialize. When we launched our acommon home in the remote fastnesses 
“we had learned that in the wilderness canoe above the border, there were dire of space and time; we were both back 
some new and irresistible distraction is predictions of sudden death. Far huskier in the Pleistocene. Had we been able 
sure to turn up each day before break- craft, we were told, had been over- to, we would have bugled back their 
fast. Like the river, we were free to whelmed by the tidal bore, a wall of greeting. Now, from the far reaches of 
wander. water which rages up the river from the the years, I see them wheeling still. 

To travel by plan in the Delta is no Gulf with certain incoming tides. We Oe as 
light matter; we were reminded of this _ talked about the bore, we spun elaborate All this was far away and long ago. 
whenever we climbed a cottonwood for schemes to circumvent it, we even .aw it I am told the green lagoons. now raise 
a wider view. The view was so wide as_ in our dreams, with dolphins riding its canteloupes. If so, they should not lack 
to discourage prolonged scrutiny, espe- crest and an aerial escort of screaming _ flavor. 
cially toward the Northwest, where a gulls. When we reached the mouth of Man always kills the thing he loves, 
white streak at the foot of the Sierra the river, we hung our canoe in a tree and so we the pioneers have killed our 
hung in perpetual mirage. This was the and waited for two days, but the bore wilderness. Some say we had to. Be 
great salt desert on which, in 1829, let us down. It did not come. that as it may, I am glad I shall never 
Alexander Pattie died of thirst, exhaus- The Delta having no place-names, we be young without wild country to be 
tion, and mosquitoes. Pattie had a plan: had to devise our own as we went. One young in. Of what avail are forty free- 
to cross the Delta to California. lagoon we called the Rillito, and it is doms without a blank spot on the map? 
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Deer Irruptions 
Compiled by Aldo Leopold for the Natural The herd was immediately shot down to 

Sone Meee haere ot aiae ademy @/ 715 head, and later to 50 head, and is now 
Ernest F. Bean, Norman C. Fassett)* being held at the 50 level by annual re- 

FOREWORD: It is my belief that the Wis- ™ovals. The evidence of overbrowsing has 
consin Academy, particularly through the disappeared. The reduced herd is in equil- 
members in the various educational institu- ibrium with its Tenge: This a one of th cS 

tions throughout the state, should provide few k nown cases in which an incipient ae 
Eciontitevdatacthet canbe used aa a basis ruption oe by prompt and decisive 

for formulating public policy on the conser- ie eeen BRE ABUTEs: 4 

vation and utilization of our local natural re- (B) Kaibab P lateau. Unlike the George 

sources. With the approval of the Council, a Reserve irruption, which ee terminated by 

standing committee on natural resources has removing deer, the Kaibab irruption ter- 
been appointed to this end. The present pa- minated itself by starvation. Some deer 

per is the first of a series of reports bearing were in fact removed, but only after starv- 

on the state’s conservation problems.—A. W. ation had begun. The period of six years 

Schorger, President. between the first warning (1918) and the 
final catastrophe (1924) was consumed in 

From the fifteenth century until 1910, the debate and litigation” ®. i 

deer problem of North America was a mat- The effect of prolonged overstocking on 
ter of too few, rather than of too many. the winter food plants was very severe. In 

About 1910 the Kaibab deer herd in Ari- 1931, after four-fifths of the herd had 

zona, long stabilized at a level of about 4000 Sees, ay 000'deer’ were lett, one 
head, began to pyramid its numbers. By investigator says “the range had been se 

1918 the range showed overbrowsing™ ” *”. severely damaged that 20,000 wee ee 
Between 1918 and 1924, seven successive ‘CSSIVe population. The herd continued to 
investigators warned of impending disaster, Gectesse sslOwy, unblan eatimated 10,000 
but nothing was done“ »» 7, Bubeee present a0 1989 pre 

In 1924, at a probable level of 100,000 . Another investigator estimates the loss 

head, came the first. of two catastrophic (™ C@?Tying capacity as high as 90 per cent 
famines which reduced the herd 60 per cent 7 Some areas® ” ™. 
in two winters. By 1939 the herd had . In short, the Kaibab, by reason of the 
dropped to a tenth of its peak size, and the i”Tuption, lost a large part of its deer food 
range had lost much of its pre-irruption Without any gain in deer. 
carrying capacity. The dashed line in Graph B, Figure 1, 

This was the first of a series of irruptions indicates the probable trend of carrying 

which have since threatened the future pro- Capacity, had the herd been reduced in 1918, 
ductivity of deer ranges from Oregon to When range damage was first recognized. 
North Carolina®, California to Pennsyl- This hypothetical line corresponds to the 
vania®, Texas’ to Michigan®. Wisconsin actual history of the George Reserve herd, 
is one of the more recent irruptive states. which was reduced after the first appear- 

This paper aims to present a background nce of range damage. 2 

for the present Wisconsin problem. (C) Michigan. Both the upper and lower 
peninsulas have experienced two peaks in 

Histories their deer herds, the first occurring soon 

Diagrammatic histories of four irruptive after the first large-scale logging opera- 
deer herds appear in Figures 1 and 2. Each _ tions, and the second at the present time. 
of these herds is a self-contained population, The upper peninsula herd has lagged some- 
either by reason of geographic extent or by what behind the lower in its time-schedule, 
reason of natural or artificial barriers. due no doubt to the later loggings. The 

(A) George Reserve. This enclosed range, combined population in 1938 was estimated 

owned and operated by the University of at 1,172,000 deer™” ™. 
Michigan, was stocked with four does and Graph C, Figure 2, shows the history of 

two bucks in 1928. In 1933 overbrowsing the lower peninsula herd®. 

became visible. A census showed 160 deer The size of the herd during the 1880- 
present. This is the maximum possible in- 1890 peak is unknown, but no starvation 

crease from four does in six years. There and no range damage are on record, hence 
is no doubt, therefore, that this herd had the peak cannot be regarded as of irruptive 
actually started to irrupt. proportions. The increase in deer up to 1880 
chee ; el eaten ie ‘ was probably caused by the opening up of 
The Wiseerbin Acailemy of yun bes artorana the woods and the widespread reproduction 

Letters. of white cedar and other valuable browse
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plants” *™, The decline after 1880 was a refuge system (1916-1932), better law 
probably due to too much fire, and to com- enforcement, and wolf-control. 
mercial hunting and hunting for lumber There is no reason to doubt that these 
camps. “More than 100,000 deer (were) changes, collectively, are the cause of the 
shipped from northern Michigan sta- present irruptive behavior of the Michigan 
tions during the fall of 1880 by market herd. 
hunters” >”, Range damage was first reported in 

The lower peninsula herd “hit bottom”  1920°" . The “cutting out” of many log- 
about 1910. By 1925 the present peak was ging operations brought widespread starva- 
in the making” ™, Its inception coincides tion by 1930° » ®. In 1938 a survey of 300 
with the inauguration of a buck law (1921), winter yards showed “40 per cent in good 
an effective system of fire control (1920), condition, 27 per cent medium, and 33 per 

(A) George Reserve, Mich. a 

250 1200 Acres Probable trend without reduction 

(From Hickie) ode 
/ \ : : 

7 Probable starvation without reduction 200 > \ 255 

Damage seen, ‘60 Vf \ 

150 herd reduced __s——> S 

ne Probable lower 

100 
Si capacity without 

75 ane reduction 
‘S. 

SS: 50 
50 ~~ eas 

Capacity level > Wwe ee ee ee eee 

1928 29 30 3! 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 1942, 

(B) Kaibab Plateau, Ariz. f 

loozo00 727,000 Acres aes ; 
(From Rasmussen) a oF of herd starved in 2 winters 

cee / Seven successive warnings 7 

First fowns starved —— > x Probable capacity 

50+000 Damage seen; YY it herd reduced 

first warning iver) ee 30,000 in eo 

77 ----->a 30,000 — ------*-- 
25,000 

20,000 10,000 

4000 

1905 1910 1915 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 

Removed from Kaibab: Totals 

Cougars: «—— 600,1907-17 ———><— 74,1918 -23 ><—— 142, 1924-39 ——————_ 816 

Wolves: . _4),1907-23. ———______—______» (Last wolf 1926) 30 

Coyote: <— 3000,1907-23 —____________»«_ 4388, 1923-339 —___—___ 7388 

Deer: < 27,256, 1924-39 ————— 27256 

Figure 1. Effect of prompt vs. delayed removals on carrying capacity for deer. Herd A was 
promptly reduced, and now stands at a higher level than would prevail if starvation had 
been permitted. Herd B was allowed to starve, and now stands at a lower level than would 

prevail if prompt reduction had been made.
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cent completely browsed out’. The with more food and just as many deer as 
1941 status was about the same. she has today. 

The remedy, according to the Michigan (D) Pennsylvania. The Pennsylvania deer 
Department, is to “take a limited number herd dwindled steadily from Revolutionary 
of antlerless deer in addition to the times until about 1905, when it was near- 
bucks” » , This was first proposed to the ing extermination. In that year the first 
legislature in 1980, again in 19387, 1939, refuge was established™ ”™. In 1907 a 
1941, and 19438, but it remains a proposal. buck law was passed. By 1922, 30 refuges 

Except for a few differences in dates were in operation®:””, and the annual 
and numbers, the upper peninsula herd kill of deer had increased in fifteen years 
presents a parallel history. from 200 to 6115°*"™. The herd in 1922 

At the present writing the Michigan herd stood at about 400,000, and was increasing 
is shrinking by starvation, and with it rapidly. 
shrink the good foods. It is an open ques- Joseph Kalbfus predicted as early as 1917 
tion whether prompt reduction of the herd that the deer herd would some day get out 
a decade ago would not have left Michigan of hand. He recommended a doe-season every 

(C) Lower Peninsula of Michigan 

11,000,000 acres 
(From Bartlett) 

4 000 1937, 1939, 1941, 1943 legisicture Decline by starvation. 
asked for doe season 

1930: doe season proposed, 800.000) 
starvation begins 

Increase with Decline caused by 
early lumbering too much fire & by jase 700,000 

market hunting : buck law : 

500+ 000 1920:tire control beedaeraek coe 
1916 | refuges 

100,000 carcasses 

shipped by morket 920: first damage seen 
hunters, 1880 

1870 1680 0 ‘00 1910 120 1930 p40 

(D) Pennsylvania Doe season established, 1928 

8,300,000 acres deer range (448,000 removed 1926-1941) 

1600-000. (From Gorden Cerstell et. of) \ooopo0,,, \ Sprvation besine, 1928 

1927: doe season rescinded, 800,000 

1923: doe season “boycotted” 

1905: 1907: 1917: 

5004000 ist f buck low bial $50, 000, 3800000 

E ee 400,000 50% of range 

1905: Kill of 300; \ depleted 

probable 1000 

deer in herd ‘carrying capacity 250,000 

1900 1905 Ig 10 1920 i925 1930 1935 1940 

Figure 2. Effect of delayed herd reduction in Michigan and Pennsylvania. The Michigan herd 
has passed the fawn-dying stage, and starvation of adults is now started. The Pennsylvania 
herd was reduced, but not until eight years after the first warning. Probably as a result of 

this delay, both the herd and the range are on the downgrade.
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fifth year, but his advice went unheeded. Local doe seasons were tried out in 1925 
In 1923 the Commission opened a limited and 1926°°” ®. In 1927, by which time the 
local doe-season, but sportsmen killed it by herd stood at 1,000,000, a statewide doe 
“boycott”. Their slogan was “Don’t be yel- season was proclaimed by the Commission, 
low and kill a doe” » ®, but the sportsmen “marched on Harris- 

Winter Summer 

YearA \ z YearA t 

Pp uP P PouP P uP PoP uP 

YearB 

tothe pe Year B 

PeeUR oP PUP P uP Pp PUP 

YearG Sey 
Sac YearC : 

aie a 

Pate Pp Pp uP P uUPUP P Pp uP 
(New) (Dead) 

YearD 
YearD 

P “UP-UP P P uP UP P UP UP P UP P uP. 
(New) (Dead) (New) [New) 

Legend: P = palatable UP = unpalatable Dotted stems = browsed or dead 

Figure 3. Effect of winter overbrowsing on composition of woody vegetation. The palatable 
species are gradually killed and replaced by unpalatable species. This process of replace- 

ment accounts for the low carrying capacity of overbrowsed ranges.
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burg” and forced a rescinding order™ » *. Except in agricultural regions where deer 

In 1928 an antlerless deer season was have access to corn, alfalfa, or winter 

finally put into effect. That this action was grains, deer subsist in winter mainly on 
ee done oe a ees by ape oak Ue poe es enue of woe ue 

sale starvation of fawns during the two i.e. “browse”. The browse species differ in 
ensuing winters® ” ™. palatability. Many investigators have shown 

In 1931, the Pennsylvania herd was esti- that palatable browse is nutritious browse, 

mated at 800,000, and the carrying capacity while unpalatable oe eae sustain 
of the range at 250,000“. In other deer in winter - \ Beta 

words, even after the Pennsylvania herd As a herd increases, the pressure on pal- 
had been reduced 20 per cent, the range table browse plants weakens them and 
was still 220 per cent overstocked. a It see hree. | igs 

reproducti x the emergenc 
a De tyect ey ene ees one reproduction’ above snow-level. Artificial 

leer seasons disposed of 448,000 does and : : 
wo Ol “ 3 plantings to reestablish browse are eaten 

fawns »PD, but. large-scale starvation, in- ip before they have @ charice'to stoware ©. 

ee ee a oa The unpalatable species are thus given a 
000 > ® “Runting” ye . competitive advantage over palatable ones, 

ig 5 ‘unting” by malnutrition was z 
‘ 4 za ane ghad and replace them. Thus in overbrowsed 

still widely prevalent®. Equilibrium be- ; é a ; 
ease ‘ Wisconsin winter deer yards white cedar, 

tween the shrinking herd and its food 2 
lartsinrds finally reachedain 1940 "0% striped maple, red maple, red dogwood, and 

Pp v 3 ee ground hemlock, all palatable, are being 
Deer damage to crops in Pennsylvania yeplaced by alder, aspen, and white birch, 

has been prevalent since 1915, and vo for- all unpalatable. This process of replacement 
oe and en an 1922% » : In of palatable by non-palatable winter food 

excess deer (had) In many sections is shown in Figure 3. Replacement has been 
resulted in the complete overthrow of nat- verified See eed e in artificially “browsed” 
ural forest regeneration, and made forest experimental quadrats. 

planting practically impossible” ™ ™”. “Due Trees above the reach of deer are browsed 
to scarcity of food in the forests, wild deer up to the level which a mature deer can 

Were snereaching in pordes Ubon eH: reach standing upright on its hind legs (six 
ing farms, Hencing one iarm merely to eight feet). The species of trees which 
crowded: the) animals onto the neighbors show such a “deer-line” are a sensitive in- 

farms” *?, A special survey made in ex to the degree of deer-pressure and its 
1938 showed that half the deer range was  quration. A new deer-line on cedar and 
producing less than fifty pounds of food none on balsam shows an early stage of 
per a which was virtual ee »®. — overbrowsing. A new deer-line on balsam 

The Pennsylvania herd now stands at plus an older one on white cedar shows an 
about 500,000, or half the 1927 peak level. advanced stage. Fawns commonly starve at 

: ae pipenon ts the comune! ue oe the stage when balsam or other poor foods 
loe-removal, starvation, and range dete- first show a deer-line. 

rioration. i In other states these same principles hold, 
It is an open question whether the Penn- put for different plants. Thus on the Kaibab, 

sylvania history is not an example of “too deer pressure was first visible on cliffrose. 
little and too late”. A splendid initial sue- As this good food became scarce, juniper 

cess in management of deer has been par- and finally pinon pine were taken, and 

tially cancelled one ne deleyes public  fawns began to die. 
acquiescence in herd-reduction. In Pennsylvania deer pressure was first 

visible on oaks, cherry, ash, maples, ground 
Common Characters hemlock, and hemlock. As these became 

These histories exhibit certain common _ scarce, laurel, rhododendron, and pines were 

characters of deer herds, of deer food taken”. Laurel is at the bottom of the 

plants, and of human attitudes toward deer, preference list, but most of the fawns dy- 
_ en worth pesorene as background es ane pe: Ea co ‘ ee a u a n- 

‘or the Wisconsin problem. ity.° » *, Many plants important to other 
They also exhibit a common sequerice of game species were also depleted: thus 

stages which may help to interpret cur- greenbrier, on which ruffed grouse depend 
rent cress uo, Sueipat? pen needs, tor evel, noe cee es soy 
and to guide administrative policy. shoe hare and wild turkey likewise fe! e 

Winter Food. Deer irruptions are a prob- pressure of excess deer. (Letter from Seth 
lem in winter food. The summer range usu- Gordon 6/15/43) 
ally exceeds the winter range in carrying Winter Deer Behavior. Most animals, 
capacity. when crowded and hungry, disperse by
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their own social pressure. Deer herds, at Predisposing Events 

least in winter, seem devoid of such pres- Predators. We have found no record of 
sure. State after state reports instances of 4 deer irruption in North America antedat- 

deer stubbornly ene to leave (or even ing the removal of deer predators. Those 
to be driven from“) a depleted winter parts of the continent which still retain the 
range. Paraphrased in human terms, deer ative predators have reported no irrup- 
would starve rather than move”. tions. This circumstantial evidence supports 
This trait results in snotty ees tothe the surmise that removal of predators pre- 

winter range. The Kaibab™ » Pennsyl- disposes a deer herd to irruptive behavior. 
vania® » 1-7 P-, New York®”, and ore : : ¢ 
Michigan™ »® all report this spotty char- 4 In Bs eighing this question, BRE must dis- 
acter, and it is now visible in Wisconsin. tinguish between the substantial removal of 
It confuses laymen, who see spots of un- predators and the extirpation of the last 
damaged winter browse and conclude that ‘dividual. 
no crisis exists. Thus Wisconsin still has a dozen timber 

Perhaps wolves and cougars originally wolves, but wolves ceased to be a substan- 

performed for deer the function of dispersal _ tial factor in our deer herds a decade ago. 
from congested spots which most species Wisconsin lost its last cougar in 1884% > ™, 
perform for themselves. Wisconsin deer started to irrupt after 

Limitations of Artificial Feeding. The wolves had been substantially removed. 

first human reaction to deer starvation is Pennsylvania lost, its last cougar in 
always an impulse to feed the herd, rather 1886%"”, but both cougars and wolves 
than to reduce it. Winter feeding of game had become too scarce to affect deer at a 
birds and songbirds carries no known pen- much earlier date. Bobcats were cut down 
alties, why not feed the deer? to the vanishing point during the decade 

The main difference lies in the effect of 1915-1925. Pennsylvania deer began irrupt- 
artificial feeding on the supply of natural ing about 1915. 
foods. In most parts of the west, the substan- 

Game birds subsist in winter mainly on tial extirpation of deer predators took place 
seeds (pheasant, quail) or buds (grouse). within a decade after 1910, when the pres- 
Both seeds and buds are produced in in- ent system of paid hunters came into full- 
finite quantity, and the consumption of scale operation. Thus on the Kaibab wolves 
seeds and buds does not affect next year’s were a factor in 1910 but gone by 1926. 
supply. Hence artificial food is a net addi- | Cougars were abundant up to about 1915; 
tion to natural food. they are still present but are now kept re- 

Deer, on the other hand, subsist on pal- duced to a very low level*” *°. The Kai- 
atable browse which is limited in quantity. bab deer irrupted almost immediately after 
Over-consumption progressively reduces the extirpation of wolves and the substan- 
next year’s growth by attrition, non-re- tial removal of cougars. (See bottom of 
production, and replacement. Hence arti- graph B, Figure 1.) 

ficial deer food is not a net addition to In Chihuahua, where deer are abundant 
natural food, and may become a net sub- and organized predator control unknown, 

traction. For this reason, the most experi- irruptions are likewise unknown. No ir- 

enced states have come to doubt the wis- ruptions are clearly recorded for Canada, 
dom of artificial feeding, except tem- nor has government predator control pre- 
porarily, or in emergency. For example,  vailed there. 
the Michigan Conservation Department In Germany, deer were abundant in the 
says “winter feeding has not been suc- feudal forests despite the presence of pred- 
cessful, nor may it ever prove to be a_ ators, but range or forest damage is not 
feasible method of holding up declining recorded until just before the Thirty Years 
deer populations” » “, We doubt whether War, when predator control had begun. 
artificial feeding of deer is sound policy at Damage did not become severe until the 
any time, but we are certain that it is un- last century, after the elimination of preda- 

sound to feed before the necessary herd- tors and the inauguration of artificial 
reduction has been made. feeding™. 

Experiments in semi-natural feeding by Coyotes do not seem to be effective pred- 
cutting trees or limbs have been conducted _ ators in the sense of controlling irruptions, 
in Pennsylvania, Michigan®’”®, and New for the Kaibab herd irrupted in the pres- 

York®. This is less open to objection, and ence of numerous coyotes®’, and coyotes 

in hardwoods which sprout easily it may in- occur on the present irruptive ranges of 

crease the natural food. It is expensive Wisconsin and Michigan, as well as those 

when done for deer alone, as are also all of Utah, Oregon, New Mexico, California, 

forms of artificial feeding® * ”. and other western states.
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It appears, then, that cougars and wolves havior to the extent that they are enforced, 

are the most effective deer predators. The for the killing of males in a polygamous 

evidence available supports the surmise that species has, within ordinary limits, no effect 

their removal does not cause irruptions, but on reproductive rate. 

paves the way for irruptive behavior, either By a strange irony, conservation depart- 

at once or at some future time. ments in buck-law states, when they have 

Cuttings. It is common knowledge that failed to reduce their own does by legal 

in humid-regions, where the original for- means, have unwittingly delegated this im- 

ests were so dense as to shade out browse, portant biological function to the law- 

deer “followed the slashings”, ie. did not violator, for the public begins to condone 

become abundant until after large areas illegal doe-killing as excess numbers of 

had been converted to brush. Thus there does become visible. But for illegal doe- 

were few or no deer around Lake Superior killing, many buck-law states would have 

before the lumbering era”, and deer irrupted earlier. 

have spread north into Canada coincident Buck laws are admirable for a herd 

with cuttings. which needs building up®, but hardly for 

Here, too, a lag may occur. Thus Penn- a herd in need of reduction. Irruptions 

sylvania and southern New York were have been confined to buck-law states, ex- 

almost deerless for decades after slashings cept in Minnesota where large refuges have 

began. During this deerless lag exceedingly shown irruptive effects. These large refuges 

palatable plants, such as ground hemlock have the same local effect as buck-laws. 

(Taxus canadensis) had a chance to accum- 
ulate. This stored reserve of very high- Other Factors 
grade foods doubtless increased the violence Fire. There is general agreement that a 

of the later irruption. little fire improves deer range, but that 
In the open yellow pine forests and wholesale burning destroys it®””. When “ 

brushy foothills of the west, cuttings have deer happen to irrupt a decade or two after 
no predisposing effect, for the original for- the first effective fire control, damage to 

ests are open and can grow ample browse deer and range is exaggerated by the 
food. ; closure of tree crowns, for this shades out 

Current Cuttings. Any winter cutting op- much browse at a time of maximum need 
eration is likely to attract deer, which feed for browse. The present deer crisis in Wis- 
at night on the down tops felled by the consin is exaggerated by the present clos- 
loggers by day. The effect on deer depends ure of tree crowns which grew up following 

on whether the cutting is continuous through the fire-control system established about 
the winter, and whether it makes available 1930. 
palatable trees capable of sustaining deer, In parts of the west, there was wide- 

or unpalatable ones on which deer starve spread reproduction of forest trees follow- 
despite full stomachs. _ ing early overgrazing and later fire-control. 

Cuttings are often interrupted by These new forests have now closed their 
weather, or are discontinued in midwinter. crowns, and thus shaded out much 

In such event the whole dependent herd pbrowse™. 
must starve suddenly unless natural browse is 
is available. Such “trapped” herds seldom Inuption Sequence 
move. These common characters of irruptive 

A small cutting operation may “bait” a deer herds follow a sequence, the early 

large deer herd, and keep it localized with- stages of which are substantially alike for 

out actually feeding it enough tops to sus- all herds, but the later stages of which dif- 

tain life. In such event the dependent herd fer according to whether remedial action 

slowly starves. is prompt and decisive, or dilatory and 

Any cutting operation may safely feed a _ insufficient. 

herd which is not too large for it, for the Stage 1. Setting the Stage. The combina- 

actual duration of continuous cuttings. tion of a buck-law, a refuge system, good 

By and large, current cuttings have law enforcement, and predator removal 

tended to postpone and exaggerate the pen- “sets the stage” for irruption. In humid 

alties for excess deer. The present war de- regions, widespread logging and some (but 

mand for yellow birch and white cedar is not too much) fire is further conducive to 

feeding many deer which will be left food- irruptive population behavior. 

less when the supply of these trees is ex- Stage 2. Early Upgrade. A deer-line ap- 

hausted, or when the demand for birch pears on palatable browse, but the deer are 

veneer and cedar posts falls off. still normal in growth, and winter well. 

Buck Laws. Laws protecting antlerless Stage 3. Later Upgrade. A deer-line ap- 

deer predispose a herd to irruptive be- pears on unpalatable browse, such as bal-
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Wisconsin Deer Today and Tomorrow 

By W. S. FEENEY 
Project Leader, Deer Research Project 

The Deer Project: carry as many deer as they once did and 

Three years ago the deer research man- there can be no comeback as long as the 
agement project was set up through the deer are eating all of the reproduction and 

cooperation of the Fish and Wildlife Sery- ll of the browse growth. 
ice under the direction of the Wisconsin  p), EB acta 
Conservation Department. Seventy-five per- rf Fi 
cent of the cost of the project has been In the past three years the deer project 
financed by the federally appropriated Pitt- has examined about 260 deer yards. As we 
man-Robertson funds, 25% has been pro- have used the term yard, we mean various 

vided by the Conservation Department. The ized winter concentration areas, some cov- 
object of the project for the initial three ering only a quarter section, others several 
year period was to make a survey of Wis- Sauare miles. These areas are separated by 

consin conditions, to discover the facts re- Strips and blocks of territory not used by 
gardless of opinions, and to present these deer during the winter months. A contin- 
findings for the use of improved manage- uously used area is classed as a deer yard 
ment. regardless of whether the type is cedar 

swamp, balsam swamp, mixed hardwoods 
Present Conditions: and conifers, hemlock timber, jack pine and 

It is generally agreed that in the past oak uplands or combinations of these. Thus, 

decade or two the Wisconsin deer herd 4 deer yard is not necessarily a swamp, al- 
has greatly increased. Up until the past though many of the best deer yards have 
winter at least, it was generally still been cedar swamps. More than 2/3 of the | 
on the increase, though there is evidence winter concentration areas in the north are 

in some localities that the peak popu- 
lation was reached before 1942. Up to rrr 

’ the point where range destruction began ed veo als 
to set in, the increase was desirable, but errr 
now it has reached the place where many ee 
of the most important deer yards are com- fi 
pletely browsed out and set back for sev- |} ae ee 
eral years to come. In the so-called browsed as yIapen a's) ma ; ee 4. 
out deer yards, reproduction of cedar, pines, (ye 6° ™ > \" Ve ile be C 
and several of the other comparatively slow vt ; a, Ptah 
growing trees are either killed or held at a ¢, ee ie a DEA we 
standstill. In some areas there has been no py : al. «ae he ow 
reproduction of such species for several 7 4% | \ yw *- FT 
years. Some of the more palatable species =| = ¥ \W 2. = — © 
such as ground hemlock and moosewood *y) | } ‘“S- ++ +~=~=—=SEe 
are exterminated by repeated browsing. oy — ,. . 
Other trees and shrubs are severely NM ih i — Ae 
trimmed and eventually stunted or killed, : { iy + =. | 
but even under the worst conditions, con- 1h) Sa ~—s 
sidering all species, a yard is never com- Vy wey 2 )©=©—herhme 
pletely and permanently browsed out, for : 7, £4. oe LS 
each year there is a certain amount of ££ & ae ay 
growth which comes back and which will : yo, 7 . 
carry at least a few deer. Cedar and bal- oe 
sam and several other species, however, . a. = 
when once browsed clean as high as the Wy  . 
deer can reach can make no appreciable : 2 SS. 
comeback below the browse line and there- - 
fore can be replaced only by the growth of | ~~ el Fe 
seedling trees. We have many examples P oa .) 2a 
where the food production has been greatly Sgn PE ere eee Ce - 
reduced and held at a low level by repeated Extreme browsing on tamarack, Saddle 
overbrowsing. Such areas can no longer Mound Area, Jackson County.
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heavily overbrowsed and in 3/4 the deer are. the winter range was cruised this num- 
now over the carrying capacity on a sus- ber could be multiplied considerably to 
tained basis, with the population as it has arrive at the actual total starvation losses. 
been for the past three years; i.e., they have Though this mortality runs into the thou- 
been eating more than the current growth of _ sands, it is difficult to estimate the total re- 
food. There are practically no really good liably. We do know, however, as far as 
areas left except in the Apostle Islands and could be determined by counting live fawns 
a few places not used by the deer. The and dead fawns that all of last year’s fawn 
cedar in about 90% of the yards has been crop was lost in several of the browsed out 
browsed clean and balsam, a starvation deer yards. 

food, has been increasingly browsed for the The dead deer found are always checked 
past five years. In many areas, even this for cause of death, first by the bone test, 
poor food species has been cleaned out. and whenever possible by complete autopsy. 
About % of all the deer yards are in the The veterinarian pathologist of the State 
approximate status of those visited by the Experimental Game and Fur Farm exam- 
Citizen’s Deer Committee—in other words, ined about 100 deer shipped to Poynette, 
browsed to the limit or very nearly so. 1940-41, and about 200 deer during the past 
About 25% of the yards are so severely winter. His findings show that starvation 
browsed that no appreciable amount of re- jg the primary cause of death in approxi- 

covery can be expected in the next 5 or 10 mately the same percentages as determined 
years, even if the deer herd in these areas jn the field. Starved deer were always 
were reduced below their present low carry- found where browse conditions were ex- 
ing capacity. tremely bad, bit they were not found where 

The status of deer yards should always conditions were fair. Regardless of the sur- 
be based on the condition of the browse rounding evidence, the field bone test is 
rather than on the number of starved deer used to determine the presence of starva- 

found, else by the time the die-off has be- tion. The marrow of the tibia or middle 
come readily conspicuous, it is too late to rear leg bone is pink or red in malnutrition 
apply any preventative management to the or starvation cases. As malnutrition ad- 
starvation areas. The damage is already vances, the normal creamy white thick mar- 
done and only less deer, time, and extreme yow gradually changes to a pink or red 

measures can bring about a comeback. Un-  jell-like substance as the fat is absorbed 
fortunately, in many places this has already from the marrow and the remaining cells 
happened. There are several reliable re- degenerate. 
ports of starvation conditions having been : 
reached in some places as early as 1935, Winter Range: 
and in these places the deer have continued Because of the combination of weather 
to pile up and die every year since except conditions and the habits of deer, it can be 
for the very unusual winter of 1941-42.The expected that they will yard or concentrate 
deer project found very few dead deer dur- on their winter range in northern Wiscon- 
ing that winter because, with few excep- sin for about three or four months. Only 
tions, there was little snow and the deer during very unusual winters, of which we 
were able to reach out from the yards far know of only one, 1941-42, is the snowfall 
enough into the bordering summer range light enough and the winter open enough 
for the food to carry them through. In the that the deer can sufficiently use the border- 
normal winter of 1940-41, 448 dead deer ing summer range to prevent starvation. 
were found and recorded. Over 80% had The deer tend to concentrate every winter 
died from malnutrition and starvation, of and to remain concentrated and confined 
these more than 80% were fawns, i.e, deer in the yards for the full winter period. 
approximately nine months old. During the When forced by lack of food, if the snow 
past winter, ’42-’43, which was estimated is not too deep and the weather is favorable, 
to be harder on deer than usual, over 1400 the deer, particularly the older deer, will 
dead deer were found, nearly 80% had died roam far enough out from the edges of the 
from outright malnutrition and starvation, yard to get the much needed food. Most 
and in an additional 10% malnutrition was. winters, however, they cannot successfully 
a contributing cause of death. Of the dead do this. Last winter there was a period of 
deer found, 77% were fawns, of these the about two weeks in several deer yards ex- 
ratio of bucks to does was approximately amined, when the deer walked on crusted 
equal. Occasionally the misleading state- snow getting a new layer of browse and 
ment has come out that 1200 or 1300 deer traveling with ease to better food in the 
died in Wisconsin last winter. Over 1400 nearby vicinity. All in all, these weather 
deer were found, but since only a very factors, light snowfall, crusted snow, heavy 
small percentage of the total acreage of snowfall weighing down browse limbs,
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windfalls and other things, would help the - put on a pair of snowshoes and go into the 

deer more if the concentrations were not deer yards in February or March and study 

so heavy. It is estimated that in the av- the actual conditions for themselves. Those 

erage winter the concentration areas are who have done so have found their trips 

only about 10% of the total deer range in worthwhile and often have been much sur- 

northern Wisconsin. It is the condition of prised with what they have learned. In case 

the winter range that determines the poten- this venture would be entirely new to some 

tial population of deer that can be success- interested person, he should get in touch 

fully carried. There is enough food on the with someone who can show him what to 

summer range to support many more deer look for and explain the implications of 

than we have now, but the summer range what is seen. For example, what is a deer 

has little or no bearing on the decisive crit- yard and what is a deer concentration? 

ical winter period. Where do the deer stay in the winter— 
where are the deer yards in this or that 

Estimating Conditions: locality? Where do you look for starved 

To make a reliable extensive survey takes deer and how do you know if starvation is 

a well trained staff of experienced cruisers Or is not present? What is a deer-line and 

who have knowledge of the life history and what does it look like? How are population 

habits of deer and the food and cover plants densities estimated? What do deer eat in 

upon which they depend. It is necessary the winter? What foods are preferred, 
that they know what to look for and that Which staple and which starvation foods? 

they keep reliable detailed reports for each / How are conditions evaluated by examining 
yard inspected. key species? How are rabbit clippings dif- 

When conditions are at their worst—all ferentiated from deer browsings? What is 

the trees stripped clean and dead deer lying the meaning of balsam browsed lightly, 

every few yards along the trails—it does moderately, or browsed out completely? 

not take much skill to determine that the What stage of balsam browsing is a sure 
area is browsed-out and that starvation has indication that starved deer will be found? 

taken place. On the other hand it calls for If white spruce is browsed clean does it 

a real expert with a great deal of experi- mean the same thing as if cedar is browsed 

ence to estimate conditions and prepare a high as a deer can reach? When is brows- 

reliable report two or three years before ing classed as light, medium or heavy? 

the critical stage is reached. Likewise, it Which is the heavier browsing sumac 
is equally difficult to correctly estimate browsed to %4” diameter class or holly 

trends up or down when the evidence is browsed to %” diameter class? How are 

not clearly very bad or very good or where old deer browsings of previous years recog 
a change is being initiated. The study of nized? How can one tell when the deer 

the deer subject in Wisconsin has barely population is greater than, equal to, or less 

begun. There is much to be done, a good than the carrying capacity of any particu- 

deal to be learned. Even as our system of lar area?—and many other similar ques- 

analysing and recording improves, it will tions that arise. 

be more difficult to estimate the trends of wee 

change that are beginning to take place Underestimating the Surplus: 

now that a turning point has been reached. There is bound to be starvation and 

Casual observers frequently report that overbrowsed yards where overpopulation 

the “deer look good”, “getting along fine”, continues. This is a point that should not 

up to the time they are ready to die or be overlooked. It is not reasonable to an- 

dying. A deer does not readily show the ticipate that the harvesting of 100,000 deer 

symptoms of malnutrition until about half by hunting will prevent starvation in the 

dead, When they become conspicuously weak poorer deer yards. It will take much more 

their days are few. than a reduction of % to show any ap- 

Even when deer are dead on the ground preciable results in reduced starvation 

they are not always readily found since losses or range improvement in the most 

they are often covered with snow. In any overbrowsed concentration areas. One hun- 

case, to get the true picture takes a lot of dred thousand deer for Wisconsin, with a 

hard cruising in the places where the deer deer herd between % and % million, is 

concentrate. It is useless to base estimates scarcely as much as the annual increase. It 

on the appearance of the summer range or _ is hardly a reduction of the total population. 

to cruise on summer range when the deer The removal of 100,000 or 200,000 deer 

are in the winter areas, though this mistake would doubtless mean an improvement for 

is easy to make. some of the less critical areas, and since the 

It is recommended that all those inter- distribution of removal depends upon hunt- 

ested in the deer problem, when possible, er’s choice coupled with other uncontrolled
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One of dead deer found near timber cutting operations in Argonne Closed Area, 
Forest County, Balsam in background. 
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Easily overlooked because of snow covering, this dead fawn was found in 
Balsam-Spruce timber, Long Swamp, Marinette County.
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factors, it is possible that overshooting 7. Reduction of the deer herd surpluses 
might take place in some localities. On the and continued cropping of the sur- 
average though, the problem will still be pluses. 
a surplus of deer for a while. In any case 8. A combination of two or more of these 
as has been previously pointed out: of the proposals. 
two dangers, overpopulation or overshoot- 9. Let overpopulation, range damage, and 
ing, it is much more risky to try to carry starvation run its course. 
too many deer. It is much easier to re- 
plenish deer than it is to regrow damaged Consideration of Possible 
deer range. Deer multiply quickly when con- Management Measures: 

cas ae cave but ee ae 1. There is no denial that the forked- 
estroyed takes a long time to be replaced. jorned buck regulation helped to bring 

about an increase of deer. Up to a certain 
Management Suggestions: point it appeared to be a good thing, but 

There are few who doubt now that a 2SSuming that it was sound and did accom- 

serious deer situation exists, but there is plish its DULDOBE) would it ee be very fool- 
a great variance of opinion on how the ish to carry it on to the point of defeating 

problem should be handled. What should be its owen ends and thereby undoing any good 
done seems to be the question that the peo- that it might have accomplished? Generally 

ple are wondering about. The following gen- speaking, at least for the northern part of 
eral suggestions, good and bad, are com- the State, Wisconsin now does not need and 

monly heard discussed throughout the State cannot stand B further nee the deer 
where the topic is deer: population. The herd is already too big for 

its own survival. Any proposal which tends 
1. Continuance of the forked-horned buck towards a further increase at this time dis- 

regulation. regards the facts of the problem. 

2. Reliance on the present refuge system 2. The original object of the Wisconsin 
or a similar one. refuge system was to insure protection for 

8. A period of closed seasons. an adequate breeding population and 
ae 3 thereby foster an increase of deer. Today 

be ee artificial feeding ‘program. we do not have the problem of too few deer 
5. The State purchase of deer yards. because of lack of breeding stock, but on the 
6. Deer range management. contrary too large a breeding stock and too 
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little survival of the fawns produced because ments in nearly all of the States that have 

of lack of winter food. It is a sure thing ever had any deer problems have proved 

from the standpoint of deer management to be highly unsuccessful. First of all, deer, 

that all of the overbrowsed refuges should by nature and habit, are browsing animals, 

be opened to hunting in order to reduce the not grazing hay-eaters as are cattle. In the 

surplus causing the overbrowsing. Such winter particularly, they depend chiefly on 

refuges serve no good purpose as they are. the twigs of trees and shrubs. Of course, 

It is thought that some kind of refuge in the summertime, they do eat grass and 

system in the future probably will be ad- other things as well as browse and in the 

visable, but it is too early to clearly say winter when driven by hunger because of 

just why or where they will be needed. lack of natural foods, they will eat hay. 

3. It is obvious that if the trouble is But because they eat hay under adverse 

overbrowsing to the point of destruction of conditions does not mean that it is good 

both the deer and deer range, a closed sea- for them or that it will sustain them. There 

son can accomplish nothing except to let are few cases, if any, even under the best 

the deer pile up still further, if that is pos- regulated small scale experiments where 

sible, and hasten the ultimate reverses. The the feeding of hay alone for an extended 

thought that we have had heavy starvation winter period prevented starvation, but 

losses which should now be offset.by reduc- there are many examples of where deer 

ing the hunting is not based on an under- have starved on or near hay piles, usually 

standing of the facts. We still have the with a full stomach. Because a starving deer 

breeding stock, but we do not have the eats something is no proof of its nutritional 

range food to carry their yield of offspring value. Starving deer often eat balsam rav- 

through the normal winter. If the browse  enously, but it is a proven fact that they 

killing surplus is not removed there soon cannot live long on a straight diet of bal- 

will be heavier losses of the breeding stock sam. They gradually lose weight and event- 

also. ually die with a stomach full of this almost 

4. On the surface, the feeding of starving useless fooc. There are several! artificial 

deer seems to be one of the best suggestions foods or combinations of foods, chiefly soy- 

for a remedy of the trouble, but it is not bean-molasses-cake and: grains, which are 

what it seems. If we can learn anything known to carry deer when fed in sufficient 

from the experience of others, we should quantities, but it is a million dollar project 

have learned that dozens of feeding experi- and completely impractical to carry on such 
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After the snow was gone this deer was found among over-browsed 
Maple in Drummond Area, Bayfield County.
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feedings on a very large scale. Aside from but there it has been concluded recently 
costs and results, it is impractical because that artificial feeding as regards starvation 
the facilities for placing of adequate food “is a palliative, not a cure.” It is stated 
over extensive and remote areas, where and regarding the northern forest of the 
when it is needed, are completely lacking. Adirondacks: 
It is not sensible to presume that relatively Hs i 5 
small operations here and there will have ‘Furthermore, it soon became evident 
an important bearing on the main prob- that, wrrespective of what feeding of this 
lem though they may serve some good pur- type might be done, a reduction of the 
pose locally. But just suppose that artificial total population through harvesting sur- 
feeding could be accomplished and that plus does would improve the situation in 
starvation losses thereby were prevented. OG) localities. In addition to af ording 

This would mean a larger population, more greater hunting opportunity and curtail- 
deer to feed, and the same problems to face ing forage depletion such management 
on a larger scale each succeeding winter. may be expected to actually inerease the 
Furthermore, in all instances that have ever buck crop as a result of allowing more 
been examined or recorded, artificial feed- fawns to mature in place of unproductive 
ing has made natural browse conditions does. Yet it was not until the last year 
worse, not better. The deer do now and al- or 80 that sufficient inf vIn mee 
ways will depend largely, if not entirely, accumulated to support this belief. 
on the carrying capacity of the available In the vastly different Catskill region, it 
natural browse, therefore most considera- is stated: “Here deer have become a nuis- 
tion should be given to the well-being of  gnce to farmers, nurserymen and others 
their range. : long before they reach such a level. Under 

Michigan has concluded that “a practical these circumstances not only is artificial 
substitute for browse has yet to ibe dis- feeding entirely uncalled for but a planned 
covered”—“Michigan Conservation”, April harvest of does seems the most effective 
1943. means of preventing undesirable population 

For the past five or more years, Colorado densities from building up.” 
has been attempting to feed a herd of ap- : 
proximately 22,000 deer on the Gunnison “We are therefore, at the present time 
range. In spite of their extensive all winter recommending a controlled open season 
feeding program, in which choice chopped in antlerless deer in all three regions for 
alfalfa is fed daily in abundance, 2,500 to the fall of 1948.” 
3,000 died from malnutrition. Similar losses ? ‘ : All of the other deer states have had 
Baye Sg uae Winters on this browse: similar experiences in the matter of ar- 

In their very careful feeding experiment tificially feeding deer. : 
in Utah on mule deer, it was determined 5. The acquisition of winter deer yards 
that “. . . alfalfa alone is not sufficient to by the State in itself is no solution to the 
maintain the deer’s weight for even short main problem, though the purchase of these 
periods."—“The more dependent deer be- areas with better regulations would un- 
came on the supplemental feeds and the less doubtedly be a desirable step in deer range 

dependent on native forage, the greater management. 
were the winter losses. As long as some na- 6. The whole matter of deer range man- 
tive forage was available the deer continued agement is in an uncertain and speculative 
to browse on it even with an abundant sup- stage. However, the opinions are often ad- 
ply of supplements.”—“Artificial feeding vanced that the answers lie in controlled 
causes deer to concentrate in small areas burning, the planting of cedar or other 
year after year where they cause serious food plants, the planting of cover on sum- 
and irreparable damage to native forage mer range where cover is needed to hold 
species, which in turn further reduces the the deer in the winter, selective or rota- 
carrying capacity of the areas and makes tional cutting to stimulate food growth, and 
the deer more dependent on the supple- other manipulations of the land. Possibil- 
ments.” From this experiment, it was rec- ities for the direct management of the 
cemmended to “regulate the deer population deer’s environment seem promising, but 
so that feeding as a regular program can whether something of value along these 
be discontinued,” and to make “removals lines can be developed for deer is yet to be 
heavy enough to reduce the population...” seen. 

In New York State where the concen- 7. It should be clear that if we have 
trated deer cake was long ago developed, widespread overbrowsing in the winter deer 
experiments in respect to the possibility of _ yards accompanied by heavy starvation 
a feeding program have been well tried, losses, there is an overpopulation of deer
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relative to the winter food supply. Since 9. No one yet has recommended letting 
this is generally the case in northern Wis- abnormal overpopulation, range damage 

consin and parts of central Wisconsin, it and starvation run its course. 
follows that a reduction of the surplus Interests and Objectives: 

within the limits of the present carrying Though there have been many discussions 

capacity of the range is the only way of and various opinions propounded, it is the 
preventing starvation losses and the fur- desire of all concerned with the deer ques- 
ther deterioration of the range. There may tion to have an abundant and thriving deer 
be a time when the range capacity for deer population in Wisconsin. Foresters as well 
can be built up, but until such time the as game managers:know that excessive deer 
deer herd will have to be reduced to the lim- damage to the forest and deer range is 
its of the present capacity, if not by man- caused only by abnormal and devastating 

agement then by starvation. Without herd surpluses which ultimately must perish if 
reduction neither artificial nor natural allowed to increase unchecked. There is no 
range improvement is possible. The impor- significant incompatability between sound 

tant thing is that the surplus reduction by forest management and good deer manage- 
hunting comes before the total reduction ment. Likewise, when the facts are under- 
from browse depletion and starvation. If stood, there is no Inconsistency between 
this cannot be done, then our attempts at good deer management and the interests of 

: 7 i is the resort business or the desires of the 
regulating the deer or their environment sportsmen. All want an abundance of deer, 

will be about as effective as a 50 foot bridge 5 matter whether they are to be heed: 

on a 100 foot stream. The object of herd 9» just to be seen. Any fundamental differ- 
control is not to see how much the popula- ence of proposals arises from some misun- 
tion can be reduced but to keep it as high derstanding of the facts or the problems. 
as it can be sustained. While living on a [To maintain a thriving deer herd is the ob- 
reserve food supply deer may increase ject of all, and it is the purpose of the 
beyond the level of average browse produc- Game Biologists, the Wisconsin Conserva- 
tion, i.e., beyond what the average annual tion Department, and the Pittman—Robert- 
growth of browse could support. Thus they son appropriations, to manage the deer herd 

may reach an excessively high peak popu- so ag to hold the maximum population that 
lation. Consequently, in a few years they js reasonably possible on a sustained basis. 
clean up the reserve as well as the annual The principal problem is a question of how 

production and finally, as starvation con- this basic objective can best be obtained. 
ditions are reached, the range is depleted, a 
stunted, much less productive, and greatly Time For Recovery: 
reduced in carrying capacity for deer. The Because of the comparatively slow growth 

herd must then remain for a number of of browse species, especially when they once 
years at a very low level. Where the deer have been stunted, immediate recovery in 
herd is balanced off at a reasonably stable the very bad yards cannot be expected. No 
level, it will never have to drop unnecessar- matter what measures are taken, even if 
ily low. Those who recommend herd reduc- ways and means are found to reduce the 
tion where needed stress two things in par- population sufficiently in those most critical 
ticular—preventing the areas still in com- places, it will take several years for some 
paratively fair condition from reaching the of them to show any substantial improve- 
low point of browse growth and deer yield, ment. In the near future, very little im- 
and the rebuilding of the range that is al- provement could be expected if all deer 
ready browsed-out. Fortunately the sports- yards were as void of food growth as the 
man’s desire and ability to hunt makes deer worst 25%, but it is hoped that at least a 
population control possible and practical. third of the deer yards can be prevented 
Each year there is a harvestable crop of from reaching the browsed-out stage. 
deer produced. A substantial portion of the Deer Range with Deer: 
total annual crop is surplus which must be Te ieutho cain of Gonctructivee mate 

DUNO HOD ENTE SESE SE ment to prevent the better deer yards re 
8. It seems that the best results will becoming worse and to get an improvement 

come from a combination of herd reduc- in the poorer areas, to alleviate starvation 
tion, the continued cropping necessary to losses, range damage, and to manage the 
keep the herd in balance with its food sup- deer so that the range of Wisconsin can 
ply, and range management experiments, support a reasonable abundance of deer, not 
followed by range management, if feasible. for one year but for many years to come.
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Members of the Committee saw about 100 dead and dying fawns col- 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, Madison, Chairman lected during or just before our visit. In 
Mr. J. R. Jacobson, Superior one yard there were no current deaths due 
Mr. Henry C. Kuehn, Milwaukee to browse made available by a logging op- 
Miss Joyce Larkin, Eagle River eration, but in another many fawns were 
Mr. John O. Morland, Hayward dying despite current logging. 
Dr. E. G. Ovitz, Laona Of the yards visited by individual mem- 
Judge Asa K. Owen,* Phillips bers of the committee, some showed no 
Mr. Howard Quirt, Marshfield deaths, and little other evidence of over- 
Mrs. Harry E. Thomas, Sheboygan population. 

Of the eight yards visited by the whole 
Summary committee, all showed severe damage to 

1. The Wisconsin deer herd has increased 800d food plants, such as white cedar, red 
beyond its winter food supply, and is be- Maple, striped maple, ash, upland willow, 
ginning to starve during hard winters like and leatherwood. None showed any living 
1942-43. wae en ques within reach of deer. 

Z ee n all yards deer were eating inferior foods 
2. The degree of over-population varies; 

not all localities are in critical condition, such as eeea hemlock, ced aspen, and 
but critical spots are increasing. aE eaate eer were eating alder, the poorest 

8. Starvation so far kills mainly fawns. Th 2 rs 4 
. e eight yards differed greatly in the 
aa are full of food, but not proportion of good food plants remaining 

i live. I; ly 
4, The good winter food plants are being Hand soeia ea, gue we 

eaten out, are unable to reproduce, and are go9q hardwoods, while injured, were still 
being replaced by plants of inferior value. alive, and capable of recovery if relieved of 

5. Artificial feeding does not relieve the deer pressure. We think that in these six 
pressure on good food plants. yards overbrowsing is recent, while in the 

6. The herd should be reduced to the ‘wo others it is of long standing. _ 
carrying capacity of the good winter foods. Many Seas deer were autopsied in the 

7. The sooner this is done, the more good eennohees ome oe ae 

food plants wil be savaged and the more ings showed pneumonia, which aetompane 
8. If the herd is not shot down, it will je mAlnULE OR athe anu wierd 8 2 , - us revealed few parasites, and no evi- 

starve down. Further starvation means fur- wets of other eee 

ther depletion of cog pe. ‘4 and ae _ In yards visited by us, all felled trees, 
means a very small herd for decades to including balsam and popple, were being 
come. z stripped by deer down to diameters of 

9. Reducing the herd means reducing nearly an inch. The deer were gnawing off 
antlerless deer. these large limbs with their molars. 

Few of the carcasses seen by us had been 
The Present Situation in the Deer Yards scavenged. This, together with the weak 

We examined eight deer yards as acom- deer caught by hand in our presence, shows 
mittee. that deer predators are virtually absent in 

Individual members examined many other the yards we visited. 
yards in their respective localities. Three The Trend 
such local reports are attached. # - a 

Of the eight yards visited by the whole yard'winters is normal, How fs the present 
committee, fawns were dying in seven. We situation to be distinguished from a normal 

it a It t the one? 
hanes Pree tidcoen es Bs “Gwen "who. pub: The testimony of local residents shows a 

vet dae Mayan, gies in The Milwaukee Jour- progressive increase of starvation during
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hard winters since about 1935. The Depart- been artificially replanted, mostly by CCC 
ment’s statistics of deer kill indicate a . camps. These young plantations are still 

steady increase in the herd during the past within reach of deer, but most of them lie 
decade. on lands too bare of cover to be used by 

The browsed plants in the deer yards deer in winter, hence they have suffered less 
show that the damage to inferior food deer damage than natural forest reproduc- 
pee (like balsam) ee recent than tion in winter yards. The United States For- 

e damage to the superior food plants (like est Service, which has planted 153,000 acres 
maple) 5 : 3 i caeay 

Few adult deer are dying so far. The in the Chequamegon and Nicolet National 
history of irruptive herds in other states Forests, estimates that if the deer damage 

shows the fawns always die first, evidently to these plantings were expressed as solid 
because they cannot reach so high for food, rea in need of replanting, it would cover 
but that starvation of adults always follows 7600 acres, or five per cent of the total 
unless the overstocking is relieved. plantings. Its replacement value would be 

For these reasons we are convinced that $113,000. 

a crisis ent intensity exists in Wis- The amount of damage to plantations is 
consin, an at the present situation is not Jess alarming than the kinds of plantations 
ee ne nme. the normal eaten. White pines are fair deer food, and 

. might be damaged even by a normal herd, 
but red (Norway) and jack pines are starv- 

The Remed: 
w. 4 Eancits i 4 th ation food. Despite this fact, deer on the 

e see no remedy except to reduce the Nicolet National Forest wiped out 90 per 
deer herd to what the yards can carry with- Gent of a 300-acre red pine planting, and 108i a : 5 
aoe their good natural winter food on the Chequamegon acjack pine planting 

We are convinced that artificial feeding 7S MSs aaped ute 
without herd-reduction is no remedy, for We conclude that the reforestation pro- 
it does not relieve the overdraft on natural &tam is increasingly jeopardized, and in 
food plants. States which have tried feed- Some spots is already nullified, by excess 
ing report that it does not relieve over- deer. 
browsing, and may aggravate it. Damage to Natural Reproduction. In the 

Artificial feeding of deer is different eight deer yards visited by the committee, 
from artificial feeding of birds, for the lat- _ we saw not one white cedar seedling pro- 
ter has no effect on the future supply of jecting above the snow, nor one grown cedar 
natural bird foods. whose limbs had not been defoliated up to 

The present starvation of fawns is not a deer’s reach. We saw plenty of dead 
reducing the herd. Only the removal of white cedar seedlings recently killed, evi- 
does can do so. It is not practicable to dis- dently by deer. 
tinguish does from other antlerless deer in We saw few balsams under eight feet 

seyUne opstt reson en ( which had not been deformed, none which 
ow much to reduce the herd must vary had not been browsed, and no balsam stands 

locally with the degree of present over- which did not show a deer-line. 
population. The practical question is We saw one dense «land ; : : of young white 
Waeiiee a single paler deer doacee a and red pines, near but not in a deer yard, 
ee es a SRewa TLes a Soran which contained few or no unbrowsed trees 

er-reducing the herd. there are probably under eight feet. All the browsing was 
more than half a million deer in Wisconsin.  ecent, 
The total number of deer tags sold to deer Th : : : 
hunters has not exceeded 120,000. We con- e United States Forest Service tells 
clude that every deer hunter could take an US that half the deer yards on Chequame- 
antlerless deer for at least one season, and 0" National Forest, and a quarter of those 
perhaps for several sasons, before a suffi- on the Nicolet have been denuded of for- 
cient reduction will have been made. We  °St Yeproduction by deer. 
conclude that no danger of an over-reduc- We conclude that natural forest repro- 
tion exists, provided the antlerless deer duction is increasingly jeopardized, and in 
season be restricted to overpopulated many pe yards is already destroyed, by 
counties. excess deer. 

The Deer and the Forest Organizing a Deer Program 

Damage to Plantations. During the past Local Adjustments. The present deer 
i decade considerable areas of denuded land problem consists of scores of local prob- 

f in national, state, and county forests have lems, all more or less different. Even the
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wisest policy will have to develop many lo- The most important single educational 
cal modifications and adjustments before device is a system of fenced exclosures 
each local deer herd can be brought into where the public can see the difference be- 
reasonable harmony with forestry, recrea- tween overbrowsed and unbrowsed deer 
tion, and farming interests. range, 

Remedial action cannot wait until every These samples are the beginnings of an 
local situation is accurately known to the educational program. 
Madison office. It is easier to build up an 
over-reduced deer herd than to build up a Vote of the Committee 

browsed-out deer range. The committee voted on the following 
It is important for local interests to as- questions: 

sume more and more responsibility for lo- In all the questions, it is assumed that 
cal policy. We believe that the Commission __jocalities differ, that the questions pertain 
might well encourage experimental local  o the prevailing situation, that the Con- 
trials of various devices for bringing clash- servation Department will determine, with 
ing interests together locally, rather than all the local advice it can get, the degree 

as “pressure-groups” at Madison. _. of emergency existing in each locality. 
Fact-finding. Any deer program must be 

accompanied by continuous measurements Question Yes No 
of its effect on local food plants. Whether 1. Does Wisconsin have more 
the deer range is recovering or getting deer than the winter food sup- 
worse cannot be determined by off-hand Diy, Can carry teen SO 
guesses; it must be determined by annual 2. Do you favor reduction of the 
measurements in open yards, as compared herd? (22 eee ees 0 
with deerless “exclosures” in the same 8. Can the herd be reduced with- 
yards. This is a large job, and will require out legalizing antlerless deer? 1 a 

a large research staff. 4, In the yards where deer are 
Predators. It seems unreasonable that now starving, are the deer kill- 

Wisconsin should pay wolf bounties with ing their good food plants by 
one hand and combat excess deer with the overbrowsing? ~-.----.+----_ 8 0 
other. In the wilder counties where farm 5. Will artificial feeding without 
livestock is scarce we recommend that a herd-reduction reduce over- 
low population of timber wolves be delib- ‘broweing ? 922-2 o es See 8 
erately maintained as insurance against un- 6. Should herd-reduction begin in 
due congestion or excessive numbers of EI 6: ty Same Meee rs te Ae ND SIRT ic Are *) 0 

fo 7. Is there danger that an antler- 
Education. More important than deer or less deer season might over- 

deer range is public understanding. There reduce the herd in one year? 1 7 
is no doubt in our minds that the prevailing 8. If an antlerless deer season is 
failure of most states to handle deer irrup- established for 1948, should 
tions decisively and wisely is that our edu- the usual buck season be elim- 
rons paw oC not ee citizens how inated? (a2 ome oe eee em 1 
animals an ants live together in a com- 
Beiveceperauve avatar This imposes 2 phenld yer eres a OS ae i ; ges and other 
on the Conservation Department a difficult closed areas for deer be re- 
and important educational job. It should do scinded prior to the 1948 deer 
all it can and seek all the help it can get. SAAGH) Site Set Sates neo 0 

An educational film showing present con- 40, Do you favor more artificial 
ditions on the deer range is in preparation. feeding 

An educational bulletin explaining why (a) Contingent upon prior 
the present emergency exists is badly herd reduction? ~----. 5 

needed. : (b) Without prior herd-re- 
The Wisconsin Academy of Sciences is duction? -----------_.. 2 

publishing an historical review of irrup- 11. Do you favor temporary re- 
tive deer herds in other states as a back- moval of bounties on wolves 
ground for the Wisconsin picture. This and coyotes in the wilder coun- 
should be widely circulated. ties fue Pec ee ab



Qualified Votes: One member qualified Enclosures (Reports of Local Surveys by 
his yes vote on question 1: “In areas visited Members of the Committee) 
by the committee”; his yes vote on ques- (1) “Comments on the Deer Situation in 
tion 7: “unless limited season and licenses General and in Vilas County in Par- 

invoked”; his yes vote on question 8: “if ticular”. Joyce M. Larkin, Eagle River. 
for no other reason than that of saving Undated. 

human lives”, (2) “A Brief of Investigations of the Deer 
One member casts no vote on question 8 Situation in Northwestern Wisconsin 

and says “I don’t think it will make any During the Winter of 1942-43”, J. R. 
difference whether we do or not”. Jacobson, Superior. 

One member qualifies a yes vote on ques- (8) Letter of March 80, 1943, on condi- 
tion 1: “In many areas, but not in all”. tions in Oconto and Forest Counties, 

Not Voting: One member did not vote from Dr. E. G. Ovitz, Laona. 
on this ballot, but published a minority (These reports of local surveys have been 
report in the Milwaukee Journal for May omitted for the sake of brevity.) Prepared 
30, 1943. June 9, 1943.
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POPULATION TURNOVER ON A WISCONSIN PHEASANT 

REFUGE? 

Aldo Leopold, Theodore M. Sperry, William S. Feeney, and 
John A. Catenhusen 

University of Wisconsin, and State Conservation Department, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

This study measured, by five suc- driving crew varied from 15 to 70 men. 

cessive censuses and bandings of a In years when the crew was small, we 

sample population, the rate at which subdivided the units so as to maintain 

five generations of pheasants disap- a spacing of 5 to 30 yards between men, 

peared and were replaced by reproduc- depending on the nature of the cover. 

tion. Tally men stationed around each drive 
counted the emerging birds, but when 

Srupy Arga, Mrrnops, TERMS units had to be subdivided, ‘‘sneakers” 
The population occupied a winter (birds emerging on foot) were doubtless 

range of 600 acres on the University of overlooked. Sexes, when distinguish- 

Wisconsin Arboretum. It was fed in able, were tallied separately. No bird 

winter, was unshot, and doubled in alighting in an undriven unit was 

numbers during the study period. It tallied. 

sustained a trap mortality equivalent Despite our precautions to com- 

to light shooting. pensate for varying crews, an error 

The study area includes 500 acres of must have crept in. In January, 1939, 

marsh, 60 acres of oak-hickory timber, Feeney made a series of experimental 

and 40 acres of old fields. The area has drives to explore this error, and he 
been ungrazed, unmowed, and un- flushed birds as follows: 

burned since 1932, and offers heavy Date Crew On200 acres On 600 acres 
winter cover. It serves as winter range Jan. 19 10 75 

for the pheasants of a larger adjoining ae a As 

summer range. Diente Te, 87 174 

The census. A census drive was held 19 men flushed 17% less 18% less 
each December as soon as the marsh than 70 men than 70 men 

Dee Tigzen, SHWE ceaasieted 0 © Since the error is not great, and we used 
single day. A dozen units were driven 

. oe no crew smaller than 15 men for actual 
one by one, each in a direction aimed to ; ; 
flush the pheasants into » unit already census, no correction for size of crew 

driven, or into outside territory. The eae 
We do not regard the census as 2 

1 Journal Paper No. 4, University of Wis- precise measurement. It is used in this 
consin Arboretum. The CCC, National paper only to compute the untrapped 
Park Service, furnished field personnel for regidye of the population. It is our belief 

this study up to June 5, 1941; Irven O. Buss, that the actual population was ne 
Wisconsin Conservation Department, co- pre 
operated by trapping and banding pheasants ably never less than the census tally, 
outside the area. but may have exceeded it. 

383
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Fig. 1. A. Survival history of five year-classes of ring-necked pheasants at Madison, Wisconsin, as indicated by trapping re- 

turns. B. Survival history corrected for probable banded birds in the untrapped portion of the population. C, Survival history of 

average year-class with average turnover rates. (Origin of corrections for first two year-classes shown by curving lines in A and 

destination of corrections in B.)
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Trapping. About 16 traps were oper- first winter, it is a “repeat.” The first 

ated from November through April. time this bird is retrapped in any sub- 

The traps were visited two or three sequent winter, it is a “return,” but 

times a day when in operation. During additional trappings are repeats. Any 

storms, and frequently at other times, banded bird found dead is a “recovery.” 

the traps were propped open and used A “turnover” means the number of 

as feeding stations. The traps were years required for a year-class to shrink 

wire-covered crates with bob-wire en- to zero. The “turnover rate” is the rate 

trances (1: 179). Corn was used as bait. of shrinkage of any year-class during a 

The wire roof was thatched with vege- succession of winters. 

tation to reduce scalping. 

During the first four winters the TURNOVER 
trapped birds were taken in sacks to a During the first winter, the catch 

headquarters building for weighing and consisted entirely of new unbanded 

banding, being released at the point of pheasants, plus repeats of these. During 

capture during the next round of the subsequent winters the catch consisted 

traps. This involved holding the eve- of new unbanded birds, plus returns 

ning catch over night, forthe last round from previous years and repeats of 

was made at dusk to avoid overnight ex- both. Each banded bird averaged 3 

posure. During the fifth winterscalesand trappings, the original and two others. 

banding equipment were carried to the Of the total of 1,671 catches: 562 were 

traps, and the birds released on the spot. original bandings; 90 were returns from 

Terms. In this paper a “new” bird the 562; and 1,019 were repeats of the 

means one trapped and banded for its original bandings and returns. 

first time. A “year-class” means all the The catch by winters, exclusive of 

new bandings for a given winter. When- repeats, and the census are detailed in 

ever a new bird is retrapped during the Table 1. 4 

Tasie 1.—Comrosition or THE PamasaNT Catcn py YEARS. 
ES 

| Senay: PIPES Shesnent oat Total a Per siapued 

Winter yeu aE tee Teh Census cent residue 
lead lyr. 2yrs. 3 yrs. 4 yrs. catch (census- 

ago ago ago ago eatch) 

1937-38 22 22 133° 17 pligl 

1938-39 137 8 145 2145 60 69 

1939-40 148 25 5 178 340 52 162 

1940-41 127 26 9 0 162 299 54 137 

1941-42 128 13 2 2 0 145 317 46 172 

Totals 562 72 16 2 0 652 1303 651 

Averages 112 18 5.3 i 0 130 261 50 130 
Seale of 100: 100 16 4.7 1 0 
eer ects eT BOUT Pesce’ ov O80 ie a eee 

* A census drive on November 30 tallied 260 pheasants; subsequently 127 were removed, 

leavithe oe tally was 182, but we trapped more hens than the drive tallied. This corrected 
figure is computed es the drive and trap ratios.
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The composition of the catch is read true, for individuals often “‘skipped a 
horizontally; thus the second winter year’ in returning to the traps, and this 

yielded 137.new bandings plus 8 re- is not explicable in terms of movement. 

turns from the first winter’s year-class The; banded survivors of any year- 

of 22. The history of any year-class is class are assumed to be distributed 

read. diagonally downward: thus the proportionately between the trapped 

second year-class is represented by the and untrapped portions of the popula- 
series, 137-25-9-2. tion. Thus during the second winter we 

Tasie 2.—ComPuTED ComMposITION OF THE BANDED PoPpuLATION 
3 (Corrected for untrapped residue) 

Newly Probable Survivors from Probable Pp. 
. banded, , —_____________— . handed robable 

Winter Var lyr. ‘2 yrs. 3 yrs. 4 yrs. popula- (Census) ne ba 
{ class ago ago ago ago tion ance 

1937-38 22 22 133 17 
1938-39 137 12 149 214 70 
1939-40, 148 48 10 206 340 61 
1940-41 127 48 17 0 192 299 64 
1941+42 128 28 4 4 0 164 317 52 

Totals ow" 562 150) sot 4 0 733 1303 
Averages 112 34 10.3 2 0 146 261 56 
Scale of 100; 100 30 9 1.8 0 

The average of the five survival series caught 8 of the original year-class of 22, 

appears at the bottom of the table and but, additional survivors of the 22 
is represented: by the series,.112-18- existed among the untrapped residue of 
5,3+1-+0.' Probably most of the birds in 69. If the distribution of survivors is 
the average year-class were one-half proportional, then 8:145::2:69, The 

year old when banded, and none re- correction, x, is 4 birds, which added 
turned to the traps for the fifth winter. \ to 8 gives a probable actual survival of 
Hence the average turnover period is 12. All survival series are corrected by 
about five years, and this is also the this method in Table 2. 
maximum age ordinarily attained by It should be noticed that, by reason 
individual pheasants. of this correction, the new average 

The average survival series gives the series shrinks less abruptly than the 
turnover period but does not convey a uncorrected series of Table 1: 

trug ficture‘of the wyear-te year turn Uncorrected series, Table 1: 112-18- 
over rate, because the initial figure of 5 3-1-0 

i i ll of the ‘ 2 
=a pane Bere else alc ie Corrected series, Table 2: 112-34- 
individuals bearing bands of that year- 

ae 10.3-2-0 
class, whereas the remaining figures 

include only those survivors returning _ Reduced to a scale of 100 the corrected 

to the traps. Additional banded sur- average is 100-30-9-1.8-0. 
vivors exist in the untrapped portion of The three graphs of Figure 1 show 

the population. We know this to be (A) the raw data, (B) the corrected
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data, and (C) the average survival’ona tion is based onthe difference between 

seale of 100. the’ total’ catch and ‘the census, and 

hence is Vulnerable to ‘census error, ‘If 

Discussion the census'is too low, it makes the cor- 
Since the average survival séries' is rection too low, #e., leaves the shrink- 

the gist of this paper, a discussion of its age still'too abrupt. It does not, how- 

strong and weak points is in order. The ever, change° the total Iength ‘of the 
reader should understand, first of all, turnover period; which Table 1 shows 
that each ‘value in the series 100-80- tobe about five’ years. } 

9+1.8-0 ‘is an average ‘of successive Correction” for untrapped’ residue 
trappings and not of ealendar years. may be avoided only by’ trapping’ the 

Thus 100 represents the five first trap- entire population’ each year. Our ex- 

pings of five year-classes, 30 represents perience indicates that this’ is impos- 

four second trappings of four year- sible with pheasants. ‘Allen (2: 159), in 

classes, etc. The values decrease in re- a similar operation, trapped 40 per cent 

liability to the right; the value 1.8 is of his’ population’ as against our 50 per 

based on only four birds and two trap- cent’ 
pings, and obviously is subject’ to 

chance distortion. This shrinkage in re- AGE-CLASssEs 
liability is inevitable in any banding The initial figure of each survival 

series aimed to measure mortality. series consists partly of reproduction 

In Table 2, the five year-classes are and partly of older birds: The per- 

averaged first and then reduced to a centage of ‘older birds' must have ‘de- 
percentage; it is debatable’ whether ¢éreased as the bandings’ became ‘more 

latter should be done first. When thus complete. If old birds have a materially 

reversed, a different series results: different turnover rate than’ young, it 

100-88-20--1.5-0. The method of Table would be necessary to’ split ‘off ‘this 
2 seems preferable because it automati- older component to arrive at a residual 

cally “weights” each series for volume, series representing an’ urmixed’ age- 

whereas the opposite method gives class. However,’ the mixed’ average 
equal weight to each year-class, regard- series 100~30-9-1.8-0 undoubtedly be- 

less of the number of birds included. gins with'a preponderance of birds’ 6 

Either method atitomatically averages months old and ‘gives’ no’ indiéation of 

out possible weather differences be- any’ great cliange with age, the shrink- 
tween ‘years. ages being 70, 70, and ‘80 per’ cent, 

Both methods assume there are no respectively (Fig.'1,’'C): If there were 
“untrapped” spots’ in’ the’ Arboretum a substantial change in turnover rate 

population. This ‘seems ‘justified be- with age, the second figure should be 

cause the average area per trap was only different from the first, but they are 

40 acres, but cannot’ be’ tested by re- identical. Hence no attempt is made to 

peat records because trap mortality op- split 'off the older component: 

erated differentially against’ repeaters. We have one anatomical check on the 
The main weakness in the survival survival series derived from banding 

series from Table 2 is that the correc- history. The proportion of old birds in
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any large sample should be (30+9 The inclusion of about 30 per cent of 

+1,8)/(100+30+9+41.8)=29 percent. older birds in each of these age groups 

During the fifth winter we probed the in no way changes the percentage- 

bursa (3) in the first 70 birds caught composition, provided there be no 

(up to January 16) and found it closed change of turnover rate with age. 

in 28 (40%) which were old birds. 
Allen (2: 172) found the bursa closed Eeruss an IncrEss 

in 12 per cent of 106 pheasants trapped The foregoing deductions assume 

during the winter among a population that the Arboretum pheasant popula- 

which had been shot regularly and tion is self-contained, 7.¢., that the in- 
heavily. The higher proportion of young dividual pheasants which comprise it 
in Allen’s shot population suggests that during one winter do not spend the 
hunting, by reducing the adult popu- next winter elsewhere, or vice versa. 
lation in fall, in some way augments the If pheasants shifted from the Arbo- 
rate of reproductive gain (survival of retum to another winter range (egress), 

young per hen) during the following they would escape our traps and appear 
breeding season. The net result would as false shrinkage in the survival series. 

be more young and fewer adults per If some shifted to the Arboretum from 

unit of population. another winter range (ingress), they 

The uniformity of the shrinkage rate would falsify our assumption that each 

(70, 70, 80%) in the series 100-30-9- new year-class consists of reproduction 
1.8-0 probably has special significance. plus survivors from previous unbanded 

The numerical base for these shrinkages residues. It would consist in part of 

of course decreases to the right, hence ingress, and the effect would be a false 

the terminal figure carries the least prolongation of survival. If both ingress 

weight. The identity of the first two and egress occur (as is likely if either 

figures suggests that once a pheasant occurs), our series would contain com- 

reaches his first winter, the experience pensating errors of unknown magni- 

which accrues from age ceases to have tude. If there is important movement. 

any further survival value. Green and to or from the Arboretum, it is to or 
Evans (4: 276) found this same charac- from the south, because the city of 
teristic in their much larger survival Madison and wide lakes block move- 
series for snowshoe hare, ment to or from the north, To the south 

The approximate age composition of lie open upland farms, known to be 

the Arboretum pheasant population used by Arboretum pheasants for feed- 

may be computed directly from the ing excursions during winter thaws, and 

corrected survival series: for nesting in summer, This open up- 

Birde mostly Numbers Percentages and is broken by two areas of marsh 

4 year old 100 va cover. The smaller and nearer of these 

i years old 30 a1 (Dunn’s marsh) adjoins the Arboretum 
years old 9 6 

34 years old 1,8 if on the southwest. It was not trapped, 

44 years old sae hea but Arboretum pheasants doubtless 
140.8 100 visit it at all seasons. Its winter ca-
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pacity is not over a dozen pheasants fact that none appeared indicates that 

and it leads to no other marshes. egress must account for much less than 

The larger is the Fish Hatchery a quarter of the total shrinkage. The 

marsh, 1} miles to the southeast. It has same reasoning, applied to non-appear- 

a winter capacity nearly as large as ance of Buss’s bands in Arboretum 

that of the Arboretum, and leads east- traps, indicates that the ingress must 

ward to a chain of other marshes. It is be small. 
the likely route of egress from or ingress Tn all of the foregoing discussion, we 

to the Arboretum. Irven O. Buss of the are considering only changes in winter 

Conservation Department made a cen- range from year to year. Both the 

sus of the Fish Hatchery pheasant Arboretum and the Fish Hatchery 

population during the last two winters, marsh are known to radiate pheasants 
and then trapped and banded nearly during every winter thaw, but these 

half of the pheasants: birds may be seen flying back to roost 

Trapped Percent- at sunset. Poth also radiate pheasants 
Winter Census a age each spring for nesting; Buss has re- 

‘anded Trapped a 3 
1940-41 224 70 31 covered one of his bands in the upland 

1941-42 216 113 52 nest of a mower-killed hen 14 miles 

No Arboretum band has appeared from the Fish Hatchery. Apparently, 

among the 183 pheasants trapped by however, the birds return in winter to 

Buss, nor has any Fish Hatchery band their original winter range, rather than 

appeared among the 307 banded pheas- shift to other winter ranges. If this 

ants handled on the Arboretum during Proves true of wild pheasants elsewhere, 
the same period. it is a character very important in 

To appraise the meaning of this, the ™anagement. 
following rough computation is offered: The above applies only to wild 
Between the fourth and fifth winters Pheasants. It is known that artificially 

the following banded pheasants dis- Propagated pheasants, when newly re- 

appeared from the Arboretum, or at leased, wander at random, and display 

least eluded our traps (see Table 1): no attachment to any locality. 
Pour yearuacs 127-13 =114 Only two pheasants bearing Arbo- 

Third Rear lass 26-— 2= 24 retum bands have 60 far been reported 

Bored ncaa oss neg by hunters; both were killed within a 
Total shrinkage of banded birds 145 half-mile of the Arboretum boundary. 

If a quarter of this shrinkage were Hunting returns are, however, of no 

due to egress, and if half the egress quantitative value for measuring move- 

lodged in the Fish Hatchery marsh, the ment, because hunters take many bands 

Fish Hatchery population during the which they do not report. 

fifth winter should have included 18 There is one possible fallacy in these 

pheasants bearing Arboretum bands. deductions: an outward shift, consisting 

Buss’s traps sampled 52 per cent of the of young unbanded pheasants only, 

population; hence 9 Arboretum bands might take place in summer or fall from 
should have appeared in his traps. The either area without being detected by
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banding operations. Buss, however, has way to allow for trap mortality is to 
found evidence of strong inward move- consider the whole population as having 

ment in fall toward the Fish Hatchery been subjected to a 14 per cent kill, 

marsh, and the same inward movement despite its location on a refuge. 
probably ‘holds for the Arboretum About 2 per cent of the banded birds 
marsh. were recovered as “natural” or non- 

Trap Mortariry trap mortality. Known causes of death 

In any banding study, trap mortality include dog, mink, barred owl, fox, 

is superimposed on natural mortality poaching, and weather. No attempt was 
and confuses the survival picture. In made to distribute the mortality among 
this study one of every seven banded _ these or other causes. This natural mor- 

Tasiy 3.—Survivau Series In VARIOUS SPECIES 

Year 
Species Author a 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Pheasant This study 100 30 9 1.8 <0. 
Randall (p. 302)° 100 289 

Hungarian partridge Middleton (p. 814) 100. 279? 
California quail Sumner (p. 247) 100 26.8 7.2 2 0.5 

Emlen (p. 95) 100 31 15° 7 
Richardson (p. 240)» 100. 27.8 7 3.1 0.7 

Snowshoe hare Green & Evans (p. 273) 100 31.6 9.3 3.3 0.6 
Song sparrow (males) Nice (p. 196) 100°°'47 .9'° 16.7556 9 2.1 017 

*® Computed from author's data. 
> Included some game farm quail. 
¢ Not based on banding. 

birds (14%), and one of every 20 tality must account for the annual 

catches, were killed in the traps, mostly turnover rate of 70 per cent in the 

by self-hunting dogs. average survival series. 

Allen (2: 158) suffered a trap loss of 
5 per cent. At times we had to discon- Turnover IN OTHER SPECIES 
tinue pheasant trapping until dogs with Table 3 compares the survival of 
the “trap habit” could be caught and Arboretum pheasants with some sur- 
removed from the area. vival series in pheasants and other 

Trap mortality killed pheasants of species, as reported by various authors. 

every category: new birds as yet un- Despite the diversity in species and 

banded, newly banded birds repeating, in method of study, the survival series 

and older banded birds returning or in the first four species are strikingly 

repeating. In the long run, it probably _ similar. Not all of these authors started 
fell on each of these categories in pro- with grown young, but since there is a 

portion to its numbers. To correct the tendency for mortality percentages to 
tables for trap’ losses would be im- hold for all ages, this disparity probably 
possible, because’ the losses were con- does not destroy the comparability of 
current with the trappings. The best the several series.
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Sex Ratio anp Sex TURNOVER disappeared as yet, and that one be- 

Census drives consistently show a came zero at its fourth year. Pheasants 
higher percentage of cocks than the ‘surviving to their third and fourth 
catch of the traps, and both show a winters are all hens, The reasons for this 

progressive decline in cocks through the differential Hrs, of course speculative. 
study period, thus: poy. =e te cocks results in 

; mortality, and perhaps increasing popu- 
Wint Ce Tray i. Y 

fist ie 34 (evclading repeats) lation pressure has augmented fighting, 
Peane os ae and hence cock mortality. 

Fourth 37-80 Despite the trend toward a lower 
Fifth 29 Be proportion of cocks, the Arboretum 

Averages 41 27 still has nearly twice as many (29% in 

: 1942-43) as the open ranges of Dane 

we _ “ 2 cia a a why County where cocks are hunted. There 

EE Na re sean ee Se tia (10: 5) found a winter ratio of 15 

uses cxcepe thei ney te es “0 per cent cocks among 1,634 pheasants 

trap: ‘The average monthly cock pis tallied. Allen (2: 167) reports 23 per 

of the traps show no seasonal variation cent of cocks in winter census drives of 
large enough to be significant; Novem- A aoe orden 

ber to March yielded 21, 31, 29, 23, ji 

and 15 per cent, respectively. We be- Weicur CHANGES 
lieve that the census tally of about Oaheasnnte canene dermp cha ddaet 

ne . more nearly correct than the four winters were weighed. The results 

ge ee i Pideomadeiindepaed. Depeon in Tables 3 and 4. 

Prenat - Individual weights are subject to a 

through’ therstudy ‘period, ‘both/in ‘the chance distortion of 100 grams by 

ore eee com> reason of full or empty crops. It might 

Ute HOH Ole ae ater auteoyer pened be supposed that the period of waiting 
for the two sexes. For this purpose we Wo ie toe vould tend 16 emuiy all 

use the uncorrected banding returns, J A 
sitine cecirhalsfeactionia: crops, and thus level off this variable, 
oe ete but digestion appears to be arrested by 

Year-clase Coe aig *) the state of fright which trapping in- 
2 48-6-0.  89-19-9-2 duces. Hence we believe that our 
2 we! 1 aie weights represent the alimentary status 
5 ae 114 prevailing outside the traps. 

eons 31-5-0  84-14-5-1 The crop variable, as well as the wide 
Average, scale of 100 100-15-0 100-17-6-1 variation in body size, makes it desir- 
Average for both sexes, Table 1: 100-16-4.7-1 able to assemble weights in a few large 

It is evident that a differential turn- groups rather than many small ones. 

over period (and doubtless also turn- For this reason Table 4 attempts only 
over rate) obtains as between the sexes. monthly averages for the whole four- 

No year-class of cocks has achieved a year period, while yearly averages in 

longer turnover period than three years, Table 3 divide the winter into only two 

whereas only one year-class of hens has parts. Both tables omit, repeats because
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Taste 3.—WeicHts or NEwLY-BANDED PHBASANTS (MOSTLY YOUNG) BY YEARS 

Cocks Hens 

Year Nov.—Jan. __ Feb.-Apr. | ate Nov.-Jan. | Feb.-Apr. | ear 

No.* | Grams | No. | Grams | ®8® | No. Grams} No. |Grams| bic 

1938-39 19 1549 27 1382 1451 33 1163 57 1062 | 1099 

1939-40 15 1400 20 1451 1429 33 1033 ae 1011.| 1018 

1940-41 30 1481 (13) (1447) | 1471 43 1073 38 984 | 1031 
1941-42 (8) | (1443) (6) (1411) | 1429 65 1053 49 1088 | 1068 

Totals 72 66 174 | 221 
Averages 1478 1418 1075 1036 
Scale of 100 100 96 | 100 96 

® Values based on fewer than 15 birds are in parentheses. 

trapping itself reduces weight. Returns ity of these deductions, together with 
(older birds) are omitted to get alargely the relevant literature. 
homogeneous age-group. The values 1. The exact timing of the late-fall 

based on less than 15 birds (paren- peak in weights is probably a matter of 

theses) may be disregarded. weather, and hence of no great impor- 

Deductions suggested by Tables 3 tance. Allen (2: 177) reports mid- 

and 4 are: January as the weight-peak in Michi- 
1. Both sexes reach a weight-peak in gan, but his time-categories are split 

December, and then decline until spring. too finely for his volume of data, The 

2. Cocks are still declining in weight interesting point is that even fed popu- 

during April, whereas hens start gaining lations decline during cold weather. 

in March, and by April have regained The average decline between the first 

their December weights. and second halves of the winter is small 

3. Birds-of-the-year, in early winter, —only four per cent. 

vary in weight as between years, and 2. The anomalous gain of hens in 

these weights are characteristic of the early spring, as distinguished from the 

year. Of the four years studied, 1938-39 continued decline of cocks, is not sta- 

produced the heaviest pheasants on the _ tistically verifiable as real, one difficulty 
Arboretum. being the small sample of cocks. A dif- 

We next discuss the statistical valid- ferential spring gain has, however, been 

Taste 4.—Wercuts or NEWLY-BANDED PHEASANTS (MOSTLY YOUNG) BY MonTHS 
puRING Four WINTERS 

Cocks Hens 

Month Nov. | Dec. | Jan. | Feb. | Mar.| Apr. | Nov. | Dec. | Jan. | Feb. Mar.| Apr. 

No. of birds* (3)| 27 42 26 21 19 (11)]| 61 | 102 87 | 113 21 

Grams (1432)|1526 |1450 |1441 |1420 /1386 | (1110)|1109 |1051 |1015 |1036 /1120 

Seale of 100 (94)| 100 95 95 93 91 (99)| 99 94 91 92 | 100 

® Values based on less than 15 birds are in parentheses.
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reported in two allied species: Wilson " Cocks Hens Totals 

(11: 181-184) found it in red grouse, ee 2B in 2 
and Stoddard (12; 75-76) in bobwhite; See ean. nee 
Nice also found it in the song sparrow eaurs aD PO sade 
(13: 25-26). More ample data probably Among the old birds there are few or no 
will sustain its existence in pheasants. cocks beyond their second winter, but 

3. That different years produce there are some hens in their fourth 
pheasants of different weight is statisti- winter. Of the 60 hens, about 47 (78%) 
cally verified in hens but not in cocks, will succeed, by nesting and renesting, 
the difficulty being the individual varia- in bringing off a brood (14: 13) and the 
bility of the cocks. Only the November- average brood will be seven chicks per 
January weights were considered eli- nesting hen, or nine per successful hen. 
gible, because winter storms disqualify It should be noted that the 84 per 

the later data. cent shrinkage in the young birds be- 

Adults 
Young § —————_-—__——___ Totals 

Cocks Hens 
By midsummer: 47 hens X9 chicks = 423 40 — 60— 523 = 
By winter: down 70 

Summer loss 84% 
70 grown survivors comprise 30 40 70 

By winter: original 100 adults have shrunk 
40 cocks to 10 
60 hens to 20 

After 1 year: population returns to original level 40 60 100 

The first year (1938-39) produced the tween hatching and winter is greater 
heaviest hens. This was also the year of than the 70 per cent shrinkage which 
least population density. This may be will thereafter take place each year. 
coincidence, but it at least suggests that ‘This comparison appears in Graph C, 
crowding may reduce physical or psy- Figure 1. 

chological welfare. SuMMARY 

Five consecutive bandings of a pro- 

ieee ens on tected pheasant population indicate 
that each annual increment of grown 

The ratios developed in this paper young shrinks to zero by its fifth winter. 

can be combined with the reproductive The turnover period is thus about five 
potential of the pheasant to outline a years. 

life-equation for the Arboretum pheas- The intervening survival is repre- 
ant population. To do this, we must use sented by the series 100-30-9-1.8-0. 
the findings of nesting studies (14) This series resembles those reported for 
made elsewhere. Starting with a unit Hungarian partridge, California quail, 
group of 100 pheasants in winter, its and snowshoe hare, 
sex and age composition will be, in The shrinkage or turnever rate be- 

round numbers: tween winters is about 70 per cent. Its
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uniformity suggests that once a bird Wildlife Experiment Station, Second 

reaches its first winter, its chance of Annual Report, 1940-41. Mich. 
survival does not improve with age Conservation Dept., Lansing, 365 pp. 

mi 8 DP) ‘ s - 3. Gowmr, W. Cart. 1939. The use of the 

The 100-80-9-1.8-0 5 survival series bursa of Fabricius as an indication 

implies an age composition of 71-21— of age in game birds. N. Amer. 

6-1-0 per cent of birds 4, 13, 23, 34, Wildlife Conf. Trans., 4: 426-430. 

and 43 years old, respectively. 4. Green, R. G., and C. A. Evans. 1941. 

The turnover period in cocks is three pbudics ona seonulayion! eycle, of 
5 snowshoe hares on the Lake Alex- 

years; pheasants older than this are all ander Area. Journ. Wildl., Mgt., 4: 

hens. This inferior survival in cocks 267-278. 

probably accounts for the 40:60 sex 5. Ranpaut, Prercn E. 1940. The life 

ratio. The percentage of cocks de- oes a the eae eet 
. . ay in Pennsylvania. . mer. . we 

creased during the study period, per Conf. ‘Trans., 5: 300-320. 

haps because of growing density and g, Mippieron, A. D. 1985. Factors con- 
increased fighting. A 15:85 ratio pre- trolling the population of the par- 

vails on the hunted ranges of the same tridge in Great Britain. Proc. Zool. 

county. Soc., London, 1935: 795-815. 
. . 7. Sumner, E. Lowegut, Jr. 1935. A life- 

3 bined peg oo age ese history study of the California quail, 

tion, and sex ratio imply a mortality o: with recommendations for conserva- 
84 per cent among young pheasants tion and management. Calif. Fish 

between hatching and winter. and Game, 21: 168-342. 

Cocks are harder to trap than hens, 8. Emuzn, Jouw T., Jn. 1940. Sex and age 
One of every seven banded pheasants PROG AD SUCH ecg kue ccunet ae 

Ai f 30 catch killed quail. Journ. Wildl. Mgt., 4: 92-99. 

ay One Oey ery cE yCnes WAS 9. Ricuarpson, Franx. 1941. Results of 

in the traps, mostly by dogs. This loss southern California quail-banding 

was the equivalent of light shooting. program. Calif. Fish and Game, 27: 

Cocks lost weight from December 234-249, i : 
through April. Hens lost weight from 10. Buss, Irven O. 1941. Sex ratio of Wis- 

consin pheasants. Wis. Conserv. 
December through March, but re- Bull., 6: 4-6. 

gained their loss in April. Different 11, Wison, BE. A. 1911. The grouse in 

years produce pheasants of different health and in disease. London, 
weights. Smith, Elder & Co., 1: 512 pp. 

Trapping and banding in the nearest 12, Sropparp, H. L. 1931. The bobwhite 
: iz quail. New York, Charles Scribner’s 

outside marsh showed no winter-to- Sons, 559 pp 

winter shift of banded birds to or from 43, Nice, Maraaret M. 1937. Studies in the 

the study area. life history of the song sparrow. 
y Z sp 

Linnean Society of New York 
Lirerature CrTep Trans., 4: vi-+247 pp. 

1. Hamerstrom, F. N., Jr., and Miutarp 14. Errinaron, Pavu L., and F. N. Hamur- 

Truax. 1938. Traps for pinnated sTrON, JR. 1937. The evaluation of 

and sharp-tailed grouse. Bird-Band- nesting losses and juvenile mortality 

ing, 9: 177-183. of the ring-necked pheasant. Journ. 

2. Auten, Durwarp L. 1941. Rose Lake Wildl. Mgt., 1: 3-20.
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This study measured, by five suc- driving crew varied from 15 to 70 men. 

cessive censuses and bandings of a In years when the crew was small, we 

sample population, the rate at which subdivided the units so as to maintain 

five generations of pheasants disap- a spacing of 5 to 30 yards between men, 

peared and were replaced by reproduc- depending on the nature of the cover. 

tion. Tally men stationed around each drive 

counted the emerging birds, but when 

Srupy Area, Mrruops, TERMs units had to be subdivided, “sneakers” 
The population occupied a winter (birds emerging on foot) were doubtless 

range of 600 acres on the University of overlooked. Sexes, when distinguish- 

Wisconsin Arboretum. It was fed in able, were tallied separately. No bird 

winter, was unshot, and doubled in alighting in an undriven unit was 

numbers during the study period. It tallied. 
sustained a trap mortality equivalent Despite our precautions to com- 

to light shooting. pensate for varying crews, an error 

The study area includes 500 acres of must have crept in. In January, 1939, 
marsh, 60 acres of oak-hickory timber, Feeney made a series of experimental 

and 40 acres of old fields. The area has drives to explore this error, and he 
been ungrazed, unmowed, and un- flushed birds as follows: 

burned since 1932, and offers heavy Date Crew On200 acres On 6500 acres 
winter cover. It serves as winter range Jan. 19 10 75 

for the pheasants of a larger adjoining a0 ut a pee 

summer range. ae '72 87 174 
The census. A census drive was held 49 men fushed 17% less 18% less 

each December as soon as the marsh than 70 men than 70 men 

is foe Since the error is not great, and we used 

one by one, each in a direction aimed to no Cre aly poe 15 roe gor acu 

flush the pheasants into a unit already ca no correction for) size of crew 
driven, or into outside territory. The We.ds tet Biel Ge onseod aaa 

1 Journal Paper No. 4, University of Wis- precise measurement. It is used in this 
consin Arboretum. The CCC, National paper only to compute the untrapped 

Park Service, furnished field personnel for residue of the population. It is our belief 
this study up to June 5, 1941; Irven O. Buss, that the actual populati be 

Wisconsin Conservation Department, co- PIUAtLO WAS “DIO 
operated by trapping and banding pheasants ably never less than the census tally, 
outside the area. but may have exceeded it. 

383
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Fig. 1. A. Survival history of five year-classes of ring-necked pheasants at Madison, Wisconsin, as indicated by trapping re- 

turns, B. Survival history corrected for probable banded birds in the untrapped portion of the population. C. Survival history of 

average year-class with average turnover rates. (Origin of corrections for first two year-classes shown by curving lines in A and 

destination of corrections in B.)
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Trapping. About 16 traps were oper- first winter, it is a “repeat.” The first 

ated from November through April. time this bird is retrapped im any sub- 

The traps were visited two or three sequent winter, it is a “return,” but 

times a day when in operation. During additional trappings are repeats. Any 

storms, and frequently at other times, banded bird found dead isa “recovery.” 
the traps were propped open and used A “turnover”? means the number of 

as feeding stations. The traps were years required for a year-class to shrink 

wire-covered crates with bob-wire en- to zero. The “turnover rate” is the rate 

trances (1: 179). Corn was used as bait. of shrinkage of any year-class during a 

The wire roof was thatched with vege- succession of winters. 
tation to reduce scalping. 

During the first four winters the TURNOVER 

trapped birds were taken in sacks to a During the first winter, the catch 

headquarters building for weighing and consisted entirely of new unbanded 

banding, being released at the point of pheasants, plus repeats of these. During 

capture during the next round of the subsequent winters the catch consisted 

traps. This involved holding the eve- of new unbanded birds, plus returns 
ning catch over night, forthe last round from previous years and repeats of 

was made at dusk to avoid overnight ex- both. Each banded bird averaged 3 
posure. During the fifth winter scalesand trappings, the original and two others. 
banding equipment were carried to the Of the total of 1,671 catches: 562 were 
traps, and the birds released on the spot. _ original bandings; 90 were returns from 

Terms. In this paper a “new” bird the 562; and 1,019 were repeats of the 
means one trapped and banded for its original bandings and returns. 
first time. A “year-class” means all the The cateh by winters, exclusive of 
new bandings for a given winter. When- repeats, and the census are detailed in 
ever a new bird is retrapped during the Table 1. 

Tasty 1.—Composition oF THE PuEAsANT CATCH BY YEARS. 
a 

N ewly Returns f oe originally Flask a deta a 

Winter ea patna one yr Daheabeh Census. cent residue 
aie lyr. Q2yrs. 3 yrs. 4 yrs. catch (census- 

ago ago ago ago eateh) 

1937-38 22 22 1338 17 ty 
1938-39 137 8 145 214 60 69 
1939-40 148 25 5 178 340, 52 162 
1940-41 127 26 9 0 162 299 54 137 
1941-42 128 13 2 2 0 145 317 46 172 

Totals 562 72 16 2 0 652 1303 651 
Averages 112 18 5.3 t 0 130 261 50 130 
Seale of 100: 100 16 4.7 1 0 

, » A census drive on November 30 tallied 260 pheasants; subsequently 127 were removed, 

crite ee tally was 182, but we trapped more hens than the drive tallied. This corrected 
figure is computed Mor the drive and trap ratios.
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The composition of the catch is read true, for individuals often “skipped a 

horizontally; thus the second winter year’ in returning to the traps, and this 

yielded 137 new bandings plus 8 re- is not explicable in terms of movement. 

turns from the first winter’s year-class The banded survivors of any year- 

of 22. The history of any year-class is class are assumed to be distributed 

read diagonally downward: thus the proportionately between the trapped 

second year-class is represented by the and untrapped portions of the popula- 

series 137—25-9-2. tion. Thus during the second winter we 

Tape 2.—ComputTEep CoMPosiTION OF THE BANDED PoPULATION 
(Corrected for untrapped residue) 

Newly Probable Survivors from Probable Pp. 
: ea cli bended rapable 

Winter year- lyr. 2yrs. 3yrs. 4 yrs. pepili (Census) tee meee 
class ago ago ago ago tion eene 

1937-38 22 22 133 17 
1938-39 137 12 149 214 70 
1939-40 148 48 10 206 340 61 
1940-41 127 48 eg 0 192 299 64 
1941-42 128 28 4 4 0 164 317 52 

Totals 562 136 31 4 0 733 1303 
Averages 112 34 10.3 2 0 146 261 56 
Scale of 100: 100 30 9 1.8 0 

The average of the five survival series caught 8 of the original year-class of 22, 

appears at the bottom of the table and but additional survivors of the 22 
is represented by the series 112-18- existed among the untrapped residue of 
5.3-1-0. Probably most of the birds in 69. If the distribution of survivors is 
the average year-class were one-half proportional, then 8:145::2:69. The 

year old when banded, and none re- correction, x, is 4 birds, which added 

turned to the traps for the fifth winter. to 8 gives a probable actual survival of 

Hence the average turnover period is 12. All survival series are corrected by 

about five years, and this is also the this method in Table 2. 
maximum age ordinarily attained by It should be noticed that, by reason : 
individual pheasants. of this correction, the new average 

The average survival series gives the series shrinks less abruptly than the 
turnover period but does not convey a uncorrected series of Table 1: 

trues pienine of the year year itn Uncorrected series, Table 1: 112-18- 
over rate, because the initial figure of 53-1-0 

i i Il of th s : 
cath survival ‘oe Eat ne Corrected series, Table 2: 112-34— 
individuals bearing bands of that year- 

<u 10.3-2-0 
class, whereas the remaining figures 

include only those survivors returning Reduced to a scale of 100 the corrected 
to the traps. Additional banded sur- average is 100-30-9-1.8-0. 
vivors exist in the untrapped portion of The three graphs of Figure 1 show 

the population. We know this to be (A) the raw data, (B) the corrected
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data, and (C) the average survival ona_ tion is based on the difference between 
scale of 100. the total catch and the census, and 

hence is vulnerable to census error. If 
Discussion the census is too low, it makes the cor- 

Since the average survival series is rection too low, #.e., leaves the shrink- 

the gist of this paper, a discussion of its age still too abrupt. It does not, how- 

strong and weak points isin order. The ever, change the total length of the 

reader should understand, first of all, turnover period, which Table 1 shows 
that each value in the series 100-30— to be about five years. 

9-1.8-0 is an average of successive Correction for untrapped residue 

trappings and not of calendar years. may be avoided only by trapping the 

Thus 100 represents the five first trap- entire population each year. Our ex- 

pings of five year-classes, 30 represents perience indicates that this is impos- 

four second trappings of four year- sible with pheasants. Allen (2: 159), in 

classes, etc. The values decrease in re- a similar operation, trapped 40 per cent 

liability to the right; the value 1.8 is of his population as against our 50 per 
based on only four birds and two trap- cent. 
pings, and obviously is subject to 

chance distortion. This shrinkage in re- AGu-CLAssEs 
liability is inevitable in any banding The initial figure of each survival 

series aimed to measure mortality. series consists partly of reproduction 
In Table 2, the five year-classes are and partly of older -birds. The per- 

averaged first and then reduced to a centage of older birds must have de- 

percentage; it is debatable whether creased as the bandings became more 

latter should be done first. When thus complete. If old birds have a materially 
reversed, a different series results: different turnover rate than young, it 

100-38-20-1.5-0. The method of Table would be necessary to split off this 
2 seems preferable because it automati- older component to arrive at a residual 

cally “weights” each series for volume, series representing an unmixed age- 

whereas the opposite method gives class. However, the mixed average 

equal weight to each year-class, regard- series 100-30-9-1.8-0 undoubtedly be- 

less of the number of birds included. gins with a preponderance of birds 6 

Either method automatically averages months old and gives no indication of 

out possible weather differences be- any great change with age, the shrink- 

tween years. ages being 70, 70, and 80 per cent, 

Both methods assume there are no respectively (Fig. 1, C). If there were 

“untrapped” spots in the Arboretum a substantial change in turnover rate 

population. This seems justified be- with age, the second figure should be 

cause the average area per trap wasonly different from the first, but they are 

40 acres, but cannot be tested by re- identical. Hence no attempt is made to 

peat records because trap mortality op- split off the older component. 

erated differentially against repeaters. We have one anatomical check on the 

The main weakness in the survival survival series derived from banding 
series from Table 2 is that the correc- history. The proportion of old birds in
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any large sample should be (30+9 The inclusion of about 30 per cent of 
+1.8)/(100+30+94-1.8)=29 percent. older birds in each of these age groups 
During the fifth winter we probed the in no way changes the percentage- 
bursa (8) in the first 70 birds caught composition, provided there be no 

(up to January 16) and found it closed change of turnover rate with age. 
in 28 (40%) which were old birds. 

Allen (2: 172) found the bursa closed Eeruss anp Incress 
in 12 per cent of 106 pheasants trapped The foregoing deductions assume 
during the winter among a population that the Arboretum pheasant popula- 

which had been shot regularly and _ tion is self-contained, 7.¢., that the in- 
heavily. The higher proportion of young dividual pheasants which comprise it 

in Allen’s shot population suggests that during one winter do not spend the 

hunting, by reducing the adult popu- next winter elsewhere, or vice versa. 

lation in fall, in some way augments the If pheasants shifted from the Arbo- 

rate of reproductive gain (survival of retum to another winter range (egress), 
young per hen) during the following they would escape our traps and appear 
breeding season. The net result would as false shrinkage in the survival series. 

be more young and fewer adults per If some shifted to the Arboretum from 

unit of population. another winter range (ingress), they 

The uniformity of the shrinkage rate would falsify our assumption that each 

(70, 70, 80%) in the series 100-30-9— new year-class consists of reproduction 

1.8-0 probably has special significance. plus survivors from previous unbanded 

The numerical base for these shrinkages residues. It would consist in part of - 

of course decreases to the right, hence ingress, and the effect would be a false 
the terminal figure carries the least prolongation of survival. If both ingress 

weight. The identity of the first two and egress occur (as is likely if either 

figures suggests that once a pheasant occurs), our series would contain com- 

reaches his first winter, the experience pensating errors of unknown magni- 

which accrues from age ceases to have tude. If there is important movement 

any further survival value. Green and. to or from the Arboretum, it is to or 
Evans (4: 276) found this same charac- from the south, because the city of 

teristic in their much larger survival Madison and wide lakes block move- 

series for snowshoe hare. ment to or from the north. To the south 
The approximate age composition of lie open upland farms, known to be 

the Arboretum pheasant population used by Arboretum pheasants for feed- 
may be computed directly from the ing excursions during winter thaws, and 
corrected survival series: for nesting in summer. This open up- 

Birds mostly Numbers Percentages and is broken by two areas of marsh 
$ year old 100 71 cover. The smaller and nearer of these 

14 years old 30 al (Dunn’s marsh) adjoins the Arboretum 
24 years old 9 6 
34 years old 1.8 1 on the southwest. It was not trapped, 
43 years old Oak ste but. Arboretum pheasants doubtless 

140.8 100 visit it at all seasons. Its winter ca-
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pacity is not over a dozen pheasants fact that none appeared indicates that 

and it leads to no other marshes. egress must account for much less than 

The larger is the Fish Hatchery a quarter of the total shrinkage. The 

marsh, 1} miles to the southeast. It has same reasoning, applied to non-appear- 

a winter capacity nearly as large as ance of Buss’s bands in Arboretum 

that of the Arboretum, and leads east- traps, indicates that the ingress must 

ward to a chain of other marshes. It is be small. 

the likely route of egress from or ingress In all of the foregoing discussion, we 

to the Arboretum. Irven O. Buss of the are considering only changes in winter 

Conservation Department made a cen- range from year to year. Both the 

sus of the Fish Hatchery pheasant Arboretum and the Fish Hatchery 

population during the last two winters, marsh are known to radiate pheasants 

and then trapped and banded nearly during every winter thaw, but these 

half of the pheasants: birds may be seen flying back to roost 

Trapped Percent- at sunset. Poth also radiate pheasants 

Winter Census Pies age each spring for nesting; Buss has re- 
anded Trapped % Z 

1940-41 224 70 31 covered one of his bands in the upland 

1941-42 216 113 62 nest of a mower-killed hen 1} miles 

No Arboretum band has appeared {rom the Fish Hatchery. Apparently, 
among the 183 pheasants trapped by however, the birds return in winter to 

Buss, nor has any Fish Hatchery band their original winter range, rather than 

appeared among the 307 banded pheas- shift to other winter ranges. If this 

ants handled on the Arboretum during Proves true of wild pheasants elsewhere, 
the same period. it is a character very important in 

To appraise the meaning of this, the ™anagement. 

following rough computation is offered: The above applies only to wild 
Between the fourth and fifth winters Pheasants. It is known that artificially 

the following banded pheasants dis- propagated pheasants, when newly re- 

appeared from the Arboretum, or at leased, wander at random, and display 

least eluded our traps (see Table 1): no attachment to any locality. 
Fourth year-class 127-13 =114 Only two pheasants bearing Arbo- 

Third pe 26- 2= 24 retum bands have so far been reported 

Bony eee Ore ee by hunters; both were killed within a 
Total shrinkage of banded birds 145 half-mile of the Arboretum boundary. 

If a quarter of this shrinkage were Hunting returns are, however, of no 

due to egress, and if half the egress quantitative value for measuring move- 

lodged in the Fish Hatchery marsh, the ment, because hunters take many bands 

Fish Hatchery population during the which they do not report. 

fifth winter should have included 18 There is one possible fallacy in these 

pheasants bearing Arboretum bands. deductions: an outward shift, consisting 

Buss’s traps sampled 52 per cent of the of young unbanded pheasants only, 

population; hence 9 Arboretum bands might take place in summer or fall from 

should have appeared in his traps. The either area without being detected by
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banding operations. Buss, however, has way to allow for trap mortality is to 

found evidence of strong inward move- consider the whole population as having 

ment in fall toward the Fish Hatchery been subjected to a 14 per cent kill, 
marsh, and the same inward movement despite its location on a refuge. 

probably holds for the Arboretum About 2 per cent of the banded birds 

marsh. were recovered as “natural” or non- 

Trap Mortauiry trap mortality. Known causes of death 

In any banding study, trap mortality include dog, mink, barred owl, fox, 
is superimposed on natural mortality poaching, and weather. No attempt was 

and confuses the survival picture. In made to distribute the mortality among 

this study one of every seven banded _ these or other causes. This natural mor- 

Tasim 3.—Survivau Series in Various Specius 

Year 
Species Author a 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Pheasant This study 100 30 9 1s Saree) 
Randall (p. 302)* 100 28 

Hungarian partridge Middleton (p. 814) 100 279? 
California quail Sumner (p. 247) 1007726°8 © 7.25, 2 0.5 

Emlen (p. 95) 100 31 158 (7 
Richardson (p. 240) 100 27.8 7 3.1 0.7 

Snowshoe hare Green & Evans (p. 273) 100 31.6 9.3 3.3 0.6 
Song sparrow (males) Nice (p. 196) 100) 47.9 S16.7— 6:62 12027 

® Computed from author’s data. 
> Included some game farm quail. 
° Not based on banding. 

birds (14%), and one of every 20 tality must account for the annual 
catches, were killed in the traps, mostly turnover rate of 70 per cent in the 

by self-hunting dogs. average survival series. 

Allen (2: 158) suffered a trap loss of 
5 per cent. At times we had to discon- TURNOVER IN OTHER SPEcrES 
tinue pheasant trapping until dogs with Table 3 compares the survival of 
the “trap habit” could be caught and Arboretum pheasants with some sur- 
removed from the area. vival series in pheasants and other 

Trap mortality killed pheasants of species, as reported by various authors. 

every category: new birds as yet un- Despite the diversity in species and 

banded, newly banded birds repeating, in method of study, the survival series 
and older banded birds returning or in the first four species are strikingly 

repeating. In the long run, it probably similar. Not all of these authors started 

fell on each of these categories in pro- with grown young, but since there is a 
portion to its numbers. To correct the tendency for mortality percentages to 

tables for trap losses would be im- hold for all ages, this disparity probably 

possible, because the losses were con- does not destroy the comparability of 

current with the trappings. The best the several series.
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Sex Ratio anp Spx TURNOVER disappeared as yet, and that one be- 

Census drives consistently show a came zero at its fourth year. Pheasants 
higher percentage of cocks than the surviving to their third and fourth 
catch of the traps, and both show a winters are all hens. The reasons for this 
progressive decline in cocks through the differential are of course speculative. 

study period, thus: Possibly fighting among cocks results in 
Woe Goma Tape mortality, and perhaps increasing popu- 

First 41 34 (excluding repeats) lation pressure has augmented fighting, 
Beng ee ee and hence cock mortality. 
Fourth 37-30 Despite the trend toward a lower 

Fifth 29 «12 proportion of cocks, the Arboretum 
Averages 41 27 still has nearly twice as many (29% in 

; 1942-43) as the open ranges of Dane 

ae He ee De Cae oa Dy County where cocks are hunted. There 

traps yield fewer cocks than the cen- Buss (10: 5) found a winter ratio of 15 

pubes, except, that they: ate Pe ie per cent cocks among 1,634 pheasants 
tap, The average monthly cock yields tallied. Allen (2: 167) reports 23 per 

of the traps show no seasonal variation cent of cocks in winter census drives of 
large enough to be significant; Novem- chon onedinaan 
ber to March yielded 21, 31, 29, 23, . 

and 15 per cent, respectively. We be- Weicut CHANGES 

ros a ite oo + ok. All pheasants caught during the last 
th cn y four winters were weighed. The results 

: Th a ressive decrease in cocks “PPC@ in Tebles 3 and 
ores es : Individual weights are subject to a 

through the study period, both in the ‘ 3 
chance distortion of 100 grams by 

ae erg Le epee ae com= yeason of full or empty crops. It might 

Bone ae aa Na Pe be supposed that the period of waiting 
for the two sexes. For this purpose we in ihe dete would dead to,empty all 

use the uncorrected banding returns, d s : 
omitting Hecrnal fractione: crops, an thus level off this variable, 

but digestion appears to be arrested by 
pee eree eh Aa the state of fright which trapping in- 

2 48-6-0  89-19-9-2 duces. Hence we believe that our 
: goog deere weights represent the alimentary status 
5 14 114 prevailing outside the traps. 

Avaraee 3-5-0 84-14-5-1 The crop variable, as well as the wide 
Average, scale of 100 100-15-0 100-17-6-1 variation in body size, makes it desir- 
Average for both sexes, Table 1: 100-16-4.7-1 able to assemble weights in a few large 

It is evident that a differential turn- groups rather than many small ones. 
over period (and doubtless also turn- For this reason Table 4 attempts only 
over rate) obtains as between the sexes. monthly averages for the whole four- 
No year-class of cocks has achieved a year period, while yearly averages in 
longer turnover period than three years, Table 3 divide the winter into only two 
whereas only one year-class of hens has__ parts. Both tables omit repeats because
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Tasty 3.—Weiauts of NEWLY-BANDED PHEASANTS (MOSTLY YOUNG) BY YEARS 

ME? Vo ae eee Laie ee os en igs eet 
os = | = = aa Year Nov.—Jan. | Feb. Apr seep Nov.—Jan. Feb.—Apr. Aes 

No.2 | Grams | No. | Grams | *8® | No. | Grams No. | Grams aEOR 

1938-39 19. 1549 27 1382 1451 33 1163 57 1062 | 1099 
1939-40 15 1400 20 1451 1429 33 1033 La 1011 | 1018 
1940-41 30. 1481 (13) (1447) | 1471 43 1073 38 984 | 1031 
1941-42 (8) (1443) (6) (1411) | 1429 65 1053 49 1088 | 1068 

Totals 72 66 174 221 
Averages 1478 1418 1075 1036 
Scale of 100 100 96 | 100 96 

® Values based on fewer than 15 birds are in parentheses. 

trapping itself reduces weight. Returns ity of these deductions, together with 

(older birds) are omitted to get alargely the relevant literature. 

homogeneous age-group. The values 1. The exact timing of the late-fall 

based on less than 15 birds (paren- peak in weights is probably a matter of 
theses) may be disregarded. weather, and hence of no great impor- 

Deductions suggested by Tables 3 tance. Allen (2: 177) reports mid- 

and 4 are: January as the weight-peak in Michi- 

1. Both sexes reach a weight-peak in gan, but his time-categories are split 

December, and then decline until spring. too finely for his volume of data. The 

2. Cocks are still declining in weight interesting point is that even fed popu- 

during April, whereas hens start gaining lations decline during cold weather. 

in March, and by April have regained The average decline between the first 

their December weights. and second halves of the winter is small 

8. Birds-of-the-year, in early winter, —only four per cent. 

vary in weight as between years, and 2. The anomalous gain of hens in 
these weights are characteristic of the early spring, as distinguished from the 

year. Of the four years studied, 1938-39 continued decline of cocks, is not sta- 

produced the heaviest pheasants on the _ tistically verifiable as real, one difficulty 

Arboretum. being the small sample of cocks. A dif- 

We next discuss the statistical valid- ferential spring gain has, however, been 

Tasie 4.—Woutcuts or Newhy-BANDED PHBASANTS (MOSTLY YoUNG) BY MontTus 
DURING Four WINTERS 

Cocks Hens 

Month Noy. | Dee. | Jan. | Feb. | Mar. Apr. | Nov. | Dee. | Jan. | Feb. | Mar.| Apr. 

No. of birds* (3)| 27 42 26 21 19 (11)} 61 | 102 87 | 113 21 

Grams (1482)|1526 |1450 [1441 |1420 |1386 | (1110)|1109 |1051 |1015 {1036 |1120 

Scale of 100 (94)| 100 95 95 | 93. | 91 | (99)| 99 94 91 92 | 100 

® Values based on less than 15 birds are in parentheses.
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reported in two allied species: Wilson 4 Cocks Hens Totals 

(11; 131-134) found it in red grouse, Qidbirde, 39 290 
and Stoddard (12: 75-76) in bobwhite; Fae ard ree 
Nice also found it in the song sparrow roel ie te aie 
(13: 25-26). More ample data probably Among the old birds there are few or no 

will sustain its existence in pheasants. cocks beyond their second winter, but 

3. That different years produce there are some hens in their fourth 
pheasants of different weight is statisti- winter. Of the 60 hens, about 47 (78%) 

cally verified in hens but not in cocks, will succeed, by nesting and renesting, 

the difficulty being the individual varia- in bringing off a brood (14: 18) and the 

bility of the cocks. Only the November- average brood will be seven chicks per 

January weights were considered eli- nesting hen, or nine per successful hen. 

gible, because winter storms disqualify It should be noted that the 84 per 

the later data. cent shrinkage in the young birds be- 

Adults 
0 

Cocks Hens 
By midsummer: 47 hens X9 chicks = 423 40 — 60— 523 — 
By winter: down 70 

Summer loss 84% 
70 grown survivors comprise 30 40 70 

By winter: original 100 adults have shrunk 
40 cocks to 10 
60 hens to 20 

After 1 year: population returns to original level 40 60 100 

The first year (1938-39) produced the tween hatching and winter is greater 

heaviest hens. This was also the year of than the 70 per cent shrinkage which 

least population density. This may be will thereafter take place each year. 

coincidence, but it at least suggests that ‘This comparison appears in Graph C, 
crowding may reduce physical or psy- Figure 1. 

chological welfare. SumMaRy 

Five consecutive bandings of a pro- 

Mee WGoATtON tected pheasant population indicate 

that each annual increment of grown 

The ratios developed in this paper young shrinks to zero by its fifth winter. 

can be combined with the reproductive The turnover period is thus about five 

potential of the pheasant to outline a years. 

life-equation for the Arboretum pheas- The intervening survival is repre- 

ant population. To do this, we must use sented by the series 100-30-9-1.8-0. 

the findings of nesting studies (14) This series resembles those reported for 

made elsewhere. Starting with a unit Hungarian partridge, California quail, 

group of 100 pheasants in winter, its and snowshoe hare, 

sex and age composition will be, in The shrinkage or turnever rate be- 

round numbers: tween winters is about 70 per cent. Its
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uniformity suggests that once a bird Wildlife Experiment Station, Second 

reaches its first winter, its chance of Annual Report, 1940-41, Mich. 
E a a Conservation Dept., Lansing, 365 pp. 

survival does not improve with age. 3. Gownr, W. Cart. 1939. The use of the 
The 100-30-9-1.8-0 oe series bursa of Fabricius as an indication 

implies an age composition of 71-21- of age in game birds. N. Amer. 
6-1-0 per cent of birds 3, 14, 23, 34, Wildlife Conf. Trans., 4: 426-430. 
and 44 years old, respectively. 4. Green, R. G., and C. A. Evans. 1941. 

The t Pai ade three Studies on a population cycle of 

he UU TDONCI Pera aL EOe sa snowshoe hares on the Lake Alex- 
years; pheasants older than this are all ander Area, Journ, Wildl., Met., 4: 

hens. This inferior survival in cocks 267-278. 

probably accounts for the 40:60 sex 5. Ranpaut, Prmrce E. 1940. The life 

ratio. The percentage of cocks de- equation of the ringneck pheasant 
creased during the study period, per- in Pennsylvania. N. Amer. Wildlife 

2 Bi Conf. Trans., 5: 300-320. 
haps because of growing density and ¢, Mippiton, A. D. 1935. Factors con- 
increased fighting. A 15:85 ratio pre- trolling the population of the par- 
vails on the hunted ranges of the same ies in Great Britain. Proc. Zool. 
county. oc., London, 1935: 795-815. 

oe data on survival, age composi- 7. Sumnur, E. Lowwxt, Jr. 1935. A life- 
? t ws y 3 history study of the California quail, 

tion, and sex ratio imply a mortality of with recommendations for conserva- 
84 per cent among young pheasants tion and management. Calif. Fish 

between hatching and winter. and Game, 21: 168-342. 
Cocks are harder to trap than hens. 8 ee T., tga hig ae age 

ratios in survival of the California 
One of every seven banded pheasants quail. Journ. Wildl. Met., 4: 92-99. 
and one of every 20 catches was killed 9. Ricnarpson, Franx. 1941. Results of 

in the traps, mostly by dogs. This loss southern California quail-banding 
was the equivalent of light shooting. program. Calif. Fish and Game, 27: 

Cocks lost weight from December 234-249, 
through April. Hens lost weight from 10. Buss, IrvEN O. 1941. Sex ratio of Wis- 

consin pheasants. Wis. Conserv. 
December through March, but re- Bull., 6: 4-6. 

gained their loss in April. Different 11, Wisox, E. A. 1911. The grouse in 
years produce pheasants of different health and in disease. London, 
weights. Smith, Elder & Co., 1: 512 pp. 
Teepe and banding in the nearest 12. Sropparp, H. L. 1931. The bobwhite 

i : quail. New York, Charles Scribner’s 
outside marsh showed no winter-to- Sons, OBO pu, 
winter shift of banded birds to or from 13. Nice, Maraarer M. 1987. Studies in the 

the study area. life history of the song sparrow. 
Linnean Society of New York 

Literature CrTEp Trans., 4: vi-+247 pp. 
1. Hamersrrom, F. N., Jr., and Miunarp~ 14. Errineron, Paut L., and F. N. Hamur- 

Trvax. 1938. Traps for pinnated sTRON, JR. 1937. The evaluation of 
and sharp-tailed grouse. Bird-Band- nesting losses and juvenile mortality 

ing, 9: 177-183. of the ring-necked pheasant. Journ. 

2. Auten, Durwarp L. 1941. Rose Lake Wildl. Mgt., 1: 3-20.
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WILDLIFE IN AMERICAN CULTURE 
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The culture of primitive peoples is re-enacting the romance of the fur 

often based on wildlife. Thus, the plains trade. Ontogeny repeats phylogeny in 

Indian not only ate buffalo, but buffalo society as well as in the individual. 

largely determined his architecture, Second, there is value in any experi- 

dress, language, arts, and religion. ence which reminds us of our depend- 

In civilized peoples the economic base _ ency on the soil-plant-animal-man food 

shifts to tame animals and plants, but chain. Civilization has so cluttered this 

the culture nevertheless retains part of elemental man-earth relation with 

its wild roots. This paper deals with the gadgets and middle-men that awareness 

value of this wild rootage. of it is growing dim. We fancy that 

No one can weigh or measure culture, industry supports us, forgetting what 

hence I will waste no time trying todo supports industry. Time was when edu- 

so. Suffice it to say that by common cation moved toward soil, not away 

consent of thinking people, there are from it. The nursery jingle about bring- 

cultural values in the sports, customs, ing home a rabbit skin to wrap the baby 

and experiences which renew contacts bunting in is one of many reminders in 

with wild things. I venture the opinion folklore that man once hunted to feed 

that these values are of three kinds. and clothe his family. 

First, there is value in any experience Third, the conquest of nature by ma- 

which reminds us of our distinctive chines has led to much unnecessary 

national origins and evolution, ie., destruction of resources. Our tools im- 

which stimulates awareness of Ameri- prove faster than we do. It is unlikely 

can history. Such awareness is “nation- that economic motives alone will ever 

alism’’ in its best sense. For lack of any teach us to use our new tools gently. 

other short name, I will call this the The only remedy is to extend our sys- 

“split-rail value.” For example: a boy tem of ethics from the man-man rela- 

: scout has tanned a coonskin cap, and tion to the man-earth relation (1). We 

goes Daniel-Booneing in the willow shall achieve conservation when and 

thicket below the tracks. He is re-enact- only when the destructive use of land 

ing American history. He is, to that becomes unethical—punishable by so- 

extent, culturally prepared to face the cial ostracism. Any experience that 

dark and bloody realities of; 1943. stimulates this extension of ethics is 

Again: a farmer boy arrives'in the culturally valuable. Any that has the 

: schoolroom reeking of muskrat; he has opposite effect is culturally damaging. 

tended his traps before breakfast. He is For example, we have many bad hunt- 

1
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ers with good guns. Such a hunter  stractions. Theodore Roosevelt was a 
; shoots a woodduck, and then tramples great sportsman, not because he hung 

. the bejeweled carcass into the mud, lest up many trophies, but because he ex- 
ES he fall foul of the law. Such an expe- pressed (2) this intangible American 

: rience is not only devoid of cultural tradition in words any schoolboy could 
value, it is actually damaging to all understand. A more subtle and accurate 

concerned. It does physical damage to expression is found in the early writings 

woodduck, and moral damage to the of Stewart Edward White (3). It is not 
hunter, and to all fellow-hunters who far amiss to say that such men created 
condone him. No sane person could cultural value by being aware of it, and 
find anything but minus value in such _ by creating a pattern for its growth. 
“sport.” Then came the gadgeteer, otherwise 

: It seems, then, that split-rail and known as the sporting-goods dealer. He 

man-earth experiences have zero or has draped the American outdoorsman 
plus values, but that ethical experiences with an infinity of contraptions, all 
may have minus values as well. offered as aids to self-reliance, hardi- 

This, then, defines roughly three hood, woodcraft, or marksmanship, but 

kinds of cultural nutriment available to too often functioning as substitutes for 

our outdoor roots. It does not follow them. Gadgets fill the pockets, they 
that culture is fed. The extraction of dangle from neck and belt. The over- 

value is never automatic; only ahealthy flow fills the auto-trunk, and also the 

culture can feed and grow. Is culture trailer. Each item of outdoor equipment 
fed by our present forms of outdoor grows lighter and often better, but the 

recreation? aggregate poundage becomes tonnage. : 
The pioneer period gave birth to two ‘The traffic in gadgets adds up to astro- 

ideas which are the very essence of nomical sums, which are soberly pub- 

split-rail value in outdoor sports. One lished as representing “the economic 

is the “go-light” idea, the other the value of wildlife.” But what of cultural 

“one-bullet-one-buck” idea. The pio- values? 
neer went light of necessity. He shot As an end-case consider the duck 

with economy and precision because he hunter, sitting in a steel boat behind 
lacked the transport, the cash, and the composition decoys. A put-put has 

weapons requisite for machine-gun tac- brought him to the blind without exer- 

tics. Let it be clear, then, that in their tion. Canned heat stands by to warm 

inception, both of these ideas were him in case of a chilling wind. He talks 
forced on us; we made a virtue of to the passing flocks on a factory caller, 

necessity. in what he hopes are seductive tones; 

In their later evolution, however, home lessons from a phonograph record 
; they became a code of sportsmanship, have taught him how. The decoys work, 

a self-imposed limitation on sport. On despite the caller; a flock circles in. It 
them is based a distinctively American must be shot at before it circles twice, 
tradition of self-reliance, hardihood, for the marsh bristles with other sports- 
woodcraft, and marksmanship. These men, similarly accoutred, who might 
are intangibles, but they are not ab- shoot first. He opens up at 70 yards, for 

;
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his polychoke is set for infinity, and the I have the impression that the Ameri- 
ads have told him that Super-Z shells, can sportsman is puzzled; he doesn’t 

and plenty of them, have a long reach. understand what is happening to him. : 
The flock flares. A couple of cripples Bigger and better gadgets are good for 

scale off to die elsewhere. Is this sports- industry, so why not for outdoor recrea- 
man absorbing cultural value? Or is he tion? It has not dawned on him that 

just feeding minks? The next blind outdoor recreations are essentially 

opens up at 75 yards; how else is a fel- _ primitive, atavistic; that their value is 

low to get some shooting? This is duck- a contrast-value; that excessive mecha- 

shooting, model 1943. It is typical of all nization destroys contrasts by moving 

public grounds, and of many clubs. the factory to the woods or to the 

Where is the go-light idea, the one-bul- marsh. 
let tradition? The sportsman has no leaders to tell 

The answer is not a simple one. him what is wrong. The sporting press 

Roosevelt did not disdain the modern _ no longer represents sport, it has turned 
rifle; White used freely the aluminum _ billboard for the gadgeteer. Wildlife ad- 
pot, the silk tent, dehydrated foods. ministrators are too busy producing 

Somehow they used mechanical aids, in something to shoot at to worry much 

moderation, without beingused bythem. about the cultural value of the shooting. 

I do not pretend to know what is Because everybody from Xenophon to 
moderation, or where the line is between Teddy Roosevelt said sport has value, 

legitimate and illegitimate gadgets. It it is assumed that this value must be 
seems clear, though, that the origin of indestructible. 

gadgets has much to do with their cul- Among non-gunpowder sports, the 
tural effects. Homemade aids to sport impact of mechanization has had di- 
or outdoor life often enhance, rather verse effects. The modern field glass, 

than destroy, the man-earth drama; he camera, and aluminum bird-band have 

: who kills a trout with his own fly has certainly not deteriorated the cultural 
scored two coups, not one. I use many value of ornithology. Fishing, but for 

factory-made gadgets myself. Yet there motorized transport, seems less severely 

must be some limit beyond which mechanized than hunting. On the other 
money-bought aids to sport destroy the hand, motorized transport has nearly 
cultural value of sport. destroyed the sport of wilderness travel 

Not all sports have degenerated to by leaving only fly-specks of wilderness 

the same extent as duck hunting. De- to travel in. 
fenders of the American tradition still Fox-hunting with hounds, backwoods 

exist. Perhaps the bow-and-arrow style, presents a dramatic instance of 
movement and the revival of falconry partial and perhaps harmless mecha- 

mark the beginnings of a reaction. nized invasion. This is one of the purest 

The net trend, however, is clearly of sports; it has real split-rail flavor; it 
toward more and more mechanization, has man-earth drama of the first water. 
with a corresponding shrinkage in cul- The fox is deliberately left unshot, 
tural values, especially split-rail values hence ethical restraint is also present. 

and ethical restraints. But we now follow the chase in Fords!
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The voice of Bugle-Anne mingles with the techniques of science and of the 

the honk of the flivver! However, no pool hall insures the overfishing of many 

) one is likely to invent a mechanical fox- an already exhausted lake, and brings 

hound, nor to screw a polychoke on the a glow of civic pride to many a village 

hound’s nose. No one is likely to teach Chamber of Commerce. 

dog-training by phonograph, or by It is idle for the profession of wildlife 

other painless shortcuts. I think the management to consider itself aloof 

gadgeteer has reached the end of his from these affairs. The production engi- 

tether in dogdom. neer and the salesman belong to the 

It is not quite accurate to ascribe all same company; both are tarred with the 

the ills of sport to the inventor of physi- same stick. 

cal aids-to-sport. The advertiser in- oe hee 

vents ideas, and ideas are seldom as 

honest as physical objects, even though Wildlife management is trying to 

they may be equally useless. One such convert hunting from exploitation to 

deserves special mention: the “‘where- cropping. If the conversion takes place, 

to-go” department. Knowledge of the how will it affect cultural values? It 

whereabouts of good hunting or fishing must be admitted that split-rail flavor 

is a very personal form of property. and free-for-all exploitation are histori- 

Perhaps it is like rod, dog, or gun: a cally associated. Daniel Boone had 

thing to be loaned or given as a per- scant patience with agricultural crop- 

sonal courtesy, or even to be sold man- ping, let alone wildlife cropping. Per- 

to-man, as in the guide-sportsman rela- haps the stubborn reluctance of the one- 

tion. But to hawk it in the marketplace gallus sportsman to be converted to the 

of the sports column as an aid-to-cir- cropping idea is an expression of his 

culation seems to me another matter. split-rail inheritance. Probably crop- 

To hand it to all and sundry as free ping is resisted because it is incom- 

public “service” seems to me distinctly patible with one component of the split- 

another matter. Both tend to de- rail tradition, free hunting. 

personalize one of the essentially per- Mechanization offers no cultural sub- 

sonal elements in hunting skill. Ido not stitute for the split-rail values it de- 

know where the line lies between legiti- stroys; at least none visible to me. 

mate and illegitimate practice; I am Cropping or management does offer a 

convinced, though, that “where-to-go” substitute, which to me has at least 

service has broken all bounds of reason. equal value, wild husbandry (4). The 

If the hunting or fishing is good, the experience of managing land for wild- 

where-to-go service suffices to attract life crops has the same value as any 

the desired excess of sportsmen. But if other form of farming; it is a reminder 

it is no good, the advertiser must resort of the man-earth relation. Moreover 

to more forcible means. One such is the ethical restraints are involved; thus 

fishing lottery, in which a few hatchery managing game without resorting to 

fish are tagged, and a prize is offered for predator-control calls for ethical re- 

the fisherman catching the winning straint of a high order. It may be con- 

number. This curious hybrid between cluded, then, that game cropping
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shrinks one value (split-rail) but en- Ornithology, mammalogy, and bot- 
hances both others. any, as now known to most amateurs, 

ae are but kindergarten games compared 

with researches in these fields. The real 

If we regard outdoor sports as a field game is decoding the messages written 
of conflict between an immensely vigor- on the face of the land. By learning how 

ous process of mechanization and a some small part of the biota ticks, we 

wholly static tradition, then the out- can guess how the whole mechanism 
look for cultural values is indeed dark. _ ticks. 

But why can not our concept of sport Few people can become enthusiastic 
grow with the same vigor as our list of about research as a sport because the 
gadgets? Perhaps the salvation of cul- whole structure of biological education 

tural value lies in seizing the offensive. is aimed to perpetuate the professional 
I, for one, believe that the time is ripe. research monopoly. To the amateur is 

Sportsmen can determine for them- allotted only make-believe voyages of 

selves the shape of things to come. discovery, the chance to verify what 
The last decade, for example, has dis- professional authority already knows. 

closed a totally new form of sport which This is false; the case of Margaret Nice 

does not destroy wildlife, which uses proves what a really enterprising ama- 

gadgets without being used by them, teur can do. What the youth needs to 

which outflanks the problem of posted _ be told is that a ship is a-building in his 

land, and which greatly increases the own mental dry-dock, a ship with free- 

human carrying capacity of a unit area. dom of the seas. If you are a pessimist, 

This sport knows no bag limit, no closed you can say this ship is ‘fon order”; if 

season. It needs teachers, but not war- an optimist, you can see the keel. 

dens. It calls for a new woodcraft of In my opinion, the promotion of wild- 

the highest cultural value. The sport I life research sports is the most impor- 

refer to is wildlife research. tant job confronting our profession. 

Wildlife research started as a pro- Ree aiels 
fessional priestcraft. The more difficult 

or laborious problems must remain in Wildlife has still another value, now 

professional hands, but there are plenty visible only to a few ecologists, but of 

of problems suitable for all grades of potential importance to the whole hu- 

amateurs. In the mechanical field, re- man enterprise. 

search has long since spread to ama- We now know that animal popula- 
teurs. In the biological field the sport- tions have behavior patterns of which 
value of amateur work is just beginning the individual animal is unaware, but 

to be realized. When amateurs like which he nevertheless helps to execute. 
Margaret Nice outstrip their profes- Thus the rabbit is unaware of cycles, 

sional colleagues, a very important new _ but he is the vehicle for cycles. 

element is added: the element of high We cannot discern these behavior 

stakes open to all comers, the possibility patterns in the individual, or in short 

of really outstanding amateur per- periods of time. The most intense 
formance. scrutiny of an individual rabbit tells us
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nothing of cycles. The cycle concept logues. For centuries this rich library of 
springs from a scrutiny of the mass knowledge has been inaccessible to us 

through decades of history. because we did not know where or how 
This raises the disquieting question: to look for it. Ecology is now teaching 

do human populations have behavior us to search in animal populations for 

patterns of which we are unaware, but analogies to our own problems. The 

which we help to execute? Aremobs and _ ability to perceive these, and to ap- 

wars, unrests and revolutions, cut of praise them critically, is the wooderaft 

such cloth? of the future. 
Many historians and philosophers To sum up, wildlife once fed us and 

persist in interpreting our mass be- shaped our culture. It still yields us 
haviors as the collective result of in- pleasure for leisure hours, but we try to 

dividual acts of volition. The whole reap that pleasure by modern machin- 

subject-matter of diplomacy assumes ery and thus destroy part of its value. 

that the political group has the proper- Reaping it by modern mentality would 
ties of an honorable person. On the yield not only pleasure, but wisdom as 

other hand, some economists (5) see the well. 

whole of society as a plaything for 
processes, our knowledge of which is LrreraTorE Crrep 
largely ex-post-facto. 1. Lzopotp, Apo. 1933. The Conserva- 

It is reasonable to suppose that our tion Ethic. Journ. Forestry, 31: 634-643. 

social processes have a higher volitional 2. Roosmverr, Tuxopors, T. 8. Van Dyxn, 
content than those of the rabbit, but D. G. Exurorr, and A.J..Srons. 1902. 
mae The Deer Family. New York, Grosset 
it is also reasonable to suppose that ore and Dunlap. (See especially the intro- 
contain patterns of which nothing is duction by Roosevelt.) 
known because circumstance has never 3. Wurrs, Srewart Epwarv. 1903. The 
evoked them. We may have others the Forest. New York, The Outlook Com- 

meaning of which we have misread. pany. 
This state of doubt about the funda- 4. Lmoroup, Atpo. 1938. Conservation Es- 

mentals of human population behavior - ae en Lore, itt ae 7 
‘ ‘. * .NHAM, J AMES. nagerial 

lends excepuonal unterest,, and Snes toons New York, ae Day Pub- 
tional value, to the only available iishiner Oat 

analogue: the higher animals. Erring- 6. Errineton, PautL. 1940. On theSocial 
ton (6), among others, has pointed out Potentialities of Wildlife Management. 
the cultural value of these animal ana- Journ. Wildl. Mgt., 4: 451-452.
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THE ROLE OF WILDLIFE IN A LIBERAL EDUCATION 

Apo Lropotp 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 

Most of the wildlife education so far attempted is that designed 

to teach professionals how to do their job. I here discuss another 

kind: that aimed to teach citizens the function of wildlife in the land 

organism. 
The two kinds contrast sharply in their war status. Perhaps the 

output of professionals is now excessive, even if there were no war. 
On the other hand, wildlife teaching for laymen has the same war 

status as any other branch of science or of the arts; to suspend teach- 

ing it is to suspend culture. Culture is our understanding of the 

land and its life; wildlife is an essential fraction of both. 
The bulk of our funds and brains are invested in professional edu- 

cation, In my opinion it is time to ‘‘swap ends’’ to curtail sharply 

the output of professionals, and to throw the manpower and dollars 
thus released into a serious attempt to tell the whole campus, and 
thus eventually the whole community, what wildlife conservation is 

all about. 
To see our predicament clearly, we must see its history. 
When wildlife education started a decade ago, three strong forces 

impelled us to our present course. 
One was the obvious preference for preparing men to earn a sal- 

ary rather than to live a life. 

REPRINTED FROM TRANSACTIONS OF THE SEVENTH NORTH AMERICAN 
WILDLIFE, CONFERENCE, 1942, AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE, 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C.
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The second was the depression. The pump-priming policy sucked 
at, the conservation schools like a waterspout. Anyone bearing a 
sheepskin, wet or dry, could soar into the clouds as a paid expert. 

The third was expediency, It is easier to teach wildlife to a pro- 
fessional student in 3 years than to a lay student in a semester or two. 
Once a professional enrolls he must listen, be the teaching good, bad, 
or indifferent. On the other hand the lay student elects wildlife 
courses; if the teaching is not vital, he can elect something else. 

To what extent are these three pulls still pulling? 

Depression is dead. Expediency is no argument. The question, 
then, boils down to future jobs. Bureaus are now laying plans for 
another post-war pump-priming era, but it is a mystery to me where 
we are to find either the cash or the credit for a repetition of 1933. 
I do not anticipate a post-war boom in ‘‘wildlifers.’’ If I am right, 
and the market for professionals continues poor, then the deans and 
the presidents and the donors of wildlife funds will have the option 
of either shrinking the present schools, or switching their emphasis 
from professional to liberal teaching. 

It is not likely that this switch can be made successfully if post- 
poned until the eleventh hour. The time to start is now. 

Fortunately the process of conversion does not call for a complete 
abandonment of professional output. All-eampus teaching cannot be 
vital without research, and research is not possible without assistants, 
experimental areas, and definite local projects. This residuum of re- 
search can be made to produce a small high-grade annual crop of 
professionals at the same time that it feeds the all-campus teaching 
effort with vital local facts and questions. 

In my own unit, I began this conversion 3 years ago, when the 
present overproduction of professionals first became visible. The 
response from the campus-at-large has been gratifying. I would ree- 
ommend the change to others, even if there were no war to force the 
issue. 

Liberal education in wildlife is not merely a dilute dosage of tech- 
nical education. It calls for somewhat different teaching materials and 
sometimes even different teachers. The objective is to teach the stu- 
dent to see the land, to understand what he sees, and enjoy what he 
understands. I say land rather than wildlife, because wildlife can- 
not be understood without understanding the landscape as a whole. 
Such teaching could well be called land ecology rather than wildlife, 
and could serve very broad educational purposes. 

Perhaps the most important of these purposes is to teach the stu- 
dent how to put the sciences together in order to use them, All the 
sciences and arts are taught as if they were separate. They are sepa-
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rate only in the classroom. Step out on the campus and they are 
immediately fused. Land ecology is putting the sciences and arts 
together for the purpose of understanding our environment. 

An illustration of what I mean appears in Figure 1, which traces 

some of the lines of dependency (or food chains, so called) in an or- 
dinary community. These lines are the arteries of a living thing— 
the land. In them circulates food drawn from the soil, pumped by a 
p illion aets of cooperation and competition among animals and plants. 
‘That the land lives is implicit in its survival through eons of time. 
Who is the land? We are, but no less the meanest flower that blows. 

Land ecology discards at the outset the fallacious notion that the wild 

community is one thing, the human community another. 
’ What are the sciences? Only categories for thinking. Sciences can 

be taught separately, but they can’t be used separately, either for 
seeing land or doing anything with it. It was a surprise to me to 
find this was ‘‘news’’ to many well-trained but highly specialized 

graduate students. : 
What is art? Only the drama of the land’s workings. 
With such a synthesis as a starting point, the tenets of conserva- 

tion formulate themselves almost before the teacher can suggest them. 
Basic to all conservation is the concept of land-health; the sustained ~ 
self-renewal of the community. It is at once self-evident from such 
an over-all view of the community that land-health is more important 
than surpluses or shortages in any particular land-product. The 
“famine concept’’ of conservation is valid mainly for inorganic re- 
sources, yet most teachers still apply it to all resources. 

There is no need to persuade the student of land ecology that ma- 
chines to dominate the land are useful only while there is a healthy 
land to use them on, and that land-health is possibly dependent on 
land-membership, that is that a flora and fauna too severely simpli- 
fied or modified may not tick as well as the original. He can see 
for himself that there is no such thing as good or bad species; a 
species may get out of hand, but to terminate its membership in the 
land by human fiat is the last word in anthropomorphic arrogance. 

Finally, the student can deduce, if he thinks hard enough, the pe- 
culiar nature of human economics. What we call economic laws are 
merely the impact of our changing wants on the land which sup- 
plies them. When that impact becomes destructive of our own tenure 
in the land, as is so conspicuously the case today, then the thing to 
examine is the validity of the wants themselves. 

; I have been sketching the end points, rather than the beginnings, 
.of instruction in land ecology. To reach those end points, the teacher 
must of course construct a bridge of hard-headed factual materials
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drawn not only from natural history, but from all land-sciences. 
This of course raises the question: why is it our job to synthesize and 
orient; why doesn’t agriculture, or geography, or some other bigger 
and more important discipline do it for us? 

My answer is: it is not our job, but it is our épportunity. If this 

opportunity is real, it is fair to ask: why hasn’t it been seen and seized 
long ago? Why haven’t the bigger and more important disciplines 
synthesized an ecological land concept? I am not sure of the answer, 
but I think I can see why in zoology and botany. Their pattern of 
teaching was set by the emergence of the theory of evolution. Some 

professors are still adding new findings to the evolutionary structure, 
but in the mind of the average student evolution quits growing, that 
is dies, when he receives his diploma. There is little opportunity 
for him to add to his classroom knowledge. Ecology, on the other 

4 hand, can lead to lifelong opportunities for study and even experimen- 
tation. Therefore, for purposes of a liberal education, ecology is su- 
perior to evolution as a window from which to view the world.
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THE ROLE OF WILDLIFE IN A LIBERAL EDUCATION 

Apo Lropotp 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 

Most of the wildlife education so far attempted is that designed 

to teach professionals how to do their job. I here discuss another 
kind: that aimed to teach citizens the function of wildlife in the land 

organism. 
The two kinds contrast sharply in their war status. Perhaps the 

output of professionals is now excessive, even if there were no war. 
On the other hand, wildlife teaching for laymen has the same war 
status as any other branch of science or of the arts; to suspend teach- 
ing it is to suspend culture. Culture is our understanding of the 
land and its life; wildlife is an essential fraction of both. 

The bulk of our funds and brains are invested in professional edu- 
cation. In my opinion it is time to ‘‘swap ends’’ to curtail sharply 
the output of professionals, and to throw the manpower and dollars 
thus released into a serious attempt to tell the whole campus, and 
thus eventually the whole community, what wildlife conservation is 

all about. 
To see our predicament clearly, we must see its history. 
When wildlife education started a decade ago, three strong forces 

impelled us to our present course. 
One was the obvious preference for preparing men to earn a sal- 

ary rather than to live a life. 

REPRINTED FROM TRANSACTIONS OF THE SEVENTH NORTH AMERICAN 
WILDLIFE CONFERENCE, 1942, AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE, 

\. INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C.
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The second was the depression. The pump-priming policy sucked 
at the conservation schools like a waterspout. Anyone bearing a 
sheepskin, wet or dry, could soar into the clouds as a paid expert. 

The third was expediency, It is easier to teach wildlife to a pro- 
fessional student in 3 years than to a lay student in a semester or two. 
Once a professional enrolls he must listen, be the teaching good, bad, 
or indifferent. On the other hand the lay student elects wildlife 
courses; if the teaching is not vital, he can elect something else. 

To what extent are these three pulls still pulling? 
Depression is dead. Expediency is no argument. The question, 

then, boils down to future jobs. Bureaus are now laying plans for 
another post-war pump-priming era, but it is a mystery to me where 
we are to find either the cash or the credit for a repetition of 1983. 
I do not anticipate a post-war boom in ‘‘wildlifers.’’ If I am right, 
and the market for professionals continues poor, then the deans and 

the presidents and the donors of wildlife funds will have the option 
of either shrinking the present schools, or switching their emphasis 
from professional to liberal teaching. 

It is not likely that this switch can be made successfully if post- 

poned until the eleventh hour. The time to start is now. 
Fortunately the process of conversion does not call for a complete 

abandonment of professional output. All-campus teaching cannot be 
vital without research, and research is not possible without assistants, 
experimental areas, and definite local projects. This residuum of re- 
search can be made to produce a small high-grade annual crop of 
professionals at the same time that it feeds the all-campus teaching 
effort with vital local facts and questions. 

In my own unit, I began this conversion 3 years ago, when the 
present overproduction of professionals first became visible. The 

response from the campus-at-large has been gratifying, I would rec- 
ommend the change to others, even if there were no war to force the 
issue. 

Liberal education in wildlife is not merely a dilute dosage of tech- 
nical education. It calls for somewhat different teaching materials and 
sometimes even different teachers. The objective is to teach the stu- 
dent to see the land, to understand what he sees, and enjoy what he 
understands. I say land rather than wildlife, because wildlife can- 
not be understood without understanding the landscape as a whole. 
Such teaching could well be called land ecology rather than wildlife, 
and could serve very broad educational purposes. 

Perhaps the most important of these purposes is to teach the stu- 
dent how to put the sciences together in order to use them. All the 
sciences and arts are taught as if they were separate. They are sepa-
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rate only in the classroom. Step out on the campus and they are 

immediately fused. Land ecology is putting the sciences and arts 

together for the purpose of understanding our environment. 

An illustration of what I mean appears in Figure 1, which traces 

some of the lines of dependency (or food chains, so called) in an or- 

dinary community. These lines are the arteries of a living thing— 

the land. In them circulates food drawn from the soil, pumped by a 

willion aets of cooperation and competition among animals and plants. 

That the land lives is implicit in its survival through eons of time. 

Who is the land? We are, but no less the meanest flower that blows. 

Land ecology discards at the outset the fallacious notion that the wild 

community is one thing, the human community another. 

What are the sciences? Only categories for thinking. Sciences can 

be taught separately, but they can’t be used separately, either for 

seeing land or doing anything with it. It was a surprise to me to 
find this was ‘‘news’’ to many well-trained but highly specialized 

graduate students. 
What is art? Only the drama of the land’s workings. 

With such a synthesis as a starting point, the tenets of conserva- 

tion formulate themselves almost before the teacher can suggest them. 

Basic to all conservation is the concept of land-health; the sustained 

self-renewal of the community. It is at once self-evident from such 

an over-all view of the community that land-health is more important 

than surpluses or shortages in any particular land-product. The 

‘famine concept’? of conservation is valid mainly for inorganic re- 

sources, yet most teachers still apply it to all resources. 

There is no need to persuade the student of land ecology that ma- 

chines to dominate the land are useful only while there is a healthy 

land to use them on, and that land-health is possibly dependent on 
land-membership, that is that a flora and fauna too severely simpli- 
fied or modified may not tick as well as the original. He can see 
for himself that there is no such thing as good or bad species; a 
species may get out of hand, but to terminate its membership in the 
land by human fiat is the last word in anthropomorphic arrogance. 

Finally, the student can deduce, if he thinks hard enough, the pe- 

culiar nature of human economics. What we call economic laws are 

merely the impact of our changing wants on the land which sup- 

plies them. When that impact becomes destructive of our own tenure 

in the land, as is so conspicuously the case today, then the thing to 

examine is the validity of the wants themselves. 

I have been sketching the end points, rather than the beginnings, 

of instruction in land ecology. To reach those end points, the teacher 

must of course construct a bridge of hard-headed factual materials
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drawn not only from natural history, but from all land-sciences. 
This of course raises the question: why is it our job to synthesize and 
orient; why doesn’t agriculture, or geography, or some other bigger 

and more important discipline do it for us? 
My answer is: it is not our job, but it is our opportunity. If this 

opportunity is real, it is fair to ask: why hasn’t it been seen and seized 
long ago? Why haven’t the bigger and more important disciplines 
synthesized an ecological land concept? I am not sure of the answer, 
but I think I can see why in zoology and botany. Their pattern of 
teaching was set by the emergence of the theory of evolution. Some 

professors are still adding new findings to the evolutionary structure, 
but in the mind of the average student evolution quits growing, that 

is dies, when he receives his diploma. There is little opportunity 
for him to add to his classroom knowledge. Ecology, on the other 

) hand, can lead to lifelong opportunities for study and even experimen- 
tation. Therefore, for purposes of a liberal education, ecology is su- 
perior to evolution as a window from which to view the world.
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LAND-USE AND DEMOCRACY 

We must prove that democracy can use its land decently. 
This brilliant article presents a new strategy for conserva- 
tion education and the citizen’s war to save the land. 

Cae eae education ap- not know the limits of what govern- 

peared, before December 7, to be ment can do, or that we don’t care 

making considerable headway. deeply enough to risk personal action 

Now, against a background of war, or danger. 

it looks like a milk-and-water affair. When the Audubon Society killed 

Wan has defined the issue: we must the millinery feather trade in 1913, 

prove that, democracy can use its land what was its real weapon, the prohibi- 

decently. At our present rate of prog- tory law or the refusal of intelligent 

ress we might arrive at decent land-use women to buy wild bird plumage? 

a century or two hence. That is too ‘The answer is plain. The law was 

little and too late. merely the symbol of a conviction in 

Conservation education, in facing- the mind of a minority. That convic: 

up to its task, reminds me of my dog tion was so strong and unequivocal 

when he faces another dog too big for that it was willing to risk direct action, 
him. Instead of dealing with the dog, danger of ridicule, and even’danger of 

he deals with a tree bearing his trade- mistakes to achieve the common good. 

mark. Thus he assuages his ego with- I have no illusion that all of the 

out exposing himself to danger. products of‘ land-abuse are as easy to 

Just so we deal with bureaus, poli- identify, or as easy to do without, as a 

cies, laws, and programs, which are the wild bird-skin on a hat. I do assert 

symbols of our problem, instead of that many products of land-abuse can 

with resources, products, and land- be identified as such, and can be dis- 

users, which are the problem. Thus criminated against, given the convic- 

we assuage our ego without exposing tion that it is worth the trouble. Con- 

ourselves to contact with reality. versely, the products of good land-use 

The symbols of conservation haye can often be singled out and favored. 

become complex and confusing, but Back now to education: who is to 
its essential reality has the devastating be educated? By tacit consent it is the 

simplicity of the needle’s eye. If we coming generation; we have only to 

don’t like the way landowner X is teach them why and how to act. Here 

: using the natural resources of which is the dog again, addressing the sym- 

he is owner, why do we buy his prod- _ bol, walking around the problem in- 

ucts? Why do we invest in his secur- stead of facing-up to it. 

ities? Why do we accord him the same “Children are like grown-ups: they 

social standing as landowner Y, who understand what others do better than 

makes an honest attempt to use his what others are saying. Unless the 

land as if he were its trustee? Why do grown-up world shows itself willing to 

we tell our government to reform Mr. practice conservation, that practice 

X, instead of doing it ourselves? The will be hard for the younger genera- 

answer must be either that we do tion to adopt.” With these two sen-
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Soil Conservation Service 

Landowner Y makes an honest attempt to use his land as if he were its trustee. 

: a ’ i 5 : 
tences, Paul Sears demolishes the “let the legislature abate this nuisance 
posterity do it” school of education. while the voter rewards its impudence 

There is lacking only a simple for- with his custom? 
mula by which we, and posterity, may Again, a little less obvious: does a 

act to make America a permanent in- good American accept gifts of stolen 
stitution instead of a trial balloon. goods, or credit scores made by cheat- 
‘The formula is: learn how to tell good ing? To wit: ducks bought from the 
land-use from bad. Use your own land pusher, or refrigerated beyond the 

; accordingly, and refuse aid and com- legal date? Venison hung up by the 
fort to those who do not. guide? Wildflowers pilfered without 

Isn’t this more to the point than consent? Can society prevent by law 
merely voting, petitioning, and writ- what it condones by social usage? 

ing checks for bigger and better bu- A little harder: Does one buy 
reaus, in order that our responsibilities Christmas trees that should have been 

may be laid in bigger and better laps? left to grow? How does one tell trees 
Such an approach may be imple- representing legitimate thinnings from 

mented with cases that present an in- trees representing exploitation and 
tellectual gradient suitable for all ages robbery? Both are for sale; neither is 
and all degrees of land-use education. labeled. Could they be? 
No one person, young or old, need feel Up a step: Dairy X buys milk from 

any obligation to act beyond his own steep eroding pastures, which spill 
personal range of vision. floods on the neighbors, and ruin 

For example, a case visible to all streams. It also buys milk from care- 

who ride and read: does a good Amer- ful farmers, and mixes the two, so that 

ican shave with soaps that plaster rock conservation milk is indistinguishable 
and rill with signs, hiding bad man- from exploitation milk. What should 

ners behind a barrage of puns? Can the conscientious buyer do? What can



If we don’t like the way landowner X is using the natural resources of which he is 
owner, why do we buy his products? Why accord him the same social standing as 
landowner ¥? Why tell our government to reform Mr. X, instead of doing it ourselves? 

Soil Conservation Service 
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the careful farmer do? Could farmers torial on conservation sends its addi- 
form pools to regulate their own pas- tional spurt of offal into the public 
ture practices, as they now regulate waters. Your cousin draws his pay- 

butterfat and bacteria? check from the mill, and your brother 
Still harder: Lumberman X claims draws his from the newspaper. “There | 

to practice forestry. His boards are ought to be a law”; in fact there is a | 

necessarily knottier than those offered law, but it is not enforced; it can’t be. 

by lumberman Y, who is still skinning An extra penny for each newspaper 

the illimitable (?) woods where rolls would pay the cost of reclaiming the 
the Oregon, and hears no sound save offal, and thus break the whole vicious 

his own dashings. Which board do circle. Whose penny is going to break 
you buy? Should you buy the honest it? How? When? Has this anything 

board, even at a higher price? to do with the struggle between de- 
Simple, but really tough: Should mocracy and fascism? 

one accept pay for doing the decent Finally: Nearly all American wheat 
thing to land, as most landowners do is the product of exploitation. Behind 

when the AAA pays them for lower- your breakfast toast is the burning 
ing their ratio of corn and cotton to strawstack, feeding the air with nitro- 
legumes and grass? If this isdefensible gen belonging in the soil. Behind your 
for a year, is it for a decade? birthday cake is the eroding Palouse, 

Again: Newspaper X buys its paper the over-wheated prairies, feeding the 

from a sulphite mill which turns its rivers with silt for army engineers to 
wastes into the river that moves in push around with dredge and shovel, 

majesty. All other mills do the same, at your expense; for irrigation engi- 

and all other newspapers. Each edi- neers to fill their dams with, at the



expense of the future. Behind each knows no season of cessation, and for 
loaf of (inedible) baker’s bread is the the most part is paid for in love, not 
“ever normal” granary, the roar of the dollars. Husbandry of somebody else’s 
combine, the swish of the gang-plow, _ land is a contradiction in terms. Hus- 
ravaging the land they were built to bandry is the heart of conservation. 
feed, because it is cheaper to raise The second thing to grasp is that 
wheat by exploitation than by honest — when we lay conservation in the lap of 

; farming. It wouldn’t be cheaper if ex- _ the government, it will always do the 
ploitation wheat lacked a market. You things it can, even though they are not 
are the market, but transportation has __ the things that most need doing. 
robbed you of all power to discrim- The present over-emphasis on game 

inate. If you want conservation wheat, farms, fish hatcheries, nurseries and 
you will have to raise it yourself. artificial reforestation, importation of 

These are samples of the easy, the exotic species, predator control, and 
possible, the difficult, and the insolu- rodent control is here in point. ‘These 

ble realities of conservation, presented are things government can do. Each 

as problems for the citizen. Education, has an alternative, more or less devel- 
so far, presents them only as problems oped, along naturalistic lines, i.e., 

for his agents. management or guidance of natural 
When the ecologist sees any given processes. Research shows these alter- ’ 

force at work in the animal commu- natives to be, in general, superior. But 

nity, he can safely predict that it will they involye husbandry, which govern- 
operate only up to the length of its = ment can do only on its own lands. 
tether, after which some other force Government lands are a minor frac- 

will take over. tion of our land area. Therefore gov- 
Conservation is our attempt to put ernment neglects the superior things 

human ecology on a permanent foot- that need doing, and does the inferior 
, ing. Milk-and-water education has things that it can do. It then imputes 

convinced people that such an attempt to these things an importance and an 
should be made, and they have told efficacy they do not merit, thus distort- 

F their government to act for them. ing the growth of public intelligence. 
Some other force must now persuade ‘This whole twisted confusion stems 
them to act for themselves. from the painless path, from milk-and- 

Money-minded people think they water education, from prolonging our 
are acting when they pay taxes. This reliance on vicarious conservation. 
hallucination, during the “defense” The end result is that ideas once 
period, nearly cost us the war. It will wholly beneficial begin to boomerang 
cost us our natural resources if we on the user, a clear sign, to the ecolo- 

persist in it. gist, that some new adjustment is in 
To analyze the problem of action, order. A case in point is the idea of 

the first thing to grasp is that govern- sanctuary. Sanctuaries and_ refuges 
ment, no matter how good, can only have done enormous good; we would 
do certain things. Government can’t have kept few rare species without 

raise crops, maintain small scattered them; but for them shootable water- 
structures, administer small scattered fowl would surely have disappeared. 
areas, or bring to bear on small local Yet on every hand are signs that we 
matters that combination of solicitude, expect too much of them. Most public 
foresight, and skill which we call hus- forests are now shrinking or abolish- 
bandry. Husbandry watches no clock, ing their refuges because excess decr
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Lumberman X claims to practice forestry. His boards are necessarily knottier than those offered 
by lumberman Y, who is still skinning the illimitable (?) woods. Which board do you buy? 

and elk, in the absence of natural It seems to me that sanctuaries are ' 

predators, have become a scourge to akin to monasticism in the dark ages. 

the forest and to themselves. Some The world was so wicked it was better 

national parks are being eaten up, and to have islands of decency than none 

have no recourse except to shoot or to at all. Hence decent citizens retired 

shrink; a pair of sharp horns for any to monasteries and convents. Once es- 

park man to sit on. Many- notably tablished, these islands became an 

successful sanctuaries are now ringed alibi for lack of private reform. Peo- 

by commercial shooting “clubs”; there ple said: “We pay the bills for all 

is a grave question whether the birds this virtue. Let goodness stay where 

would not be better off without both it belongs, and not pester practical 

the sanctuary and the clubs. When folks who have to run the world.” ‘The 

administration is in the hands of poli- present attitude of some duck-hunters 

ticians who care more for votes than offers a close parallel. The more mon- 

for birds, there is not even a question. asteries or sanctuaries, the grimmer 

Why these kickbacks? The answer, the incongruity between inside and 

I fear, is that sanctuaries are one of outside. 

the things government can do, but the We need more sanctuaries, but some 

growth of private ethics and natural- of them will boomerang until they 

istic management needed to go with serve a better public. This is particu- 

them is beyond the powers of govern- larly true of deer and elk sanctuaries 

ment. which are too big, duck or goose sanc->



tuaries choked in a noose of limit- themselves up as legal entities. In 
shooting clubs, or any sanctuary de- many states the district is authorized 
prived of its natural predators. to write land-use regulations with the 

One of the curious evidences that force of law. So far they dare not. But 
“conservation programs” are losing _ if farmers once asked: ‘Why don’t we 
their grip is that they have seldom re- tackle our own erosion-control? I'll 

_ sorted to self-government as a cure for _ pull my cows off the hill if you will,” 
land abuse. “We who are about to the machinery for action is at hand. 
die,” unless democracy can mend its Farmers do not yet ask such rash 

land-use, have not tried democracy as questions. Why? Probably because 

a possible answer to our problem. they have been led to believe that CCC 
I do not here refer to such superfi- camps, AAA checks, 4-H clubs, exten- 

cial devices as advisory boards, who sion, meetings, speeches, and other 

offer their wisdom to others, or such subsidies and uplifts will do the trick. 

predatory devices as pressure groups, | Those who really know land know 
who exist to seize what they can. I this is not true; these milk-and-water 

refer rather to social and economic measures have indeed retarded the 
units who turn the light of self-scrutiny rate of soil-loss, but they have not re- 
on themselves. versed it. Thus we see that the pain- 
NRA was perhaps a start toward less path not only fails to lead us to 

responsible self-scrutiny in industry, conservation, but sometimes actually 

but the Supreme Court snapped the retards the growth of critical intelli- 
rising grouse before he ever got above —_ gence on the whereabouts of alterna- 
the alders. tive routes. 

The present Soil Conservation Dis- No new device in human affairs is 
tricts are perhaps a start toward self- ever an unmixed blessing. The idea 
scrutiny in farming, but they dare not here proposed: hitching conservation 
use their powers for lack of voter-sup- directly to the producer-consumer re- 
port. These districts are self-govern- lation, instead of to the government. 

ing farm communities which have set entails some serious risks. It would 

Behind your breakfast toast are the over-wheated prairies, feeding the 

rivers and reservoirs with silt which must be dredged at your expense. 

Farm Security Administration 
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Dairy X buys milk from steep eroding pastures .. . and from careful 
farmers. It mixes the two, so that conservation milk is indistinguishable 
from exploitation milk. What should the conscientious buyer do? 

present the professional advertiser the top dawn, as is now the case. 

with an opportunity for euphemized Conservation is a state of health in 
deception and equivocation vastly the land-organism. Health expresses 
larger than cigarettes. he more com- the cooperation of the interdependent 
plex the product or process, the wider parts: soil, water, plants, animals, and 

the field for the trained hoodwinker. people. It implies collective self-re- 
This brings us to the real and in- newal and collective self-maintenance. 

dispensable functions of government When any one part lives by deplet- 
in conservation. Government is the ing another, the state of health is gone. 

tester of fact vs. fiction, the umpire of As far as we know, the state of health 

bogus vs. genuine, the sponsor of re- depends on the retention in each part 

search, the guardian of technical, of the full gamut of species and ma- 

standards, and, I hasten to add, the. terials comprising its evolutionary 
proper custodian of land which, for equipment. 

one reason or another, is not suited to, Culture is a state of awareness of 
private husbandry. These functions the land’s collective functioning. A 

will become real and important as culture premised on the destructive 

soon as conservation begins to grow = dominance of a single species can have 
from the bottom up, instead of from but short duration.
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By ALDO LEOPOLD 

OMETIME in 1943 or @ The bills referred to are H. R. 3793 (Hook Bill), now large due to war demand. 

S 1944 an axe will bite before the House Committee on Agriculture, Hon. Hamp- At the present rate of cut- 
into the snowy sap- ton P, Fulmer, chairman: and companion bill S. 1131/ "98 only stands tporrocky 

wood of a giant maple. ‘ aay or poor to repay the oper- 
On the other side of the "°W before the Senate Committee on Agriculture and Mion nce aids henge sto 
same tree a crosscut saw. Forestry, Hon. Ellison D. Smith, chairman. They do not outlive the next two years. 
will talk softly, spewing specifically provide for the avowed objective, but include After that fires are likely 
sweet sawdust into the incidentally the Porcupine Mountain area in a much ‘0 polish up the slashings, 
snow with each rep ctitious  Vaster area for sustained yield timber management. Fur- leaving a nice pile of syllable. Then the giant 4 ascent Hawt titec cane nae brushy rocks as a monu- will lean, groan, and crash ermore, we seriously question the advisability at the ment to our generation. 
to earth: the last merchant- Present time. when America must concentrate its re- There are, of course, 

able tree of the last met- sources both financial and material on vigorous prosecu- odd bits of uncut hard- 
chantable forty of the last tion of the war. of pressing for such a large amount of woods left elsewhere, The 
virgin hardwood forest of money ($30,000,000) when a small fraction of that amount [#fgest bit (10,000 acres) any size in the Lake States. ld suttine foruki ific objecti is owned by a private club, i _ wou d suffice for the specific objective. and is kept to look at. It 

W ITH this tree will Ten per cent of the money authorized by the bill would ‘5 ironical that this club fall the end of an ,, 5 j r may in the end outscore epoch. likely be ample for purchasing the Porcupine Mountains iiGconib mediators of te 
There will be an end of 4d the timbered areas immediately adjacent to the south Congress of the United 

cheap, abundant, high- and west—a solid block of approximately 100,000 acres. States, the U. S. Forest 
quality sugar maple and Half of that money, or five per cent, might well suffice for Service, the sovereign state 
yellow birch for floors and the immediately pressing acreage. However, we have Of Michigan, and the 
ee We shall make told Congress that we are not interested in mechanics. anya aby lumber a ansyiase shift with inferior stuff, or apn i conserver of virgin forest. with synthetic substitutes. We have stated the objective and urge that Congress, in The sugar maple is as 

There will be an end of its wisdom, mold the legislation as needed to attain this American as the rail fence 
cathedral aisles to echo the objective—and that next year will be too late. You can or the Kentucky rifle. Gen- ee 
hermit thrush, or to awe help save the Porcupine area by making your wishes ¢tations have been rocked 
: intruder. There will mows tol Gongresaman’ Fulmer and! Sendtor Srtkt in maple cradles, clothed 

e an end of hardwood from maple spinning 
wilderness large enough wheels, and fed with 
for a few days’ skiing or hiking without crossing a road. The —_ maple-sweetened cakes served on maple tables before maple 
forest primeval, in this region, will henceforward be a fires. Yet the demise of the maple forest brings us less regret 
figure of speech. than the demise of an old tire. Like the shrew who burrows 

There will be an end of the pious hope that America has in maple woods, we take our environment for granted while 
learned from her mistakes in private forest exploitation. it lasts. Unlike the shrew, we make shift with substitutes. 
Each error, it appears, must continue to its bitter end; con- The poorest is the European “Norway maple’, a colorless 
servation must wait until there is little or nothing to conserve. _ fast-growing tree persistently used by misguided suburban- 

Finally, there will be an end of the best schoolroom for ites to kill lawns. Wisconsin has used Norway maples to 
foresters to learn what remains to be learned about hard- shade its capitol. No governor and no citizen has protested 
wood forestry: the mature this affront to the peace 
hardwood forest. Weknow ~ on x f $= and dignity of the state. 
little, and we understand 7 + Ne : Maple boards, like ma- 
only part of what we — ae of ple shade, take time to 
know. . W ¥ > grow. We have lots of 

This last stand of the és i prospective maple lumber 
northern hardwoods is in in second-growth stands. 
the Porcupine Mountain ak It is doubtful -whether 
region of the Upper Pen- —  — ee wok these regrowths will ever 
insula of Michigan. BP “a ee apie 3 ; achieve the quality or vol- 
eats ago northern hard- ing ieg Be ee = ume of the original stands, 
ate anne seven mil. 4 —— Vie ee i first because = shall lack 

lion acres in the Lake | Zigiieoimed eo the patience to wait for 
States. Five years ago the [aS : = hee a them to mature; secondly 
main remnant in the Por- jie oes . because the maple forest is 
cupine region still com- jam <— one of the most highly 
prised 170,000 acres. By " : organized communities on 
1941 this had shrunk to earth; hence the slashing 
140,000 acres. Last win- likely injures its future 
ter’s cuttings were extra Lake of the Clouds capacity to produce, 

(Reprinted from the May-June, 1942 issue of Outdoor America)



FY’ laymen realize that the penalties of violence to a for- they cannot await the deferred returns of selective logging; 
est may far outlast its visible evidence. I know a hard- _ they prefer to die quickly in their accustomed shower of saw- 

wood forest called the Spessart, covering a mountain on the dust, rather than to live forever on a reduced annual budget 
north flank of the Alps. Half of it has sustained cuttings of boards. 
since 1605, but was never slashed. The other half was One is apt to make the error of assuming that a corpora- 
slashed during the 1600's, but has been under intensive for- tion possesses the attributes of a prudent person. It may not. 
estry during the last 150 years. Despite this rigid protection, It is a new species of animal, created by mutation, with a 
the old slashing now produces only mediocre pine, while the morphology of its own and a behavior pattern which will 
unslashed portion grows the finest cabinet oak in the world; unfold with time. One can only say that its behavior pattern 
one of those oaks fetches a higher price than a whole acre as an owner of forests is so far not very prudent. 
of the old slashings. On the old slashings the litter accumu- 
lates without rotting, stumps and limbs disappear slowly, S valeae ago, when the green robe of the Porcupines still 
natural reproduction is slow. On the unslashed portion lit- spread over much of upper Michigan, bills were intro- 
ter disappears as it falls, stumps and limbs rot at once, duced in Congress to buy the area as a National Forest. At 
natural reproduction is automatic. Foresters attribute the in- that time, the proceeds from selective logging would have 
ferior performance of the old slashing to its depleted micro- paid for the land, and left the growing forest to boot. 
flora, meaning that underground community of bacteria, Nothing was done. 
molds, fungi, insects, and burrowing mammals which con- Today, when the green robe of the Porcupines has shrunk 
stitute half the environment of a tree. to the dimensions of a barely respectable necktie, bills are 

The existence of the term microflora implies, to the lay- still before Congress. I suppose Congress hesitates to buy, 
man, that science knows all the citizens of the underground fearing catcalls from patriotic constituents who assume that 
community, and is able to push them around at will. As a all internal problems can wait. Most of them doubtless can 

matter of fact, science and should, but not this 

knows little more than that aE one. The war will surely 
the community exists, and outlast this remnant of 
that it is important. In a forest. 
few simple communities I doubt whether public 
like alfalfa, science knows acquisition, as a means of 
how to add certain bacteria 8 = assuring the national tim- 
to make the plants grow. : 3 ber supply, is a satisfac- 

_ In a complex forest, sci- se tory substitute for forestry 

ence knows only that it is , ees practice by private own- 
best to let well enough 0 eee §= crs. The job is too big. 

alone. ——_ ol na are se When government takes 
But industry doesn’t a over a small area for de- 

a know this. I fear that the ge, a ee ae <a cent use, it aims to edu- 
present mistreatment of the ig nae aa See == ace by example, but I fear 
northern hardwoods may ia an ~ ogee ene cae ~ it also generates a false as- 
be pondered more seriously —.  . « a a surance that things are on 
in 2042 than in 1942. In- 5 . the mend. In any event the 
dustries wince with pain Presque Isle Falls Porcupine necktie is now 
when fixers and planners too small to be of any con- 
lay violent hands on their highly organized economic com- sequence as a source of timber. But the Porcupine neck- 

munity, yet these same industries fix their forests to death tie is more than timber; it is a symbol. It portrays a chapter 

with never a flicker of recognition that the same principle is in national history which we should not be allowed to for- 
involved. In neither case do we understand all the intricacies get. When we abolish the last sample of the Great Uncut, 

of internal adjustment. Communities are like clocks, they we are, in a sense, burning books. I am convinced that most 
tick best while possessed of all their cogs and wheels. Americans of the new generation have no idea what a decent 

Ye the northern hardwood forest, like the Spessart, forest looks like. The ae ee to tell them is to ‘Show them. 
is injured by violence, it is known to stand up under To preserve a remnant o: : ecent forest for public education 

gentle intelligent use to an extraordinary degree. You can 'S surely a proper function of government, regardless of 
cut a third of the volume of a 200-year-old stand and come one’s views on the moot question of large-scale timber pro- 

back every 20 years and take as much again. The reason in- duction. Moreover, the Porcupines offer the only steep topog- 

heres in the extreme shade-tolerance of the sugar maple and raphy available to the public in the snow-belt of the Lake 

its associated species. Under each mature veteran stand a States; they have a future as a ski area, provided they are 
dozen striplings, full-height and ready to lay on wood the pot further denuded. The necktie is worth keeping for this 
year after the felled veteran bequeaths to them his place in nipose alone 
the sun. This method of quick turnover utilization is called Bee : 

selective logging. Its technology has been fully explored by I would like to see the Porcupine region acquired and 
the research branch of the Forest Service. It differs from preserved as an act of national contrition, as the visible re- 

slash Jogging in that the mi aoe pers a fe minder of an unsolved problem, as a token of things hoped 

insteadiof ey gece otal 2 ees eee for. To this end it had best be kept roadless, axeless, hotel- 
instead of to burn in the next fire. I d I ki or f L Th ; 

; How has industry, with its ear ever cocked for new tech- “©SS 49 open’ only to skin 100! travel. The mete existence 
nology, received this innovation? The answer is written on of such a token-forest might hasten the day when the green 

the face of the hills. Industry, with the notable exception of tobe again spreads over the Lake States, and when the 
a half-dozen companies, is slashing as usual. The reason cutting and using of mature timber becomes an act of 

given is that most mills are so nearly cut out anyhow that normal land-cropping, rather than an act of land-pillage.



and buried it in an underground nest, A 
ODYSSEY as if to hide a bit of Indian summer 

from the thieving frosts. But a fox 
By Aldo Leopold detained the mouse, molds and fungi © 

took the nest apart, and X lay in the 

* HAD marked time in the lime- soil again, foot-loose and fancy-free. \yr 

stone ledge since the Paleozoic Next he entered a tuft of side-oats 
seas covered the land. ‘Time, to an grama, a buffalo, a buffalo chip, and 

atom locked in a rock, does not pass. again the soil. Next a spiderwort, a 

The break came when a bur oak rabbit, and an owl. Thence a tuft of 

root nosed down a crack and began sporobolus. 
prying and sucking. In the flash of All routines come to an end. This 
a century the rock decayed, and X one ended with a prairie fire, which 

was pulled out and up into the world reduced the prairie plants to smoke, 

of living things. He helped build a gas, and ashes. Phosphorus and potash 
catkin, which became an acorn, which atoms stayed in the ash, but the nitro- 
fattened a deer, which fed an Indian, gen atoms were gone with the wind. 

all in a single year. A spectator might, at this point, have 

From his berth in the Indian’s predicted an early end of the biotic 
bones, X joined again in chase and — drama, for with fires exhausting the 
flight, feast and famine, hope and nitrogen, the soil might well have lost 

fear. He felt these things as changes its plants and blown away. 
in the little chemical pushes and pulls But the prairie had two strings to 
which tug timelessly at every atom. its bow. Fires thinned its grasses, but 
When the Indian took his leave of — they thickened its stand of legumi- 
the prairie, X moldered briefly under- nous herbs: prairie clover, bush 

ground, only to embark on a second clover, wild bean, vetch, lead-plant, 

trip through the bloodstream of the trefoil, and baptisia, each carrying its 

land. own bacteria housed in nodules on 
This time it was a rootlet of blue- its rootlets. Each nodule pumped ni- 

stem which sucked him up and lodged trogen out of the air into the plant, 
him in a leaf, which rode the green and then ultimately into the soil. 

billows of the prairie June, sharing ‘Thus the prairie savings bank took 
the common task of hoarding sun- in more nitrogen from its legumes 
light. To this leaf also fell an uncom- than it paid out to its fires. That the 
mon task: flicking shadows across a prairie is rich is known to the hum- 
plover’s eggs. The ecstatic plover, blest deermouse; why the prairie is 
hovering overhead, poured praises on rich is a question seldom asked in all 
something perfect; perhaps the eggs, the still lapse of ages. 

perhaps the shadows, or perhaps the Between each of his excursions 
haze of pink phlox which lay on the through the biota, X lay in the soil, 

prairie. and was carried by the rains, inch by 
When the departing plovers set inch, downhill. Living plants  re- 

wing for the Argentine, all the blue- tarded the wash by impounding 
stems waved farewell with tall new atoms, dead ones, by locking them to 

tassels. When the first geese came out their decayed tissues. Animals ate the 
of the north and all the bluestems plants and carried them briefly uphill 
glowed wine-red, a forehanded deer- or downhill, depending on whether 

-mouse cut the leaf in which X lay they died or defecated higher or lower 
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Photo by Allan D. Cruickshank 

UPLAND PLOVER On one of its biotic excursions, X was lodged in a leaf, 
whose task it was to flick shadows across a plover’s eggs. 

than they fed. No animal was aware An Indian eventually inherited the 
that the altitude of his death was eagle’s plumes, and with them propi- 

more important than his manner of tiated the Fates, whom he assumed 
dying. Thus a fox caught a gopher had a special interest in Indians. It 
in a meadow, carrying X uphill to his did not occur to him that they might 
bed on the brow of a ledge, where be busy casting dice against gravity; 

an eagle laid him low. The dying fox that mice and men, soils and songs 
sensed the end of his chapter in fox- might be merely ways to retard the 
dom, but not the new beginning in march of atoms to the sea. 

the odyssey of an atom. One year, while X lay in a cotton-



wood by the river, he was eaten by He failed to see the downward wash 

a beaver, an animal which always of over-wheated loam, laid bare in 

feeds higher than he dies. The beaver spring against the pelting rains. When 
starved when his pond dried up dur- soil-wash and chinch bugs finally put 
ing a bitter frost. X rode the carcass an end to wheat farming, Y and his 

down the spring freshet, losing more like had already traveled far down 

altitude each hour than heretofore the watershed. 
in a century. He ended up in the silt When the empire of wheat col- 
of a backwater bayou, where he fed lapsed, the settler took a leaf from 
a crayfish, a coon, and then an In- the old prairie book: he impounded 

dian, who laid him down to his last his fertility in livestock, he augmented 
sleep in a mound on the riverbank. it with nitrogen-pumping alfalfa, and 

One spring an oxbow caved the bank, he tapped the lower layers of the 
and after one short week of freshet, X loam with deep-rooted corn. With 

lay again in his ancient prison, the these he built the empire of red barns. 

sea. But he used his alfalfa, and every 

An atom at large in the biota is too other new weapon against wash, not 
free to know freedom; an atom back only to hold his old plowings, but 
in the sea has forgotten it. For every also to exploit new ones which, in 

atom lost to the sea, the prairie pulls turn, needed holding. 

another out of the decaying rocks. So, despite alfafa, the black loam 
The only certain truth is that its crea- grew gradually thinner. Erosion engi- 
tures must suck hard, live fast, and neers built dams and terraces to hold 

die often, lest its losses exceed its it. Army engineers built levees and 

gains. wing-dams to flush it from the rivers. 

fig al The rivers would not flush, but raised 

their beds instead, thus choking navi- 

It is the nature of roots to nose into gation. So the engineers built pools 
cracks. When Y was thus released like gigantic beaver ponds, and Y 
from the parent ledge, a new animal landed in one of these, his trip from 

had arrived and begun redding up the __ rock to river completed in one short 
prairie to fit his own notions of law century. 
and order. An oxteam turned the On first reaching the pool, Y made 

prairie sod, and Y began a succession several trips through water-plants, fish, 

of dizzy annual trips through a new and _ waterfowl. But engineers build 
grass called wheat. sewers as well as dams, and down 

The old prairie lived by the diver- them comes the loot of all the far hills 
sity of its plants and animals, all of and the sea. The atoms which once 
which were useful because the sum grew pasque-flowers to greet the re- 
total of their coéperations and com- turning plovers now lie inert, con- 
petitions achieved continuity. But the fused, imprisoned in oily sludge. 

wheat farmer was a builder of cate- Roots still nose among the rocks. 
gories; to him only wheat and oxen _ Rains still pelt the fields. Deermice 
were useful. He saw the useless pigeons still hide their souvenirs of Indian 

settle in clouds upon his wheat, and summer. Old men who helped destroy 

shortly cleared the skies of them. He the pigeons still recount the glory of 

saw the chinch bugs take over the the fluttering hosts. Black and white 
stealing job, and fumed because here buffalo pass in and out of red barns, 

was a useless thing too small to kill. _ offering free rides to itinerant atoms.
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and buried it in an underground nest, 

ODYSSEY as if to hide a bit of Indian summer 
from the thieving frosts. But a fox 

By Aldo Leopold detained the mouse, molds and fungi 

took the nest apart, and X lay in the 

oe HAD marked time in the lime- soil again, foot-loose and fancy-free. 

stone ledge since the Paleozoic Next he entered a tuft of side-oats 
seas covered the land. Time, to an grama, a buffalo, a buffalo chip, and 
atom locked in a rock, does not pass. again the soil. Next a spidcrwort,/a 

The break came when a bur oak rabbit, and an owl. Thence a tuft of 

root nosed down a crack and began sporobolus. 
prying and sucking. In the flash of All routines come to an end. This 
a century the rock decayed, and X one ended with a prairie fire, which 

was pulled out and up into the world reduced the prairie plants to smoke, 
of living things. He helped build a gas, and ashes. Phosphorus and potash 

catkin, which became an acorn, which atoms stayed in the ash, but the nitro- 
fattened a deer, which fed an Indian, gen atoms were gone with the wind. 

all in a single year. A spectator might, at this point, have 

From his berth in the Indian’s predicted an early end of the biotic 

bones, X joined again in chase and — drama, for with fires exhausting the 
flight, feast and famine, hope and nitrogen, the soil might well have lost 

fear. He felt these things as changes its plants and blown away. 
in the little chemical pushes and pulls But the prairie had two strings to 
which tug timelessly at every atom. its bow. Fires thinned its grasses, but 

When the Indian took his leave of they thickened its stand of legumi- 
the prairie, X moldered briefly under- nous herbs: prairie clover, bush 

ground, only to embark on a second clover, wild bean, vetch, lead-plant, 

trip through the bloodstream of the trefoil, and baptisia, each carrying its 

land. i“ own bacteria housed in nodules on 
This time it was a rootlet of blue- its rootlets. Each nodule pumped ni- 

stem which sucked him up and lodged trogen out of the air into the plant, 

him in a leaf, which rode the green and then ultimately into the soil. 

billows of the prairie June, sharing Thus the prairie savings bank took 
the common task of hoarding sun- in more nitrogen from its legumes 
light. To this leaf also fell an uncom- than it paid out to its fires. That the 
mon task: flicking shadows across a prairie is rich is known to the hum- 

plover’s eggs. ‘The ecstatic plover, blest deermouse; why the prairie is 
hovering overhead, poured praises on rich is a question seldom asked in all 
something perfect; perhaps the eggs, the still lapse of ages. 
perhaps the shadows, or perhaps the Between each of his excursions 
haze of pink phlox which lay on the through the biota, X lay in the soil, 

prairie. and was carried by the rains, inch by 
When the departing plovers set inch, downhill. Living plants re- 

wing for the Argentine, all the blue- tarded the wash by impounding 
stems waved farewell with tall new atoms, dead ones, by locking them to 

tassels. When the first geese came out their decayed tissues. Animals ate the 
of the north and all the bluestems plants and carried them briefly uphill 

glowed wine-red, a forehanded deer- or downhill, depending on whether 
mouse cut the leaf in which X lay they died or defecated higher or lower 
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UPLAND PLOVER On one of its biotic excursions, X was lodged in a leaf, 
whose task it was to flick shadows across a ployer’s eggs. 

than they fed. No animal was aware An Indian eventually inherited the 
that the altitude of his death was  eagle’s plumes, and with them propi- 
more important than his manner of tiated the Fates, whom he assumed 

dying. Thus a fox caught a gopher had a special interest in Indians. It 
in a meadow, carrying X uphill to his did not occur to him that they might 
bed on the brow of a ledge, where be busy casting dice against gravity; 

an eagle laid him low. The dying fox that mice and men, soils and songs 
sensed the end of his chapter in fox- might be merely ways to retard the 
dom, but not the new beginning in march of atoms to the sea. 

the odyssey of an atom. One year, while X lay in a cotton-



wood by the river, he was eaten by He failed to see the downward wash 

a beaver, an animal which always of over-wheated loam, laid bare in 
feeds higher than he dies. The beaver spring against the pelting rains. When 
starved when his pond dried up dur- _ soil-wash and chinch bugs finally put 
ing a bitter frost. X rode the carcass an end to wheat farming, Y and his 

down the spring freshet, losing more like had already traveled far down 

altitude each hour than heretofore the watershed. 
in a century. He ended up in the silt When the empire of wheat col- 
of a backwater bayou, where he fed lapsed, the settler took a leaf from 

a crayfish, a coon, and then an In- the old prairie book: he impounded 

dian, who laid him down to his last his fertility in livestock, he augmented 
sleep in a mound on the riverbank. it with nitrogen-pumping alfalfa, and 
One spring an oxbow caved the bank, he tapped the lower layers of the 

and after one short week of freshet, X loam with deep-rooted corn. With 

lay again in his ancient prison, the these he built the empire of red barns. 

sea. But he used his alfalfa, and every 

An atom at large in the biota is too other new weapon against wash, not 

free to know freedom; an atom back — only to hold his old plowings, but 
in the sea has forgotten it. For every also to exploit new ones which, in 
atom lost to the sea, the prairie pulls turn, needed holding. 

another out of the decaying rocks. So, despite alfafa, the black loam 
The only certain truth is that its crea- grew gradually thinner. Erosion engi- 
tures must suck hard, live fast, and neers built dams and terraces to hold 

die often, lest its losses exceed its it. Army engineers built levees and 

gains. wing-dams to flush it from the rivers. 

Bogie The rivers would not flush, but raised 
g their beds instead, thus choking navi- 

It is the nature of roots to nose into gation. So the engineers built pools 
cracks. When Y was thus released like gigantic beaver ponds, and Y 

from the parent ledge, a new animal landed in one of these, his trip from 

had arrived and begun redding up the rock to river completed in one short 

prairie to fit his own notions of law century. 
and order. An oxteam turned the On first reaching the pool, Y made 
prairie sod, and Y began a succession several trips through water-plants, fish, 

of dizzy annual trips through a new and waterfowl. But engineers build 
grass called wheat. sewers as well as dams, and down 

The old prairie lived by the diver- them comes the loot of all the far hills 
sity of its plants and animals, all of and the sea. The atoms which once 
which were useful because the sum grew pasque-flowers to greet the re- 

total of their coéperations and com- turning plovers now lie inert, con- 

petitions achieved continuity. But the fused, imprisoned in oily sludge. 
wheat farmer was a builder of cate- Roots still nose among the rocks. 
gories; to him only wheat and oxen Rains still pelt the fields. Deermice 

were useful. He saw the useless pigeons still hide their souvenirs of Indian 

settle in clouds upon his wheat, and summer. Old men who helped destroy 
shortly cleared the skies of them. He the pigeons still recount the glory of 
saw the chinch bugs take over the the fluttering hosts. Black and white 
stealing job, and fumed because here buffalo pass in and out of red barns, 

was a useless thing too small to kill. offering free rides to itinerant atoms.
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Recipes for Rural Conservat 

Don’t graze the whole woodlot. Fence off a part for the birds 

and wildflowers. 

Don’t burn, mow, or graze the whole marsh. Protect a part 

as winter shelter for birds, and as a refuge for bog flowers 

and tamaracks. i 

Leave some fencerows or plant windbreaks to check the wind, q = 

catch snow, and shelter wildlife. us 

Leaye corn or spread manure to feed the birds in winter. : ae 

Shoot only those hawks and owls actually caught taking poul- oe 

try. Hawks and owls work for you night and day as mousers digs 

and rodent-police. eae 

The farm landscape is a portrait you have painted of yourself. = ; . 

Den-trees, dead snags, fencerows, bird houses, and feeding 

stations are the visible evidences of your hospitality toward ‘ 

wild things. 

A remnant of each of the plants and animals originally native 

to your farm is visible evidence that it grows historical per- 

spective as well as butter fat or cheese. He who knows what 

his land was is a safe custodian of its future. 

kw *
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He are the authors of our ex- Mrs. Leopold are widely known for 
clusive series on nature and wild their skill in making bows and ar- 

life on the farm, which has been pub- rows, and as expert marksmen. 

lished at regular intervals during the The artist, Byron Jorns, is a native 
past year. The series will be con- of Portage, Wisconsin, received art 
tinued with appropriate subjects ac- training at University of Wisconsin 
cording to season. Prof. Aldo Leo- and Art Institute of Chicago. He is 
pold is one of the foremost conserva- bulletin illustrator for the Wisconsin 
tionists in the country. He is an out- College of Agriculture, Madison. Be- 
door man, a naturalist and bird ex- ing himself an outdoor enthusiast, 

. pert. Likewise for many years he Mr. Jorns takes to the sketches: for 
was one of the country’s leading this series like a duck to Wisconsin 

archery enthusiasts and both he and _ ponds.
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. Winter Cover 
Cy 

3 
ee recipe for wintering game is Grape Tangles j 

corn and cover. Corn is easily : 
provided but cover is often scarce. A grape tangle can be grown in a 
This tells how winter cover may be single season, and will house more 3 
improved. game per square rod than any other : 

By winter cover is meant vegeta- ©°VeT- ’ 
tion stiff and tall enough so that snow One way to build a tangle is to _ : 
will not bury it, and thick enough to find a tree with a vine in its top. Fell , 
protect birds from weather .and_ the tree, but don’t cut the vine. Leave 
enemies. the stump high, with the butt resting 

Young evergreens, grape tangles, ©" it. The vine soon converts the down 

and bushy marsh are the three kinds ‘vee into a dense tangle. 
of cover dependable in all weathers. Another way is to find a grape 

R : sprawling on the ground. Build ; 
Bushy Marsh over it a “teepee” of stout durable 

poles. Wrap the teepee with dis- ; 
g Nothing excels a bushy marsh as carded wire. Pick up the vines from 2 

winter cover, especially for pheasants the ground and lace them into the . 
and quail. After snow and ice have superstructure. The vine soon cov- P 
flattened down all grass and weeds, ers the whole structure with dense 9 
the bushes still stand up. Willow, growth. Z 

red dogwood, and alder are good Grape tangles, to grow vigorously, 2 
bushes. must be in full sunlight. They must 2 

All marsh tends to grow bushes if be protected from live stock. : 

protected from fire, grazing, and E 4 
mowing. Marsh cover, then, is a vergreens : 

matter of leaving part of the marsh These are best planted in spring. 2 
unburned, ungrazed, and uncut. If Brushpiles, and down tops of oaks ‘ 
the marsh is drained, ditch banks are felJed with the leaves on, are good : 

a good place to leave bushes. temporary covers while waiting for : 
To hurry the natural process of evergreens or grape tangles to grow. 

growing bushes, plant cuttings. This Brushpiles are more effective if top- 
is best done in spring. ped with cornstalks or marsh hay. 

Uncut cattails, slough grass, or It is useless to plant birds on a 
sweet clover are valuable to reinforce farm without good cover. New 
the bushes and to serve as roosts, but fences to protect cover may bring 
are not weatherproof in themselves. more birds than new laws. 
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“Teepee” frame for a grape tangle 3
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._ Winter Food 

€ eae recipe for wintering game is about birds learning to remove husks. 
_ corn and cover. As in other Even quail become expert at this. The 

recipes, success depends on where, next best way is to put corn ears in 
when, and how “the makings” are a wire basket or impale them on 
put together. spikes in a pole (see drawings). 

Where? Shelled corn is best fed in a hop- 
For quail, put your corn on the Pe but the hopper-must be roofed 

leeward (south or east) side of the over, else ee melting snow will 
thickest cover, preferably on the clog it with ice. Where squirrels are 

sunny side of a south-facing bank. present, the EraY, of the hopper should 
Quail dislike to feed in the open. be covered with wire mesh to reduce 

For prairie chickens and Hungarian wastage. ; 

partridge, put corn in the open, never The manure-spreader is a good 
in woods or brush. Grass or weeds ‘feeder, especially for pheasants and 
nearby are good but not essential. Hungarians, but the danger is that 

For pheasants it doesn’t matter spreading will cease in bad weather 

where corn is put, provided there is When the birds need it most. 
plenty of it. The poorest way to feed is to force 

Wastage by squirrels is serious the birds to visit the barnyard. Dogs 

tac enue is lott Hin or tiene woods (nae cous: Hakass the birds. In quail 

_A brush patch, marsh edge, or fence this may be fatal, especially if the 

row is therefore a better place than C°V¢Y fails to reassemble before . 
a woodlot to feed quail or pheasants. ght. 

When? How Much? 

Start early, preferably by Novem- In a hard winter a quail eats half a i 

ber. This is especially important in Pound of corn per week, a Hungarian 
order to hold quail and pheasants on three-quarters of a pound, a pheasant 
uplands. If no corn is offered until OF Prairie chicken two pounds, a rab- 

the winter storms actually start, your bit one pound, a squirrel two pounds. 
birds are likely to drift to some dis- This is over and above the wild foods 

tant marsh and you may never see Which they “rustle” for themselves. 

them again. Substitutes For Corn 
How? 5 ‘ 

Soy beans, small grains, or foxtail 

The best and’simplest way to feed and ragweed seeds gathered under 

is to leave some shocks or standing the shredder are all good winter food. 

corn in the field. If shocks are used, Weed seeds must be dried, else they 

new bundles should be exposed from will mold. Small grains are best fed 

time to time in winter. Don’t worry in shocks or stacks. 
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Corn in wire baskets or put up on spikes is kept out of the snow
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Woodlot Wildlife 
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Hollow trees make homes for the wild creatures 

ey Europe, foresters for two cen- most sure “bait” for tree swallows. 

turies tried to clean the woods of Dead willows in the southern coun- 
every dead, hollow, or defective tree. ties, if over water, may also harbor 
They succeeded so well that wood- the beautiful prothonotary warbler. 
peckers, squirrels, owls, titmice, and Wide shallow cavities in creekbank 

. other hole-nesting birds have become trees are the nesting place of the 
alarmingly scarce. In Germany, I wood duck. ; 
saw dead oaks laboriously being rid- Tall dead snags near lakeshores al- 
dled with auger-holes to encourage ways have a chance of becoming an 

. woodpeckers. eyrie for the bald eagle or the fish- 

In Wisconsin, we pay a hunting li- hawk. 
cense to restock the state with If you are lucky enough to have 
raccoons, and at the same time we are Otters on your stream, think twice 
chopping down the last hollow trees before you cut a hollow tree with the 
in which a coon can live. We main- ¢ntrance under water. It may be the 

tain a closed season on ruffed grouse “holt” where otter pups are born. 
in the southern woodlots, but grouse Any hollow tree may become a bee 
are rapidly disappearing from them tree. There was a time when no 
because the down logs needed for Cane or beet sugar was to be had in 

drumming, and the brush needed as Wisconsin; one ate honey or maple 
cover, are being removed. sugar or went without. — : : 

This does not make sense. A few .- When cutting wood this winter, it 

hollow trees, especially durable live ‘* elt to nee MAKE tadhind 
basswoods or oaks, and a few dead “SC° of eect eeu ceey Wi 
and down logs, are essential to a bal- On Ee BPEED slope of Bee ae Le 
anced assortment of wildlife on the ©S'n Tavines there are limby crook- 
farm. The fur-bearers and the squir- ed bur oaks and white oaks, ore) 
rels, the rodent-eating owls, the in- ey eae nce peteeans 
sect-eating woodpeckers, chickadees srew.ingihes Mien ney pees 
and blue-birds, are all dependent on edge ue the former ere Scars of 
Mende wodditemernemehreedinetanl old prairie fires are imbedded in their 

g places, Bid ene tor the existence stumps. They have escaped cutting 
: because they are crooked and short- 

Hollow apple trees in the orchard, boled. Quite aside from their value 
while admittedly not good horticul- as den trees, these veterans should 
ture, are especially attractive to pe preserved as historical monuments. 
screech owls, crested flycatchers, and [¢ your boy can learn to read their '@ 

flickers. history, he will understand better the 
Dead willows in the marsh, after meaning of his home state and his 

being riddled by woodpeckers, are al- home farm.



The Farm Pond 
€ ies THE dust bowl thousands of ice. If carp prevent placing the 

artificial ponds are being built, feed in the water, feed on an open 
with government help, by farmers beach. Diving ‘ducks like bluebill 
who learned during the drouth to ap- and redhead, however, will not readi- 
preciate water. Some day Dakota ly find grain unless it is in the water. 
may build as many ponds as Wiscon- Once the ducks start to use your 
sin has drained. pond, both the numbers and kinds 

The farm pond has many uses: will increase as long as protection is 

stock water, muskrats, pan fish, water maintained. Some kinds, notably 

lilies, and last but not least, water- bluewinged teal and mallards, may 
fowl. be induced to stay and nest. 

, % catia : For the greatest variety of bird 
ee Mane a5 OulaHo sapnep pad life, part of the shoreline must be 

DaetD A abe _be und his\barn. AK bare of cover. Shorebirds, geese, and 
most ponds, it was duckless, having ios ducks like to loaf where they 
been “burnt out” by too much shoot- Mane caer caieimeeiena: 

ing. Jack Miner qm shooting, put Kingfishers and terns add greatly ( 
out some live decoys and grain, A to the summer bird life of a pond. ~ 

few wild birds began to drop in. To attract kingfishers, plant a few 
Within a decade on thousand Canada dead snags with limbs overhanging 
geese were visiting his refuge each the water, and leave a steep bank 

Spring and fall. So spectacular a in the nearest gravel-pit for the birds 
Success is, of course, not (2 he had to excavate their nest. Such a bank 
by all, but any pond; even if SeMDOEO will give you hundreds of nesting 
ary, can attract at least a few inter- ewallwa ag an dividend). Toltiraee 

esting: waterfowl. The time to start terns, build a raft and anchor it in 
187 SOU: the middle of the pond. Such a safe 

. The first essential is to exclude all loafing place is infallible bait for 
shooting. As soon as the ice breaks, terns and perhaps gulls. 

put in a few live decoys, preferably To merely attract birds is only half 
pinioned wild ducks, and some the game. The next thing is to dis- 

feed, preferably corn. It is illegal tinguish the various kinds, to learn 
to use either live decoys or grain the habits, calls and plumages of 
bait on a shooting pond, but on a each, where they come from and 
refuge they are both legal and proper. where they go. Some of your callers 
Avoid too many decoys; they roil the will be on their way from Carolina to 
water. If crows and blackbirds are Saskatchewan; others from  Pata- 

-bad, put the feed on a shallow bar gonia to the Arctic seas. All they 
under water. If you have no bar, ask of you is something to eat and 
build one by hauling gravel on the 4 gafe place to wet their feet. 
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Marshes make fine refuge for wildlife 

Gaei we fire the marsh?” This feeding station was maintained in 

is a question which faces the own- this pothole every winter. While it 

er of marshlands, especially in the was still in ragweed (the giant : 

spring following a wet year. variety), not a bird could be persuad- 
Burning does not hurt a marsh if ed to use the station. As the more 

the soil is wet, and if infrequent varied vegetation gained a foothold, 4 

enough so that the bushes resprout. the game population began to build 
But burning which consumes the peat 4P- Last winter this 8-acre pothole 4 
soil is ruinous to all living things. carried 28 pheasants, 20 Hungarian 
Even light burning, if repeated an- partridges, and 21 cottontails. 
nually, gradually kills all bush Marsh wildflowers as well as marsh 
growths, and when the bushes are ame birds suffer from too much 

gone the marsh loses its cover value fire. Most of the ladyslippers, pitch- 
for birds during deep snows. Inhard  ¢" plants, and other bog flowers thrive 
winters like 1935-1936, quail and only under the shade of tamaracks. 

pheasants survived only in bushy Repeated marsh fires push back the 
marshes with feed nearby. All other tamaracks until they disappear. Some 

growths were squashed and buried /adyslippers require live sphagnum 
by snow. moss to grow in, and hence are de- 

e stroyed by fire. Most Wisconsin 

Frequent Burning Bad marshes have already lost all their 
The farmer who prizes his birds tamaracks, and with them most of 

should therefore be careful to keep their bog flowers, through the com- 
part of his marsh in bushy growths bined action of fire and grazing. 
of dogwood, willow or elder. If Curiously enough, some birds re- 
he must burn, he should confine quire freshly burned marsh for nest- 
the fire to the area to be cut for hay, ing and feeding. The Brewers black- 
keeping it out of.the area to be left bird, for example, nests in Wiscon- 
as bush cover. sin only in freshly burned cattails. 

Here is an actual case—in 1933, I Jacksnipe and geese like a burned 

met a farmer burning a peat pot- marsh for feeding during the spring 
hole “to ged rid of the ragweeds”. I migration. A few valuable bird foods, 

asked if he had burned before. Yes, @Specially the false climbing buck- > 

he burned every year. I persuaded wheat, are greatly increased after q 

him that perhaps fire was the cause light-burning a peat marsh. 
of the ragweeds. He agreed to try Needless to say, if fire is to be used © 
the idea, and has not burned since. at all it should be used early, before 
By 1937, the ragweeds had disap- nests are built. There is truth in the 

2 peared, having been replaced by aster, old saying: “Fire is a good servant, 
goldenrod, dogwood, and elder. A but a bad master’.



° 
Wildflower Corners 

C Aldo Leopold and John Curtis 

NON wildflowers are of er, white and small yellow ladyslip- 
three groups: the prairie flow- per, blazing star, prairie clover, but- 

ers, the woods flowers, and the bog terfly weed, compass plant, ladies 
flowers. Each group requires a dis- tresses, and blue aster. Of these, 
tinctive habitat, each group responds the ladies tresses and ladyslippers 
differently to grazing, mowing, pick- grow only on marshy prairie. The 
ing, and burning. remainder are upland prairie species. . 

The prairie group, for example, is Woods Flowers 

not injured by fire, provided the fire This group, in the order of bloom- 
comes before or after the growing jing, includes bloodroot, hepatica, 
season. Fire, in fact, may be bene- windflower, Dutchman’s _ breeches, 
ficial to prairie flowers in preventing jack-in-the-pulpit, ginseng, white, 
trees and brush from shading them nodding, and red trillium, blue phlox, 
out. Grazing, however, is fatal. and large yellow ladyslipper. Many 

Prairie plants can stand mowing ferns have the same habitat require- 
if not repeated too often. One of the ments, and may be grouped with the 
best ways to preserve prairie flowers woods flowers. 
in a wild haymeadow is to reserve an Bog Flowers 
unmowed strip each year, rotating the This er includ ‘ 

5 , ‘ : 3 group includes the pink mocas- 

location of the strip. This enepiee sin flower, pitcher plant, grass pink, 
eac plant to go to seed occasionally, rose pogonia, bog laurel, and bog 

and incidentally improves cover for rosemary. 

prairie chickens and pheasants. All these bog species require moist 
Remnants of prairie vegetation oc- acid peat for survival. Drainage and 

cur on ungrazed roadsides as well as grazing are fatal because they admit 
in hay meadows. The best conserva- peat fires, weeds, and grass. 
tion method in such spots is to burn Conservation of bog flowers is a 

early, mow late and never graze. matter of reserving part of the bog 
The prairie flowers, in the order of against drainage, grazing, cutting, 

their blooming, include pasque flow- and burning. 
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° 
Wild Foods 
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EARLY every farming operation valuable as fall and winter food. 

N offers chances either to conserve Thus any marshy spot grows smart- 
or to destroy the wild plants on which weed after cultivation. Smartweed 

game, fur, and feather depend for seeds are relished by most game 
food. There are many of these wild birds, including waterfowl. But 

plants. Each has its own “customers” marsh soils, if deeply burned, produce 

who like its products. only worthless nettles or giant rag- 

Winter Fruits. The most depend- Weed. ie 5 
able yielder is the wild grape. Some Any upland soil, if fertile, pro- 
vines are male and do not bear. The duces foxtail or ragweed after culti- 

fall is the time to mark the bearing V@tion. Both plants yield abundant 
vines. All they need is full sun and seeds which are the staple winter food 

some brush to climb on. Most game of. quail, pheasants, Hungarian par- 
and song birds relish wild grapes, tridge, juncos, and Se See io 
both when fresh and as dried “raisins” supply of seeds COU OCT LU S URES an 
an syintern leaving a strip of oat stubble un- 

“Wild” apples are valuable, espe- plowed till spring, or by omitting the 
cially to ruffed grouse, foxes, and last cultivation on the border of a 

’ y : 
deer. The fallen fruit is eaten even oe ‘ ante 
after it has frozen. In addition, deer eat haymeadows surrounded by 
aavetne fallen: leaves. brush offer excellent winter cover but 

All the haws, crabs, viburnums, usually no food. A heavy crop of 

dogwoods, and sumacs yield valuable false climbing buckwheat can often 
winter fruits. All they need is pro- be secured by lightly burning small 

tection from axe, cow, and fire. spots in the brush. : 
s Fruits. All d ‘ Oak woods are sure to yield a small 
SCE Ess Ree an eee but highly valuable crop of trefoil 

song birds feed berries to their jeans (sometimes called stick-tights) 
young. The heaviest yielder among provided the cattle are excluded. Once 
the summer berries is the mulberry. grazed, however, a woods loses its 

It MOH have HONS. sy Oue Galt make no trefoil for five or ten years. Trefoil . 
better move for wildlife than to plant jcans are the first: choice of quail, 

a few. They bear only in full sun. pheasants, and ruffed grouse for a 
The black cherry tree, the choke- winter meal. 

cherry bush, the wild plum and the Insect Foods. To attract warblers 
elder bush are all heavy yielders of to the farmyard, it is well to have at ) 
summer fruit for wildlife. least one box elder tree. Box elder 

Fall and Winter Seeds. Almost any seems to draw the insects they want, 
fertile soil, when cultivated or other- much as clover draws insects for 
wise broken up, produces weed seeds poultry.



° 
Look For Bird Bands 

p22 birds which have been shot, will receive a return report telling 
C or found killed on highways, you where, when, and by whom your 

sometimes bear leg-bands of bird was banded. 
aluminum or colored celluloid. Here are some examples of valu- 

Such birds have been banded for a_ able facts gleaned from banding re- 
definite purpose. Wild birds are trap- ports: 
ped, banded, and released in the hope A farmer near Ladysmith found a 
of tracing their migration routes. banded prairie chicken dead on the 
Birds raised in captivity are banded road in summer. It had been banded 
upon release in the hope of tracing two years before at La Crosse, in 
their survival and movements. Band- winter. This one bird answered a 
ing also yields information on how question which had been in dispute 
long birds live, for years, do Wisconsin prairie 

A banded bird invariably repre- chickens ever migrate? This bird, 
sents a lot of work done by some a hen, had migrated a hundred miles. 
scientist or conservation officer, but A farmer in Sauk County trapped 
that work comes to nothing unless and banded all the chickadees which 
the finder reports where, when, and came to his feeding station. After a 
if possible, how the banded bird was dozen had been marked, no more un- 

killed. marked birds appeared in the trap. 
This is a plea for your co-opera- This -gave a reliable census of the 

tion and good will in looking for local population. Next summer sev- 
bird bands, and in reporting them to eral marked chickadees were seen 
the address given on the band. Most nesting nearby. This showed that 
Wisconsin bands are marked for re- part, at least, of the summer chicka- 
turn either to the Conservation De- dees were yearlong residents. Next 
partment, Madison, or to the United winter about half the original dozen 

States Biological Survey, Washing- reappeared at the feeder. This showed 

ton, D. C. If in doubt, send the band that during the year half the popula- 
to the Conservation Department. You tion either moved or died. 
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Evergreens For Cover 0 
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Young evergreens furnish more shelter for more wildlife per square rod 
than any other growth 

Y OUNG evergreens furnish more grown two years in the seedbed and 
shelter per square rod, for a _ two years in the transplant bed. In 

greater variety of wildlife, than any heavy grass or where rabbits are 
other vegetation. The farmer who thick, even larger stock is desirable. 
wants to hold his birds in winter, but White pines and spruces may be 
has only a few odd corners to devote — wiped out by rabbits unless the stock 
to cover, will do well to plant ever- is large enough for the tip to be out 
greens on them. of reach. Red cedar is rabbit-oroof; 

It takes five years, however, for jack pine is proof against cottontails, 
small evergreens to reach a size use- but not snowshoes. 
ful as wildlife cover. Failure is prob- Tf you must use stock smaller than 

able if maintenance is neglected, or 2-2, put it in the garden and let it 

if the kind of evergreen does not fit grow until at least a foot high. 
the kind of soil. 

On any limey soil, any soil which Diseases 
will grow alfalfa or clover without 
liming, I recommend red cedar and If, you plant white pine, make sure 
creeping juniper for dry locations, your farm is free of gooseberries and 

white cedar for moist locations. On currants which carry the white pine 
acid soil usé white pine, white spruce, blister disease. Do not plant red 
or Norway spruce for moist situa- cedar near apples. These two species 
tions; red (Norway) pine, jack pine, share a rust disease which may de- 
or Scotch pine for dry situations. stroy both. 

Eyergreens And Shade Grass And Evergreen Plantings 
Compete 

White pine, spruces, and white 

cedar do best in partial shade. Red The worst enemy of evergreen 
pine and jack pine tolerate little or plantings is grass. If the planting 
no shade. If in doubt about what — site is sodded, I advise clean cultiva- 

kind of evergreen to plant, select the tion for a space of 3 feet from each 
kind native to the locality. tree before planting, and for two ) 

Use nothing smaller than 2-2 stock, years afterward. Herbs or weeds, if 
ie., four-year-old trees which have not too rank, do no harm, and in



EVERGREENS FOR COVER (Continued) 

the case of the shade-tolerant ever- should not be pruned. Their value as 
C greens, may be beneficial. winter cover lies in the low-hanging 

On ground which contains vestiges branches which sweep the ground. As 
of grass, especially quack, do not the trees grow older these low 
mulch or else mulch heavily. A light branches die, and should be replaced 
mulch merely protects the grass by a new planting of young trees. 
while it forms a sod. 

Land frequently flooded by over- Birds Enjoy Evergreens 
flow is n i for planti P= Pia és 
greens, ‘White pine, ‘spruces, and Nearly all wildlife species which 

f white cedar tolerate short periods of ete reaec One a eee oiever: 
flooding, but the other pines do not, ereens. Pheasants, quail, and Hun- 
especially if flooded in summer garian partridges resort to them dur- 

F s ing blizzards. Cardinals, chickadees, 
Red Cedar Resists Grazing juncos, tree sparrows, bluejays, cedar 

All plantings in ‘pastures must be W2@X-Wings, and redpolls co be held 
fenced, with the possible exception of without them, but they winter in 
red cedar. Red cedar resists grazing, greater numbers where Oy OTE Teens OG 
but may be destroyed by rubbing. core Long-eared owls, CVEDIBE SLOry 

beaks, crossbills, and pine siskins 

Where To Plant seldom winter where evergreens are 

' To make evergreens valuable to absent. Wintering bluebirds and 
wildlife, the design and location of "obins are especially attracted by red 
the plantings is important. Cold cedar berries; crossbills by pine or 
windy locations are not worth plant- Spruce cones. 
ing. If you have a warm south-fac- There are localities in Wisconsin 
ing bank, use evergreens as a wind- where no evergreen will fit. Thus 
break to make it warmer. On such there are soils too limey for the acid- 

banks the drouth resistant species loving species, too near apples to risk 

like red cedar, creeping juniper, red red cedar, and too dry for white cedar. 
pine, or jack pine are best. In such localities it is better to use 

Evergreens planted for wildlife grape tangles for -wildlife cover. 
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° 
Stories In The Snow 

Come SUNDAY in Jauuary when trotting-horse stride of a racing () 
the tracking is good, I like to pheasant. Why no chickens? Be- 

stroll over my acres and make mental cause years ago we plowed up their 
note of the birds and mammals whose booming grounds, mowed, burned or 
sign ought to be there, but isn’t. pastured their nesting cover, and then 

Every large Wisconsin woodlot, for overshot the young’ in fall. Today 
example, ought to show the mincing we have a dozen chicken-less counties, 
lady-like tracks of ruffed grouse, but and if fires are not checked in the 
few do. There are a dozen counties peat lands, we shall end with a 
now grouseless. Why? Because we  chickenless state. 
failed to reserve part of the woods = 2 = 
from grazing. Jumping Mouse Disappearing 

Every woodlot, during winter In the tussock swamp by the 
thaws, ought to show the hurried wan- tamaracks we can look for a track 
derings of coons emerging hungry few people know; the kangaroo-like 
from their den trees. Few do, be- springs of the jumping mouse. But 
cause few woods have any den trees if the tussocks have been drained, or 
left. The hollow basswoods and white too hard pastured, the jumping mouse 
oaks which formerly harbored coons will have disappeared, to be replaced 
have been chopped out, often by im- by the prosaic meadow mouse. 
provident coon hunters. The same In the tamaracks, if you have any, 
lack of hollow trees has eliminated you should find the regurgitated pel- 
the flying squirrel, the screech owl, lets of the long-eared owl. Note well 
and the barred owl from many a_ the mouse skulls; three skulls per 

woods. 5 pellet, one pellet per day, 100 days 
Out in the corn stubble by the in the winter, 300 mice per owl per 

marsh we should find the peculiar year. Can you afford to let some 
tap-dancing tracks of the prairie rabbit-hunter with the trigger-itch 
chicken; instead we find only the shoot him just for fun? Is it worth 

ci ip ul while to keep a few tamaracks just 
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° 
Windbreaks 

Feet. learn by experience, mal they are good, for with too much 
but in matters affecting conserva- wind all the land may become bad, »* 

tion they sometimes learn pretty as it did in the dust bowl. Why not 
late. help the neighbors stop the winds? 

In the 1920’s farmers pulled all the If windbreaks become general, they 
hedges out of the cornbelt. will have a large effect on wildlife. 

In the 1930’s, under the name of Scores of species of birds and mam- 
“shelterbelt”, the government re- mals will have new nesting and win- 
planted hedges all over the “dust tering cover. Those which do not 
bowl”. The time may come, given want or need cover will have plenty 
wind and drouth enough, when we _ of open ground left. I : 
shall replant them in the cornbelt. 2 : 
We have already had wind and drouth Which Will We Choose? 

enough in the sandy counties of Wis- How shall _we reconcile this new 
consin; hundreds of miles of pine enthusiasm toward windbreaks with 
windbreaks are beginning to line the the old hostility toward fence rows? 
highways, farm boundaries, and field 4 fence row is a natural windbreak 

fences. which springs up without cost. If 
Let’s Restore Windbreaks kept under reasonable control by 

cutting at intervals, it is nearly as 

Windbreaks are good or bad de- effective as the artificial windbreaks 
pending on one’s style of thinking. which eat up cash and labor. Per- 
If one thinks as a “lone wolf” they haps we are due for a change of at- 
are bad, for they use up good land. titude toward fence rows. They use 

* Why not let the neighbors stop the up land and sometimes harbor in- 
wind before it gets to your place? sects, but if we abolish them we lose 

But if one thinks as a social ani- our birds and increase our wind. 
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OQ swallow does not make a If you can muster this combina- 
summer, but one flock of honkers, tion, and have patience, you will 

winging northward through a murky eventually attract geese. ° 
March thaw, make a spring. By protection I mean complete 

What chance has a farmer to in- treedom from shooting over a period 

duce the migrant flocks to settle down of years. Geese have a long memory. 
and stay awhile? This is a practical Several neighbors who pool their ef- 

question in wildlife conservation. The forts have a better chance to ban i 
future of geese is largely a question the hunter than one farmer acting 

of hospitable farmers. alone. 
If you happen to live on one of the Goose Ponds 

historic “goose prairies”, your chances A farm pond with bare shores is 
are very good. Geese from time im- an additional inducement, for the 
memorial have watered at certain geese can then dispense with their 
Wisconsin lakes and fed on the near- daily trip to water at a lake. The 
est large prairie. What they ate in pond should contain gravel, but this 
the days before corn came is a puzzle, occurs naturally in most Wisconsin 
because we know so little about what ponds. If it offers a gravelly island, 
plants covered the original prairie. barely awash, it is ideal. Deep ponds 

Probably they ate the seeds of wild with wooded shores and no islands 
legumes and the bulbs of nutgrass. or bars are unfavorable for geese. 
Today they eat corn and the leaves It is astonishing that more Wis- 

of winter wheat or rye. consin farmers have not built them- 

Granted you are in or near a goose selves a goose-show. Once your 
prairie, what are the requirements reputation is established, the geese 
for attracting geese? Mainly a large will pile in, spring and fall. One 
bare expanse of stubble offering corn Canadian farmer (Jack Miner) got 

and winter grain, absolute protection, so many geese that the government \ 

and if possible, live decoys. Live had to chip in to help with the feed U) 
decoys for shooting are now illegal, bills. If you want geese, now is the 
but for “baiting” a refuge decoys are time to advertise the advantages of 
both legal and effective. your farm. .
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Feeding Stations 
Cc {2 FEEDING birds, as in feeding only limitation on the straw-bed 

folks, the first thought is to see method is that fresh grain must be 
that nobody goes hungry. added every few days. 
Experience brings a second thought: If you have saved the chaff from 

to see that feeding does not become under the corn shredder, it is superior 
too easy for the good of the fed. to straw, especially for winter song- 

The first Wisconsin game bird birds. The foxtail and ragweed seeds 
feeders were hoppers. The birds contained in such chaff are attractive 
stood up to a tray and gorged. to pheasants, quail, and Hungarians 

It is better for a bird to gorge than as well. Beware of moldy chaff; it 
to starve, and hoppers are still must usually be dried to keep well. 
recommended where the operator is Don’t build your shelter too tight; 

unable to visit the station frequently. it should have plenty of escape holes, 
A hopper set under a roofed shelter else the birds may refuse to enter it. 3 
(so as to keep ice out of the grain) The consumption of grain from . 
is nearly automatic, and a single fill- hoppers runs about ‘as follows: two 
ing often lasts for weeks. pounds per pheasant per week; one 

But where the operator can tend pound per prairie chicken per week; 
the station frequently (say twice a three-quarter pound per Hungarian 
week) a hopper is far inferior to a per week; one-half pound per quail 
straw bed. per week. Rabbits and squirrels eat 

A straw bed is simplicity itself. two pounds or more per week,. and 
Build a roofed shelter facing east or squirrels may waste an almost un- 
south, put straw or chaff on the floor limited amount by taking out the 
and throw shelled corn into it. Let “hearts” of the corn. 
the birds scratch and earn their keep. Soy beans, buckwheat, wheat, rye, 

To notify the birds that there is barley and sorghum are all accept- 
grain in the straw, lay a few cobs on able substitutes for corn. Cracked 
it, or scatter “bait” grain on bare acorns are also good. 

ground nearby. One half of one per cent of the corn 

Do not use marsh hay for the raised on an average southern Wis- 
seratching bed; it’s too heavy. Quail consin farm will winter a good stand 

can’t move heavy materials. of wildlife. Does wildlife add one- 
European farmers discarded hop- half of one per cent to the satisfac- 

pers long ago, and feed mostly in tion of rural living? 
straw beds. The exercise is good for a 1 

the birds; there is much less wast- oe N | Ieee 
age by squirrels and rabbits. The 7 Y 

Shelter for game birds is easily and \ d ae ° 
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° ° 
Winter Care Of Plantings 

eipeeee. shrubs and vines planted terminal shoot. If wire is lacking, () 
for wild life cover require some loose bundling with straw, weed 

forethought and care. Not as much _ stalks, fine brush, or burlap answers 
as crops and live stock, but some the same purpose. 
nevertheless. I have found that in underplanting 

Your main winter risk is rabbits. woodlots it reduces rabbit damage to 

In some years mice may girdle trees; place trees away from trails. Rab- 
in open winters wandering stock may bits seem to be conventional crea- 
browse them; in dry, snowless win- tures; they hate to step off the “side- 
ters, frost may injure them. walk”, 

‘ Mice make trouble in plantations 
Rabbits Prefer Spruce only during years of excessive abun- 

Rabbit trouble begins when the sens Ape years pee and 1939 
young trees have emerged above snow were ne a ee ae Ripe lie 
level. It is much worse in cover than !0Ur-year ee iB, 80.19 pores 
in the open. Any small evergreen eet) 1D SDE OS ects 
planted in brushy or weedy ground is y pelea . : Labie@tos he demolished by jraGhiie: Clean Cultivation Discourages Mice 

On brushy ground the only defense The best defense against mice is 
against rabbits is to surround pine clean cultivation. This, of course, im- 
and spruce with cylinders of woven plies planting the trees in rows. Where 

wire, or else to plant such large you are threatened with mice but it 
stock that the rabbits can’t reach the is impossible or too late to cultivate, « 

‘ you may be able to burn off the 
y. grass, first thoroughly wetting down 

} fy, a “4 each tree with a sprinkling can. A 
_ ail f YY a few singed limbs are preferable to 
Sf Dp girdled trunks. 

7 PY PSN = All eleventh hour “cures” for 
ns a. oe rodent pests are of course inferior 
Sah ef es Yoon to natural preventatives, chief among 

os ENG _ ae which is a generous stocking of hawks 
AY Nios @ Ke a and owls. (Every owl eats from two 

ih Pan tt ee = to five mice per night, and is well 
Ne HNN 2 fies ; worth preserving as a mouser.) In 

an Ae li aes eee the case of rabbits, the free use of 

LAW, Be SSE ee dog and shotgun may also qualify as 

f ‘ah a ce ane pene 3 natural cure, at least in the eyes 

Aw WM ee eee. Of youth. a PP HS Apeai et 
Pama aime Sh (2 eye hoes 

—4 “ih a) We Pes: Bee oe : 
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Hawks, dogs and shotguns are some Fo ae: ) 
of the best checks on rabbits and : Sa 
other rodents that -girdle young trees &. 

in winter



° 
Feed The Song Birds 

A/ OUED you like to sit at your birds soon whets the appetite for ex- 
south window and watch cardi-  traordinary ones. A mountain ash 

nals, chickadees, nuthatches, juncos, in the yard may bring cedar wax- 
tree sparrows, bluejays, and wood- wings, or. even the rare Bohemian 
peckers eat breakfast? waxwing. A box elder tree may 

It is easily arranged. bring evening grosbeaks. Faithful 
First, keep a piece of suet tacked feeding of suet may bring the uncom- 

on some nearby tree. This is for the 
chickadees, nuthatches, and wood- a. 
peckers. If the jays carry away too was 
much of it, cover it with wire mesh. pe bee 

Second, erect a feeding tray; any F oon 
flat surface set on a stump or post ce é ey 3 
so as to discourage cats. Keep this A fae co 
clear of snow and sprinkled with Late Ae SN ee) } 
cracked corn, sunflower seed, and ae A 
weed seed saved from the corn shred- Ce eon Rea 
der. Sunflower seed is particularly as (< res a 
good bait -for cardinals, cracked ae : jj Po. 8 
acorns and nuts for chickadees and ay ao 

woodpeckers. a lal ig 
If dogs or poultry interfere, fence Sa 

them out by erecting a temporary 
fence. If starlings or English spar- mon redbreasted nuthatch. A south- 
rows get too thick, thin them out. facing hollow snag wired onto the top 

Nearby evergreens, vines, or thick of a dense evergreen may add the 
bushes help to hold the birds. Dis- screech owl to your list of guests. A 
carded Christmas trees are good good fence row, judiciously baited 

temporary shelter. with corn, may lead quail or pheas- 
Success in attracting winter birds ants out of the fields into your door- 

é is largely a question of persistence. . yard. 
if the birds can count on finding A good feeding station is the best 
food, you can count on their coming of classrooms for learning  orni- 
after it, and each new year adds more thology, and one of the luxuries for- 

birds of more kinds. bidden most city folks. You will 
, Success in attracting ordinary enjoy it quite as much as the birds. 
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Winter table set for the birds



° 
Bluebirds Welcome 

ao NOTE the arrival of the first The trouble with the rifle is that it ©) 
bluebird, like tapping the sugar may be turned against hawks and 

bush, is an authentic ritual of spring. owls, or other birds just as desirable 
Most farms, however, are content to as bluebirds. 
let the bluebirds arrive, and depart, The rifle is not the only way to foil 
without offering them a place to stay. starlings. One very simple way is to 

In the old days when every farm erect bluebird houses not over eight 
had hollow apple trees and wooden feet above the ground. Starlings will 
posts full of woodpecker holes, there not nest at such low levels, while 
was no need to provide housing for  bluebirds prefer to. 
bluebirds. But today the hollow ap- Bluebird houses may be built of 

ples are gone, and the wooden posts old lumber, but a better-looking house 
are going. The more “modern” the may be made by ransacking the wood- 
farm, the greater the need for blue- pile for hollow sections. Most wood- 
bird houses. I once tallied 100 farms piles contain hollow cylinders of con- 
and found that only 12 had bird- venient length (6 to 12 inches), with 
houses of any kind. hollows 4 to 8 inches in diameter. 

Bluebirds once nested in towns and_ Bore, chop, or saw an entrance hole 
villages, as well as in open country. in such a cylinder, tack on a top and 
English sparrows and starlings have bottom board, and your bluebird house 
completely routed them from urban is complete. Set it on a high fence- 
habitats, and are now by way of rout- post, or on the top of a short pole 
ing them from farm yards as well. set in the ground. Place the house 
Hence an accurate 22 rifle is a good in a fencerow or open pasture, never 
tool for rebuilding bluebird prosperity. in dense woods. 
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% BLUEBIRDS WELCOME (Continued) 

C 
: All bird houses should be built so 

& & they can be opened and cleaned year- 
ly. A convenient way is to use short 
nails for the roof-board, so it can be 
knocked off easily and put in place. 

A still more natural way to, ac- 

Jos Ae commodate bluebirds is to leave rot- 

Ze ten stubs or limbs for the wood- 

Sa peckers fe riddle ya noe Bue: 

Cia SS birds will use the old holes of the 

; ei larger woodpeckers. A dead willow 

2S SS aspen, soft maple, or elm becomes 

=< workable sooner than the more dur- 

_ <4 i able oaks, but by the same token it 

“ fa lasts fewer years before toppling 

i p down. A really conservation-minded 

f { farmer never cleans up all his dead 

I trees, for by so doing he evicts his 

i bluebirds, woodpeckers, and flying 

2 I squirrels. 

i abe. i The spring of 1941 is particularly 

, “lly | suitable for starting bluebird houses, 

mest. NY for the reason that bluebirds “took 
eye te an awful beating” in the extraordi- 

Caen nary storms which swept over the 
bet ee ey i gulf states during the. winter of 

He Bets get i 1939-40. Bluebirds were very scarce 

L ser “I last summer, and need all the heln 
“de A fhe we can give them to recover their 

aes f tea ee 5 normal abundance. 

oe at ee has a 
niet We 

ene HOG i 
Ga ges Be len The martin house shown here, 

bis a be PRY fees or other colony houses of this type 

FED if % aa “ay will scarcely ever be used by blue- 

ani? Feges birds. These birds are individual- 
' If nae (4 ie ists and prefer to nest by them- 

\ BY / att edit ct) selves, not too high from the 

! VY eget al " i" ground. 
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Ren, Pheasant Planting 
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PEN UNG pheasants, like plant- where willows and dogwoods have 
ing seed, may yield a good crop gone ungrazed and unburned. 

or none at all, depending on the skill Farms which lose their pheasants 
and care used. Much is known about jn winter because they lack. marsh 
how to raise pheasants; little about cover may regain them in Spring, es- 

how to plant them for high survival. pecially if there are fence rows, un- 
First of all, the planting stock grazed woods, and grassy corners 

must be right. Pheasants less than suitable for nesting. Such summer 
eight weeks old seldom survive, and ranges must, depend on some neigh- 

oo then on ey ae nent bor within three miles furnishing the 
with age, up to full maturity. n- winter marsh. Returns from band- 
der-developed pheasants survive poor- ed pheasants show that the birds 
ly af any age. An 8-week-old cock travel at least: that far to get to 
should, if wel developed, weer 14 goed winter range. 

teaenad fot: eases z whie ae Shooting hastens the downhill 
Sean Pees oh eed eens a movement in fall. The farmer may 
a Uber eran WhORe Star Srowde reduce the shooting exodus by shoot- 

r if ing only in moderation, by keeping 
Seas spe nes ofp pianune both dogs and guns out of the best 

ee ae nua Sie rors aa earn spots of cover, and by feeding in 
Me! via hetie sree eae, ae oe those spots. For such “bait” feed- 
ida A ai ae eran SNe ing, patches of standing grain are 

eu fe ees he a v prom io © best. Corn, sweet corn, buckwheat, 
Corer HOSE CT OLCARES | ATE SNOW Mins ond suntowers) are good “baits” to 
to lose weight, and if this loss is ‘ 

: & hold fall birds. 
severe the bird may die. “ 

Third, the range must be right if On range already well stocked with 
the planting is to “stay put.” It is wild pheasants, it is doubtful if much 
hard to hold pheasants on bare up- is gained by planting more. Artificial- 

lands, especially after frost and ly eae are at first excluded 
shooting begins. The better the food from wild pheasant “society,” as 
and aver ee the lower the land, shown by the fact that marked plant- 
the easier it is to hold birds through ings do not at first appear in wild 
the fall and winter. In really severe flocks. | They are pushed out, and if {) 
winters it is impossible to hold the wild birds are abundant, the 
pheasants except on bushy marsh, 2tificial birds may be pushed off the 

that is, marsh containing. spots farm.
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W Bes school children vote on a vancement of the forest was about 

state bird, flower, or tree, they what it is now; and the outcome of 

are not making a decision; they are the battle was a draw. 
merely ratifying history. One reason for this was that there 

When the prairie grasses first were allies which threw their: support 

gained possession of our southern first to one side, then to the other. 

counties, they thereby decided that Thus rabbits and mice ate the prairie 

the characteristic tree of this region herbs in summer and girdled the oak 
would be the bur oak, for the bur oak seedlings in winter. Squirrels plant- 

is the only tree that can stand up to ed acorns in fall and ate them all the 

a prairie fire and live. year. June beetles undermined the 

sod in their grub stage. 

Bur Oa ica Wy eres shocker Toone In the 1840’s a new animal inter- 
Have you ever wondered why that ened; the settler. He didn’t mean 

thick crust of corky bark covers the to, he just plowed enough fields to 
whole tree, even to the smallest deprive the prairie of its immemorial 

twigs? This cork is armor. Bur weapon, fire. A rout followed. The 
oaks were the shock troops sent by oaks romped over the prairie in 
the invading forest to storm the legions, and “overnight” what had 

2 prairie; fire is what they had to fight. been the prairie region became a re- 
Engineers didn’t discover insulation; gion of woodlot farms. If you doubt 
they copied it from these old soldiers this story, go count the rings on any 
of the prairie war. set of stumps on any “ridge” wood- 

Botanists can read the story of lot in southwest Wisconsin. All the 
that war for twenty thousand years. | trees except the oldest veterans date 
The record consists partly of pollen back to the 1850’s and the 1860's, and 
grains embedded in peats, partly of this was when fires ceased on the 
relic plants “interned” in the rear prairie. 

Cc of the battle, and there forgotten. Thus, he who owns a veteran bur 

The record shows that the forest oak owns more than a tree. He owns 
front at times retreated almost to an historical library, and a reserved 
Lake Superior; but the average ad- seat in the theatre of evolution.



Sky D Of Spring 
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The Woodcock is a spring dancer 

I OWNED a farm for two years be- monotonously repeated. Once you 
fore becoming aware that the sky hear the peent, move up cautiously to 

dance is to be seen in my woodlot, get the performer between you and 
each evening in April and May. Once the western sky. 
discovered, my family and I are re- Suddenly the peenting ceases and a 
luctant to miss even a single perfor- bird climbs skyward in a series of 
mance. wide spirals, emitting a musical 

The show begins on the first warm twitter. It is the male woodcock, in 
evening in late March, at exactly mating display. Up and up he goes, 
6:45 p. m. Station yourself near an the spirals steeper and smaller, the 
opening in woods or brush bordering twittering louder and louder, until 
a marsh, and listen. Soon you will the performer is only a speck in the 
hear the overture, a queer note sound- sky. Then, without warning, he i) 
ing a little like a hoarse frog and tumbles like a crippled plane, giving 
much like the summer call of the voice in a soft liquid warble which 
night hawk: peent—peent—peent, even a March bluebird might envy.



SKY DANCE OF SPRING=(Continued) 

At a few feet from the ground he _ one or two birds enough. 
- levels off and returns to his peent- The nearly universal grazing of 

ing ground, usually to the exact spot woodlots and drainage of marshes is 
where the performance began. The fast evicting the woodeock from 
spot is always inan opening; a pas- southern Wisconsin. Light grazing 
ture, a hay meadow, or a bare rock, improves woodcock cover by provid- 
and always in or near woods or brush. ing openings for the sky dance, but 
The sky dance is repeated dozens of the kind of grazing which removes 
times each evening, and by moonlight all the brush and young timber is 
it lasts the night. ruinous. An ideal woodcock range ~ 

This little drama is enacted nightly consists of a springy alder or dog- 
by at least 30 pairs of woodcocks wood swamp adjoining spotty thick- 

within a mile of the outskirts of ¢ts of hazelbrush, blackberry, young 
Madison, i.e. within a mile of thou- Popples, and. young oaks. On such 
sands of people who sigh for drama- 4 Tange I have counted as many as 
tie entertainment. It is enacted 20 sky-dancing pairs per square mile, 
nightly in the woodlots of thousands but this is exceptional. Overgrazing, 

of farmers who seek the better life, overcutting, and drainage have al- 
but who harbor the illusion that it ready cleaned many a township of its 
grows in department stores and last woodcock, without a single person 

theatres. They are unaware that being aware of the loss. _ ‘ 
part of it grows on the back 40. Woodcocks are just now in special 

There are less than a hundred people need of help, for the spring blizzards 
in Wisconsin who know, and annually of 1940 caught them too far north; 
enjoy, the sky dance. thousands froze and starved. Such 

The woodcock is living refutation natural losses are unavoidable, and 

g of the theory that the main utility of would do only pony orany. damage if 
Binleciov tere t toon the breeding ranges were in good 

game: ee 0 Serve asa vargev, Ol shape. But. in ther dairy. belt. the 
to pose gracefully on a slice of toast. breeding ranges are being improved 
No one would rather hunt woodeock to death. More people should learn 

in October than I, but since learning the sky dance; we cannot conserve 
the sky dance I find myself calling what we do not know exists. 
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“Clean fence rows invite quack grass and noxious weeds”, says Leopold



Wild Life Likes Water 
- \ 

Goes to popular supposition, in shallow water free from cover 
it is not necessary for most wild- which might hide enemies. You can 3 

life species to drink water. We know have a bird “bathing beach” on your 
this because many kinds live and _ lawn by building a very shallow con- 
thrive on waterless range, where they crete pool and filling it every few 4 
get their water from juicy insects, days. Let the edges “shelve out’; do 
fruits, plants, and dewdrops. not build a steep margin. 

Most kinds of wildlife will, how- We seldom think of freshet water 
ever, drink and bathe if they are on stream bottoms as an asset to 
offered the chance, and prefer to live wildlife, but if it stands long enough 
on well-watered range. The farm to grow a crop of aquatic animals it 
which includes permanent springs, constitutes a rich food resource. I 
streams, and ponds is therefore bet- have seen young pheasants gorging 
ter wildlife range than the farm on snails in a disappearing pond. 

without natural water, especially dur- Gulls, herons, and coons have great 
ing dewless drouths when there are tadpole fishing in drying sloughs or 

few fruits or succulent shoots. The ponds. 
chicks of all upland game birds are . 

Se 2 Many people suppose that : wild 
known to drink dewdrops, and dew- things in winter eat snow, hence need 
Tess periods may. esvery daieeiie no water. Yet some do. I have fol- 
to the upland game crop. nai ea 

; lowed deer tracks which made a con- 
One of the best and cheapest ways rm x 

ed : eae Ee siderable detour to a snowed-over 
to furnish water to wildlife is to z : 

yas Joe a spring, which had been pawed out by 
plant mulberries. A surprising num- te doer idontle tow dain 
ber of songbirds, gamebirds, and Beery eve eo z ae ing. ; 
mammals eat the berries and feed Some winter behavior in respect to 
them to their young. water is so unexpected as to be con- 

; y fusing. I have seen both pheasants 2 
Build Bird Bath and quail during blizzards, wading in 

: Deep water in stock tanks or unfrozen springs up to their “knees”. 

troughs furnishes drinking water for Were they “warming” their feet in 

many birds, but they cannot bathe the relatively warm water? Or were 
there unless there is spillage. Wet they hunting snails to eat? Or were 
feathers mean weak flight, hence no they eating watercress? I am not 
bird takes the risk of bathing except yet sure. 

ers ge oe ae The farm that includes a 
WR ee ne eS pond or stream is better a 

I AY We ACE. suited to wild life propaga- tT. 
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Tax-Free Wood Lots Mean 
A Step To Conserve Nature 

Wisconsin has enacted a special farm wood lot tax exemp- 

tion law designed to encourage farmers to devote certain tracts 

of their land to conservation. As amended to remove objection- 

able features on fencing, the law now stands as follows: 

To repeal and recreate 0.11 (40) of the statutes, RELAT- 

ING TO THE EXEMPTION OF CERTAIN WOOD LOTS 
AND SLOPE LANDS FROM TAXATION. 

The people of the state of Wisconsin, represented in senate 

and assembly, do enact as follows: 

SECTION 1. Subsection (40) of section 70.11 of the statutes 

is repealed and recreated to read: 

70.11 (40) Any wood lot or wood lots forming an integral, 

even though detached part, of a regularly operated farm, and 

not exceeding one-fifth of the total area of such farm, and any 

partion of a regularly operated farm, the slopes of which por- 

tion have a gradient of more than 30 per cent, if for one year 

immediately preceding May 1 of the year in which the assess- 

ment is made, the owner or operator of such farm has not 

permitted such wood lot or wood lots to be cultivated, mowed, 

grazed, or burned, and if the owner or operator of such farm 

has made a reasonable effort to reforest such wood lot or 

wood lots and, in the case of slopes, to protect and promote 

the growth of such grass, shrubs, or trees as will tend to pre- 

vent erosion thereon;—if such wood lots are separated from 

the farm of which they are a part by a fence consisting of 

three barbed wires on posts spaced not more than one rod 

apart.
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Recipes for Rural Gonservati - 

Don’t graze the whole woodlot. Fence off a part for the birds 

and wildflowers. * 

Don’t burn, mow, or graze the whole marsh. Protect a part gas 

i as winter shelter for birds, and as a refuge for bog flowers f Bes 

and tamaracks. SANS ‘. zs 

Leave some fencerows or plant windbreaks to check the wind, ‘ ae a 

catch snow, and shelter wildlife. : ie Ta 

: Leave corn or spread manure to feed the birds in winter. ; ‘ Fe 

Shoot only those hawks and owls actually caught taking poul- ; ee 5 

try. Hawks and owls work for you night and day as mousers jj 5 Sa: 

and rodent-police. ae as Fd: 

The farm landseape is a portrait you have painted of yourself. an a 

Den-trees, dead snags, fencerows, bird houses, and feeding ~ i ee 

stations are the visible evidences of your hospitality toward — ee 

wild things. ee 

‘A remnant of each of the plants and animals originally native ag 

‘ to your farm is visible evidence that it grows historical per- é Ni 

spective as well as butter fat or cheese. .He who knows what i oe 

his land was is a safe custodian of its future. 
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He are the authors of our ex- Mrs. Leopold are widely known for 

elusive series on nature and wild their skill in making bows and ar- 
life on the farm, which has been pub- rows, and as expert marksmen. 
lished at regular intervals during the The artist, Byron Jorns, is a native 
past year. The series will be con- of Portage, Wisconsin, received art 

tinued with appropriate subjects ac- training at University of Wisconsin 
cording to season. Prof. Aldo Leo- and Art Institute of Chicago. He is 
pold is one of the foremost conserva- bulletin illustrator for the Wisconsin 
tionists in the country. He is an out- College of Agriculture, Madison. Be- 
door man, a naturalist and bird ex- ing himself an outdoor enthusiast, 
pert. Likewise for many years he Mr. Jorns takes to the sketches for 
was one of the country’s leading this series like a duck to Wisconsin 
archery enthusiasts and both he and _ ponds.



° 
Winter Cover 

ae recipe for wintering game is Grape Tangles 
corn and cover. Corn is easily 

provided but cover is often scarce. A grape tangle can be grown in a 
This tells how winter cover may be Single season, and will house more 
improved. game per square rod than any other 

By winter cover is meant vegeta- C°VeT- A 
tion stiff and tall enough so that snow One way to build a tangle is to 
will not bury it, and thick enough to find a tree with a vine in its top. Fell 
protect birds from weather and_ the tree, but don’t cut the vine. Leave 
enemies. the stump high, with the butt resting 

Young evergreens, grape tangles, ©” it. The vine soon conyerts the down 

and bushy marsh are the three kinds tree into a dense tangle. 
of cover dependable in all weathers. Another way is to find a grape 

sprawling on the ground. Build 
Bushy Marsh over it a “teepee” of stout durable 

poles. Wrap the teepee with dis- 
Nothing excels a bushy marsh as_ carded wire. Pick up the vines from 

winter cover, especially for pheasants the ground and lace them into the 
and quail. After snow and ice have superstructure. The vine soon cov- 

flattened down all grass and weeds, ers the whole structure with dense 
the bushes still stand up. Willow, growth. 

red dogwood, and alder are good Grape tangles, to grow vigorously, 
bushes. must be in full sunlight. They must 

All marsh tends to grow bushes if be protected from live stock. 
protected from fire, grazing, and E 
mowing. Marsh cover, then, is a Wererecns 
matter of leaving part of the marsh These are best planted in spring. 

unburned, ungrazed, and uncut. If Brushpiles, and down tops of oaks 
the marsh is drained, ditch banks are felled with the leaves on, are good 

a good place to leave bushes. temporary covers while waiting for 
To hurry the natural process of evergreens or grape tangles to grow. 

growing bushes, plant cuttings. This Brushpiles are more effective if top- 
is best done in spring. ped with cornstalks or marsh hay. 

Uncut cattails, slough grass, or It is useless to plant birds on a 
sweet clover are valuable to reinforce farm without good cover. New 
the bushes and to serve as roosts, but fences to protect cover may bring 
are not weatherproof in themselves. more birds than new laws. 
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“Teepee” frame for a grape tangle



° 
Winter Food 

ene recipe for wintering game is » about birds learning to remove husks. 
_ corn and cover. As in other Even quail become expert at this. The 

recipes, success depends on where, next best way is to put corn ears in 
when, and how “the makings” are a wire basket or impale them on 

put together. spikes in a pole (see drawings). 

Where? Shelled corn is best fed in a hop- 
For quail, put your corn on the P& patie shopper muse peeraes 

leeward (south or east) side of the OVe™ else rain or melting snow will 
thickest cover, preferably on the clog it with ice. Where squirrels are 

sunny side of a south-facing bank. present, the tray of the hopper should 
Quail dislike to feed in the open. be covered with wire mesh to reduce 

For prairie chickens and Hungarian wastage. ‘ 
partridge, put corn in the open, never The manure-spreader is a good 
in woods or brush. Grass or weeds feeder, especially for pheasants and 

nearby are good but not essential. Hungarians, but the danger is that 
For pheasants it doesn’t matter spreading will cease in bad weather 

where corn is put, provided there is when the birds need it most. 
plenty of it. The poorest way to feed is to force. 

Wastage by squirrels is serious the birds to visit the barnyard. Dogs 

when corn is left in or near woods. 2nd cats harass the birds. In quail 
A brush patch, marsh edge, or fence this may be fatal, especially if the 

row is therefore a better place than CVey fails to reassemble before 
a woodlot to feed quail or pheasants, Might. 

When? How Much? 

Start early, preferably by Novem- In a hard winter a quail eats half a 

ber. This is especially important in Pound of corn per week, a Hungarian 
order to hold quail and pheasants on three-quarters of a pound, a pheasant 
uplands. If no corn is offered until 07 Prairie chicken two pounds, a rab- 
the winter storms actually start, your bit one pound, a squirrel two pounds. 
birds are likely to drift to some dis- This is over and above the wild foods 

tant marsh and you may never see Which they “rustle” for themselves. 

them again. Substitutes For Corn 
How? : ei 

Soy beans, small grains, or foxtail 

The best and simplest way to feed and ragweed seeds gathered under 

is to leave some shocks or standing the shredder are all good winter food. 

corn in the field. If shocks are used, Weed seeds must be dried, else they 

new bundles should be exposed from will mold. Small grains are best fed 

time to time in winter. Don’t worry in shocks or stacks. 
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Corn in wire baskets or put up on spikes is kept out of the snow



° ° 
Woodlot Wildlife 
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Hollow trees make homes for the wild creatures 

aN Europe, foresters for two cen- most sure “bait” for tree swallows. 
turies tried to clean the woods of Dead willows in the southern coun- 

every dead, hollow, or defective tree. ties, if over water, may also harbor 
They succeeded so well that wood- the beautiful prothonotary warbler. 
peckers, squirrels, owls, titmice, and Wide shallow cavities in creekbank 
other hole-nesting birds have become trees are the nesting place of the 
alarmingly scarce. In Germany, I wood duck. 
saw dead oaks laboriously being rid- Tall dead snags near lakeshores al- 
dled with auger-holes to encourage ways have a chance of becoming an 
woodpeckers. eyrie for the bald eagle or the fish- 

In Wisconsin, we pay a hunting li- hawk. 
cense to restock the state with If you are lucky enough to have 
raccoons, and at the same time we are Otters on your stream, think twice 
chopping down the last hollow trees before you cut a hollow tree with the 

in which a coon can live. We main- entrance under water, It may be the 
tain a closed season on ruffed grouse “holt” where otter pups are born. 
in the southern woodlots, but grouse Any hollow tree may become a bee 
are rapidly disappearing from them tee. There was a time when no 
because the down logs needed for ¢ane or beet sugar was to be had in 
drumming, and the brush needed as Wisconsin; one ate honey or maple 
cover, are being removed. on OF aS ea ee 

This does not make sense. A few 5. well to remember these manifold 
hollow trees, especially durable live PG dre a pee tema te 
basswoods or oaks, and a few dead Ou the aapeR clo = apy later wae 

pi Gown oes, ave essential sto a bal consin mertiee foie ote Tab ONGee H 
anced assortment of wildlife on the ede Gib oaks and white ‘onke, voften : 

een Ln cuepeaters ond ie a with hollow limbs. These veterans 
ee rece ne OW Ss eee iae, grew in the open. They mark the 
sect-eating woodpeckers, chickadees edge of the former prairie. Scars of 

and bine binds, are all Gependent on oid prairie fires are imbedded in their 
S cee stumps. They have escaped cutting 

pr pence Spr duels ecetence because they are crooked and short- 
Hollow apple trees in the orchard, poled. Quite aside from their value 

while admittedly not good horticul- gs den trees, these veterans should 
ture, are especially attractive to he preserved as historical monuments. 
screech owls, crested flycatchers, and [¢ your boy can learn to read their 

flickers. history, he will understand better the 
Dead willows in the marsh, after meaning of his home state and his 

being riddled by woodpeckers, are al- home farm,



The Farm Pond 
ie THE dust bowl thousands of ice. If carp prevent placing the 

artificial ponds are being built, feed in the water, feed on an open 
with government help, by farmers beach. Diving ducks like bluebill 
who learned during the drouth to ap- and redhead, however, will not readi- 
preciate water. Some day Dakota ly find grain unless it is in the water. 
may build as many ponds as Wiscon- Once the ducks start to use your 
sin has drained. pond, both the numbers and kinds 

The farm pond has many uses: Will increase as long as protection is 

stock water, muskrats, pan fish, water Maintained. Some kinds, notably 
lilies, and last but not least, water- bluewinged teal and mallards, may 

’ fowl. be induced to stay and nest. 
ji NE eA cas : For the greatest variety of bird 

4 ee Pens soon ed life, part of the shoreline must be 

PSiiah Done Vente rere Ke bare of cover. Shorebirds, geese, and 
most ponds, it was duckless, having most ducks like to loaf where they 
been “burnt out” by too much shoot- eaees incall directions: 

ing. Jack Miner quit shooting, put Kingfishers and terns add greatly 
out poe live decoys and grain. A to the summer bird life of a pond. 
few wild birds began to drop in. To attract kingfishers, plant a few 
Within a decade ten thousand Canada dead snags with limbs overhanging 
geese were visiting his refuge each the water, and leave a steep bank 

Sprig and fall. So spectacular a in the nearest gravel-pit for the birds 
success is, of course, not ue be had to excavate their nest. Such a bank 
by all, but any pond, even if tempor i) give you hundreds of nesting 
ary, can attract at least a few inter- swallows as a “dividend.” To attract 

esting waterfowl. The time to start terns, build a raft and anchor it in 
RS SEE ee ae the middle of the pond. Such a safe 

The first essential is to exclude all  Joafing place is infallible bait for 
shooting. As soon as the ice breaks, terns and perhaps gulls. 

put in a few live decoys, preferably To merely attract birds is only half 
pinioned wild ducks, and Some the game. The next thing is to dis- 

feed, preferably corn. It is illegal tinguish the various kinds, to learn 
to use either live decoys or grain the habits, calls and plumages of 
bait on a shooting pond, but on a each, where they come from and 
refuge they are both legal and proper. where they go. Some of your callers 
Avoid too many decoys; they roil the will be on their way from Carolina to 
water. If crows and blackbirds are Saskatchewan; others from  Pata- 

bad, put the feed on a shallow bar gonia to the Arctic seas. All they 
under water. If you have no bar, ask of you is something to eat and 
build one by hauling gravel on the 4 safe place to wet their feet. 
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Marshes make fine refuge for wildlife 

Soe we fire the marsh?” This feeding station was maintained in 

is a question which faces the own- this pothole every winter. While it 
er of marshlands, especially in the was still in ragweed (the giant 
spring following a wet year. variety), not a bird could be persuad- 

Burning does not hurt a marsh if ¢d to use the station. As the more 
the soil is wet, and if infrequent varied vegetation gained a foothold, 

enough so that the bushes resprout. the game population began to build 
But burning which consumes the peat ‘UP. Last winter this 8-acre pothole 
soil is ruinous to all living things. Carried 28 pheasants, 20 Hungarian 
Even light burning, if repeated an- Partridges, and 21 cottontails. 
nually, gradually kills all bush Marsh wildflowers as well as marsh 

growths, and when the bushes are same birds suffer from too much 
gone the marsh loses its cover value fire. Most of the ladyslippers, pitch- 
for birds during deep snows. In hard  ¢t Plants, and other bog flowers thrive 
winters like 1935-1936, quail and only under the shade of tamaracks. 
pheasants survived only in bushy Repeated marsh fires push back the 
marshes with feed nearby. All other tamaracks until they disappear. Some 
growths were squashed and buried |adyslippers require live sphagnum 
by snow. moss to grow in, and hence are de- 

2 stroyed by fire. Most Wisconsin 
Frequent Burning Bad marshes have already lost all their 

The farmer who prizes his birds tamaracks, and with them most of 

should therefore be careful to keep their bog flowers, through the com- 
part of his marsh in bushy growths bined action of fire and grazing. 
of dogwood, willow or elder, If Curiously enough, some birds re- 

he must burn, he should confine quire freshly burned marsh for nest- 
the fire to the area to be cut for hay, ing and feeding. The Brewers black- 
keeping it out of the area to be left bird, for example, nests in Wiscon- 
as bush cover. sin only in freshly burned cattails. 

Here is an actual case—in 1933, I Jacksnipe and geese like a burned 
met a farmer burning a peat pot- marsh for feeding during the spring 
hole “to ged rid of the ragweeds”. I migration. A few valuable bird foods, 

asked if he had burned before. Yes, especially the false climbing —buck- 
he burned every year. I persuaded wheat, are greatly increased after 

him that perhaps fire was the cause  light-burning a peat marsh. 
of the ragweeds. He agreed to try Needless to say, if fire is to be used 
the idea, and has not burned since. at all it should be used early, before 
By 1937, the ragweeds had disap- nests are built. There is truth in the 
peared, having been replaced by aster, old saying: “Fire is a good servant, 
goldenrod, dogwood, and elder. A but a bad master’.



° 
Wildflower Corners 

Aldo Leopold and John Curtis 

WAS CONsIN wildflowers are of er, white and small yellow ladyslip- 
three groups: the prairie flow- per, blazing star, prairie clover, but- 

ers, the woods flowers, and the bog terfly weed, compass plant, ladies 
flowers. Each group requires a dis- tresses, and blue aster. Of these, 
tinctive habitat, each group responds the ladies tresses and ladyslippers 
differently to grazing, mowing, pick- grow only on marshy prairie. The 
ing, and burning. remainder are upland prairie species. 

The prairie group, for example, is Woods Flowers 

not injured by fire, provided the fire This group, in the. order of bloom- 
comes before or after the growing ing, includes bloodroot, hepatica, 
season. Fire, in fact, may be bene- windflower, Dutchman’s _ breeches, 
ficial to prairie flowers in preventing jack-in-the-pulpit, ginseng, white, 
trees and brush from shading them nodding, and red trillium, blue phlox, 
out. Grazing, however, is fatal. and large yellow ladyslipper. Many 

Prairie plants can stand mowing ferns have the same habitat require- 
if not repeated too often. One of the ments, and may be grouped with the 
best ways to preserve prairie flowers woods flowers. 
in a wild haymeadow is to reserve an Bog Flowers 

unmowed strip each year, rotating the mieren : ‘ 
é a fi s group includes the pink mocas- 

eee of the strip. spe pues sin flower, pitcher plant, grass pink, 

eee plant to go bo Seed occasionally, ose pogonia, bog laurel, and bog 
and incidentally improves cover for rosemary. 

prairie chickens ene Pheasants. All these bog species require moist 
Remnants of prairie vegetation oc- acid peat for survival. Drainage and 

cur on ungrazed roadsides as well as grazing are fatal because they admit 
in hay meadows. The best conserva- peat fires, weeds, and grass. é 
tion method in such spots is to burn Conservation of bog flowers is a 

early, mow late and never graze. matter of reserving part of the bog 
The prairie flowers, in the order of against drainage, grazing, cutting, 

their blooming, include pasque flow- and burning. 
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° 
Wild Foods 
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? eee every farming operation valuable as fall and winter food. 
offers chances either to conserve Thus any marshy spot grows smart- 

or to destroy the wild plants on which weed after cultivation. Smartweed 
game, fur, and feather depend for seeds are relished by most game 
food. There are many of these wild birds, including waterfowl. But 
plants. Each has its own “customers” marsh soils, if deeply burned, produce 
who like its products. ee worthless nettles or giant rag- 

Winter Fruits. The most depend- Weed. ane ; 
‘ telder is il rape. & Any upland soil, if fertile, pro- 
Se eras) et ee nie duces foxtail or ragweed after culti- 

fall is the time to mark the bearing ation. Both plants yield abundant 
vines. All they need is full sun and Seeds which are the staple winter food 

some brush to climb on. Most game pedi Bhesson is, Bunees ee OP Al 
and song birds relish wild grapes, aM ee teas sates cea 5 
both when fresh and as dried “raisins” ieee oe Barn: Seri Laabhis oe 
in winter. f Z i. zo . 

“Wild” apples are valuable, espe- plowed till spring, or’ by omitting the 
cially to ruffed grouse, foxes, and last pve ce on the border of a 

deer. The fallen fruit is eaten even SoBaae ayaa devbinded hy 

Se pce EAU Geet pri ti cher ecient intent covers bilt 
All the haws, crabs, viburnums, usually no food. A heavy crop of 

dogwoods, and sumacs yield valuable sane cee Pore aca pan 
winter fruits. All they need is pro- aneta = a eae v s 

yeeon som oa cows and are Oak woods are sure to yield a small 
Summer Fruits. All pene and most but highly valuable crop of trefoil 

song) birds feed berries to their beans (sometimes called stick-tights) 
young. The heaviest yielder among provided the cattle are excluded. Once 
the summer berries is the mulberry. grazed, however, a woods loses its 

Tf you have none, you can make no  tyofoil for five or ten years. Trefoil 
better move for wildlife than to plant jeans are the first choice of quail, 
a few. They bear only in full sun. pheasants, and ruffed grouse for a 

The black cherry tree, the choke- winter meal. 

cherry bush, the wild plum and the Insect Foods. To attract warblers 
elder bush are all heavy yielders of to the farmyard, it is well to have at 

‘ summer fruit for wildlife. least one box elder tree. Box elder 
Fall and Winter Seeds. Almost any seems to draw the insects they want, 

fertile soil, when cultivated or other- much as clover draws insects for 
wise broken up, produces weed seeds poultry.



° 
Look For Bird Bands 

Eee birds which have been shot, will receive a return report telling 
or found killed on highways, you where, when, and by whom your 

sometimes bear leg-bands of bird was banded. 
aluminum or colored celluloid. Here are some examples of valu- 

Such birds have been banded for a. able facts gleaned from banding re- 
definite purpose. Wild birds are trap- ports: 
ped, banded, and released in the hope A farmer near Ladysmith found a 
of tracing their migration routes. banded prairie chicken dead on the 
Birds raised in captivity are banded road in summer. It had been banded 
upon release in the hope of tracing two years before at La Crosse, in 
their survival and movements. Band- winter. This one bird answered a 
ing also yields information on how question which had been in dispute 
long birds live, for years, do Wisconsin prairie 

A banded bird invariably repre- chickens ever migrate? This bird, 
sents a lot of work done by some a hen, had migrated a hundred miles. 
scientist or conservation officer, but A farmer in Sauk County trapped 
that work comes to nothing unless and banded all the chickadees which 
the finder reports where, when, and came to his feeding station. After a 
if possible, how the banded bird was dozen had been marked, no more un- 

killed. marked birds appeared in the trap. 
This is a plea for your co-opera- This gave a reliable census of the 

tion and good will in looking for local population. Next summer sey- 
bird bands, and in reporting them to eral marked chickadees were seen 
the address given on the band. Most nesting nearby. This showed that 
Wisconsin bands are marked for re? part, at least, of the summer chicka- 
turn either to the Conservation De- dees were yearlong residents. Next 
partment, Madison, or to the United winter about half the original dozen 
States Biological Survey, Washing- reappeared at the feeder. This showed 

ton, D. C. If in doubt, send the band that during the year half the popula- 

to the Conservation Department. You tion either moved or died. 
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Evergreens For Cover 
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Young evergreens furnish more shelter for more wildlife per square rod 
than any other growth 

Y OUNG evergreens furnish more grown two years in the seedbed and 

shelter per square rod, for a two years in the transplant bed. In 
greater variety of wildlife, than any heavy grass or where rabbits are 
other vegetation. The farmer who _ thick, even larger stock is desirable. 
wants to hold his birds in winter, but White pines and spruces may be 

has only a few odd corners to devote wiped out by rabbits unless the stock 
to cover, will do well to plant ever- is large enough for the tip to be out 
greens on them. of reach. Red cedar is rabbit-vroof; 

It takes five years, however, for jack pine is proof against cottontails, 
small evergreens to reach a size use- but not snowshoes. 
ful as wildlife cover. Failure is prob- If you must use stock smaller than 
able if maintenance is neglected, or 2-2, put it in the garden and let it 
if the kind of evergreen does not fit grow until at least a foot high. 
the kind of soil. 

On any limey soil, any soil which Diseases 
will grow alfalfa or clover without 
liming, I recommend red cedar and If you plant white pine, make sure 
creeping juniper for dry locations, your farm is free of gooseberries and 

white cedar for moist locations. On currants which carry the white pine 
acid soil use white pine, white spruce, blister disease. Do not plant red 

or Norway spruce for moist situa- cedar near apples. These two species 

tions; red (Norway) pine, jack pine, share a rust disease which may de- 

or Scotch pine for dry situations. stroy both. 

Evergreens And Shade Grass And Evergreen Plantings 
: Compete 

White pine, spruces, and white 
cedar do best in partial shade. Red The worst enemy of evergreen 

pine and jack pine tolerate little or plantings is grass. If the planting 

no shade. If in doubt about what site is sodded, I advise clean cultiva- 
kind of evergreen to plant, select the tion for a space of 3 feet from each 
kind native to the locality. tree before planting, and for two 

Use nothing smaller than 2-2 stock, years afterward. Herbs or weeds, if 

ie, four-year-old trees which have not too rank, do no harm, and in



EVERGREENS FOR COVER (Continued) 

the case of the shade-tolerant ever- should not be pruned. Their value as 
greens, may be beneficial. winter cover lies in the low-hanging 

On ground which contains vestiges branches which sweep the ground. As 
of grass, especially quack, do not the trees grow older these low 

mulch or else mulch heavily. A light branches die, and should be replaced 
mulch merely protects the grass by a new planting of young trees. 
while it forms a sod. 

Land frequently flooded by over- Birds Enjoy Evergreens 

ee ee eed ee Nearly, all wildlife species which 

. white cedar tolerate short periods of winter in Wisconsin make use of ever- 

Honding, Wat the other pines dovnot, US" a, diages revert to tiation 
recive tenooded sn sewonion ing blizzards. Cardinals, chickadees, 

Red Cedar Resists Grazing juncos, tree sparrows, bluejays, cedar 

All plantings in pastures must be wax-wings, and redpolls can be held 
fenced, with the possible exception of without them, but they winter in 
red cedar. Red cedar resists grazing, greater numbers where evergreens oc- 

but may be destroyed by rubbing. cur Long-eared owls, CNC Sees 
beaks, crossbills, and pine siskins 

Where To Plant seldom winter where evergreens are 
To make evergreens valuable to absent. Wintering bluebirds and 

wildlife, the design and location of vobins are especially attracted by red 

the plantings is important. Cold cedar berries; crossbills by pine or 

windy locations are not worth plant- Spruce cones. 
ing. If you have a warm south-fac- There are localities in Wisconsin 
ing bank, use evergreens as a wind- where no evergreen will fit. Thus 

break to make it warmer. On such there are soils too limey for the acid- 
banks the drouth resistant species loving species, too near apples to risk 
like red cedar, creeping juniper, red red cedar, and too dry for white cedar. 
pine, or jack pine are best. In such localities it is better to use 

Evergreens planted for wildlife grape tangles for wildlife cover. 
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Fire is one of the worst enemies of conservation



° 
Stories In The Snow 

Sone SUNDAY in Jauuary when trotting-horse stride of a racing 
the tracking is good, I like to pheasant. Why no chickens?  Be- 

stroll over my acres and make mental cause years ago we plowed up their 
note of the birds and mammals whose booming grounds, mowed, burned or 
sign ought to be there, but isn’t. pastured their nesting cover, and then 

Every large Wisconsin woodlot, for overshot the young in fall. Today 
example, ought to show the mincing we have a dozen chicken-less counties, 
lady-like tracks of ruffed grouse, but and if fires are not checked in the 
few do. There are a dozen counties peat lands, we shall end with a 
now grouseless. Why? Because we  chickenless state. 
failed to reserve part of the woods ‘ : 2 
from grazing. Jumping Mouse Disappearing 

Every woodlot, during winter In the tussock swamp by the 
thaws, ought to show the hurried wan- tamaracks we can look for a track 
derings of coons emerging hungry few people know; the kangaroo-like 
from their den trees. Few do, be- springs of the jumping mouse. But 
cause few woods have any den trees if the tussocks have been drained, or 
left. The hollow basswoods and white too hard pastured, the jumping mouse 
oaks which formerly harbored coons will have disappeared, to be replaced 
have been chopped out, often by im- by the prosaic meadow mouse. 
provident coon hunters. The same In the tamaracks, if you have any, 
lack of hollow trees has eliminated you should find the regurgitated pel- 
the flying squirrel, the screech owl, lets of the long-éared owl. Note well 
and the barred owl from many a_ the mouse skulls; three skulls per 
woods. pellet, one pellet per day, 100 days 

Out in the corn stubble by the in the winter, 300 mice per owl per 
marsh we should find the peculiar year. Can you afford to let some 
tap-dancing tracks of the prairie rabbit-hunter with the trigger-itch ~ 
chicken; instead we find only the shoot him just for fun? Is it worth 

a Hy) Weyl while to keep a few tamaracks just 

ve aN ity, -, to have owls around? 
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° 
Windbreaks 

Beek learn by experience, mal they are good, for with too much 
but in matters affecting conserva- wind all the land may become bad, 

tion they sometimes learn pretty as it did in the dust bowl. Why not 
late. help the neighbors stop the winds? 

In the 1920’s farmers pulled all the If windbreaks become general, they 
hedges out of the cornbelt. will have a large effect on wildlife. 

In the 1930’s, under the name of Scores of species of birds and mam- 
“shelterbelt”, the government re- mals will have new nesting and win- 
planted hedges all over the “dust tering cover. Those which do not 
bowl”. The time may come, given want or need cover will have plenty 
wind and drouth enough, when we of open ground left. ; 

] shall replant them in the cornbelt. : 
We have already had wind and drouth Which Will We Choose? 

enough in the sandy counties of Wis- How shall we reconcile this new 
consin; hundreds of miles of pine enthusiasm toward windbreaks with 
windbreaks are beginning to line the the old hostility toward fence rows? 
highways, farm boundaries, and field A fence row is a natural windbreak 

fences. which springs up without cost. If 
ets Restores Windbreske kept under reasonable control by 

cutting at intervals, it is nearly as 
Windbreaks are good or bad de- effective as the artificial windbreaks 

pending on one’s style of thinking. which eat up cash and labor. Per- 
If one thinks as a “lone wolf” they haps we are due for a change of at- 
are bad, for they use up good land. titude toward fence rows. They use 
Why not let the neighbors stop the up land and sometimes harbor in- 
wind before it gets to your place? sects, but if we abolish them we lose 

, But if one thinks as a social ani- our birds and increase our wind, 

dos 
RY a 
Ay ne 8 oe Ke Windbreaks also shelter the wild 
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SOX swallow does not make a If you can muster this combina- 
summer, but one flock of honkers, tion, and have patience, you will 

winging northward through a murky eventually attract geese. 
March thaw, make a spring. By protection I mean complete 

What chance has a farmer to in- ‘treedom from shooting over a period 

duce the migrant flocks to settle down Of years. Geese have a long memory. 

and stay awhile? This is a practical Several neighbors who pool their ef- 
question in wildlife conservation. The forts have a better chance to ban 
future of geese is largely a question the hunter than one farmer acting 

of hospitable farmers. alone. 
If you happen to live on one of the Goose Ponds i 

historic “goose prairies”, your chances A farm pond with bare shores is 
are very good. Geese from time im- an additional inducement, for the 
memorial have watered at certain’ geese can then dispense with their 
Wisconsin lakes and fed on the near- daily trip to water at a lake. The 
est large prairie. What they ate in pond should contain gravel, but this 
the days before corn came is a puzzle, occurs naturally in most Wisconsin 
because we know so little about what ponds. If it offers a gravelly island, 
plants covered the original prairie. barely awash, it is ideal. Deep ponds 
Probably they ate the seeds of wild with wooded shores and no islands 
legumes and the bulbs of nutgrass. or bars are unfavorable for geese. 
Today they eat corn and the leaves It is astonishing that more Wis- 
of winter wheat or rye. consin farmers have not built them- 

Granted you are in or near a goose selves a goose-show. Once your 

prairie, what are the requirements reputation is established, the geese 
for attracting geese? Mainly a large will pile in, spring and fall. One 
bare expanse of stubble offering corn Canadian farmer (Jack Miner) got 

and winter grain, absolute protection, so many geese that the government 
and if possible, live decoys. Live had to chip in to help with the feed 

decoys for shooting are now illegal, bills. If you want geese, now is the 
but for “baiting” a refuge decoys are time to advertise the advantages of 
both legal and effective. your farm.
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Feeding Stations 

ie FEEDING birds, as in feeding only limitation on the straw-bed 
folks, the first thought is to see method is that fresh grain must be 

that nobody goes hungry. added every few days. 
Experience brings a second thought: If you have saved the chaff from 

to see that feeding does not become under the corn shredder, it is superior 
too easy for the good of the fed. to straw, especially for winter song- 

The first Wisconsin game bird birds. The foxtail and ragweed seeds 
feeders were hoppers. The birds contained in such chaff are attractive 
stood up to a tray and gorged. to pheasants, quail, and Hungarians 

It is better for a bird to gorge than as well. Beware of moldy chaff; it 
to starve, and hoppers are still must usually be dried to keep well. 
recommended where the operator is Don’t build your shelter too tight; 
unable to visit the station frequently. it should have plenty of escape holes, 
A hopper set under a roofed shelter else the birds may refuse to enter it. 

(so as to keep ice out of the grain) The consumption of grain from 
is nearly automatic, and a single fill- hoppers runs about as ‘follows: two 
ing often lasts for weeks. pounds per pheasant per week; one 

But where the operator can tend pound per prairie chicken per week; 
the station frequently (say twice a three-quarter pound per Hungarian 
week) a hopper is far inferior to a per week; one-half pound per quail 
straw bed. per week. Rabbits and squirrels eat 

A straw bed is simplicity itself. two pounds or more per week, and 
Build a roofed shelter facing east or squirrels may waste an almost un- 
south, put straw or chaff on the floor limited amount by taking out the 
and throw shelled corn into it. Let “hearts” of the corn. 
the birds scratch and earn their keep. Soy beans, buckwheat, wheat, rye, 
To notify. the birds that there is barley and sorghum are all accept- 
grain in the straw, lay a few cobs on able substitutes for corn. Cracked 
it, or scatter “bait” grain on bare acorns are also good. 
ground nearby. One half of one per cent of the corn 

Do not use marsh hay for the raised on an average southern Wis- 
scratching bed; it’s too heavy. Quail consin farm will winter a good stand 
can’t move heavy materials. of wildlife. Does wildlife add one- 

European farmers discarded hop- half of one per cent to the satisfac- 
pers long ago, and feed mostly in tion of rural living? 
straw beds. The exercise is good for al 
the birds; there is much less wast- pes “| 4 is 
age by squirrels and rabbits. The a A Wr = 

Shelter for game birds is easily and \ anes 
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° ° 
Winter Care Of Plantings 

anes shrubs and vines planted terminal shoot. If wire is lacking, 
for wild life cover require some loose bundling with straw, weed 

forethought and care. Not as much _ stalks, fine brush, or burlap answers 
as crops and live stock, but some the same purpose. 
nevertheless. I have found that in underplanting 

Your main winter risk is rabbits. woodlots it reduces rabbit damage to 
In some years mice may girdle trees; place trees away from trails. Rab- 
in open winters wandering stock may bits seem to be conventional crea- 
browse them; in dry, snowless win- tures; they hate to step off the “side- 
ters, frost may injure them. walk”. 

s Mice make trouble in plantations 
Rabbits Prefer Spruce only during years of excessive abun- 

Rabbit trouble begins when the dance. hes vests pee a aay 
young trees have emerged above snow ore pe a AE: Highs SUEUR, ay 

level. It is much worse in cover than !0Ur-year intervals, “so 1943-18" the 
in the open. Any small evergreen ext=in' prospect. 
planted in brushy or weedy ground is Sear " - 
ebieetec be demulished aha anche: Clean Cultivation Discourages Mice 

On brushy ground the only defense The best defense against mice is 
against rabbits is to surround pine clean cultivation. This, of course, im- 

and spruce with cylinders of woven plies planting the trees inrows. Where 
wire, or else to plant such large you are threatened with mice but it 
stock that the rabbits can’t reach the is impossible or too late to cultivate, 

you may be able to burn off the 
N 7 grass, first thoroughly wetting down 

} fy 3 each tree with a sprinkling can. A 
ca 4 2 Ye (ae few singed limbs are preferable to 

ssl.) So pe girdled trunks. 
7 Ls pO S— Ss All eleventh hour “cures” for 

Cots a. aoe rodent pests are of course inferior 
Sh CS ~ fermen to natural preventatives, chief among 

rh } Ping < which is a generous stocking of hawks 
: UN Ee g he Ne and owls. (Every owl eats from two 

de Et "i ~ = to five mice per night, and is well 
ae i) iY a mote worth preserving as a mouser.) In 

re fi PRT set tee, the case of rabbits, the free use of 
Lal i] BB So)! aR et, dog and shotgun may also qualify as 
ah VPC ss o,f. a natural cure, at least in the eyes 
en i A Ene ee A Se ' of youth. 
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° 
Feed The Song Birds 

Wy eoEe you like to sit at your birds soon whets the appetite for ex- 
south window and watch cardi- traordinary ones. A mountain ash 

nals, chickadees, nuthatches, juncos, in the yard may bring cedar wax- 
tree sparrows, bluejays, and wood- wings, or even the rare Bohemian 
peckers eat breakfast? waxwing. A box elder tree may 

It is easily arranged. bring evening grosbeaks. Faithful 
First, keep a piece of suet tacked feeding of suet may bring the uneom- 

on some nearby tree. This is for the 
chickadees, nuthatches, and wood- 

peckers. If the jays carry away too i * 
much of it, cover it with wire mesh. @ ae 

Second, erect a feeding tray; any ud Rp, 
flat surface set on a stump or post fe A . 3 
so as to discourage cats. Keep this & os ae a 
clear of snow and sprinkled with ceo’ Sas “ 
cracked corn, sunflower seed, and Lo e 
weed seed saved from the corn shred- ee a a 
der. Sunflower seed is particularly a a Sy 
good bait for cardinals, cracked Ye vz 
acorns and nuts for chickadees and ee Pea. ™N 
woodpeckers. hee 

If dogs or poultry interfere, fence Ra al 
them out by erecting a temporary 
fence. If starlings or English spar- mon redbreasted nuthatch. A south- 
rows get too thick, thin them out. facing hollow snag wired onto the top 

Nearby evergreens, vines, or thick of a dense evergreen may add the 
bushes help to hold the birds. Dis- screech owl to your list of guests. A 
carded Christmas trees are good good fence row, judiciously baited 

temporary shelter. with corn, may lead quail or pheas- 
Success in attracting winter birds ants out of the fields into your door- 

is largely a question of persistence. yard. 
if the birds can count on finding A good feeding station is the best 
food, you can count on their coming of classrooms for learning  orni- 
after it, and each new year adds more thology, and one of the luxuries for- 
birds of more kinds. bidden most city folks. You will 

Success in attracting ordinary enjoy it quite as much as the birds. 
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Winter table set for the birds



° 
Bluebirds Welcome 

Te NOTE the arrival of the first The trouble with the rifle is that it 
bluebird, like tapping the sugar may be turned against hawks and 

bush, is an authentic ritual of spring. owls, or other birds just as desirable 
Most farms, however, are content to as bluebirds. 

let the bluebirds arrive, and depart, The rifle is not the only way to foil 
without offering them a place to stay. starlings. One very simple way is to 

In the old days when every farm’ erect bluebird houses not over eight 
had hollow apple trees and wooden feet above the ground. Starlings will 
posts full of woodpecker holes, there not nest at such low levels, while 

was no need to provide housing for  bluebirds prefer to. 

bluebirds. But today the hollow ap- Bluebird houses may be built of 
ples are gone, and the wooden posts Jd lumber, but a better-looking house 
are going. The more “modern” the may be made by ransacking the wood- 
farm, the greater the need for blue- pile for hollow sections. Most wood- 
bird houses. -I once tallied 100 farms piles contain hollow cylinders of con- 

and found that only 12 had bird-  yenient length (6 to 12 inches), with 
houses of any kind. hollows 4 to 8 inches in diameter. 

Bluebirds once nested in towns and_ Bore, chop, or saw an entrance hole 
villages, as well as in open country. in such a cylinder, tack on a top and 
English sparrows and starlings have bottom board, and your bluebird house 

completely routed them from urban is complete. Set it on a high fence- 
habitats, and are now by way of rout- post, or on the top of a short pole 
ing them from farm yards as well. set in the ground. Place the house 
Hence an accurate 22 rifle is a good in a fencerow or open pasture, never 

tool for rebuilding bluebird prosperity. in dense woods. 
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BLUEBIRDS WELCOME (Continued) 

All bird houses should be built so 
& they can be opened and cleaned year- 

ly. A convenient way is to use short 
> nails for the roof-board, so it can be 

“knocked off easily and put in place. 

A still more natural way to ac- 
Loo A commodate bluebirds is to leave rot- 
ga ten stubs or limbs for the wood- 
SS peckers to riddle with holes. Blue- 

OA WH birds will use the old holes of the 
Pa SS larger woodpeckers. A dead willow 
Spa aspen, soft maple, or elm becomes 
SSS workable sooner than the more dur- 

SS —— able oaks, but by the same token it 
s lasts fewer years before toppling 
1 p down. A really conservation-minded 
p { farmer never cleans up all his dead 
E a trees, for by so doing he evicts his 
i 2 5 bluebirds, woodpeckers, and flying : 

Soh squirrels. 

i DE > i The spring of 1941 is particularly 
. “lly » 4 suitable for starting bluebird houses, 

es Hs. for the reason that bluebirds “took 
oes an awful beating” in the extraordi- 

a ! nary storms which ‘swept over the 
at al antes. day | gulf states during the winter > of 
IG oe des i 1939-40. Bluebirds were very scarce 
Le | I last summer, and need all the heln 
“A ES " we can give them to recover their 
a ABB At] Be Sees Wider eat Aes normal abundance. 

evi Rie Be 

“4s ge Ses ae yen The martin house shown here, 
6a RK g fe RY fee or other colony houses of this type 
Fee F y Bie ae: will scarcely ever be used by blue- 

ue FigtEs birds. These birds are individual- 
' A) ha a ists and prefer to nest by them- 

\ er | aa selves, not too high from the 
! WY syte d re q ground. 
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pe pheasants, like plant- where willows and dogwoods have 

ing seed, may yield a good crop gone ungrazed and unburned. 

or none at all, depending on the skill Farms. which lose their pheasants 
aa and care used. Much is known about jn winter because they lack marsh 

: how to raise pheasants; little about cover may regain them in spring, es- 

BE ee ee peat if ne fence rows, un- 
f ’ grazed woods, and grassy corners 

must be right. Pheasants less than suitable for nesting, Such summer 
eight weeks old seldom survive, and ranges must depend on some neigh- 

ae then ae survival gets pave bor within three miles furnishing the 
with age, up to full maturity. Un- winter marsh. Returns from band- 
der-developed pheasants survive poor- ed pheasants show that the birds 
ly at any age. An 8-week-old cock travel at least that far to get to 
should, if well developed, weigh 14 good winter range. 

Bene ees ne punch a) have Shooting hastens the downhill 
learned foraging in roomy pens sur- . 
vive better than those from crowded eee pee ae ke ARE 
ones. 6 3 A A 

i ing only in moderation, by keeping 
Second, the method of planting both dogs and guns out of the best 

must be right. Pheasants which learn 2 : 
spots of cover, and by feeding in 

to wander gradually from the pen th : easy 
“ qn ose spots. For such “bait” feed- ‘go wild” better than those dumped . 3 5 
suddenly and violently from pen to ing, patches of standing, grain. are 

a 4 best. Corn, sweet corn, buckwheat, 
covert. Violent releases are known ‘i “baits” 3 : 3 a and sunflowers are good “baits” to 
to lose weight, and if this loss is old fall birds 
severe the bird may die. < ss 

Third, the range must be right if On range already well stocked with } 
the planting is to “stay put.” It is wild pheasants, it is doubtful if much 
hard to hold pheasants on bare up-_ is gained by planting more. Artificial- 
lands, especially after frost and ly reared birds are at first excluded 
shooting begins. The better the food from wild pheasant “society,” as 
and cover and the lower the land, shown by the fact that marked plant- 
the easier it is to hold birds through ings do not at first Ee eee wild 
the fall and winter. In really severe flocks. They are pushed out, and if 
winters it is impossible to hold the wild birds are abundant, the 4 
pheasants except on bushy marsh, tificial birds may be pushed off the 

that is, marsh containing spots farm. y ‘i ‘
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Wy ae school children vote on a vancement of the forest was about 

state bird, flower, or tree, they what it is now; and the outcome of 

are not making a decision; they are the battle was a draw. 
merely ratifying history. One reason for this was that there 

When the prairie grasses first were allies which threw their support 

gained possession of our southern first to one side, then to the other. 
counties, they thereby decided that Thus rabbits and mice ate the prairie 

the characteristic tree of this region herbs in summer and girdled the oak 
would be the bur oak, for the bur oak seedlings in winter. Squirrels plant- 
is the only tree that can stand up to ed acorns in fall and ate them all the 

a prairie fire and live. year. June beetles undermined the 

sod in their grub stage. 
Bur \Oakse yy ere Shock (Troops In the 1840’s a new animal inter- 

Have you ever wondered why that vened; the settler. He didn’t mean 
thick crust of corky bark covers the to, he just plowed enough fields to 
whole tree, even to the smallest deprive the prairie of its immemorial 

twigs? This cork is armor. Bur weapon, fire. A rout followed. The 
oaks were the shock troops sent by oaks romped over the prairie in 
the invading forest to storm the legions, and “overnight”? what had 
prairie; fire is what they had to fight. been the prairie region became a re- 
Engineers didn’t discover insulation; gion of woodlot farms. If you doubt 
they copied it from these old soldiers this story, go count the rings on any 
of the prairie war. set of stumps on any “ridge” wood- 

Botanists can read the story of lot in southwest Wisconsin. All the 
that war for twenty thousand years. trees except the oldest veterans date 
The record consists partly of pollen back to the 1850’s and the 1860’s, and 
grains embedded in peats, partly of this was when fires ceased on the 
relic plants “interned” in the rear prairie. 
of the battle, and there forgotten. Thus, he who owns a veteran bur 
The record shows that the forest oak owns more than a tree. He owns 
front at times retreated almost to an historical library, and a reserved 
Lake Superior; but the average ad- seat in the theatre of evolution.
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The Woodcock is a spring dancer 

I OWNED a farm for two years be- monotonously repeated. Once you 
fore becoming aware that the sky hear the peent, move up cautiously to : 

dance is to be seen in my woodlot, get the performer between you and 
each evening in April and May. Once the western sky. 
discovered, my family and I are re- Suddenly the peenting ceases and a 
luctant to miss even a single perfor- bird climbs skyward in a series of 

mance. wide spirals, emitting a musical 
The show begins on the first warm twitter. It is the male woodeock, in 

evening in late March, at exactly mating display. Up and up he goes, 
6:45 p. m. Station yourself near an the spirals steeper and smaller, the 
opening in woods or brush bordering twittering louder and louder, until 
a marsh, and listen. Soon you will the performer is only a speck in the 
hear the overture, a queer note sound- sky. Then, without warning, he 
ing @ little like a hoarse frog and tumbles like a crippled plane, giving 
much like the summer call of the voice in a soft liquid warble which 
night hawk: peent—peent—peent, even a March bluebird might envy.



SKY DANCE OF SPRING—(Continued) 

At a few feet from the ground he _ one or two birds enough. 
levels off and returns to his peent- The nearly universal grazing of 
ing ground, usually to the exact spot woodlots and drainage of marshes is 
where the performance began. The fast evicting the woodcock from 
spot is always in an opening; a pas- southern Wisconsin. Light grazing 
ture, a hay meadow, or a bare rock, improves woodcock cover by provid- 
and always in or near woods or brush. ing openings for the sky dance, but 
The sky dance is repeated dozens of the kind of grazing which removes 
he on Senne and by moonlight all the ue aun zeune Snr is 
it lasts the night. ruinous. n ideal woodcock range 

This little drama is enacted nightly ee of a evey ek oT ee 
by at least 30 pairs of woodcocks W00d Swamp adjoining spotty thick- 
within a mile of the outskirts of ¢ts of hazelbrush, blackberry, young 
Madison, i.e. within a mile of thou- Popples, are young oe On such 
sands of people who sigh for drama- 2 Tange ave counted a8 many as 

tic hisvteintent it is enacted 20 sky-dancing pairs per square mile, 
nightly in the woodlots of thousands ut this is exceptional. Overgrazing, 

Tear h ah. tock: the ae aca canihiy fm ut who harbor the illusion that i re: 
grows in department stores and bee wadece matjant 8 single person 
theatres. They are unaware that eing aware 0: ie 1088. 
part of it pe on the back 40. Woodcocks are just now in special 

There are less than a hundred people need of help, for the spring blizzards 

i an i arte me ce enjoy, the sky dance. eos 
The woodcock is living refutation ue ts one ete 

of the theory that the main utility of Eee pecenin crane ene eerie Tt estan 

game birds is to serve as a target, or shape. But in the dairy belt the 

to pose gracefully on a slice of toast. breeding ranges are being improved 

No one would rather hunt woodeock +o death. More people should learn 

in October than I, but since learning the sky dance; we cannot conserve 

the sky dance I find myself calling what we do not know exists. 
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“Clean fence rows invite quack grass and noxious weeds”, says Leopold
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Wild Life Likes Water 
Goes to popular supposition, in shallow water free from cover 

it is not necessary for most wild- which might hide enemies. You can 
life species to drink water. We know have a bird “bathing beach” on your 
this because many kinds live and lawn by building a very shallow con- 
thrive on waterless range, where they crete pool and filling it every few 
get their water from juicy insects, days. Let the edges “shelve out”; do 
fruits, plants, and dewdrops. not build a steep margin. 

Most kinds of wildlife will, how- We seldom think of freshet water 
ever, drink and bathe if they are on stream bottoms as an asset to 
offered the chance, and prefer to live wildlife, but if it stands long enough 
on well-watered range. The farm to grow a crop of aquatic animals it 
which includes permanent springs, constitutes a rich food resource. I 
streams, and ponds is therefore bet- have seen young pheasants gorging ) 

ter wildlife range than the farm on snails in a disappearing pond. 
without natural water, especially dur- Gulls, herons, and coons have great 
ing dewless drouths when there are tadpole fishing in drying sloughs or 
ce a sueeulens suo The ponds. 

chicks of all upland game birds are 2 

known to drink dewdrops, and dew- ee people SUDDORE ey a 
less periods may be very damaging ings in winter eat snow, hence nee 

. Yet some do. I have fol- 
to the upland game crop. DOs Aven aan 

; lowed deer tracks which”made a con- 
One of the best and cheapest ways sdevahiow dctouk b d y 

to furnish water to wildlife is to “'CT! Sete ace 2 ae ee 
plant mulberries. A surprising num- ceca a wid oa ae ns CEU ON 

ber of songbirds, gamebirds, and peer oo enuy ay ng: 
mammals eat the berries and feed Some winter behavior in respect to 

them to their young. water is so unexpected as to be con- 
% ,; fusing. I have seen both pheasants 

Build Bird Bath and quail during blizzards, wading in 

Deep water in stock tanks or unfrozen springs up to their “knees”. 

troughs furnishes drinking water for Were they “warming” their feet in 

many birds, but they cannot bathe the relatively warm water? Or were 

there unless there is spillage. Wet they hunting snails to eat? Or were 

feathers mean weak flight, hence no they eating watercress? I am not 

bird takes the risk of bathing except yet sure. 

Rae 
eens Be es The farm that includes a 
We Mesa ’s 2% pond or stream is better 
i Bye * * suited to wild life propaga- ‘7, 
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Tax-Free Wood Lots Mean 
A Step To Conserve Nature 

Wisconsin has enacted a special farm wood lot tax exemp- 

tion law designed to encourage farmers to devote certain tracts } 

of their land to conservation, As amended to remove objection- 

able features on fencing, the law now stands as follows: 

To repeal and recreate 0.11 (40) of the statutes, RELAT- 48 

ING TO THE EXEMPTION OF CERTAIN WOOD LOTS 
AND SLOPE LANDS FROM TAXATION. 

The people of the state of Wisconsin, represented in senate i 

and assembly, do enact as follows: : ‘ i 

SECTION 1. Subsection (40) of section 70.11 of the statutes 

is repealed and recreated to read: 

70.11 (40) Any wood lot or wood lots forming an integral, 

even though detached part, of a regularly operated farm, and. 

not exceeding one-fifth of the total area of such farm, and any 

partion of a regularly operated farm, the slopes of which por- 

tion have a gradient of more than 30 per cent, if for one year 

immediately preceding May 1 of the year in which the assess- 

ment is made, the owner or operator of such farm has not 

permitted such wood lot or wood lots to be cultivated, mowed, 

grazed, or burned, and if the owner or operator of such farm 

has made a reasonable effort to reforest such wood lot or 

wood lots and, in the case of slopes, to protect and promote 

the growth of such grass, shrubs, or trees as will tend to pre- 

vent erosion thereon;—if such wood lots are separated. from 

the farm of which they are a part by a fence consisting of 

three barbed wires on posts spaced not more than one rod 

apart.
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Wilderness As a Land Laboratory 
By Atpo Lreopotp 

HE recreational value of wilderness has been often and Check dams and terraces do not touch the cause of erosion. 
| ably presented, but its scientific value is as yet but dimly Refuges and propagating plants to maintain animals do not 

understood. This is an attempt to set forth the need explain why the animal fails to maintain itself. 
of wilderness as a base-datum for problems of land-health. In general, the trend of the evidence indicates that in land, 

Poa ner tie aneee a just as in the human body, the symptom may lie in one organ 
and the cause in another. The practices we now call conser- 

The most important characteristic of organism is that capac- vation are, to a large extent, local alleviations of biotic pain. 
ity for internal self-renewal known as health. They are necessary, but they must not be confused with cures. 

There are two organisms in which the unconscious auto- The art of land-doctoring is being practiced with vigor, but 
matic processes of self-renewal have been supplemented by con- _ the science of land-health is a job for the future. 
scious interference and control. One of these is man himself Ge eg aoe © 
(medicine and public health). The other is land (agriculture 
and conservation). A science of land health needs, first of all, a base-datum of 

The effort to control the health of land has not been very normality, a picture of how healthy land maintains itself as 
successful. It is now generally understood that when soil loses an organism. 
fertility, or washes away faster than it forms, and when water We have two available norms. One is found where land 

systems exhibit abnormal floods and shortages, the land is sick. physiology remains largely normal despite centuries of human 
Other evidences are generally known as facts, but not as occupation. I know of only one such place: northeastern 

a symptoms of land-sickness. The disappearance of plant and Europe. It is not likely that we shall fail to study it. 
os animal species without visible causes despite efforts to protect The other and most perfect norm is wilderness. Paleon- 

them, and the irruption of others as pests, despite efforts to tology offers abundant evidence that wilderness maintained 
control them, must, in the absence of simpler explanations, be _ itself for immensely long periods; that its component species 
regarded as symptoms of derangement in the land-organism. were rarely lost, neither did they get out of hand; that 
Both are occurring too frequently to be dismissed as normal weather and water built soil as fast or faster than it was car- 
evolutionary changes. ried away. Wilderness, then, assumes unexpected importance 

The status of thought on these ailments of the land is re- as a Jand-laboratory. 
flected in the fact that our treatments for them are still pre- One cannot study the physiology of Montana in the Ama- 
vailingly local. zon; each biotic province needs its own wilderness for com- 

Thus when a soil loses fertility we pour on fertilizer, or at parative studies of used and unused land. It is of course too 
best alter its tame flora and fauna, without considering the ate to salvage more than a lop-sided system of wilderness 

fact that its wild flora and fauna, which built the soil to begin remnants, and most of these remnants are far too small to 

with, may likewise be important to its maintenance. It was retain their normality. The latest report* from Yellowstone 
recently discovered, for example, that good tobacco crops de- Park, for example, states that cougars and wolves are gone. 
pend, for some unknown reason, on the pre-conditioning of Grizzlies and mountain sheep are probably going. The irrup- 
the soil by wild ragweed. It does not occur to us that such tion of elk following the loss of carnivores has damaged the 
unexpected chains of dependency may have wide prevalence plant community in a manner comparable to sheep grazing. 

in nature. “‘Hoofed locusts” are not necessarily tame. 
When prairie dogs, ground squirrels, or mice increase to I know of only one wilderness south of the Canadian 

pest levels we poison them, but we do not look beyond the boundary which retains its full flora and fauna (save only the 
animal to find the cause of the irruption. We assume that wild Indian) and which has only one intruded species (the 
animal troubles must have animal causes. The latest scientific wild horse). It lies on the summit of the Sierra Madre in 
evidence points to derangements of the plawt community as the Chihuahua. Its preservation and study, as a norm for the sick 
real seat of rodent irruptions, but few or no explorations of lands on both sides of the border, would be a good neighborly 
this clue are being made. act well worthy of international consideration. 

Many forest plantations are producing one-log or two-log All wilderness areas, no matter how small or imperfect, have 
trees on soil which originally grew three-log and four-log trees. a large value to land-science. The important thing is to realize 
Why? Advanced foresters know that the cause probably lies that recreation is not their only or even their principal utility. 
not in the tree, but in the micro-flora of the soil, and that it In fact, the boundary between recreation and science, like the 

may take more years to restore the soil flora than it took to boundaries between park and forest, animal and plant, tame 
destroy it. and wild, exists only in the imperfections of the human mind. 

Many conservation treatments en obviously superficial. *Murie, Adolph. Ecology of the coyote in the Yellowstone. Fauna Series No. 4 
Flood control dams have no relation to the cause of floods. of the National Parks of the United States.
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Tue State or THE PROFESSION! 

Aldo Leopold 

One of the ironies frequent in history heresies and doubts. We doubt whether : 

is a group of men attempting one thing science can claim the credit for bigger 

and accomplishing another. We are at- and better tools, comforts, and securi- 

tempting to manage wildlife, but it is ties without also claiming the credit for 

by no means certain that we shall suc- _ bigger and better erosions, denudations, 

ceed, or that this will be our most im- and pollutions. We doubt whether the 

portant contribution to the design for good life flows automatically from the 

living. good invention. 

For example, we may, without know- The definitions of science written by, 

ing it, be helping to write a new defini- let us say, the National Academy, deal 
tion of what science is for. almost exclusively with the creation 

We are not scientists. We disqualify and exercise of power. But what about 

ourselves at the outset by professing the creation and exercise of wonder, of 
loyalty to and affection for a thing: respect for workmanship in nature? 
wildlife. A scientist in the old sensemay I see hints of such dissent, even in the 

have no loyalties except to abstractions, writings of the scientifically elect— 

no affections except for his own kind. Fraser Darling, for example. Of course, 

Moreover, some of us entertain we have always had such writers 

(David, Isaiah, John Muir) but they 
1 Address of the President of The Wildlife Were not scientifically elect; they were 

e Society, Washington, D. C., March 18, 1940; : 

directed to be printed in The JourNAL or only poets. Is Fraser Darling only a 
Witpurs Manacement by motion of the poet? 

Society in annual meeting assembled. The peculiar pertinence of this to our 

. ”
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profession is that we deal with science, in four years a maturity which might 

but we have no prospect of inventing well have taken a decade. I refer, of 
new tools or powers. Our job is to har- course, to Tur JouRNAL oF WILDLIFE 

monize the increasing kit of scientific Management and the Wildlife Review. 
tools and the increasing recklessness in Some journal papers are still a bit thin, 

using them with the shrinking biotas to but the average is high and getting 

which they are applied. Inthenatureof higher. No other conservation pro- 

things we are mediators and moder- fession has the equal of the Wildlife 

ators, and unless we can help rewrite Review. 

the objectives of science our job is pre- Soe taae 

destined to failure. One of the weak points in our pro- 
ee fession is the low proportion of private 

I daresay few wildlife managers have employment. Even among the publicly 

any intent or desire to contribute to art employed the proportion dealing di- 
and literature, yet the ecological dra- rectly with practice on private lands is 

mas which we must discover if we are small. 
to manage wildlife are inferior only to I think there are more opportunities 

the human drama as subject matter for in private practice than we foresee. 

the fine arts. Is it not a little pathetic A few industries are already set to go 

that poets and musicians must paw ahead. The guano industry of Peru has 

over shopworn mythologies and folk- employed an American ornithologist to 
lores as media for art, and ignore the manage its birds, and thus to put guano 
dramas of ecology and evolution? on “sustained yield.”” The number of 

There are straws which indicate that guano birds on these very small Peru- 

this senseless barrier between science ian islands is nearly as great as the 
and art may one day blow away, and number of ducks in North America. 
that wildlife ecology, if not wildlife This comparison may help convey the 

management, may help do the blowing. heroic proportions of this venture, and 

We have, at long last, an ecological incidentally, the low estate of our 

novel—Peattie’s “Prairie Grove.” Dar- ducks. 
ling is not the only ecologist whose The Hudson’s Bay Company is, I 

scientific writings have literary quality. think, about set for fur management in 
In our profession, and on its fringes, are the Canadian Arctic. They must be, for 

a growing number of painters and pho- _ the wild fur is gone. Canadians, I think, 

tographers who are also researchers. will do well to encourage the venture, 

These intergrades in human taxonomy else they will have more acres on relief 
are perhaps more important than those than we have. Incidentally, a boom in 

which so perplex the mammalogists and _ beavers will do much for the ducks. 

ornithologists. Their skulls are not yet Why do large private holdings retain 

available to the museums, but even a _ wildlife managers in the Southeast, but 
layman can see that their brains are not elsewhere? If our profession can 

distinctive. give valuable service on strings of quail 
fi Sote* preserves, why not to other game spe- 

In its external trappings of printed cies in other regions where large hold- 

knowledge, our profession has attained ings exist? At least one reason harks 

|
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back, I think, to a lack of respect for low proportion of research groups which 

private property. In most regions the have as yet demonstrated capacity to 

public puts all landowners, large and execute more fundamental investiga- 

small, under moral suasion not to post. _ tions. So does the series of inter-bureau 
The public does not realize that this is treaties which confine federal research 

moral suasion not to manage. to a single bureau. Is it not just as 

Some day the hunter will learn that illogical to confine wildlife research to 

hunting and fishing are not the only a single bureau as it is to confine con- 

wildlife sports; that the new sports of servation to a single department? 

ecological study and observation are as If anyone doubts that we are trying 
free to all now as hunting was to Daniel to eat our research dessert before start- 

Boone. These new sports depend on the ing the soup-kettle, let him appraise the 
retention of a rich flora and fauna. national situation in terms of the fol- 
Management of private holdings to re- lowing questions: In how many species 

build the fauna and flora is one of the do we know the sex and age composi- 

opportunities offered our profession to- tion of a population, and its rate of 

day. There is a growing number of pri- turnover? In how many species do we 

vate sanctuaries, private arboreta, and _ have criteria of age? In how many spe- 

private research stations, all of which cies have we followed the behavior of a 

are gropings toward non-lethal forms of | sample population for ten years? 

outdoor recreation. But few such grop- The research program is out of bal- 

ings are skillful. Wildlife managers, act- ance in other respects. One is the pau- 

ing in a consulting capacity, could help city of research of an ecological nature 

owners find what they are looking for. in such groups as rodents where the 

a problem is to manage downward rather 
j Some fear that we are getting too than upward. Stockmen and farmers 

much research and not enough manage- quite naturally want direct action in 

ment into our journals and (by implica- the form of control, while absentee con- 

tion) into our programs. I do not share servationists protest at any action at 
in this view; in fact, I think the shoe is all. It is probable that both are wrong, 

on the other foot. We know how to and that the eventual answer in ro- 
manage only a few easy species like deer dents, as in game, lies in indirect en- 

and pheasants. In other species we vironmental manipulation. But where 

know a few fragmentary treatments is the research aimed to develop and 
which are probably beneficial, but this implement this concept? Concepts do 

is not enough. Until we know more it is not help to manage land. 

proper that a high proportion of our The research program is out of bal- 

professional effort should go into re- ance in that certain kinds of wildlife are 

search. omitted altogether; for example, wild- 

Too much research, however, is flowers and other non-economic vegeta- 

superficial and aimed at quick returns. tion. It would be interesting to see one 

The high proportion of sporting funds of the Ten Units get into a huddle with 

in both the ten unit system and thenew the botany department and propose to 
Pittman-Robertson structure tends to the Director of Conservation that 
perpetuate this distortion. So does the something be found out about the 

; fA
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management of lady-slippers in farm where are the local teaching materials, 

woodlots. Would the checkbook snap and who is to teach the teachers how to 

open or shut? use them? 

It is encouraging to note that one In those states which have wildlife : 
erstwhile orphan, innocent of economic research units the production of teach- \ 

utility, is no longer high-hatted by his ing materials is presumably under way, ‘ 

useful conservation cousins. I refer to but what of the teaching of teachers? 

rare species. Why do so many universities spend 

Lastly, the research program pays most of their wildlife funds and use 

too little attention to the history of their ablest men in training professional 
wildlife, and our system of publications managers when the greater need is for 

makes no provision for historical mono-__ wildlife courses for the general student 
graphs. We do not yet appreciate how _ body and for prospective teachers? 

much historical evidence can be dug up, These are problems of educational 
or how important it can be in the ap- policy far wider than our own pro- 

praisal of contemporary ecology. Ihave fession, but the speed and skill with 

in mind such historical work as that of which they are solved will depend in 
A. W. Schorger in Wisconsin, most of large degree on the statesmanship of 

which is not yet in print. I would like to wildlife managers. 

see the Society set up a basket to re- kok ok Ox 

ceive funds for the publication of his- In this little list of unanswered prob- as 
torical wildlife monographs. I believe  jems and dilemmas there lies concealed, es 
that both the monographs and the but I hope not undiscovered, a story of 
funds would eventually beforthcoming. gimost romantic expansion in pro- 

ee fessional responsibilities. 
One problem which now faces the Our profession began with the job of 

profession is how to organize extension. producing something to shoot. How- 

lL use that word in its agricultural sense, ever important this may seem to us, it 

i.e., sending out trained men to help is not very important to the emanci- 

landowners to help themselves. pated moderns who no longer feel soil 
Most extension efforts in wildlife between their toes. 

have been aimed at helping sportsmen We find that we cannot produce 
to help themselves. It represents real much to shoot until the landowner 
progress to see states like Texas and changes his ways of using land, and he 

Missouri sending out young technicians in turn cannot change his ways until 

to deal directly with landowners. The his teachers, bankers, customers, edi- 

coordination of this new enterprise with tors, governors, and trespassers change 

the parallel enterprises in agriculture their ideas about what land is for. To 

and forestry remains to be worked out. change ideas about what land is for is 
The problem of teaching conserva- to change ideas about what anything 

tion to laymen is distinguishable from _ is for. 
extension only in name. State after Thus we started to move a straw, and : 
state is legislating conservation courses end up with the job of moving a 2 

into the curricula of public schools. But mountain. 

|
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SPREAD OF THE HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE 
IN WISCONSIN 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

The process of pioneering contains orderly developmental 

sequences and recurrent patterns of movement and behavior. 
This pioneering pattern, once discovered, makes possible the 

interpretation of chains of facts each hitherto standing in iso- 

lation, known but not understood. 

In human history the great exponent of this concept was 

Frederick Turner.1 

In natural history, a worldwide transplantation of animals 

into new environments is now taking place. Whether deliberate 

or accidental, success or failure, wise or unwise, each such trans- 

plantation offers a chance to observe the pioneering process in 

daily detail. 

A successful transplantation spreads like ripples from a 

cast stone. The rate of spread reflects the resistance of the en- 

vironment. Good records of the rate and manner of spread are, 
however, uncommon. 

} The spread of the pheasant, for example, was confused by 

the great number of almost simultaneous plantings.? That of 

the starling, on the other hand, took place unobscured and has 
been recorded.? 

The spread of the honey bee, like that of the starling, took 

| place unobscured by plantings, but it was not recorded because 
| it took place in the wilderness. European black honey bees, 

transplanted into New England in 1638, spread westward more 

rapidly than European settlers. By 1797 they had passed the 

Mississippi. In 1812 we find the hero of Cooper’s novel “Oak 

Openings’’s gathering wild honey on a commercial scale in south- 

ern Michigan, a region as yet devoid of settlements, and like 

the rest of the continent, devoid of native honey bees. The 

European bees had arrived long enough in advance of 1812 to 
enable the bears to develop a honey-hunting technique. 

5
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No one mapped the spread of the bee, and probably no one 

but the bears possessed the necessary data. 

The spread of the European gray (Hungarian) partridge 

(Perdix perdix) was, in most states, masked by widespread 

plantings.2* In a few states, however, these birds were al- 

lowed to spread, without interruption, from single focal points, 
notably in the Canadian wheat belt,’ in northern Iowa,’ in south- 

ern Michigan,® and in southeastern Wisconsin. 

This paper attempts to amplify and bring up to date my 

preliminary accounts ®1° of the introduction and spread of the 

partridge as a member of the Wisconsin animal community. 

PABST PLANTINGS 

The established partridge populations of Wisconsin originate 

(with minor exceptions) from a series of plantings made by 

Colonel Gustave Pabst of Milwaukee on his farms in Ottawa 
Township, Waukesha County, from 1908 to 1929. From this 

focal] center the partridges spread, without interruption, for 

two decades, and with only minor interruptions for a third. 

Other plantings were made, but for at least 20 years none was 

successful. 
Here then we should be able to reconstruct the pattern by 

which this pioneering species invaded a new but heretofore in- 

accessible environment. Fig 1 shows the spread contours for 

1920, 1980, and 1937, as reconstructed during this study. These 

are the “ripples” of the stone cast by Colonel Pabst in 1908. 

Walter E. Scott!! has published a history of the Pabst 

plantings, but his dates are incomplete. My own previous ac- 
counts lack detail as to numbers planted, and contain errors in | 

dates. To settle these discrepancies Scott has placed at my dis- 

posal all records available in the Conservation Department, ) 

while Colonel Pabst has loaned me what remains of his corre- 

spondence. The following account combines this authoritative 

information with data collected in the field since 1928. 

Colonel Pabst’s gamekeeper, Jack Porter, remembers that the 

first importation of partridges was made in 1908, two years be- 

fore his employment in 1910. There is no record of the number. 

The birds were pinioned and placed inside a 40-acre enclosure 

which also contained deer, turkey, guinea hens, and ducks. The 
young were not pinioned, and were supposed to fly out. “The
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Fic. 1. Spread contours and arrival dates of Hungarian partridge 
in southeast Wisconsin. 

experiment was not a howling success, but ...a few birds 

were reared .. . and there were still a few pairs in the en- 
closure when Porter came to me in 1910” (Pabst letter of Oc- 
tober 11, 1987). 

It is doubtful whether this initial importation resulted in 

any wild coveys. It was followed, however, by a series of four 
shipments released directly into the field. Letters from Colonel 

Pabst written in 1924, 1925, and 1929 ascribe his first estab- 

lishment of partridges in the wild to these four plantings. The 
dates are not given, but each letter mentions four successive
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plantings, made in identical locations, during alternate years, 

over a period variously estimated as six to eight years. 

There is an anonymous official report,!2 published in 1919, of 

1,000 partridges planted by Colonel Pabst in 1913, and 1,000 in 

1915. Scott’s “Conservation History”!! draws its data from this 

source. The Pabst correspondence contains the statement that 

the first of the series came “about 1910,” and the strong in- 

ference that the last came about 1918. I conclude, therefore, that 
1910, 1918, 1915, and 1918 are the probable dates, the first three 

being accurate and the last conjectural. 

The anonymous report gives some interesting detail: the 

500 pairs imported in 1913 were kept confined until March, 1913, 

when 100 pairs died of roup. The remainder were then released. 

It also records a large shipment in 1914, all of which died en 

route. It estimates that a total of 25,000 “Huns” had been turned 

out on the Pabst farms. This incredible figure undoubtedly refers 

to the wild population which resulted from the Pabst plantings 

up to 1919. Palmer'® records only 98,000 imported into the 

United States from 1906 to 1911, Yeatter* records 268,401 im- 

ported from 1900 to 1932. The Biennial Report for 1921-2215” ¢ 

states: “About six years ago . . . Gustave Pabst . . . liberated 

about 1,200 pairs.” This checks roughly with the summary of 

Pabst plantings recorded in Table 3. 

The geographic origin of the five Pabst importations be- 

tween 1908 and 1918 is indicated by the following quotations: 

“The majority of the birds I received were direct shipments 

from what was formerly Bohemia. A Mr. Sonnenschein, a large 

landowner there, living in the city of Prague, was one of the 

large growers and exporters of Bohemian hops, and from him 

the Pabst Brewing Company bought a very large part of their 

(hops) requirements. On one of his visits he learned of my im- 

portation of the Hungarian partridge, and from him I bought 

probably the largest number of birds” (Pabst letter of Novem- 

ber 11, 1937). “The Hungarians I partly bought from dealers in 

this country, largely from the old firm of Wentz and Mackensen, 

but the majority of the birds I purchased direct from Bohemia” 

(letter of July 30, 1925). 

The sixth Pabst planting came in 1927, and was made “to 

bring in a new infusion of blood.” It consisted of 27 pairs pur- 

chased through Julius Loewith, Inc., of New York (letter of
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September 5, 1929). Mr. Loewith writes me (September 21, 

1937) that all his partridges came from Bohemian estates. His 

records are destroyed, but he remembers selling Colonel Pabst 

“several lots . . . a small lot right after the war.” The “small 

lot” may be the 1918 shipment. 

The seventh and last Pabst planting was in 1929, and again 

consisted of 27 pairs, purchased through Loewith. The purpose 
was to bolster a shortage, which, however, “it did not help at 

all” (letter of January 14, 1930). 

The total number of partridges planted is estimated by 

Colonel Pabst in his letters as “five to six thousand” (1925, 1929) 

and “six to eight thousand” (1925). The assumed total of his 

plantings here used (Tables 1 and 3) is 5,000. 

Colonel Pabst was so beset by inquiries about his partridge 

enterprise that he devised a “form letter.” Identical verbiage 

recurs in many replies to correspondents. 

OTHER PRIVATE PLANTINGS 

J. W. Foster of Brandon, Fond du Lac County, tells me that 

Colonel Pabst presented him with 12 partridges from his “first 

importation,” and that he planted these birds near Brandon. 

He does not remember the date, but I here assume the Foster 

birds were part of the 1910 Pabst shipment. The site is now 

occupied by birds which have spread from the south. Mr. Foster 

thinks this present population results from his planting, but 

my evidence, gathered from other sources, indicates that the 

original planting died out about 1912. This is the first of many 

instances in which natural spread proved more potent than de- 

sultory plantings. 

About 1914 the Sportsman’s Club of Independence, Trempea- 
leau County, bought three pairs from the Mackensen Game Farm 

and released them just north of Independence. The birds drifted 

west and raised at least one covey two years later. They then 

disappeared. 

In 1922 F. R. Mueller of Waukegan, Illinois, is said to have 

released about a dozen “Hungarian pheasants” near Moose Lake, 

Sawyer County. It has been impossible to untangle the question 

of whether they were partridges or pheasants. This terrain is 

entirely unsuitable for either, and the release illustrates the
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slight knowledge of partridges and pheasants then prevalent. 

The birds of course disappeared. 
In 1923, 20 partridges were planted near Hudson, St. Croix 

County. The origin is unknown, but some persisted until later 

state plantings in 1930. None now survive. 
During the period 1925-1931, the Rock Creek Trout Club 

in Polk County, after corresponding with Colonel Pabst, propa- 
gated and released a total of about 300 partridges. The birds 

were reared by Joseph Burkhart from eggs bought in Alberta. 
These plantings did not become established, so the club is now 

trying chukars. 
The Berlin Izaak Walton League (Green Lake County) im- 

ported 20 partridges in 1929, the shipment being a part of the 

state’s importation for that year. Later the state supplied addi- 

tional birds, a total of 118 being planted. Four coveys persist, 

but there is no indication of active spread. 
In 1929 the Milwaukee Izaak Walton League imported 20 

pairs for propagation on the Moon Lake Game Farm in Fond 

du Lae County, but failing to get any eggs, the birds were turned 

loose in 1930. In 1933 the locality was invaded by birds spreading 

from the south. There is no intermediate information, so the 
question of whether this planting survived must remain un- 

answered. 

In 1931 Otto Beyer bought 20 birds and released them on 

his shooting preserve near Briggsville, on the border of Columbia 

County. They disappeared. 

In 1933 the New Lisbon Conservation Club (Juneau County) 

bought six birds, which were augmented by 20 state birds and 

planted. A covey was seen in 1934 but none persist now. A 

previous plant of six birds in 1929 disappeared in 1931. 

In general, then, no private plantings except those of Colonel 

Pabst show unmistakable evidence of success. 

The data on private plantings are segregated in Table 1. 

They also are included in a summary by counties (Table 3). 

Locations of all plants, both private and state, appear in Fig. 2. 

SPREAD FROM ILLINOIS AND MINNESOTA 

The Pabst plantings coincided with a wave of sportsman- 
enthusiasm over partridges which began as early as 1900 on the 

Atlantic seaboard, and reached Illinois by 1913. Imported birds,
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purchased both by private individuals and by the state, were 

planted in Illinois!® near the Wisconsin boundary as follows: 
100 at Richmond, 1913; 100 at Fox Lake, 1918; 100 at Wauke- 

gan, 1918. These Illinois plantings were successful and may have 

spread into southern Walworth and Kenosha counties before the 

arrival of the Pabst birds, but the fact that the spread in Illinois 

has always lagged behind the spread in Wisconsin (see receding 

boundary, Fig. 1) makes it unlikely that they account for any 

great part of the Wisconsin stock. In the aggregate, Wisconsin 

probably contributed more birds to Illinois than vice versa.
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A wave of Hungarian planting passed over Iowa® during the 
period 1909-1913, but none became established near the Wis- 
consin boundary. 

A persistent effort to establish partridges began in Minne- 

sota in 1926. Some of the heaviest plantings were made near 

Winona, opposite Trempealeau County. Partridges drifting or 
spreading into Wisconsin from Minnesota are of record in my 

notes as follows: 

Appeared Disappeared 
Near viilage of Trempealeau 1928 1930 
East of Fountain City, Buffalo Co. 20 in 1928 ? 
West of Viroqua, Vernon Co. 40 in 1928 ? 
South of Prairie du Chien, in Grant Co. ? 2 

Locations of these drift colonies appear as triangles in Fig. 2. 

Two coveys of unknown origin appeared in St. Croix and 
Pierce counties in 1932 and 1934. These may have arisen from 

the Hudson plantings shown in Fig. 2, or they may have drifted 
in from Minnesota. They have now disappeared. 

Drift colonies from the Minnesota planting also appeared in 

the northeastern corner of Iowa.® 

All the Wisconsin colonies of Minnesota birds have, in so 
far as known, proved ephemeral. 

STATE GAME FARM PRODUCTION AND STATE PLANTINGS 

Previous to 1928 the partridge was considered by most 
state game farms as impracticable to propagate. In that year 
Michigan produced several hundred birds from wild-trapped 

stock which had spread into the state from Indiana. Encouraged 
by this success, Wallace Grange, Wisconsin’s Superintendent of 
Game, in the winter of 1928-29 trapped about 100 partridges near 
Oconomowoc. The trapping was done by K. J. MacFarlane. A 

dozen of these birds were planted on the site of the present Uni- 
versity Arboretum near Lake Wingra (but never seen since). 

The remainder were sent to the Fish Creek Game Farm, Door 

County, for propagation. 

Fish Creek was the center of partridge propagation until 
1931, when the breeding stock was moved to Moon Lake, Fond 
du Lac County, and placed in charge of Frank Hopkins, who had 

learned game keeping in England and had operated the Moon 
Lake Refuge for the Milwaukee chapter of the Izaak Walton
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League since 1926. In 1936 operations were transferred to Poy- 
nette, Columbia County, where a new propagating plant had 
been built in 1934. 

In addition to the initial stock wild-trapped in 1928, an im- 
portation of breeding stock was made in 1929.!4 Hand-reared 

stock was borrowed from Michigan in 1931 and Oregon in 1932. 
Some was purchased in Manitoba in 1934 and in Wisconsin in 
1987. 

To reconstruct an accurate record of the state’s output of 
planting stock is difficult. Records go back only to 1933, recol- 

lections of previous output do not agree, and the Biennial Re- 
ports’ do not always give usable figures. There is also confusion 

between the number reared and the number planted. Table 2 
attempts to select what seem to be the most dependable figures on 

the state’s operations. 
In Table 3 all known plantings, both state and private, are 

arranged by counties. This table is offered with more confidence, 

for it consists in large part of data gathered at first hand in the 

field from the sportsmen and wardens who made the plantings. 

Combining all available records, there appear to have been 

planted in Wisconsin to date: 

669 partridges propagated by the state at the State Game Farm 
224 imported or trapped by the state 

5,460 imported or propagated by private persons 

6,353 

There survive at this writing, in addition to the established 

populations within the 1937 spread contour, about 25 scattered 
‘coveys, most of which appear in Fig. 1. 

TYPES OF SPREAD 

The years of first arrival recorded in Fig. 1 were accumulated 

piecemeal during the past decade. Each figure represents the 

year of arrival at the spot marked “X”, and is the outcome of 

personal inquiry among local farmers, sportsmen, or wardens. 

Such a process of interrogation disclosed a vast disparity in 

competence as between observers. Prominent sportsmen some- 

times revealed their inability to distinguish a partridge from a 

pheasant. Others had at their fingertips the complete chronology, 
size, location, mortality and movement of every covey. The best
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information came from those who had conducted winter feed- 
ing operations. Some farmers had partridges in their fields 
without knowing it; others knew of the first outposts miles away. 

Many a day’s questioning yielded only discarded data; again an 
hour’s discussion yielded a clear picture of half a county. All 

data were accumulated on county maps. 

During the summer of 1937 John Beule, one of my students, 

mapped the spread in Dodge County and adjoining parts of 

Fond du Lac and Sheboygan. His data are incorporated in Fig. 1. 

Both my own work and Beule’s support the hypothesis that 

the Wisconsin partridge “front” advances by three mechanisms: 

(1) By slow yearly overflow into adjacent unoccupied ter- 

ritory. This is the “ripple” type of spread. 

(2) By salients suddenly thrust out into unoccupied territory 

and then slowly amalgamated with the main front. 

(3) By isolated outposts of population thrown far ahead 
of the main front. These may enlarge and eventually 

coalesce with the main front. 

While the long-time trend is one of aggression into new 

territory, this trend is the net resultant of many local retreats 

and halts as well as advances. Salients or outposts are thrust 
out only to encounter bad seasons or adverse range and die. 

“Bubbles” or vacant spots are left behind the main advance, and 

may not become populated for a decade (for example, most of 

Ozaukee County). Some are submarginal range and persist in- 

definitely (for example, Horicon Marsh and parts of the kettle 

moraine). Others of marginal quality doubtless disappear and 
reform with varying population pressure. But despite these 

local defeats, the partridge front has, during the 30 years since 
their introduction, advanced steadily across the fertile farm- 
lands eastward to the barrier of Lake Michigan, southward to a 

juncture with the Illinois populations, westward into the prairies 

of the driftless area, northwestward to the border of the sands. 

and northward into the rich clays of the Green Bay region. 

What will ultimately halt their advance no man can yet say. 

The finer details of spread pattern during the early years are 

lost. The outward movement can be depicted only in terms of 

crude 10-year contours, such as those for 1920 and 1930 (Fig. 1).
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Some of the more recent spread-phenomena have, however, been 

reconstructed in more detail, and are now discussed. 

SPREAD BY SALIENT 

Exodus of 1935-86. About Christmas time during the winter 

of 1935-36, Sheboygan and Manitowoc counties, up to that time 

unoccupied by partridges, simultaneously received an influx of 

: “thousands” of these birds. There must have been a wholesale 

exodus from the established range to the southward. This sud- 

den invasion represents a northward thrust of 50 miles, a greater 

distance than had been covered by the usual mode of spread 

during the preceding 25 years. 

It is hard to gather an intelligible account of this extra- 

ordinary movement. No one saw the birds move. No one knows 

anything except a few wardens, sportsmen, and farmers, who, 

in braving the historic blizzards of that winter to carry grain 
to their feeding stations, noticed the presence of the new ar- 

rivals. Their advent was regarded as lucky, but hardly as phe- 

nomenal. In biology, as.in history, the greatness of an event 

is seldom appreciated by its eye-witnesses. 

The 1932 exodus of sharptail grouse into southern Canada 

was observed by at least one scientist,1* but no scientific insti- 

tution even knew of this partridge exodus until nearly two years 

after the event. 

Warden James Edick of Sheboygan says “there were six to 

eight coveys of 30 to 75 birds each in the 10-mile stretch of 

lakeshore south of town. We put out feed, but they would not 

enter our shelters, so we fed them on wind-swept knolls.” 

Warden John Egan of Manitowoc gives a similar account.. He 

tells of one covey which appeared in a lakeshore willow thicket 

on the outskirts of the city, and being fed, spent the winter. 

Most of the new arrivals appeared on the belt of rich red 
soil, about 10 miles wide, which parallels the lake shore. At 

least a dozen known coveys survived until 1937. Two coveys 

even invaded the sterile gravel hills of the “kettle moraine” 

which comprise the western edge of these counties, and some 
birds persisted there, for a nesting hen was seen in 1937. By the 

fall of 1937, however, the upper half of Manitowoc County ap- 
pears to have died out. During the present winter (1937-38) 

four coveys persist in the southeast corner of Manitowoc County.
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Sheboygan County is at least sparsely populated over most of 
its area, for 135 partridges were reported killed during the 1937 

season (Table 5). 
During the same winter a similar but smaller salient was 

thrust northward up the center of Fond du Lac County, and en- 

countering the south end of Lake Winnebago, moved up its east 

shore to the border of Calumet County, a total distance of 20 
miles. This salient encountered rich farming soils similar to the 
Sheboygan-Manitowoc lake shore belt, and most of the coveys 

were represented by nesting birds and broods in 1937. 
A third salient was thrust up the Sugar River in Dane 

County from Belleville to Verona, a distance of 12 miles. It is 

not certain, however, that this occurred at exactly the same time. 

It is known that most of the coveys in this salient first appeared 

in 1936, that they nested in 1937, and that at least one made a 
further advance to the Riley Game Area in September, 1937, 

where it persists at this writing (January, 1938). 

All three salients have four features in common: 

(1) All were thrust northward. 
(2) All have, to this date, an extremely thin population. 

(8) The first two certainly (and the third probably) took 

place during the first onset of killing weather about 

Christmas of 1935. 
(4) All three were fed after arrival, and thus had a good 

chance to survive. 

The three salients are unlike in two respects: The Sheboy- 
gan-Manitowoc movement was partly into rich agricultural soil 

and partly into poor hill-land, whereas the other two were en- 
tirely into good soil. Those on good soil persist and have even 
spread; that partly on poor soil has lost half its original gains. 

It is doubtful whether these sudden winter movements are 
selective as to route or destination. They seem to be blind move- 

ments; those stumbling upon poor environment die off and are 

forgotten, or perhaps wander until good environment is en- 

countered. 

Previous Movements. There is fragmentary evidence that 

similar movements have occurred before, some of them into the 

identical regions invaded in 1936. Thus a covey appeared south } 
of Manitowoc about 1932, and may have persisted until over-
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ridden by the 1936 exodus. The south half of Washington County 
was colonized in 1933, and the adjacent corner of Sheboygan 

received two coveys the same year, all persisting. The orienta- 

tion of this thrust was northward. Its date was probably late 

fall or winter, for local sportsmen attributed it to the scattering 

of partridges within the established range by pheasant hunters. 

The impression of blind movement is supported by sporadic 
appearances of single birds in localities far removed from in- 
habited range, Thus a single bird was killed by a snowplow in 
January, 1937, near Wisconsin Rapids, between Portage and 

Wood counties. Another was found dead during the same month 
near Reedsburg, in Sauk County. 

Depopulation. The invasion of whole counties by “thousands” 

of partridges implies depopulation of the region from which the 
birds moved. In the case of the 1935-36 exodus, there is histori- 

cal evidence of such depopulation. On the Faville Grove Game 

Area in Jefferson County, Hawkins"? recorded a winter decrease 
of 50 per cent, despite continuous feeding. 

The state kill for 1936, the year following the exodus, shows 
a 35 per cent decrease over 1935 (Table 4). 

The exact region depopulated is unknown, nor is it possible 

to disentangle ordinary starvation loss in situ from loss by 
exodus. The only certain thing is that a widespread decrease 

within the established range coincided in time with the hard 

winter and the exodus to new range. 

SPREAD BY OUTPOSTS 

In 1927 the main western front had just entered Rock 
County at Lima Centre near Whitewater. Further south it had 

advanced to Delavan in Walworth County. In January 1928 
(another hard winter), a covey of 10 partridges was seen near 
New Glarus, in Green County, 40 miles west of what was then 
the main front. In July, 1929, a single bird was seen near Clarno, 
40 miles west of the main front, and in July, 1929, a covey was 

seen at Oakley, 30 miles west of the main front. These outposts 
must have died, for during the ensuing decade no birds were 

seen, and the main front has just reached the sites where out- 
posts appeared in 1928. 

These outpost-colonies differ from the salients previously de- 

scribed in that the movement was westward, not northward.
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There is probably no real distinction between outposts and 

salients; a salient is a continuous string of outposts. 

OPEN SEASONS AND KILL; FLUCTUATIONS 

All spread phenomena should be interpreted in the light of 

population density. There are available in Wisconsin three 

indices to partridge population status: 

Open seasons since 1921. (See Table 4). 

Kill records since 1932. (See Table 5). 

Census of the Faville Grove Game Area, Jefferson County, 

since 1935. 

Open Seasons and Kill. In 1919, 11 years after the first Pabst 

planting, the legislature opened Waukesha and Jefferson coun- 

ties for a five-day partridge season with a limit of two birds per 

day. This season continued through 1920, but in 1921 the limit 

was increased to five. In 1922, 1923, and 1924 the season was 

shortened to two days and the bag limit was reduced to four 

birds. In 1925 and 1926 the season was closed; this possibly re- 

fiects the “die-off” of the 10-year cycle, which peaked in 1924. 

1927 and 1928 were again open, but only in a few townships. 

The open area was so small as to induce a severe concentration 

of hunters and much annoyance to farmers. Severely localized 

open seasons have ever since been abandoned as bad policy. 

1929-1930-1931 were again closed. Colonel Pabst definitely 

records a scarcity during the winter of 1929-30, and mentions 

two wet, cold breeding seasons as the cause. 

Since 1932 a season of 4 to 14 days has been allowed yearly in 

a slowly enlarging area, which in 1937 included 9 counties. At 

least two of these, however, have only a sprinkling of coveys: 

Ozaukee and Sheboygan. 
Table 4 shows the kill, as reported by licensees and corrected 

by the Conservation Department for those not reporting. 

Table 5 shows the uncorrected kill by counties, and the per- 

centage of licensees reporting each year. Both tables go back to 

1932, the first open partridge year in which reports were re- 

quired. 

The formula for correcting the reports seems to have varied 

from year to year, hence Table 5 is more reliable than Table 4. 

Both tables indicate that 1985 was a year of great abundance,
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and that a decrease followed in 1936. This decrease may be 

ascribed to the killing winter of 1935-36, and to the exodus of 

birds during that winter into closed territory to the northward. 

The highest “corrected” kill, 23,252 birds in 1935, repre- 

sents the productivity of six populated counties, with an aggre- 

gate area of 3,300 square miles. This is a kill of seven birds per 

square mile. If we assume a fifth of the population to have been 

killed, the average density is 35 partridges per square mile, or 

one per 18 acres. 

If we take the highest uncorrected report for the best county 

(Racine, 3,739 in 1933), we get, by the same indirect computa- 

tion, a hypothetical stand of one partridge per 12 acres. The 

poorest county in 1936 (Ozaukee, 364) gives one partridge per 

85 acres. 

In the Canadian wheat belt, in England,1® and in Bohemia,?° 

densities of one partridge per acre are known, and one per two 

acres not uncommon. Sparse populations are apparently char- 

acteristic of all partridge range in the north-central states, and 

no game manager has yet succeeded in breaking this dead-level 

of mediocrity in abundance. 

Faville Grove Census. Arthur S. Hawkins has censused the 

partridge population of the Faville Grove Game Area as follows: 

1935, 1,200 acres 118 in January 
1936 2,300 acres 223 in January 

179 in February 
73 in March 

1937 2,300 acres 178 in January 
143 in March 

1988 2,500 acres 814 in January 

The density has fluctuated from 8 to 18 acres per bird. 1936, 

as already explained, showed a severe decrease during the win- 

ter, either by exodus or mortality or both. January 1938 showed 

an increase over November 1937, evidently by influx. 

The combined trend of all Wisconsin evidence (seasons, kill, 

and census) shows partridge highs about 1924 and about 1934. 

These are the highs of the continental 11-year cycle. 

That the Hungarian partridge does respond to the continental 

cycle, at least in Canada, has already been suggested by Rowan,?* 

who recorded a severe decrease beginning in 1934.
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The Wisconsin evidence, however, is too fragmentary to be 

considered as proof of cyclic behavior. 

CONCLUSIONS 

One may deduce from the foregoing evidence certain char- 

acteristics of the pioneering process in Wisconsin partridge 

populations; and certain requirements for survival, both in na- 

tural spread and in artificial spread by plantings. 

Origin. With few and inconclusive exceptions, the 7,000 

square miles now constituting the partridge range in Wisconsin 

was populated by spread from a single point in Waukesha 

County, at which repeated large plantings were made for a de- 
cade. These repeated plantings unwittingly simulated the pro- 

cess of repeated colonization which takes place in nature. 

Spread Rate. The longest radius from the point of origin is 

102 miles (northeast) in 27 years, or four miles per year on the 
average. Single thrusts of 50 miles in a year are recorded in two 

instances. 

Mechanism. The usual mode of spread is by slow overflow 

into vacant territory, but at times advance colonies are thrown 

out either in strings (salients), or as isolated outposts, for dis- 

tances up to 50 miles in a year. 

Season. The season of slow overflow is unknown, but is be- 

lieved to be early fall. The sudden thrusts seem to occur in early 
winter, especially in hard winters. The two hardest winters of 

the past decade, 1928-29 and 1935-36, were both accompanied by 

outthrusts. i 

Orientation. The direction of large outthrusts was north- 

ward except in one case, which was westward. This seemingly 

northward orientation may be accidental, for Lake Michigan 

blocks eastward spread, while the adjacent portions of Illinois 

are not vacant, hence southward outthrusts would be obscured. 

Selectivity and Soils. The location of outthrusts is not selec- 

tive, for they blindly invade sterile, wooded, marshy, or sandy 

terrain. Survival, however, is highly selective, and is confined 

to the richest agricultural soils. It is notable that there have 

been no survivals, in the sandy regions to the northwest of the
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center of spread, although the present boundary abuts on the 

sand at several points. 

The suitability of the unglaciated prairie of southwestern 

Wisconsin is as yet unsettled. Most plantings and drift colonies 
in this region have failed, but the steady westward march in 

Green County indicates the possibile suitability of uplands in 

the whole driftless area. 

Density and Fluctuation. Population pressure is doubtless 

the propulsive force behind slow spread of the “ripple” type, 

but not all sudden outthrusts occur during years of high popula- 

tion. The only area continuously censused (Faville Grove) F 
showed a lower partridge population during the year of the 

exodus (1935-36) than during the previous year (1934-35), and 

the annual kill for the state supports this conclusion. The year 
1933, however, had a high population and also a considerable 

outthrust. 

The density on territory acquired by outthrusts is at first 

low, and is built up by slow consolidation during the periods 

when the exterior boundary remains quiescent. 

Even the best stands in Wisconsin are sparser than those of 

Canada, England, and Silesia. Low densities are characteristic 

of all partridge population in the north-central states. 

All partridge populations fluctuate, and in a given locality 

fluctuations in reproductive success may be further intensified by 
influx or exodus. Fluctuations show some indication of being 

cyclic in character. 

Spread vs. Plantings. In many instances partridges have 

spread naturally over localities in which previous artificial plant- 
ings had failed, and also localities where previous natural out- 
post colonies had been extinguished. Pioneering is evidently a 

process which is indefinitely repeated. 
We may glean from the foregoing a generalized picture of 

the partridge’s “march of empire.” The impulse to venture forth 

is born of adversity—either the adversity of too many neighbors, 
or the adversity of killing weather. Each adventure is a blind 

groping for pastures new, repeated until a favorable year and 

a good location happen to coincide and bring success.
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TABLE 1. Private Plantings of Hungarian Partridge 

Year Name County Source of birds No. planted 

1908 |Gustave Pabst ‘Waukesha /|Bohemia 5,000 ? 
1910 |J. W. Foster Fond du Lae ett from Gustave 12 

abst 
1y22 |F. R. Mueller Sawyer Purchased outside 12? 

state 
1925-31) Rock Creek Trout Polk Purchased eggs in 300 

Club Alberta 
1929 |Milwaukee I.W.L.A. |Fond du Lac |Imported 40 
1929 |BerlinI.W.L.A. Green Lake |Purchased outside 20 

state 
1929, |G. R. Rahr Manitowoe [Raised from stock 40 
1932 imported from 

Europe and Canada 
1981 |Otto Beyer Columbia Purchased in Alberta 20 
19382 |E. L. Young Dodge Raised from hay- 10 

field(?) eggs near 
Ripon 

1929, |New Lisbon Con- Juneau Purchased outside 12 
1933 servation Club state 

5,466 

TABLE 2. Propagation and Plantings of Hungarian Partridge 
by the State Conservation Department 

Imported or Reared but | Reared at 
purchased Trapped perhaps not/Game Farm] Total 

Year |Planted| Kept |Planted| Kept planted jand planted|planted 

1928 12 88 12 
1929 100 38 40 140 
1930 124 116? 32 156 
1931 24 (40) 
1932 60 (160) 120? 120? 
1933 (140) 224 224 
1934 96 96 
1935 (50) 2 2 
1936 (75) 155 155 
1937 50 50 0 0 

Total| 224 288 12 | 138 669 905 

1928: From Biennial Report 1929-30, p.84, also p.92. Also letter from 
K. J. MacFarlane 9-24-37. 

1929; A news release, undated, says 162 birds were imported, 24 be- 
longing to the Berlin I.W.L.A., 1388 to the state. Another release 
dated Jan. 22, 1930, gives the same figures, but adds that 10 or 12 
pairs each were sent to River Falls, Richland Center, Tomah, and 
Argyle for planting. The Argyle plant is known (from field 
reports) to have been sick. The 1929-80 Biennial Report speaks 
of 70 pair (140 birds) stocked between May, 1928, and June, 
1930. 

1930: Progress Report of May, 1931, says 120 pairs were purchased in 
1929-30 and from these 32 birds were produced (and planted?),
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presumably in 1930. Letter from W. F. Grimmer says 124 im- 

ported birds were planted Feb., 1930. 

1931: 12 pairs borrowed from Michigan as breeders, 40 reared, prob- 

ably none planted. 

1932: Field record shows 140 planted in Green County, 1932-86, but 

only 20 appear on state record for 1933 or later. Hence it is 

assumed that the remaining 120 were planted in_ 1932. This, 

however, may be in error, since in another letter Hopkins says 

none were planted in 1932, although 160 were reared. 

1933-86: Plants from report by H. B. Kellogg to Walter Scott dated 9-4-37. 

1937: No breeding stock was available in spring. Some wild eggs were 

reared but lost, and no plantings were made. In September 50 

hand-reared birds were purchased, which, with 50 wild-trapped 

birds, constitute the stock for 1938. 

Tasty 3. State and Private Plantings of Hungarian Partridge by Counties 

No. 
County Year birds Source Planted by Remarks 
Oa SE aI teenage aman Weminnean cea RE 

Columbia 1931 20 Importedfrom Otto Beyer Disappeared 

Alberta 
USL i Ga eS aa 

1933 40 State Game F.B. Ernsberger 2 coveys persist. 

Farm 
TR aio ara ET ee pines Nn 

1933 28 State Game Art Walters Merged* 

Farm 

Dane 1929 12 Trapped at WallaceGrange At Lake Wingra. 

Oconomowoc Disappeared at 
once. 

Mog Aas a MIS ae he OS SS le la 

Eau Claire 1934 50 State Game O. W. Fischer Near Eau Claire. 

Farm Some persist. 

Fond du Lac 1910 12 Gustave Pabst J. W. Foster Near Brandon. 
Survived 
8 years. 

1929 40 Imported LW.L.A. Near Moon Lake. 
Probably 
persisted. 
Now merged. 

1938 44 State Game L. K. Bryan In Lamartine 
Farm and Oakfield. 

Merged. 

nes Mca LL 5 esa Sere Ea a ae ge 

Grant 1936 24 State Game C. E. Gordon Near Fennimore. 
Farm Disappeared 

1937. 

SI iY MMR UN Vad Tae A) ee te lh el ASN Ue Ee 

1936 10 State Game Russell Young Near Muscoda. 
Farm Status 

unknown. 

pa nl Nec NDI 215 SRI STE) URE Pes RPS SP Ea ee
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No, 
County Year birds Source Planted by Remarks 

Green 1930 or 6? ve Dr. Stevenson Near Brodhead. 
1931 

1932-36 140 State Game Geo. Luchsinger Near Monroe. 
Farm 7 coveys 

by 1937. 

Green Lake 1924? 14 Q 2 Disappeared. 

1929 40 Importedfrom Berlin 
Europe I.W.L.A. Near Berlin. 

1929-86 78 Possum Valley W.N.Craw- 4 coveys persist. 
Game Farm ford & Frank 

Chapman 

1933-34 74 State Game Dan Trainor 6 coveys per- 
Farm sisted, 1936. 

Juneau 1929 6 Purchased J.C. Curtis Near New Lisbon. 
outside Disappeared 

1931, 

1933 20 State Game J.C. Curtis Near New Lisbon. 
Farm Covey seen 

1934 but 
1983 6 Purchased Conservation disappeared. 

outside Club 

Kenosha 1936 20 State Game J. W. Staple- Near Bristol; 
Farm camp near Silver 

Lake. Merged. 

Lafayette 1930 20 Importedfrom Conservation Arrived sick. 
(or 1929?) Europe Department Disappeared. 

Manitowoc 1936 20 State Game G. H. Rahr 
Farm Near Manitowoc. 

1929, 40 Raised by G. H. Rahr Merged. 
1932 planter 

Milwaukee 19384 12 State Game Haskell Noyes 
Farm Merged. 

1936 88 State Game Haskell Noyes 
Farm 

Monroe 1930 24 Importedfrom Conservation On H. L. Stevens 
Europe Department farm. A few 

said to persist. 

1936 10 State Game E, Jenke Status unknown. 
Farm 

Outagamie 1931 49 State Game R. J. Meyer Near Appleton. 
Farm 

19383** 56 State Game ? 1 covey persists. 
Farm
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Via <A USS I Dees aa Maco eae Beem AN Sse ee UN A a Dia Ae 
No. 

County Year birds Source Planted by Remarks EAS tr eer pve RR Ma rE TS TURE eco LP 2 ea cS RA le RN 
Polk 1925-31 300 Raised by Joseph Burkhart Near St. Croix 

planter Falls. 
Disappeared. 

ORTON RCRD Re a Mae 1021 hs ace EE sds hope eee ee Se es 
Richland 1930 20 Importedfrom Conservation 

Europe Department 3 coveys per- 
1936 20 State Game Percy Button sisted, 1987. 

Farm 

Rock 1927 12 1 Henry Knudsen Merged. 

1936 4 State Game Geo. Parker Merged. 
Farm 

St. Croix 1923 20? Probably Andrew Hope 
imported 

2 coveys survived 
1930 20 Importedfrom Conservation until 1934. Now 

Europe Department disappeared. 
1930 80 State Game a 

Farm 

Sawyer 1922 12 Purchased Mueller Near Moose Lake, 
outside Disappeared. 

Trempealeau 1914 6 Purchasedfrom Independence Disappeared 
Wentz and Sportsman’s 1916. 
Mackensen Club 

Shipped by Mr. 
Waukesha 1908 2 Sonnenschein, 

1910 2? + Prague, Bo- 
1913 1,000 hemia; also im- 
1915 1,000 ported through 
1918? 2? Wentz and Pabst Farms, 

Mackensen, Ottawa Town- 
Yardley, Pa. Gustave Pabst ship. Spread 

over S. E. 
1927 54 Imported from Wisconsin 

Bohemia 
through Julius 
Loewith, Inc., 
New York 

1929 54 

5,000? 

Waupaca 1936 20 State Game A.R. Hansen E. of Waupaca 
Farm and F. D. 

Rundall 

*This term is here used to describe the over-riding of a planting by the advancing 
front of established population before the outcome of the plant could be finally 
determined. 

** This planting appears on the state’s records but cannot be traced on the ground. 
The record is probably erroneous.
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TABLE 4. Open Seasons, Bug Limits, and Kill 
of Hungaran Partridge in Wisconsin 
a 

Kill 
Pos- reports 

Daily session (cor- 
Year Open season Open area bag limit rected) 

1919, 5 days Jefferson & Waukesha 2 
1920 (Sept. 7-11) OSES OIL Tetra 1822 SU EREDAR 2) RS ti EE 

*1921 5 days Jefferson & Waukesha 3 
(Sept. 7-11) 

*1922, 2 days Jefferson & Waukesha 4 
1923, (Sept. 7 & 11) 
1924 

1925, closed 
1926 

1927 5 days 7 townships in 
Waukesha, Jefferson 3? 

1928 5 days 7 townships in 
(Sept. 4-8) Waukesha, Jefferson 3 

1929-31 closed 

1932 3 days Kenosha, Racine, Walworth 4 8 10,926 
(Oct. 1-3) 

1933 5 days Kenosha, Walworth, Racine 4 8 18,310 
(Sept. 30-Oct. 4) 

1934 4 days Dane, Jefferson, Kenosha, 
(Sept. 29-Oct. 2) Racine, Walworth, 

Waukesha 4 8 22,181 

1985 6 days Dane, Jetferson, Kenosha, 
(Oct. 19-24) Ozaukee, Racine 4 8 23,252 

1986 6 days Dodge, Jefferson, Kenosha, 
(Oct. 17-22) Ozaukee, Racine, Wal- 

worth, Washington, 
Waukesha 4 8 15,516 

1987 14 days Dane, Dodge, Jefferson, 
(Oct.23-Nov. 5) Ozaukee, Racine, 

Sheboygan, Walworth, 
Washington, Waukesha 4 8 14,669 

* The Conservation Commission issued orders restricting the statutory season of 5 days 
to 2, and the statutory bag limit from 5 to 8, during the years 1922-1924. The 

federal bulletins* erroneously give the bag limit for 1921 as 2 birds instead of 5. 
The seasons for 1922-1924 are edroneously given as 5 days (Sept. 7 to 11) instead 
of 2 days (Sept. 7 and 11).
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TABLE 5. Hungarian Partridge Kill Reports by Counties 
(uncorrected figures) 

ES 

County 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 Totals 

Dane 275 410 586 1,271 

Dodge 905 1,861 2,766 
Jefferson 1,296 1,812 1,518 1,754 6,380 
Kenosha 1,750 = 1,152 765 916 = 1,813 6,396 
Ozaukee 156 208 404 768 

Racine 8,002 8,739 1,817 2,128 3,241 2,261 16,188 
Sheboygan 185 135 

Walworth 1,596 1,204 765 862 1,334 1,468 1,229 
Washington 400 361 612 1,373 
Waukesha 1,438 1,643 2,169 1,106 6,356 
paseo ees UL 01 cA REL SUR At oR IU VETERE PL eG CT aT eS EAS 
Totals 6,348 6,095 6,356 8,327 11,549 10,187 48,862 

Per cent of 
hunters 
reporting 62% 33% 48% 45% 80% 10% 
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON BIRD PROTECTION, 1939 

Tue report of the Committee to the Fifty-sixth Stated Meeting of 

the A. O. U. assumed the function of the critic. Commendation ex- 

pressed by members indicates that this attitude should be continued. 

In carrying out this desire, however, the present Committee is working 

under the handicap imposed by resignation of former Chairman 
William Vogt, whose capabilities contributed so much to the interest 

and value of last year’s comments. In reviewing the status of threat- 

ened species and of milestones on the two-way track of bird protection, 

the 1939 Committee presents the results of its inquiries into the cur- 

rent causes of depletion or maintenance of our bird life. 
A number of species continue to be threatened with extermination. 

Of these the California Condor, Eskimo Curlew, and Ivory-billed 

Woodpecker are probably most in danger. In spite of publicity and 

other educational work by numerous national and local organizations, 

the condor must still be regarded as a threatened species, although its 

numbers are perhaps greater than indicated by minimum estimates. 

In cooperation with the University of California, a three-year Audu- 
bon Society fellowship has been initiated for study of the species. 

Under a regulation designed to give special assistance to vanishing 
species, the Forest Service established a wilderness area in the Los 

Padres National Forest of southern California in order to afford the 

most strict privacy for the condors. The large area included in the 
nesting range is closed to all public ingress. Because of the wide- 
ranging propensities of the birds, however, they go beyond the limits 

of the wilderness areas and may then be killed by poachers. 

No additional information on the Eskimo Curlew is available. It is 
of course quite possible that the bird is extinct. It would seem advisa- 

ble, however, for the Union to attempt to establish relationships with 

organizations or persons in Argentina and perhaps other South Ameri- 
can republics that might be in a position to make investigations. If 

curlews were found to be wintering in that country it is possible that 

through the Argentine national park directors or other means, some 
steps might be taken to assure better protection. Investigative and 

contact work on this species would appear to be a proper function of 

the Committee on Bird Protection. 

Individual Ivory-billed Woodpeckers are certainly alive but their 

number is very low. Organizations in Louisiana are cognizant of the 

extreme dangers confronting the species and realize that their State is
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the last stronghold of most of the surviving birds. For the past four 
or five years several groups have been requesting Federal protection for 

an ivory-bill habitat in northeastern Louisiana. This fine area, a 
portion of which is known as the Singer Sewing Machine Company 

tract (mentioned in last year’s report of this Committee) is still sub- 

ject to cutting. The presence of exceptional timber, in itself a neces- 
sity for the birds, makes outright acquisition by the Federal Govern- 

ment appear impossible at this time. If anything is to be done it must 
be accomplished by private means. 

Chances for survival of the Whooping Crane are probably only 

slightly better. Preservation of this species presents an especially diffi- 
cult problem and adequate information on its needs is still lacking. 

This species would be a particularly happy choice as a subject for re- 

search work. It is inadequately protected on its wintering grounds 
: and more attention should be paid to determination and reservation 

of these areas in order to prevent encroachment of disturbing visitors. 
A few Biological Survey refuges are hosts to the Whooping Crane but 

extension of protected areas is desirable. 

The Trumpeter Swan has made a slow but encouraging increase in 
numbers although it is by no means out of danger. An estimated 

five hundred of the birds are known to live and nest in British Colum- 
bia but their habitat is isolated and difficult of access. From the stand- 

point of protection this is extremely fortunate although it has pre- 
vented the accumulation of exact data regarding numbers and status. 

In the United States, fifty-one cygnets were reared last season on the 
Red Rock Lakes Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, where special efforts 
have been made to secure utmost safety by excluding all visitors from 
nursery areas during the spring and summer. The discouragingly low 

number of only four cygnets was brought to maturity in Yellowstone 
National Park. Protection in the park was adequate and investiga- 

tion indicated that predatory animals were not responsible for the 

poor showing. It is possible that disturbance by human beings may 

have broken up nestings. Special attention should be paid to insure 

privacy for the birds during incubation and early part of the rearing 

season. A number of swans (thirty-nine) have been discovered on 

small lakes south of Yellowstone National Park. Attention of the 

Forest Service has been directed to their presence and special pro- 

tection is promised. A coordinated winter census made about the 

middle of February 1939, by the Biological Survey and the National 

Park Service gave a total of sixty-six birds at Red Rock Lakes and
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106 in Yellowstone National Park. The actual count of 172 Trum- 

peter Swans is believed to represent a population of about igo. This 
total may have been augmented by migrants from British Columbia 

that have since returned to the deeper wilderness. Because present 
information indicates that winter losses of adult swans are largely due 

to starvation, investigation might disclose feasible means of furnishing 

natural or artificial aids at that season. 

Less than seven hundred Great White Herons are alive today but 
the future of the species is more secure since establishment of its chief 

nesting ground in southern Florida as a Biological Survey wildlife 
refuge. In January 1939, in an aérial survey of the entire range, 

585 birds were counted. Since the highest previous count was 426 
birds, it seems reasonable to believe that in time the Great White 

Heron may again become fairly common in the Florida Keys. 

Another bird greatly reduced in numbers is the White-crowned 
Pigeon. It has been killed in large numbers for food and much of its 

forest habitat has been cut. We have no information on its present 
status but some encouragement may be derived from the fact that its 

United States range in the Florida Keys now has complete protection. 
During the past year or two, through special efforts of the Forest 

Service in cooperation with State and Mexican Governments, Masked 
Bob-whites were reintroduced into Arizona. Up-to-date information 
on their survival is lacking. 

Due to drainage, drouth and fires, which will be described more 

fully below, the Everglade Kite faces an immediate future that is 
indeed dark. Information at hand indicates that a very large per- 

centage of the snails on which it feeds has been destroyed. Kites 
have become extremely scarce in their usual range. Limpkins, largely 
dependent on the same food supply, are almost equally adversely 

affected. A few Limpkins and Swallow-tailed Kites find shelter and 
probably nest on Biological Survey refuges in the southeast. 

In Texas, the Roseate Spoonbill is rather favorably situated. It 
occurs today on several refuges of the Audubon Society and of the 

Biological Survey, particularly the Aransas Pass Migratory Water- 

fowl Refuge. The species also occupies sanctuaries on the Louisiana 

and Florida Gulf Coasts where it receives complete protection. Flocks 

numbering as high as forty birds have been seen on the Indian Key 

Refuge of the Biological Survey. On the peninsula of Florida, how- 

ever, numbers of Spoonbills are very low due in part to drainage and 

consequent alteration of the environment. Out of the 250 individual
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birds now estimated to be in the southern part of the State, there 
were but twenty-five breeding pairs during the past spring. Only one 
rookery functioned, that on Bottlepoint Key in Florida Bay. The 

future of the Roseate Spoonbill in Florida is very precarious. 

The Florida Sandhill Crane has been hard hit by the drouth and 

the flocks have apparently scattered widely. Protection from wanton 
shooting is now a greater problem than previously when definite areas 

were regularly occupied by the birds and were known and patrolled 
by State, Federal, and Audubon Society wardens. On the other hand, 
Biological Survey personnel on refuges in the Middle West report that 

the flight of Western Sandhill Cranes through that section of the 
country last fall was the largest in years. 

It must not be forgotten that the shrinkage in continental status 
of rare species is only one part of the problem of conserving the 
American fauna. The other part is the shrinkage in local status of 

species that may be common elsewhere. Local extirpations make a 

species almost as inaccessible to the local human population as if the 
species had disappeared altogether. Moreover, continental extirpa- 

tions are invariably the cumulative result of many local shrinkages. 
For example, the Great Blue Heron is presumably still common con- 
tinentally, but it is becoming decidedly uncommon in some north- 

central States, probably because of the destruction of rookeries by 

fishermen. 

The Duck Hawk is dwindling in some localities, probably because 

of inroads made by egg collectors and falconers. 

The Prairie Chicken, which in the Lake States built up to a high 
level during the cyclic high of 1936, is not recovering with the other 
grouse. The reason may lie in the wholesale burning of peat meadows 

during recent drouths, and their subsequent smothering under thickets 
of non-habitable aspen and poplar. The Sage Grouse has completely 

disappeared from many districts in the West. The Spruce Grouse is 

retiring across the Canadian border, presumably because of intensive 

pulpwood cuttings and the construction of fire trails by the CCC. 

The Ruffed Grouse, Pileated Woodpecker, and other woods-loving 

species are steadily being forced out of the regions of intensive agri- 

culture of the Upper Mississippi basin. 

The total shortening of local faunal lists by these local shrinkages 

is probably more important, socially speaking, than the total shorten- 

ing of continental lists. Under our existing patterns of thought, 

people do not become alarmed about local faunal losses. “The
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species still persists elsewhere.” This, however, is the same kind of 

logic as led to the extermination of the Passenger Pigeon. There is 
little danger, of course, that many species will repeat the pigeon 

tragedy, but there is perhaps cause for alarm in the fact that people . 

still think in terms of the same ecological fallacies as prevailed in 1870. 

“Extermination” campaigns continue popular. With the demand 
for predator control running higher in Alaska, outbursts against the 
eagle have been particularly violent. Crow and other bird-predator 

control campaigns continue almost unabated. The Biological Survey 

has made investigations of crow damage particularly in the Plains 
States and has in nearly all cases found local estimates to be exag- 

gerated. The Survey is attempting as best it can to develop deterrent 
measures in order to cut down as much as possible actual killing of 
crows. Under present disorganized methods, crow control does not 

appear to be seriously affecting the total population. It is suggested, 

however, that ornithologists should pay more attention to studies of 

the possible effects of widespread destruction in order to attempt to 

forecast the ultimate results if these campaigns continue. 

Unreasoning war against hawks, which seldom discriminates be- 

tween beneficial and detrimental species, continues in many parts of 

the country. It is all too common to read in the daily newspapers the 
monotonously uniform formula, “The hunters’ club of — has placed 
a 15¢ per pair bounty on hawks’ feet. Club officials said the move 
was to protect wildlife.” In British Columbia the Allied Game Pro- 
tective Association passed a resolution requesting the provincial Game 
Commission to remove legal protection from the Red-tailed Hawk, 

Marsh Hawk, and Prairie Falcon. Your committee has made a small 

contribution to the defense of hawks by bringing certain biological 

facts to the attention of the writer of a nationally syndicated news- 

paper column, which at numerous times in the past several years has 

printed unreasonable and bitter attacks on ‘predatory’ species, includ- 

ing the Bald Eagle and the Red-tailed Hawk. No repetition of this 

type of release has occurred in the six months that have elapsed 

since the facts were brought to the columnist’s attention. 

A number of developments during the past year have resulted in 

unfavorable conditions for birds. Marsh drainage for mosquito con- 

trol has been extensive and the damage far in excess of what it should 

be. Too much of the control is still based on the desire to provide 

labor for unemployment relief rather than upon clearly demonstrated 

public need. During the past five years enough ditches for mosquito
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control have been dug in the United States to circle the earth more 
than three times at the equator. During the past calendar year ap- 

proved Federal projects for mosquito-control drainage totaled more 
than $40,000,000 in addition to $25,000,000 for agricultural drainage. 

Although the enormous damage to bird habitats is to be deplored, 
some of this eventually may be rectified by natural forces for there is 

little or no likelihood that more than a small percentage of the proj- 
ects can be adequately maintained. Since October 1, 1938, when 

the CCC was withdrawn from mosquito-control operations, there has 
been a notable lessening of this work along the Atlantic seaboard and. 

the type of control continued is much less damaging. During the past 
year, as a result of public awakening to the realization of wildlife 
values and perhaps also due to criticisms of excessive or unwise control 

measures, many State drainage budgets have been greatly reduced. 
Since authority for review of WPA projects was given the Biological 

Survey, damage done by continuing projects has decreased. While 
the value of some mosquito control is recognized, the public should 
demand that this work be based on clearly proved need. Further- 

more, biological and natural means of control should be employed 
to the fullest possible extent. 

Proposed flood-control measures may also hold possibilities of perma- 
nent detriment to bird habitats. Very extensive operations have 

been proposed in central Florida and it is hoped that the appalling 
lessons taught by the recent spectacular fires may be kept in mind 

by those in charge. Information from War Department engineers 
indicates that appreciation of biological problems involved in flood- 

control operations is becoming more widely recognized. That organ- 
ization is now striving to conserve rather than dissipate the water 
supply of Florida. It is certainly to be hoped that this enlightened 

attitude will continue. 

In connection with a review of past and planned operations designed 

to ‘improve’ man’s environment, frequently to the tremendous detri- 
ment of wildlife factors, we quote W. L. McAtee in Circular 520 of 

the U. S. Department of Agriculture: 

“That wildlife enjoys living in general as much as man, and 

probably in many ways even more, is a thought that should never 
be entirely out of mind. Man assumes dominion over wildlife 

and exercises it as he can, but in so doing he should as far as pos- 

sible in the case of every creature, respect its right to existence, 
to its chosen home, and to undisturbed enjoyment of its way of
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life. As has been so often, but not too often, said, in following 

out ideas for readjusting wildlife and its environment, man 

should do only what is necessary and no more.” 

Probably the most outstanding recent misfortune to North Amer- 
ican bird life is the great drouth and series of fires in Florida during 

the past spring. It cannot be denied that the detrimental effects of 
this drouth, the worst recorded in Florida, were greatly augmented by 

unwise drainage. The fires burned mainly to the eastward of a north- 
south line from Lake Okeechobee to Cape Sable. Something over 

2,000,000 acres were burned, often to bed rock, dissipating in smoke 

and ashes the organic matter in the soil as well as all vegetation. 

Observers who have traveled extensively over this burned area found 

few waterholes remaining. Upon examining several Seminole Indian 
wells, three to four feet deep, they found powdery dust at the bottom. 

All wildlife—reptiles, amphibians, and mammals particularly—suffered 

severely. In certain cases the results of the fires have indirectly affected 
birds. Numbers of raccoons, for instance, concentrated around the 

remaining water where natural food inevitably became scarce. One 
large Wood Ibis rookery lost about 60 per cent of the hatched young 

through depredations by the hard-pressed ’coons. It is improbable 
that many birds were actually destroyed in the fires but the effects on 

nesting possibilities were catastrophic. There were no rookeries this 

spring over great areas on which many egrets, herons, and ibises have 

been reared in previous years. The colony of about 40,000 White 

Ibises at Lake Washington dispersed without nesting. The White 

Ibis has virtually disappeared from Florida instead of being, as for- 

merly, the most abundant breeding species. 

Immediate steps should be taken by the State and the Federal Gov- 

ernment to remedy as far as possible the destruction caused by un- 
justifiable drainage in southern Florida which directly contributed 

to the present situation. If water can be restored, the effects of the 
fires outside the burned areas will not be felt greatly south of the 

Tamiami Trail and along the southwestern coast. Due to the destruc- 

tion of a great portion of the eastern Everglades, it is imperative that 

a plan be evolved for restoring moisture to the remainder in order 

to minimize the effects of future fires. This objective could be 

accomplished if the canals and drainage ditches in the Cape Sable 

region were blocked off or closed. Gates at the outlets would cause 

the water to remain on the flat prairies north of Flamingo and East 

Cape and provide fine winter feeding grounds for all marsh-loving
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birds. Control of water could be achieved by means of gates. It is 

imperative, however, to devise safeguards for legitimate agricultural 

interests. Provided this necessary protection can be accomplished, 

the remainder of the expense involved will be comparatively small. 
The Santee-Cooper Rivers diversion project has been much criticised 

during recent months. It is apparent that local interests are at last 

awake to the tremendous damage that will result to the environment 
and to wildlife, especially ducks and geese. Whether national awak- 
ening will be sufficiently prompt to prevent consummation of this 

highly questionable work remains to be seen. At present some pre- 
liminary construction work is going forward but great obstacles have 
been encountered, first in finding suitable footings for the dams and 
then in securing the necessary lands. If this project is carried through 

to completion there is little doubt that it will mean a tremendous 
loss of natural values in fisheries resources and in one of the largest 

remaining natural swamp areas in the southeast. 
For a time it appeared that a much-opposed measure, the Florida 

ship canal, would receive appropriations for continued construction. 
Conservationists have been greatly concerned because digging of the 

canal would wreak tremendous destruction and disturbance of habitats 
in the region, where numerous comparatively rare species are found. 

It is also charged that construction would allow salt water to enter 

from the ocean with tremendous and widespread detriment to the 
freshwater supplies and to dependent plants and animals. Although 
appropriation of funds was refused, proponents of the canal insist that 

they will continue to press for reversal of this action and ornithologists , 
should remain on guard. 

Although actual construction of the long-discussed Nicaraguan ship 

canal appears rather remote, we believe that study should be made in 

advance so that, if the plan is consummated, attention can be given to 
saving as much as possible of any essential wildlife habitats that may 
be present. Even the very resources that may be affected by construc- 
tion of such a canal are not known and require investigation. 

Another measure for canal construction still in the preliminary 
stages of discussion concerns a projected waterway along the Gulf 

Coast inside the barrier islands from the Rio Grande to the Sabine 
River in Louisiana. If this project becomes an actuality, as seems 
probable, it will, at least to a degree, threaten the best goose and Red- 

head area in the United States, as well as the habitat of numerous 
other waterbirds, including some of the best Audubon Society and 
Biological Survey refuges.
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In spite of repeated professions of respect for wildlife and its 

habitats, actions of the Tennessee Valley Authority during the past 
two years have not been in line with good conservation efforts. The 

policy of the Authority has apparently been to sterilize completely all 
habitats of mosquitoes in the enormous area under its control. This 

has been carried out thoroughly whether human beings were living 

near the areas treated or not, and regardless of economic factors and 
probable consequences to the flora and desirable members of the fauna. 

Enormous quantities of lead arsenate have been sprayed from airplanes 

over the waters of reservoirs and samples of mud have shown an arsenic 
content of as high as 3,330 parts per million. Such an enormous 

amount of poison will, of course, be a potential danger for a long 

time to come. Whether the TVA administration will accept the ad- 
vice of other agencies for a revision of methods of mosquito control 

remains to be seen. Another disturbing development in TVA policy 
during the past year has been a radical change in the Authority’s 

outlook on agricultural matters. Dr. Walter B. Jones, Director of 
the Alabama Department of Conservation, sums this up as follows: 

“The Tennessee Valley Authority owns certain lands immedi- 

ately adjacent to their reservoirs. Until this year the Authority 
had planted those lands with cover crops and forest trees and in 

general practiced soil building. Now much of that area is being 
planted to row crops, and some fields have actually been plowed 
at right angles to the contours and the soil turned over to the 

waterline of reservoirs. Soil erosion is resulting. All back water 
is now muddy. Food and cover for wildlife have been diminished 
through these practices. It appears that the Authority has com- 

pletely ‘about-faced’ in its soil conservation methods.” 

Adjustment in the relationships of various bird species must con- 

tinue to extend westward as the Starling spreads toward the Pacific 
| Coast. This exotic bird has recently been collected in Utah and has 

been seen even in southern Nevada. In the Northwest we believe it 
had reached the vicinity of Livingston, Montana, more than a year ago. 

There are many bright spots, however, in the situation confronting 
the bird life of this continent. A number of agencies, Federal, State, 
and private, have continued good work through their various law- 

enforcement agencies. We are confident that Federal forces have 

never worked more successfully and with more public support than 
during the past year. State law enforcement universally is on a higher 

plane than ever and this has been brought about largely by an awaken-
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ing of the public to the value of wildlife resources. Federal law-en- 

forcement agencies have enjoyed more effective and whole-hearted 

cooperation of the States than at any time in the past. Protection on 

Federal reclamations withdrawals in the far West, which previously 

left much to be desired, has greatly improved and now has a commend- 

able degree of efficiency. 

A bill recently adopted by the Territorial Legislature of Hawaii 

gives complete protection to migratory and native shorebirds for a two- 
year period and paves the way for extension of the Migratory Bird 

Treaty Act to the islands. Most of the native birds, including the 
Nene or Hawaiian Goose, and species introduced during the past ten 

years were already protected. 
A consciousness of the need for protecting the Bald Eagle has been 

awakened by legislation now pending in both Houses of Congress. It 
is to be hoped that the measure will soon be adopted to end the 

senseless slaughter of these magnificent and generally harmless birds. 
Support of all ornithologists is urged for bills S. 1494 and H. R. 3744. 

As counteraction to the many projects that are decreasing the value 
of bird environment, much work aimed at restoration is being carried 
on throughout the country. One of the agencies so engaged is the 
Soil Conservation Service, which, because it has until recently ad- 
ministered no refuge areas, ordinarily receives little credit for bird 
protection. Although the principal objective is control and prevention 
of erosion resulting from unwise land use, a corps of trained biologists 
is employed to accomplish wildlife-habitat improvement and recon- 
struction through the use of erosion-control plantings especially chosen 
for their food and cover value. This work is carried on in 834 different 
areas in 47 States in close cooperation with approximately 72,000 

farmers and ranchers. While less tangible than the planting of trees, 
shrubs, grasses, and legumes, the educational work of the Service 
in bringing about better appreciation of wildlife on the part of those 

who control the land may, in the long run, count even more for bird 
protection than actual physical operations. 

While this committee does not wish arbitrarily to single out agencies 
for special mention from among the many accomplishing excellent 
educational results, we wish to commend two comparative newcomers 

to the field. The National Wildlife Federation seeks to coordinate 
the activities of eleven million sportsmen and the 36,000 groups and 
clubs engaged in conservation work. As a part of its educational 

function, the Federation sponsors National Wildlife Restoration 
Week, during which the story of wildlife conservation was related last
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year in 70,000 school rooms. The sheet of stamps published annually 
includes bird subjects. The Federation also prepared the bill now 
known as the Pittman-Robertson Act, which earmarks funds for 
restoration of wildlife, including gamebirds. + 

Weekly conservation broadcasts, concerned with non-game as well 
as game species, have been continued by the American Wildlife In- 

stitute, which has also followed up its support of the ten Cooperative 
Wildlife Research Stations. Funds have been disbursed to aid con- 
stituted Federal law-enforcement agencies when regular allotments 
have been insufficient. 

A third but old established organization, the National Association 
of Audubon Societies, has continued its work with children through 
its Junior Audubon Clubs. With another summer’s operation of the 

nature camp, it has enrolled 612 teachers and other adult leaders from 
thirty-two States and three Canadian provinces and provided them 
with programs for use in their home communities. 

Recent reports of the occurrence of the Reddish Egret on the Florida 
Keys are encouraging. The species has been practically if not entirely 
extirpated from Florida for a number of years, although it was once 
numerous. 

It is a pleasure to report a small but substantial increase in the 
numbers of ducks, despite continuance of a gunning season that many 
consider unreasonably long. It must be remembered, however, that 
last season was an unusually favorable one, and yet the duck population 
shows only a moderate gain. It is still believed by many that more 
stringent measures should be adopted to insure the return of greater 
numbers of ducks to the northern nesting grounds. Recent investiga- 
tion indicates that Redheads and Canvas-backs have made satisfactory 
progress, although they still deserve special attention. 

The Atlantic Brant has made a gratifying increase but continued 
food shortage still restricts its numbers. Eelgrass along the United 

. States coast is in some places in better condition than for several years 
but as a whole it is still far below normal. 

Excellent progress has been made in reserving and placing under 
protection areas important for the welfare of birds. The White Heron 
refuge in Florida Bay has been established and personnel installed. 
A very excellent area, the Aransas Migratory Waterfowl Refuge on 
tthe Texas Coast, was staffed at about the time of the last A. O. U. 

meeting. With nearby Audubon Society refuges, it attracts several 

species of birds rapidly becoming rare. Among these are the Whooping 

Crane, Roseate Spoonbill, Reddish Egret, White-tailed Kite, Audubon’s
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Caracara, Wild Turkey, and Long-billed Curlew. Numerous other 
areas have been added to the Biological Survey refuge system but be- 
cause of shortage of funds have not yet been given adequate protection. 

Extension of Glacier Bay National Monument by a million acres has 

provided added sanctuary to sub-arctic shore- and waterbirds. Twelve 

island areas in coastal Texas, over which no legal protection had pre- 
viously been exercised, were leased and patrolled by the National 
Association of Audubon Societies. These areas are important for the 
conservation of a variety of rare or vanishing species. The Association 
also was instrumental in securing the establishment, by the State of 
Florida, of five important bird-nesting sanctuaries in that State. These 
are administered by the Audubon Societies. 

Mention should be added of special measures taken to assist nesting 
Sooty and Noddy Terns at Fort Jefferson National Monument on the 
Dry Tortugas, which has been staffed for only a year or two. Norway 
rats, after escaping from ships, increased to such an extent as to be a 
menace to the continuation of the colony. Trapping has apparently 
eliminated these destructive mammals but precautions are necessary 
in order to prevent further incursions. 

It is well to report the acquisition by the Biological Survey of the 
Back Bay and Pea Island Refuges adjacent to Back Bay and Pamlico 
Sound as these and the adjacent Mattamuskeet Refuge harbor one of 
the greatest concentrations of Canada and Snow Geese, Whistling 

Swans, and ducks known in eastern North America. Sporting and 
fishing interests demanded changes in the operation of the saltwater 

guard locks in the Virginia section of the intercoastal waterway that 
would have tremendously decreased the biological value of the Back 
Bay area by allowing salt water to enter unrestrictedly. These changes 
would also have resulted in great detriment to the oyster, crab, and 
other fish resources. After the probable results were demonstrated, 
lock operation was allowed to continue as previously. Some progress 

appears to have been made in acquiring the Cape Hatteras National 
Seashore area which will also aid in protecting large eastern portions 

of Pamlico and Currituck Sounds. The future of bird protection in 

this area looks doubly favorable. 

With all the excellent work that has been done to insure survival 
of bird species and for adequate populations, much remains to be done. 

The most spectacular form of loss in wildlife is that of botulism in 
waterfowl and shorebirds prevalent on western lake shorelines. No- 

table progress has been made by Government agencies in obtaining an 

understanding of the cause and nature of this disease, as well as in
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devising partial control measures. Further research is under way, 
which it is hoped will yield information that will largely prevent or 
more promptly and effectively curb the tremendous losses. Recent 
studies of the blood of wild birds has shown the frequent presence of 
protozoan parasites similar to the malarial organism. These have 
proved to be definitely pathogenic when transferred to birds of eco- 
nomic importance, such as quail. More general studies have been 
made by technicians of various Services of Sage Grouse, ptarmigan, 

quail, and Wild Turkey environments with a view to recommending 
necessary protective measures to insure preservation and increase of 
these birds. The range of various kinds of desert quail has been ex- 
tended by installing water developments in California national forests, 
and food and environmental studies of quail were inaugurated in 
eastern and western forests. 

This Committee wishes to reiterate the hope, expressed in last 
year’s report, that every A. O. U. member will take an active interest 
in bird and other wildlife conservation. In addition, it desires espe- 
cially to recommend for attention and action the following: urge State 
and Federal aid for the Ivory-billed Woodpecker through acquisition 
in Louisiana of its last important habitat; press for State and Federal 
action to protect the unique bird fauna of southern Florida through 
restoration and conservation of its habitat; acquaint the parties con- 
cerned, with the inordinate dangers inherent to bird life through con- 
struction of the proposed Florida ship canal, the Gulf intercoastal 
waterway, and the Santee-Cooper Rivers diversion and impoundment 

project; condemnation of irresponsible control of predacious birds, 
especially by means of poison; condemnation of excessive and unneces- 

sary drainage carried out primarily in the name of mosquito control. 

Victor H. CaHALANE, Chairman — WILLIAM L. FINLEY 
Apo LEopoLp CLARENCE COTTAM 

Committee on Bird Protection
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Always in the distance lay the far, blue mountain—Escudilla Photograph by Mary Be Sizer 

LIFE IN ARIZONA was bounded under foot by grama green sea of pines, blew his doubts away. On the far 
grass, overhead by sky, and on the horizon by Escudilla. shore hung Eseudilla. 

To the north of the mountain you rode on honey-col- The mountain bounded not only our work and our play, 
ored plains. Look up anywhere, any time, and you saw but even our attempts to get a good dinner. On winter 
Eseudilla. evenings we often tried to ambush a mallard on the river 

To the east you rode over a confusion of wooded mesas. flats. The wary flocks circled the rosy west, the steel blue 
Each hollow seemed its own small world, soaked in sun, north, and then disappeared into the inky black of Es- 
fragrant with juniper, and cozy with the chatter of pinon cudilla. If they reappeared on set wings, we had a fat 
jays. But top out on a ridge and you at once became a drake for the dutch oven. If they failed to reappear, it 
speck in an immensity. On its edge hung Eseudilla. was bacon and beans again. 

To the south lay the tangled canyons of Blue River, There was, in fact, only one place from which you did 
full of whitetails, wild turkeys, and wilder cattle. When not see Hscudilla on the skyline; that was the top of 
you missed a sauey buck waving his goodbye over the Eseudilla itself. Up there you could not see the moun- 
skyline, and looked down your sights to wonder why, you tain, but you could feel it. The reason was the big bear. 

looked at a far blue mountain: Eseudilla. Ree te 
To the west billowed the outliers of the Apache Na- Old Bigfoot was a robber-baron, and Eseudilla was his 

tional Forest. We cruised timber there, converting the castle. Each spring, when the warm winds had softened 
tall pines, forty by forty, into notebook figures represent- the shadows on the snow, the old grizzly crawled out of 
ing hypothetical lumber piles. Panting up a canyon, the his hibernation den in the rock slides and, descending the 
cruiser felt a curious incongruity between the remoteness mountain, bashed in the head of a cow. Hating his fill, 
of his notebook symbols and the immediacy of sweaty he climbed back to his crags, and there summered peace- 
fingers, locust thorns, deer fly bites, and scolding squir- ably on marmots, conies, berries, and roots. 
rels. But on the next ridge a cold wind, roaring across a I once saw one of his kills. The cow’s skull and neck 

Reprinted from AMERICAN FORESTS, December, 1940, The 
Magazine of The American Forestry Association, Washington, D. C.



were pulp, as if she had collided head-on with a fast grizzly the chance to leave a good pelt as a memorial to 
freight. his race. All he left was a skull in the National Museum, 

No one ever saw the old bear, but in the muddy springs and a quarrel among scientists over the Latin name of 

about the base of the cliffs you saw his incredible tracks. the skull. 

Seeing them made the most hard-bitten cowboys aware of It was only after we pondered on these things that we 
bear. Wherever they rode they saw the mountain, and began to wonder who wrote the rules for progress. 
when they saw the mountain they thought of bear. Camp- umes 

fire conversation ran to beef, bailles, and bear. Bigfoot 
claimed for his own only a cow a year, and a few square Since the beginning, time had gnawed at the basaltic 

miles of useless rocks, but his personality pervaded the hulk of Eseudilla, wasting, waiting, and building. Time 

county. built three things on the old mountain: a venerable as- 
Those were the days when progress first .came to the pect, a community of minor animals and plants, and a 

cow country. Progress had various emissaries. grizzly. 

One was the first transcontinental automobilist. The The government trapper who took the grizzly knew he 
cowboys understood this breaker of roads; he talked the had made Escudilla safe for cows. He did not know he 
same breezy bravado as any breaker of bronchos. had toppled the spire off an edifice abuilding since the 

They did not understand (but they listened to and morning stars sang together. 
looked at) the pretty lady in black velvet who came to The bureau chief who sent the trapper was a biologist 

enlighten them, in a Boston accent, about woman suffrage. versed in the architecture of evolution, but he did not 

They marvelled, too, at the telephone engineer who know that spires might be as important as cows. He did 

strung wires on the junipers and brought instantaneous not foresee that within two decades the cow country 
messages from town. An old man asked whether the wire would become tourist country, and as such have greater 
could bring him a side of bacon. need of bears than of beefsteaks. 

One spring progress sent still another emissary, a gov- The Congressmen who voted money to clear the ranges 

ernment trapper, a sort of St. George in overalls, seek- of bears were the sons of pioneers. They acclaimed the 

ing dragons to slay at government expense. Were there superior virtues of the frontiersman, but they strove 
any destructive animals in need of slaying? Yes, there with might and main to make an end of the frontier. 

was the big bear. We forest officers, who acquiesced in the extinguish- 
The trapper packed his mule and headed for Eseudilla. ment of the bear, knew a local rancher who had plowed 
In a month he was back, his mule staggering under a up a dagger engraved with the name of one of Coro- 

heavy hide. There was only one barn in town big enough nado’s captains. We spoke harshly of the Spaniards who, 
to dry it on. He had tried traps, poison, and all his usual in their zeal for gold and converts, had needlessly extin- 
wiles to no avail. Then he had erected a set-gun in a de- guished the native Indians. It did not occur to us that 

file through which only the bear could pass, and waited. we, too, were the captains of an invasion too sure of its 
The last grizzly walked into the string and shot himself. own righteousness. 

It was June. The pelt was foul, patchy, and worth- Escudilla still hangs on the horizon, but when you see 

less. It seemed to us rather an insult to deny the last it you no longer think of bear. It’s only a mountain now 
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By ALDO LEOPOLD 
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Always in the distance lay the far, blue mountain—Escudilla PecnersOn yay oC iee, 

LIFE IN ARIZONA was bounded under foot by grama green sea of pines, blew his doubts away. On the far 
grass, overhead by sky, and on the horizon by Escudilla. shore hung Eseudilla. 

To the north of the mountain you rode on honey-col- The mountain bounded not only our work and our play, 
ored plains. Look up anywhere, any time, and you saw but even our attempts to get a good dinner. On winter 

Eseudilla. evenings we often tried to ambush a mallard on the river 

To the east you rode over a confusion of wooded mesas. flats. The wary flocks circled the rosy west, the steel blue 

Each hollow seemed its own small world, soaked in sun, north, and then disappeared into the inky black of Es- 

fragrant with juniper, and cozy with the chatter of pinon cudilla. If they reappeared on set wings, we had a fat 

jays. But top out on a ridge and you at once became a drake for the dutch oven. If they failed to reappear, it 
speck in an immensity. On its edge hung Eseudilla. was bacon and beans again. 

To the south lay the tangled canyons of Blue River, There was, in fact, only one place from which you did 

full of whitetails, wild turkeys, and wilder cattle. When not see Escudilla on the skyline; that was the top of 

you missed a saucy buck waving his goodbye over the Eseudilla itself. Up there you could not see the moun- 

skyline, and looked down your sights to wonder why, you tain, but you could feel it. The reason was the big bear. 

looked at a far blue mountain: Eseudilla. Pan el 
To the west billowed the outliers of the Apache Na- Old Bigfoot was a robber-baron, and Eseudilla was his 

tional Forest. We cruised timber there, converting the castle. Each spring, when the warm winds had softened 
tall pines, forty by forty, into notebook figures represent- the shadows on the snow, the old grizzly crawled out of 

ing hypothetical lumber piles. Panting up a canyon, the his hibernation den in the rock slides and, descending the 

cruiser felt a curious incongruity between the remoteness mountain, bashed in the head of a cow. Eating his fill, 

of his notebook symbols and the immediacy of sweaty he climbed back to his crags, and there summered peace- 

fingers, locust thorns, deer fly bites, and scolding squir- ably on marmots, conies, berries, and roots. 
rels. But on the next ridge a cold wind, roaring across a I once saw one of his kills. The cow’s skull and neck 
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were pulp, as if she had collided head-on with a fast grizzly the chance to leave a good pelt as a —— 
freight. his race. All he left was a skull in the National Museum, 

No one ever saw the old bear, but in the muddy springs and a quarrel among scientists over the Latin name of oa ® 

about the base of the cliffs you saw his incredible tracks. the skull. 

Seeing them made the most hard-bitten cowboys aware of It was only after we pondered on these things that we 

bear. Wherever they rode they saw the mountain, and began to wonder who wrote the rules for progress. 
when they saw the mountain they thought of bear. Camp- Be ase 

fire conversation ran to beef, bailles, and bear. Bigfoot 

claimed for his own only a cow a year, and a few square Since the beginning, time had gnawed at the basaltic 
miles of useless rocks, but his personality pervaded the hulk of Eseudilla, wasting, waiting, and building. Time 

county. “ : built three things on the old mountain: a venerable as- 

Those were the days when progress first came to the pect, a community of minor animals and plants, and a 
cow country. Progress had various emissaries. grizzly. 

One was the first transcontinental automobilist. The The government trapper who took the grizzly knew he 
cowboys understood this breaker of roads; he talked the had made Eseudilla safe for cows. He did not know he 
same breezy bravado as any breaker of bronchos. had toppled the spire off an edifice abuilding since the 

They did not understand (but they listened to and morning stars sang together. 
looked at) the pretty lady in black velvet who came to The bureau chief who sent the trapper was a biologist 
enlighten them, in a Boston accent, about woman suffrage. versed in the architecture of evolution, but he did not 

They marvelled, too, at the telephone engineer who know that spires might be as important as cows. He did 
strung wires on the junipers and brought instantaneous not foresee that within two decades the cow country 

messages from town. An old man asked whether the wire would become tourist country, and as such have greater 
could bring him a side of bacon. need of bears than of beefsteaks. 

One spring progress sent still another emissary, a gov- The Congressmen who voted money to clear the ranges 
ernment trapper, a sort of St. George in overalls, seek- of bears were the sons of pioneers. They acclaimed the 

ing dragons to slay at government expense. Were there superior virtues of the frontiersman, but they strove 

any destructive animals in need of slaying? Yes, there with might and main to make an end of the frontier. 

was the big bear. We forest officers, who acquiesced in the extinguish- 
The trapper packed his mule and headed for Escudilla. ment of the bear, knew a local rancher who had plowed 
In a month he was back, his mule staggering under a up a dagger engraved with the name of one of Coro- 

heavy hide. There was only one barn in town big enough nado’s captains. We spoke harshly of the Spaniards who, 
to dry it on. He had tried traps, poison, and all his usual in their zeal for gold and converts, had needlessly extin- 

wiles to no avail. Then he had erected a set-gun in a de- guished the native Indians. It did not occur to us that 

file through which only the bear could pass, and waited. we, too, were the captains of an invasion too sure of its a‘ 
The last grizzly walked into the string and shot himself. own righteousness. eee 

It was June. The pelt was foul, patchy, and worth- Escudilla still hangs on the horizon, but when you see 
less. It seemed to us rather an insult to deny the last it you no longer think of bear, It’s only a-mountem-now ——— 
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Ps Sone or THE GAVILAN Fite ee 

The song of a river ordinarily means There once were men capable of in- 

: the tune that waters play on rock, root, habiting a river without disrupting the 

and rapid. harmony of its life. They must have 

i The Rio Gavilan has such a song. It lived in thousands on the Gavilan, for 
is a pleasant music, bespeaking dancing _ their works are everywhere. Ascend any 

rifles and fat rainbows laired under draw debouching on any canyon and 

mossy roots of syeamore, oak, and pine. you find yourself climbing little rock 
It is also useful, for the tinkle of waters terraces or check dams, the crest of one 

so fills the narrow canyon that deer and level with the base of the next. Behind 

turkey, come down out of the hills to each dam is a little plot of soil that was 

drink, hear no footfall of man or horse. once a field or garden, sub-irrigated by 

Look sharp as you round the next bend, — the showers which fell on the steep ad- 
for it may yield you a shot, and thus joining slopes. On the crest of the ridge 

save a heart-breaking climb in the high you may find the stone foundations of 

mesas. a watch tower; here the hillside farmer 

ij This song of the waters is audible to probably stood guard over his polka- 

: every ear, but there is other music in dot acrelets. Household water he must 

‘i these hills, by no means audible to all. have carried from the river. Of domestic 

To hear even a few notes of it youmust animals he evidently had none. What 

first live here for a long time, and you crops did he raise? How long ago? The 

J must know the speech of hills and only fragment of an answer lies in the 

rivers. Then on a still night, when the 300-year-old pines, oaks, or junipers 

campfire is low and the Pleiades have which now find rootage in his little 

climbed over the rimrocks, sit quiet and __ fields. Evidently it was longer ago than 

listen for a wolf to howl, and think hard the age of the oldest trees. 

of everything you have seen and tried The deer love to lie on these little 

to understand. Then you may hearit— terraces. They afford a level bed, free 

a vast pulsing harmony—its score in- of rocks, upholstered with oak leaves, 

scribed on a thousand hills, its notes the and curtained by shrubs. One bound 

lives and deaths of plants and animals, over the dam and the deer is out of sight 

its rhythms spanning the seconds and of an intruder. 
the centuries. One day, by aid of a roaring wind, I 

The life of every river sings its own crept down upon a buck bedded on a 
song, but in most the song is long since dam. He lay in the shade of a great oak 

marred by the discords of misuse. whose roots grasped the ancient ma 

Overgrazing first mars the plants and sonry. His horns and ears were sil- 
then the soil. Rifle, trap, and poison houetted against the golden grama 

next deplete the larger birds and mam- beyond, in which grew the green rosette 

: mals; then comes a park or forest with of a mescal. The whole scene had the 

2 roads and tourists. Parks are made to balance of a well-laid centrepiece. 
bring the music to the many, but by I overshot, my arrow splintering on the 

the time many are attuned to hear it rocks the old Indian had laid. As the 
: there is little left but noise. buck bounded down the mountain with
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a goodbye wave of his snowy flag, I Every region has a human food sym- 
realized that he and I were actorsin an bolic of its fatness. The hills of the 
allegory. Dust to dust, stone age to Gavilan find their gastronomic epitome 

stone age, but always the eternal chase! in this wise: Kill a mast-fed buck, not 

It was appropriate that I missed, for earlier than November, not later than 

when a great oak grows in what isnow January. Hang him in a liveoak tree for 
my garden, I hope there will be bucks seven frosts and seven suns. Then cut 
to bed in its fallen leaves, and hunters out the half-frozen ‘‘straps” from their 

to stalk, and miss, and wonder who _ bed of tallow under the saddle, and slice 

built the garden wall. them transversely into steaks. Rub 

Some day my buck will get a 30-30 each steak with salt, pepper, and flour. 

in his glossy ribs. A clumsy steer will Throw into a Dutch oven containing 

appropriate his bed under the oak, and deep smoking-hot bear fat and standing 
will munch the golden grama until itis on live oak coals. Fish out the steaks at 
replaced by weeds. Then a freshet will the first sign of browning. Throw a little 

tear out the old dam, and pileitsrocks flour into the fat, then ice-cold water, 

against a tourist road along the river then milk. Lay a steak on the summit 

below. Trucks will churn the dust of the of a steaming sourdough biscuit and 

old trail on which I saw wolf tracks drown both in gravy. 
yesterday. This structure is symbolic. The buck 

ea kee. lies on his mountain, and the golden 

To the superficial eye the Gavilan is gravy is the sunshine which floods his 

a hard and stony land, full of cruel days, even unto the end. 

slopes and cliffs, its trees too gnarled for Food is the continuum in the Song of 

post or sawlog, its ranges too steep for the Gavilan. I mean, of course, not only 

pasturage. But the old terrace-builders your food, but food for the oak which 

were not deceived; they knew it by ex- feeds the buck who feeds the cougar 

perience to bea land of milk and honey. who dies under an oak and goes back 

These twisted oaks and junipers bear into acorns for his erstwhile prey. This 
each year a crop of mast to be had by is one of many food cycles starting from 

wildlings for the pawing. The deer, and returning to oaks, for the oak also 
turkeys, and javelinas spend their days, feeds the jay who feeds the goshawk 
like steers in a cornfield, converting this who named your river, the bear whose 

mast into succulent meat. These golden grease made your gravy, the quail who 

grasses conceal, under their waving taught you a lesson in botany, and the 

plumes, a subterranean garden of bulb- turkey who daily gives you the slip. 

lets and tubers, including wild potatoes. And the common end of all is to help 

Open the crop of a fat little Mearns’s the headwater trickles of the Gavilan 
quail and you find an herbarium of sub- _ split one more grain of soil off the broad 
surface foods scratched from the rocky hulk of the Sierra Madre to make 

ground you thought barren. These another oak. 

foods are the motive power which eta eats es 
plants pump through that great organ 

called the fauna. There are men charged with the duty
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of examining the construction of the great moral contribution is objectivity, 
plants, animals, and soils which are the or the scientific point-of-view. This 
instruments of the great orchestra. means doubting everything except 
These men are called professors. Each facts; it means hewing to the facts, let 
selects one instrument and spends his the chips fall where they may. One of 
life taking it apart and describing its the facts hewn to by science is that 
strings and sounding boards. This every river needs more people, and all 
process of dismemberment is called re- people need more inventions, and hence 
search. The place for dismemberment more science; the good life depends on 
is called a university. the indefinite extension of this chain of 

A professor may pluck the strings of logic. That the good life on any river 
his own instrument, but never that of may likewise depend on the perception 
another, and if he listens for music he of its music, and the preservation of 
must never admit it to his fellows or to some music to perceive, is a form of 
his students. For all are restrained by doubt not yet entertained by science. 

an ironbound taboo which decrees that Science has not yet arrived on the 
the construction of instruments is the Gavilan, so the otter plays tag in its 
domain of science, while the detection pools and riffles and chases the fat rain- 
of harmony is the domain of poets. bows from under its mossy banks, with 

Professors serve science and science never a thought for the flood that one 
serves progress. It serves progress so day will scour the bank into the Pacific, 
well that many of the more intricate or for the sportsman who will one day 
instruments are stepped upon and dispute his title to the trout. Like the 
broken in the rush to spread progress to scientist, he has no doubts about his 
all backward lands. One by one the own design for living. He assumes that 
parts are thus stricken from the song of for him the Gavilan will sing forever. 
songs. If the professor is able to classify 
each instrument before it is broken, he Aupo Lrorotp 

is well content. University of Wisconsin 
Science contributes moral as well as ; ; : 

material blessings to the world. Its Madison, Wisconsin
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A BIOTIC VIEW OF LAND 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

University of Wisconsin 

N pioneering times wild plants and animals In short, economic biology assumed that the 
I were tolerated, ignored, or fought, the atti- biotic function and economic utility of a species 

tude depending on the utility of the species. was partly known and the rest could shortly be 
Conservation introduced the idea that the more found out. That assumption no longer holds 

useful wild species could be managed as crops, good; the process of finding out added new ques- 
but the less useful ones were ignored and the pre- _ tions faster than new answers. The function of 
daceous ones fought, just as in pioneering days. species is largely inscrutable, and may remain so. 
Conservation lowered the threshold of toleration When the human mind deals with any concept 
for wildlife, but utility was still the criterion of too large to be easily visualized, it substitutes 

policy, and utility attached to species rather than some familiar object which seems to have similar 
to any collective total of wild things. Species properties. The “balance of nature” is a mental 
were known to compete with each other and to image for land and life which grew up before and 
cooperate with each other, but the cooperations during the transition to ecological thought. It is 
and competitions were regarded as separate and commonly employed in describing the biota to 
distinct; utility as susceptible of quantitative laymen, but ecologists among each other accept 
evaluation by research. For proof of this we need it only with reservations, and its acceptance by 
look no further than the bony framework of any laymen seems to depend more on convenience 
campus or capitol: department of economic ento- than on conviction. Thus “nature lovers” accept 
mology, division of economic mammalogy, chief _ it, but sportsmen and farmers are skeptical (“the 
of food habits research, professor of economic balance was upset long ago; the only way to re- 
ornithology. These agencies were set up to tell store it is to give the country back to the Indi- 
us whether the red-tailed hawk, the gray gopher, ans”). There is more than a suspicion that the 
the lady beetle, and the meadowlark are useful, dispute over predation determines these attitudes, 
harmless, or injurious to man. rather than vice versa. 

Ecology is a new fusion point for all the nat- To the lay mind, balance of nature probably 
ural sciences. It has been built up partly by ecol- conveys an actual image of the familiar weighing 
ogists, but partly also by the collective efforts of _ scale. There may even be danger that the layman 
the men charged with the economic evaluation imputes to the biota properties which exist only 
of species. The emergence of ecology has placed on the grocer’s counter. 
the economic biologist in a peculiar dilemma: To the ecological mind, balance of nature has 
with one hand he points out the accumulated find- merits and also defects. Its merits are that it 
ings of his search for utility, or lack of utility, in conceives of a collective total, that it imputes 
this or that species; with the other he lifts the some utility to all species, and that it implies 
veil from a biota so complex, so conditioned by _ oscillations when balance is disturbed. Its defects 
interwoven cooperations and competitions, that are that there is only one point at which balance 
no man can say where utility begins or ends. No _ occurs, and that balance is normally static. 
species can be “rated” without the tongue in the If we must use a mental image for land instead 
cheek; the old categories of “useful” and “harm- of thinking about it directly, why not employ the 
ful” have validity only as conditioned by time, image commonly used in ecology, namely the 
place, and circumstance. The only sure conclu- biotic pyramid? With certain additions herein- 
sion is that the biota as a whole is useful, and after developed it presents a truer picture of the 
biota includes not only plants and animals, but biota. With a truer picture of the biota, the scien- 
soils and waters as well. tist might take his tongue out of his cheek, the 
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layman might be less insistent on utility as a pre- soils, peats, and forests, but it is a sustained cir- 
requisite for conservation, more hospitable to the cuit, like a slowly augmented revolving fund of 
“useless” cohabitants of the earth, more toler- life. 
ant of values over and above profit, food, sport, The upward flow of energy depends on the 
or tourist-bait. Moreover, we might get better complex structure of the plant and animal com- 
advice from economists and philosophers if we munity, much as the upward flow of sap in a tree 
gave them a truer picture of the biotic mechan- depends on its complex cellular organization. 
ism. Without this complexity normal circulation would 

I will first sketch the pyramid as a symbol of not occur. Structure means the characteristic 
land, and later develop some of its implications numbers, as well as the characteristic kinds and 
in terms of land use. functions of the species. 

Plants absorb energy from the sun. This en- This interdependence between the complex 
ergy flows through a circuit called the biota. It structure of land and its smooth functioning as 
may be represented by the layers of a pyramid an energy circuit is one of its basic attributes. 
(Fig. 1). The bottom layer is the soil. A plant When a change occurs in one part of the cir- 
layer rests on the soil, an insect layer on the cuit, many other parts must adjust themselves 
plants, and so on up through various groups of to it. Change does not necessarily obstruct the 
fish, reptiles, birds, and mammals. At the top flow of energy; evolution is a long series of self- 
are predators. induced changes, the net result of which has been 

The species of a layer are alike not in where probably to accelerate the flow; certainly to 
they came from, nor in what they look like, but lengthen the circuit. 
rather in what they eat. Each successive layer de- Evolutionary changes. however, are usually 
pends on those below for food and often for other slow and local. Man’s invention of tools has 
services, and each in turn furnishes food and ser- enabled him to make changes of unprecedented 
vices to those above. Each successive layer de- violence, rapidity, and scope. 
creases in abundance; for every predator there One change is in the composition of floras and 
are hundreds of his prey. thousands of their prey, faunas. The larger predators are lopped off the 
millions of insects, uncountable plants. cap of the pyramid; food chains, for ‘the first 

The lines of dependency for food and other time in history, are made shorter rather than 
services are called food chains. Each species, in- longer. Domesticated species are substituted for 
cluding ourselves, is a link in many food chains. wild ones, and wild ones moved to new habitats. 
Thus the bobwhite quail eats a thousand kinds of In this world-wide pooling of faunas and floras, 
plants and animals, i.e., he is a link in a thousand some species get out of bounds as pests and dis- 
chains. The pyramid is a tangle of chains so eases, others are extinguished. Such effects are 
complex as to seem disorderly, but when care- seldom intended or foreseen; they represent un- 
fully examined the tangle is seen to be a highly predicted and often untraceable readjustments in 
organized structure. Its functioning depends on the structure. Agricultural science is largely a 
the cooperation and competition of all its diverse race between the emergence of new pests and the 
links. emergence of new techniques for their control. 

In the beginning, the pyramid of life was low Another change affects the flow of energy 
and squat; the food chains short and simple. through plants and animals, and its return to the 

Evolution has added layer after layer, link after 
link. Man is one of thousands of accretions to  Je-ctreutt Down= 
the height and complexity of the pyramid. Sci- ee boa ee 
ence has given us many doubts, but it has given 
us at least one certainty; the trend of evolution 
is to elaborate the biota. 

Land, then, is not merely soil; it is a fountain 
of energy flowing through a circuit of soils, 
plants, and animals. Food chains are the living 
channels which conduct energy upward; death G 
and decay return it to the soil. The circuit is by ee ee 

TOP closed; pore euerey: = dissipated = decay, Fig. 1—Biotic pyramid, showing plant and animal com- 
some is added by absorption, some is stored in munity as an energy circuit.
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soil. Fertility is the ability of soil to receive, pyramid, or to absorb the energy returning from 

store, and return energy. Agriculture, by over- such as remains. A cumulative process of wast- 

drafts on the soil, or by too radical a substitution age has set in. This wastage in the biotic organ- 

of domestic for native species in the superstruc- ism is similar to disease in an animal, except that 

ture, may clog the channels of flow or deplete it does not culminate in absolute death. The or- 

storage. Soils depleted of their stores wash away _ganism recovers, but at a low level of complexity 

faster than they form. This is erosion. and human habitability. We attempt to offset the 

Waters, like soils, are part of the energy cir- wastage by reclamation, but where the regimen 

cuit. Industry, by polluting waters, excludes the of soils and waters is disturbed it is only too evi- 

plants and animals necessary to keep energy in dent that the prospective longevity of reclama- 

circulation. tion projects is short. 

Transportation brings about another basic The combined evidence of history and ecology 

change: the plants or animals grown in one re- seems to support one general deduction: the less 

gion are consumed and return to the soil in an- violent the man-made changes, the greater the 

other. Thus the formerly localized and self-con- probability of successful readjustment in the 

tained circuits are pooled on a world-wide scale. pyramid. Violence, in turn, would seem to vary 

The process of altering the pyramid for human with human population density; a dense popula- 

occupation releases stored energy, and this often tion requires a more violent conversion of land. 

gives rise, during the pioneering period, to a de- In this respect, America has a better chance for 

ceptive exuberance of plant and animal life. both nonviolent human dominance than Europe. 

wild and tame. These releases of biotic capital It is worth noting that this deduction runs 

tend to becloud or delay the penalties of violence. -counter to pioneering philosophy, which assumes 

This thumbnail sketch of land as an energy cir- that because a small increase in density enriched 

cuit conveys three ideas more or less lacking human life, that an indefinite increase will enrich 

from the balance of nature concept: it indefinitely. Ecology knows of no density rela- 

(1) That land is not merely soil. tionship which holds within wide limits, and soci- 

(2) That the native plants and animals kept ology seems to be finding evidence that this one 

the energy circuit open; others may or may not. __ is subject to a law of diminishing returns. 

(3) That man-made changes are of a different Whatever may be the equation for men and 

order than evolutionary changes, and have effects land, it is improbable that we as yet know all 

more comprehensive than is intended or fore- its terms. The recent discoveries in mineral and 

seen. vitamin nutrition reveal unsuspected dependen- 

These ideas, collectively, raise two basic issues: cies in the up-circuit; incredibly minute quanti- 

Can the land adjust itself to the new order? Can ties of certain substances determine the value of 

violence be reduced? soils to plants, of plants to animals. What of the 

Biotas seem to differ in their capacity to sus- down-circuit? What of the vanishing species, the 

tain violence. Western Europe, for example, car- preservation of which we now regard as an aes- 

ries a far different pyramid than Caesar found thetic luxury? They helped build the soil; in 

there. Some large animals are lost; many new what unsuspected ways may they be essential to 

plants and animals are introduced, some of which _ its maintenance? Professor Weaver proposes 

escape as pests; the remaining natives are greatly that we use prairie flowers to reflocculate the 

changed in distribution and abundance. Yet the wasting soils of the dust bowl; who knows for 

soil is still fertile, the waters flow normally, the what purpose cranes and condors, otters and 

new structure seems to function and to persist. grizzlies may some day be used? 

There is no visible stoppage of the circuit. Can the violence be reduced? I think that it 

Western Europe, then, has a resistant biota. can be, and that most of the present dissensions 

Its processes are tough, elastic, resistant to strain. among conservationists may be regarded as the 

No matter how violent the alterations, the pyra- first gropings toward a nonviolent land use. 

mid, so far, has developed some new modus For example, the fight over predator control 

vivendi which preserves its habitability for man is no mere conflict of interest between field-glass 

and for most of the other natives. hunters and gun-hunters. It is a fight between 

The semiarid parts of both Asia and America those who see utility and beauty in the biota as 

display a different reaction. In many spots there a whole, and those who see utility and beauty 

is no longer any soil fit to support a complex only in pheasants or trout. It grows clearer
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year by year that violent reductions in raptorial soil, rather than of the biota including the soil. 

and carnivorous species as a means of raising The farmer must by the nature of his operations 
game and fish are necessary only where highly modify the biota more radically than the forester 
artificial (i.e., violent) methods of management or the wildlife manager; he must change the 
are used. Wild-raised game does not require ratios in the pyramid and exclude the larger pred- 
hawkless coverts, and the biotically educated ators and herbivores. This much difference is 
sportsman gets no pleasure from them. unavoidable. Nevertheless it remains true that 

Forestry is a turmoil of naturalistic move- the exclusions are always more radical than 
ments. necessary; that the substitution of tame for wild 

Thus the Germans, who taught the world to plants and the annual renewal of the plant suc- 
plant trees like cabbages, have scrapped their cession creates a rich habitat for wildlife which 
own teachings and gone back to mixed woods of has never been consciously utilized except for 
native species, selectively cut and naturally re- game management and forestry. Modern “clean 
produced (Dauwerwald). The “cabbage brand” farming,” despite its name, sends a large portion 
of silviculture, at first seemingly profitable, was of its energy into wild plants; a glance at the 
found by experience to carry unforeseen biotic aftermath of any stubble will prove this. But the 
penalties: insect epidemics, soil sickness, declin- animal pyramid is so simplified that this energy 
ing yields, foodless deer, impoverished flora, dis- is not carried upward; it either spills back direct- 
torted bird population. In their new Dauerwald ly into the soil, or at best passes through insects, 
the hard-headed Germans are now propagating rodents, and small birds. The recent evidence 
owls, woodpeckers, titmice, goshawks, and other that rodents increase on abused soils (animal 
useless wildlife. weed theory) shows, I think, a simple dearth of 

In America, the protests against radical “tim- higher animal layers, an unnatural downward de- 
ber stand improvement” by the C.C.C. and flection of the energy circuit at the rodent layer. 
against the purging of beech, white cedar, and Biotic farming (if I may coin such a term) would 
tamarack from silvicultural plans are on all fours consciously carry this energy to higher levels be- 
with Dauerwald as a return to nonviolent for- fore returning it to the soil. To this end it would 
estry. So is the growing skepticism about the employ all native wild species not actually in- 
ultimate utility of exotic plantations. So is the compatible with tame ones. These species would 
growing alarm about the epidemic of new Kai- include not merely game, but rather the largest 
babs, the growing realization that only wolves _ possible diversity of flora and fauna. 
and lions’ can insure the forest against destruc- Biotic farming, in short, would include wild 
tion by deer and insure the deer against self- plants and animals with tame ones as expressions 
destruction. of fertility. To accomplish such a revolution in 

We have a whole group of discontents about the landscape, there must of course be a corre- 
the sacrifice of rare species: condors and griz- sponding revolution in the landholder. The farm- 
zlies, prairie flora and bog flora. These, on their er who now seeks merely to preserve the soil must 
face, are protests against biotic violence. Some take account of the superstructure as well; a 
have gone beyond the protest stage: witness the good farm must be one where the wild fauna and 
Audubon researches for methods of restoring the _ flora has lost acreage without losing its existence. 
ivory-billed woodpecker and the desert bighorn; It is easy, of course, to wish for better kinds of 
the researches at Vassar and Wisconsin for meth- conservation, but what good does it do when on 
ods of managing wildflowers. private lands we have very little of any kind? 

The wilderness movement, the Ecological So- This is the basic puzzle for which I have no solu- 
ciety’s campaign for natural areas, the German _ tion. 
Naturschutz, and the international committees for It seems possible, though, that prevailing fail- 
wildlife protection all seek to preserve samples of ure of economic self-interest as a motive for bet- 
original biota as standards against which to mea- ter private land use has some connection with 
sure the effects of violence. the failure of the social and natural sciences to 

Agriculture, the most important land use, agree with each other, and with the landholder, 
shows the least evidence of discontent with pio- on a common concept of land. This may not be 
neering concepts. Conservation, among agricul- _ it, but ecology, as the fusion point of sciences and 
tural thinkers, still means conservation of the all the land uses, seems to me the place to look.
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CONSERVATION means harmony between men and eally the distribution of many. But it remains a fact 
‘ land. that the average American township has lost a score of 

When land does well for its owner, and the owner plants and animals through indifference for every one 

. does well by his land; when both end up better by it has lost through necessity. 

3 Se w reason of their partnership, we have conservation. What is the nature of the process by which men de- 
= ‘a hie 7 ae 7 : he + = The: pattemlof the rural/landscape, says\ the author shouldihavel a cectaintwholo- When one or the other grows poorer, we do not. stroy land? What kind of events made it possible for 
Sige re y' a ——— ness in order to prove that conservation pays certain dividends. Land must be Few acres in North America have escaped impover- that much-quoted old-timer to say: “You can’t tell me 

mae YY - devoted to woods, marsh, pond, prairie or just scenery to meet economic or 4 ishment through human use. If someone were to map about farming; I’ve worn out three farms already and 

Ts ne semi-economic needs and make the picture complete | the continent for gains and losses in soil fertility, wa- this is my fourth”? 
terflow, flora, and fauna, it would be difficult to find Most thinkers have pictured a process of gradual ex- 

spots where less than three of these four basic re- haustion. Land, they say, is like a bank account: if 

sources have retrograded; easy to find spots where all you draw more than the interest, the principal dwindles. 
four are poorer than when we took them over from the When Van Hise said “Conservation is wise use,” he 
Indians. meant, I think, restrained use. 

As for the owners, it would be a fair assertion to say Certainly conservation means restraint, but there is 

that land depletion has broken as many as it has something else that needs to be said. It seems to me 
enriched. that many land resources, when they are used, get out 

It is customary to fudge the record by regarding of order and disappear or deteriorate before anyone has 

| the depletion of flora and fauna as inevitable, and hence a chance to exhaust them. 
leaving them out of the account. The fertile productive Look, for example, at the eroding farms of the corn- 

farm is regarded as a success, even though it has lost belt. When our grandfathers first broke this land, did 

most of its native plants and animals. Conservation it melt away with every rain that happened to fall on 

protests such a biased accounting. It was necessary, to a thawed frost-pan? Or in a furrow not exactly on 

be sure, to eliminate a few species, and to change radi- contour? It did not; the newly broken soil was tough,



resistant, elastic to strain. Soil treatments which were know of deer herds in Mexico which never get out of 
safe in 1840 would be suicidal in 1940. Fertility in kilter with their range; there are wolves and cougars 

1840 did not go down river faster than up into erops. there, and always plenty of deer but never too many. 

Something has got out of order. We might almost There is substantial balance between those deer and 

say that the soil bank is tottering, and this is more their range, just as there was substantial balance be- 

important than whether we have overdrawn or under- tween the buffalo and the prairie. 
drawn our interest. Conservation, then, is keeping the resource in work- 

Look at the northern forests: did we build barns out ing order, as well as preventing over-use. Resources 

of all the pineries which once covered the lake states? may get out of order before they are exhausted, some- 

No. As soon as we had opened some big slashings we times while they are still abundant. Conservation, 
made a path for fires to invade the woods. Fires cut therefore, is a positive exercise of skill and insight, not 
off growth and reproduction. They outran the lumber- merely a negative exercise of abstinence or caution. 

man and they mopped up behind him, destroying not What is meant by skill and insight? 

only the timber but also the soil and the seed. If we This is the age of engineers. For proof of this I look 

could have kept the soil and the seed, we should be har- not so much to Boulder Dams or China Clippers as to 

vesting a new crop of pines now, regardless of whether the farmer boy tending his tractor or building his own 

the virgin crop was cut too fast or too slow. The real radio. In a surprising number of men there burns a 

damage was not so much the overeutting, it was the run curiosity about machines and a loving care in their con- 
on the soil-timber bank. struction, maintenance, and use. This bent for mech- : 

A still clearer example is found in farm woodlots. By anisms, even though clothed in greasy overalls, is often 
pasturing their woodlots, and thus preventing all new the pure fire of intellect. It is the earmark of our times. 

growth, cornbelt farmers are gradually eliminating Everyone knows this, but what few realize is that an 
woods from the farm landscape. The wildflowers and equal bent for the mechanisms of nature is a possible 
wildlife are of course lost long before the woodlot itself earmark of some future generation. 
disappears. Overdrawing the interest from the wood- No one dreamed, a hundred years ago, that metal, air, 
lot bank is perhaps serious, but it is a bagatelle com- petroleum, and electricity could coordinate as an engine. 

pared with destroying the capacity of the woodlot to Few realize today that soil, water, plants, and animals 
yield interest. Here again we see awkward use, rather are an engine, subject, like any other, to derangement. 

than over-use, disordering the resource. Our present skill in the care of mechanical engines did 

In wildlife the losses from the disordering of natural not arise from fear lest they fail to do their work. 
mechanisms have, I suspect, far exceeded the losses Rather was it born of curiosity and pride of under- 
from exhaustion. Consider the thing we call “the eycle,” standing. Prudence never kindled a fire in the human 
which deprives the northern states of all kinds: of mind; I have no hope for conservation born of fear. The 
grouse and rabbits about seven years out of every ten. 4-H boy who becomes curious about why red pines need 
Were grouse and rabbits always and everywhere cyclic? more acid than white is closer to conservation than he 
I used to think so, but I now doubt it. I suspect that 

cycles are a disorder of animal populations, in some 

way spread by awkward land-use. We don’t know how, a. : 

because we do not yet know what a cycle is. In the far ty \\ i | A\ ij) a ey Z - «oh tH 
north eyeles are probably natural and inherent, for we Fay x / / foe] Ms I J f¢. d Ae Loi 
find them in the untouched wilderness, but down here I ay i VAAL i]! fs thf ke i 7 Lig ; 
suspect they are not inherent. I suspect they are spread- be ‘ hig f (G, Ey 2 4 Yee Nest pi LL 
ing, both in geographie sweep and in number of species PNG AOA ff bi Ea Pas AY le : 

affected. : airy 7 Nes / V7, oe Cs 

Consider the growing dependence of fishing waters on (es Nt (| in a) hig i 4 ie te go 
artificial restocking. A big part of this loss of tough- a MY | ee FO a ON! A i: 
ness inheres in the disordering of waters by erosion and hey di Ny 4 Ly i 1 “i ae = We i ; i 
pollution. Hundreds of southerly trout streams which i) ear SP) AW me, > 2 | i ds 
once produced natural brook trout are stepping down Ve uy \] : dh ) i ik ¥F ‘conte a go | 
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who writes a prize essay on the dangers of timber famine. Can a farmer afford to devote land to woods, marsh, 
This necessity for skill, for a lively and vital euri- pond, windbreaks? These are semi-economie land uses, 

osity about the workings of the biological engine, can —that is, they have utility but they also yield non- 

teach us something about the probable success of farm economic benefits. 
conservation policies. We seem to be trying two poli- Can a farmer afford to devote land to fencerows for 
cies, education and subsidy. The compulsory teaching the birds, to snag-trees for the coons and flying squir- 

of conservation in schools, the 4-H conservation proj- rels? Here the utility shrinks to what the chemist calls 

ects, and school forests are examples of education. The “a trace.” 

woodlot tax law, state game and tree nurseries, the crop Can a farmer afford to devote land to fencerows for 

control program, and the soil conservation program are a patch of ladyslippers, a remnant of prairie, or just 

examples of subsidy. scenery? Here the utility shrinks to zero. 
I offer this opinion: these public aids to better pri- Yet conservation is any or all of these things. 

vate land use will accomplish their purpose only as the Many labored arguments are in print proving that 

farmer matches them with this thing which I have conservation pays economic dividends. I can add noth- 

ealled skill. Only he who has planted a pine grove with ing to these arguments. It seems to me, though, that 

his own hands, or built a terrace, or tried to raise a something has gone unsaid. It seems to me that the 

better crop of birds ean appreciate how easy it is to pattern of the rural landscape, like the configuration of 

fail; how futile it is passively to follow a recipe with- our own bodies, has in it (or should have in it) a cer- 

out understanding the mechanisms behind it. Subsidies tain wholeness. No one censures a man who loses his 

and propaganda may evoke the farmer’s acquiescence, leg in an accident, or who was born with only four 

but only enthusiasm and affection will evoke his skill. fingers, but we should look askance at a man who ampu- 

It takes something more than a little “bait” to sueceed tated a natural part on the grounds that some other is 

in conservation. Can our schools, by teaching, create more profitable. The comparison is exaggerated; we 

this something? I hope so, but I doubt it, unless the had to amputate many marshes, ponds and woods to 

child brings also something he gets at home. That is to make the land habitable, but to remove any natural fea- 

say, the vicarious teaching of conservation is just one ture from representation in the rural landscape seems 

more kind of intellectual orphanage; a stop-gap at best. to me a defacement which the calm verdict of history 

Thus we have traversed a circle. We want this new will not approve, either as good conservation, good 

thing, we have asked the schools and the government to taste, or good farming. 

help us catch it, but we have tracked it back to its den Consider a single natural feature: the farm pond. 

under the farmer’s doorstep. Our godfather the Ice-king, who was in on the christen- 

I feel sure that there is truth in these conclusions ing of Wisconsin, dug hundreds of them for us. We 

about the human qualities requisite to better land use. have drained ninety and nine. If you don’t believe it, 

I am less sure about many puzzling questions of con- look on the original surveyor’s plot of your township; 

servation economies. in 1840 he probably mapped water in dozens of spots 
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where in 1940 you may be praying for rain. I have an when all the food is in one county and all the cover 

undrained pond on my farm. You should see the farm in another? To break the wind when the forest country 

families flock to it of a Sunday, everybody from old has no wind, the farm country nothing but wind? For 
grandfather to the new pup, each bent on the particular recreation when it takes a week, rather than an hour, 

aquatic sport, from water lilies to bluegills, suited to to get under a pine tree? Doesn’t conservation imply 

his (or her) age and waistline. Many of these farm a certain interspersion of land-uses, a certain pepper- 

families once had ponds of their own. If some drainage and-salt pattern in the warp and woof of the land-use 

promoter had not sold them tiles, or a share in a steam fabric? If so, can government alone do the weaving? 

shovel, or some other dream of sudden affluence, many I think not. 

of them would still have their own water lilies, their It is the individual farmer who must weave the 

own bluegills, their own swimming hole, their own red- greater part of the rug on which America stands. Shall 

wings to hover over a buttonbush and proclaim the he weave into it only the sober yarns which warm the 
spring. feet, or also some of the colors which warm the eye 

If this were Germany, or Denmark, with many people and the heart? Granted that there may be a question 
and little land, it might be idle to dream about land- which returns him the most profit as an individual, 

use luxuries for every farm family that needs them. But can there be any question which is best for his com- 
we have excess plowland; our conviction of this is so munity? This raises the question: is the individual 
unanimous that we spend a billion out of the public farmer capable of dedicating private land to uses which 

chest to retire the surplus from cultivation. In the face profit the community, even though they may not so 
of such an excess, can any reasonable man claim that clearly profit him? We may be over-hasty in assuming 

economies prevents us from getting a life, as well as a that he is not. 

livelihood, from our acres? I am thinking, for example, of the windbreaks, the 

Sometimes I think that ideas, like men, can become evergreen snow-fences, hundreds of which are peeping 
dictators. We Americans have so far escaped regimen- up this winter out of the drifted snows of the sandy 

tation by our rulers, but have we escaped regimentation counties. Part of these plantings are subsidized by 
by our own ideas? I doubt if there highway funds, but in many others 

exists today a more complete regi- the only ‘subsidy is the nursery 
mentation of the human mind than PATCHWORK FARMS stock. Here then is a dedication of 
that accomplished by our self-im- private land to a community pur- 

posed doctrine of ruthless utili- Here a bit and there a bit pose, a private labor for a public 
tarianism. The saving grace of They cleared the woods away, gain. These windbreaks do little 

democracy is that we fastened this Here a bit and there a bit, good until many land-owners install 

yoke on our own necks, and we can them; much good after they dot the 

cast it off when we want to, without They tempered stubborn clay. whole countryside. But this “much 
severing the neck. Conservation is good” is an undivided surplus, pay- 
perhaps one of the many squirmings And so the valley patchwork, able not in dollars, but rather in 
which foreshadow this act of self- In outlines bold and clear, fertility, peace, comfort, in the sense 

liberation. of something alive and growing. It 

The principle of wholeness in the Seopa callers ccnuueced pleases me that ia eoall do 
farm landscape involves, I think, To make a home out here. this new thing. It foreshadows con- 
something more than indulgence in —Caspar G. Dickson servation. It may be remarked, in 

land-use luxuries. Try to send your passing, that this planting of wind- 

mind up in an airplane; try to see breaks is a direct reversal of the 
the trend of our tinkerings with fields and forests, attitude which uprooted the hedges, and thus the 

waters and soils. We have gone in for governmental wildlife, from the entire cornbelt. Both moves were 

conservation on a huge scale. Government is slowly fathered by the agricultural colleges. Have the col- 

but surely pushing the cutovers back into forest; the leges changed their mind? Or is an osage wind- 
peat and sand districts back into marsh and scrub. break governed by a different kind of economics than 
This, I think, is as it should be. But the cow in the a red pine windbreak? 
woodlot, ably assisted by the ax, the depression, the There is still another kind of community planting 
June beetle, and the drouth, is just as surely making where the thing to be planted is not trees but 

southern Wisconsin a treeless agricultural steppe. thoughts. To describe it, I want to plant some thoughts 

There was a time when the cessation of prairie fires about a bush. It is called bog-bireh. 
added trees to southern Wisconsin faster than the T select it because it is such a mousy, unobtrusive, 
settlers subtracted them. That time is now past. In inconspicuous, uninteresting little bush. You may have 
another generation many southern counties will look, it in your marsh but have never noticed it. It bears no 
as far as trees are concerned, like the Ukraine, or the flower that you would recognize as such, no fruit which 
Canadian wheatlands. A similar tendency to create bird or beast could eat. It doesn’t grow into a tree which 
monotypes, to block up huge regions to a single land- you could use. It does no harm, no good, it doesn’t even 

use, is visible in many other states. It is the result of turn color in fall. Altogether it is the perfect nonentity 
delegating conservation to government. Government in bushes; the complete biological bore. 
cannot own and operate small parcels of land, and it But is it? Once I was following the tracks of some 

cannot own and operate good land at all. starving deer. The tracks led from one bog-birch to 
Stated in acres or in board feet, the crowding of all another; the browsed tips showed that the deer were 

the timber into one place maybe a forestry program, living on it, to the exclusion of scores of other kinds 

but is it conservation? How shall we use forests to of bushes. Once in a blizzard I saw a flock of sharp- 
protect vulnerable hillsides and riverbanks from ero- tail grouse, unable to find their usual grain or weed 

sion when the bulk of the timber is up north on the seeds, eating bog-birch buds. They were fat. 
sands where there is no erosion? To shelter wildlife Last summer the botanists of the University Ar-
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The bog-birch is THE STORY OF A CYCLE 

one of hundreds of A mousy, unobtrusive, inconspicuous little bush, the bog-birch, plays an important role in the 
creatures which the ups and downs of plant and animal life. Here is illustrated how it spells life or death to deer, 
Eauiiee looks: abage | grouse, rabbits, and ladyslippers in Wisconsin. : a 

7 In 1932 to 1935 rabbits were abundant and ate down the bog-birches each winter, giving the 
steps on, every day. ladyslippers the sun. During 1936 and 1937 the cycle decimated the rabbits and the bog- 
There are 350 birds, birches grew high and shaded out the ladyslippers. In 1938 the rabbits recovered, mowed 
ninety mammals, 150 down the birches and the ladyslippers regained their place in the sun. 

fishes, seventy rep- 

tiles and amphibians, and a vastly greater number of do I, save for a few lines here and there. Would it 
plants and insects native to Wisconsin. Hach state has add anything to farm life if the farmer learned more 
a similar diversity of wild things. of that language? 

Disregarding all those species too small or too ob- One of the self-imposed yokes we are casting off is 

seure to be visible to the layman, there are still per- the false idea that farm life is dull. What is the mean- 
haps 500 whose lives we might know, but don’t.. I have ing of John Steuart Curry, Grant Wood, Thomas Ben- 

translated one little scene out of the life-drama of one ton? They are showing us drama in the red barn, the 

species. Each of the 500 has its own drama. The stage stark silo, the team heaving over the hill, the country 

is the farm. The farmer walks among the players in store, black against the sunset. All I am saying is 

all his daily tasks, but he seldom sees any drama, be- that there is also drama in every bush, if you can see 

cause he does not understand their language. Neither it. When enough men know this, we need fear no in-



difference to the welfare of bushes, or birds, or soil, scar on the base of one tree is the result of a prairie fire 
or trees. We shall then have no need of the word con- or a pioneer’s trash pile. 

servation, for we shall have the thing itself. Martin house and feeding station, wildflower bed and 

The landscape of any farm is the owner’s portrait of old orchard go with the farmstead as a matter of course. 

himself. 2 The old orchard yields some apples but mostly birds. The 
Conservation implies self-expression in that landscape, bird list for the farm is 161 species. One neighbor claims 

rather than blind compliance with economic dogma. What 165, but there is reason to suspect he is fudging. He 
kinds of self-expression will one day be possible in the drained his pond; how could he possibly have 165? 

landscape of a cornbelt farm? What will conservation His pond is our farmer’s special badge of distinction. 
look like when transplanted from the convention hall to Stock is allowed to water at one end only; the rest of 

the fields and woods? the shore is fenced off for the ducks, rails, redwings, 

Begin with the creek: it will be unstraightened. The gallinules, and muskrats. Last spring, by judicious bait- 

future farmer would no more mutilate his creek than his ing and decoys, two hundred ducks were induced to rest 
own face. If he has inherited a straightened creek, it will there a full month. In August, yellow-legs use the bare 
be “explained” to visitors, like a pock-mark or a wooden mud of the water-gap. In September the pond yields an 
leg. armful of waterlilies. In the winter there is skating for 

The creek banks are wooded and ungrazed. In the the youngsters, and a neat dozen of rat-pelts for the 
woods, young straight timber-bearing trees predominate, boys’ pin-money. The farmer remembers a contractor 

but there is also a sprinkling of hollow-limbed veterans who once tried to talk drainage. Pondless farms, he 
left for the owls and squirrels, and of down logs left for says, were the fashion in those days; even the Agricul- 

the coons and fur-bearers. On the edge of the woods are tural College fell for the idea of making land by wast- 

a few wide-spreading hickories and walnuts for nutting. ing water. But in the drouths of the thirties, when the 

Many things are expected of this creek and its woods: wells went dry, everybody learned that water, like 
cordwood, posts, and sawlogs; flood-control, fishing and roads and schools, is community property. You can’t 
swimming; nuts and wildflowers; fur and feather. Should hurry water down the creek without hurting the creek, 
it fail to yield an owl-hoot or a mess of quail on demand, the neighbors, and yourself. 

or a bunch of sweet william or a coon-hunt in season, the The roadside fronting the farm is regarded as a 

matter will be cause for injured pride and family seru- refuge for the prairie flora; the educational museum 
tiny, like a check marked “no funds.” where the soils and plants of pre-settlement days are 

Visitors when taken to the woods often ask, “Don’t the preserved. When the professors from the college want 
owls eat your chickens?” Our farmer knows this is com- a sample of virgin prairie soil, they know they can get 

ing. For answer, he walks over to a leafy white oak and it here. To keep this roadside in prairie, it is cleaned 
picks up one of the pellets dropped by the roosting owls. annually, always by burning, never by mowing or cut- 

He shows the visitor how to tear apart the matted felt of ting. The farmer tells a funny story of a highway 
mouse and rabbit fur, how to find inside the whitened engineer who once started to grade the cutbanks all the 

: skulls and teeth of the bird’s prey. “See any chickens?” way back to the fence. It developed that the poor en- 

he asks. Then he explains that his owls are valuable to —  gineer, despite his college education, had never learned 

him, not only for killing mice, but for excluding other the difference between a silphium and a sunflower. He 

owls which might eat chickens. His owls get a few quail knew his sines and cosines, but he had never heard of 
and many rabbits, but these, he thinks, can be spared. the plant succession. He couldn’t understand that to 

The fields and pastures of this farm, like its sons and tear out all of the prairie sod would convert the whole 
daughters, are a mixture of wild and tame attributes, all roadside into an eyesore of quack and thistle. 
built on a foundation of good health. The health of the In the clover field fronting the road is a huge glacial 
fields is their fertility. On the parlor wall, where the erratic of pink granite. Every year, when the geology 
embroidered “God Bless Our Home” used to hang in teacher brings her class out to look at it, our farmer 
exploitation days, hangs a chart of the farm’s soil anal- tells how once, on a vacation trip, he matched a chip of 

yses. The farmer is proud that all his soil graphs point the boulder to its parent ledge, two hundred miles to 
upward, that he has no check dams or terraces, and needs the north. This starts him on a little oration on gla- 

none. He speaks sympathetically of his neighbor who ciers; how the ice gave him not only the rock, but also 

has the misfortune of harboring a gully, and who was the pond, and the gravel pit where the kingfisher and 
forced to call in the CCC. The neighbor’s check dams are the bank swallows nest. He tells how a powder sales- 
a regrettable badge of awkward conduct, like a crutch. man once asked for permission to blow up the old rock 

Separating the fields are fencerows which represent a “as a demonstration in modern methods.” He does not 

happy balance between gain in wildlife and loss in plow- have to explain his little joke to the children. 

land. The fencerows are not cleaned yearly, neither are He is a reminiscent fellow, this farmer. Get him 

they allowed to grow indefinitely. In addition to bird wound up and you will hear many a curious tidbit. of 
song and scenery, quail and pheasants, they yield prairie rural history. He will tell you of the mad deeade when 

flowers, wild grapes, raspberries, plums, hazelnuts, and they taught economics in the local kindergarten, but 

here and there a hickory beyond the reach of the woodlot the college president couldn’t tell a bluebird from a 
squirrels. It is'a point of pride to use electric fences blue cohosh. Everybody worried about getting his 

only for temporary enclosures. share; nobody worried about doing his bit. One farm 

Around the farmstead are historic oaks which are washed down the river, to be dredged out of the Mis- 

cherished with both pride and skill. That the June beetles sissippi at another farmer’s expense. Tame crops were 
once got one is remembered as a slip in pasture manage- over-produced, but nobody had room for wild crops. 
ment, not to be repeated. The farmer has opinions about “Tt’s a-wonder this farm came out of it without a con- 
the age of his oaks, and their relation to local history. It crete creek and a Chinese elm on the lawn.” This is 

is a matter of neighborhood debate whose oaks are most his whimsical way of describing the early fumblings for 

clearly relics of oak-opening days, whether the healed “conservation.”
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(Prepared by Aldo Leopold, Pro- life as a life work; (2) to teach the 
fessor of Wildlife Management, Uni- whole body of citizens to appreciate 

versity of Wisconsin, with the assist- and understand wildlife. There is at 
ance of, and endorsed by, the other present a regrettable neglect of the 
members of the Committee on Pro- second function. Too many men want 
fessional Standards of the Wildlife So- to make a living by managing wildlife, 

ciety;* adopted by the Society and too few to bend other vocations to its 
publication authorized at the annual needs. 
meeting, Detroit, Michigan, February For the former there are different 

13, 1939.) levels of training. The warden or 

“farmer” of wildlife crops requires less 

Need for standards schooling than the professional who can 
Many universities now offer pro- appraise methods of cropping and con- 

fessional training in wildlife work. duct research for new methods. Here 

Many young men are seeking advice on again there is a regrettable neglect of 
how and where such training is to be the first or vocational level. Too few 

had, and how to prepate themselves schools offer good instruction in the 
for it. field operations of wildlife manage- 

As in any new field, there is wide- ment and administration; too many 
spread confusion in finding terms for offer indifferent training in wildlife 
comparing schools and for imparting science and research. 

advice to those who ask for it. As a first step toward untangling 

The Wildlife Society offers this at- these confusions, we here attempt to de- 

tempt, by a committee of practicing fine that kind of training, which seeks 
wildlife specialists, to define adequate to prepare a student for wildlife man- 

training for the practice of their pro- agement as a life work, and which 

fession. merits the term “professional” or 

i ae “scientific.” We confine ourselves to 

Degrees and kinds of training this one kind and level, not because the 
Wildlife education has two functions: others are less important, but because, 

(1) to teach a few men to manage wild- unfortunately, few schools as yet offer 
training for such positions as conserva- 

* Frank C. Edminster, Soil Conservation tion officer or hatchery superintendent. 

Service, Upper Darby, Penn.; Paul L. For the sake of brevity this paper 
Werrington, 1owa 5 Syese1 olleee; Carl TL. draws its illustrative material largely 
Hubbs, University of Michigan; Ralph T. s ete 
King, Syracuse University; Aldo Leopold, from land animals. Wildlife, however, 

University of Wisconsin; H. D. Ruhl, Michi- also includes aquatic animals. More- 
gan Department of Conservation; Herbert L. over, to the extent that plants are 

; Stoddard, Cooperative Quail Study Associa- ggsential food and factors of the envi- 
, 7 pagesvle: Ga.} Walter Fe Teylon. Vonment of animals, from which they 

ureau of Biological Survey, Texas A. & M. - 3 3 z 
College; Rudolf Bennit, University of Mis- cannot be dissociated ecologically, wild- 

souri, (Chairman). life includes plants. Where the illustra-
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tive material implies a narrower scope, Our hope is that these definitions will 

the reader is asked to interpolate enable prospective students to arrive at 

the broader one. a critical judgment of their own fitness, 
Standards and that they will also enable wildlife 

‘ i i re schools to arrive at a critical judgment 
Professional training is ordinarily de- 6¢ their own ade quacy. We hope further 

fined in terms of years at school, courses that more schools will cultivate their 
taken, and degrees received. The lack opportunity to impart a general under- 

of standard meanings invalidates some standing of wildlife to the student body 
of these terms for our purposes, es- 4. 9 whole, and that some will differ- 

pecially the lack of standards for speci-  gntiate and develop good training for 

fying courses. The most elaborate cur- the vacant sub-professional levels. 
ricula may be offered by the weakest It is possible for self-trained men to 

schools. We, therefore, cannot define achieve high professional standing in 

professional training in terms of wildlife management. Such achieve- 
COUTEes: ment is rare, however, and usually 

Years at school and degrees come comes only through apprenticeship; 
nearer having a standard meaning. In i.e., working with highly trained men 

general the minimum period for pro- 9p the job instead of in school. 
fessional training is five years of college 

work: four years of undergraduate (A) At the time of selecting an 

work plus one year of graduate work. undergraduate major A 

Six years is better, seven frequent in i. What He Ta. 

the better schools. In general, a mas- 

ter’s degree is the minimum for pro- _ Lhe student should have a reason- 
fessional standing. ably sound physique and a cooperative 

It by no means follows, however, that Personality. 
a student with six years of college work 2. What He Knows. 

< : 5 oa 
vend en auila minster Deere Be me The student should have a better- 
oe sears ay Bec ce than-average scholastic record, for this 
practice. In the following pages we . : 3 é 

is usually an index of intelligence. 
attempt to define preparedness at two I Toes Te ape 
ataneee n selecting his major for under 

3 F graduate work, the student will en- 
(A) At the time of selecting an ¢ounter the question: What biological 

undergraduate mB IOr i field offers the best “gateway” to pro- 
(B) At the time - of completing fessional training? There is no “best?” 

professional training. that can be laid down for all individ- 
We attempt to express preparedness uals. It is desirable that the profession 

at these two stages in terms of (1) what be recruited from majors in a wide 

the student is, (2) what he knows, variety of sciences and in the arts of 
(3) what he can do, and (4) how he land use. In general, some biological 
thinks. A final section discusses briefly science is the best gateway to a career 
the physical equipment of professional in research; some agricultural art (in- 

schools. cluding forestry) to a career in policy
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or administration. It is a conspicuous The student who feels drawn to the 

fact, however, that men who are nar- outdoors but has never been impelled 

rowly specialized, either by training or to undertake some systematic study of 

temperament, seldom occupy any large outdoor subjects on his own account 

professional niche for very long. should not expect a wildlife school to 

The quality of teachers should carry do it for him. That is to say, no wildlife 
more weight in selecting a major field school can make a professional man 

than the departmental label. The stu- out of absolutely raw material in five 
dent should select a major, if possible, years. Habitual self-teaching is a ne- 
in a department with definite scholarly  cessity. 
achievements in natural science and 
with a statesmanlike attitude toward (B) At the time of completing 
land use. professional training 

In addition to academic preparation, 1) "What Hele 

the student should have attained, by To. the 6 1 ieealread 

his own efforts, considerable knowledge w d (eg aay i 6 ‘ yf ) 
and field skill in some branch of natural tenon : ie aoe ou a ae 
history (such as ornithology, mam- aoe AUR 5 Baten ee 
mialogy;dolidiyolopy.\ordbitany), Abi- agen conviction of the need for 

mals, plants, and soils are the alphabet i. bce a gt on AB .8 ne for 

of wildlife management; in five years a Cee nT boats iet Bipone oe 

good school can teach a student to spell 2. What He Knows. 

words with it, but he must in some The basic skill of the wildlife man- 
degree know his alphabet at the start. ager is to diagnose the landscape, to 

8. What He Can Do. discern and predict trends in its biotic 

More than average ability to express ae and ee modify them where 
thoughts in writing and in speech is necessary in the interest of conserva- 

aneinoencen les tion. To receive a professional degree, 

Some pre-existing skill in woodman- the student should be able to examine 

ship, hunting, and fishing is desirable, ae of i and . water and to deduce 

likewise familiarity with theficld oper. (#)” #8 original’ condition and ‘recent 
ations of farming, forestry, and other history, (b) the Dass status of its 

land industries. There is danger though principal wildlife Sree and the popu- 

of confusing the aptitude for hunting lation trend and behavior of each, i) 
and fishing, which is desirable, with the the status of its economic uses and their 

aptitude for laborious studies of ani- pets oe wildlife, = aa 
ese ae of economic use needed in the interes 

mals and plants, which is indispensable. of wildlife, and (e) the Kouuhoultinedlof 

4. How He Thinks. researches needed to refine and verify 

Ultimate professional caliber is a his diagnosis. 
matter of scholarly habits of mind, To appraise the landscape the stu- 

both indoors and outdoors. The student dent must know its component parts 
who “likes the woods but dislikes to and something of their interrelation- 
study” should be skeptical of his fitness. ships. That is to say, he must know its
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plants and animals, its soils and waters, animals, while probably of diminishing 

and something of their interdepend- importance as a means of replenishing 

ences, successions, and competitions. He wild stocks, are often indispensable as 

must know the industries dependent on controls for experiments on wild ani- 
that landscape, their effect upon it, and mals. 

its effect upon them. He must know and He should have developed some de- 
habitually use visible “indicators” of gree of expertness in “reading sign,” 

those slow landscape changes that are that is, in determining, by inference 

invisible but nonetheless real. from indirect evidence, the kinds, num- 
He should also have some mental bers, habits, and status of animals on 

picture of the other professions which an area of land or water and their rela- 

are trying to influence that landscape, tion to its plants and industries. 

how they go about their work, and how He should have become really pro- 
they help or hinder his own work. ficient in at least one field of natural 

history and should have developed 

3. What He Can Do. some competence in others. (By 

To get this knowledge, a student “fields” is meant studies of birds, mam- 

must have acquired certain technical mals, fishes, reptiles, plants, ete.) 

skills in field, laboratory, and office He should have collected and ana- 

operations. lyzed stomach contents, and, in the 

He should have made an inventory field of terrestrial wildlife, pellets and 

and map of the food, cover, and other scats. He should have made usable 

environmental conditions on a sample study skins and prepared skeletons, 

area of land or water, and a plan for or should have preserved fish speci- 

making that area more productive. He mens and scales for laboratory study. 

should have executed such a plan for He should have collected and pre- 

a season and drawn deductions from pared herbarium specimens of land 

his experience. plants, or collected and studied (or 

He should have planned and exe- prepared for study) the aquatic plants 

cuted an animal census and drawn de- and food organisms of at least two 
ductions from it. He should have habitats. 
trapped, marked, released, and retaken He should be able to score 50% of 

animals for the purpose of tracing usable negatives in ordinary technical 

movements, measuring density, or photography. He should know how to 

analyzing the composition of the popu- use compass, plane table, planimeter, 

lation. He should have found and ob- slide rule, and calculator. He should 

served nests or young and recorded and have compiled simple statistics, graphed 

analyzed mortality. them, and analyzed them in the light 

He should have planned and exe- of statistical theory. 
cuted some kind of quadrat for recur- He should be able by examination of 
rent measurement of changes in vege- a carcass to arrive at some notion of 

tation. its normality or pathology and the 

He should have reared some animal cause of death. 
in captivity. Artificially propagated He should be a habitual reader of the
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current literature in wildlife manage- The student’s account of his original 
ment, natural history, ecology, and _ work is usually his thesis for a degree. 
land use. He should be aware of the It should not deal merely with a spe- 
personalities represented in that litera- cialty that the student should know to 
ture. He should be able to do library the exclusion of other subject matter. 
research and to prepare a creditable Rather, it is a vantage point, gained by 
bibliography. While his knowledge of his own effort, from which the student 
the literature of his own country will should scan his new professional world 
naturally be greatest, he should be and try to understand it. 

aware of the work in all countries, and He should have developed his own 

he should have dug out the essential views on simple questions of wildlife 
ideas of at least one foreign group, policy and should be able to expound 
comparing their work with his own. and defend these views in public. He 

He should speak well enough in pub- should have developed some apprecia- 
lic to be able to describe his readings, tion of the ethics and esthetics as well 
observations, and ideas at professional as of the economics of wildlife. 
or conservation meetings. In viewing the landscape, he should 

4 habitually infer its past and foresee its 

4. How He Thinks. future; that is to say, he should think 

These technical skills are the toolsfor in terms, not of plant and animal 
a professional career, but they are use- species alone, but of communities; not 
less or even dangerous unless guided by of types alone, but of successions. In 

a mind of professional caliber. To create this lies the difference between the 

such a mind is the aim of all education, static natural history of yesterday and 
including wildlife education; to define the dynamic ecology of tomorrow. 
such a mind defies the best efforts of _ He should have developed enough 
all committees, including this one. familiarity with the basic sciences to 

There are indicators of scholarship know when, where, and how to seek 
that are useful but by no means in- scientific advice on questions arising 

fallible. They are here given for what from his work. 
they may be worth: Last and most important, he should 

One indicator is output. To receive a have developed in some degree that im- 

professional degree, the student should ponderable combination of curiosity, 

have outlined, executed, and reported skepticism, and objectivity known as the 

on a research project that the faculty “scientific attitude.” 
is willing to recognize as a contribution Perhaps few of even the leading wild- 
to professional knowledge. This means life specialists of the day would be able 
he should have composed an account to score on all these criteria of pro- 
of his original work good enough to be fessional preparedness which set a high 
acceptable to professional journals. mark but not an impossible one. Pro- 

(This does not imply that every pro- fessional schools should be able to im- 
fessional student must rush into print; prove on the fortuitous education of 
only that his work be good enough to the first generation. The mark of the 
report in print.) modern school is that the students out-
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score the faculty on many points. It is likewise. The last point is of special im- 

our opinion that the best students in portance in wildlife management and 
the best schools can score on almost all it represents a practice that has 

the points listed in his paper. hitherto been widely neglected. 

2 by Third; no institution can teach wild- 
Equipment of professional schools life management without a suitable 
The foregoing ‘intellectual tools’ library and reference collections in 

cannot be given to students without process of active expansion. 

certain intellectual and physical equip- It is our belief that mass-education 
ment for teaching. is impossible in the professional wildlife 

First of all, no institution lacking field. Size of school, beyond reasonable 

output in wildlife research can possibly _ limits, is likely to be inverse to quality 

teach wildlife management of pro- of training. 

fessional grade. To add to the student’s The student will do well, in selecting 
knowledge the teacher must habitually a school, to ask about the character of 

be adding to his own. If the teacher its faculty, its research output, its 
has no output, his knowledge is, at management areas, its library, and its 

best, second-hand. reference collections, rather than about 

Second, no institution can teach its buildings, its curricula, and_ its 

wildlife management of professional appropriations. These are the trap- 

grade without land or water on which pings of scholarship; they mean little 

ecological experiments are being made, without the scholarship itself. 
or on which the techniques of manage- A list of wildlife schools is issued 
ment are being tested. That is to say, periodically by the U. S. Bureau of 

a school must be practicing manage- Biological Survey, Washington, D. C. 

ment and critically appraising its suc- The 1938 list is Wildlife Research and 

cess before it can teach students todo Management Leaflet BS-98.
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fm : os The Farrer as a Conservationist 
by Aldo Leopold 

( } 

4 | HEN the land does well for its owner, and the owner does well by his lami-- 

Wy / when both end up better by reason of their partnership--then we have con- 

iY servation, When one or the other grows poorer, either in substance, or in 
character, or in responsiveness to sun, wind and rain, then we have something else, 
and it is something we do not like. 

Let's admit at the outset that harmony between men and land, like harmony 
between neighbors, is an ideal--and one we shall never attain, Only glib and igno- 
rant men, unable to feel the mighty currents of history, unable to see the incredible 
complexity of agriculture itself, can promise any early attainment of that ideal, 

But any man who respects himself and his land can try to. 

SRK 

: Land Gets Out of Order : 

Waar is the nature of the process by which men destroy their land? What 

kind of events mde it possible for that much-quoted old-timer to say: "You can't 
tell me about farming; I've worn out three farms already, and this is my fourth"? * 
Most thinkers have pictured for us a process of gradual exhaustion. Iland, they say, 

is like a bank account: If you draw more’than the interest, the principal dwindles, 

When Van Hise wrote his famous definition, "Conservation is wise use," he meant, I 
think, restrained use. Certainly conservation means restraint, but there is some- 

’ thing else that needs to be said, and I am going to try to say it.’ The thing that 

tobe hits me in.the.eye is that many land resourees, when they are used, get out of order 
and disappear or deteriorate before anyone has a chance to exhaust then. Sometimes 

we have deterioration before there is any exhaustion. 

I ask you to’look at the eroding farms of Wisconsin. When our grandfathers 

first broke this land, did it melt away with cvcory rainstorm that happened to fall 
on a thawed frost-pan, or in a furrow not exactly on contour? It did not. The newly 

broken soil was tough, resistant, elastic to strain. Soil treatments which were safe 
then would be suicidal now. Erosion experts tell us that more fertility is going 
down fiver than up into crops. What they mean is that something has gotten out of 

order, that we are losing soil before wetve had a chance to exhaust it. In short, the 
soil bank is tottering, and that is more important to conservation than whether we 
have overdrawn or underdrawn our interest. 

Fire Destroyed Soil end Seed 

Look at our forests. Did we build barns out of all the pinerics whieh once 

covered the northern counties? No. As scon as we had opened some big slashings‘ we 

made a path for fires to invade the wocds. Fireseut off growth and reproduction, 

which are the natural forces of recovery in the forest resource. They outran the 

lumberman and they mopped up behind him, destroying not only thé timber but also the 

soil and the seed. If we could’have kept the soil and the seed, we should be har- : 
vesting a new crop of pines now, recardless of whether the virgin crop was cut too 

*Preseted at Wisconsin Farm and Home Week, University of Wisconsin, February, 

1939.
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fast or too slow. The real damage was not so much the overcutting, it was the run 

on the soil-timber bank. 

A still clearer example is found in our woodlots today. Not many farmers 

have‘any hankering to pay cash for coal or fenceposts. Yet by pasturing their wood- 

lots, and thus preventing all new growth, nine farmers out of ten are forcing them- 

selves gradually into a fuelless, postless status. Overdrawing the interest from 

the woodlot bank is perhaps serious, but it is a bagatelle compared with destroying 
the capacity of the woodlot to yield interest. Here again we see awkward use, 

rather than over-use, disordering the natural mechanism of recovery. 

Animal Life, Too, Gets Out of Order 

‘ In wildlife the losses from the disordering of natural mechanisms have, I 
suspect, far excéeded the losses from outright exhaustion. Consider the thing we 

call "the cycle", which deprives us of all kinds of grouse and rabbits about seven 

years out of every ten. Were grouse and rabbits always and everywhere cyclic? I 

used to think so, but I now doubt it. I suspect that cycles are a disorder’of ani- 

mol populations, in some way spread by awkward land-use. We don't know how, because 

we do not yet know what a cycle is. In the far north cycles are probably natural and 

inherent, for’we find them in the untouched wilderness, but down here I suspect they 

are spreading, both in geographic sweep and in number of species affected. 

Consider the growing dependence of fishing waters on artificial restocking, 
Fish experts agrce that a big part of this loss of toughness inheres in the disorder- 

ing of waters by erosion and pollution. Hundreds of southerly trout streams which 

once produced natural brook trout are stepping down the ladder of productivity to 

artificial brown trout, and finally to carp. As the fish resource dwindles, the 
flood and erosion losses grow. Both are expressions of a single deterioration. Both 

are not so much exhaustion of e resource as the sickening of a resource, 

Consider deer. Here we have no exhaustion; perhaps we have too many dcer, 

But every woodsman knows that deer in many places’are exterminating the plants on 

which they depend for wintcr food. Some of these, such as white cedar, are import-— 

ant forest trees. Dcer did not always destroy their range. Something is out of 

kilter. Perhaps it was a mistake to clean out the wolves; perhaps natural cnemics 

are ossential as a kind of thermostat to close the "draft" on the deer supply. I 

know of deer herds in Mexico’which never get out of kilter with their range; there 

are wolves end cougars there, and always plenty of decr but never too many. There is 
substantial balance between these deer and their range, just as there was substantial 

balance between the buffalo and the prairie. 

Now to my point: Conservation is a question of keeping the resource in 

working order, as well as a question of preventing over-use. Resources may get out 
of order before they are exhausted, sometimes while they are still abundant. Con- 

servation therefore is a positive exercise of skill and insight, not merely a nega- 

tive exercise of abstinence or caution. 

2K K 

Curiosity and Pride of Understanding Neoded 

What is meant by skill and insight? 

This is the age of engineers, For proof of this I look not so much to 

Boulder Dams or China Clippers, as to the farmer boy tending his tractor, or building
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his own radio. In a surprising number of men there burns a curiosity about machines, 

a loving care in their construction, maintenance, and use. This bent for mechanisms. 
even though clothed in greasy overalls, is often the pure fire of intellect. It is 

the earmark of our times, 

I think everyone knows this, but what few of us realize is that an equal 
bent for the mechanisms of nature is a possible earmark of some future gonerction,. 

No one dreemed, a hundred years ago, that metal, air, petroleum, and elec+ 
tricity could coordinate as an engine. Few realize today that soil, water, plants, 
nd animals ere an engine, subject, like any other, to derangement. Perhaps the 

comparison is not accurate, but I think one part of it is: Our present skill in the 

care of mechanical engines did not arise from fear lest they fail to do their work. 
Prudence never kindled such a fire in the human mind. Rather was it born of curios- 
ity and pride of understanding. Real skill with the husbandry of land is barn of 
curiosity and pride. I have no hope for conservation born of fear. The 4-H boy who 
becomes curious about why red pines need more acid than white is closer to cors rva- 
t.on than he who writes a prize essay on the dangers of timber famine, 

se KOK 

Must Metch Subsidy with Skill 

This necessity for skill, for - lively and vital curiosity sbout the work- 
ings of the biological engine, can teach us something about the probable success of 
farm conservation policies. We seem to be trying two policies, education and sub- 
sidy.’ The compulsory teaching of conservation in schools, tho 4-H conservation pro- 
jects, and school forests are examples of the first. The woodlot tax law, state 
game and tree nurseries, the crop control program, and the soil conservation program 
are examples of the second. I offer this opinion: These public aids to better pri- 
rate land use will accomplish their purpose only as the farmer mtches them with this 
thing which I have called skill, 

Only he who has built a terrace, or plamted a pine grove, or tricd to raise 
a better crop of birds can appreciate how easy it is to fail; how futile it is to 
passively follow a recipe without understanding the mechanisms behind it. It takes ‘ 
something more then "bait" to suc¢eed in conservation, Gan our schools, by teaching, 
create this something? I hope so, but I doubt it, unless the child brings to the 
school something he got et home. ‘Thus we have traversed a circle. We want this new 
thing, we have asked the schools and the government to help us catch it, but we have 
“cracked it back to our own doorstep. 

se ROK 

I feel sure that there is truth in these conclusions about the humin quale 
ities requisite to better lend use, I am less sure about mny puzzling questions of 
corservation economics, 

Can a mn afford to devote land to woods, mrsh, pond, windbreaks? These 
are scmi-economic land uses, i.e., they heave utility but they also yield non-ceonomic 
penefits. 

Can 2 min afford to devote land to fencerows for the birds, to snag-trees 
for the coons and flying squirrels? Here the utility shrinks to what the chemist 
calls "a trace."
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Can we Afford to Save a Patch of Ladyslippers? 

Can a man afford to devote land to an historic oak, a patch of ladyslippers, 

} a remnant of prairie, or just scenery? ‘Here the utility shrinks to zero, Yet con- 

$ servation is any or all of these things. % 

Many labored arguments are in print proving that conservation pays economic 
dividends. I can add’nothing to these arguments. It seems to me, though, that some- 
thing has gone unsaid,‘and I shall try to say it. It seems to me that the pattern 
of the rural landscape, like the configuration of our own bodies, hes in it (or 
shoulé have’in it) a certain wholeness, No one consures a man who loses his leg in. 
an accident, or who was born with only four fingers, but we should look askance ata 
man who amputated a natural part on the grounds that some other is more profitable. 

The conparison is of course exaggerated; we hed to amputate many marshes, ponds, and 

woods to mke the land habitable, but to entirely remove any ma tural feature from 

representation in the rural landscape seems to mc a defacement which the calm ver- 
dict of history will not approve, either as good eonservation, good taste, or good 

economics. 

‘Let's take a single natural feature: The farm pond. Our godfather, the 

Ice-king, who was in on the christening of Wisconsin,‘dug hundreds of them for us. 
We have drained ninety-nine. If you don't believe it, look on the original survey- 

ats plat of your township; in 1840 he probably mopped water in dozens of spots where 

in 1940 you may be praying for rain. I have an undrained pond on my farm. You 

should see the farm families flock to it of a Sunday--cverybody from old grandfather 

to the new pup--each bent on the particular aquatic sport, from water liliés to blue- 

gills, suited to his (or her) age and waistline. In 1840, or even in 1900, many of 

these_farm: familics_had ponds of their own, If some drainage promoter had not solid 

them tiles, or a share in a steam shovel, or some other dream of sudden affluence, 
many of them would still have their own water lilies, their own bluegills, their 
owh swimming hole, their own redwings to hover over a buttonbush and proclaim to all 

the world that spring is here. 

We Have Excess Plowland 

Back, now, to’economics, If this were Germany, or Denmark, with many 
people and little land, it might be idle to dream about lnnd-use luxuries for every 

farm family that wants them. But we have excess plowland; our conviction of this is 

so unanimous that we spend billions out of the public chest to retire the surplus 

from cultivation. In the face of such an’ excess, can any reasonabie man claim that 
economics prevents us from getting a life, as well as a livelihood, from our acres? 

Sometimes I think that idens, like men, can become dictators. We Americans 
have so far escaped regimentation by our rulers, but have we escaped regimentation 

by our own ideas? I doubt if there exists today a more complete regimentation of the 

human mind than that accomplished by our doetrine of ruthless utilitarianism. The 
saving grace of democracy is that we fastened this yoke on our own necks, and we can 

cast it off when we want to, without severing the neck. Conservation is perhaps one 
of the many squirmings which foreshadow this act of self-liberation. 

SDK : 

The principle of wholeness in the farm landscape involves, I think, some- 

thing more than indulgence in land-use luxuries. Try to send your mim up in an | 

airplane; look at your mative state and try to see the trend of our tinkerings with
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fields and forests, waters and soils. We have gone in for governmental conservatio21 
on a huge scale, Government is slowly but. surely pushing considerable of northern’ 
Wisconsin back into-forest; some of the central district back into mrsh and scrub. 
This, I think, is as it should be. But the cow in the woodlot, ably assisted by the 
“xe, the depression, the June beetle, the drouth, and a job lot of pests and diseaser 
still unnamed, is just as surely making southern Wisconsin a trecless agricultural 
steppe. There was a time when the cessation of prairie fires added trees to south~ 
ern Wisconsin faster than the settlers subtracted them: But that time is now past. 
In another generation many southern counties will look, as far as trees‘are concerncd 
like the Ukraine, or the Canadian wheatlands. ‘To a telescope from Mars, northern 
Wisconsin in winter’will be nearly solid black, southern Wisconsin nearly soli 
vLitee 

Stated in acres or board feet this may be a forestry program, but is it 
harmony between men and land? How shall we use forests to protect our vulnerable 
hillsides and riverbanks from erosion when the bulk of the timber is up north on the 
sands where there is less erosion? To shelter wildlife when all the focd is in one 
county; and all the cover in another? T.: break the wind when the black country has’ 
no wind, the white country far too much wind? For recreation when it takes a week, 
vather than an hour, to get umler a pine? Doesn't conservation imply a certain dis- 
persion of land-uses, a’certain pepper-and-salt pattern in the warp and woof of the 
land-use fabric? Is so, can government alone do the weaving? I think not. 

What the Individual Can Do 

‘ If then, the individual farmer must help weave the rug on which America 
stants, shall he weave into it only the sober yarns which warm the feet, or also sonic 
of the colors which warm the eye and heart? Granted there my be a question which 
alternative returns him the most profit as an individual, can there be any question 
which is best for his community? Is the individual farmer capable of dedicating. oa — 
private land to uses which clearly profit the community, even though they my not so 
clearly profit him? 

These questions are casy to ask; not so’easy to answer. I would like to 
avoid mere pipe-dreaming. I see, here an@‘there, some new actions which may indicate 
the trend of the’mass-mind. I am thinking, for example, of the windbreaks, the ever- 
green snowfences, hundreds of which are peeping up this winter out of the drifted - 
snows of our santy counties. Part of these plantings are subsidized by town boards, 
out in many the only subsidy is the nursery stock. Here then is a dedication of 
private land to a community purpose, a private lnbor for a public gein. These wind- 
breaks do little good until many landowners install them; much good after they dot 
the whole countryside. But this "much good" is an undivided surplus, not payable in 
dollars, but rather in fertility, peace, comfort, in the sense of something alive ani- 
growifg. To be suré the private acres sacrificed to winibreaks are not very valuable, 
but I, nevertheless, sce in them a casting off of old ideas. It pleases me that 
farmers, pinched rather than affluent in pocketbook, should do this new thing, It 
foreshadows the thing I call conservation. 

sek KOK 

Let me give one example of community planting where the thing to be planted 
1s not trees but thoughts. I want to plant in your mind some thoughts about a bush, 
Here is a limb of that bush. It is called bog birch. : 

I have selected it because it is such a mousy, unobtrusive, inconspicuous, 
uninteresting little bush. You probably have it in your marsh but have never noticed
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it. It bears no flower that you would recognize as such, no fruit which bird or beast 

could eat. It doesn't grow into a trec which you could use, It does no harm, no 

good. It doesn't even turn color in fall, Altogether it is the perfect example of 

nonentity in bushes; a biological bore, 

Most Humble Serve a Purpose 

But is it? Onee I was following the tracks of some starving deer. The 

tracks led from one bog birch to another; the browsed tips showed the decr were liv- 

ing on it, to the exclusion of scores of other kinds of bushes. Once'in a blizzard 

I saw a flock of prairie chickens, unable to find grain or weed secds, eating bog 

birch buds. They were fat, 

Last summer’the botanists of the University Arboretum came to me in alarm, 

The brush, they said, was shading out the white ladyslippers in the Arboretum marsh. 

Would I ask the CCC’crews to clear it? We all treasure these ledyslippers. When I 

examined the ground, I found the offending brush was’bog birch, I cut this sample. 

Notice that for successive years up to two years ago, rabbits had mowed it down, In ~ 

1936 and 1937 the rabbits had sparcd it, hence it grew up and shaded the ladyslippers. 

Why sparciit? Obviously the cycle; there were no rabbits these two years. This win- 

ter I notice them mowing off the bog birch as usual. 

It appears, then, that our little non-entity, the bog birch, is important 

after all.‘ It spells life or death to particular birds, beasts, flowers. If, as 

some think, cycles are caused’ by sunspots, the bog birch might even be called a sort 

of envoy for the soler system, dealing out appeasement to the rabbit, in the course 

of which a suppressed orchid finds its place in the sun, 

The bog birch is one of perhaps 500 creatures which we look at, or step on; 

every day. There are 350 birds, 90 mammals, 150 fishes, 70 reptiles and amphibians, 

and a vastly greater number of plants and insects native to Wisconsin. Disregarding 

all those species tov small or too obscure to be visible to the layman, there are 

still hundreds whose lives we might know, but don't. I have trenslated for you one 

little scene out of the dram. of one species. Each of the 500 has its own drama. 

The stage is your farm, You walk among the players in all your daily tasks, but you 

seldom see any drama, because you do not understan?d their language. Neither do I, 
save for a few lincs here and there. Would it be fun for all of us to learn more of 

that language? : 

Drama in the Red Barn 

One of the’se]f-imposed yokes we are emsting off is the false idea that farm 

life is dull. What, for example, is the meaning of John Steuart Curry, Gtant Wood, 
Thoms Benton? They arc showing us drama in the red barn, the stark silo, the team 
heaving over the hill, the country store black against the sunset. All I am saying 
is that there is also drama in every bush, if you can see it. When enough men know 
this, we need fear no indifference to the welfare of bushes, or birds, or soils, or 
trecs, We shall heve no need of the word conservation, for we shall have the thing 

itself, 

What will a Wisconsin farm look like when conservation will have moved to the 

country? 

Begin with the creek, It will be unstraightoned. The farmer would no‘more 

mutilate his ereek than his own face. If he has inheritedt a straightened creek, it 

will be "explained" to visitors like a pock-mark or a wooden leg.
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The creek banks are wooded and ungrazed. In the woods, young straight 

tinber-bearing trees predominate, but there is also a sprinkling of hollow-limbed 

veterans left for the owls and squirrels, ond of down logs left for the coons and 

fur-bearers. On the edge of the woods are a few wide-spreading hickories and walnuts 

for nutting., Much is expected of this ¢reek and its woods, and much obtained; cord- 

wood, posts, and sawlogs; flood control, fishing ani swimming; nuts and wildflowers; 
fur and feather. Should it fail to yield an owl-hoot or a mess of quail on demand, 
or a bunch of sweet william or a ¢coon-hunt in season, the matter will be cause for 

injured pride and family scrutiny, like a check marked "no funds." 

Visitors when taken to the woods often ask, "Don't the owls eat your chick- 
ens?" Our farmer knows this is coming. For answer, he walks over to a leafy white 

oak and picks up one of the pellets dropped by the roosting owls. He’shows the 

visitor how to tear apart the matted felt of mousehair and rabbit fur, how to find 

inside the whitened skulls and teeth of the bird's prey. "See any chickens?" he ~ 

asks. Then he explains that his owls happen not to have the’ chicken-eating habit, 

They ere valuable to him, he says, hot only for killing mice, but for excluding other 

owls which might eat chickens. They get a few quail and many rabbits, but these, he 

thinks, can be spared, 

The fields and pastures of’this farm, like its sons and daughters, are a 
mixture of wild and tame attributes, all built on a foundation of good health. The 
health of the fields is their fertility, On the parlor wall, hangs a chart of the - 

farm's soil analyses; its sustained percentages of organic matter and mineral salts, 

its flocculation and its moisture-holding capacity. 

Balance of Wild Life and Tame 

Separating the fields are fencerows which represent a happy balance’ between 
gain in wildlife and loss in plowland. The fencerows are not cleaned yearly, neither 

are they allowed to grow indefinitely. In addition to’ birdsong and scenery, quail ‘ 
and pheasants, they yield prairie flowers, wild grapes, raspberries, plums, hazelnuts 

and here and there a hickory beyond the reach of the woodlot squirrels. It is a 

point of pride to use electric fences only for temporary enclosures. 

Around the farmstead are historic oaks which are cherished with both pride 

and skill.’ That the June beetles once got one is remembered as a slip in pasture ’ 
management, not to be repeated, The farmer has opinions about the age of his oaks, 

and their relation to local history. It is a matter of neighborhood debate whose 
oaks are most clearly relics of oak-opening days, whether the healed scar on the base 
of one tree is the result of a prairie fire or a pioncerts trash pile. Martin house 

and feeding station, wildflower bed and old orchard go with the farmstead as a matter 

of course. The old orchard yields some apples but'mostly birds. The bird list for 

this farm is 161 species, One neighbor claims 165, but there is reason to suspect he 

is fulging. He drained his pond; how could he possibly reach 165? 

His pond is our farmer's special badge of distinction. Stock is allowed to 
water’at one end only; the rest of the shore is fenced off for the ducks, rails, red- 

wings, gallinules, and muskrats. Last spring, by judicious baiting and decoys, two 
hundred ducks were induced to rest there a full month. In August, yellow-legs used 

the bare mud of the water-gap. In September of each year the pond yields an armful of 

waterlilies. In the winter there is skating for the youngsters, and a neat dozen of 

rat-pelts for the boys' pin-money. The farmer remembers a contractor who once tried 

to talk drainage. Pondless farms were the fashion in those days. But in the drouths 

of the thirties when the wells went dry, everybody learned that water, like roads and 

schools, is community property. You can't. hurry weter down the creek without hurting 
the creek, the neighbors, and yourself,



08. 

Cen Keep Rondside in Natural State 

The roadside fronting the farm is regarded es the special refuge for the 

prairie flora; the educational museum where the soils and plants of pre-scettlement 

days are preserved. When rofessers from the Cohlege want a sample of virgin’ 

: prairie soil, they know they can get it here. To keep this roadside in prairie, it 

.. cleaned annually, always by burning, never by mowing or cutting. The farmer 

tells a funny story of the hishway engineer who once started to grade the cutbanks 
all the way back to the fence. It developed that the poor engineer had never leatfned 

the difference betwecn 2 Silphium and a sunflower. He knew his sines and cosines, 
but he hed never heard of the plant succession. He couldn't understand that to tear 

out all of the preiric sod would convert the whole highway into an eyesore of quack 

and thistle. 

In the clover fielé fronting the road is a huge glaciel erratic of pink ° 

‘ranite. Every year, when the geology teacher brings her class out to look at it, 

our farmer tells’how once, on a vacation trip, he matched a chip of the boulder to 
its parent ledge, two hundred miles to the north. This starts him on a little ora- 

tion on glaciers; how the ice gave him not only the rock, but also the pond, and the 
gravel pit where the kincfisher and the bank swallows nest; how a powder salesman 
onee asked for permission to blow up the old rock "as a demonstration in modern met- 
hods." He does not have to explain his little joke to the children, 

: tf 
He is a reminiscent fellow, this farmer, Get him wound up and you will hers 

many a curious ticbit of rural history. Hé will tell you of the mad decade when the, 
taught economics in the local kindergarten, but the college president couldn't tell 
a bluebird from a blue cohosh. Everybody worried about getting his share; nobody 
worried about doing his bit. One farm would go down the river, to be dredged out of 
the Mississippi at another former's expense. Tame crops were over-produced, but 
nobody had room for wila crops. "It's a wonder this farm came out of it without a 
concrete creek and a—Chinese clm on the lewn." This is his whimsical way-of-deseribs———— 
ing the early fumblincs for "conservation,". 

cotter
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WILDLIFE FOOD PATCHES IN SOUTHERN ; 
WISCONSIN 

Aldo Leopold, Ellwood B. Moore, and Lyle K. Sowls 

Beginning about 1933, hundreds of _ likely to become a source of infection by 
food patches have been planted yearly parasites and disease. Until covered by 
in Wisconsin, mostly by the Soil Con- snow or exhausted, it demands less at- 
servation Service, the Resettlement tention than the feeding station. 
Administration, and sportsmen’s clubs The experiments reported in this 
cooperating with the State Conserva- paper were an attempt to reappraise 
tion Department. the food patch, not as a self-sufficient 

The results have been disappointing, means of wintering birds, but as a sup- 
usually for one or more of four reasons: plement to wild foods, farm crops, and 
(1) Use of inferior soil; (2) Insufficient feeding stations. 
size; (3) Broadcast sowing of crops From this new viewpoint the food 
which yield well only under row cultiva- patch becomes a technical problem in 
tion; and (4) Shattering, lodging, or design. For each locality and wildlife 
exhaustion of the crop before the criti- population there is a combination of 
cal winter period. food patch crops, crop residues, nat- : 

The first three causes suggest their ural foods, and feeding stations which 
own remedies: use good land or else offer the assortment of food properties ‘ 
fertilize; make larger patches; do not needed to meet the exigencies of the 
rely on broadcasting except for crops seasons in that locality. 
(like buckwheat) adapted to it. The tests' here reported were made 

The fourth cause of disappointment on the University Arboretum, a tract 
is the critical one. Previous to the kill- of 900 acres near Madison, well popu- 
ing winter of 1935-36 (1) it was hoped lated by pheasants and quail. In 1934, 
that food patches alone could be relied 1935, 1936, and 1937 a total of 30 
upon to carry birds through the winter, varieties was grown on 90 plots. Each 
as they do farther south. In Wisconsin, plot contained a different food plant, 
it is now clear that only corn shocks can or represented a different culture or 
be relied upon in all weathers. Supple- treatment. The series for each year 
mentary feeding is necessary during the aimed to offer the birds a cafeteria in 
worst part of the winter, especially for which their selections would be self- 
quail. recording. Use of each plot by game 

Notwithstanding this important limi- 1 Acknowledgment is made to the Civilian 
tation, it is clear that the food patch Conservation Corps for labor; to M. E. 
has positive values not obtainable from McCaffrey of the University Board of Re- 

: more artificial forms of feeding. Its gents for funds for seeds and plowing; to 
“bait” value (i.e., its power to attract H. W. MacKenzie, State Director of Con- 
and hold wandering birds in fall) is — for ceollecting permite atv er cot 

= $4 : = . L. Stone for identification of seeds found 
superior to any feeding station. It in- jn pheasant stomachs; and to Prof. George ° 
volves less risk of predation and is less __M. Briggs for agronomical advice. 

60 .
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. birds, mammals, and small birds was for fall baits can be written. One must 

checked by tracks, sign, flushing, and learn by local experience what baits 

observation from blinds. In 1936 and __ will serve local objectives. 
x 1937 these observations were further Tall bait crops, to be available, must 

verified, in the case of pheasants, by either lodge early or shatter early. 

study of a series of 40 stomachs taken Game bait crops which lodge early: 

weekly through the fall, winter, and  feterita, dwarf yellow milo, buckwheat. 

early spring. Game bait crops which shatter early: 
The conclusions are presented first common hemp would probably be valu- 

in terms of seasonal lists, then in terms able if not exhausted by small birds. 
of plant varieties. The seasonal lists Small bird bait crops: hegari, kafir, 

include besides food patch plants the sunflowers, hemp, dwarf yellow milo, 
food-producing weeds obtainable on common millet. Erectness in the first 
fallow. four, and non-shattering in the first 

Sukaenaa Lists three, favor small birds. 
Weed baits: lesser ragweed (Ambro- 

Late summer foods. Summer foods _ sia artemisiifolia), yellow foxtail, smart- 

must either ripen early or be palatable weed, climbing false buckwheat. 

during the green stage. Winter foods. If these do not stand 
‘ Crops which ripen early: common up in snow they must be stacked. 

millet, winter rye, wheat, buckwheat. Foods which stand up must also be 

The millet is of doubtful value except too unpalatable to be exhausted in fall, 

: for small birds. or must have seeds of retarded avail- 
Palatable during green stage: Canada _ ability. Thus use of corn is retarded by 

peas. reason of its tall stalk and protective 

Weeds: yellowfoxtail (Setariaglauca), husk, soybean by reason of its tight 
climbing false buckwheat (Polygonum pod. Both stand up better than any 

scandens), and panic grass (Panicum other known food plants except the 
sp.) stiff-stemmed sorghums. Soybeans, fur- 

These summer foods were used by thermore, are low enough in palatabil- 
pheasants and small birds. We have ity to escape small bird loss and to 

no evidence that quail ate food patch postpone heavy consumption by game 

crops until after ragweed seeds became _ birds until cold weather. 
scarce in fall. Quail, however, patronize Retarded crops which stand up: 
the food weeds in summer. corn, soybeans. 

Fall foods. The hunting season and Crops for stacking: buckwheat, rye, 

the fall shuffle are strong dispersive wheat, common millet, early amber 

forces. To counteract them, bait foods sorghum, soybeans. Also any of the fall 
must be offered which are more palata- baits that small birds allow to ripen. 

ble than the wild foods and crop residues Weeds which stand up: lesser rag- 
so abundant at that season. But fall weed; climbing false buckwheat may be 

also brings hordes of migrant birds supported. 

: which often exhaust such baits before Spring foods. Weak-stemmed plants 

they ripen. Hence no general recipe of low palatability that break down and
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remain under the snow until spring, or Feterita. Lodged badly in October; J 

winter foods planted in largeenough the seeds were found in large quanti- 

quantity to last. ties in pheasant stomachs until ex- 
Crops which hold over under the hausted about the middle of November. 2 

snow: rye, Sudan grass, German millet, The great amount eaten during this 

common millet. period, when weed seeds and palatable 
Winter foods good for spring if the grains were abundant, indicates high 

supply is large enough: corn, soybeans, _ palatability. These properties eliminate 
all the crops good for stacking. feterita both as a stacking crop and as 

We feared at first that shattering a standing winter crop, but favor it as 

grains like rye would work into the a fall bait. 
ground with the fall frosts and thus Culture: drill rows 3 feet apart at the 
become unavailable in spring. The oc- rate of 6 pounds per acre. 

currence of rye in spring pheasant Dwarf yellow milo. Taken eagerly by 

crops, however, indicates that these small birds. It lodged in October and 

Tasiz 1 

PHENOLOGY AND USE OF FOOD CROPS 

Crop pRnte 4|Bloom| Mitk | Set |Lodged| Ripe |Shattered|Exhausted| Eaten by | Eaten by | 

Gorm 5/25 | 7/25 | 8/ 6 | 9/1 | 10/1 | 9/20| none 4/1 | 8/1-9/6| 8/25- 4/1 : 
eatfanch 5/30 | 8/ 1 | 8/30 | 9/ 9 | none | 9/30 2/9 4/1 none 10/15- 4/ 1 

bltok Wisoonsin| 8/80 | 7/26 | 8/ 9 | 8/80 | none | 9/1] 2/9 | 4/1 | none 10/15- 4/ 1 : 
sorghum 5/30 | 7/ 3 | 8/ 9 | 8/25 | 10/30 | 9/25 | none 4/1 | 10/ 1- 3/1 | 10/25- 3/1 : 
Dwarf yellow 
milo 5/25 | 8/ 1 | 8/20 | 8/30 | 10/15 | 9/20 none 12/1 8/20-12/ 1 | 10/ 8-12/ 1 

Hegari 5/25 | 8/ 7 | 8/12 | 9/ 9 | none 9/25 - 1l/ 7 7/21-11/ 7 | 10/ 7-11/ 7 

Feterta | Bae] 8/1 | 8/20 | 9/1 | tosis | 8/28 | toeo | tuys | ratte | toy fans 
Gommanranies’ | 8/38 | 7/20 | 8/4 | 8/30] 12/1 | 6/2 | none | s/n | af ic ay | mone 
Sudan grass 5/25 | 7/20 | 8/ 1 | 8/20 | 10/20 | 9/12 10/30 3/25 8/12- 4/ 1 3/ 1- 4/15 
Rye paevions 5/15 | 6/ 1} 8/1 7/12 | 7/6 7/10 none none 8/ 1-4/1 

Spring wheat [°°S/'1| 7/9 | 7/13 | 716 | 7/30 | 730 | none 8/25 | 7/25- 8/25 | _7/30- 8/25 
Sunflower 5/25 | 7/26 | 8/25 | 9/ 1 | 11/ 1 | 10/8 none 11/1 10/ 8-11/ 1 | 10/20-11/ 1 
Buckwheat 6/1)| 7/1 | 7/30 | 8/30 9/ 1 | 9/10 10/1 11/1 7/30- 9/15-11/ 1 

birds scratch it out, even though em- was thus made available to game birds 
bedded in the soil. early. As a fall bait for game it is not 

as good as feterita because a larger 
Variety Tests proportion of the seeds are consumed 

We here present a list of the crops by small birds. 

tested, classified according to their prop- Culture: drill rows 3 feet apart at the 
erties, with detailed observations on rate of 5 pounds per acre. 

each crop. Early amber sorghum. Shattered little. 
Lodged badly, usually by bending over 

(A) Weak-stemmed palatable sorghums = ang forming a canopy above the 

Too weak to stand up during the ground. However, during one wet fall, 

winter, but seeds palatable enough for _ it all broke at ground level and became 
fall use. lost under the snow.
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‘ Of eight grains tested in hoppers, (C) Stiff-stemmed palatable sorghums 
Hawkins (2) found this the least palat- Hegari. More resistant to lodging 

: able. In August and September, stalks than any other sorghum. It tillers freely 
in food patches were artificially lodged and thus furnishes excellent cover. It is 
so that the seeds were within easy 4 palatable to small birds that the 
reach of game birds. No feeding sign bulk of the seeds were taken during the 
developed until the middle of October 5,1) migration by goldfinches, black- 
and it was only after the snowfalls of birds, and sparrows. This early ex- 
December that game birds began tak- paystion occurred in the milk stage 
ing this grain regularly. The food patch ang was followed by mildew, so game 
tests thus corroborate the hopper tests birds had no chance to use it. 

of palatability. : : ; It would rate as excellent fall bait 
Quail took this grain more readily here small birds allowed it to ripen. 

than pheasants. It was eaten by small Culture: drill rows 3 feet apart at 
birds during the fall migration, but not the rate of 4 pounds per acre. 

exhausted. The droppings of birds White kafir. Has the same properties 
which eat it have a purple color. as hegari, except that it does not tiller 

It may be rated as a good late fall 4, much. Exhaustion of both crops by 
food, but not as a fall bait. It is usable al) birds occurred at the same time, 

: CAA stacking crop for winter. : so that both were unavailable in winter. 
: Culture: yielded best when drilled 4 small patch broadcast thickly for 

; in rows 3 feet apart at the rate of 6 cover reached a height of about three 
pounds per acre. Broadcasting was @ feet and looked much like heavy broom 

failure. sedge. 

Rox orange sorghum. Tried in 1935. Culture: drill rows 24 feet apart at 
Taller than early amber, but appar- the rate of 6 pounds per acre. 

ently similar in properties. 
(D) Small grains 

(B) Stiff-stemmed unpalatable sorghums Sudan grass. Low in palatability; re- 

Stems stiff enough to prevent lodging jected by game birds as long as other 
in winter; seeds unpalatable enough to foods were available. English sparrows 

escape exhaustion during the fall mi- and juncos fed upon it occasionally 
gration. during the winter. In November, the 

Wheatland milo. Has short, erect heads broke away from the stalks and 
heads; stands up well, even in winter. were lost under the snow. They became 

Our only seeding had to be replanted, available again in spring, small birds 
hence did not mature well. Was used working the ground during April. We 

sparingly by game birds, only a few rate Sudan as of some value for song 

seeds being found in stomachs of the birds, but of little use to game except 

pheasants collected. This low palata- as a spring food. 
bility rating coincides with conclusions Culture: broadcast 20 pounds per 

drawn by Hawkins from hopper tests. acre. 

Culture: drill rows 23 feet apart at Hog millet or proso; Early fortune 

the rate of 5 pounds per acre. millet. These millets mature and shatter
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very early; other properties inconclu- Culture: broadcast 6 pecks per acre : 
sive. in fall. 

Common millet. Distinctly a summer 
small bird crop. It was taken by gold- (£) Staple winter foods 2 
finches and red-winged blackbirds dur- Soybeans. We tried four varieties: 
ing August and September, but none Mukden, Manchu, Illini, and early 

was found in the pheasant stomachs black Wisconsin. All stand up well in 
collected. snow and ice, their seeds being about 

Culture: broadcast 20 pounds per 75 per cent available despite six inches 

acre. of snow. Shattering of pods began in 

German millet. Low in palatability; February but was gradual, many beans 

taken sparingly by small birds in fall being retained in the pods until spring. 
and spring. It was not found in pheas- Soybeans first appeared in pheasant 

ant stomachs, nor was it eaten when stomachs about October 15 and con- 

bundles were spread out in winter. It tinued to be an important food through- 
resisted lodging surprisingly well, and out the winter and early spring. Quail 

retained most of its grain in the heads_ readily took soybeans, and on many 
until spring. occasions they preferred them to corn 

Culture: broadcast 20 pounds per when both were available. We detected 
acre. no difference in palatability among the £ 

Spring wheat. A poor catch was ob- four varieties. 

tained so a fair appraisal cannot be Schmidt (3) lists soybeans as pre- 

made. Its high palatability in Hawkins’ ferred food for both sharp-tailed and - 
hopper tests indicates that it may be pinnated grouse. 

valuable as a summer and fall food. The soybean plots were damaged by 

Culture: broadcast 6 pecks per deer. Where deerare present, it is doubt- 

acre. ful practice to include soybeans in the 
Rye. Although Hawkins rated rye as food patch for game birds. Where it is 

unpalatable to game birds when fed in desired to attract deer, soybeans are 
trays, we found it in large quantities excellent bait. 

in pheasant stomachs during October, No damage was caused by small 

and in lesser amounts throughout win- _ birds. 

ter and early spring. Our winter rye Culture: drill in 24 foot rows at 50 
began to shatter in July and lodged pounds per acre. 
soon after. Rye re-seeds itself better Soybeans planted with corn provide 
than any other crop; a fair stand grew some food on fields where corn cannot 

the second year without additional be left over winter, but such soybeans 

seeding or cultivation. We consider rye are knocked down during the corn cut- 

as a good crop for summer, fall, and ting hence are liable to be buried in 
spring use, but of no value in winter. snow. 

We mixed vetch with rye but found Corn. Yellow dent corn was the food 

none of its seeds in stomachs. most sought by pheasants at all seasons. 
Winter rye is excellent fall and spring Large quantities were eaten while the ; 

bait for deer. corn was in the milk stage. This early
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~ availability was caused by blackbirds, ence in palatability to game birds be- 

which tore open the husks. From this tween sweet corn and yellow corn. 
evidence we suspect that the usual Jerusalem artichoke. Leopold (5) 

. absence of corn from stomachs of learned that this is an important food 

pheasants collected in early fall is due for pheasants and roe deer in Germany. 
to the greater availability of weed We tried it in 1937, when a patch 

seeds, rather than to preference for yielded well on poor soil despite dry 
them. weather. Striped spermophiles ate the 

During the winter, pheasants regu- leaves during the summer. 

larly walked over bundles of other The tubers of a few plants plowed up 
grains in order to reach corn, the ears of in the early fall were eagerly eaten by 
which were often partly buried under the pheasants. When these were gone, 

snow and ice. Yellow corn was taken in others, slightly exposed by erosion, 
preference to white. were discovered and eaten, and the 

Under the same field conditions, quail pheasants soon learned to dig for more 

rarely fed on corn, but directed their and so continue until frost. During 
attention to the smaller grains, par- January we dug up several hills of 

ticularly early amber sorghum and the tubers. They soon froze solid and were 
soybeans. At feeding stations, however, rejected by pheasants. 

‘ where ear corn was used exclusively, We believe this crop will prove valu- 
quail readily accepted it. able as a fall and spring pheasant food, 

In Hawkins’ hopper tests, corn but the tubers cannot be left exposed 
" headed the list for palatability to quail over the winter, as is done in Europe. 

as well as to pheasants. There is thus a Paul B. Riis found artichokes to be a 
discrepancy between hopper and field good bait for modifying the distribu- 

tests of corn for quail. tion of deer on an overstocked range 
Corn shocks left in the field are the near Rockford, Illinois. The tops as 

most complete single method of winter well as the tubers were eaten. 
feeding all game, including deer. Stand- In 1938 our patch showed a dense 

ing corn has more bait value, but is spread from every 1937 clump. This 

more likely to be covered by snow. aggressiveness warns us that Jerusalem 

Culture: drill rows 3 feet apart at the artichoke should not be planted unless 

rate of 7 pounds per acre. Corn broad- bordered by heavy sod so that it cannot 
cast in mixtures set no ears. escape. 

; Culture: rows 3 feet apart, 2 tubers 

(F) Miscellaneous per hill, hills 14 feet apart. 
Sweet corn. While in the milk stage, Canada peas. High in palatability; 

the soft ears were eaten by raccoons or eaten by quail and pheasants while still 

opossums. Hamilton (4) found that in the milk stage in early July. Striped 
corn and buckwheat were important spermophiles took about one-half of the 

foods of the raccoon in New York. They peas, causing exhaustion of the crop 
could probably be used as food patch before August 15. 

; grains for raccoons. Culture: drill in 2-foot rows at the 

Our experiments showed no differ- rate of 3 bushels per acre.
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Buckwheat. Both common and Tar- occurred regardless of the size of the ; 
tarian buckwheat were tried. They plot. 

lodged early and were covered by snow Culture: drill in rows at the rate of 5 
during most of the critical period. pounds per acre. : 

Both quail and pheasants were 
flushed from the buckwheat plots in Cuurure or Foop Patcu Crops 
fall, but very little feeding sign was Our experiments indicate that food 

found, and the grain did not appear patches are not worth while on soil not 

in the pheasant stomachs. Hawkins fertile enough for corn. Where it is 

learned, however, that it ranked high impossible to locate the patch on good 

in palatability when fed in trays. soil, it is necessary to fertilize. 

In central Wisconsin Schmidt found Our results with broadcasting of mix- 

buckwheat to be good fall and spring tures were poor. This runs counter to 

food for the sharp-tailed grouse, prairie the findings of Wight (7) and Allen in 

chicken and sandhill crane, and alsoa Michigan. In our trials, mixtures 
winter food if shocked. planted in rows and cultivated pro- 

Culture: broadcast 50 pounds per duced better than those which were 

acre. broadcast. 
Hemp. Both Manchurian and com- 

mon hemp were tried. Each was drilled Currore For Foop Weeps : 
and also broadcast. The common hemp The weeds which come up on fallow 
grew taller than the Manchurian but may be food weeds (like ragweed, 

both made fair cover, especially where smartweed, yellow foxtail, panic grass, : 

broadcast. Both produced a large climbing false buckwheat) or they may 

amount of seed which was all eaten by be species without food value (like 

small birds beginning in the milk. It horseweed, Erigeron canadensis, prickly 
was all gone by October. Hemp must lettuce, Lactuca scariola, sow thistle, 
occasionally escape exhaustion by song Sonchus sp.). 

birds, for Allen (6) reports pheasants What weeds one gets on fallow de- 
using it in January. pend on what seeds are stored (6) in 

Common hemp shatters early. Man- the soil and whether, how, and when 
churian hemp is alleged not to shatter, the soil is cultivated. It is not yet pos- 

but we were unable to verify this point sible to predict the food weeds resulting 

because of its early exhaustion. on any given soil from any given pre- 
A federal permit to grow hemp is re- paratory treatment except on the basis 

quired because of its use as a narcotic. of local experience. 

Culture: broadcast 40 pounds per In our experiments, either ragweed, 
acre or drill in 4-foot rows at the rate foxtail, or smartweed usually followed 

of 5 pounds per acre. the fallowing of any good soil, no matter 
Sunflowers. Cox (unpublished) found what the treatment. In low spots and 

that sunflowers wintered game birds in wet years smartweed usually came; 
in Minnesota. In our trials song birds in dryer spots and dry years, ragweed 
ate the entire crop of seeds in early fall, or foxtail. : 
leaving none for the game birds. This On poor dry fallows foxtail sometimes
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* came in, but never ragweed or smart- Correct forecast of needed size is 

weed. Poor dry soils, however, often especially important in patches which 

yielded only worthless species. Poor must be fenced against livestock. Fenc- 

é dry sands should never be fallowed for ing is necessary not only in pastures but 

weeds as they produce sandburs (Cen- also in fields where stock is turned loose 

chrus carolinianus). to glean the stubble in fall. 

Moister sands may yield foxtail the 

first year and still more valuable panic uae 
grass the second and third years. Panic ee eG ee 

is valuable summer bait for doves, but 4. Supplementary Food Patch. Hopper, rack, 
is exhausted by doves and rodents be- or other artificial feeding to be added 
fore fall. R Guune nee weather. 

tated pate: or game 

Climbing false buckwheat may come Fall bait not needed 
in on any soil from poor dry sands to me here ee 
good corn land. } buckwheat or feterita, } soybeans or 

corn, $ fallow. 

Dusienine THE Parca Monrose ee pe dor eesne 

With the foregoing properties of matinee =p soybeans 
plants in mind, the wildlife manager is dbuckynest or feterita, } corn or soy- 

is ready to select, for any given spot, For pannel add to any of above: 
those varieties of food patch plants Honaummier common millet, hemp, sun- 

which: (1) Fit the soil; (2) Tend to Ho fall’ ipsa white kafir, dwarf yel- 
3 hold or sustain the desired animal spe- low milo. 5 

cies; (3) Fill local gaps in wild foods, a ag ao — Rote : 

crop residues, and cover; and (4) 2 uve cioceea Roni or feceeiseoe 
Shorten the period for maintaining ar- beans, buckwheat, rye, or sorghum. 
tificial feeding stations. ae eal Te 

There remain only the questions of 

size and location of the patch. Table 2 presents a rough key for the 

Size. As pointed out by Hawkins, design of food patches. 
this varies not only with the population Location. Where corn is used, squir- 
to be fed and the amount of wild foods rels are present, and economy neces- 

and crop residues available, but with sary, locations in woods should be 

fluctuating wastage by rodents and the avoided. 
unpredictable length of pinch periods. Patches for quail must be near cover, 

Our experience indicates that } to 4 or near travel-lanes to cover. Patches 
acre is good, if some degree of winter for prairie chickens and Hungarian 

use is contemplated. If the patch is for partridge must be in open areas, the 

fall bait only, } acre will often suffice. more open the better. Grass cover 
If the patch is to be rotated with fal- nearby is good, but not large blocks of 

low either to supply weeds or maintain brush or timber. Patches for pheasants 

fertility, then the area reserved must may be either in, near, or far from 

be double or triple that actually cover. 
5 planted. All game birds gravitate toward
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marshes in severe weather. High up- bring out this variability. Dove has A 

land patches may fail to hold quail and accomplished this difficult feat. 

pheasants unless the cover is extra Aside from variations in palatability 

good. traceable to the animal, a given food 2 

doubtless exhibits variations in chemi- 
Comparison wita Horrer Txsts cal condition on different sites and 
The palatability ratings of foods under different conditions of curing and 

offered in patches did not always coin- storage. These may account for dis- 

cide with those for the same items crepancies between patch and hopper 
offered in hoppers. Why? We here tests. For example, in the hopper tests 
doubtless encounter the boundaries of Hawkins found year-old barley used in 

the unknown. Most animal research 1937 to be lower in palatability than 
proceeds on the assumption that cornis when fresh in 1936. Year-old buck- 

corn and quail are quail; i.e., a species wheat, however, was more palatable 
is a homogeneous entity within which than fresh buckwheat. 
any two individuals, at a given time It is clear, then, that we should not 

and place, will behave alike. expect complete consistency in food 

Dove (7) has proved the fallacy of selection, and that we do not get it 

this assumption. He points out that because there are variations within 
slight differences in heredity, magnified each kind of food and each kind of } 
by differences in environment and ex- bird. All “recipes’’ laid down in this 
perience, produce decided individuality paper are therefore only rules of thumb 

among domestic chickens in selection which usually work. , 
of foods. The principles of design, however, 

Similar variability is certainly to be may approach the status of dependable 

expected between individuals or local ecology. By clothing these principles 

groups in any wild species. Unfortu- with his own local experience, the wild- 
nately, wildlife managers have not de- life manager can gradually improve his 

vised experimental techniques that field practice. 
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“They are merely water poured into the already-thin soup.” Whiteface Mountain, in the Adirondacks, after it had _y ly. J 
been ‘developed’ for motor tourists
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Conservation Esthetic 
By Aldo Leopold 

y. love and war, few lands,something once abundant in 
enterprises are undertaken with the back forty. But that some- 

such abandon, or by such diverse thing must nevertheless be found. 
individuals, or with so paradoxical Like ions shot from the sun the 
a mixture of appetite and altruism, week-enders radiate from every 
as that group of avocations known town, generating heat and friction 
as outdoor recreation. It is, by as they go. A tourist industry pur- 
common consent, a good thing for veys bed and board to bait more ions 
people to get back to nature. But faster, further. Advertisements on 
wherein lies the goodness, and what rock and rill confide to all and sun- 
can be done to encourage its pursuit? dry the whereabouts of new retreats, 
On these questions there is confu- landscapes, hunting-grounds, and 
sion of counsel, and only the most fishing-lakes just beyond those re- 
uncritical minds are free from doubt. cently overrun. Bureaus build roads 

See into new hinterlands, then buy 
more hinterlands to absorb the exo- 

Recreation became a problem dus accelerated by the roads. A 
with a name in the days of the elder gadget industry pads the bumps 
Roosevelt, when the railroads against nature-in-the-raw; wood- 

which had banished the country- craft becomes the art of using gad- 
side from the city began to carry the gets. And now, to cap the pyramid 

’ city-dweller, en masse, to the coun- of banalities, the trailer. To him 
tryside. It began to be noticed that who seeks in the woods and moun- 
the greater the exodus, the smaller tains only those things obtainable 

: the per capita ration of peace, from travel or golf, the present 
solitude, wild life, and scenery, and situation is tolerable. But to him 
the longer the migration to reach who seeks something more, rec- 
them. : reation has become a self-destruc- 

The automobile has spread this tive process of seeking but never 
once mild and local predicament to quite finding; a major frustration of 
the outermost limits of good roads mechanized society. 
—it has made scarce in the hinter- The retreat of the wilderness un- 
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der the barrage of motorized tour- now is headed for Mexico City and 
ists is no local thing; Hudson points south. 
Bay, Alaska, Mexico, South Africa Lastly, there is the professional, 
are giving way, South America and striving through countless conser- 
Siberia are next. Drums along the vation organizations to give the 
Mohawk are now honks along the nature-seeking public what it wants, 
rivers of the world. Homo sapiens or to make it want what he has to 
putters no more under his own vine give. 
and fig tree; he has poured into his Why, it may be asked, should 
gas-tank the stored motivity of sucha diversity of folk be bracketed 
countless creatures aspiring through ina single category? Because each, 
the ages to wiggle their way to in his own way, is a hunter. And 
pastures new. Ant-like he swarms why does each call himself a con- 
the continents. servationist? Because the wild 

This is Outdoor Recreation, things he hunts for have eluded his 
Model 1938. grasp, and he hopes by some necro- 

Sues mancy of laws, appropriations, re- 
Who now is the recreationist, gional plans, reorganization of 

and what does he seek? A fewsam- departments, or other form of 
ples will remind us. mass-wishing, to make them stay 

Take a look, first, at any Duck put. 
marsh. A cordon of parked cars =f 
surrounds it. Crouched on each Recreation is commonly spoken 
point of its reedy margin is some of as an economic resource. Senate 
pillar of society, automatic ready, committees tell us, in reverent ci- 
trigger finger itching to break, if phers, how many millions the 
need be, every law of common- public spends in its pursuit. It has 
wealth or commonweal to kill a indeed an economic aspect—a cot- 
Duck. That he is already overfed tage on a fishing-lake, or even a 
in no way dampens his avidity for Duck-point on a marsh, may cost as 
gathering his meat from God. much as the entire adjacent farm. 
Wandering in the near-by woods It has also an ethical aspect. In 

is another pillar, hunting rare ferns the scramble for unspoiled places, 
or new Warblers. Because his kind codes and decalogues evolve. We 
of hunting seldom calls for theft or hear of ‘outdoor manners.’ We : 
pillage, he disdains the killer. Yet, indoctrinate youth. We print defi- 
like as not, in his youth he was nitions of ‘What is a sportsman?’ 
one. and hang a copy on the wall of ° 

At some near-by resort is still whosoever will pay a dollar for the 
another nature-lover—the kind who propagation of the faith. 
writes bad verse on birchbark. It is clear, though, that these 
Everywhere is the unspecialized economic and ethical manifesta- 
motorist whose recreation is mile- tions are results, not causes, of the 
age, who has run the gamut of the motive force. We seek contacts 
National Parks in one summer, and with nature because we derive pleas- 
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"The deer... are dwarfed by malnutrition” 

ure from them. As in opera, the hinterlands, and the chamber of 
economic machinery is employed to commerce to extend them, both in 
create and maintain facilities. Asin the name of recreation. The game- 
opera, professionals make a living farmer kills Hawks and the bird- 
out of creating and maintaining lover protects them, in the name of 
them, but it would be false to say of shotgun and field-glass hunting re- 
either that the basic motive, the spectively. Such factions commonly 
raison d'etre, is economic. The Duck- label each other with short and ugly 
hunter in his blind and the operatic names, when, in fact, each is con- 
singer on the stage, despite the sidering a different component of 
disparity of their accoutrements, the recreational process. As I shall 
are doing the same thing. Each is show shortly, these components 

. reviving, in play, a drama formerly differ widely in their characteristics or 
inherent in daily life. Both are, in properties. A given policy may be 
the last analysis, esthetic exercises. true of one but false for another. 

: duende It seems timely, therefore, to seg- 
Public policies for outdoor rec- regate the components, and to 

reation are controversial. Equally examine the distinctive character- 
conscientious citizens hold opposite istics or properties of each. 
views on what it is, and what We begin with the simplest and 

should be done to conserve its re- most obvious: the physical objects 
source-base. Thus the Wilderness which the outdoorsman may seek, 
Society seeks to exclude roads from find, capture, and carry away. In 
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this category are wild crops such as natural trout production. Pollution 
game and fish, and the symbols or has fouled its waters, or deforesta- 
tokens of achievement such as_ tion and trampling have warmed or 
heads, hides, photographs, and silted them. No one would claim 
specimens. that this trout has the same value as 

All these things rest upon the idea a wholly wild one caught out of 
of trophy. The pleasure they give is, some unmanaged stream in the high 
or should be, in the seeking as well Rockies. Its esthetic connotations 
as in the getting. The trophy are inferior, even though its capture 
whether it be a bird’s egg, a mess of may require skill. (Its liver, one 
trout, a basket of mushrooms, the authority says, is also so degener- 

photograph of a bear, the pressed ated by hatchery feeding as to fore- 
specimen of a wild flower, or a note bode an early death.) Yet several 
tucked into the cairn ona mountain over-fished states now depend al- 
peak, is a certificate. It attests that most entirely on-such man-made 
its owner has been somewhere and trout. 
done something—that he has exer- All intergrades of artificiality 
cised skill, persistence, or discrim- exist, but as mass-use increases it 
ination in the age-old feat of over- tends to push the whole gamut of : 
coming, outwitting, or reducing-to- conservation techniques toward the 

possession. These connotations artificial end, and the whole scale 
which attach to the trophy usually of trophy-values downward. 
far exceed its physical value. To safeguard this expensive, arti- 

But trophies differ in their re- ficial, and more or less helpless 
actions to mass-pursuit. The yield trout, the Conservation Commission 
of game and fish can, by means of feels impelled to kill all Herons and 
propagation or management, be in- Terns visiting the hatchery where it 
creased so as to give each hunter was raised, and all Mergansers and 
more, or to give more hunters the otters inhabiting the stream in 
same amount. During the past dec- which it is released. The fisherman 
ade a profession of wild-life man- perhaps feels no loss in this sacrifice 
agement has sprung into existence. of one kind of wild life for another, 
A dozen universities teach its tech- but the ornithologist is ready to bite 
niques, conduct research for bigger off ten-penny nails. Artificialized 
and better wild animal crops. How- management has, in effect, bought ; 
ever, when carried too far, this fishing at the expense of another and 

stepping-up of yields is subject to perhaps higher recreation; it has 
a law of diminishing returns. Very paid dividends to one citizen out of . 
intensive game- or fish-management capital stock belonging to all. The 
lowers the unit value of the trophy same kind of biological wildcatting 
by artificializing it. prevails in game-management. In 

Consider, for example, a trout, Europe, where wild-crop statistics 
raised in a hatchery and newly lib- are available for long periods, we 
erated in an over-fished stream. The even know the ‘rate of exchange’ of 
stream is no longer capable of game for predators. Thus, in Sax- 
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ony, one Hawk is killed to each that mass-use tends to dilute the 
seven game-birds bagged, and one quality of organic crop trophies like 
predator of some kind to each three game and fish, and to induce dam- 
head of small game. age to other resources such as non- 
Damage to plant-life usually fol- game animals, natural vegetation, 

lows artificialized management of and farm crops. 
animals—for example, damage to The same dilution and damage is 
forests by deer. One may see this in not apparent in the yield of ‘indirect’ 
north Germany, in northeast Penn- trophies, such as photographs. 
sylvania, in the Kaibab, and in Broadly speaking, a piece of scenery 
dozens of other less publicized re- snapped by a dozen tourist cameras 
gions. In each case over-abundant daily is not physically impaired 
deer, deprived of their natural ene- thereby, nor does any other resource 
mies, have made it impossible for suffer when the rate increases to a 
deer food-plants to survive or re- hundred. The camera industry is 
produce. Beech, maple, and yew in one of the few innocuous parasites 
Europe; ground hemlock and white on wild nature. 
cedar in the eastern states; mountain We have, then, a basic difference 

mahogany and cliff-rose in the West in reaction to mass-use as between 
are deet-foods threatened by arti- two categories of physical objects 
ficialized deer. The composition of pursued as trophies. 
the flora from wild flowers to forest gee 
trees is gradually impoverished, and 
the deer in turn are dwarfed by mal- Let us now consider another com- 
nutrition. There are no stags in the ponent of recreation which is more 
woods today like those on the walls subtle and complex: the feeling of 
of feudal castles. isolation in nature. That this is 

z On the English heaths reproduc- acquiring a scarcity-value which is 
tion of trees is inhibited by rabbits very high to some persons is attested 
over-protected in the process of by the wilderness controversy. The 
cropping Partridges and Pheasants. proponents of wilderness have 
On scores of tropical islands both achieved a compromise with the 
flora and fauna have been destroyed road-building bureaus which have 
by goats introduced for meat and the custody of our National Parks 
sport. It would be hard to calculate and Forests. They have agreed on 

: the mutual injuries by and between the formal reservation of roadless 
mammals deprived of their natural areas. Out of every dozen wild areas 

; predators, and ranges stripped of opened up, one may be officially pro- 
their natural food-plants. Agricul- claimed ‘wilderness,’ and roads built 
tural crops caught between these only to its edge. It is then adver- 
upper and nether millstones of tised as unique, as indeed it is. Be- 
ecological mismanagement are saved fore long its trails are congested, it 
only at the cost of endless indem- is being dolled up to make work for 
nities and barbed wire. CCC's, or an unexpected fire ne- 

We generalize, then, by saying cessitates splitting it in two with a 
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road to haul fire-fighters. Or the not developing (in the sense of 
congestion induced by advertising adding or creating) anything. On gestic _by advertising g g) anything 
may whip up the price of guides and the contrary, they are merely water vy) g u trary, they ely 
ackers, whereupon somebody dis- poured into the already-thin soup. : yen y 

covers that the wilderness policy is PR aS 
undemocratic. Or the local cham- Wes Sow: condaer en ee 
ber of commerce, at first quiescent la h di | 

at the novelty of a hinterland see ne ee ee mee oe 
officially labeled as ‘wild,’ tastes liber een p dak f y 
its first blood of tourist-money. It pee ae ae Gene soe 
then wants more, wilderness or no Beak 
Near iee d lutes this value. The thousandth 

in ese che very scarcity of wild tourist who clicks the gate of the Na- 

places reacting with the mores of ae: = oe Zu es 
ae : the same air, and experiences the 

advertising and promotion, tends to Serie CORA ee Pee pete 
defeat any deliberate effort to pre- Giibe as dose Suse a. eee 
vent their growing still more scarce. in li pecten Ra 

It is clear without further dis- “Y" P©/%* tat te gregarious 
Pein eee Peck ae ieee as assault on the outdoors enhances 

f ee 5 : the contrast. We may say, then 
direct dilution of the opportunity Hohe: Bana oe ee ee 
for solitude; that when we speak of aiken . 
roads, camp-grounds, trails, and a. See te A eee = eo 
toilets as ‘development’ of rec- e - aS ae oa i ae 
reational resources, we speak falsely Be. 
in respect of this component. Such sta 
accommodations for the crowd are We come now to another com- 
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ponent: the perception of the natural what to Boone were only facts. It 
processes by which the land and the has disclosed mechanisms for what 
living things upon it have achieved to Boone were only attributes. We 

: their characteristic forms (evolu- have no yardstick to measure this 
tion) and by which they maintain change, but we may safely say that, 

5 their existence (ecology). That as compared with the competent 
thing called ‘nature study,’ despite ecologist of the present day, Boone 
the shiver it brings to the spines of saw only the surface of things. The 
the elect, constitutes the first em- incredible intricacies of the plant 
bryonic groping of the mass-mind and animal community—the in- 
toward perception. trinsic beauty of the organism called 

The outstanding characteristic of America, then in the full bloom of 
perception is that it entails no con- her maidenhood—were as invisible 
sumption and no dilution of any re- and incomprehensible to Daniel 
source. The swoop of a Hawk, for Boone as they are today to Mr. Bab- 
example, is perceived by one as the bitt. The only true development in 
drama of evolution, by another asa American recreational resources is 
threat to the full frying-pan. The the development of the perceptive 
drama may thrill a hundred succes- faculty in Americans. All of the 
sive witnesses; the threat only one— other acts we grace by that name 
for he responds with a shot-gun. are, at best, attempts to retard or 

To promote perception is the only mask the process of dilution. 
truly creative part of recreational Let no man jump to the conclu- 
engineering. sion that Babbitt must take his 

This fact is important, and its Ph.D. in ecology before he can ‘see’ 
potential power for bettering ‘the his country. On the contrary, the 
good life’ only dimly understood. Ph.D. may become as callous as an 
When Daniel Boone first entered undertaker to the mysteries at 
into the forests and prairies of “‘the which he officiates. Like all real 
dark and bloody ground,’’ he re- treasures of the mind, perception 
duced to his possession the pure can be split into infinitely small 
essence of ‘outdoor America.’ He fractions without losing its quality. 
didn’t call it that, but what he The weeds in a city lot convey the 
found is the thing we now seek, and same lesson as the redwoods; the 

2 we here deal with things, not farmer may see in his cow-pasture 

names. what may not be vouchsafed to the 
Recreation, however, is not the scientist adventuring in the South 

3 outdoors, but our reaction to it. Seas. Perception, in short, cannot 
Daniel Boone’s reaction depended be purchased with either learned 
not only on the quality of what he degrees or dollars; it grows at home 
saw, but on the quality of the men- as well as abroad, and he who has a 
tal eye with which he saw it. little may use it to better advantage 
Ecological science has wrought a_ than he who has much. Asa search 
change in the mental eye. It has for perception, the recreational 
disclosed origins and functions for stampede is footless and unnecessary. 
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There is, lastly, a fifth component: merely admitting that the pleasures 
the sense of husbandry. It is un- of husbandry-in-the-wild are as yet 
known to the outdoorsman who unknown both to the farmer and to 
works for conservation with his ourselves. 
vote rather than with his hands. It Scientists have an epigram: onto- 
is realized only when some art of geny repeats phylogeny. What they 
management is applied to land by mean is that the development of 
some person of perception. That is each individual repeats the evolu- 
to say, its enjoyment is reserved for tionary history of the race. This is 
landholders too poor to buy their true of mental as well as physical 
sport, and land administrators with things. The trophy-hunter is the 
a sharp eye and an ecological mind. caveman reborn. Trophy-hunting 
The tourist who buys access to his is the prerogative of youth, racial 
scenery misses it altogether; so also or individual, and nothing to apolo- 
the sportsman who hires the state,  gize for. 

or some underling, to be his game- The disquieting thing in the mod- 
keeper. The Government, which ern picture is the trophy-hunter who 
essays to substitute public for pri- never grows up, in whom the capac- 
vate operation of recreational lands, ity for isolation, perception, and 
is unwittingly giving away to its husbandry is undeveloped, or per- 
field officers a large share of what it haps lost. He is the motorized ant 
seeks to offer its citizens. We fores- who swarms the continents before 
ters and game managers might logi- learning to see his own back yard, 
cally pay for, instead of being paid who consumes but never creates out- 
for, our job as husbandmen of wild door satisfactions. For him the 

crops. recreational engineer dilutes the 
That a sense of husbandry exer- wilderness and artificializes its tro- 

cised in the production of crops may phies in the fond belief that he is 
be quite as important as the crops rendering a public service. 
themselves is realized to some ex- The trophy-recreationist has pe- 
tent in agriculture, but not in con-  culiarities which contribute in sub- 
servation. American sportsmen tle ways to his own undoing. To 
hold in small esteem the intensive enjoy he must possess, invade, ap- 
game-cropping of the Scottish propriate. Hence the wilderness 
moors and the German forests, and which he cannot personally see has 7 
in some respects rightly. But they no value to him. Hence the univer- 
overlook entirely the sense of hus- sal assumption that an unused hin- 
bandry developed by the European terland is rendering no service to e 
landholder in the process of crop- society. To those devoid of imagi- 
ping. We have no such thing as yet. nation, a blank place on the map is 
It is important. When we conclude a useless waste; to others, the most 
that we must bait the farmer with valuable part. (Is my share in 
subsidies to induce him to raise a Alaska worthless to me because I 
forest, or with gate receipts to in- shall never go there? Do I need a 
duce him to raise game, we are road to show me the arctic prairies, 
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the Goose pastures of the Yukon, land or life. It is the expansion of 
the Kgdiak bear, the sheep mead- transport without a corresponding 
ows behind McKinley?) growth of perception which threa- 

: It would appear, in short, that tens us with qualitative bankruptcy 
the rudimentary grades of outdoor of the recreational process. Rec- 
recreation consume their resource- reational development is a job, not 
base; the higher grades, at least toa of building roads into lovely coun- 
degree, create their own satisfac- try, but of building receptivity into 
tions with little or no attrition of the still unlovely human mind. 
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BIRD-LORE 
MARCH-APRIL, 1938 

Conservation Esthetic 
By Aldo Leopold 

a. love and war, few lands something once abundant in 
enterprises are undertaken with the back forty. But that some- 

: such abandon, or by such diverse thing must nevertheless be found. 
individuals, or with so paradoxical Like ions shot from the sun the 
a mixture of appetite and altruism, week-enders radiate from every 
as that group of avocations known town, generating heat and friction 
as outdoor recreation. It is, by as they go. A tourist industry pur- 
common consent, a good thing for veys bed and board to bait more ions 
people to get back to nature. But faster, further. Advertisements on 
wherein lies the goodness, and what rock and rill confide to all and sun- 

can be done to encourage its pursuit? dry the whereabouts of new retreats, 
On these questions there is confu- landscapes, hunting-grounds, and 
sion of counsel, and only the most fishing-lakes just beyond those re- 
uncritical minds are free from doubt. cently overrun. Bureaus build roads 

ge ade into new hinterlands, then buy 
more hinterlands to absorb the exo- 

Recreation became a problem dus accelerated by the roads. A 
with a name in the days of the elder gadget industry pads the bumps 
Roosevelt, when the railroads against nature-in-the-raw; wood- 
which had banished the country- craft becomes the art of using gad- 
side from the city began to carry the gets. And now, to cap the pyramid 
city-dweller, en masse, to the coun- of banalities, the trailer. To him 
tryside. It began to be noticed that who seeks in the woods and moun- 
the greater the exodus, the smaller tains only those things obtainable 
the per capita ration of peace, from travel or golf, the present 

5 solitude, wild life, and scenery, and _ situation is tolerable. But to him 
the longer the migration to reach who seeks something more, rec- 
them. reation has become a self-destruc- 

The automobile has spread this tive process of seeking but newer 
once mild and local predicament to quite finding; a major frustration of 
the outermost limits of good roads mechanized society. 
—it has made scarce in the hinter- The retreat of the wilderness un- 
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der the barrage of motorized tour- now is headed for Mexico City and 
ists is no local thing; Hudson points south. 
Bay, Alaska, Mexico, South Africa Lastly, there is the professional, 
ate giving way, South America and striving through countless conser- 
Siberia are next. Drums along the vation organizations to give the 
Mohawk are now honks along the nature-seeking public what it wants, 
rivers of the world. Homo sapiens or to make it want what he has to 
putters no more under his own vine give. 
and fig tree; he has poured into his Why, it may be asked, should 
gas-tank the stored motivity of sucha diversity of folk be bracketed 
countless creatures aspiring through in a single category? Because each, 
the ages to wiggle their way to in his own way, is a hunter. And 
pastures new. Ant-like he swarms why does each call himself a con- 
the continents. servationist? Because the wild 

This is Outdoor Recreation, things he hunts for have eluded his 
Model 1938. grasp, and he hopes by some necro- : 

Ses mancy of laws, appropriations, re- 
Who now is the recreationist, gional plans, reorganization of 

and what does he seek? A few sam- departments, or other form of 
ples will remind us. mass-wishing, to make them stay 

Take a look, first, at any Duck put. 
marsh. A cordon of parked cars oie 
surrounds it. Crouched on each Recreation is commonly spoken 
point of its reedy margin is some of as an economic resource. Senate 
pillar of society, automatic ready, committees tell us, in reverent ci- 
trigger finger itching to break, if phers, how many millions the 
need be, every law of common- public spends in its pursuit. It has 
wealth or commonweal to kill a indeed an economic aspect—a cot- 
Duck. That he is already overfed tage on a fishing-lake, or even a 
in no way dampens his avidity for Duck-point on a marsh, may cost as 
gathering his meat from God. much as the entire adjacent farm. 
Wandering in the near-by woods It has also an ethical aspect. In 

is another pillar, hunting rare ferns the scramble for unspoiled places, 
or new Warblers. Because his kind codes and decalogues evolve. We 
of hunting seldom calls for theft or hear of ‘outdoor manners.’ We 
pillage, he disdains the killer. Yet, indoctrinate youth. We print defi- 
like as not, in his youth he was nitions of ‘What is a sportsman?’ 3 
one. and hang a copy on the wall of 

At some near-by resort is still whosoever will pay a dollar for the si 
another nature-lover—the kind who _ propagation of the faith. 
writes bad verse on birchbark. It is clear, though, that these 
Everywhere is the unspecialized economic and ethical manifesta- 
motorist whose recreation is mile- tions are results, not causes, of the 
age, who has run the gamut of the motive force. We seek contacts 
National Parks in one summer, and with nature because we derive pleas- 
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“The deer... are dwarfed by malnutrition” 

ure from them. As in opera, the hinterlands, and the chamber of 
economic machinery is employed to commerce to extend them, both in 
create and maintain facilities. Asin the name of recreation. The game- 
opera, professionals make a living farmer kills Hawks and the bird- 
out of creating and maintaining lover protects them, in the name of 
them, but it would be false to say of shotgun and field-glass hunting re- 
either that the basic motive, the spectively. Such factions commonly 
raison d’étre, is economic. The Duck- label each other with short and ugly 
hunter in his blind and the operatic mames, when, in fact, each is con- 
singer on the stage, despite the sidering a different component of 
disparity of their accoutrements, the recreational process. As I shall 
are doing the same thing. Each is show shortly, these components 
reviving, in play, a drama formerly differ widely in their characteristics or 
inherent in daily life. Both are, in properties. A given policy may be 

af the last analysis, esthetic exercises. true of one but false for another. 
+e 2* It seems timely, therefore, to seg- 

; Public policies for outdoor rec- regate the components, and to 
reation are controversial. Equally examine the distinctive character- 
conscientious citizens hold opposite istics or properties of each. 
views on what it is, and what We begin with the simplest and 
should be done to conserve its re- most obvious: the physical objects 
source-base. Thus the Wilderness which the outdoorsman may seek, 
Society seeks to exclude roads from find, capture, and carry away. In 
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this category are wild crops such as natural trout production. Pollution 
game and fish, and the symbols or has fouled its waters, or deforesta- 

tokens of achievement such as_ tion and trampling have warmed or 
heads, hides, photographs, and silted them. No one would claim 
specimens. that this trout has the same value as 

All these things rest upon the idea a wholly wild one caught out of 
of trophy. The pleasure they give is, some unmanaged stream in the high 
or should be, in the seeking as well Rockies. Its esthetic connotations 

as in the getting. The trophy are inferior, even though its capture 
whether it be a bird’s egg, a mess of may require skill. (Its liver, one 
trout, a basket of mushrooms, the authority says, is also so degener- 
photograph of a bear, the pressed ated by hatchery feeding as to fore- 
specimen of a wild flower, or a note bode an early death.) Yet several 
tucked into the cairn on a mountain over-fished states now depend al- 
peak, is a certificate. It attests that most entirely on such man-made 
its owner has been somewhere and trout. " 
done something—that he has exer- All intergrades of artificiality 
cised skill, persistence, or discrim- exist, but as mass-use increases it 

ination in the age-old feat of over- tends to push the whole gamut of 
coming, outwitting, or reducing-to- conservation techniques toward the 
possession. These connotations artificial end, and the whole scale 
which attach to the trophy usually of trophy-values downward. 
far exceed its physical value. To safeguard this expensive, arti- 

But trophies differ in their re- ficial, and more or less helpless 
actions to mass-pursuit. The yield trout, the Conservation Commission 
of game and fish can, by means of feels impelled to kill all Herons and 
propagation or management, be in- Terns visiting the hatchery where it 
creased so as to give each hunter was raised, and all Mergansers and 
more, or to give more hunters the otters inhabiting the stream in 
same amount. During the past dec- which it is released. The fisherman 
ade a profession of wild-life man- perhaps feels no loss in this sacrifice 
agement has sprung into existence. of one kind of wild life for another, 
A dozen universities teach its tech- but the ornithologist is ready to bite 
niques, conduct research for bigger off ten-penny nails. Artificialized 
and better wild animal crops. How- management has, in effect, bought 

ever, when carried too far, this fishing at the expense of another and 

stepping-up of yields is subject to perhaps higher recreation; it has _ 
a law of diminishing returns. Very paid dividends to one citizen out of 
intensive game- or fish-management capital stock belonging to all. The , 
lowers the unit value of the trophy same kind of biological wildcatting 
by artificializing it. prevails in game-management. In 

Consider, for example, a trout, Europe, where wild-crop statistics 
raised in a hatchery and newly lib- are available for long periods, we 
erated in an over-fished stream. The even know the ‘rate of exchange’ of 
stream is no longer capable of game for predators. Thus, in Sax- 
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ony, one Hawk is killed to each that mass-use tends to dilute the 

seven game-birds bagged, and one quality of organic crop trophies like 
predator of some kind to each three game and fish, and to induce dam- 
head of small game. age to other resources such as non- 
Damage to plant-life usually fol- game animals, natural vegetation, 

lows artificialized management of and farm crops. 
animals—for example, damage to The same dilution and damage is 
forests by deer. One may see this in not apparent in the yield of ‘indirect’ 
north Germany, in northeast Penn- trophies, such as photographs. 
sylvania, in the Kaibab, and in Broadly speaking, a piece of scenery 
dozens of other less publicized re- snapped by a dozen tourist cameras 
gions. In each case over-abundant daily is not physically impaired 

‘ deer, deprived of their natural ene- thereby, nor does any other resource 
‘ mies, have made it impossible for suffer when the rate increases to a 

deer food-plants to survive or re- hundred. The camera industry is 
a produce. Beech, maple, and yew in one of the few innocuous parasites 

Europe; ground hemlock and white on wild nature. 
cedar in the eastern states; mountain We have, then, a basic difference 
mahogany and cliff-rose in the West in reaction to mass-use as between 
are deer-foods threatened by arti- two categories of physical objects 
ficialized deer. The composition of pursued as trophies. 
the flora from wild flowers to forest pas 
trees is gradually impoverished, and 
the deer in turn are dwarfed by mal- Let us now consider another com- 
nutrition. There are no stags in the ponent of recreation which is more 
woods today like those on the walls subtle and complex: the feeling of 
of feudal castles. isolation in nature. That this is 

On the English heaths reproduc- acquiring a scarcity-value which is 
tion of trees is inhibited by rabbits very high to some persons is attested 
over-protected in the process of by the wilderness controversy. The 
cropping Partridges and Pheasants. proponents of wilderness have 
On scores of tropical islands both achieved a compromise with the 
flora and fauna have been destroyed road-building bureaus which have 
by goats introduced for meat and the custody of our National Parks 
sport. It would be hard to calculate and Forests. They have agreed on 
the mutual injuries by and between the formal reservation of roadless 

* mammals deprived of their natural areas. Out of every dozen wild areas 
predators, and ranges stripped of opened up, one may be officially pro- 
their natural food-plants. Agricul- claimed ‘wilderness,’ and roads built 

a tural crops caught between these only to its edge. It is then adver- 
upper and nether millstones of tised as unique, as indeed it is. Be- 
ecological mismanagement are saved fore long its trails are congested, it 
only at the cost of endless indem- is being dolled up to make work for 
nities and barbed wire. CCC’s, or an unexpected fire ne- 

We generalize, then, by saying cessitates splitting it in two with a 
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“Kill all... Terns...” Photo by Dr. Frank N. Wilson 

road to haul fire-fighters. Or the not developing (in the sense of 
congestion induced by advertising adding or creating) anything. On 
may whip up the price of guides and the contrary, they are merely water y g trary, they ely 
packers, whereupon somebody dis- poured into the already-thin soup. 
covers that the wilderness policy is | ge te 
undemocratic. Or the local cham- AVE Hear Cone eee 
ber of commerce, at first quiescent lati h di 
at the novelty of a hinterland ETS ue ee ee is Bes 
officially labeled as ‘wild,’ tastes het feet B ach f y 
its first blood of tourist-money. It oe ae Sc bie 
then wants more, wilderness or no : y 
see ee lutes this value. The thousandth 

In short. the very scarcity of wild ‘OUtist who clicks the gate of the Na- 
ae y 2 tional Park breathes approximately 

places, reacting with the mores of ; : 
ne : the same air, and experiences the 

advertising-and promotion, tends to mine contrast With Non ee Oe 
defeat any deliberate effort to pre- ae 

: : ‘ office, as does the first. One might 
vent their growing still more scarce. ; h h : 

It is clear without further dis- C¥e0 believe that the gregarious - 
Gustion that tasedees inwSivee. a assault on the outdoors enhances 

: tae : the contrast. We may say, then, 
direct dilution of the opportunity : 

; that the fresh-air and change-of- C 
for solitude; that when we speak of nee 

: scene component is like the photo- 
roads, camp-grounds, trails, and hi h : frend 
toilets’ as ‘development sof tec. 2 boy 1, be) get var eeoas 

: mass-use without damage. 
reational resources, we speak falsely 
in respect of this component. Such we 
accommodations for the crowd are We come now to another com- 
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ponent: the perception of the natural what to Boone were only facts. It 
processes by which the land and the has disclosed mechanisms for what 
living things upon it have achieved to Boone were only attributes. We 
their characteristic forms (evolu- have no yardstick to measure this 
tion) and by which they maintain change, but we may safely say that, 
their existence (ecology). That as compared with the competent 
thing called ‘nature study,’ despite ecologist of the present day, Boone 
the shiver it brings to the spines of saw only the surface of things. The 
the elect, constitutes the first em- incredible intricacies of the plant 
bryonic groping of the mass-mind and animal community—the in- 
toward perception. trinsic beauty of the organism called 

The outstanding characteristic of America, then in the full bloom of 
y perception is that it entails no con- her maidenhood—were as invisible 

: sumption and no dilution of any re- and incomprehensible to Daniel 
source. The swoop of a Hawk, for Boone as they are today to Mr. Bab- 

h example, is perceived by one as the bitt. The only true development in 
drama of evolution, by another asa American recreational resources is 
threat to the full frying-pan. The the development of the perceptive 
drama may thrill a hundred succes- faculty in Americans. All of the 
sive witnesses; the threat only one— other acts we grace by that name 
for he responds with a shot-gun. are, at best, attempts to retard or 

To promote perception is the only mask the process of dilution. 
truly creative part of recreational Let no man jump to the conclu- 
engineering. sion that Babbitt must take his 

This fact is important, and its Ph.D. in ecology before he can ‘see’ 
potential power for bettering ‘the his country. On the contrary, the 
good life’ only dimly understood. Ph.D. may become as callous as an 
When Daniel Boone first entered undertaker to the mysteries at 
into the forests and prairies of ‘‘the which he officiates. Like all real 
dark and bloody ground,” he re- treasures of the mind, perception 
duced to his possession the pure can be split into infinitely small 
essence of ‘outdoor America.’ He fractions without losing its quality. 
didn’t call it that, but what he The weeds in a city lot convey the 
found is the thing we now seek, and same lesson as the redwoods; the 
we here deal with things, not farmer may see in his cow-pasture 
names. what may not be vouchsafed to the 

* Recreation, however, is not the scientist adventuring in the South 

outdoors, but our reaction to it. Seas. Perception, in short, cannot 
~ Daniel Boone’s reaction depended be purchased with either learned 

not only on the quality of what he degrees or dollars; it grows at home 
saw, but on the quality of the men- as well as abroad, and he who has a 
tal eye with which he saw it. little may use it to better advantage 
Ecological science has wrought a than he who has much. Asa search 
change in the mental eye. It has for perception, the recreational 
disclosed origins and functions for stampede is footless and unnecessary. 
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There is, lastly, a fifth component: merely admitting that the pleasures 
the sense of husbandry. It is un- of husbandry-in-the-wild are as yet 
known to the outdoorsman who unknown both to the farmer and to 
works for conservation with his ourselves. 
vote rather than with his hands. It Scientists have an epigram: onto- 
is realized only when some art of geny repeats phylogeny. What they 
management is applied to land by mean is that the development of 
some person of perception. That is each individual repeats the evolu- 
to say, its enjoyment is reserved for tionary history of the race. This is 
landholders too poor to buy their true of mental as well as physical 
sport, and land administrators with things. The trophy-hunter is the 
a sharp eye and an ecological mind. caveman reborn. Trophy-hunting 
The tourist who buys access to his is the prerogative of youth, racial 
scenery misses it altogether; so also or individual, and nothing to apolo- 
the sportsman who hires the state, _gize for. 

or some underling, to be his game- The disquieting thing in the mod- : 
keeper. The Government, which ern picture is the trophy-hunter who 
essays to substitute public for pri- never grows up, in whom the capac- 
vate operation of recreational lands, ity for isolation, perception, and 
is unwittingly giving away to its husbandry is undeveloped, or per- 
field officers a large share of what it haps lost. He is the motorized ant 
seeks to offer its citizens. We fores- who swarms the continents before 
ters and game managers might logi- learning to see his own back yard, 
cally pay for, instead of being paid who consumes but never creates out- 
for, our job as husbandmen of wild door satisfactions. For him the 

crops. recreational engineer dilutes the 
That a sense of husbandry exer- wilderness and artificializes its tro- 

cised in the production of crops may phies in the fond belief that he is 
be quite as important as the crops rendering a public service. 
themselves is realized to some ex- The trophy-recreationist has pe- 
tent in agriculture, but not in con-  culiarities which contribute in sub- 
servation. American sportsmen tle ways to his own undoing. To 
hold in small esteem the intensive enjoy he must possess, invade, ap- 
game-cropping of the Scottish propriate. Hence the wilderness 
moors and the German forests, and which he cannot personally see has 
in some respects rightly. But they no value to him. Hence the univer- 
overlook entirely the sense of hus- sal assumption that an unused hin- o 
bandry developed by the European terland is rendering no service to 
landholder in the process of crop- society. To those devoid of imagi- < 
ping. We have no such thing as yet. nation, a blank place on the map is 
It is important. When we conclude a useless waste; to others, the most 

that we must bait the farmer with valuable part. (Is my share in 
subsidies to induce him to raise a Alaska worthless to me because I 
forest, or with gate receipts to in- shall never go there? Do I need a 
duce him to raise game, we are road to show me the arctic prairies, 
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the Goose pastures of the Yukon, land or life. It is the expansion of 
the Kadiak bear, the sheep mead- transport without a corresponding 
ows behind McKinley?) growth of perception which threa- 

It would appear, in short, that tens us with qualitative bankruptcy 
the rudimentary grades of outdoor of the recreational process. Rec- 
recreation consume their resource- reational development is a job, not 
base; the higher grades, at least toa of building roads into lovely coun- 
degree, create their own satisfac- try, but of building receptivity into 
tions with little or no attrition of the still unlovely human mind. 
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WISCONSIN PHEASANT MOVEMENT STUDY, 1936-37 

Aldo Leopold, Orville S. Lee, and Harry G. Anderson 

Ohio has shown that wild pheasants surroundings? Hicks (1) finds that in 

for restocking purposes can be produced Ohio a wild-trapped bird released in 

> in quantity and at surprisingly low winter is about twice as likely to survive 

| costs. The wild birds are live-trapped as an adult artificially propagated bird 

| from refuges in which they concentrate released at the same season, and about 

= during the winter. Hicks (1) reports five times as likely to survive as an im- 

one township, which, after sustaining a mature captivity-bred bird released in 

legal kill of 2,366 cocks, yielded 2,049 late summer. He also finds that wild- 

trapped pheasants from its central trapped winter releases tend to “stay 

refuge. The residual breeding stock of put.” 

800 birds was sufficient to repeat a Is it possible to obtain equally good 

similar yield the next year. The refuge stability and survival in the more 

was maintained at a cost of 24 cents rigorous climate of Wisconsin? 

per trapped pheasant; the trapping and An opportunity to throw light on 

distribution cost 14 cents per bird. The this question arose in 1936. Two refuges 

total cost is thus under 40 cents per on lands of the University of Wisconsin 

¥ bird—about one-quarter the usual cost showed damage to corn in spring, and a 

for adult pheasants artificially propa- surplus of pheasants in the fall. This 

| gated on game farms. surplus was trapped, marked, and re- 

° It may safely be assumed that wild- moved to other localities. 

trapped stock is of superior quality, This paper describes the methods of 

but there are important limitations on trapping and marking, and the move- 

the season of capture. Iowa (2) and ments and mortality after release. 

South Dakota (8) captured wild stock 

by “shining” in fall. Large-scale trap- Reruce PopuLations 
ping, however, is possible only in winter, A drive made on the Arboretum Ref- 

and the trapped stock cannot be held uge on December 8 flushed 179 pheas- 

over without costly and injurious ants on 800 acres. The population was 

storage. Will winter releases of trapped estimated as at least 200, a density of 

stock survive and “stay put’ in strange 1 pheasant per 4 acres. 

pee alpine No fall census was made on the Uni- 
1s a group ellort. WOO! he oore, + ; 

cate Heetee, and Douglas E. Wade — _ ’ SS . 

of the University of Wisconsin and C. E. removals plus th e residual breeding 

Gordon of the Soil Conservation Service stock (censused in February) indicate 

helped make the releases and contributed ob- an early winter population of 220 

servations on their movements. Harold pheasants on 500 acres, or one per 2.3 

Shine of the State Conservation Department goreg, 

7 supervised the trapping, helped with the The following pheasants were trap- 

| marking, and also observed releases. Farmers 

| reported the appearance of marked birds at ped from these refuges, feather-marked, 

a their feeding stations. banded, and released elsewhere: 

3
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nde: given kind of weather affects the ac- 
Cocks Hens nate Total tivity of the hen-flocks differently from 

ees Arboretum 31 49 1 81 the cock-flocks, and this in turn affects rom University : Bay 46 82 1 129 the sex ratio of the catch. Some such 
Totals Tg Sa 20 hypothesis seems to be the only way to 

explain how a score of traps could col- 
TRAPPING lectively yield such a variable sex ratio. . 

Baiting at the trapping sites was Scalping. The trapped birds tended 
begun December 6, 1936. Trapping to scalp themselves in their efforts to 
was postponed until January 6 on ac- escape. Scalping was reduced by sub- ig 
count of snowless weather. It continued _ stituting fish-net for wire-mesh tops, or 
intermittently until January 30, 1937. by covering the top lightly with weeds 

Traps were mesh-covered portable and grass. A false top of net can be 
frames 36"X24” and 14” high, with a inserted beneath the wire top, but this 
wire entrance funnel at each end. Both requires a larger trap-frame with more 
1” and 2” wire mesh were used, the head room. 
former being better. The seriousness of scalp wounds is 

The wire funnel requires adjustment not known. One hen with a healed scalp 
as to size of opening. Birds escaped was seen on a nest four months after 
when openings were too wide, refused _ release. 
to enter when too narrow. The prin- Trapping Sites. Traps should be set “ 
ciple of this funnel is illustrated on in or near tall vegetation. When ; 
page 50, Manual for Bird Banders (4). trapped in the open, pheasants observe 

The traps were baited with shelled the approach of the trapper and have . 
corn placed on the ground in the center. more time to scalp themselves. Feeding 
Wheat was tried but was consumed by _ shelters are good sites. Traps set near 
small birds. Other grains are less natural food yield no catch. 
palatable to pheasants (5) than corn Apparently promising sites may yield 
and wheat. no catch; for example, traps were set 

Traps were visited twice daily. The under a 20-year-old conifer windbreak 
catch per trap ran as high as five birds. used by many pheasants as a roost, but 

Sex Ratio in Traps. The traps oper- without success. The birds evidently 
ated selectively against the hens, the did not feed under these roost-trees. 
season’s catch being double that of Handling and Storage. In removing a 
cocks. The census drives which pre- pheasant from a trap, and in all sub- 
ceded the trapping showed no such sequent handling, both of the feet 
differential in the population; there should be grasped. A bird held by one 
were as many cocks as hens. leg may dislocate it. The feathered 

The sex ratio of the daily total catch portion of the legs should not be 
fluctuated between wide limits; for handled because the feathers are easily 
example, 12 cocks: 4 hens, 19 hens:1 _ lost. 
cock. It is well known that the sexes The pheasants removed from the $ 
often congregate in separate flocks dur- traps were placed in gunny sacks and 
ing the late fall and winter. Perhaps a later transferred to darkened crates,
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No more than 2 or 3 birds should be feather fastened to its dorsal tail 
placed in one sack. Crates should never feather. The marker on a_winter- 
be tilted, especially after markers are trapped bird should theoretically be 
attached. Birds should not be held in _ retained until the moult of the following 

crates longer than 24 hours. They eat August, but we have no actual record 

readily in the crates. of markers retained beyond July. 

In practical (as distinguished from Feather-marking has been used for 

experimental) operations it would be ruffed grouse studies by Ralph King 

unnecessary to feather-mark, and hence in Minnesota and Gardiner Bump in 

. unnecessary to hold birds over night. New York, it is being used in a Cali- 
This should reduce shock, and improve fornia quail study by John T. Emlen, 

survival above that here reported. Jr., but none of these investigators 
Interference. Cottontail rabbits, fox have described their technique. Butts 

squirrels and gray squirrels interfered (6) describes the use of stains and 

with the trapping. Pheasants would not paints, but not feathers, for marking 

approach a trap with a squirrel nearby, small birds. Heydweiller (7) apparently 
nor enter a trap containing one. published the first description of 

Trapped rabbits and squirrels scattered feather-marking. Lee and Anderson 
the bait and escaped by cutting holes (8) have prepared a detailed discussion 
in the fish-net tops, thus permitting the of the technique here described. 

f escape of pheasants subsequently enter- Feathers. The secondaries and tail 
ing the trap. feathers of white chickens and the wing 

Rabbits were very wild when trapped, coverts of white geese and turkeys 

z always injuring themselves and often were used as markers. Stiff curved 
escaping by battering the funnel. primaries are unsuitable because they 

Squirrel trouble was worst during bend the shaft to which they are at- 

fair weather. The largest pheasant tached. Feathers picked “wet” from 

catches were obtained on stormy days, commercial poultry are useless because 
perhaps because of lesser interference their resilience has been destroyed. 

from squirrels. Colors. Markers were dyed red, 

Small dogs entered the traps and orange, yellow, pink, or green with 
killed pheasants. Larger dogs upset the Diamond wool dye, and some left 

traps. A gray fox killed a pheasant ina white, giving six kinds. To dye mark- 

trap. A horned owl was flushed from a__ ers, first wash them in vinegar and then 
trap after it had killed a pheasant boil for 15 minutes in the dye. Feathers 
by reaching through the mesh with its so prepared retain recognizable color 

foot. up to six months. Unwashed feathers, 
The total trap mortality from pred- or those boiled only a short time, fade 

ators and trap injuries was 4 per cent within two months. These data on 

of the pheasants caught. color-fastness have been checked by 

exposure tests, as suggested by Butts 
S FEATHER-MARKING (6), and by the observation of recog- 

Before release each pheasant was nizable markers in the field as late as 

marked with a white or bright-colored July 17.
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As an alternative for dyed markers enough to show more than one. Bi- 
one may use natural feathers of pure colored single markers would give two 

bright color or bold pattern gathered colors for each bird, but would increase 

from zoological gardens. the labor of dyeing. 
Trimming. The shaft of the marker Feather-marking can be done in the 

should be flattened at its base with a field, but our birds were taken into a 
sharp flesh knife, followed by sand- room warm enough to permit the han- 

paper. No marker should be much dling of thread, cement and pencils 

wider or longer than the tail feather without gloves. It is inadvisable to use 

to which it is attached, but it must be a fully-heated room. 2 
long enough to project beyond the tail Releasing. We did not succeed in re- 
coverts. leasing birds in daylight without their 

Weighing. Before attaching the flushing on leaving the crate. We re- 

marker, the bird should be weighed, leased them in the open within plain 

banded, and the sex recorded. To keep sight of the desired cover, and let them 
the bird quiet and to reduce ruffling, it fly to it. 

was inserted head first into the open A non-flying release was found pos- 
end of a woolen sock from which the sible at dusk by placing the crate in 
toe had been cut and then closed by an cover and under overhanging limbs. 

elastic. After weighing and banding, 

the elastic was removed and the bird MoveMENTS AND SURVIVAL 
pushed through the open toe, head Arter RELEASE 

first. A total of 15 releases varying from 
Banding. All pheasants were banded 10 to 22 pheasants each was made. : 

with Wisconsin Conservation Depart- The sexes in each release were balanced 
ment bands, size 7. This size was large as far as the differential catch of hens 
enough for the largest cocks, but size 6 at the traps would allow. 
would have fitted most hens. Release areas were selected to repre- 

Fastening the Marker. With the help sent contrasting conditions of cover, 
of the confining sock, one man can at- food, topography, density of resident 

tach a marker, but it is preferable to population, and distance from home 
have a helper. range. Movements after release were 

First coat the underside of the traced by observing or retrapping 
marker and a corresponding section at feather-marked birds, by return of 
the base of the dorsal tail feather with bands from birds found dead, and in 
DuPont’s Household Cement. Let dry, one case by observing a healed scalp 
recoat, and then lay the marker on the wound on an incubating hen. 
tail feather, attaching it firmly with Of the 15 releases, one is discarded as 
three ties of waxed linen thread, Use yielding nothing of value. The remain- 
square knots and dab each knot with ing 14 are described in four groups, 
cement. each emphasizing a single variable. It 

More than one marker per bird should be understood, however, that , 
proved to be hard to see in the field. no complete segregation of variables 
In pheasants, the tail is not spread was possible, i.e., each group sheds
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some light on all the four variables Conclusions: Of 43 birds released at 
studied. short distances, only two returned to 

Group A. Return to Home Range. their home range, and these from a 
The maximum distance from which distance of only one mile, and after the 

any pheasant returned to its home lapse of two months’ time. This propor- 

range was one mile. Hence we compare tion is so small, the distance so short, 
. here only those releases made within and the elapsed time so long as to sug- 

a short distance of the two ranges gest that random dispersal, rather than 
trapped. All birds were moved to the oriented movement, accounts for the 

point of release in covered crates. This returns. 

excludes the possibility that they Group B. Holding Power of Food and 
oriented themselves by observing the Cover. Release A-3 (already described) 

route. was on unfed range with poor cover. 

1. 10 University Bay birds released peepee ae - a mee —— 
January 9 at a point one mile from Uni- fed range with poor cover. These may 
versity Bay, but separated from it by a high- now be compared with two releases on 
way. No returns to home range. fed range with good cover: 

elease mies il ae ra upland ue 2 4. 19 birds released January 10 and 27 
of fair density but devoid of resident birds. 

* ; on a well-fed well-covered marsh. Three 
In others years resident birds had deserted 5 

a s A a 3 moved 2} miles to another feeder, at least 8 
this covert in winter, despite feeding. These J 

= A ; stayed where released, none dispersed. introduced birds stayed better than the x ‘ 2 P - = (This marsh was in the sandy region of residents, as evidenced by the following tia - 4 - ; Columbia County, ordinarily considered in- 
marked birds seen at the release point: 7 on cae e 

ferior in holding power. There was a moder- 
3 January 22, 8 on February 23, 4on March 16, a . 

: = ate population of resident birds. More than 8 
1 on April 17, 4 on May 13. Mortality: 1 hen x 

" birds stayed where released, but the observer 
found March 22 had been killed by a pred- failed ad ui 
ater) ‘ailed to record date, number, and sex.) 

= 5. 10 birds released January 9 on a well- 
2. 22 Arboretum birds released January9 feq marsh with spotty cover. Two were seen 

and 28 one mile from the Arboretum. Two April 15, none dispersed. 

returns to home range: a hen on March 10 (This is a marshy creek ordinarily with 
and a crowing cock on April 24. = heavy cover but this year thinned by drouth. 

(Release was made on a fed marsh of in- 4 drive made on February 3 in poor light 
ferior density containing 18 resident pheas- showed 25 pheasants but no visible markers.) 
ants. Marked birds seen at release point: 8 
on February 25. Dispersion: a cock found Conclusions from Groups A and B: 
dead 2} miles away on May 15.) Of 11 birds released where both food 

3. 11 University Bay birds released Jan- and cover were poor, all dispersed. Of 
uary 9 and 11 two miles from University 32 birds released on good food but fair 
Bay. No returns to home range. 3 

(Release was made on an unfed marsh 0F POor cover, some dispersed but some 
with poor cover but with a fair upland held. Of 29 birds released on good food 
thicket nearby. No birds seen at release and good cover, none are known to 
point subsequent to release. Dispersions: 2 have dispersed farther than to a nearby 
cocks and 1 hen fed at a farmyard one mile feeder 

away February 2-23, 1 hen seen February 1 A : 
‘ and again April 17 on a fed marsh five miles Group ¢. Holding Power of Uplands. 

away, 1 hen found dead April 6 in a rabbit Topographic Orientation. A great part 
trap two miles away.) of southwestern Wisconsin is upland
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prairie with little or no winter cover. If food and cover are good, there is 

The sparse pheasant population moves no conclusive up or downhill orienta- 
to the river bottoms in winter and re- tion of long-distance movement, but 
turns to the uplands in spring. Query: upland releases move to bottomland Pp TY 
Will wild birds released on upland fol- coverts if they are visible from the 
low the already-departed resident birds uplands. 
to the lowlands, or will they stay put? Group D. Population Pressure and 9 y stay pi Pp 

6. 20 birds released January 13 in a bare Dispersal. No census of resident pheas- 
foodless upland valley. None stayed. Ten ants preceded the releases so far de- 
dispersed groups totalling 14 birds were seen scribed. The following, however, were « 

2 at points up to 9 miles distant during en- ade on the Faville Grove and Elk- 

ian See showed 20 horn: game areas where the resident 

(There are wooded hills above the release birds in each covert had been counted, 
point and good marshes 2-6 miles down- and where the movements of the intro- 
stream. There were no resident birds. Detail duced birds were traced by continuous 
of dispersals: A banded bird was seen next retrapping and field observations: 
day one mile downstream. Two cocks and a 9. 15 birds rel ay 1Omandd 4a 

hen appeared two days later at a farmyard = EEE NRCRR A Oy eee 

} mile away and were fed there until March ® well-fed aoeanrs eee og tooaiensoe 
21, Eight other singles and pairs seen in 35 resident birds. Five stayed, as shown by 

every direction from release point at various Suleeanent ROHR DUNES suirenudispenet eo 
dates up to May 16, A cock was killed by an various points a mile away. More may have 

suitomobile 14. mile. from, releageynoint; on dispersed, for a census drive two days after 

July 15; on the same day another cock. was release flushed 2/3 of the resident birds but 
3 : 

seen in a field nearby. Two cocks were only 1/ Ebiot ithooplasitad Pimsies 
flushed from an alfalfa field 13 miles away (Counting the surrounding feeding area, 
July 17.) the density was four acres per bird before 

7 10 bide waleaced Jamies oneend release, three acres after. Cover perfect. No 
: as 5 : known mortality.) 

upland prairie especially prepared with 
brushpiles, shelters, and feeding stations by 10.10, birds;released January) 21: at a 

C. E. Gordon of the Soil Conservation Serv- fencerow feeder flanked by good fallow and 

ice. Resident birds had gone downstream in thin marsh containing one resident bird pet 

fall. Dispersals: none known. Stayed: 7 birds » Bere Three stayed, six dispersed in 
seen regularly at a station } mile from point moe dissections, 1 etek 

of release. Mortality: 1 cock on April 8 at ( Fy a 2 ae ats most oun y i 
point of release; 1 hen with 15 chicks killed counte; a) o, BROS: mortal ity. One 
by haymower July 7 at a point 2% miles marked hen known to have raised a brood 

distant. # mile away:) f 

8. 20 birds released January 8, one group 11. 10 birds released January 23 in well- 

on a creek between well-covered, well-fed ted cee Beat aoe gor oe Be We 
marshes lying up and downstream respec- and ton oe i regret 1 Dee sue 

tively, another in adjacent well-fed upland povee a ae 3 miles, 1 found dead, 

thickets. There was local dispersion in both re y mae $ b afi I 

cases, the upland group tending to move ( ee os Marne” HVC eats 880.20 
downhill; the creek bottom group moving the giant ragweed stage following the burn, 

both up - WN dommatceamn it was birdless. As aster-goldenrod came in, 
: it began to hold pheasants, but they range 

Conclusions: Food plus artificial in winter over surrounding fragments of ° 

cover will hold winter releases even on upland cower, Chen mr nortan ae aag night.) 
the barest uplands, but releases on un- 12. 11 birds released January 23 in a well- : 
fed uplands disperse at random. fed 100-acre tamarack marsh containing 100
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resident birds. Most stayed, 1 moved a mile, tance and several days time. (This type 
4killed by predators, : = of ranging is uncommon in the smaller (Counting the surrounding feeding area, : i 
the density of two acres per bird was raised oa birds, but common in the larger 
only slightly by the release. Cover excellent.) ¢atmivores.) As in groups A-C, inade- 

13. 12 birds released January 17 in 20 quate food induced prompt dispersal in 
acres of uncut weedy rye, unfed, and nearly seemingly random directions. 

. deserted by resident birds. None stayed. 
At least 4 stopped at surrounding feeding Corn Damacs on Reruaes 
stations and stayed. Dispersal was random 
in direction. When the game manager establishes 

(The rye was surrounded by marshy hay- g pheasant refuge he seldom considers 
meadows, mostly mowed, but with patches crop damage, but he is often forcibly 
of bush willow. Area considered too poor in ° * 
cover to feed. Resident density 1 bird per reminded of it at a later date. 2 30 acres.) Winter pheasant concentrations are 

14. 21 birds released January 15 and 21 inherent in the present “system” of 
on the bare end of a farm in sight of well-fed accidental coverts. A mobile species 
marshy thickets at the other end. 6 seenin on clean-farmed range will surely move 
these thickets next day; marked birds seen . ‘ 
and retrapped there for rest of winter. ay fall to the best winter cover, espe- 

(The terrain is flat. The release point had Cially if fed and protected there, and 
been deserted by resident birds, but the the spring dispersion from that cover is 
marshy thicket was heavily populated. No bound to be incomplete. Hence the 

¥ known dispersal or mortality.) stage is set for crop damage near 
Conclusions: Pheasants released in a__ refuges. It is evident that the Ohio plan, 

good well-fed cover, already populated, by its artificial dispersion of refuge 
did not disperse, but did suffer con- pheasants, tends to relieve spring con- 
siderable predation. It is not certain, gestion and hence damage. 
however, that the predation rate was The experimental dispersions here 
heavier than in the resident birds; it described afforded an excellent chance 
may simply reflect the combined den- to observe whether reductions in pheas- 
sity of the two, as would be expected ant density are followed by a decrease 
from the Errington concept of a‘thresh- in damage. 
old of vulnerability” (9). The preda- University Bay Refuge. This property 
tion data, however, are much too crude _ is used by the University to grow inbred 
to either support or refute the appli- seed corn. To avoid contaminating 
cability of the Errington theory. pollens, such corn is grown on small 

Pheasants released on bare terrainin fields surrounded by woods. These 
sight of good well-fed cover promptly isolated fields are particularly vulner- 
moved to it and stayed there despite able to pheasants. 
heavy pre-existing population. Feeding and protection on the Uni- 

Pheasants were sometimes restless in versity Bay Refuge began in 1934, The 
coverts of less than 10 acres. Where first severe corn-pulling promptly fol- 
small coverts prevailed, both resident lowed in the spring of 1935. A rough 

: and released pheasants adopted a census that fall showed about 250 
“circuit” type of movement, travelling pheasants, or a bird per two acres for 
from one covert to another in se- the range unit. 
quence spreading over a mile of dis- In 1936, despite the shooting of 35
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pheasants by a patrolman, a third of was reduced by the trapping operations 
the corn on a 12-acre field had to be here described to 90 birds, or one per 

replanted, while three small plots were 5.5 acres. 

replanted as many as three times. The The spring damage in 1937 was again 
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Fig. 1. Frequency of weight classes in wild Wisconsin pheasants in winter. 

occurrence of hayfield nests in densities serious, despite the 60 per cent reduction 
as high as two per acre (10) afforded in population by trapping, and a further 
further evidence of abnormal conges- reduction of 9 per cent by shooting. The 

tion that spring. 12-acre field was not hurt, but one of 
The fall population in 1936 was 220 the three smaller plots had to be re- . 

pheasants, or a bird per 2.3 acres. This planted.
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A reduction by trapping to 75 in- marsh, but poorer in crop residues than 

stead of 90 breeding birds has been de- the range of the light birds. Both 
cided on for 1938. ranges are well fed and have plenty of 

Other Areas. The Arboretum, andthe ungrazed woods. 
two tamarack bogs at Faville Grove An insufficient sample of wild- 
(releases 9 and 12) all have a denser trapped pheasants from the Faville 

population than that left on University Grove Game Area indicates light birds 
Bay after the 1937 trapping; neverthe- weighing about the same as those from 
less they sustained little damage. The University Bay; Faville Grove has 

lesson seems to be that corn-pulling, both extensive marshes and heavy 
once established as a habit, is hard to crop residues, but a much lighter aver- 
eradicate even by stringent reductions. age population (1 pheasant per 12 

Conclusion: Trap hard enough to pre- acres). The weight discrepancy, then, 
vent its getting started. must simply be recorded as a fact not 

yet accounted for. 

Weicuts or PHEASANTS The maximum and minimum indi- 
An analysis of the weights of the 208 vidual weights of the 208 trapped 

trapped pheasants of determinable sex pheasants were as follows: 

Location Heaviest cock Heaviest hen Lightest cock Lightest hen 

i University Bay 1,600 grams 1,426 grams 1,175 grams 866 grams 
Arboretum 1/770 1/342 1,117 927 
Faville Grove 1,557 1,886 1,088 879 

is presented in Figure 1. The upper SumMary 

group of curves (A) depicts the fre- Wild pheasants trapped in winter 
quency of various weight classes in from managed refuges may be cheaper 

both sexes and both areas. The lower and better than artificial pheasants 

group (B) combines the weights from for replenishing understocked range. 
both areas, and may be assumed to Two hundred and ten such pheasants 
represent winter weights of fed pheas- were trapped, marked, and released 
ants in this region. under selected conditions in southern 

The upper curves disclose a distinct Wisconsin during January, 1937. 

and consistent difference between the Where food and cover were good and 

Arboretum and the University Bay coverts of ample size, there was no 
pheasant weights. The Arboretumcocks dispersion. 
are 100 grams heavier and the Ar- Where food was good but coverts 

boretum hens 50 grams heavier. small and scattered, the released birds 
The reasons for this discrepancy are held well in some instances. In others 

puzzling and perhaps important. The they (and also the resident birds) 
two areas are only two miles apart. adopted a circuit type of ranging 

> There are no known differences in similar to that of the large carnivores. 

racial origin of the pheasants. Where food and cover were both 
The heavy birds have a range more poor, dispersion was immediate and 

lightly populated, richer in heavy complete.
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Heavy pre-existing population den- gent reduction in density of pheasants. sity did not clearly accelerate dispersal The study disclosed an unexplained 
of released birds from good well-fed difference in weight of pheasants from cover. (Heavy populations in poor or the two areas trapped. 
unfed cover do not exist.) In general, the Ohio plan is ad- 

Heavy pre-existing population den- mirably adapted to that transition sity further increased by releases period in which the farmer, while willing seemed to increase the predation rate. to help feed, is still inclined to let the | 
There was no clear topographic state worry about winter cover. Under | orientation in the movement of released that plan the pheasants are wintered t birds, but birds released on poor cover where cover happens to exist and then within sight of good cover promptly artificially redistributed so as to stock moved to it. Birds released on good up- summer and fall range which would land cover within sight of good lowland otherwise be vacant. This reduces cover moved to the lowland. spring congestion and crop damage. It 
There were no returns to home range is an artificial system but less so than 

except by accident. the dependence on pen propagation 
Crop damage near refuges, once toward which most states are steadily 

started, may continue despite strin- drifting. 
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THE CHASE JOURNAL: AN EARLY RECORD 

OF WISCONSIN WILDLIFE 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

University of Wisconsin 

In building technique for wildlife restoration, it is of great 

value to have precise and dependable records of its decline. 

Usable records are scarce. A usable record is one in which all 

variables but one tend to be averaged out, either by a long span 

of space, or by a long span of time. 

A shooting journal is valuable when it presents the bag of 

an individual or fixed group, hunting one locality, by one meth- 

od, at regular intervals, through a long period of years. Such a 
record is the W. H. Chase Journal, recently presented to the 

Wisconsin Historical Library. This digest and analysis is pre- 
pared to make its contents available to other students. 

Walter Howard Chase began the Journal in 1873 at the age 

of fifteen and continued it through 1896, when he moved to Sul- 
livan, Illinois. He died in 1934. 

The Journal recorded his bag by species for each calendar 

year from 1873 to 1896. There are no notes or comments ex- 

cept an annual note on the opening and closing dates of Lake 

Wingra, and another dividing the duck bag as between spring 

and fall. The page for 1879 is missing, the stub bearing evidence 

of childish fingers wielding a scissors at some later time. The 

year 1895 is also missing. 

Lake Wingra, with its immediate environs, was the theatre 

of the hunting operations. It is one of the five “Madison Lakes” 

and lies on the outskirts of Madison, Dane County, Wisconsin. 

Part of the terrain is now covered with suburban residences, a 

municipal park, and a golf club; the remainder lies largely 
within the University of Wisconsin Arboretum. Since the Ar- 

boretum is now a centre for wild life research work, this record 

of its early fauna is of special interest. 

The general accuracy of the Journal is attested by attendant 

circumstances. The bags are recorded by tally marks, entered 

in changing inks, pens, and pencils, which means they were tal- 

Reprinted from the Transactions of the Wisconsin Academy of 

Sciences, Arts and Letters, Vol. 30, pp. 69-76. 
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Fig. 1. Game killed around Lake Wingra by W. H. Chase. 

lied currently, and not “estimated” at the end of the season. 
Chase also collected an herbarium of 1,000 plants, now a part of 

the University Herbarium. The species determinations attest 

his competency as an amateur naturalist. 

The Chase home, in which W. H. Chase lived during the pe- 

riod of the Journal, is on the shore of Lake Wingra. Dr. Samuel 

H. Chase, his brother, tells me that his hunting ground was 

bounded on the north by ‘“Marston’s Woods” (now Nakoma) 

and on the east by the “Dead Lake Ridge,” a moraine dividing 

Lake Wingra from Lake Monona. Toward the west it extended 
at times as far as Verona. Toward the south it included all of 

the peat and marl lowlands, then known as the “Big Marsh,” 

now comprising the east end of the Arboretum. Ducks were 

hunted with boat and decoys, but often also by jump-shooting. 

Dogs were used during the entire recorded period, the names of 

three appearing on the cover of the Journal. W. H. Chase fished 

in other counties of the state, but seldom if ever hunted there, 

hence the bags in the Journal are quite surely local to the Win- 

gra area.



TABLE I. 

W. H. CHASE JOURNAL. GAME KILLED ON AND NEAR LAKE WINGRA, MADISON, WISCONSIN 

Bag 
Com- 

= posi- 
tion 

Journal Author’s - Per 
Names Identification 1873 1874 1875 1876 1877 1878 1879 1880 1881 1882 1883 1884 1885 1886 1887 1888 1889 1890 1891 1892 1893 1894 1895 1896 Total cent 

Redhead 12 8 1 1 4 8 3 3 6 1 1 1 3 52 4 

Canvasback 1 2 3 

Bluebill Lesser Scaup? Ringneck? 154378 28° 20 16 15 24 24 5 2 10 I-26. 7-38 12~369 25 

Scaup Duck Greater Scaup? 14 9 13 62 ta 5 128 - 

Whistler American Goldeneye 2 1 z 4 6 2 16 

Butterball Bufflehead 2 5-10 12 4 8 5 2 5 2 6 10 2 3 278 5 

Ruddy Duck 1 1 1 1 1 5 

Mergansers (Undifferentiated) (2) q@) @) QQ) (Ss) 
Old-wives Old Squaw 7 3 3 13 1 
Mallard 1 3 7 37 2 7 qt 23 fae 6 218 Te 9 6 10 190 13 

Widgeon 1 1 2 2 1 1 3 1 6 4 2. 24 2 

Spoonbill Shoveller 4 4 1 1 3 1 t 15 1 

Greenwing Teal (Including undiffer- (20) (20) (33) 78 45 20 2 15 8-15 6 sy 22 7 2 (12) 10 33921 
entiated teals) (species not differentiated) 

Bluewing Teal 22 1 5 2 1 2 3 6 8 1 4 55 5 

Wood Duck if 5 4 10-33 — 16 19 1 5 9 1118 =619 2 312 16111 

Pintail 3 7 2 1 6 4 1 4 9 SS 2 44 3 

Gray Duck Gadwall? 1 2 3 
TOTAL DUCKS (50) (90) (60) 60 96 144 212- 100-92 64133 — 8145" 66. 44.53. BA 6 AE 5087 16 1500 100 

Pigeon Passenger Pigeon 70 SO 105 88 43 25 t= 26. 1 233 2 20 4 463 

Snipe 2518-10" = 15 8 3 1210 4 5 9 10 437 6 6 4 8 14 200 

Woodcock 1 2 2 1 1 3 2 2 14 

King Rail He ES AD 32 
Plover ? 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 3 21 

Partridge Ruffed Grouse 10 9 4 7 CAS z 3 i= 16. 8 1 7 3 3 1 3 94 

Chickens Pinnated Grouse 4 2 4 2 2 14 

Quail Bobwhite 1 1 2 
Rabbit Cottontail 3 3 6 3 8 10 1 3 8 5 8 2 9 8 13 2 94 

PER CENT OF DUCKS KILLED IN SPRING 16 28 17 t—I1t 8 4 47 7
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I have summarized the bags by species and years in table 1. 
The trend of the bag in certain species is depicted in the graph 

(Fig. 1). On Dr. Samuel H. Chase’s authority, I have lumped 
two “summer ducks” with wood duck in the table, also nine 

“winter ducks” with goldeneye. These are evidently slips into 

the local vernacular. The distinction in the table between 
“Scaup” and “Bluebill,”’ and the identity of “gray duck” as gad- 
wall, may both be considered as doubtful. “Bluebill” probably 

includes Ringnecks. The identity of ‘plover’ I have not ven- 

tured to guess. Certain bags of rails, blackbirds, mudhens, bit- 

terns, cranes, hawks, owls, skunks, muskrats, and an eagle 

appear during the youthful period, all undifferentiated as to 

species. These are omitted from the table for brevity. Undif- 

ferentiated teals and mergansers appear in parenthesis. 

Passenger Pigeon. Chase witnessed only the closing scenes 

of the pigeon tragedy. W.B. Mershon (pp. 113, 115) states that 

the last big Wisconsin nestings were at Eau Claire, Tomah and 

Augusta in 1871. This was two years before the Journal began 

in 1873, but Chase nevertheless bagged 70 pigeons in that year. 

Mershon (p. 152) mentions an unverified report of a nesting 

southwest of Lac Vieux Desert in 1874, and of another near Fort 
Atkinson about the same time. Both would fall within the Jour- 
nal period. 

Dr. Samuel H. Chase, who was born in 1878, remembers as a 

boy seeing pigeons in the “Sisters’ Woods” adjoining the Chase 

residence. They were so thick as to weigh down the oak trees 

from which they were gathering mast, and so close that he could 

see the ripple in each lustrous throat as each acorn “went down.” 
This must have been in about August 1882, a decade after the 
last verified* Wisconsin nestings, and six years before W. H. 

Chase bagged his last pigeon in 1888. Dr. Samuel H. Chase saw 

his last pigeons in 1885—a spring flock of 12 birds. Mershon i 
records the last scattered Wisconsin flocks as seen in Florence 
county in 1884, Lake Winnebago 1897, and Lake Butte des Morts 

1897. The record ends with the single bird killed by Emerson 
Hough at Babcock about 1900. 

The conclusion is that the disappearance of Wisconsin pig- 

eons was no sudden debacle—they occurred in decreasing num- 

bers for nearly three decades after the big nesting of 1871. 

“© A. W, Schorger has since recorded nestings in 1882,
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Ducks. The percent composition of the kill (last column on 

right in table) indicates the former relative abundance of spe- 

cies on Lake Wingra. Scaup, greenwing teal, and mallard com- 

; prise 59 per cent of the recorded bag. 

Aside from this question of composition of the kill, the main 

value of the duck record is as possible evidence of trends in duck 

abundance. 

The annual kill from 1878 to 1880 shows a steady climb (see 

graph), but this may represent the mounting proficiency of the 

youthful hunter, rather than any trend in duck abundance. 

Between 1880 and 1888 follows a nearly continuous decline. 

This spans the ages of 22 to 30, when most hunters are ap- 

proaching their maximum of zest and skill, hence it is reasonable 

to postulate a decline in local birds. Can we account for such a 

trend? 

It is common knowledge that Wingra is now spoiled as a duck 

lake, presumably by carp. Cole (p. 547) shows that carp were 
first introduced into Wisconsin about 1879, just previous to the 

apparent decline in Wingra ducks. Dr. Samuel H. Chase, how- 

ever, did not notice carp in Wingra until the late nineties. The 

possible role of carp thus seems beset by contradictory evidence. 
The decade following 1888 shows, in general, a rising curve, 

ending in a sharp decline after 1894. This decline coincides 

with the general drouth of the early nineties (Streiff, p. 294). 

E. R. Jones, State Drainage Engineer, tells me that undrained 

peat marshes in central Wisconsin suffered deep burns in 1894. 

This is the only known Wisconsin record of widespread peat 

fires previous to drainage, and indicates extremely low water 

tables. 

Wing, in his exploration of waterfowl cycles, shows a Brant 

bag curve (p. 349) for Monomay Island, Massachusetts. The 

general trend parallels the Briickner cycle of the sun, but during 

the two periods here under consideration, the trend is opposite 

that of the Chase curve. The minor oscillations, however, in- 
clude a number of coincidences with the Chase curve: a low in 

1888, a high in 1891, a low in 1893, a high in 1894, and a low in 

1896. 

The only conclusion which can be drawn is that if many local 

journals could be fused into one continuous record, it might shed 

important light on past fluctuations in waterfowl.
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The abrupt termination of Old Squaws after 1878, after ap- 
pearing in the bag for the three preceding years, is suggestive 
of sporadic changes in the movements of this species. Schorger 

records the reappearance of Old Squaws on the Madison Lakes 

in 1913, 1925, and 1929. The bird seen in 1929 was in the Na- 

koma Golf Club spring near Lake Wingra. 

Woodcock. The small kill, all grouped in two periods, is sug- 
gestive of fluctuating abundance. Howard F. Weiss saw 22 
woodcock in one day on the Arboretum in April, 1933, and I soon 

after saw 18. All three of these possible “highs” fall in periods 
of apparent duck scarcity. 

Phillips thinks New England woodcock increased during the 
years just previous to 1925. 

Leopold and Schorger (p. 189) record a decrease of jack- 
snipe in Dane County during the period 1919-1929, since fol- 
lowed (in my opinion) by an increase during the present period 
of duck scarcity. 

All these fragments collectively suggest the need for an in- 
vestigation of shorebird population levels, including a possible 
fluctuation inverse to ducks. 

King Rail. This species is still an uncommon but regular 
breeder on Wingra. Again the lumping of the bag in the period 
1873-1875 is suggestive of fluctuating abundance. Dr. Samuel 
H. Chase remembers these birds as common about the family 
boathouse in the late 70’s when he was a small child, but he killed 
none until about 1889. This suggests an intervening period of 
scarcity. 

Ruffed Grouse and Prairie Chicken. Ruffed Grouse disap- 
peared from the Wingra woods just before the establishment of 
the Arboretum. Cahn found them present yearlong in 1915. It 
is hoped that they can be reintroduced. Prairie chickens are 
still present at times, but in very small numbers. A single 
brood was raised in 1934. 

The absence of sharptails from the record indicates they 
either never occurred on Wingra, or had disappeared before the 
70’s. There is still a single remnant in Dane County. 

It is notable that when chickens were killed at all, it was in 
years of high bag in ruffed grouse. This corroborates the gen- 
eral assumption that these two species share the same cycle.
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But what cycle? According to Wing (p. 859), the most probable 

fluctuation to be looked for in southern Wisconsin is the solar 
“half cycle” of five or six years, which peaked in 1871, 1878, 

1884, and 1889. The Chase bag apparently peaks just before 
1878, in 1878, in 1885-6, and again about 1888. Of course, in 

such a slender bag record neither agreement nor disagreement 

with the cycles is to be considered as anything more than a 

hint of possible relationship. 

Quail. The extremely small bag of two quail in 24 years is 

noteworthy. It hardly seems likely that a young hunter with 
enough shells and hunting appetite to shoot Soras, and a good 

dog to boot, would either have passed up quail in the field or 

failed to record them if shot. One is forced to the conclusion 

that quail were scarce or absent during the Journal period. 

Contrast this with the following recent census figures for the 

Arboretum: 

Fall Census Spring Survival 

Year Authority (December) (April 1) 

1929-30 Errington 387 23 

1980-31 Errington 67 58 
1981-32 Errington 70 46 
1932-33 Errington 41 41 

1933-34 Leopold 128? ae 

1984-35 McBeath me 85 

These censuses represent the quail population on a somewhat 

variable area, but an area always much smaller than that hunted 

by Chase. Winter feeding has been practiced only since 1933- 

84. One is forced to conclude that quail, at least around Win- 
gra, are much more abundant now than during the Journal pe- 

riod. This conclusion is negatively sustained by Leopold’s chart 
(Game Survey, p. 76), which records no quail highs in Wiscon- 

sin during the Journal period, except one in the northwestern 

counties in 1896. It is positively sustained by Dr. Samuel H. 

Chase’s recollections—he remembers that his father regarded as 
quite a curiosity a pair of quail appearing in the family yard 

about 1885. 

All of the speculations in this paper concerning population 

levels are recorded not as conclusions, but as a provocation to 

other investigators who may have opportunity to compile other 
journals, and thus ultimately make conclusions possible.
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Lake Record. The Journal records the following dates for 

the opening and closing of the ice on Lake Wingra: 

1877-1878 ~=«:1879~=Ss«1880 = s«1881.=Ss«1882=Ss«:1883. «1884 1885 

Lake opened su... Mar.9  Mar.29 Mar.23 Apr. 29 March.2 Apr.10 Apr. 13 April. 13 
Lake closed Dec. 29 Dec.6 Nov.19 Noy.16 Nov.20 Dec.2 Nov.15 Nov. 24 Dec. § 

1886 1887 1888 1889 1890 1891 1892 1893 1894 

Lake opened Apr. 15 0 yes Apt.13 Mar. 24 Mar. 24 seus Apt. 2 Apr. 5 Mar. 10 
Lake closed Nov. 24 Nov. 20 Dec.12 ss Dec. 4 snes Nov. 18 Nov. 17 Nov. 15 

1895 1896 PSH DARUDANM ean See eta ad WD SUSU AB 9 
Lake opened ju. Mar. 30 
Lake closed chess cases 

On the page for 1881 appears a note: “Water highest ever 

known to me.” Evidently this reflects “The Big Snow” which 

fell in February and March of that year (unpublished records 

of U. 8. Weather Bureau, Madison). 

The original Journal may be consulted at the Wisconsin His- 

torical Library. 
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THE CHASE JOURNAL: AN EARLY RECORD 

OF WISCONSIN WILDLIFE 
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In building technique for wildlife restoration, it is of great 

value to have precise and dependable records of its decline. 

Usable records are scarce. A usable record is one in which all 

variables but one tend to be averaged out, either by a long span 

of space, or by a long span of time. 

A shooting journal is valuable when it presents the bag of 

an individual or fixed group, hunting one locality, by one meth- 

od, at regular intervals, through a long period of years. Such a 
record is the W. H. Chase Journal, recently presented to the 

Wisconsin Historical Library. This digest and analysis is pre- 

pared to make its contents available to other students. 

Walter Howard Chase began the Journal in 1873 at the age 

of fifteen and continued it through 1896, when he moved to Sul- 

livan, Illinois. He died in 1934. 

The Journal recorded his bag by species for each calendar 

year from 1873 to 1896. There are no notes or comments ex- 

cept an annual note on the opening and closing dates of Lake 

Wingra, and another dividing the duck bag as between spring 

and fall. The page for 1879 is missing, the stub bearing evidence 

of childish fingers wielding a scissors at some later time. The 

year 1895 is also missing. 

Lake Wingra, with its immediate environs, was the theatre 

of the hunting operations. It is one of the five “Madison Lakes” 
and lies on the outskirts of Madison, Dane County, Wisconsin. 

Part of the terrain is now covered with suburban residences, a 

municipal park, and a golf club; the remainder lies largely 
within the University of Wisconsin Arboretum. Since the Ar- 

boretum is now a centre for wild life research work, this record 
of its early fauna is of special interest. 

The general accuracy of the Journal is attested by attendant 

circumstances. The bags are recorded by tally marks, entered 

in changing inks, pens, and pencils, which means they were tal- 
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Fig. 1. Game killed around Lake Wingra by W. H. Chase. 

lied currently, and not “estimated’’ at the end of the season. 
Chase also collected an herbarium of 1,000 plants, now a part of 

the University Herbarium. The species determinations attest 
his competency as an amateur naturalist. 

The Chase home, in which W. H. Chase lived during the pe- 
riod of the Journal, is on the shore of Lake Wingra. Dr. Samuel 

H. Chase, his brother, tells me that his hunting ground was 

bounded on the north by “Marston’s Woods” (now Nakoma) 

and on the east by the “Dead Lake Ridge,” a moraine dividing 

Lake Wingra from Lake Monona. Toward the west it extended 
at times as far as Verona. Toward the south it included all of 

the peat and marl lowlands, then known as the “Big Marsh,” 

now comprising the east end of the Arboretum. Ducks were 

hunted with boat and decoys, but often also by jump-shooting. 

Dogs were used during the entire recorded period, the names of 

three appearing on the cover of the Journal. W. H. Chase fished 
in other counties of the state, but seldom if ever hunted there, 

hence the bags in the Journal are quite surely local to the Win- 

gra area,



TABLE I. 

W. H. CHASE JOURNAL. GAME KILLED ON AND NEAR LAKE WINGRA, MADISON, WISCONSIN 
Nag ea an es 

Bag 
Com- 
Posi- 
tion 

Journal Author’s Per 
Names Identification 1873 1874 1875 1876 1877 1878 1879 1880 1881 1882 1883 1884 1885 1886 1887 1888 1889 1890 1891 1892 1893 1894 1895 1896 Total cent 

Redhead 12 8 1 1 4 8 3 3 6 2 i 5 3 52 4 

Canvasback iT 2 3 
Bluebill Lesser Scaup? Ringneck? 15. 43-78 28.20. 16:15 24 24 5 2 10 ALS 520-5 7-239: 12.369 25 

Scaup Duck Greater Scaup? 14 9 13 OSssi la 12 26 5 128 9 

Whistler American Goldeneye 2 1 A 4 6 2 16 

Butterball Bufflehead 2 510 12 4 8 5 2 5 2 Ba Ones 3 278 S 
Ruddy Duck 1 i a: 1 1 5 

Mergansers (Undifferentiated) @) qd) qd) Q) (5) 
Old-wives Old Squaw 7 3 3 13 1 

Mallard 1 3 i 37 2 7 723 F108 6 20 1S SRY, 9 6 10 190 13 

Widgeon 1 1 2 2 1 1 3 £ 6 4 2 24 2 

Spoonbill Shoveller 4 4 1 1 3 i 1 15 1 

Greenwing Teal (Including undiffer- (20) (20) (33) 7% 45 20 S15 8 15 6 3 22 7 2 (12) 10 33921 
entiated teals) (species not differentiated) 

Bluewing Teal 22 id: 5 2 1 2 3 6 8 1 4 55 5 

Wood Duck 1 9 4 7 5106 “13-16 — 09 1 S 9 1 16219) 2 S12 161 lt 

Pintail 3 7 2 1 6 4 f a 9 5 2 44 3 

Gray Duck Gadwall? 1 2 3 

TOTAL DUCKS (50) (90) (60) 60 96 144 212,100 92. 64 133 81 45 66 #14 53 84 67 47 ~#39 87 16 1500 100 

Pigeon Passenger Pigeon 7. 50-105" 88-43-25 7 as 1.23 2 20 4 463 

Snipe 2D 102 S10 2 TS. 8 3 12__ 10 4 5 9 10 ao 37 6 6 4 8 14 200 

Woodcock 1 2 2 i: 1 3 2 2 14 

King Rail Nae! 32 

Plover P 2 1 1 2 2 i 2 2 2 2 1 3 21 

Partridge Ruffed Grouse 10 9 4 7 Tats 2 3 IES10' 8 1 7 3 3 1 3 94 

Chickens Pinnated Grouse 4 2 4 2 2 14 

Quail Bobwhite 1 z 2 

Rabbit Cottontail 5 3 6 3 8 10 t 3 8 5 8 2 9 8 13 2 94 

PER CENT OF DUCKS KILLED IN SPRING 16 28 17 2 CAL 8 24 47 a
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I have summarized the bags by species and years in table 1. 
The trend of the bag in certain species is depicted in the graph 

(Fig. 1). On Dr. Samuel H. Chase’s authority, I have lumped 

two “summer ducks” with wood duck in the table, also nine 
“winter ducks” with goldeneye. These are evidently slips into 

the local vernacular. The distinction in the table between 

“Scaup” and “Bluebill,” and the identity of “gray duck” as gad- 

wall, may both be considered as doubtful. “Bluebill” probably 

includes Ringnecks. The identity of “plover” I have not ven- 

tured to guess. Certain bags of rails, blackbirds, mudhens, bit- 

terns, cranes, hawks, owls, skunks, muskrats, and an eagle 
appear during the youthful period, all undifferentiated as to 
species. These are omitted from the table for brevity. Undif- 
ferentiated teals and mergansers appear in parenthesis. 

Passenger Pigeon. Chase witnessed only the closing scenes 
of the pigeon tragedy. W.B. Mershon (pp. 113, 115) states that 
the last big Wisconsin nestings were at Eau Claire, Tomah and 
Augusta in 1871. This was two years before the Journal began 
in 1878, but Chase nevertheless bagged 70 pigeons in that year. 
Mershon (p. 152) mentions an unverified report of a nesting 
southwest of Lac Vieux Desert in 1874, and of another near Fort 
Atkinson about the same time. Both would fall within the Jour- 
nal period. 

Dr. Samuel H. Chase, who was born in 1873, remembers as a 
boy seeing pigeons in the “Sisters’ Woods” adjoining the Chase 
residence. They were so thick as to weigh down the oak trees 
from which they were gathering mast, and so close that he could 
see the ripple in each lustrous throat as each acorn “went down.” 
This must have been in about August 1882, a decade after the 
last verified* Wisconsin nestings, and six years before W. H. 
Chase bagged his last pigeon in 1888. Dr. Samuel H. Chase saw 
his last pigeons in 1885—a spring flock of 12 birds. Mershon 
records the last scattered Wisconsin flocks as seen in Florence 
county in 1884, Lake Winnebago 1897, and Lake Butte des Morts 
1897. The record ends with the single bird killed by Emerson 
Hough at Babcock about 1900. 

The conclusion is that the disappearance of Wisconsin pig- 
eons was no sudden debacle—they occurred in decreasing num- 
bers for nearly three decades after the big nesting of 1871. 

"* A. W. Schorger has since recorded nestings in 1882.
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Ducks. The percent composition of the kill (last column on 

right in table) indicates the former relative abundance of spe- 

cies on Lake Wingra. Scaup, greenwing teal, and mallard com- 

prise 59 per cent of the recorded bag. 

Aside from this question of composition of the kill, the main 

value of the duck record is as possible evidence of trends in duck 

abundance. 

The annual kill from 1873 to 1880 shows a steady climb (see 

graph), but this may represent the mounting proficiency of the 

youthful hunter, rather than any trend in duck abundance. 

Between 1880 and 1888 follows a nearly continuous decline. 

This spans the ages of 22 to 30, when most hunters are ap- 

proaching their maximum of zest and skill, hence it is reasonable 

to postulate a decline in local birds. Can we account for such a 

trend? 

It is common knowledge that Wingra is now spoiled as a duck 

lake, presumably by carp. Cole (p. 547) shows that carp were 

first introduced into Wisconsin about 1879, just previous to the 

apparent decline in Wingra ducks. Dr. Samuel H. Chase, how- 

ever, did not notice carp in Wingra until the late nineties. The 

possible role of carp thus seems beset by contradictory evidence. 

The decade following 1888 shows, in general, a rising curve, 

ending in a sharp decline after 1894. This decline coincides 

with the general drouth of the early nineties (Streiff, p. 294). 

E. R. Jones, State Drainage Engineer, tells me that undrained 

peat marshes in central Wisconsin suffered deep burns in 1894. 

This is the only known Wisconsin record of widespread peat 

fires previous to drainage, and indicates extremely low water 

tables. 

Wing, in his exploration of waterfowl cycles, shows a Brant 

bag curve (p. 349) for Monomay Island, Massachusetts. The 

general trend parallels the Briickner cycle of the sun, but during 

the two periods here under consideration, the trend is opposite 

that of the Chase curve. The minor oscillations, however, in- 

clude a number of coincidences with the Chase curve: alowin . 

1888, a high in 1891, a low in 1893, a high in 1894, and a low in 

1896. 

The only conclusion which can be drawn is that if many local 

journals could be fused into one continuous record, it might shed 

important light on past fluctuations in waterfowl.
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The abrupt termination of Old Squaws after 1878, after ap- 

pearing in the bag for the three preceding years, is suggestive 

of sporadic changes in the movements of this species. Schorger 

records the reappearance of Old Squaws on the Madison Lakes 
in 1913, 1925, and 1929. The bird seen in 1929 was in the Na- 

koma Golf Club spring near Lake Wingra. 

Woodcock. The small kill, all grouped in two periods, is sug- 

gestive of fluctuating abundance. Howard F. Weiss saw 22 

woodcock in one day on the Arboretum in April, 1933, and I soon 

after saw 18. All three of these possible “highs” fall in periods 

of apparent duck scarcity. 

Phillips thinks New England woodcock increased during the 

years just previous to 1925. 

Leopold and Schorger (p. 189) record a decrease of jack- 

snipe in Dane County during the period 1919-1929, since fol- 

lowed (in my opinion) by an increase during the present period 

of duck scarcity. 

All these fragments collectively suggest the need for an in- 

vestigation of shorebird population levels, including a possible 

fluctuation inverse to ducks. 

King Rail. This species is still an uncommon but regular 

breeder on Wingra. Again the lumping of the bag in the period 

1873-1875 is suggestive of fluctuating abundance. Dr. Samuel 

H. Chase remembers these birds as common about the family 
boathouse in the late 70’s when he was a small child, but he killed 

none until about 1889. This suggests an intervening period of 

scarcity. 

Ruffed Grouse and Prairie Chicken. Ruffed Grouse disap- 

peared from the Wingra woods just before the establishment of 

the Arboretum. Cahn found them present yearlong in 1915. It 

is hoped that they can be reintroduced. Prairie chickens are 
still present at times, but in very small numbers. A single 

brood was raised in 1934. 

The absence of sharptails from the record indicates they 
either never occurred on Wingra, or had disappeared before the 

70’s. There is still a single remnant in Dane County. 

It is notable that when chickens were killed at all, it was in 

years of high bag in ruffed grouse. This corroborates the gen- 

eral assumption that these two species share the same cycle.
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But what cycle? According to Wing (p. 359), the most probable 

fluctuation to be looked for in southern Wisconsin is the solar 

“half cycle” of five or six years, which peaked in 1871, 1878, 

1884, and 1889. The Chase bag apparently peaks just before 
1873, in 1878, in 1885-6, and again about 1888. Of course, in 

such a slender bag record neither agreement nor disagreement 

with the cycles is to be considered as anything more than a 

hint of possible relationship. 

Quail. The extremely small bag of two quail in 24 years is 

noteworthy. It hardly seems likely that a young hunter with 

enough shells and hunting appetite to shoot Soras, and a good 

dog to boot, would either have passed up quail in the field or 

failed to record them if shot. One is forced to the conclusion 

that quail were scarce or absent during the Journal period. 

Contrast this with the following recent census figures for the 

Arboretum: 

Fall Census Spring Survival 

Year Authority (December) (April 1) 

1929-80 Errington 37 28 
1980-31 Errington 67 58 

1981-32 Errington 70 46 
1932-33 Errington 41 41 
1933-34 Leopold 128? aie 

1934-35. McBeath ae 85 

These censuses represent the quail population on a somewhat 

variable area, but an area always much smaller than that hunted 

by Chase. Winter feeding has been practiced only since 1933- 

34. One is forced to conclude that quail, at least around Win- 
gra, are much more abundant now than during the Journal pe- 

riod. This conclusion is negatively sustained by Leopold’s chart 
(Game Survey, p. 76), which records no quail highs in Wiscon- 
sin during the Journal period, except one in the northwestern 

counties in 1896. It is positively sustained by Dr. Samuel H. 
Chase’s recollections—he remembers that his father regarded as 

quite a curiosity a pair of quail appearing in the family yard 

about 1885. 

All of the speculations in this paper concerning population 

levels are recorded not as conclusions, but as a provocation to 
other investigators who may have opportunity to compile other 

journals, and thus ultimately make conclusions possible.
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Lake Record. The Journal records the following dates for , 

the opening and closing of the ice on Lake Wingra: ‘a 

1877. 1878 «1879 +«=«:1880~=s«1881_=Ss«1882=Ss« 1883 1884 1885 a 

Lake opened seu  Mar.9 Mar.29 Mar.23 Apr.29 March. 2 Apr.10 Apr. 13 April. 13 
Lake closed Dec. 29 Dec.6 Nov.19 Nov.16 Nov.20 Dec.2 Nov.15 Nov. 24 Dec. 5 

1886 1887 1888 1889 1890 1891 1892 1893 1894 
Bet SE Nes SEES AUREL ee aaa ee ee ee 

Lake opened Apr.15 yee Apr. 13 Mar. 24 Mar. 24 sess Apr. 2 Apr. 5 Mar. 10 

Lake closed Nov. 24 Nov-20 Dec.12 ssuuue Dec. 4 senne Nove18 Nov. 17 Nov. 15 

1895 1896 
i ee eek ROR BORER Se Sel ee 
Lake opened ......... Mar. 30 
Make ‘closed iersecccs sansiaieee 

On the page for 1881 appears a note: “Water highest ever 

known to me.” Evidently this reflects “The Big Snow” which 

fell in February and March of that year (unpublished records 

of U. S. Weather Bureau, Madison). s 

The original Journal may be consulted at the Wisconsin His- 

torical Library. 
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CONSERVATION BLUEPRINTS 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

THE conservation movement in America is about parks, hatcheries, and check-dams. 
to pass one of the milestones in its career : the crea- The real substance of conservation lies not in the 
tion of a federal Department of Conservation. physieal projects of government, but in the mental 

I have watched this idea grow since it was first processes of citizens. The road in park or forest 
broached by Commissioner Alexander, of Louisi- is not the thing; what matters is where and for 
ana, a score of years ago. Leadership in its promo- what the park-visitor or forest-user wants roads. 
tion has been assumed by many men almost hu- The acreage bought for public parks or forests is 
morously diverse in character, but all alike in two not the thing; what matters is whether private 
respects: all were seeking a political career in con- landowners regard their forests and their land- 
servation, and all knew a little—but not too much scapes as a public trust. The fire put out by a CCC : 
—about the subject. crew is not the thing; what matters is whether 

This is significant because, in order to have much people are careless with fire in the woods. The can 
faith in such a scheme, one must not know too of fish dumped is not the thing; what matters is 

: much. To repose confidence in a shifting of offi- the attitude of the fisherman toward the public 
cial blueprints requires deep enthusiasm and shal- resource he is privileged to harvest. The sheep 
low understanding. grazing permit is not the thing; what matters is 

The situation reminds me of a Forest Super- whether the sheepman knows or cares that he is 
visor, who, on being transferred to a new forest, helping to build the Great American Desert. The 
directed all the desks in the headquarter office to sawlog sold is not the thing; what matters is 
be shifted. He was vaguely dissatisfied with his whether the citizen who buys a board or a newspa- 
staff, and thought that by rearranging their desks per knows or cares where it comes from, knows or 
he might rearrange their performance. It did not cares whether it is the product of exploitation or 
oceur to him that his staff perhaps needed weeding land-cropping. The regulation on ducks is not the 
instead of shifting, or that a shift of ideas might thing; what matters is whether the duck hunter 
do more good than a shift of seats. is ashamed or proud to bequeath to his sons a duck- 

Those who now complain the loudest about Sec- less, marshless continent, and if ashamed, whether 
retary Ickes’ impending reorganization scheme this in any wise affects his trigger-finger. Lastly 
are, ironically enough, those whose accumulated and most important, the check-dam in a farmer’s 
thoughts and acts have made it possible. It all gully is not the thing; what matters is whether a 
goes back to the fundamental question: What is a social stigma attaches to the ownership of a gullied 
bureau? We have one and all assumed that a farm; whether the farmer realizes that to leave 
bureau is a law, an appropriation, an overhead, behind a fertile, stable, and beautiful farmstead 
and a group of physical acts of government; a is in these days a greater and more difficult 
piece of land bought, a road built, a fire put out, a achievement than to endow a hospital or found 
ean of fish dumped, a flock of sheep given (or de- an industry. 
nied) a grazing permit, a sawlog sold, a new duck All the acts of government, in short, are of slight 
regulation promulgated. importance to conservation except as they affect the 

If we grant the premise that conservation is the acts and thoughts of citizens. A bigger conserva- 
sum of these physical acts of government, then it tion bureau is not necessarily a better one. Per- 
becomes difficult to refute the proposal that they fect coordination among bureaus is not necessarily 
might be better coordinated if executed by a single progress; citizens may learn more from bureau 
cabinet head. When we grant this premise we quarrels than bureau regimentation. In fact, bu- 
classify conservation as essentially an engineering reaus do not matter except as they mobilize brains 
enterprise—biological engineering, if you wish— to influence people. It has happened again and 
but nevertheless engineering, and as such properly again that the smallest bureau has the biggest 
assignable to an engineering and public works De- thoughts. One of the plainest lessons from the 
partment. Once we grant this premise, we also New Deal boom in bureaus is that accomplishment 
give President Roosevelt a chance to ascribe all is not proportional to size, appropriations, or au- 
opposition to a desire to have Secretary Wallace, thority, nor is it much affected by organization 
rather than Secretary Ickes, at the helm of the ship. blueprints. If we can deduce any rule at all, it is 

In my view the premise is false and superficial. this: accomplishment is proportional to how long 
These physical acts of government are the manifes- and how earnestly a bureau has wrestled with its 
tations of a public desire for conservation, but not problem of leadership in public thought. Some 
the substance of the thing itself. Conservation bureaus—the Forest Service, for example—have, in 
might make splendid headway if they did not exist ; my view, made some headway despite the load of 
it might languish even though the whole treasury new dollars and new physical chores given them by 
were emptied to build bigger and better forests, the New Deal. The  (Continwing on page 608) 
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good trees shipped directly and quickly to the the trees after they arrived on the retail markets 

market ought to bring a premium price for the in the cities. Ordinary tarred twine was used in 

producer. The group, after full consideration of tying the bundles of trees, but the organization 

the marketing plan, decided to take the step with soon adopted a bright red dyed yarn for this pur- 

the hope that in a small way they might aid in pose, which very greatly improved the appearance 

stablizing an important industry, very much in of the trees. In addition, each tree was further 

need of organization. The State Extension service identified with a red and white tag containing the 
and the County Farm Bureau, with an eye toward following message: ‘‘Christmas Greetings from the 

increasing the income for the farmers and placing Mountains of New Hampshire. This tree brings a 

the Christmas tree business on a stable basis, ac- Christmas message from the great outdoors. Its 
cordingly, in 1928, worked cutting was not destruc- 
with this group in estab- tive.’’ 

lishing an independent mar- Many dealers, in addition, 
keting organization. stamped their own names 

The ageney was to be on the tags so that the con- 
tried out experimentally in sumer was able to tell just 
a small way without any where his tree originally 
capital outlay other than came from. This business 
the trees themselves. While cn grew year after year with 

the group was naturally in- y trees being shipped prin- 
terested in any immediate é Ly cipally to New York, Pitts- 

profit that might accrue, > 4 \ burgh, Philadelphia, and as 
many were looking further MN far away as New Orleans. 
ahead, believing that the pa vs we This marketing effort, be- 
growing and marketing of , ‘ gun by a few pioneers, is 
Christmas trees should be SP now being continued as an 
made an important farm important activity of the 
forest product for northern Forest Products Associa- 
New Hampshire. They tion, Incorporated, newly 
firmly believed that much CHRISTMAS CHOICE organized farmers’ forestry 
of value to the producers, cooperative. They are con- 
dealers and ultimately the Going after a Christmas tree tinuing the original market- 
consumers could be accom- ns i juss pC aee ing idea, expanding sales, 
plished by working together, Along you shouldn't bring and for the first time in 
organizing the markets, ad- Because they'll say a spruce is best, the East, marketing a 
vertising, and distributing i a eel: graded Christmas tree. 
the trees economically. But hemlock would be mine. Trees are being sold by 

Tree dealers were ap- : ; . this Association under three 

proached in large metro- en chetse iteton tre dotecetulness: classifications: ‘‘Fancy,’’ 
i : nd willingness to bear i 

politan centers with a new A bit of stony hillside for Standard,” and ‘“‘Un- 
idea—selling Christmas trees Which most the trees don't care. graded.’’ Ungraded lots 
Of an) oreanized farin10- i grows the humble, gnarly way contain products of poorer 

=i x at humans know so well; A 
market basis, the selling Yet none bedeck more graciously quality. Under the trade 

points to the dealer being The homes where poor folk dwell; name of ‘‘Co-op Brand,’’ 
that the trees would be se- panes such ee tiony arms eomnine the Association will market 
lected for quality and LOUIS STODDARD. this season fifty or sixty 
shipped direct so that they carloads of selected spruce 
would arrive on the retail and fir trees. 

markets fresh and green. With the improvement 
The idea quickly caught ; that has taken place in 
hold and the organization became active the first marketing conditions and price paid the producer, 

year, shipping trees in carload lots to reliable dis- interest continues to develop in growing trees. 

tributors. The idea passed beyond the experi- Land owners are attempting to improve natural 

mental stage the first year, as the small associa- pasture growth for Christmas trees. Areas that 

tion paid its participating membership more for are too thick are being thinned, allowing the 

the trees than they could have received through trees to develop symmetrically. Misshapen trees 

ordinary channels, set aside a small reserve, and are pruned, and double trees corrected so that 

more particularly, improved the price which the these areas will yield greater quantities of good 

itinerant buyers paid. quality Christmas trees. 

The members of the association felt that their A new source of trees will be used this season. 
reputation and success must be built upon a high The demand for rough pulpwood is active and 
quality product. Every effort was made to ship many farmers are cutting spruce and fir for this 

a faney product and steps were taken to identify purpose. A high (Continuing on page 608) 
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if 
‘ each spring to the clangor of cranes. The peat 

» layers which comprise the bog are laid down in the 

> £ basin of an ancient lake. The cranes stand, as it 
er E( were, upon the sodden pages of their own history. 

s) os Pe Bi These peats are the compressed remains of the 
eS mosses which clogged the pools, of the tamaracks 

AL 4 which spread over the moss, of the cranes which ] 
: bugled over the tamaracks since the retreat of the 

ice sheet. An endless caravan of generations has 

built of its own bones this bridge into the future, 

this habitat where the oncoming host again may 

live and breed and die. 

A DAWN-WIND stirs on the great marsh. With To what end? | Out op the bog ween’ gulping 
almost imperceptible slowness it rolls a bank of ante luckless tro 8, Springs his ungainly halle oe 
fog across the wide morass. Like the white ghost ihe air and flails the morning ae with mighty 
of a glacier the mists advance, riding over pha- wings. The tamaracks re-echo with his bugled cer- 

lanxes of tamarack, sliding across bog-meadows titude. He seems to know. 

heavy with dew. A single silence hangs from hori- i Me Mabe le 

zon to horizon. Our ability to perceive quality in nature begins, 
Out of some far recess of the sky a tinkling of as in art, with the pretty. It expands through suc- 

little bells falls soft upon the listening land. Then cessive stages of the beautiful to values as yet un- 
again silence. Now comes a baying of some sweet- captured by language. The quality of cranes lies, 

throated hound, soon the clamor of a responding I think, in this higher gamut, as yet beyond the 

pack. Then a far clear blast of hunting horns, reach of words. 
out of the sky into the fog. This much, though, can be said: Our apprecia- 

High horns, low horns, silence, and finally a tion of the crane grows with the slow unravelling 

pandemonium of trumpets, rattles, croaks and of earth history. His tribe, we now know, stems 

cries that almost shakes the bog with its nearness, out of the remote Eocene. The other members of 

but without yet disclosing whence it comes. At the fauna in which he originated are long since 
last a glint of sun reveals the approach of a great entombed within the hills. When we hear his call 

echelon of birds. On motionless wing they emerge we hear no mere bird. We hear the trumpet in 
from the lifting mists, sweep a final are of sky, and the orchestra of evolution. He is the symbol of 
settle in clangorous descending spirals to their our untamable past, of that incredible sweep of 
feeding grounds. A new day has begun on the millenia which underlies and conditions the daily 

srane marsh. affairs of birds and men. 

A sense of time lies thick and heavy on such a And so they live and have their being—these 

place. Yearly since the ice-age it has awakened cranes—-not in the constricted present, but in the 

X26 4466



P Hills and fell into the outlet-gorge of the Wiscon- 
<4 sin River. The swollen waters backed up and 

ae N = formed a lake, finally cut around the hills and 
_ Se :, Cs drained it. To the remaining lagoons came the 

— PASS cranes, bugling the defeat of the retreating win- 
r . r ter, summoning. the on-creeping host of living 

Pt things to their collective task of marsh-building. 
: . Floating bogs of sphagnum moss clogged the low- 
Bs E ered waters, filled them. Sedge and leatherleaf, 

3 Z . tamarack and spruce successively advanced over 

by the bog, anchoring it by their root fabric, sucking 
OG out its water, making peat. The lagoons disap- 

peared, but not the cranes. ‘To the moss-meadows 

: which replaced the ancient waterways they re- 
turned each spring to dance and bugle and rear 
their gangling sorrel-colored young. These, albeit 

: wider reaches of evolutionary time. Their annual birds, are not properly called chicks, but colts. I 
return is the ticking of the geological clock. Upon cannot explain why. On some dewy June morning 
the place of their return they confer a peculiar watch them gambol over their ancestral pastures 
distinction. Amid the endless mediocrity of space, at the heels of the roan mare, and you will see 
a crane marsh holds a paleontological patent of for yourself. 
nobility, won in the march of aeons, and revocable One year not long ago a French trapper in buck- 
only by shotgun. The sadness discernible in some skins pushed his canoe up one of the moss-clogged 
marshes arises, perhaps, from their once having creeks that thread the Great Marsh. At this at- 
harbored cranes. Now they stand humbled, adrift tempt to invade their miry stronghold the cranes 
in history. gave vent to loud and ribald laughter. A century 

Some sense of this quality in cranes seems to or two later Englishmen came in covered wagons. : 

have been felt by sportsmen and ornithologists of They chopped clearings in the timbered moraines 
all ages. Upon such quarry as this the which border the marsh, and in them 
Holy Roman Emperor Frederick planted corn and buckwheat. They 
loosed his gyrfaleons. Upon : did not intend, like the Great 
such quarry as this once nae — Khan at Changanor, to feed 
stooped the hawks of Ku- : : ig : the cranes. But the cranes ag 
blai Khan. Mareo Polo : ei. te do not question the in- 
tells us: ‘‘He derives é aD i tent either of glaciers, 
the highest amuse- sn LM a PA ia re N emperors, or pio- 
ment from sporting Cate. a a aN neers. They ate the 
with gerfaleons rf ; MAE te SOL Eas grain, and when 
and hawks. At : ae ‘ yy Dieiseer Weal ahT some irate farmer 
Changanor the : : PON” ees oP Lene e 1) : failed to concede 
Khan has a great oat aes Gore We) eee their usufruet in 
Palace surround- | iia I ie i Me cee NS his corn, they 

ed by a fine plain iy % Fk FS Ae el trumpeted a 
where are found en Cio gk cue) Poe (Ugg alert warning and 
cranes in great kg ne i Ps ees, sailed across the 
numbers. ‘He ie, SNE i & ue RE a bee marsh to another 
causes millet and " aes a A ne farm. There was 
other grains to be sR Re ic! ee no alfalfa in those 
sown in order that ee ae ee ie P's. days, and the hill- 
the birds may not \ a ta & farms made poor hay 
want.’’ The ornitholo- Ne fd ay land, especially in dry 
gist Bengt Berg, seeing as eed [Oe Y years. One dry year 

eranes as a boy upon the : Pe Cg ene someone set a fire in the 
Swedish heaths, forthwith ne = tamaracks. The burn grew 

made them his life work. He fol- , up quickly to bluejoint grass, 
lowed them to Africa and discovered : which, when cleared of dead trees, 
their winter retreat on the White Nile. Pes tears toe made a dependable hay meadow. After 
He says of his first encounter: ‘It was Nhe iSand Hill Grane that, each August, men appeared to cut 
a spectacle which eclipsed the flight of hay. In winter, after the cranes had 
the roe in the Thousand and One Nights.’’ gone South, they drove wagons over the frozen 

ee Oe eee bogs and hauled the hay to their farms in the 
When the glacier came down out of the north, hills. Yearly they plied the marsh with fire and 

erunching hills and gouging valleys, some adven- ax, and in two short decades hay meadows dotted 
turing rampart of the ice climbed the Baraboo the whole expanse.



Each August when the haymakers came to pitch more or less among engineers? What good is an 
their camps, singing and drinking and lashing undrained marsh anyhow? 
their teams with whip and tongue, the cranes For a decade or two crops grew. poorer, fires 
whinnied to their colts and retreated to the far deeper, weed-fields larger and cranes scarcer year 
fastnesses. ‘‘Red shitepokes’’ the haymakers called by year. Only reflooding, it appeared, could keep 
them, from the rusty hue which at that season the peat from burning. Meanwhile cranberry 

often stains the battleship-gray of crane plumage. growers had, by plugging drainage ditches, re- 
After the hay was stacked and the marsh again flooded a few spots and obtained good yields. Dis- 
their own the cranes returned, to call down out of tant politicians bugled about marginal land, over- 
October skies the migrant flocks from Canada. To- production, unemployment relief, conservation. 
gether they wheeled over the new-cut stubbles and Economists and planners came to look at the marsh. 
raided the corn until frosts gave the signal for the Surveyors, technicians, CCCs, buzzed about. A 
winter exodus. counter-epidemic of reflooding set in. Government 

These haymeadow days were the Arcadian age bought land, resettled farmers, plugged ditches 
for marsh dwellers. Man and beast, plant and wholesale. Slowly the old bogs are rewetting. The 
soil lived on and with each other in mutual tolera- fire-pocks become ponds. Grass fires still burn, but 
tion, to the mutual benefit of all. The marsh might they can no longer burn the wetted soil. 
have kept on producing hay and prairie chickens, All this, once the camps are gone, will be good 
deer and muskrat, crane-musie and cranberries for cranes, but not so the thickets of scrub popple 
forever. which spread inexorably over the old burns, and 

The new overlords did not understand this. still less the maze of new roads which inevitably 

They did not include soil, plants, or birds in their follow governmental conservation. To build a road 
ideas of mutuality. The dividends of such a bal- is so much simpler than to think of what the coun- 
anced economy were too modest. They envisaged try really needs. A roadless marsh is seemingly 
farms not only around, but in the marsh. An as worthless to the alphabetical conservationist as ; 

epidemic of ditch-digging and land-booming set in. an undrained one was to the empire-builders. Soli- 
: The marsh was eridironed with drainage canals, tude, the one natural resource still undowered of 

speckled with new fields and farmsteads. alphabets, is so far recognized as valuable only by 
But crops were poor and beset by frosts, to which ornithologists and cranes. 

the expensive ditches added an aftermath of debt. Thus always does history, whether of marsh or 
Farmers moved out. Peat beds dried, shrank, marketplace, mice or men, end in paradox. The 
caught fire. Sun-energy out of the Pleistocene ultimate value in these marshes is wildness, and 

ee shrouded the countryside in acrid smoke, No man the crane is wildness incarnate. But all conserva- 3 
° raised his voice against the waste, only his nose » tion of wildness is self-defeating, for to cherish we 

against the smell. After a dry summer not even must see and fondle, and when enough have seen 
the winter snows could extinguish the smoldering and fondled, there is nothing left to cherish. 
marsh. Great pockmarks were burned into field i etme ie gah 

and meadow, the scars reaching down to the sands 
of the old lake, peat-covered these hundred cen- Some day, perhaps in the very process of our 
turies. Rank weeds sprang out of the ashes, to be benefactions, perhaps in the fulness of geologic 
followed after a year or two by aspen scrub. The time, the last crane will trumpet his farewell and 
eranes were hard put, their numbers shrinking spiral skyward from the great marsh. High out 
with the remnants of unburned meadow. For of the clouds will fall the sound of hunting horns, 
them, the song of the power shovel came near being the baying of the phantom pack, the tinkle of little 
an elegy. The high priests of progress knew noth- bells, and then a silence never to be broken, unless 
ing of cranes, and cared less. What is a species perchance in some far pasture of the Milky Way. R 
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ee \ each spring to the clangor of cranes. The peat 
: » layers which comprise the bog are laid down in the 

> G : basin of an ancient lake. The cranes stand, as it 
a ( were, upon the sodden pages of their own history. 

| - >. These peats are the compressed remains of the 
eee \ mosses which clogged the pools, of the tamaracks 

"1 Bl which spread over the moss, of the cranes which 
: i =_— bugled over the tamaracks since the retreat of the 

ice sheet. An endless caravan of generations has 

built of its own bones this bridge into the future, 

this habitat where the oncoming host again may 

live and breed and die. 

A DAWN-WIND stirs on the great marsh. With To what end? Out on the bog o prone, gulping 
almost imperceptible slowness it rolls a bank of ome luckless frog, Spee his ungainly ae a 
fog across the wide morass. Like the white ghost che air and flails the morning eu ee mighty 
of a glacier the mists advance, riding over pha- vee Gite ecient s bus led cer: 

lanxes of tamarack, sliding across bog-meadows ee ome te LSA 
heavy with dew. A single silence hangs from hori- ew ee Mae, 
zon to horizon. Our ability to perceive quality in nature begins, 

Out of some far recess of the sky a tinkling of as in art, with the pretty. It expands through suc- 
little bells falls soft upon the listening land. Then cessive stages of the beautiful to values as yet un- 

again silence. Now comes a baying of some sweet- captured by language. The quality of cranes lies, 

throated hound, soon the clamor of a responding I think, in this higher gamut, as yet beyond the 

pack. Then a far clear blast of hunting horns, reach of words. 
out of the sky into the fog. This much, though, can be said: Our apprecia- 

High horns, low horns, silence, and finally a tion of the crane grows with the slow unravelling 

pandemonium of trumpets, rattles, croaks and of earth history. His tribe, we now know, stems 

eries that almost shakes the bog with its nearness, out of the remote Eocene. The other members of 
but without yet disclosing whence it comes. At the fauna in which he originated are long since 

last a glint of sun reveals the approach of a great entombed within the hills. When we hear his call 

echelon of birds. On motionless wing they emerge we hear no mere bird. We hear the trumpet in 
from the lifting mists, sweep a final are of sky, and the orchestra of evolution. He is the symbol of 
settle in clangorous descending spirals to their our untamable past, of that incredible sweep of 
feeding grounds. A new day has begun on the millenia which underlies and conditions the daily 

2rane marsh. affairs of birds and men. 

A sense of time lies thick and heavy on such a And so they live and have their being—these 

place. Yearly since the ice-age it has awakened eranes~-not in the constricted present, but in the



Hills and fell into the outlet-gorge of the Wiscon- 
<< sin River. The swollen waters backed up and 

a 3 formed a lake, finally cut around the hills and 
g Be i ’ ‘ile drained it. To the remaining lagoons came the 

re PSS cranes, bugling the defeat of the retreating win- 
- a6 ter, summoning the on-creeping host of living 

Pr things to their collective task of marsh-building. 

’ = Floating bogs of sphagnum moss clogged the low- 
bi ered waters, filled them. Sedge and leatherleaf, 

# : tamarack and spruce successively advanced over 

iy the bog, anchoring it by their root fabric, sucking 
Oe out its water, making peat. The. lagoons disap- 

peared, but not the cranes. To the moss-meadows 
which replaced the ancient waterways they re- 
turned each spring to dance and bugle and rear 
their gangling sorrel-colored young. These, albeit 

wider reaches of evolutionary time. Their annual birds, are not properly called chicks, but colts. I 
return is the ticking of the geological clock. Upon cannot explain why. On some dewy June morning 
the place of their return they confer a peculiar watch them gambol over their ancestral pastures 
distinction. Amid the endless mediocrity of space, at the heels of the roan mare, and you will see 

a crane marsh holds a paleontological patent of for yourself. 
nobility, won in the march of aeons, and revocable One year not long ago a French trapper in buck- 
only by shotgun. The sadness discernible in some skins pushed his canoe up one of the moss-clogged 
marshes arises, perhaps, from their once having creeks that thread the Great Marsh. At this at- 
harbored cranes. Now they stand humbled, adrift tempt to invade their miry stronghold the cranes 
in history. gave vent to loud and ribald laughter. A century 

Some sense of this quality in cranes seems to or two later Englishmen came in covered wagons. 
have been felt by sportsmen and ornithologists of They chopped clearings in the timbered moraines 
all ages. Upon such quarry as this the which border the marsh, and in them 
Holy Roman Emperor Frederick planted corn and buckwheat. They 
loosed his gyrfaleons. Upon did not intend, like the Great 
such quarry as this once ce GS. Khan at Changanor, to feed 
stooped the hawks of Ku- ae mei the cranes. But the cranes 
blai Khan. Marco Polo do not question the in- 
tells us: ‘‘He derives ee Z tent either of glaciers, 

the highest amuse- nl denerng ee eee emperors, or pio- 
ment from sporting e eit eae ee Kor oN neers. They ate the 

with gerfalcons 4 F ‘ Bie i a Bd iN grain, and when 
and hawks. At bs te Y | Pt ae LD some irate farmer 
Changanor the m be ek” MM aM cede gs 122) failed to concede 
Khan has a great . Py aes (ae if fe their usufruet in 
Palace surround- Le Ree cane ee hoe eee) his corn, they 

ed by a fine plain iy Be hd ; i my hae cael trumpeted a 
where are found ren CaP gs Pa) Pt Ts fae warning and 
cranes in great 0 i i ee | Ys SI Wn sailed across the 
numbers. He in boa or | i et A ¥ marsh to another 

causes millet and Bt A ) a farm. There was 
other grains to be fee MY me fa 4 no alfalfa in those 
sown in order that ‘ oe” a oie ee days, and the hill- ‘ 
the birds may not Nee a v/a ne ee farms made poor hay 
want.’? The ornitholo- eer | nt land, especially in dry 
gist Bengt Berg, seeing BAe) [OO eA years. One dry year 
cranes as a boy upon the = Se ge ReneS someone set a fire in the 
Swedish heaths, forthwith a <. tamaracks. The burn grew 
made them his life work. He fol- <a up quickly to bluejoint grass, 

lowed them to Africa and discovered : which, when cleared of dead trees, 
their winter retreat on the White Nile. sey Incarnate made a dependable hay meadow. After 
He says of his first encounter: ‘‘It was Sand Hill Crane that, each August, men appeared to cut 
a spectacle which eclipsed the flight of hay. In winter, after the cranes had 
the roe in the Thousand and One Nights.’’ gone South, they drove wagons over the frozen 

eo le ge eae bogs and hauled the hay to their farms in the 
When the glacier came down out of the north, hills. Yearly they plied the marsh with fire and 

crunching hills and gouging valleys, some adven- ax, and in two short decades hay meadows dotted 
turing rampart of the ice climbed the Baraboo the whole expanse.



Each August when the haymakers came to pitch more or less among engineers? What good is an 

their camps, singing and drinking and lashing undrained marsh anyhow? 

their teams with whip and tongue, the cranes For a decade or two crops grew poorer, fires 

whinnied to their colts and retreated to the far deeper, weed-fields larger and cranes scarcer year 

fastnesses. ‘‘Red shitepokes’’ the haymakers called by year. Only reflooding, it appeared, could keep 

them, from the rusty hue which at that season the peat from burning. Meanwhile cranberry 

often stains the battleship-gray of crane plumage. growers had, by plugging drainage ditches, re- 

After the hay was stacked and the marsh again flooded a few spots and obtained good yields. Dis- 

their own the cranes returned, to call down out of tant politicians bugled about marginal land, over- 

October skies the migrant flocks from Canada. To- production, unemployment relief, conservation. 

gether they wheeled over the new-cut stubbles and Economists and planners came to look at the marsh. 

raided the corn until frosts gave the signal for the Surveyors, technicians, CCCs, buzzed about. A 

winter exodus. counter-epidemic of reflooding set in. Government 

These haymeadow days were the Arcadian age bought land, resettled farmers, plugged ditches 

for marsh dwellers. Man and beast, plant and wholesale. Slowly the old bogs are rewetting. The 

soil lived on and with each other in mutual tolera- fire-pocks become ponds. Grass fires still burn, but 

tion, to the mutual benefit of all. The marsh might they can no longer burn the wetted soil. 

have kept on producing hay and prairie chickens, All this, once the camps are gone, will be good 

deer and muskrat, crane-musiec and cranberries for cranes, but not so the thickets of scrub popple 

forever. which spread inexorably over the old burns, and 

The new overlords did not understand this. still less the maze of new roads which inevitably 

They did not include soil, plants, or birds in their follow governmental conservation. To build a road 

ideas of mutuality. The dividends of such a bal- is so much simpler than to think of what the coun- 

anced economy were too modest. They envisaged try really needs. A roadless marsh is seemingly 

farms not only around, but in the marsh. An as worthless to the alphabetical conservationist as 

epidemic of ditch-digging and land-booming set in. an undrained one was to the empire-builders. Soli- 

The marsh was egridironed with drainage canals, tude, the one natural resource still undowered of 

speckled with new fields and farmsteads. alphabets, is so far recognized as valuable only by 

But crops were poor and beset by frosts, to which ornithologists and cranes. 

the expensive ditches added an aftermath of debt. Thus always does history, whether of marsh or 

Farmers moved out. Peat beds dried, shrank, marketplace, mice or men, end in paradox. The 

caught fire. Sun-energy out of the Pleistocene ultimate value in these marshes is wildness, and 

shrouded the countryside in acrid smoke. No man ilie crane is Wiidiess incarnate. But all vonserva- 

raised his voice against the waste, only his nose tion of wildness is self-defeating, for to cherish we 

against the smell. After a dry summer not even must see and fondle, and when enough have seen 

the winter snows could extinguish the smoldering and fondled, there is nothing left to cherish. 

marsh. Great pockmarks were burned into field eer We gd als bi 

and meadow, the scars reaching down to the sands 

of the old lake, peat-covered these hundred cen- Some day, perhaps in the very process of our 

turies. Rank weeds sprang out of the ashes, to be benefactions, perhaps in the fulness of geologic 

followed after a year or two by aspen scrub. The time, the last crane will trumpet his farewell and 

cranes were hard put, their numbers shrinking spiral skyward from the great marsh. High out 

with the remnants of unburned meadow. For of the clouds will fall the sound of hunting horns, 

them, the song of the power shovel came near being the baying of the phantom pack, the tinkle of little 

an elegy. The high priests of progress knew noth- bells, and then a silence never to be broken, unless 

ing of cranes, and cared less. What is a species perchance in some far pasture of the Milky Way. s 
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[Reprinted from the Witson Butierin, XLIX, June, 1937, pp. 91-95] 

1936 PHEASANT NESTING STUDY 

BY ALDO LEOPOLD 

A preliminary study of pheasant nests in hayfields was made in 
1936 on the University Farms near Madison, Wisconsin, by the author, 

on the Riley Game Area in Dane County by Ellwood B. Moore, and on 
the Elkhorn and Whitewater Game Areas in Rock County by Douglas 
E. Wade. 

Twenty-three parcels of freshly cut hay-stubble, totaling 141 acres, 
were “cruised” by a strip survey. The width of the strips varied from 

ten to forty feet, depending on obstructions to visibility. The object ; 
was to find all hayfield nests. No thorough cruise of fence-rows or 

other nesting cover was attempted. 

Of the twenty-three parcels, fourteen were alfalfa. The remainder 
were mostly red clover or clover mixtures. All were first-crop mow- 
ings, and fell between the dates June 19 and July 4. Drought post- 
poned the second crops until after the nesting season, hence the second 

haying was not studied. 

Forty-two nests were found, all pheasants except one Hungarian 

Partridge nest at Elkhorn. There are no Hungarians at Riley or the 
University Farms. A few quail are present on each of the areas, but 

no nests were found. 

The average hayfield nesting density was found to be 0.3 nests 
per acre, or 3.4 acres per nest, but this average has little meaning 

because of the startling disparity as between the various areas. This 

disparity is reserved for later discussion. 

Nest and Hen Mortality. Of the forty-two nests found: 

17 had hatched before ‘cutting........................ 41 per cent 
1 had been destroyed by a predator............_ 2 per cent 

19 were destroyed by cutting......................... 45 per cent 
5 destroyed by cutting, together with hen.... 12 per cent 

42 100 

The total mowing mortality was twenty-four out of forty-two hay 

field nests, or 57 per cent. 

Parts of chicks mangled by the mower were found near four 
nests. The five mower-killed hens found had invariably lost their 
legs, and often wings and heads also. The proportion of mower-killed 
hens may be greater than the observed 12 per cent. Farmers repeat- 

edly told of legless hens flying away, and even eluding (by a second 

¢ % 
{ } { 
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flush) an attempt to put them out of their misery. Unless the mower 

cuts feathers as well as legs it is easy to overlook evidence of hen- 

mortality. 

A total of ten mower-killed young rabbits, seventeen Microtus, 

one Redwing Blackbird, and one tame turkey were found, together 

with hundreds of torn-up Microtus nests and some rabbit nests. All in 

all, the trail of the mowing Juggernaut is a gruesome one. 

Two dead cock pheasants, seemingly pre-dating the mowing, were 

found. 
I could see no tendency for nests to occur on edges, as reported 

by English (2) in Michigan and Hamerstrom (1) in Iowa. In at 

least three 10-acre patches of alfalfa, one of which was extra dense and 

heavy, numerous nests occurred in the very center. However these 
fields averaged from one to two nests per acre, so perhaps the crowd- 

ing forced the birds to accept non-peripheral locations. 

Desertion of Cutover Nests. Of the nineteen pheasant nests de- 

stroyed by cutting without known loss of the hen, all were deserted, 
regardless of the stage of incubation. This is mentioned because in- 

stances of return of hens to mowed-over nests are recorded by Ham- 

erstrom (p. 187). 

However a Marsh Hawk nest cut over on June 19 was reoccupied 
by the incubating bird immediately: after the mowers had left the 
alfalfa field in which it was situated. A half-moon of cut hay was 
left to shield it from crows. Despite many visits by curious observers, 

all five eggs hatched nine days later, and the young were (except for 

one taken as a pet by the owner) successfully raised. 

A Hungarian nest of twenty-two eggs, situated in a very narrow 

fencerow of quack grass, was pipping on June 19 just at the time of 

mowing. The edge of the mower-knife passed within a foot of the 
nest. The hatched chicks were successfully led away by the anxious 
parents, but four unhatched eggs were deserted. 

Reading Evidence; Points of Technique. Crows seemed to get 

most of the eggs exposed by mowing within a few days, especially if 

the eggs had been scattered by the rake. Some nests uncovered by 

the mower but not scattered by the rake were never found by crows. 

Eggs opened by crows could be detected at a greater distance than 

unbroken eggs. 
In one such case, an oat stubble nest of four eggs found eight 

days after mowing, it was suspected that the hen had resumed incu- 

bation because one egg, broken as a test, emitted no odor and con- 

;
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tained a chick ready to hatch. On returning ten days later, another 

egg, when broken, showed still no odor, and little or no decomposi- 

tion. Apparently, then, deserted nearly-hatched pheasant eggs are 

very slow to decay, or else these particular eggs had been actually 

“cooked” and thus preserved by the sun. 

Re-growth of stubble begins to hide evidence of nests within a 

few days after mowing, so that cruising strips must grow progressively 

narrower with stubble-age. Cruising becomes impossible after a week 

unless drought has abnormally retarded re-growth. 

It was sometimes puzzling to distinguish the weathered shells of 
eggs opened early in 1936 from 1935 egg shells. 

Hatched egg shells could be easily distinguished from predator : 

work by the neatly-halved shells and membranes, and by the absence 
of yolk stains. Advanced incubation in predator-opened shells could 
often be detected by blood stains. 

Mower-killed hens which flew away could usually be detected by 
finding the severed feet, and by finding feathers clipped by the mower. 

Blood stains were not found, though they must have been present. 

It was seldom found impossible to count the clutch in mowed- 
over nests except in nests too deeply depressed to be scattered by the 

rake. Where eggs or hatched shells were reached by a rotary rake, 
they were scattered so widely that in a field containing many nests one 

often felt uncertain which eggs belonged to which nest. Furthermore 

I have no doubt that many shells and some whole eggs actually reach 

the haymow. 

Fields with hay which has been mowed and windrowed but not 

loaded can be cruised by deducting a percentage for the windrow- 

covered area. 

Farmers’ estimates of hayfield nests were found unreliable and 

usually too low. The farmer sees the nests from which incubating 

hens are flushed, but he is less likely to see those from which the hen 

is absent, or those hatched previous to mowing. Clutches of eggs un- 

covered but not scattered are seldom seen by the farmer. In one case 

a perfectly reliable farmer, who had just mowed over sixteen nests on 

eight acres of alfalfa, told me the field contained only three nests (in 

each of which he had killed a hen), plus several broods of chicks 

which he had assisted to escape unhurt. He had apparently failed to 

see the thirteen other nests (six pre-hatched, one previously destroyed ‘ 

by predators, and six going nests) which he had uncovered. The heat, 

|
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hurry, and worry of getting hay in before the next rain is not con- 

ducive to good observation of incidentals like game. 

Population Density and Hayfield Nests; Flushing-bars. The origi- 

nal object of the study was to find out whether enough nests are de- 

stroyed by mowers to warrant the use of flushing bars. 

The information obtained, however, proved to be pertinent to a 
much more important question: Why do pheasants nest in hayfields 

anyhow? 

In Table I the five areas studied are arranged in descending order 
of population density. The hayfield nest density (last column) is 

seen to follow the same order. The non-hay nesting cover was sub- 

stantially similar on each of the five areas. We have, then, a series 

Tasie I 

Tne 1 AREA.) s sel atu NSPRING CENSUS\|. || PHEASANT DENSITY. 5 

name | ase [oan | ser [onan | Maze | Art | Acero 

Whitewater [BROS Des 65s ON (105 Me 8.7 | Nomests found 

Riley [1700 | 81 | 150? | 40? | 0 | 110 27.0 
Elkhorn [pee7B0 S| TO | NDI Tinns ie Sn lob | TACO 22.0 
University Hill Farm] 200| 11 | 6 | 8 | 0 | 14.0 [No nests found 

of comparable samples in which hayfield nesting is proportional to 

nesting population. On the thinly populated samples there are virtu- 

ally no hayfield nests; on the thickly populated samples there are 

many hayfield nests. On the first sample (University Bay Farm) the 

nests averaged more than one per acre. 

This strongly suggests the hypothesis that pheasants nest in hay 

because they have to; that heavy hayfield nesting occurs only where 

the other (and preferred) cover does not suffice to accommodate 

more than a part of the population. 

Substantially the same conclusion was drawn by Hawkins (3) 

from a nesting study of Hungarian Partridge at Faville Grove. This 

hypothesis, if ultimately substantiated by more ample data, answers 

the flushing-bar question. On thickly populated areas flushing-bars 

would save many nests, but are not needed because there are already 

enough pheasants. On thinly populated areas there are not enough 

hayfield nests to justify the bother of using bars. In either case more 

fencerows would appear to be a sounder way to save nests than more 

flushing-bars. ; 

: |
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Flushing-bars would seem to have a place on areas where there 

is a good stand of pheasants but more are desired, where more fence- 

rows are impossible, and where damage to crops does not occur or 

may be ignored. 

It may here be remarked that on the University Bay Farm, which 

the table shows to have the heaviest population and the heaviest hay- 

field nests, pheasants inflicted severe damage on corn in both 1935 

and 1936. There was no damage on the other areas. 

Movements. The University Bay Farm and the University Hill 

Farm, which contrast so strongly in both population and_hayfield 

nests, are separated only by a highway. The former is partly lowland, 

the latter all upland. Both are fed in winter and both are nominally 
refuge. The University Bay Area is so hedged in by lake, woods, golf 

: links, and residential property that any spread of birds must be in 

the direction of the Hill farm. Why do the pheasants from the 

crowded University Bay not spread to the nearly empty coverts of the 

Hill farm, at least for nesting? Wight’s (unpublished) findings in 
Michigan indicate a spring dispersion of up to three miles. The direc- 

tion of this movement is toward uplands. 

I am unable to answer this question, except to suggest that the 

Hill Farm is heavily poached, whereas University Bay is not. For 

this or some other reason the University Bay birds prefer to nest on 
their winter range, despite its crowded condition. 

None of the conclusions herein set forth can be considered as more 

than tentative until the work is repeated through a series of years, 

and until the nesting density in fencerows and other covers is de- 

termined for both thinly and thickly populated samples. 
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[Reprinted from the Witson Bunierin, XLIX, June, 1937, pp. 91-95] 

1936 PHEASANT NESTING STUDY 

BY ALDO LEOPOLD 

A preliminary study of pheasant nests in hayfields was made in 

1936 on the University Farms near Madison, Wisconsin, by the author, 

on the Riley Game Area in Dane County by Ellwood B. Moore, and on 
the Elkhorn and Whitewater Game Areas in Rock County by Douglas 

E. Wade. 

Twenty-three parcels of freshly cut hay-stubble, totaling 141 acres, 
were “cruised” by a strip survey. The width of the strips varied from 
ten to forty feet, depending on obstructions to visibility. The object 

was to find all hayfield nests. No thorough cruise of fence-rows or 
other nesting cover was attempted. 

Of the twenty-three parcels, fourteen were alfalfa. The remainder 
were mostly red clover or clover mixtures. All were first-crop mow- 
ings, and fell between the dates June 19 and July 4. Drought post- 

poned the second crops until after the nesting season, hence the second 
haying was not studied. 

Forty-two nests were found, all pheasants except one Hungarian : 

Partridge nest at Elkhorn. There are no Hungarians at Riley or the 

University Farms. A few quail are present on each of the areas, but 
no nests were found. 

The average hayfield nesting density was found to be 0.3 nests 
per acre, or 3.4 acres per nest, but this average has little meaning 

because of the startling disparity as between the various areas. This 
disparity is reserved for later discussion. 

Nest and Hen Mortality. Of the forty-two nests found: 

17 had hatched before cutting....................... 4 per cent 
1 had been destroyed by a predator............. 2 per cent 

19 were destroyed by cutting......................... 45 per cent 
5 destroyed by cutting, together with hen.... 12 per cent 

42 100 

The total mowing mortality was twenty-four out of forty-two hay- 
field nests, or 57 per cent. 

Parts of chicks mangled by the mower were found near four 
nests. The five mower-killed hens found had invariably lost their 
legs, and often wings and heads also. The proportion of mower-killed 
hens may be greater than the observed 12 per cent. Farmers repeat- 

edly told of legless hens flying away, and even eluding (by a second :
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flush) an attempt to put them out of their misery. Unless the mower 
cuts feathers as well as legs it is easy to overlook evidence of hen- 

mortality. 

A total of ten mower-killed young rabbits, seventeen Microtus, 

one Redwing Blackbird, and one tame turkey were found, together 

with hundreds of torn-up Microtus nests and some rabbit nests. All in 

all, the trail of the mowing Juggernaut is a gruesome one. 

Two dead cock pheasants, seemingly pre-dating the mowing, were 

found. 

I could see no tendency for nests to occur on edges, as reported 
by English (2) in Michigan and Hamerstrom (1) in Iowa. In at 

least three 10-acre patches of alfalfa, one of which was extra dense and 

heavy, numerous nests occurred in the very center. However these 

fields averaged from one to two nests per acre, so perhaps the crowd- 
ing forced the birds to accept non-peripheral locations. 

Desertion of Cutover Nests. Of the nineteen pheasant nests de- 

stroyed by cutting without known loss of the hen, all were deserted, 
regardless of the stage of incubation. This is mentioned because in- 

stances of return of hens to mowed-over nests are recorded by Ham- 
erstrom (p. 187). 

However a Marsh Hawk nest cut over on June 19 was reoccupied 
by the incubating bird immediately after the mowers had left the 

alfalfa field in which it was situated. A half-moon of cut hay was 
left to shield it from crows. Despite many visits by curious observers, 

all five eggs hatched nine days later, and the young were (except for 

one taken as a pet by the owner) successfully raised. 

A Hungarian nest of twenty-two eggs, situated in a very narrow 

fencerow of quack grass, was pipping on June 19 just at the time of 
mowing. The edge of the mower-knife passed within a foot of the 
nest. The hatched chicks were successfully led away by the anxious 
parents, but four unhatched eggs were deserted. 

Reading Evidence; Points of Technique. Crows seemed to get 
most of the eggs exposed by mowing within a few days, especially if 

the eggs had been scattered by the rake. Some nests uncovered by 
the mower but not scattered by the rake were never found by crows. 
Eggs opened by crows could be detected at a greater distance than 

unbroken eggs. 

In one such case, an oat stubble nest of four eggs found eight 

days after mowing, it was suspected that the hen had resumed incu- 
bation because one egg, broken as a test, emitted no odor and con-
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tained a chick ready to hatch. On returning ten days later, another 
egg, when broken, showed still no odor, and little or no decomposi- 

tion. Apparently, then, deserted nearly-hatched pheasant eggs are 

very slow to decay, or else these particular eggs had been actually 

“cooked” and thus preserved by the sun. 

Re-growth of stubble begins to hide evidence of nests within a 

few days after mowing, so that cruising strips must grow progressively 

narrower with stubble-age. Cruising becomes impossible after a week 

unless drought has abnormally retarded re-growth. 

It was sometimes puzzling to distinguish the weathered shells of 
eggs opened early in 1936 from 1935 egg shells. 

Hatched egg shells could be easily distinguished from predator 
work by the neatly-halved shells and membranes, and by the absence 

of yolk stains. Advanced incubation in predator-opened shells could 

often be detected by blood stains. 

Mower-killed hens which flew away could usually be detected by 
finding the severed feet, and by finding feathers clipped by the mower. 
Blood stains were not found, though they must have been present. 

It was seldom found impossible to count the clutch in mowed- 

over nests except in nests too deeply depressed to be scattered by the 

rake. Where eggs or hatched shells were reached by a rotary rake, 
they were scattered so widely that in a field containing many nests one 
often felt uncertain which eggs belonged to which nest. Furthermore 
I have no doubt that many shells and some whole eggs actually reach 

the haymow. 

Fields with hay which has been mowed and windrowed but not 

loaded can be cruised by deducting a percentage for the windrow- 

covered area. 

Farmers’ estimates of hayfield nests were found unreliable and 

usually too low. The farmer sees the nests from which incubating 

hens are flushed, but he is less likely to see those from which the hen 

is absent, or those hatched previous to mowing. Clutches of eggs un- 

covered but not scattered are seldom seen by the farmer. In one case 

a perfectly reliable farmer, who had just mowed over sixteen nests on 

eight acres of alfalfa, told me the field contained only three nests (in 

each of which he had killed a hen), plus several broods of chicks 

which he had assisted to escape unhurt. He had apparently failed to 

see the thirteen other nests (six pre-hatched, one previously destroyed 

by predators, and six going nests) which he had uncovered. The heat,
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hurry, and worry of getting hay in before the next rain is not con- 
ducive to good observation of incidentals like game. 

Population Density and Hayfield Nests; Flushing-bars. The origi- 

nal object of the study was to find out whether enough nests are de- 

stroyed by mowers to warrant the use of flushing bars. 

The information obtained, however, proved to be pertinent to a 
much more important question: Why do pheasants nest in hayfields 

anyhow? 

In Table I the five areas studied are arranged in descending order 

of population density. The hayfield nest density (last column) is 

seen to follow the same order. The non-hay nesting cover was sub- 

stantially similar on each of the five areas. We have, then, a series 

TaBLe I 

Dea) GARRATS Tae ee] SPRING CENSUS 1st |p OPHEASANT DENSITY:. 2 

name | aves [emia | Piser [oun [Fase | Aa | Ast ahae 

Whitewater |) 240 |" 12°] 65 | 0 | 95) | 87) [Nonests found 

Riley | ATOO SIS SISO el 402 si Oe LO 27.0 

Bilehorm (a | S780 91218 STS se TO 220 
University Hill Farm] 200| 11 | 6 | 8 | 0 | 14.0 [Nonests found 

of comparable samples in which hayfield nesting is proportional to 

nesting population. On the thinly populated samples there are virtu- 

ally no hayfield nests; on the thickly populated samples there are 

many hayfield nests. On the first sample (University Bay Farm) the 

nests averaged more than one per acre. 

This strongly suggests the hypothesis that pheasants nest in hay 

because they have to; that heavy hayfield nesting occurs only where 

the other (and preferred) cover does not suffice to accommodate 

more than a part of the population. 

Substantially the same conclusion was drawn by Hawkins (3) 

from a nesting study of Hungarian Partridge at Faville Grove. This 

hypothesis, if ultimately substantiated by more ample data, answers 

the flushing-bar question. On thickly populated areas flushing-bars 

would save many nests, but are not needed because there are already 

enough pheasants. On thinly populated areas there are not enough 

hayfield nests to justify the bother of using bars. In either case more 

fencerows would appear to be a sounder way to save nests than more 

flushing-bars.
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Flushing-bars would seem to have a place on areas where there 

is a good stand of pheasants but more are desired, where more fence- 

rows are impossible, and where damage to crops does not occur or 

may be ignored. 

It may here be remarked that on the University Bay Farm, which 

the table shows to have the heaviest population and the heaviest hay- 

field nests, pheasants inflicted severe damage on corn in both 1935 

and 1936. There was no damage on the other areas. 

Movements. The University Bay Farm and the University Hill 

Farm, which contrast so strongly in both population and hayfield 

nests, are separated only by a highway. The former is partly lowland, 
the latter all upland. Both are fed in winter and both are nominally 
refuge. The University Bay Area is so hedged in by lake, woods, golf 

links, and residential property that any spread of birds must be in 
the direction of the Hill farm. Why do the pheasants from the 
crowded University Bay not spread to the nearly empty coverts of the 
Hill farm, at least for nesting? Wight’s (unpublished) findings in 

Michigan indicate a spring dispersion of up to three miles. The direc- 
tion of this movement is toward uplands. 

I am unable to answer this question, except to suggest that the 
4 Hill Farm is heavily poached, whereas University Bay is not. For 

this or some other reason the University Bay birds prefer to nest on 
their winter range, despite its crowded condition. 

None of the conclusions herein set forth can be considered as more 
than tentative until the work is repeated through a series of years, 

and until the nesting density in fencerows and other covers is de- 

termined for both thinly and thickly populated samples. 
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The Effect of the Winter of 1935-36 on 
Wisconsin Quail 

Aldo Leopold 

The winter of 1935-36 will go down in history as a killer. Probably no 
single winter since the turn of the century, and possibly none since “The Big 
Snow” of 1881-82, has wrought equal destruction on bobwhite quail in Wis- 
consin. This paper presents such data* on its effects as are available. 

Similar data for single winters and for series of winters have been published 
by Forbush, Leopold?,3, Kendeight, Errington®, and Errington and Hamer- 
strom’. The last-named paper summarizes winter survivals for the period 
1929-1935. 

Losses 

Since 1932 Wisconsin quail have been in a state of “irruption,” ie., have 
built up to an extreme high, at the same time spreading northward and east- 
ward into new range. The winter of 1934-35 killed many, but in most coun- 
ties not enough to prevent a prompt return to high levels during the favorable 
breeding season of 1935. A paper on the nature and extent of this irruption 
is in preparation by Hawkins and Hamerstrom. 

The cumulative effect of the winters of 1934-35 and 1935-36 was to nearly 
exterminate quail in a belt several counties wide along the north and east 
boundaries of the range. Even in the southwestern counties quail were reduced 
to perhaps ten per cent of their 1934 numbers. 

Interpretation of this sudden shrinkage in distribution and density is 
complicated by two circumstances: (1) The period 1932-36 represents the 
down-grade of the Il-year population cycle, hence one can never be sure 
whether the disappearance of quail in any given locality was due to weather 
alone; (2) there has been a large increase in winter feeding, hence some sur- 
vivals occurred on range which would otherwise have been swept clean. 

In 1932 an open quail season was allowed for the first time since 1894, but 

“WFeGiaaastes students) cf game Gnansgemen? contributed to thi Paper as follows: 
Leonard W. Wing, supervision of autopsies; Orville S. Lee, stomach analy- ses and body-measurements; Douglas E. Wade, field observations and weath. 
er charts; Arthur S. Hawkins, Hilbert R. Siegler, Starker Leopold, and 
Harry Anderson, field observations. Ralph C. Conway of the State Conser- 
vation Department, also field officers of the Soil Conservation Service and the 
Resettlement Administration, sent in frozen birds and supplied mortality data. 
Dr. A. L. Stone of the Agronomy Department identified doubtful seeds. 
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the kill was, I think, too small to affect the subsequent trend of populations. 

The kills reported by licensees are: 

1932) Decounheseonen Be eauall 
1933 9 counties open 10,171 quail 
{034071 I7iteountien ronan) 124062 quail 
1535 eninlS> confess open es10 848 squall 
1936 no open season 

The known samples of 1935-36 winter mortality are given in Table 1. 

Snow-blocked roads greatly interfered with the continuity of observations. 
The census for the last three areas is probably inaccurate. The mortality per 
cents are probably better than the densities. The table indicates a winter loss 

of 30-83 per cent of the 1935 fall population. 

I have the strong impression, but no proof, that the average mortality was 
heavier than that on these sample areas. The fact that all but one of the 
samples were fed, whereas the average range is still unfed, lends probability 
to this belief. 

The area of quail range in 1934 was estimated? to be 7 million acres. 
Assuming a 1935 population of a bird per 20 acres, and an average loss of 90 
per cent, the loss would have been 300,000 quail. The temporary range occu- 
pied only during the recent irruption extended considerably beyond. It sus- 
tained a heavy loss in 1934-35, and a virtually complete loss in 1935-36. It is, 

I think, no exaggeration to estimate that at least half a million Wisconsin 
quail, and possibly a million, died during the last two winters, mostly in 
1935-36. 

It seems probable that during irruptive periods a great increase in the kill 
could be safely allowed. 

Despite the havoc of 1935-36, quail have reappeared on ranges seemingly 
wiped clean, notably in the sand area of central Wisconsin. Their numbers, 
however, are so small as to suggest that another bad winter might complete 
the job. 

It seems probable that the periods of near-extirpation such as that reported 
by Kumlien and Hollister8 for the decade following 1885, were the cumulative 
result of a series of hard winters. Whether feeding can prevent their recur- 
rence is the question of the day. 

THE WEATHER 

Hard winters differ from each other in the character of their lethal action. 
Some kill birds directly by the impetuous ferocity of sudden storms. Some 
starve them indirectly by coating all food with ice. Others grind them down 
by the sheer persistence of intense cold and deep snow. 

1935-36 was of the third category. Fig. 1 shows the record for the Madi- 
son station. Subzero days, with a gradual accretion of snow, stretched in un- 
broken succession from January 14 to February 23. There were only two 
severe preliminary storms, and none in March.
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1934-35, on the other hand, was of the first category. It was rated as a 

killing winter at the time, and did inflict a heavy loss on unfed quail, but it 

consisted of a discontinuous series of eight storms, only one of which carried 

either the severe temperature or the snow continuous throughout February, 

1936. In most counties the 1935 breeding season sufficed to rebuild the quail 
population. 

1917-18 combined the characters of the other two. At Madison deep snow 

and subzero temperatures prevailed from January 8 to February 8, with three 

preceding and one succeeding storm. 1917-18 is mentioned because of the 
wide prevalence of quail losses in the north-central region. 

Graphs of Madison weather similar to Fig. 1 have been published by 

Errington® for 1929-30 and 1931-32. 

Hardness Test. To compare the severity of winters in respect of farm 
game, the following test is suggested as a possible standard for this region: 

plot as parallel graphs the lowest daily temperature and the depth of un- 
melted snow (vertical coordinate) against time (horizontal coordinate). Let 
one unit on the vertical scale equal 5 degrees Fahrenheit and 5 inches of snow. 
Let one unit on the horizontal scale equal 5 days. 

The amount of lethal weather in any given winter will be represented by 
the area subtended above by the snow graph and below by the temperature 
graph. 

Planimeter this area to determine its size in square units, and multiply by 
2.73 to compare with 1935-36 as 100 lethal units. The lethal units for the 
three winters depicted in Fig. 1 would be, according to this formula: 

Square Units Lethal Units 
1935-36 36.6 x 2.73 = 100 
1934-35 56x 273= 15 
1917-18 263 x 2.73= 72 

This test omits consideration of wind. 

AUTOPSIES 

Autopsies were made on 44 winter-killed quail, 27 found in January, 5 in 

February, 12 in March. Forty of the 44 died of weather, 4 were killed by 

cars and dogs. 

Weights. The most notable fact disclosed by the data is the breakdown 

of the heretofore accepted truism: “You cannot freeze a fat quail.” Under 

the conditions prevailing in 1935-36, birds weighing over 200 grams comprised 

15 per cent of the weather-killed birds found. Birds weighing 175-200 grams 

comprised 34 per cent, 150-175 grams 11 per cent, under 150 grams 40 per 
cent. Most game managers have heretofore regarded 180 gram (6.4 ounce) 
quail as nearly weatherproof®. 

One quail, not in this series, was caught in a weakened condition by Haw- 
kins, after flying ten feet. It weighed 250 grams, the heaviest quail so far 
recorded by this University. (For details of this bird see caption on food and 
grit.)
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Wade found one covey of 14 weather-killed quail on January 23 which are 
included in this series, but details of which are reported by him in a separate 
paper!0. Five of the 14 weighed over 200 grams thawed, none less than 160 
gtams thawed. Two February and March birds also exceeded 200 grams 
thawed. 

All of these 16 heavy birds had empty crops, and all had corn debris in 
the gizzard. This may or may not prove they had eaten corn in the recent 
past, but the weights preclude any protracted starvation. As will be shown in 
a later caption, 5 other weather-killed birds died fat with food in the crop. 
The conclusion is inescapable: 1935-36 killed prime heavy quail which had 
gone foodless for only short periods. 

After the return of mild weather in March, some birds of surprisingly low 
weight were found, 83, 90, 92, 102 grams. All these melted out of drifts, 

and hence had lost some weight by decomposition. The last three at least had 
apparently been imprisoned alive in the snow, and thus kept warm while 
starving; hence their weights are not representative of ordinary weather-killing. 
Another 95-gram bird, however, was picked up on January 28 near a feeder. 
Death had apparently (but not surely) been recent. Survival of a free- 
ranging bird to such a low weight in cold weather is not explicable. It is 
usually believed that quail survive at very low weights only in warm weather. 

Ice Under Wings. Another important disclosure was that each bird in the 
scattered covey found by Wade had a coating of ice under the wings. The 
average quantity of such ice, on 16 birds, as indicated by the difference be- 
tween the frozen and thawed weights, was nearly 5 grams. The maximum 
was 11 grams. 

The origin of this ice is unknown, but there is little doubt that it in some 
way hastened the death of these birds. King (unpublished) found something 
similar in weather-killed Minnesota pheasants. The origin of ice under wings 
should be susceptible of experimental study. 

Sex and Age. The sex of the 44 quail autopsied, and the age as deter- 
mined by the Stoddard test, showed nothing abnormal. The data are: 

Cocks Hens Total 
Over i175 syents i= aan 2 10 10 20 
Winder 15; years; ese eees es 12 12 24 

pial etree eed 2 44 
Food and Grit; Weak Quail. The food and grit content of the 44 quail 

was, in grams, wet weight: 

Number | Food [fens Grit 
empty Aver. Max. Min. | Aver. Max. Min. 

Gizzard 3 | 19 4.1 0.1 | 0.3 1.0 0 
USiop vienna) ee rst 3.6 10.7 0.2 OTE eae Creu 

‘Lhe total absence of grit from crops should be noted.
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The following birds found fat, fed, and dead, are hard to explain in terms 

of pre-existing suppositions: 

No. Sex Date found Date died Weight Food Grit 

a2 a) 2 Jans (3 > 198gr. Crop: 110 ragweed, 6 smartweed none 
Gizzard: 100 ragweed, 40 ladies 0.1 gr. 

thumb, 3 smartweed, debris 
QD) xcx9h.. eebiteo fresh 202 gr. Crop: 25 corn, 3 buckwheat none 

(at a feeding station) Gizzard:: com debris, alfalfa’ 016 gr. 
22 an ORIN Jong (203 er (Cropenl7) com eae 
(ata deeding tration) iherare Giazard: ly buekwheat cami o 071-88 

lebris 
34. 8 Mar. 1 1-2 wks.? 207 gr. Crop: 32 corn, 43 buckwheat none 

Gizzard: 2 corn, 2 stones, 08 gr. 
2 buckwheat, debris 

Five quail were flushed at feeders so weak as to fly only a few yards. 

Three of these were caught by hand. Their condition was: 

GigNel Ge, Ducal emo Wes Tce, 
= 9 Dec. 28 | 250gr. |Crop: full of corn ? 

35 g Feb. 5 97 gr. | (Died in captivity) 0.7 gr. 

30 3 | Feb. 29 | 197¢r. | Crop: empty none 
Gizzard: 9 smartweed, | giant 0.4 gr. 

io [es Aa es oe ua | re gD re eS i) Corn Te D A |RIET 

The first bird was examined bacteriologically by the Medical School. 
While no disease was found, the fact that such a full heavy quail should be 

weak at such an early date would indicate a pathological condition. 

No. 35 was a partially grown “squealer” later dying in captivity. No. 30 

had suffered a bite from a dog. To be caught by a dog it must have been 
weak. 

Considering the two foregoing series collectively, one is led to suspect the 
presence of some malady devoid of visible lesions and overtaking seemingly 
healthy individuals, like the “shock disease” recently described by Green, 
Shillinger, and Larson1! in snowshoe hares. 

The thin birds of the series, contrary to expectation, included none stuffed 
with low-grade food. Their crops and gizzards were either empty or contained 
small amounts of corn, wheat, both ragweeds, smartweed, sumac (R. glabra 
and typhina), wild morning glory, ball mustard, velvet leaf (Abutilon avicen- 
nae) seed, also seeds of rose and cherry, and bits of alfalfa. One might con- 
strue this as the harvest of very short-range foraging in nearly foodless coverts. 

Snow Fatalities. Hilbert R. Siegler, while tending a feeding station on 
February 10, failed to find any sign of 12 quail previously seen there daily. 
He probed in a nearby grape tange with a stick and found all 12, alive but 
too weak to fly, buried under six inches of drifted snow. Four of this released 
covey were missing next day, evidently having died. 

Many reports of snowed-over coveys came in from laymen. One member 
of the Dane County Sportsmens’ Association is said to have been shovelling 
out a hopper, and upon throwing out a large cake of drifted snow, it split and 
emitted a quail.
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Size Index. To compare birds of different regions for size, and birds of 
different years for general development, some index to size is needed. Weight 
is usually used, but during starvation periods weight is of course no indica- 

tion of size. A very light starved bird may be of large frame. 

In the hope of developing some index usable under any conditions, the 
following length measurements were taken for the 44 quail and analyzed: 
wing, bill, keel or breastbone, and wishbone. 

Body length could not be measured because the specimens were received 
in various degrees of rigor and desiccation. 

Frequency curves were drawn for each series (per cent of birds in each 
millimetre length-class). Each yields a curve of apparently normal shape 
(except bills, where the range of size is too small). All curves show this 
common characteristic: the most frequent size-class occurs toward the end 

rather than the middle of the range. That is to say, undersizes are more 
frequent than oversizes in these particular measurements. 

Correlation curves were next drawn to measure consistency as between 
wing, keel, and wishbone lengths. Very little was found. That is to say, 
these body-parts vary in length, but they do this more or less independently 

of each other. Hence no one of them seems promising as an index to size. 

A brief summary of the ranges in length, in millimetres, is as follows: 

Minimum Most frequent Maximum 
Wing 2222222252 101- mm. 115 mm. 125 mm. 
Keel acme eo tet ba 239, 45 49 
Bil ees eee eee 14 15 
Wishbone —~-==—...--.. 23 28 31 

Emaciation Index. Errington'2 classified the progressive stages of emacia- 
tion in quail by a series of eight drawings of breast contours. Each of the 44 
birds was skinned and classified by eye as falling into his emaciation-stage 
AS BG), Ey BiG, (or H. 

A further attempt was then made to develop, from the body measurements 
described in the foregoing caption, an “emaciation index” which could be 
expressed numerically and dispense with the need for ocular comparisons. 

Two ratios wre tried: (1) weight in grams divided by length of wing in 
millimetres; (2) weight in grams divided by length of keel in millimetres. 
The resulting index-numbers had a good spread, but when arranged in de- 
scending order and compared with the ocular rating, very poor consistency 
was found, especially in the first stages of emaciation. Only in the advanced 
stages, where the loss in weight is so extreme as to mask the individual varia- 
bility in length of wing and keel, do the ocular and numerical ratings give a 
similar sequence when applied to the same birds. 

Tt is concluded that weight:wing and weight:keel ratios are inferior to the 
Errington diagram as a basis for rating emaciation.
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Fig. 1. Hardness Test for Severity of Winters. Area of the shaded zone between the 
snowline and the temperature line is suggested as an index to the hardness of the winter.



Taste 1: Winter Quail Mortality, 1935-36, on Wisconsin Censused Areas. 

(in descending order of census accuracy) 

Ares | County | ees ee [| 1935" |PerQuaill 1936 ‘Morte Fed or Unfed 

Prairie du Sac Sauk 3200* ie Gastrow 416 8 | 70 83 Unfed 

Faville Grove Jefferson 2300 =| A. S. Hawkins 211 in 65 69 Fed 

Elkhorn Walworth sa B E. Wade 46** ss 31 35* |Fed 

University Farms Dane * |S. Leopold 37 * 7 54 ie 

Soil Conservation Areas S.W. counties| (42 coveys)| J. R. Fry, Jr. 632 “e 442 30 Fed 

Central Wisconsin Game Areaf | Juneau (7 coveys) | F. N. Hamerstrom| 93 -: 23 | 75 Mostly fed 

University Arboretum Dane 600 H. Anderson 87? 7? 50> 43> |Fed 

Riley Dane 1700 A. Leopold 180 9? 40? 78> |Fed by farmers 

Leopold Farm aig 100 i Leopold 60> | 2 | 15> 75? |Fed December only 

+ Figures contributed by the U. S. Soil Conservation Service and U. S. Resettlement Administration. 

* Small or discontinuous area, hence range acreage approximate or impossible to state. 

## These birds were trapped in Sauk Co. and planted here Jan. 26, 1936.
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SUMMARY 

1. The winter of 1935-36 greatly constricted the range and population 
density of Wisconsin quail. Mortality on measured samples ranged 
from 30 to 83 per cent. 

2. The lethal effect is ascribed to 40 days of continuous cold and snow. 
The previous winter of 1934-35, as measured by a “hardness test,” 
was only 15 per cent as severe: 1917-18, 72 per cent. 

3. Fat well-fed quail died in numbers, a phenomenon hitherto unrecorded. 
Some of these had ice under the wings. Many were imprisoned in 
snow. 

4. Attempts to develop a size-index from body measurements, and an 
emaciation-index from weight:length ratios, were unsuccessful. 
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The Effect of the Winter of 1935-36 on 
Wisconsin Quail 

Aldo Leopold 

The winter of 1935-36 will go down in history as a killer. Probably no 
single winter since the turn of the century, and possibly none since “The Big 
Snow” of 1881-82, has wrought equal destruction on bobwhite quail in Wis- 
consin. This paper presents such data* on its effects as are available. 

Similar data for single winters and for series of winters have been published 
by Forbush,! Leopold?,3, Kendeight, Errington®, and Errington and Hamer- 
strom’. The last-named paper summarizes winter survivals for the period 
1929-1935, 

Losses 

Since 1932 Wisconsin quail have been in a state of “irruption,” i.e., have 
built up to an extreme high, at the same time spreading northward and east- 
ward into new range. The winter of 1934-35 killed many, but in most coun- 
ties not enough to prevent a prompt return to high levels during the favorable 
breeding season of 1935. A paper on the nature and extent of this irruption 
is in preparation by Hawkins and Hamerstrom. 

The cumulative effect of the winters of 1934-35 and 1935-36 was to nearly 

exterminate quail in a belt several counties wide along the north and east 
boundaries of the range. Even in the southwestern counties quail were reduced 
to perhaps ten per cent of their 1934 numbers. 

Interpretation of this sudden shrinkage in distribution and density is 
complicated by two circumstances: (1) The period 1932-36 represents the 
down-grade of the Il-year population cycle, hence one can never be sure 
whether the disappearance of quail in any given locality was due to weather 
alone; (2) there has been a large increase in winter feeding, hence some sur- 

vivals occurred on range which would otherwise have been swept clean. 

In 1932 an open quail season was allowed for the first time since 1894, but 

PERC bnatetidenstotl ames manacenentcontiluled to. thieepaper as: fellows: 
Leonard W. Wing, supervision of autopsies; Orville S. Lee, stomach analy- 
ses and body-measurements; Douglas E. Wade, field observations and weath- 
er charts; Arthur S. Hawkins, Hilbert R. Siegler, Starker Leopold, and 
Harry Anderson, field observations. Ralph C. Conway of the State Conser- 
vation Department, also field officers of the Soil Conservation Service and the 
Resettlement Administration, sent in frozen birds and supplied mortality data. 
Dr. A. L. Stone of the Agronomy Department identified doubtful seeds. 
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the kill was, I think, too small to affect the subsequent trend of populations. 
The kills reported by licensees are: 

1932 2 counties open 551 quail 
1933 9 counties open 10,171 quail 
1934 17 counties open 12,496 quail 
1935 13 counties open 10,848 quail 
1936 no open season 

The known samples of 1935-36 winter mortality are given in Table 1. 
Snow-blocked roads greatly interfered with the continuity of observations. 
The census for the last three areas is probably inaccurate. The mortality per 
cents are probably better than the densities. The table indicates a winter loss 
of 30-83 per cent of the 1935 fall population. 

I have the strong impression, but no proof, that the average mortality was 
heavier than that on these sample areas. The fact that all but one of the 
samples were fed, whereas the average range is still unfed, lends probability 
to this belief. 

The area of quail range in 1934 was estimated? to be 7 million actes. 
Assuming a 1935 population of a bird per 20 acres, and an average loss of 90 

per cent, the loss would have been 300,000 quail. The temporary range occu- 
pied only during the recent irruption extended considerably beyond. It sus- 
tained a heavy loss in 1934-35, and a virtually complete loss in 1935-36. It is, 
I think, no exaggeration to estimate that at least half a million Wisconsin 
quail, and possibly a million, died during the last two winters, mostly in 
1935-36. 

It seems probable that during irruptive periods a great increase in the kill 
could be safely allowed. 

Despite the havoc of 1935-36, quail have reappeared on ranges seemingly 
wiped clean, notably in the sand area of central Wisconsin. Their numbers, 
however, are so small as to suggest that another bad winter might complete 
the job. 

It seems probable that the periods of near-extirpation such as that reported 
by Kumlien and Hollister$ for the decade following 1885, were the cumulative 
result of a series of hard winters. Whether feeding can prevent their recur- 
rence is the question of the day. 

THe WEATHER 

Hard winters differ from each other in the character of their lethal action. 
Some kill birds directly by the impetuous ferocity of sudden storms. Some 
starve them indirectly by coating all food with ice. Others grind them down 
by the sheer persistence of intense cold and deep snow. 

1935-36 was of the third category. Fig. 1 shows the record for the Madi- 
son station. Subzero days, with a gradual accretion of snow, stretched in un- 
broken succession from January 14 to February 23. There were only two 
severe preliminary storms, and none in March.
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1934-35, on the other hand, was of the first category. It was rated as a 
killing winter at the time, and did inflict a heavy loss on unfed quail, but it 
consisted of a discontinuous series of eight storms, only one of which carried 

either the severe temperature or the snow continuous throughout February, 
1936. In most counties the 1935 breeding season sufficed to rebuild the quail 
population. 

1917-18 combined the characters of the other two. At Madison deep snow 
and subzero temperatures prevailed from January 8 to February 8, with three 
preceding and one succeeding storm. 1917-18 is mentioned because of the 
wide prevalence of quail losses in the north-central region. 

Graphs of Madison weather similar to Fig. 1 have been published by 
Errington® for 1929-30 and 1931-32. 

Hardness Test. To compare the severity of winters in respect of farm 
game, the following test is suggested as a possible standard for this region: 
plot as parallel graphs the lowest daily temperature and the depth of un- 
melted snow (vertical coordinate) against time (horizontal coordinate). Let 
one unit on the vertical scale equal 5 degrees Fahrenheit and 5 inches of snow. 
Let one unit on the horizontal scale equal 5 days. 

The amount of lethal weather in any given winter will be represented by 
the area subtended above by the snow graph and below by the temperature 

graph. 

Planimeter this area to determine its size in square units, and multiply by 
2.73 to compare with 1935-36 as 100 lethal units. The lethal units for the 
three winters depicted in Fig. 1 would be, according to this formula: 

Square Units Lethal Units 
1935.36 36.6 x 2.73 = 100 
1934-35 5.6 x 2.73= 15 
1917-18 26.3 x 2.73= 72 

This test omits consideration of wind. 

AUvTOPSIES 

Autopsies were made on 44 winter-killed quail, 27 found in January, 5 in 
February, 12 in March. Forty of the 44 died of weather, 4 were killed by 
cars and dogs. 

Weights. The most notable fact disclosed by the data is the breakdown 
of the heretofore accepted truism: “You cannot freeze a fat quail.” Under 
the conditions prevailing in 1935-36, birds weighing over 200 grams comprised 
15 per cent of the weather-killed birds found. Birds weighing 175-200 grams 
comprised 34 per cent, 150-175 grams 11 per cent, under 150 grams 40 per 
cent. Most game managers have heretofore regarded 180 gram (6.4 ounce) 
quail as nearly weatherproof?. 

One quail, not in this series, was caught in a weakened condition by Haw- 

kins, after flying ten feet. It weighed 250 grams, the heaviest quail so far 
recorded by this University. (For details of this bird see caption on food and 
grit.)
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Wade found one covey of 14 weather-killed quail on January 23 which are 
included in this series, but details of which are reported by him in a separate 

paper!0. Five of the 14 weighed over 200 grams thawed, none less than 160 

grams thawed. Two February and March birds also exceeded 200 grams 
thawed. 

All of these 16 heavy birds had empty crops, and all had corn debris in 
the gizzard. This may or may not prove they had eaten corn in the recent 
past, but the weights preclude any protracted starvation. As will be shown in 
a later caption, 5 other weather-killed birds died fat with food in the crop. 
The conclusion is inescapable: 1935-36 killed prime heavy quail which had 
gone foodless for only short periods. 

After the return of mild weather in March, some birds of surprisingly low 

weight were found, 83, 90, 92, 102 grams. All these melted out of drifts, 
and hence had lost some weight by decomposition. The last three at least had 
apparently been imprisoned alive in the snow, and thus kept warm while 
starving; hence their weights are not representative of ordinary weather-killing. 
Another 95-gram bird, however, was picked up on January 28 near a feeder. 
Death had apparently (but not surely) been recent. Survival of a free- 
ranging bird to such a low weight in cold weather is not explicable. It is 
usually believed that quail survive at very low weights only in warm weather. 

Ice Under Wings. Another important disclosure was that each bird in the 
scattered covey found by Wade had a coating of ice under the wings. The 
average quantity of such ice, on 16 birds, as indicated by the difference be- 
tween the frozen and thawed weights, was nearly 5 grams. The maximum 
was 11 grams. 

The origin of this ice is unknown, but there is little doubt that it in some 
way hastened the death of these birds. King (unpublished) found something 
similar in weather-killed Minnesota pheasants. The origin of ice under wings 
should be susceptible of experimental study. 

Sex and Age. The sex of the 44 quail autopsied, and the age as deter- 
mined by the Stoddard test, showed nothing abnormal. The data are: 

Cocks Hens Total 
Over 14S years ee 10 10 20 
Under 1!4 years ~----_--__-- 12 12 24 

Totals ee ae SR ay on 09 2 44 
Food and Grit; Weak Quail. The food and grit content of the 44 quail 

was, in grams, wet weight: 

| Number | pia Feed A SER EGA ai 
empty Aver. Max. Min. | Aver. Max. Min. 

Gizzard 5 | 19 4.1 0.1 0.3 1.0 0 
Erop BNE eA Gs ale 02a lt one EOL eS 

‘Lhe total absence of grit from crops should be noted.
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The following birds found fat, fed, and dead, are hard to explain in terms 
of pre-existing suppositions: 

No. Sex Date found Date died Weight Food Grit 
22. 8 Jan. 13 2 © 198er, Crop: 110 ragweed) 6 smartweed none 

Gizeaidell OOraaweed 40s ladieetO- Ten 
thumb, 3 smartweed, debris 

i aS freak 2002 ech. Crop! 25icommo) biseatent simone 
(ated ee dinge tation) Gidzerda) corn’ debe elisiines O6epn 
23 4 00) Mani Til lene 203 gr meron 7uchnn ane 
(at a feeding station) before Gizzard: | buckwheat, | corn, 0.7 gr. 

debris 
34 8 Mar. 1 1-2 wks.? 207 gr. Crop: 32 corn, 43 buckwheat none 

Gizzard: 2 corn, 2 stones, 0.8 gr. 
2 buckwheat, debris 

Five quail were flushed at feeders so weak as to fly only a few yards. 
Three of these were caught by hand. Their condition was: 

BirdNo Sex| Date [Weight |__ Food [Grit 
— 2 Dec. 28 | 250 gr. | Crop: full of corn > 
35 9 Feb. 5 | 97gr. | (Died in captivity) Oven 
30 $ Feb. 29 | 197 gr. | Crop: empty none 

Gizzard: 9 smartweed, | giant | 0.4 gr. 

ESE atic SN dose Weal Le aR LOU Care EEE a aie 
The first bird was examined bacteriologically by the Medical School. 

While no disease was found, the fact that such a full heavy quail should be 

weak at such an early date would indicate a pathological condition. 

No. 35 was a partially grown “squealer” later dying in captivity. No. 30 
had suffered a bite from a dog. To be caught by a dog it must have been 
weak. 

Considering the two foregoing series collectively, one is led to suspect the 
presence of some malady devoid of visible lesions and overtaking seemingly 
healthy individuals, like the “shock disease” recently described by Green, 
Shillinger, and Larson!1 in snowshoe hares. 

The thin birds of the series, contrary to expectation, included none stuffed 
with low-grade food. Their crops and gizzards were either empty or contained 
small amounts of corn, wheat, both ragweeds, smartweed, sumac (R. glabra 

and typhina), wild morning glory, ball mustard, velvet leaf (Abutilon avicen- 
nae) seed, also seeds of rose and cherry, and bits of alfalfa. One might con- 
strue this as the harvest of very short-range foraging in nearly foodless coverts. 

Snow Fatalities. Hilbert R. Siegler, while tending a feeding station on 
February 10, failed to find any sign of 12 quail previously seen there daily. 
He probed in a nearby grape tange with a stick and found all 12, alive but 
too weak to fly, buried under six inches of drifted snow. Four of this released 
covey were missing next day, evidently having died. 

Many reports of snowed-over coveys came in from laymen. One member 
of the Dane County Sportsmens’ Association is said to have been shovelling 
out a hopper, and upon throwing out a large cake of drifted snow, it split and 

: emitted a quail.
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Size Index. To compare birds of different regions for size, and birds of 
different years for general development, some index to size is needed. Weight 
is usually used, but during starvation periods weight is of course no indica- 
tion of size. A very light starved bird may be of large frame. 

In the hope of developing some index usable under any conditions, the 
following length measurements were taken for the 44 quail and analyzed: 
wing, bill, keel or breastbone, and wishbone. 

Body length could not be measured because the specimens were received 
in various degrees of rigor and desiccation. 

Frequency curves were drawn for each series (per cent of birds in each 
millimetre length-class). Each yields a curve of apparently normal shape 
(except bills, where the range of size is too small). All curves show this 
common characteristic: the most frequent size-class occurs toward the end 
rather than the middle of the range. That is to say, undersizes are more 

frequent than oversizes in these particular measurements. 

Correlation curves were next drawn to measure consistency as between 

wing, keel, and wishbone lengths. Very little was found. That is to say, 
these body-parts vary in length, but they do this more or less independently 
of each other. Hence no one of them seems promising as an index to size. 

A brief summary of the ranges in length, in millimetres, is as follows: 

Minimunsi- Most Frequent Maximuni 
Why Se ea 1S sah, 125 an: 
Keel sae ore en 09 45 49 
Bil eee ede 14 15 
Wishbone ~--------- 23 28 31 

Emaciation Index. Errington? classified the progressive stages of emacia- 
tion in quail by a series of eight drawings of breast contours. Each of the 44 

birds was skinned and classified by eye as falling into his emaciation-stage 
A, B, G, D, E, F, G, or H. 

A further attempt was then made to develop, from the body measurements 
described in the foregoing caption, an “emaciation index” which could be 
expressed numerically and dispense with the need for ocular comparisons. 

Two ratios wre tried: (1) weight in grams divided by length of wing in 
millimetres; (2) weight in grams divided by length of keel in millimetres. 
The resulting index-numbers had a good spread, but when arranged in de- 
scending order and compared with the ocular rating, very poor consistency 
was found, especially in the first stages of emaciation. Only in the advanced 
stages, where the loss in weight is so extreme as to mask the individual varia- 
bility in length of wing and keel, do the ocular and numerical ratings give a 
similar sequence when applied to the same birds. 

It is concluded that weight:wing and weight:keel ratios are inferior to the 
Errington diagram as a basis for rating emaciation.
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Fig. 1. Hardness Test for Severity of Winters. Area of the shaded zone between the 
snowline and the temperature line is suggested as an index to the hardness of the winter.



Taste 1: Winter Quail Mortality, 1935-36, on Wisconsin Censused Areas. 

(in descending order of census accuracy) 

Area | County | Acres | Observer } 1935, Pe 1936 | Po Con | Fed or Unfed 

Prairie du Sac Sauk 3200* | A. Gastrow 416 8 | 70 83 Unfed 

Faville Grove Jefferson 2300 A. S. Hawkins 211 i 65 69 Fed 

Elkhorn Walworth * |D. E. Wade 48"* = 31 35* |Fed 

Unveniy Faas Dane #=1S: Leopald 37 * 17 54 fe 
Soil Couervation “Arca SW? counties | G2ieoveys) Jy Ro Fey, Jr. | 1632 * | 442 308 | Fed 
(Contras Wiseonrin Game) Aves? | Jinend (covers) EON Eementvon|| 193 * 2B 75 |Mostly fed 
University Arboretum Dane 600 H. Anderson 87> 7? | 50? 43> |Fed 

Riley Dane 1700 A. Leopold 180 9> | 402 78> |Fed by farmers 

Leopold Farm [sm 100 A. Leopold 60? 2? | 15> | 75? |Fed December only 

+ Figures contributed by the U. S. Soil Conservation Service and U. S. Resettlement Administration. 

* Small or discontinuous area, hence range acreage approximate or impossible to state. 

55 ‘These birds were trapped in Sauk Co, and planted here Jan.-26, 1936,
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SUMMARY 

1. The winter of 1935-36 greatly constricted the range and population 
density of Wisconsin quail. Mortality on measured samples ranged 
from 30 to 83 per cent. 

2. The lethal effect is ascribed to 40 days of continuous cold and snow. 
The previous winter of 1934-35, as measured by a “hardness test,” 
was only 15 per cent as severe: 1917-18, 72 per cent. 

3. Fat well-fed quail died in numbers, a phenomenon hitherto unrecorded. 
Some of these had ice under the wings. Many were imprisoned in 
snow. 

4. Attempts to develop a size-index from body measurements, and an 
emaciation-index from weight:length ratios, were unsuccessful. 
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THE THICK-BILLED PARROT IN CHIHUAHUA 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

The physics of beauty is one department of natural science still in the Dark Ages. 
Not even the manipulators of bent space have tried to solve its equations. Everybody 
knows, for example, that the autumn landscape in the north woods is the land, plus 
a red maple, plus a ruffed grouse. In terms of conventional physics, the grouse repre- 

sents only a millionth of either the mass or the energy of an acre. Yet subtract the 
grouse and the whole thing is dead. An enormous amount of some kind of motive power 

has been lost. 
It is easy to say that the loss is all in our mind’s eye, but is there any sober 

ecologist who will agree? He knows full well that there has been an ecological death, 
the significance of which is inexpressible in terms of contemporary science. A Russian 
philosopher, Ouspensky, has called this imponderable essence the numenon of material 

things. It stands in contradistinction to phenomenon which is ponderable and pre- 

dictable, even to the tossings and turnings of the remotest star. 
The grouse is the numenon of the north woods, the bluejay of the hickory groves, 

the whisky-jack of the muskegs, the pifionero of the juniper foothills. Ornithological 
texts do not record these fa¢ts. I suppose they are new to science, however obvious to 
the discerning scientist. Be that as it may, I here record the discovery of the numenon 

of the Sierra Madre: the Thick-billed Parrot (Rhynchopsitta pachyrhyncha). 
He is a discovery only because so few have visited his haunts. Once there, only 

the deaf and blind could fail to perceive his role in the mountain life and landscape. 
Indeed you have hardly finished breakfast before the chattering flocks leave their 
roost on the rim rocks and perform a sort of morning drill in the high reaches of the 

dawn, Like squadrons of cranes they wheel and spiral, loudly debating with each other 
the question (which also puzzles you) of whether this new day which creeps slowly 
over the canyons is bluer and golder than its predecessors, or less so. The vote 
being a draw, they repair by separate companies to the high mesas, for their breakfast 

of pine-seed-on-the-half-shell. They have not yet seen you. 
But a little later, as you begin the steep ascent out of the canyon, some sharp-eyed 

parrot, perhaps a mile away, espies this strange creature puffing up the trail where 
only deer or lion, bear or turkey, are licensed to travel. Breakfast is forgotten. With 
a whoop and a shout the whole gang is awing and coming at you. As they circle over- 
head you wish fervently for a parrot dictionary. Are they demanding, what-the-devil 

business have you in these parts? Or are they, like an avian chamber-of-commerce, 
merely making sure you appreciate the glories of their home town, its weather, its 
citizens, and its glorious future as compared with any and all other times and places 

whatsoever? It might be either or both. And there flashes through your mind the sad 
premonition of what will happen when the road is built, and this riotous reception 

committee first greets the tourist-with-a-gun. 
It is soon clear that you are a dull inarticulate fellow, unable to respond by so 

much as a whistle to the standard amenities of the Sierra morn. And after all, there 
are more pine cones in the woods than have yet been opened, so let’s finish breakfast! 
This time they may settle upon some tree below the rim rock, giving you the chance 
to sneak out to the edge and look down. There for the first time you see color; velvet 
green uniforms with scarlet and yellow epaulets and black helmets, sweeping noisily from
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pine to pine, but always in formation and always in even numbers. Only once did I see 

a gang of five, or any other number not comprised of pairs. 
In spring, I am told, the pair hunts up a woodpecker hole in some tall dead pine 

and performs its racial duty in temporary isolation. But what woodpecker excavates 
a hole large enough? The Guacamaja (as the natives euphoniously call the parrot) is 

big as a pigeon, and hardly to be squeezed into a flicker-loft. Does he, with his own 
powerful beak, perform the necessary enlargement? Or is he dependent on the holes of 
the Imperial Woodpecker, which is said to occur in these parts? To some future orni- 

thological visitor I bequeath the pleasant task of discovering the answer. 

I do not know whether the nesting pairs are as noisy as these roistering flocks which 

greeted me in September. I do know that in September, if there are parrots on the 
mountain, you will soon know it. As a proper ornithologist, I should doubtless try to 

describe the call. It superficially resembles that of the Pifion Jay, but the music of 
the pifioneros is soft and nostalgic as the haze hanging in their native canyons, 

while that of the Guacamaja is louder and full of the salty enthusiasm of high comedy. 

I am told that after the acorns ripen, they are attacked by the parrots with as 
much zest as the pine seeds are earlier. The occasional wanderings of parrots across 

the border, recorded by Florence Bailey (Birds of New Mexico, pp. 306-307), are 

doubtless motivated by the search for mast. 
One cannot help but wonder what the good roads program now impending through- 

out Mexico will do for, or to, this species. It does not have a large range; Bailey says 
only the northern Sierras. I can only hope that Mexico will find ways so far unfound 

by us to use these mountains without destroying them. 

Division of Game Management, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, 

October 6, 1936.
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Farm Game Management in Silesia* 
Here Farm Practice and Game Management Are Dovetailed 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

University of Wisconsin 

HE American outdoorsman, hear- marily on local effort, there is a general 

ing tall tales of abundant. game in trend for effort to reap greater rewards 

Germany, is likely to form a mental as one moves inland. This is because the 
picture of a whole country hopping with soils grow better inland. The same is 

furred and feathered wildlife. Such is true with us. 
by no means the case. In Germany, as Unlike America, abundance does not 

in America, one finds farming regions depend on shiftless farming. There is no 

which are gameless, and others which shiftless farming. The most abundant 

have abundant game of many species. farm game often occurs on the richest, 

Why? The difference lies mainly, I most intensively cultivated farms. (Hlli- 

think, in the local people. Some locali- nois and Iowa take notice.) 
ties are willing to work for their sport, While there are gameless farm regions, 

Remise system. Remise system on newly-cut hay 
meadow. 

and have plenty. Others are willing 
merely to take what comes easy, and there are ne gameless forests. The 

have little or none. In no case does sportsmansiip pea cetena ny sores iets | is 
government raise game for the shiftless iar a pen Pra long be- 
community. Game officials have learned, *°TC “ey Managed Vea De peated eae 
through long experience, that the onlv management is universal in both public 
thing they can do to improve shooting and private forests. At the present time, 

is to help those who help themselves. however, forest game is in a bad way. 
Whil band th a 4 . The carrying capacity of the range has 

ve abundance thus cepends Ppri- declined due to planting too many pure- 
aetie TEluia oat conifer stands, which afford an excess 

*This paper is based on studies made in Of cover but no food. 
Gerpeny gad Ceeshogioratn, August, {2oN2° A heavy population of deer is oar- 
laender Trust and Carl Schurz Memorial Foun- ried by means of artificial feeding, but ; 

eapecisliy™ indebted te “anjagenelster reine without natural foods the deer herd has 

Hey ee etinaneines at temiguy © coeee madualey and. vigor) Tha) Gey 
Forstmeister Wilhelm Blume of Heinrichau. Graf man foresters now wish to restore a nat- 
on eee Halieehere ot Remon srt ural mixture of hardwoods, but the deer 
of Puschkowa, Silesia; also Prince Carl von won’t let them,—hardwoods must be 
Hohenlohe-Langenburg ‘of Domane Rothenhaus, a a 
Gorkau, Czecho-Slovakia, fenced to survive the hungry animals.



The deer pressure also tends to destroy partridge, hare, rabbit, and roe deer. 
the berries and mast which are the food Pheasants predominate on the heavier 

supply of grouse. wetter soils; partridges on the lighter 

There is much for American conserya- warmer loesses and sands. A heavy crop 
tionists to ponder in this situation, the of both pheasant and partridge is seldom 
details of which have been described in found on a single property. Combina- 

another paper.’ tions of pheasant, hare, and roe prevail 

The reason for gameless farms is the on rich soils. On light soils the usual 

same as with us: intensive agriculture, combination is partridge and hare. 
where conducted without regard for wild- One of the regions most productive of 

life, has destroyed the cover and food. A both agricultural crops and game is 
few hares and Hungarian partridges may Lower Silesia, which lies on the upper 

persist on such unmanaged areas. They reaches of the River Oder, and com- 

prises that eastward projection of Ger- 

4; many abutting on southern Poland and 

: ie vg eastern Czecho-Slovakia. The rich plains 

peg 4 a ‘ around the capital city, Breslau, are “the 

HE Pe Be best soil in Germany,” and correspond 
page to our cornbelt. Sugar beets are the cash 

x3 al crop. The fields are traversed by a sys- 

ae tem of small portable tramways to haul 

Kel fe ts Se the beets and the heavy machinery used 

zs SKK si for their cultivation. Potatoes, small 
° grains, clover, and alfalfa comprise the 

remainder of the rotation. There is some 

’ : dairying but no, pasture, the wetter mea- 

Clipped spruce backed: by. tall. spruce dows being worked, for. hay, rather than 

on edge of a remise, © grazed directly by stock. 

On this rich central, plain, there is no 
are leased and hunted for what little timber except the remises. planted for 

shooting they afford, but as with us, the game cover, but as one. climbs. into the 

crop is thin and uncertain, being de-  gandier rolling uplands timber progres- 
termined wholly by accidental combina- ively increases until finally, on the 

tions of weather, gunpowder, and agri- mountains, the country becomes solid 
cultural practice. forest. 

As with us, the shiftless sportsman on The Silesian land-holdings are both 
unmanaged range blames the game short- Jayge and small, but even where small 

age on “vermin,” which, we are soberly the owners are congregated in villages. 

informed, hunt year-around. (I wonder ence the landscape in either case is 
when this profound deduction was first one of wide horizons, broken only here 

made, and in what century it will cease nd there by densely clustered habita- 

to be regarded as news.) tions. There are no fences and hence no 
The German farm country productive fencerows. The frequent drainage ditch- 

of game is remarkable for three things: eg are lined with a very narrow fringe 

(1) the detail with which farm practice of alders and willows. All highways are 
and game management are dovetailed, ined with small fruit trees. In neither ~ 
(2) the variety of species co-existing on case, however, is there any tall grass 
the same area, (3) the low per cent of gover, the ditchbanks and roadsides being 
artificial propagation. kept short by frequent hand-mowings for 

Managed farms yield a large and de- hay, 

pendable game erop consisting of vari- The climate of the Silesian plain is 
ous combinations of pheasant, Hungarian  imilar to that of Ohio; the ground is 

Sa, usually bare most of the winter, but in 
1$ee Deer and Dauervald in Germany, Jour- exceptional years several feet of snow 

nal of Forestry, Vol. 34, Nos. 4-b, 193b, pp. 3O7- : 
875, 461-466. may lie for months.



Where, in such a highly cultivated acres, or one per 80 acres. On this es- 

landscape, shall one find shelter for tate the area in remises, park, and food 
game? The answer is the remise—a patches was 8 per cent of the cotal. The 

small concentrated spot of cover plantéd average size of a remise was 2 acres. 

especially for pheasants, but used “also The average distance between remises was 
by hares and roes. On an October eve- a long pheasant-flight, i. e., about one- 
ning I have frequently seen, on the third mile. Fig. 2 shows a typical estate 
fields adjacent to a single remise, as in relation to its remise system. 

many as 75 pheasants, half a dozen roe When the spruce in a remise gets too 
deer, and a dozen hares. large for good cover, either a new out- 

A typical remise covers an acre or side belt is planted, or the big trees are 

two, and consists of an outer belt of chopped down and replaced by young 
hedged Norway spruce, next a belt of ones. Such replacement is commonly 
taller unhedged spruce, then a belt of done by stages, so as not to sacrifice the 
alder, and finally a central core of hard- utility of the remise during the period 
woods, or—if on wet land—willows and when the new trees are small. Such a 

cane (phragmites). Fig. 1 shows the de- thing as grazing livestock in a remise 

sign and operation of a typical remise. is unheard of. 

Remises are located on haymeadows or Some ec. laid out in un- 
on waste spots if there are any; pot- Pleasing geometrical squares and trian- 

holes, gravel and sand pits, old slough gles, but usually enough irregularity is 
bottoms, banks, and the like. Failing ™aintained in shape, size, and content so 

such spots, they are planted on good beet that the system of remises greatly en- 
land. The Silesian farmer uses his land hances the beauty of the farm landscape. 
more intensively than we do, but he does The photographs inelude a farm land- 
not begrudge a few acres of good soil Scape with its remise system. 
for wildlife remises, or for a woodland The remise is usually designed to fa- 
“park” around his farmstead. cilitate drives as well as to shelter the 

The best remise system I examined birds, of which more later. 

had 10 cover units on an estate of 780° Most remises have a food patch ad- 

Bt Hedged spruce 

—~ Tall 
ae atin. Geeng DESIGN & OPERATION 

- #e EI Ss OF A REMISE 

a2 1 ~~ Hardwoods 
Bea fh, 
nan ‘ 

Bea te~-How driven birds 
g “top out" over 

3 4 elders through 

Vv -“windows" in spruce 

Aarne ete net rcbe tev ecssescrereces 
EN cpm tar slate ote a) aeierefelee osiesimminte komme ere tia "Window" for H) Dr. Rx . fe bese ee 
tO) 5 Nag, eee BUSSE driven birds ~, driven ie 
HW SF Ry Gaon. cae Hey) SY Se een deny 
BY 0, 8 Se + cS 4 y 
BY cS RNR Tall epruce TZ, 
EB orenspieeern Z WA, Hedged spruce . 
mirth bert errerfer ter ots HEUTUHETHGETATLETUHTLSEUSEUUKTOUET ITLL 

Pett gms ees e : SIDE VIEW OF THE REMISE 
eitsl oie eleie Penterie wie e) © Figure 1
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Ditchbank hand-mowed for hay with Kreisjagermeister and owner discussing 
wooded “park” in background. One a millet food patch for pheasants (at 
hundred pheasants, as well as hares, left). Remise in background. 
rabbits and roes, were feeding in sight 

when this picture was taken. . 
known (a reflection of the lesser labor 

jacent or nearby. These patches consist guste yeni Hucone)) ' 
of standing corn, and a perennial sun- All game gets winter greens from the 
flower called Topinambur tuberosa (Jeru- alfalfa and clover stubbles, and in most 

salem artichoke). The stem of this plant Yeas, acorns from the oaks in the parks. 
bears no seed, but the roots bear a whit- The outstanding peculiarity of the 
ish potato-like tuber, about the size of a Silesian pheasant range, and for that 
hen’s egg, which, after the corn is ex- matter all other German game ranges, 
hausted, is eagerly eaten by pheasants, as compared with our Middle West, is 
roes, and hares. ‘The tubers are exposed the lack of high-class food-bearing weeds. 
by plowing during the fall. They are Weeds not only tend to be excluded by 
not spoiled by frost. Even after plow- the intensive farming and the frequent 
ing there are enough tubers left in the mowing of all grass, but even where they 

ground to form next year’s crop. A are deliberately encouraged (as was the 
topimambur patch may last as long as case on one estate), they are of inferior 
ten years, after which the ground must quality—not above the grade of pigweed 
be rotated to legumes and small grains (Chenopodium). Some day we in Amer- 

to replenish soil fertility. Topinambur  jca will learn to appreciate our small na- 
is also used in forest food patches for tive prairie ragweed, which comes un- 

deer. invited into our stubbles, pastures, and 
In certain regions this plant may be waste spots, and the seeds of which sus- 

the answer to the question repeatedly tain not only all farm game birds, but 
asked by American game managers: a host of songbirds as well. Europe 

What perennial can one plant for winter has no weed food of comparable quality, 
bird food? It cannot be recommended and must make up for it by a more 
for use in agricultural regions, however, liberal use of grain and other cultivated 
because in this country it escapes and plants. 
becomes a weed. It should be planted The Silesian remises, then, offer an 
only in food patches surrounded by a artificial but not wholly unnatural win- 
wide belt of heavy sod. ter cover. I now already hear the ques- 

The food patch alone does not suffice tion which springs to the lips of the 
for winter feeding. Its function is to American game manager: what about 
hold birds, rather than to prevent starva- nesting cover? It is self-evident that 
tion. As soon as the corn is exhausted, the 50 pheasants which one sees feeding 
hand-feeding begins. In selected remises on the bare alfalfa stubble or newly 
straw is spread under the dense spruces, sprouted small grains around a one-acre 

and into this wheat or barley is thrown remise cannot possibly nest in that 
by hand. “Automatic” hoppers are un- remise, even after their number has



been trimmed down by the November The first consists of systematically dog- 

shooting. ‘ ging the alfalfa, clover fields, and hay 
The answer is that there is no nest- meadows just before the first eggs are 

ing cover, and furthermore there is no laid. The purpose is to drive the nesting 
attempt to provide any. The pheasants birds out of the hay and into the grain. 
nest in the alfalfa, clover, and grain Any early nests found are lifted and the 
fields, often at a great distance from any eggs transferred to the artificial propa- 
remise. In alfalfa and clover they of gation plant. 
course sustain a heavy loss from mowing The second system is to dog the hay- 

machines, just as with us. The grain, fields just’ before the hay is cut for the 
however, offers a safe nesting place, since purpose of locating nests, and to trans- 
most of it is planted in fall, grows early fer the eggs for artificial propagation. 

in spring, and stands uncut till July, by Such eggs are, of course, already partly 
which time all except repeat-nests have incubated, and must be transferred speed- 
safely fledged. Consequently manage- ily, set by set, to avoid heavy loss. 
ment seeks either to force the birds out The third is to dog and mark the hay- 

of the alfalfa and into the grain, or to field nests, and to leave islands of uncut 
salvage the hayfield eggs for artificial hay so that the pheasant can complete 
rearing. There are three systems in use her hatch. This system has, of course, 
for accomplishing one or both of these been tried in America, but with pretty 

; solutions of the hayfield problem. heavy crow losses. I am assured that 
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crows are kept low enough in Germany ence is for a cross between the ringneck 

that the system is reasonably safe, and (P. torquatus) and the Mongolian. This 

that it is wisely used by small farmers change in species is being accomplished 
who lack time to operate propagation by the periodic release of outside breed- 

plants. ing stock for “new blood.” 

Flushing bars are unknown. The present prejudice against black- 
Propagation systems in Silesia are necks is grounded on the alleged wan- 

identical with ours, except that mechani- dering tendencies of this species, but I 

eal incubation and brooding are rare, and think the greater meat poundage of the 

turkeys as well as chickens are used as larger birds also comes into play. De- 
foster mothers. Rearing fields are com- spite the introduction of the larger spe- 

monly not placed on clover, but rather cies, the average pheasant one sees in 

on haymeadow. Pens contain live grow- ‘the fields seems to me distinctly smaller 
ing spruces as cover.’ The turnips grown than ours, i. e., to run heavier to black- 

as a soiling crop in pens come right up neck blood. 
to the stems of the hedged spruce trees. To an American one of the most sur- 

Usually only hayfield eggs are arti- prising and least pleasing aspects of 

ficially propagated, but a few holdings Silesian pheasant management is that 

produce and propagate additional eggs, most of the pheasant shooting on each 

and I saw at least one which operates as holding is concentrated into a single big 

5 a commercial game farm. Other large one-day drive, during which very large 

holdings depend wholly on natural prop- bags are made. If any small hunts are 

agation. The commercial game farm made, they are made sparingly by the 

which I saw used turkeys for foster- owner, and usually after the big shoot. 

mothers, reared in open fields with “A” This custom of concentrated shooting 

coops, let the young go wild, shot only ests on experience: it has been found 

cocks, and then trapped the excess hens that to make frequent small hunts pushes 
for sale. This wild stock is preferred the birds over the boundary to the 

for restocking purposes. neighbors, so that the landowner fails 

In the Breslau district the ratio of to realize on his own crop. Our states 

released artificial birds to annual kill which have enacted shooting preserve 

averages 1:10, i. e., the bulk of the kill laws are, of course, experiencing this 

is wild stock. Holdings operated by identical difficulty. 
small farmers, of which there are 186 This tendency to embark for parts un- 

units or shoots in the Breslau district {nown at the crack of a gun constitutes, 

alone, never resort to artificial propaga- [| think, the basie weakness of the pheas- 
tion, but many of these nevertheless have ant as a game bird for America: he 

good stands of pheasants (see Unit B, tends to be inherently unsuited to our 

Table 1). preference for small-but-often dog-hunts. 

Up to a few years ago the blackneck In Silesia where there is no standing 

pheasant (P. colchicus) was standard corn, no grass, and no marsh to help hold 

stock in Silesia, but the present prefer- the birds, the scattering tendency is prob- 

TABLE 1. KILL ON SINGLE ESTATES, SILESIA 
WEE. ae To se Ee nn ee 
Estate Area Kill Pheas. Acres per bird Per cent in 
or Unit Acres Pheas. Part. Hare Roe _Release Stand Kill Remises 

A 5,500 3,500 2 ? {Hayfield 05 1.6 8% 
eges only 

Be 900 200 500 280 2 none 2 1.3 2 
c 23,000 3,442 107 1,549 131 many 2 65 large 

(1934-5) 
D 2,800 654 126 206 14 500 2 3.6 large 

(1933-4) 

a 2A “cooperative” owned, managed, and shot 
by. small farmers. 

13,000 cocks, 500 hens, The fall stand on 3 Poor, sandy soil, Figures are for season 
this estate is 8,000 pheasants, 800 partridges, 1934-35, a poor pheasant year. Part of kill is 
the kill a little under 50 per cent. trapped birds sold for restocking.



TABLE 2. 1934 KILL IN KREISS BRESLAU 250,000 ACRES 

Came Kill Acres per head Predators and fur Kill Ratios 

Hows )atieisientaey OSG! eR. vail ane Fox over 49 
Hares ccscnccen 195114 ( Badger. ..scsssssssssees 3 

Pheasants cerns 22878) cscs 7,0, Matte: scrreneten ql 
Partridges ........ 13,602 \ Weasel vvcvncnne 832 

Woodcock s+ 26 895....0.Game per mammal 
64:1 

Jacksnipe sss 15 Accipitrine Hawks 176 
Pigeons wus. _ 207 Buteo Hawks... 69 
Ducks ssc 1,055 — 

——— 245........Game birds per 

Total .......... 57,483 Senensuedoutisavetersceatens adh: raptor 142:1 

Crows and Mag- 
" POS terse SORE 

Total srscnun 3)16LanGame per predator 
18:1 

ably even worse than in the unmanaged to cut at one time, the outer is always 

ranges of Ohio, Iowa, or Wisconsin. cut first. 

Sometimes a landowner, in order to To sum up, the birds are pushed in- 

drive his birds inward, does a little ad- ward by peripheral shooting and cutting, 

vance dog-hunting on his outlying boun- by centripetal feeding and cover, and, 

dary-line fields which have no cover, but during the big shoot, by centripetal driv- 

he is always careful to burn no powder ing. 

near the remises until the big day of the Table 2 shows the average kill in the 

annual shoot. On that day the birds are Breslau district, which is as large as a 

so herded from remise to remise by skill- small county. The kill is one bird 

ful beaters, that to the pheasant one di- (pheasant or partridge) to each seven 

rection probably seems no better than eres, The average kill on the intensive- 

another for get-away purposes. I imagine Jy managed estates shown in Table 1 is 

that, to a pheasant, a Silesian drive is on one bird to each two acres for rich land, 

all fours with Opening Day in an Iowa and one per five acres for sandy land. I 

cornfield. am assured that just about half the fall 

This brings us now to an important population is shot, so one may say the 

point. The “big drive” consists in push- fall density on the best estates is a bird 

ing the birds from one remise to an- per acre, counting both the summer and 

other, over the heads of the intervening winter range. The density in the winter 

line of guns. The remise system, how- range or remise area is of course much 

ever, may cover only a fraction of the greater; I saw 448 pheasants shot in one 

hunting unit, and lies usually at its cen- day out of 11 remises of not over 3 

tre. That is to say, the hatch of birds acres each, a kill of 15 birds per acre, 

from the whole unit is, by. virtue of of remise cover. Silesia, in other words, 

the distribution of remises, crowded into achieves a stand of pheasants equal to 

a small winter range, on which all drives, South Dakota and better than north 

all winter cover, and all winter feeding Towa, without the standing corn and long 

are concentrated. This winter range is grass which make a heavy stand in those 

always the lowest, wettest, flattest ground. lucky states nearly automatic. One may 

Tt follows that the outlying borders of a say further that this heavy stand is 90 

hunting unit are usually bare fields per cent natural, and grows on machine- 

habitable during summer only, and that farmed land in the face of a human 

this bare zone tends to act as a barrier population-pressure heavier than. we 

to discourage scattering during the fall know anything about. This, I submit, 

hunts. Fig. 2 illustrates such a central is a substantial achievement. 

system of remises. I cannot help adding that this achieve- 

Agricultural practice is also modified ment must be eredited not to sportsmen 

to push birds inward and to discourage passing laws and resolutions for each 

dispersion. Thus of any two fields ready other’s governance, but. to landowners



ee Be Bich c 

a. Ue ee : Sa 

Gathering up after a drive. “Hochsitz” or shooting blind for roes. 

who go out on their Jand and practice population. Wild trapped stock, rather 

game management as a natural and wide- than game farm stock, is usually used 

spread adjunct to good agriculture. for new blood. It is acquired sometimes 

The Silesian landowners and officials by purchase, sometimes by exchange of 

seem unanimous in the opinion that a trapped birds between estates. 
breeding ratio of 1 cock:5 hens or 1 On the big estates managed intensively 

cock:6 hens is right for wild pheasants. for pheasants there are few partridges. 

They believe in this so explicitly that On the sandier lands, however, partridges 

when more cocks than this are left over are sometimes more numerous than 

they often—with the permission of the pheasants, especially where there are no 

state warden or jdgermeister—go out in remises and hence no pheasant cover. 

spring to shoot off cocks which seem to For the Breslau district, the partridge 

be without harem. This belief seems to kill is about half as large as the pheasant 
run counter to the earlier conclusions kill (see Table 2). 

reached by Wight, who found in Michi- The partridge crop fluctuates much 
gan that harems of over 2-3 hens per more violently as between years than the 

cock are rare. His later work, however, pheasant crop. This fluctuation will be 
seems to leave the maximum hens per discussed in a separate paper on the 

cock as an open question, and one prob- game cycle. A German study of this 

ably without any fixed and uniform an- fluctuation has recently been made by 

swer. Nolte.’ 

During the big drive, it is the usual It is my impression that the partridge 
practice to shoot only cocks. In certain crop is more of an accidental crop than 

remises, however, the owner may pass the pheasant crop. The only manage- 

out word to shoot hens; this is because a ment measure generally practiced is win- 
previous census has shown that particu- ter feeding. In remise country, partridge 
lar remise to have more hens than are feeding is combined with pheasant feed- 
needed. Later in the season the owner, ing by placing the straw-beds already 
his game manager, or a few invited offi- described near the edge of the remise, 

cials—all experienced men—may hold where partridges will not hesitate to en- 
one or two small shoots in which old hens ter. In open country without remises, 

are trimmed out. special straw-beds for partridges are 

The total kill is about half of the fall placed in the open. 
population. The resulting sex-ratio after Partridge shooting is done mostly in 

the hunting season may be 1:6, but the late August and early September, be- 

winter losses falling heavier on hens fore the pheasant broods have separated, 
will make the spring ratio 1:5. As al- hence the partridge shooting does not 
ready stated, new stock is often released scatter the pheasants, which at that sea- 
during the winter for “new blood,” but —___ 
this is done in the desired ratio, and does _—? Nolte, W. Zur Biologie des Rephuhns. Re- 
not change the sex composition of the even eatin Voy euy oe



son are not much disposed to wander. beets, clover, and alfalfa, are ideal roe 
Some partridge shooting is individual range. On several evenings I counted 
dog-work, the rest of it “walking-in-line.” 10 to 40 feeding in the fields. Roes feed 
Rarely both pheasants and partridges aren the pheasant food. A special kind of 

shot together in October and November leafy non-freezing cabbage is also plant- 

line-hunts. This, however, is resorted to @4 for their benefit. Roes rut, fawn, 
only by landowners who do not hope to and shed much earlier than other deer, 
hold: their pheasants, but on the con- hence the bucks are hunted in summer, 

trary want to shoot a few before they analy Ryne, Anmey ener ane 
have all departed for their neighbor's “hochsitz” or elevated blind on the edge 

pernines, ‘ of woods. 

I saw one walking-in-line partridge Oe eee cae etna ae eg 
hunt in Czecho-Slovakia in which about Peal | Oise Ogee nemAmunal Be Wie 
1,000 birds (not counting reflushes), 180 m8) pa here ee. eens acca, 
hares and id pheasants were publap en sider that small woods in Germany have 

ee 1.8001 aeses: U'THesibas was 078 2° really first-class game bird like the 
y 2. c=¥ i 

partridges. I think this stand was about noen arouse pad ond zals AA 
a bird per acre, and represents the best American ald beneeye Were planted Ee 
of the range on the Bohemian plain. Silesia some twenty years ago, but failed. 

Meron emoucrinieh (corer ihe shirds Table 2 indicates no excessive kill of 

nest in alfalfa and winter wheat. They prednore ene ee eer League nie are fed during snow, but there is no birds killed; 1 predator per 18 head of 

other management except predator con- game for Silesia Be uPaeN uO nM ateaty 
trol and regulation of the kill. though, that in spel of Taplore at 

Fre ea ririae alled-an’ aueidental “He: least, the explanation lies in their near- 

product of pheasant and partridge man- ingen 4 ot ae nee ee 

agement, although they oceur even where Hee ie ee a a bees a 
there are no birds. They eat the topi- L ae 3 ne mon) ot punany) 

nambur and grain set out for pheasants, iti alee ges that “ making their 

and benefit by the remise cover, but their Teporisaiony SC uper: criials: Hie game 
mainstay is the clover and alfalfa. Freee elie nee) (OF me prada; 

Most hares are shot in separate line- ne ade s ee 
hunts or enclosing-drives, the latter re- ice Gee ee ee 

ca wih one cabins, 2 eh Testes mere an. ee eu. » between 1 an ead of small game 
ae a Ce es e killed per predator killed. In these books 

comedy, which forms an agreeable ie the es aie eae i ga! ee ite ; : 4 : «.... owner that he is “on the job.” This 
trast to the more serious job of hitting question is more fully discussed in a 
pheasants or partridges. separate paper.’ 

The American reader must grasp the The bulk of the predator kill con- 
unfamiliar fact that the roe deer in sists of crows, of which there are two 
a. ae es Pao on woods, common species. Every spring the Ger- 

ae i pen ere On enon ere 18. man sporting magazines bristle with ad- 
eld roes” which never see the inside  yertisements of crow poisons, used most- 
oe es Reilgs Bie eas on ly a eggs. Despite such ruthless con- 

. ) : wander trol, crows’ continue numerous. One re- 
oo os a open se like pape cent writer thinks the extermination of 

en the fawns may be dropped in tree- horned owls has gi 
less clover fields, and when thus cached advantage. If ee 

in hay they get caught in the mowing poison its crows, the game officials may, 
machine like partridges or pheasants. i : 

The Silesian pheasant remises, scat- _ *Leopold, Aldo. Naturschutz in Germany. 
tered over a fertile fenceless plain of Pied Lore, Vue 8 eee AOR 11h Merch Ae



Leh EE LY Re MSE ff sort of renaissance of ingenuity in kill- 

/ eae ies Selig NE ing foxes without steel traps. Every is- 
} it WY tN = Tr sue of the German sporting press now 

4 | ele e Pi R =: a - brings forth new legal traps, new calls, 
oe mead  Yedien | eee new baits, and new methods of driving or 
<= ce) ere. stalking foxes. Fox shooting is coming 

eee ue ; into its own as one of the really difficult 

eee pone F high-class field sports. A parallel trend 

bs 3 : . toward sporting fox shooting is clearly 

: apparent in Ohio, Iowa, and Wisconsin. 
at ve eee It must be conceded, I think, that the 
Ea lcs production of a heavy game stand on 

Winter Feeding Deer in a Pure Pine such a nearly coverless range as Lower 
Forest without natural food. Silesia probably requires a more radi- 

eal predator control than is necessary 
under the new game law, require that oy even desirable on well-covered mod- 
this be done. erately-populated game ranges in Amer- 

The German attitude toward foxes is ica. This is merely one of a dozen basic 

in process of change. On some proper- points where we, by reason of our good 

ties foxes have long been managed on a luck in having more room, can improve 
sustained-yield basis. A new law now on European conservation practice, pro- 

prohibits the use of steel traps. The first vided our landowners can muster the 

result was an alarming rise in the fox persistence and enthusiasm which has 
population, and a loud hue-and-ery about made a sportsman’s paradise of Lower 

loss of game. The second result was a _ Silesia. 
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AN ADVENTURE IN COOPERATIVE CONSERVATION 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

(Photographs by courtesy of the Soil Erosion Service) 

HERE are two ways to apply conservation to land. of public properties. The farmer is still trying to make out 
One is to superimpose some particular practice upon _ what it is that the many-voiced public wants him to do. The 
the pre-existing system of land-use, without regard to administrator, who is seldom trained in more than one of the 

how it fits or what it does to or for other interests involved. dozen special fields of skill comprising conservation, is 
The other is to reorganize and gear up the farming, for- growing gray trying to shoulder his new and incredibly 

estry, game cropping, erosion control, scenery, or whatever varied burdens. The stage, in short, is all set for somebody 
values may be to show that 
involved so_ |. : each of the 
that they col- various public 
lectively com- interests in 
prise a har- land is better 
monious bal- off when all 
anced system : : a ; cooperate than 
of land-use. ee  - : when all com- 

Each of our mse ey : pete with each 
conserva- other. This 
tion factions Ss k ee ame principle of 
has heretofore . Se ae ale MOC ate. te eis integration of 
been so glad to : eee eae See Ap haan 2 eC land uses has 
get any action ianbee O° : | ee oe aati. “, been already 
at all on its ad as a sc tore git. eet carried out to 
own special in- Fe zs 4 oa : some extent on 

terest that it ; SUG es | tot ublic proper- 
has been any- oe Sth EY FUN ry ies ie like the 
thing but so- : = ‘ LS. te. National For- 
licitous about : . | Bie ests. But only 
what happened : one ed a fraction of 
to the others. : the land, and 
This kind of is 5 * the poorest 
progress is : ] fraction at 
probably bet- ; : that, is or can 
ter than none, ss ' ; ie < : <t ever become 

but it savors ; . ‘“ _ 4 public proper- 
too much of a Tad ty. The crux 
the planless Coon Valley is one of the thousand farm communities which, through the abuse of of the land 

exploitation it its originally rich soil, has created the Mississippi flood problem, the navigation problem is to 
is intended to problem, the overproduction problem, and the problem of its own future continuity. show that inte- 
supersede. grated use is 
Lack of mu- possible on 

tual cooperation among conservation groups is reflected in private farms, and that such integration is mutually advan- 
laws and appropriations. Whoever gets there first. writes tageous to both the owner and the public. 
the legislative ticket to his own particular destination. We Such was the intellectual scenery when in 1933 there ap- 
have somehow forgotten that all this unorganized avalanche _ peared upon the stage of public affairs a new federal bureau, 
of laws and dollars must be put in order before it can per- the United States Soil Erosion Service. Erosion-control is 
manently benefit the land, and that this onerous job, which one of those new professions whose personnel has been re- 
is evidently too difficult for legislators and propagandists, cruited by the fortuitous interplay of events. Previous to 
is being wished upon the farmer and upon the administrator 1933 its work had been to define and propagate an idea, 
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butter were first turned out upon the 
hills which comprise the scenery, 

: : everything was all right because there 
“~_ 8. ,were more hills than cows, and be- 

= cause the soil still retained the humus 
2 oe which the wilderness vegetation 

: ay er 2 through the centuries had built up. 
: “= sh ee oo : The trout streams ran clear, deep, 

‘5 ea narrow, and full. They seldom over- 
x flowed. This is proven by the fact 

3 that the first settlers stacked their hay 
e on the creekbanks, a procedure now 

3 quite unthinkable. The deep loam of 
i eon even the steepest fields and pastures 

% showed never a gully, being able to 
: os take on any rain as it came, and turn 

: C 4 it either upward into crops, or down- 
: e See ward into perennial springs. It was 

ee a wy 4 — a land to please everyone, be he an 
i Sie oP eee ra ir empire-builder or a poet. 

, ‘ 4 eee: But pastoral poems had no place 
One of innumerable little units of the Mississippi basin, Coon Valley helps to fill in the competitive industrialization 

the national dinner pail. Its particular contribution is butterfat, tobacco, and scenery. of pre-war America, least of all in 

Coon Valley with its thrifty and am- 
bitious Norse farmers. More cows, 
more silos to feed them, then ma- 

. rather than to execute a task. Public responsibility had chines to milk them, and then more pasture to graze them— 
never laid its crushing weight on their collective shoulders. _ this is the epic cycle which tells in one sentence the history 
Hence the sudden creation of a bureau, with large sums of of the modern Wisconsin dairy farm. More pasture was ob- 
easy money at its disposal, presented the probability that  tainable only on the steep upper slopes, which were timber 
some one group would prescribe its particular control tech- to begin with, and should have remained so. But pasture 
nique as the panacea for all the ills of the soil. There was, they now are, and gone is the humus of the old prairie which 
for example, a group that would save land by building con- until recently enabled the upland ridges to take on the 
crete check-dams in gullies, another by terracing fields, an- rains as they came. 
other by planting alfalfa or clover, another by planting Result: Every rain pours off the ridges as from a roof. 
slopes in alternating strips following the contour, another The ravines of the grazed slopes are the gutters. In their 
by curbing cows and sheep, another by planting trees. pastured condition they cannot resist the abrasion of the 

It is to the lasting credit of the new bureau that it imme-  silt-laden torrents. Great gashing gullies are torn out of the 
diately decided to use not one, but all, of these remedial hillside. Each gully dumps its load of hillside rocks upon 
methods. It also perceived from the outset that sound soil _ the fields of the creek bottom, and its muddy waters into the 
conservation implied not merely erosion control, but also already swollen streams. Coon Valley, in short, is one of 
the integration of all land crops. Hence, after selecting the thousand farm communities which, through the abuse 
certain demonstration areas on which 
to concentrate its work, it offered to 
each farmer on each area the coop- 
eration of the government in install- Gone is the humus of the old prairie which until recently enabled the upland ridges 

ing on his farm a reorganized sys- to absorb the rains as they came. Now rain runs off deforested ridges as from a roof. 

ines of land-use, in which Or only The ravines are the gutters and great gashing gullies are torn out of the hillside. 
soil conservation and agriculture, 
but also forestry, game, fish, fur, a ‘a HR ge ee flood-control, scenery, songbirds, or a = —“—OOr——~—~—“—‘—“Crr——.C—C“FEEENrsCsSss 
any other pertinent interest were to (9g rs—eC;=CziC i*sisC(é 
be duly integrated. Jt will probe (0 ti‘ ‘CsCOCS—tsC ably take another decade before the 3s clr LC 
public appreciates either the novelty  guupasuueueeeeemenn asia 
of such an attitude by a bureau, or : 
the courage needed to undertake so 
complex and difficult a task. - 

The first demonstration area to 
get under way was the Coon Valley = : 
watershed, near LaCrosse, in west- 

central Wisconsin. This paper at- : 
tempts a thumbnail sketch of what 

_ is being done on the Coon Valley 
Erosion Project. Coon Valley is one ‘ . é 
of the innumerable little units of the S : 
Mississippi Valley which collective- a i " : 
ly fill the national dinner pail. Its < 
particular contribution is butterfat, es, : ; ; 
tobacco, and scenery. ‘ ; i ‘ 

When the cows which make the 4 ‘ : alee 3 ee tes 2 A 4 ee ae ee es ee ea 
: Hue : “ 3 & - ae ae rele i
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of its originally rich soil, has not : : ‘ Se ae eo = a 
only filled the national dinner pail, Dee aoe Seen ee ak ei 2 
but has created the Mississippi flood Reapers Caer ds a ee, Se Re ae : = a 
problem, the navigation problem, the ee S eee ee een Se tee eT on = Seo 
overproduction problem, and the ae : oe CS ee ee <a 

problem of its own future continuity. c a ‘ eo Sg eS aes ee re eee : 

The Coon Valley Erosion Project SS et eR ee ae 
3 eBay 8. Ge rege Pe Pte. tty PAN ee ag “ pasts is an attempt to combat these na- Rg aes Se ai ak Ee ee 
tional evils at their source. The koe is heed i a Be: Be Oe aes Fao RN Se od pa 
“nine-foot channel” and endless 4 ae Sa et i es iain. Sa “ 
building of dykes, levees, dams and ae iia RR ain k= cere Ne : ES, 

harbors on the lower river, are at- ee So eee Rs ee neg ea eee aa ee 

tempts to puta halter on the same (UM Sate ia lke see bull after he has gone wild. See RE api OE Ee ee eee ee 
The Soil Erosion Service says to + Se angus Pe oer Se Se oe ge ea i 

each individual farmer in Coon Val- Se a pe SO Saal hy PU ce, , Ss. . ee S i ety 

ley: “The government wants to prove a oe Sos aoa a oo Po SS nee. SL ee ee 
that your farm can be brought back. Sa Sieg, SERPs oe See Sey 2 ae 

We will furnish you free labor, wire, Peon oN Seer 2 gg ee eS ae Mai a. 
seed, lime, and planting stock, if you Eo ee 4 easement aa a gee 

will help Us TeOrpanize (yOUr | crops The ravines of the grazed slopes as shown in this close-up view are dumping with 

uae ype You aS to give the sel every heavy rain loads of hillside rocks upon the fields of the creek bottom, and 
system a 5-year trial.” A total of 315 ee : isa tt bel 

ui ly waters into already swollen streams OW. 
farmers, or nearly half of all the 
farms in the watershed, have already 
formally accepted the offer. Hence 
we now see foregathered at Coon Valley a staff of techni- crew stringing a new fence along the contour which marks 
cians to figure out what should be done; a C.C.C. camp to the beginning of forty per cent gradients. This new fence 
perform labor; a nursery, a seed warehouse, a lime quarry, commonly cuts off the upper half of the pasture. Part of 
and other needed equipments; a series of contracts with this upper half still bears timber, the rest is open sod. The 
farmers, which, collectively, comprise a “regional plan” for timbered part has been grazed clear of undergrowth, but 
the stabilization of the watershed and of the agricultural with protection this will come back to brush and young tim- 
community which it supports. ber and make range for ruffed grouse. The open part is 

The plan, in a nutshell, proposes to remove all cows and _ being planted, largely to conifers—white pine, Norway pine, 
crops from steep slopes, and to use these slopes for timber and Norway spruce for north slopes, Scotch pine for south 
and wildlife only. More intensive cultivation of the flat slopes. The dry south slopes present a special problem. 4 
lands is to make up for the retirement of the eroding hill- In pre-settlement days they carried hazel, sumac, and blue- 
sides. Gently sloping fields are to be terraced or strip- stem rather than timber, the grass furnishing the medium for 
cropped. These changes, plus contour farming, good crop quick hot fires. Will these hot dry soils, even under pro- 
rotations, and the repair of eroding gullies and stream tection, allow the planted Scotch pine to thrive? I doubt 
banks, constitute the technique of soil restoration. it. Only the north slopes and coves will develop commer- 

The steep slopes now to be used for timber and game cial timber, but all the fenced land can at least be counted 
have heretofore been largely in pasture. The first visible upon to produce game and soil cover and cordwood. 
evidence of the new order on a Coon Valley farm is a C.C.C. Creek banks and gullies, as well as steep slopes, are being 

fenced and planted. Despite their 
much smaller aggregate area, these 

A new order enters—cooperative conservation. Here is one example of its work— bank plantings will probably add 
the repair of eroding gullies. more to the game carrying capacity 

; of the average farm than will the 
" se. | larger solid blocks of plantings on 

2 é eer ai  _—— _ slopes. This prediction is based on 
is sip lll their superior dispersion, their higher 

ee Pag ee yt proportion of deciduous species, and 
Se ke RR their richer soils. 

: ee. The bank plantings have showed 
’ : arene up a curious hiatus in our silvicul- 

te —— tural knowledge. We have learned 
a | IN ree a ‘ so much about the growth of the 

a ee ee noble conifers that we employ higher / 
a: aly tip! mathematics to express the profun- 

: fe ek. ging dity of our information, but at Coon 
‘ ¢ * fle Wate. z Valley there have arisen, unanswered, 

eae OF 3 such sobering elementary questions as 
a ce a Pay 7 this: What species of willow grow 
ED ae Tek is from cuttings? When and how are 

<A a Fax, ine af i be cuttings made, stored, and planted? 
gs a poor) | 6S See Under what conditions will sprouting 

oe a 1 if willow logs take root? What shrubs 
ee a a ac ee ee combine thorns, shade tolerance, 

g * oe a i 2 6 - # ©6grazing resistance, capacity to grow 
* s eer Senn é " eee io ies 

SRD ete NS ko = 

oo Sa



BEFORE REORGANIZATION | Pe[haeec ena VEL. “ ! 

Ge ode Oe | rere Ne 2 i 
: | Pasture Een 

. ‘ s 9) fy Yegeeey Bag eres LOO a 

a Vl Aye ee eae Z V- 
ad Bef Mees | ay Pepe} AMERICAN FORESTS 

ae C2 dump pee 2 eae Sr Om re ce ee ee ele 
2 ' Nd eRe pre 
: i ' oe ee oe b iH 3 

. : ' Ee eahty fee we \ porary growing pains when one can cast his eyes upon 

ie : fe Hae | oe the hills and see hard-boiled farmers who have spent 

! ' ; eee Wee . their lives destroying land now carrying water by hand 

ee pe = a Sn eS ea ann to their new plantations? American Tumbermen may 

eee oe a a ; zy — have become so steeped in economic determinism as 

i Vs Mi Wi eS actually to lack the personal desire to grow trees, but 

: : Foi erased (OOS a ANZ \ as not Coon Valley farmers! Their solicitude for the 

E \ a eat A SZ 3 little evergreens is sometimes almost touching. It is 

: oe Se Bye] \ i ES YA interesting to note, however, that no such pride or ten- 

: : Do  sarazinas ah Cea | derness is evoked by their new plantings of native 
rg 6g ~_ or cultivation o A} SS $ fi . : : e 

a eat R.... => >stoep upper slope Ge yf set eee as hardwoods. What explains this difference in atti- 

hcl } _ onbows of creek Sleek (ee Nees te) : \ tude? Does it arise from a latent sentiment for the 
tt nee 4 me > protecffon {Food patel". /777aa* Plantation z * : z 

Pe oe eee HED, ee 77 a 4 conifers of the Scandinavian homeland? Or does it 

Be | PAREN a ee merely reflect that universal urge to capture and do- 
te oun Oe as Leeed welt G77. | mesticate the exotic which found its first American 

is ul ee aN hae | expression in the romance of Pocohontas, and its last 

a ‘ yar in the Americanization of the ringnecked pheasant? 
The integrated plan of land use now taking form in Coon Most large undertakings display, even oa casual 

Valley is typified by these charts which show a farm layout inspection, certain policies or practices which are diag- 

before and after reorganization. nostic of the mental attitude behind the whole venture. 
From these one can often draw deeper inferences than 
from whole volumes of statistics. A diagnostic policy 
of the Coon Valley staff is its steadfast refusal to 

from cuttings, and the production of fruits edible by straighten streams. To those who know the speech of hills 

bid pee What ao eae a and rivers, ene ree is like bi As hom 
erties of various shrub and tree roots? at shrubs and —a very successful method of passing trouble from one 

trees allow an understory of grass to grow, thus afford- place to the next. It solves nothing in any collective sense. 

ing both shallow and deep rootage? How do native shrubs Not all the sights of Coon Valley are to be seen by day. 

j or grasses compare with cultivated grasses for rootbinding No less distinctive is the nightly “bull session” of the tech- 
terrace outlets? What silvicultural treatment favors an iron- nical staff. One may hear a forester expounding to an engi- 
wood understory to furnish buds for grouse? Can white birch _neer the basic theory of how organic matter in the soil de- 
for budding be planted on south slopes? Under what con- creases the per cent of run-off; an economist holds forth on 
ditions do oak sprouts retain leaves for winter game cover? tax rebates as a means to get farmers to install their own 

. boas and fencing are not the alpha and omega of Coon erosion control. Underneath the facetious conservation 

alley technique. In odd spots of good land near each of one detects a vein of thought—an attitude toward the com- 

a the new game coverts, the observer will see a newly enclosed mon enterprise—which is strangely reminiscent of the early 
spot of a half-acre each. Each of these little enclosures is days of the Forest Service. Then, too, a staff of technicians, 
thickly planted to sorghum, kaffir, millet, proso, sunflower. all under thirty, was faced by a common task so large and 

These are the food patches to forestall winter starvation in so long as to stir the imagination of all but dullards. I sus- 
wild life. The seed and fence were furnished by the gov- pect that the Soil Erosion Service, perhaps unwittingly, has 
ernment, the cultivation and care by the farmer. There recreated a spiritual entity which many older conserva- 
oe such ee een 1934—1the largest food-  tionists have thought long since dead. 
patch system in the Unite tates, 

save only that found on the Georgia 
Quail Preserves. There is already Forestry and fencing are not the alpha and omega of Coon Valley technique. 

friendly rivalry among many farmers Near each of the new game coverts food patches are planted to forestall winter 

as to who has the best food patch, or starvation among the wild life. 

the most birds using it. This feeding 
system is, I think, accountable for x Ss He 

the fact that the population of quail 2 Z Via 
in 1934-35 was double that of 1933- Be = “s ATE ° 
34, and the pheasant population was em ae 
quadrupled. Such a feeding system, : ae LEN ei tks! NG? 
extended over all the farms of Wis- ge Che iM A if Bt Boy i Aer eat ~ nee z 
consin, would, I think, double the Niece s aS Rp eae i’ @y. te 
crop of farm game in a single year. er ery | MWe dents By aE /, ee 

This whole effort to rebuild and clea ba Ee se ave, Bi cl, i " My A BOT OS oe 
stabilize a countryside is not without Rae Ny Leta ae MANA Reg Fh ii oR 

5 its disappointments and mistakes. A i ge Rees Ci ames ry be Lan Lf sae ne : ; 
December blizzard flattened out most Se Seah RGN UN 2d Bees AKG 0) era CBee Lo = 
of the food-patches and forced re- Bye hs ee al eee Nea He i ee 
course to hopper feeders. The wil- Oh i LF ah ae pee iat Pee \g a [aad ee Lat ol : 
low cuttings planted on stream banks ef ee k Pty Se Ayes eu Ve ULNA Dern ; NG 
proved to be the wrong species and ie eatin a ‘ai ee 4 a 4 a ye) Petaseuen: 3 S 
refused to grow. Some farmers, by Ai Miwa 2 al aay ‘A sd gh Ne hfe ; 2 
wrong plowing, mutilated the new RN Tian ay BA ie ee hye aL) #4) ie Rhy gee _ i ee 
terraces just built in their fields. The i Dy AE ae Ars RAR OL “Ck Pee fa : my ’ : 

: HI WY Be a eran \ FE Laat Cet ant A - H 
1934 drouth killed a large part of the if Ie 7 - A eae Noe YA ; Hee 5 ye S 
plantings of forest and game cover. Nee ae ims at ee mera be Adee Oe ee 

What matter, though, these tem- oN) Me ia Ma rau ie Maas i) pane: Bree ( 

Dae. AME in ae 
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Ihe Wi in River Marsh 
By ALDO LEOPOLD 

Herein the author describes a typical marsh area which has been 
ditched, drained, and burned until now a hundred thousand acres 

lie in ruin. Can you provide solutions to some of the unanswered 
questions which must be solved before a ruined marsh area can be 

rebuilt for wildlife? 

N INSTRUCTIVE example of how economic the soil, augmented the growth of weeds, and thereby 
forces and public sentiment play basketball with benefited the chickens—until the first severe drought 
conservation is found in the marshland district allowed the dry peat to burn. From then on, during 

of central Wisconsin. each dry period, fires literally consumed the peat beds. 
These marshes are strung out on both sides of the In 1930 a single fire lifted two or three feet of peat from 

Wisconsin River and cover about half a million acres in an area of several townships. 
five counties. They consist of peat-filled basins which These deep-burning fires present a new and puzzling 
represent the deeper parts of an ancient glacial lake. problem. For the first two years after a fire the ashes 
The lake was originally formed when an arm of the produce an exuberant crop of smartweed and ragweed, 
glacier plugged the Wisconsin River at its previous out- which in turn produces an exuberant crop of prairie 
let through the Baraboo Hills. In the course of cen- chickens and sharptails. The weedy interlude following 
turies the lake gradually drained, choked with vegeta- the 1930 fires happened to fall on the high of the cycle. 
tion, and became a series of sphagnum bogs. These It is doubtful if these marshes ever carried such a stand 
finally filled up with peat, which, in part, grew up to of birds as was found there in 1932. If they did, no 
tamarack. Interspersed with the tamaracks were open hunter of the present generation remembers it. Ruffed 
bog-meadows, representing the deeper peats, and nu- grouse also swarmed along the unburned stream bot- 
merous sandy oak-covered ridges, representing bumps in toms. Apparently the golden age of abundant game 
the lake-bottom. Such was the marsh as the first white had come back. 
man found it. But not for long. The ashes were soon leached out 

Contrary to popular belief, the virgin marsh was or blown away, whereupon the food-bearing weeds dis- 
probably not very productive of wildlife. Prairie appeared, and in their place sprang up uncountable mil- 
chickens had not yet entered Wisconsin. There were lions of aspen seedlings. Aspen is apparently the only 
doubtless a few sharptailed grouse, deer, and partridge plant capable of growing in the raw peat after the ashes 
on the oak “islands,” but the solid tamarack stands are gone. By now these aspens which followed the 1930 
were probably devoid of game. On the treeless bog- fire are tall enough to exclude both chickens and sharp- 
meadows, however, sandhill cranes and waterfowl tails. The raw peat on which they grow does not carry 
nested in considerable numbers. enough undergrowth to make a partridge range. It is 

The optimum conditions for game came after settlers doubtful if deer can thrive on aspen without tamaracks 
had begun to farm the surrounding hill country. The to winter in, and the tamarack remnants were of course 
settlers burned large openings in the tamaracks and used largely wiped out by the post-drainage fires. So here 
them as hay meadows. Every farmer who owned a quar- we are with nearly a hundred square miles of aspen 
ter-section in the hills also owned a forty in the marsh, thicket which threatens to become, for at least a gen- 
where he repaired every August to cut his hay. In win- eration, a wildlife desert. To burn out the aspen would 
ter, when frost had hardened the marsh, he hauled the only aggravate the trouble—in fact, it would consume the 
hay to his farmstead. remainder of the peat, expose the underlying sand, and 

The open haymeadows, separated by stringers of grass, thus create a sand dune, which might engulf the sur- 
oak, and popple, and by occasional remnants of tama- rounding counties. 
rack, were better crane, duck, and sharptail range than Not all of the marsh area, of course, is in such dire 
the primeval bogs. The grain and weeds on the farms straits. There is much good range left, but until the fires 
abutting the marsh acted as feeding stations for prairie are stopped, the entire drained area is threatened with 
chickens, which soon became so abundant as to take ultimate destruction. What to do? 
a considerable part of any grain left in the fields. These It is clear that the first move is to plug the ditches so 
were the golden days of wildlife abundance. Fires as to raise the water table, and thus prevent any more 
burned parts of the marsh every winter, but the water deep-burning fires. But this cannot be done without 
table was so high that the horses had to wear “clogs” money, men, and the consent of the organized landown- 
at mowing time, hence no fire ever “bit” deep enough to ers or drainage districts. 
do any lasting harm. ; y 

Then in the gay nineties came the drainage dredge, the Marshland Economics 
land shark, the urge for more acreage, and all the other Most of the drained lands have passed through several 
paraphernalia of what we fondly called “the march of salesman-farmer-sheriff cycles of ownership, and now 
empire.” Ditches ten feet deep were cut through the peat, repose in the lap of the county. Some are still held by 
lowering the water table many feet. Farming, except in actual farmers, some by cranberry growers, some by 
the northeast corner of the area, failed. Drainage bonds absentee investors. The remaining farmers are so scat- 
sank about as low as the water. There was, however, no tered that it is excessively costly for the counties to sup- 
immediate serious damage to the game. Drainage as ply them with roads and schools. It would be to every- 
such, of course, eliminated the ducks, but it sweetened body’s advantage if these farmers holding down poor 
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land could move to some really good Clark Co, Marsh | Dancy Marsh 
land in some compact community, one ee ee 
where road and school service would GO eran s iedg hs SRD NDE a 
be less expensive. It would be actual Fe \ 8) | Omarsfiela (:./ oN 8 
economy for the public to offer them Fe t\"5) pape les v fn a good improved farm in exchange pec AG { % | 4 ) 
for the one evacuated. The AAA cs) Omens | HUT aie 
now offers the machinery for accom- hee ' %\ wood | 0 
plishing just such evacuation and re- Ken Former outlet | mero sherens { 
settlement, if the farmers wish to use pe /3 see Matite seeps : 
it. The CCC and FERA camps offer Se ee foe en Bote psteae tesast! zat De, paptans 
the labor necessary to dam_ the Tirtig A er (ark Ore ay (2S Hwrecbasin (22-3) Marah 
ditches, reflood the marsh, and install fiz ae +15 Coen) ~ fees melts eae rece 
the food patches, plantings, and other deck fi ROE Ag ‘% ‘ Sees 
improvements deeded to check fire 2 wae a “ Vee ie? Co. S | deste 
and restore wildlife on the evacuated 7 Sts EE df Aetaeh [oes lees 
lands. The Biological Survey offers SCE ACRES ay J Cranbepey Cr. fi Sele March 
to buy out the odd parcels of unoc- ae «ore: ey) = Rusty | arained 

: . © Fiera: a irs 's cupied holdings, but all federal par- ES eS C7 
ticipation is contingent on the State MONROE “. HED oes yy few AUS HARA 
Conservation Department agreeing, : 4 e BEBE poche a 
once the area is completed, to oper- aaretige ace eras) £ ec S| Ori Marsh 
ate it at its own expense. This will half deeply burnéa) Le NGS fai Niveap i uatreies 

call for a tri-lateral “treaty” whereby o * k Ge} Xe) A i= Soe 
the federal government and county i Ofoash le wee 
pool their holdings, for administration  O Sparte agar suxzav) ,) as, Any 

by the state, as a great public “Con- tee ee) We oan. 
eee District” : secant [Poe Olen Msten : “alee 

Overtures looking to the consum- L, Weconsin TO 3 fer %e 
* mation of this great reorganization of | : OR : < 
land-use on 100,000 acres of marsh WISCONSIN | ioe Ses 
are now under way. The federal RIVER =e" a aN 3 
government and the Conservation Bae VERNON 2 / %, wee : 
Department are already committed. It and proposed [sicvenes a : E 
remains to be seen whether the coun- CENTRAL WISCONSIN aps Cin lars aR ES eee 
ties and the farmers are willing to GAME AREA SGN ee A : ro dd 8 ; 
perform their respective parts, and oa sees oe ofSrortage 
under what ee It i. less ex- soe una Daa ces + Me Rare Q 
pensive, less paternalistic, and more cooperating, Seale tiles 4 nee eye ne r 
flexible plan for creating public game Ate fepetd 5/:0/s4—$— 3 *. £0 
areas than the out-and-out federal Map-Showing Central Wisconsin Game Area 
purchase employed in such projects as 
the Upper Mississippi Refuge. But being a cooperative are no aspens the engineers must do it, also on all lower 
enterprise, it also requires the participation of many reaches where gates are needed to regulate the level of 
diverse groups, and this may not be forthcoming unless the impounded water. Can all aspen-lined headwater 
local conservation groups interest themselves in the en- ditches be left to the beavers? 
terprise. Will cattails tend to choke the pondage above each dam 

Many details are still obscure, even in the minds of and spoil it for duck-nesting? If so, are muskrats a 
those in charge. It may, for example, be unnecessary to remedy? If so, what precautions are needed to prevent 
evacuate all going farms; some scattered farms may be these muskrats from puncturing the dams? 
needed to put in food patches, patrol the area, etc. Again, With higher water-levels, will grass again get a foot- 
if the state assumes all the operating expense, it may hold on the burned area now lost to aspen? Could snow- 
have to seek some income from wildlife crops, especially shoe rabbits be reintroduced to thin the aspen thickets? 
fur crops, not so much to recoup itself as to give the What about hay meadows? Isn’t a partly-hayed coun- 
county some income for the use of county lands. Will try more favorable to prairie chickens than one entirely 
the public be willing to pay some nominal fee for the uncut? 
use of a public area? If not, there can hardly be any Do the deer need tamaracks for winter cover? If so, 
expansion of the idea in the shape of additional districts. can such wintering thickets be artifically planted? 

The local people will of course benefit, not only from What grain can be used for food patches in “frost- 
the direct revenues from wildlife crops, but from the holes” where buckwheat is liable to summer killing ? 
tourist trade which the existence of such crops will cre- White birch is necessary for winter budding of grouse, 
ate. The precarious national situation in waterfowl will but in the heavily burned marshes is all gone. Will it 
make it inadvisable to allow any duck shooting for a grow in burned peat or sand, even if planted? 
long time to come, but the upland game and fur ought to What can be done to build up the remnant of breed- 
return a legitimate harvest soon after actual management ing sandhill cranes? No one knows what they eat, or 
begins. what is the weak spot in their present environment. 

f Certain grasses, notably “rip-gut,” are now known 
: Management Questions to form ideal chicken roosts. Where such roosts are lack- 

It sounds simple to reflood a marsh and let the wild- ing, how can the vegetation be manipulated to build up 
life take it, but it isn’t. Here are some of the unan- this particular grass for chicken-roost purposes? 
swered questions : With higher water levels, will the acidity of the soil 

How shall the dam-building job be divided between again increase? What changes in vegetation and animal 
the engineers and the beavers? Obviously where there life will this induce?



It is easy to foresee that the administration of this unusual, so that rules-of-thumb will oftener than not 
great area will be a technical task of no mean magnitude, prove wrong. But I can think of few tasks more worth- 
requiring not only executive capacity, but exceptional while. It means restoring 100,000 acres, now destined to 
skill in diagnosing these and a hundred other ecological become a sand dune, to the varied productivity which it 
questions. The soils, climate, plants, and animals are all enjoyed in the old hay-meadow days.
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; THE CONSERVATION ETHIC* 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

University of Wisconsin 

The gradual extension of ethical criteria to economic relationships is an historical fact. 
Economic criteria did not suffice to adjust men to society; they do not now suffice to 
adjust society to its environment. If our present evolutionary impetus is an upward one, 

it is ecologically probable that ethics will eventually be extended to land., The present 
conservation movement may constitute the beginnings of such an extension. If and when 
it takes place, it may radically modify what now appear as insuperable economic obstacles 

to better land-use. 

HEN god-like Odysseus returned of social from anti-social conduct. These 
from the wars in Troy, he are two definitions of one thing. The 

hanged all on one rope some thing has its origin in the tendency of 
dozen slave-girls of his household whom interdependent individuals or societies to 
he suspected of misbehavior during his evolve modes of codperation. The biolo- 

absence. gist calls these symbioses. Man elaborated 

This hanging involved no question of certain advanced symbioses called politics 

propriety, much less of justice. The and economics. Like their simpler bio- 

girls were property. The disposal of logical antecedents, they enable individ- 

property was then, as now, a matter of uals or groups to exploit each other in 

expediency, not of right and wrong. an orderly way. Their first yardstick was 

Criteria of right and wrong were not expediency. 
lacking from Odysseus’ Greece: witness The complexity of coéperative mechan- 

the fidelity of his wife through the long isms increased with population density, 

years before at last his black-prowed and with the efficiency of tools. It was 

galleys clove the wine-dark seas for home. simpler, for example, to define the anti- 

The ethical structure of that day covered social uses of sticks and stones in the 

wives, but had not yet been extended to days of the mastodons than of bullets and 

human chattels. During the three thou- billboards in the age of motors. 

sand years which have since elapsed, At a certain stage of complexity, the 

ethical criteria have been extended to human community found  expediency- 

many fields of conduct, with correspond- yardsticks no longer sufficient. One by 

ing shrinkages in those judged by ex- one it has evolved and superimposed upon 

pediency only. them a set of ethical yardsticks. The first 

This extension of ethics, so far studied ethics dealt with the relationship between 

only by philosophers, is actually a proc- individuals. The Mosaic Decalogue is an 

ess in ecological evolution. Its sequences example. Later accretions dealt with the 

may be described in biological as well relationship between the individual and 

as philosophical terms. An ethic, bio- society. Christianity tries to integrate the 

logically, is a limitation on freedom of individual to society, Democracy to in- 

action in the struggle for existence. An tegrate social organization to the in- 

ethic, philosophically, is a differentiation dividual. 

Fourth Annual John Wesley Powell Lecture, Southwestern Division, American Association for 

the Advancement of Science, Las Cruces, New Mexico, May 1, 1933. 
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THE CONSERVATION ETHIC 635 

There is as yet no ethic dealing with science cannot escape its part in forming 

man’s relationship to land and to the them. 
non-human animals and plants which 
grow upon it. Land, like Odysseus’ EcoLocy—Its R6oLe in History 
slave-girls, is still property. The land- 
relation is still strictly economic, entail- A harmonious relation to land is more 
ing privileges but not obligations. intricate, and of more consequence to 

The extension of ethics to this third Civilization, than the historians of its 
element in human environment is, if we Progress seem to realize. Civilization is 

read evolution correctly, an ecological Ot, as they often assume, the enslave- 
possibility. It is the third step in a ment of a stable and constant earth. It 
sequence. The first two have already been is a state of mutual and interdependent 
taken. Civilized man exhibits in his own c0dperation between human animals, other 
mind evidence that the third is needed. animals, plants, and soils, which may 
For example, his sense of right and be disrupted at any moment by the failure 
wrong may be aroused quite as strongly of any of them. Land-despoliation has 
by the desecration of a nearby woodlot evicted nations, and can on occasion do 
as by a famine in China, a near-program it again. As long as six virgin continents 

in Germany, or the murder of the slave- awaited the plow, this was perhaps no 
girls in ancient Greece. Individual think- tragic matter,—eviction from one piece 
ers since the days of Ezekial and Isaiah of soil could be recouped by despoiling 
have asserted that the despoliation of another. But there are now wars and 
land is not only inexpedient but wrong. Tumors of wars which foretell the im- 
Society, however, has not yet affirmed pending saturation of the earth’s best 
their belief. I regard the present con- soils and climates. It thus becomes a 

servation movement as the embryo of matter of some importance, at least to 

such an affirmation. I here discuss why ourselves, that our dominion, once gained, 
this is, or should be, so. be self-perpetuating rather than  self- 

Some scientists will dismiss this mat- destructive. 
ter forthwith, on the ground that ecology This instability of our land-relation 
has no relation to right and wrong. To calls for example. I will sketch a single 
such I reply that science, if not philoso- aspect of it: the plant succession as a 

phy, should by now have made us cautious factor in history. 
about dismissals. An ethic may be re- In the years following the Revolution, 
garded as a mode of guidance for meet- three groups were contending for control 
ing ecological situations so new or intri- of the Mississippi valley: the native 
cate, or involving such deferred reactions, Indians, the French and English traders, 
that the path of social expediency is not and American settlers. Historians wonder 
discernible to the average individual. what would have happened if the English 
Animal instincts are just this. Ethics are at Detroit had thrown a little more 

possibly a kind of advanced social in- weight into the Indian side of those tipsy 
stinct in-the-making. scales which decided the outcome of the 

Whatever the merits of this analogy, Colonial migration into the cane-lands of 
no ecologist can deny that our land- Kentucky. Yet who ever wondered why 
relation involves penalties and rewards the cane-lands, when subjected to the 
which the individual does not see, and particular mixture of forces represented 
needs modes of guidance which do not by the cow, plow, fire, and axe of the 
yet exist. Call these what you will, pioneer, became bluegrass? What if the
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plant succession inherent in this “dark a stable and habitable assortment of 
and bloody ground” had, under the vegetative types, or an unstable and un- 
impact of these forces, given us some inhabitable assortment. The swampy for- 
worthless sedge, shrub, or weed? Would ests of Caesar’s Gaul were utterly changed 
Boone and Kenton have held out? Would by human use—for the better. Moses’ 
there have been any overflow into Ohio? land of milk and honey was utterly 
Any Louisiana Purchase? Any trans- changed—for the worse. Both changes 
continental union of new states? Any are the unpremeditated resultant of the 
Civil War? Any machine age? Any impact between ecological and economic 
depression? The subsequent drama of forces. We now decipher these reactions 
American history, here and elsewhere, retrospectively. What could possibly be 
hung in large degree on the reaction of more important than to foresee and con- 
particular soils to the impact of particu- trol them? 
lar forces exerted by a particular kind We of the machine age admire our- 

and degree of human occupation. No elves for our mechanical ingenuity; we 
statesman-biologist selected those forces, harness cars to the solar energy im- 
nor foresaw their effects. That chain of pounded in carboniferous forests; we fly 

events which in the Fourth of July we jn mechanical birds; we make the ether 

call our National Destiny hung on a garry our words or even our pictures. 
“fortuitous concourse of elements,” the But are these not in one sense mere 
interplay of which we now dimly decipher parlor tricks compared with our utter 

by hindsight oniy. ineptitude in keeping land fit to live 
Contrast Kentucky with what hindsight upon? Our engineering has attained the 

tells us about the Southwest. The impact pearly gates of a near-millennium, but 

of occupancy here brought no bluegrass, our applied biology still lives in nomad’s 
nor other plant fitted to withstand the tents of the stone age. If our system of 
bumps and buffetings of misuse. Most of land-use happens to be self-perpetuating, 
these soils, when grazed, reverted through we stay. If it happens to be self-destruc- 
a successive series of more and more tive we move, like Abraham, to pastures 

worthless grasses, shrubs, and weeds to new. 

a condition of unstable equilibrium. Each Do I overdraw this paradox? I think 

recession of plant types bred erosion; not, Consider the transcontinental air- 
each increment to erosion bred a further mail which plies the skyways of the 
recession of plants. The result today is Southwest—a symbol of its final con- 
a progressive and mutual deterioration, quest. What does it see? A score of 

not only of plants and soils, but of the mountain valleys which were green gems 

animal community subsisting thereon. of fertility when first described by Cor- 
The early settlers did not expect this, onado, Espejo, Pattie, Abert, Sitgreaves, 
on the cienegas of central New Mexico and Couzens. What are they now? Sand- 
some even cut artificial gullies to hasten pars, wastes of cobbles and burroweed, 

it. So subtle has been its progress that g path for torrents. Rivers which Pattie 

few people know anything about it. It says were clear, now muddy sewers for 
is not discussed at polite tea-tables or jhe wasting fertility of an empire. A 

go-getting luncheon clubs, but only in “Public Domain,” once a velvet carpet 
the arid halls of science. of rich buffalo-grass and grama, now an 

All civilization seem to have been con- illimitable waste of rattlesnake-bush and 
ditioned upon whether the plant succes- tumbleweed, too impoverished to be ac- 
sion, under the impact of occupancy, gave cepted as a gift by the states within which
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it lies. Why? Because the ecology of lature, but in the former’s toolshed. 
this Southwest happened to be set on a Barbed wire and brains are doing what 
hair-trigger. Because cows eat brush when laws alone failed to do. 

the grass is gone, and thus postpone the In other instances we take credit for 
penalties of over-utilization. Because cer- shaking down apples which were, in all 

tain grasses, when grazed too closely to probability, ecological windfalls. In the 
bear seed-stalks, are weakened and give [ake States and the Northeast lumbering, 

way to inferior grasses, and these to pylping, and fire accidentally created 
inferior shrubs, and these to weeds, and some scores of millions of acres of new 
these to naked earth. Because rain which second-growth. At the proper stage we 

spatters upon vegetated soil stays clear find these thickets full of deer. For this 
and sinks, while rain which spatters we naively thank the wisdom of our game 
upon devegetated soil seals its inter- Jaws, 
stices with colloidal mud and hence IpWehoreathemeacken ker mlendn tower 

Hilete Se ave vnaee floods, cutting the cupancy determines the nature and dura- 
heart out of country as 1b goes, CORES frail Gi bivilieationm Taneridlelimatce ihe 
phenomena any more difficult to foresee land may be destroyed. In all climates 

than the paths of stars which science 14, plant succession determines what eco- 
deciphers without the error of a single nomic activities can be supported. Their 
second? Which is the more important nature and intensity in turn determine 
to the permanence and welfare of civili- 1,5, only the domestic but also the wild 

zation? plant and animal life, the scenery, and 
I do not here berate the astronomer the whole face of nature. We inherit thé 

for his precocity, but rather the ecologist earth, but within the limits of the soil 

for his lack of a The days of his and the plant succession we also rebuild 
cloistered sequestration are over: the earth,—without plan, without inowl- 

“Whether you will or not, edge of its properties, and without under- 
You are a king, Tristram, for you standing of the increasingly coarse and 

are one powerful tools which science has placed 
Of the time-tested few that leave the at our disposal. We are remodelling the 
world, Alhambra with a steam-shovel. 

When they are gone, not the same 

place it was. EcoLocy anp Economics 
Mark what you leave.” 

Unforseen ecological reactions not only The conservation movement is, at the 
make or break history in a few excep- very least, an assertion that these inter- 
tional enterprises—they condition, cir- actions between man and land are too 

cumscribe, delimit, and warp all enter- important to be left to chance, even that 

prises, both economic and cultural, that sacred variety of chance known as eco- 
pertain to land. In the cornbelt, after nomic law. 

grazing and plowing out all the cover We have three possible controls: Legis- 

in the interests of “clean farming,” we lation, self-interest, and ethics. Before 
grew tearful about wild-life, and spent we can know where and how they will 

several decades passing laws for its work, we most first understand the re- 
restoration. We were like Canute com- actions. Such understanding arises only 
manding the tide. Only recently has from research. At the present moment 
research made it clear that the impli- research, inadequate as it is, has neverthe- 

ments for restoration lie not in the legis- less piled up a large store of facts which
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our land using industries are unwilling, carrying charges on stumpage reserves 
or (they claim) unable, to apply. Why? are so high as to force perennial liquida- 
A review of three sample fields will be tion, overproduction, depressed prices, 
attempted. and an appalling wastage of unmarket- 

Soil science has so far relied on self- able grades which must be cut to get the 
interest as the motive for conservation. higher grades; the mind of the forest 
The landholder is told that it pays to owner lacks the point-of-view underlying 

conserve his soil and its fertility. On good sustained yield; the low wage-standards 
farms this economic formula has improved on which European forestry rests do not 

land-practice, but on poorer soils vast obtain in America. 
abuses still proceed unchecked. Public A few tentative gropings toward indus- 
acquisition of submarginal soils is being trial forestry were visible before 1929, 
urged as a remedy for their misuse. It but these have been mostly swept away 
has been applied to some extent, but it by the depression, with the net result 
often comes too late to check erosion, that forty years of “campaigning” have 
and can hardly hope more than to amel- left us only such actual tree-cropping as 
iorate a phenomenon involving in some is under-written by public treasuries. 
degree every square foot on the continent. Only a blind man could see in this the 
Legislative compulsion might work on beginnings of an orderly and harmonious 
the best soils where it is least needed, use of the forest resource. 
but it seems hopeless on poor soils where There are those who would remedy 

the existing economic set-up hardly per- this failure by legislative compulsion of 
mits even uncontrolled private enterprise private owners. Can a Jandholder be 

to make a profit. We must face the fact successfully compelled to raise any crop, 
that, by and large, no defensible relation- jet alone a complex long-time crop like 

ship between man and the soil of his q forest, on land the private possession of 
nativity is as yet in sight. which is, for the moment at least, a 

Forestry exhibits another tragedy—or liability? Compulsion would merely has- 
comedy—of Homo sapiens, astride the ten that avalanche of tax-delinquent land- 
runaway Juggernaut of his own building, titles now being dumped into the public 
trying to be decent to his environment. lap. 
A new profession was trained in the con- Another and larger group seeks a 
fident expectation that the shrinkage in remedy in more public ownership. Doubt- 
virgin timber would, as a matter of self- less we need it—we are getting it whether 

interest, bring an expansion of timber- we need it or not—but how far can it 
cropping. Foresters are cropping timber go? We cannot dodge the fact that the 
on certain parcels of poor land which forest problem, like the soil problem, 
happen to be public, but on the great is coextensive with the map of the United 
bulk of private holdings they have ac- States. How far can we tax other lands 
complished little. Economics won’t let and industries to maintain forest lands 
them. Why? He would be bold indeed and industries artificially? How confi- 
who claimed to know the whole answer, dently can we set out to run a hundred- 
but these parts of it seem agreed upon: yard dash with a twenty foot rope tying 
modern transport prevents profitable tree- our ankle to the starting point? Well, 
cropping in cut-out regions until virgin we are bravely “getting set,” anyhow. 
stands in all others are first exhausted; The trend in wild-life conservation is 
substitutes for lumber have undermined possibly more encouraging than in either 
confidence in the future need for it; soils or forests. It has suddenly become
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apparent that farmers, out of self-interest, the atrocities which still prevail every- 
can be induced to crop game. Game where else. We have made a real start 
crops are in demand, staple crops are on this kind of conservation, and we can 
not. For farm-species, therefore, the im- carry it as far as the tax-string on our 
mediate future is relatively bright. For- leg will reach. Obviously, though it con- 
est game has profited to some extent by serves our self-respect better than our 
the accidental establishment of new habi- land. Many excellent people accept it, 

tat following the decline of forest in- either because they despair of anything 
dustries. Migratory game, on the other better, or because they fail to see the 
hand, has lost heavily through drainage universality of the reactions needing con- 
and over-shooting; its future is black ¢rol. That is to say their ecological 
because motives of self-interest do not education is not yet sufficient. 

apply to the private cropping of birds The other concept supports the public 
so mobile that they “belong” to every- program, but regards it as merely exten- 
body, and hence to nobody. Only gov- sion, teaching, demonstration, an initial 
ernments have interests coextensive with nucleus, a means to an end, but not the 
their annual movements, and the divided end itself. The real end is a universal 
counsels of conservationists give govern- symbiosis with land, economic and es- 

ments ample alibi for doing little. Gov- thetic, public and private. To this school 
ernments could crop migratory birds of thought public ownership is a patch 
because their marshy habitat is cheap and put not a program. 
concentrated, but we get only an annual Are we, then, limited to patchwork 

crop of new hearings on how to divide yptil such time as Mr. Babbitt has taken 
the fast-dwindling remnant. his Ph.D. in ecology and esthetics? Or 

These three fields of conservation, while do the new economic formulae offer a 
but fractions of the whole, suffice to short-cut to harmony with our environ- 
illustrate the welter of conflicting forces, ment? 
facts, and opinions which so far comprise 
the result of the effort to harmonize our Tue Economic Isms 
machine civilization with the land whence 

comes its sustenance. We have accom- As nearly as I can see, all the new 
plished little, but we should have learned isms—Socialism, Communism, Fascism, 
much. What? and especially the late but not lamented 

I can see clearly only two things: Technocracy—outdo even Capitalism it- 
First, that the economic cards are self in their preoccupation with one 

stacked against some of the most impor- thing: The distribution of more machine- 
tant reforms in land-use. made commodities to more people. They 

Second, that the scheme to circumvent all proceed on the theory that if we can 
this obstacle by public ownership, while all keep warm and full, and all own a 
highly desirable and good as far as it Ford and a radio, the good life will fol- 
goes, can never go far enough. Many low. Their programs differ only in ways 
will take issue on this, but the issue is to mobilize machines to this end. Though 
between two conflicting conceptions of they despise each other, they are all, in 
the end towards which we are working. respect of this objective, as identically 

One regards conservation as a kind of alike as peas in a pod. They are com- 
sacrificial offering, made for us vicari- petitive apostles of a single creed: salva- 
ously by bureaus, on lands nobody wants tion by machinery. 
for other purposes, in propitiation for We are here concerned, not with their
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proposals for adjusting men and machin- Tue ConservaTION MoveMENT 
ery to goods, but rather with their lack of 
any vital proposal for adjusting men and We are confronted, then, by a contra- 
machines to land. To conservationists diction. To build a better motor we tap 
they offer only the old familiar pallia- the uttermost powers of the human brain; 

tives: Public ownership and private com- to build as better countryside we throw 
Isi Te did Pats ee rmaierenie eee dice. Political systems take no cognizance 

Dinas > °Y of this disparity, offer no sufficient 
what magic are they to become sufficient Torey muloreu is vticieezcu ment leet 

after we change our collective label? but widespread consciousness that the 

Let us apply economic reasoning to a destruction of land, and of the living 

sample problem and see where it takes things upon it, is wrong. A new minority 
us. As already pointed out, there is a have espoused an idea called conservation 

huge area which the economist calls sub- which tends to assert this as a positive 

marginal, because it has a minus value principle. Does it contain seeds which 

for exploitation. In its once-virgin con- *7° likely to grow? 

dition, however, it could be “skinned” Its own devotees, I confess, often give 

at a profit. It has been, and as a result @Pparent grounds for skepticism. We 

erosion is washing it away. What shall have, as an extreme example, the cult 
ae eieaehe of the barbless hook, which acquires 

we 2.2 self-esteem by a self-imposed limitation 
By all the accepted tenets of current of armaments in catching fish. The limi- 

economics and science we ought to say tation is commendable, but the illusion 

“Jet her wash.” Why? Because staple that it has something to do with salvation 
land-crops are overproduced, our popula- is as naive as some of the primitive 

tion curve is flattening out, science is taboos and mortifications which still 
still raising the yields from better lands, adhere to religious sects. Such excres- 
we are spending millions from the pub- censes seem to indicate the whereabouts 

lic treasury to retire unneeded acreage, of a moral problem, however irrelevant 

and here is nature offering to do the they be in either defining or solving it. 

same thing free of charge; why not let Then there is the conservation-booster, 

her do it? This, I say, is economic who of late has been rewriting the con- 
reasoning. Yet no man has so spoken. servation ticket in terms of “tourist-bait.” 
I cannot help reading a meaning into He exhorts us to “conserve outdoor Wis- 
this fact. To me it means that the average consin” because if we don’t the motorist- 

citizen shares in some degree the intuitive on-vacation will streak through to Michi- 

and instantaneous contempt with which gan, leaving us only a cloud of dust. 

the conservationist would regard such an Is Mr. Babbitt trumping up hard-boiled 
attitude. We can, is seems, stomach the reasons to serve as a screen for doing 

burning or plowing-under of over-pro- what he thinks is right? His tenacity 
duced cotton, coffee, or corn, but the suggests that he is after something more 

destruction of mother-earth, however “sub- than tourists. Have he and other thou- 

marginal,” touches something deeper, sands of “conservation workers” labored 
some sub-economic stratum of the human through all these barren decades fired by 
intelligence wherein lies that something— a dream of augmenting the sales of sand- 

perhaps the essence of civilization—which wiches and gasoline? I think not. Some 
Wilson called “the decent opinion of of these people have hitched their wagon 
mankind.” to a star—and that is something.
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Any wagon so hitched offers the dis- wise. The soil and the plant succession 
cerning politician a quick ride to glory. are recognized as the basic variables 
His agility in hopping up and seizing the which determine plant and animal life, 
reins adds little dignity to the cause, but both wild and domesticated, and likewise 
it does add the testimony of his political the quality and quantity of human satis- 
nose to an important question: is this factions to be derived. Gun-powder is 
conservation something people really relegated to the status of a tool for 
want? The political objective, to be sure, harvesting one of these satisfactions. 
is often some trivial tinkering with the Blood-lust is a source of motive-power, 
laws, some useless appropriation, or some like sex in social organization. Only one 
pasting of pretty labels on ugly realities. constant is assumed, and that is common 
How often, though, does any political to both equations: the love of nature. 
action portray the real depth of the idea This new idea is so far regarded as 
behind it? For political consumption a merely a new and promising means to 
new thought must always be reduced to better hunting and fishing, but its poten- 
a posture or a phrase. It has happened tial uses are much larger. .To explain 
before that great ideas were heralded by this, let us go back to the basic thesis— 
growing-pains in the body politic, semi- the preservation of fauna and flora. 
comic to those onlookers not yet infected Why do species become extinct? Be- 
by them. The insignificance of what we cause they first become rare. Why do 
conservationists, in our political capacity, they become rare? Because of shrinkage 
say and do, does not detract from the jn the particular environments which their 
significance of our persistent desire to do particular adaptations enable them to 
something. To turn this desire into pro- jnhabit. Can such shrinkage be con- 
ductive channels is the task of time, and trolled? Yes, once the specifications are 
ecology. known. How known? Through ecologi- 

The recent trend in wild life conserva- cal research. How controlled? By modi- ; 
tion shows the direction in which ideas fying the environment with those same 
are evolving. At the inception of the tools and skills already used in agricul- 
movement fifty years ago, its underlying ture and forestry. 
thesis was to save species from extermina- Given, then. the knowledge and the 
tion. The means to this end were a series desire, this idea of controlled wild culture 
of restrictive enactments. The duty of the or “management” can be applied not 
individual was to cherish and extend only to quail and trout, but to any living 
these enactments, and to see that his thing from bloodroots to Bell’s vireos. 
neighbor obeyed them. The whole struc- Within the limits imposed by the plant 
ture was negative and prohibitory. It succession, the soil, the size of the prop- 
assumed land to be a constant in the erty, and the gamut of the seasons, the 
ecological equation. Gun-powder and landholder can “raise” any wild plant, 
blood-lust were the variables needing fish, bird, or mammal he wants to. A 

control. rare bird or flower need remain no rarer 
There is now being superimposed on than the people willing to venture their 

this a positive and affirmatory ideology, skill in building it a habitat. Nor need 
the thesis of which is to prevent the we visualize this as a new diversion for 
deterioration of environment. The means the idle rich. The average dolled-up 
to this end is research. The duty of the estate merely proves what we will some 
individual is to apply its findings to land, day learn to acknowledge: that bread and 
and to encourage his neighbor to do like- beauty grow best together. Their har-
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monious integration can make farming see a speedy dissolution of the economic 

: not only a business but an art; the land obstacles which now beset conservation. 
not only a food-factory but an instru- Economic laws may be permanent, but 

ment for self-expression, on which each their impact reflects what people want, 
can play music of his own choosing. which in turn reflects what they know 

It is well to ponder the sweep of this and what they are. The economic set-up 
thing. It offers us nothing less than a at any one moment is in some measure 
renaissance—a new creative stage—in the the result, as well as the cause, of the 
oldest, and potentiaily the most universal, then prevailing standard of living. Such 
of all the fine arts. “Landscaping,” for standards change. For example: some 
ages dissociated from economic land-use, people discriminate against manufactured 

has suffered that dwarfing and distortion goods produced by child-labor or other 

which always attends the relegation of anti-social processes. They have learned 
esthetic or spiritual functions to parks some of the abuses of machinery, and are 
and parlors. Hence it is hard for us to willing to use their custom as a leverage 
visualize a, creative art of land-beauty for betterment. Social pressures have also 

which is the prerogative, not of esthetic been exerted to modify ecological pro- 

priests but of dirt farmers, which deals cesses which happened to be simple 

not with plants but with biota, and which enough for people to understand;—wit- 

wields not only spade and pruning shears, ness the very effective boycott of bird- 

but also draws rein on those invisible skins for millinery ornament. We need 

forces which determine the presence or postulate only a little further advance in 

absence of plants and animals. Yet such ecological education to visualize the ap- 

is this thing which lies to hand, if we plication of like pressures to other con- 

want it. In it are the seeds of change, servation problems. 
including, perhaps, a rebirth of that For example: the lumberman who is 

; social dignity which ought to inhere in now unable to practice forestry because 
land-ownership, but which, for the mo- the public is turning to synthetic boards 
ment, has passed to inferior professions, may then be able to sell man-grown 
and which the current processes of land- lumber “to keep the mountains green.” 
skinning hardly deserve. In it, too, are Again: certain wools are produced by 

perhaps the seeds of a new fellowship gutting the public domain; couldn’t their 
in land, a new solidarity in all men competitors, who lead their sheep in 

privileged to plow, a realization of Whit- greener pastures, so label their product? 

man’s dream to “plant companionship as Must we view forever the irony of edu- 
thick as trees along all the rivers of cating our sons with paper, the offal of 
America.” What bitter parody of such which pollutes the rivers which they 

companionship, and trees, and rivers, is need quite at badly as books? Would 

offered to this our generation! not many people pay an extra penny for 
I will not belabor the pipe-dream. It a “clean ” newspaper? Government may 

is no prediction, but merely an assertion some day busy itself with the legitimacy 
that the idea of controlled environment of labels used by land-industries to dis- 
contains colors and brushes wherewith tinguish conservation products, rather 
society may some day paint a new and than with the attempt to operate their 
possibly a better picture of itself. Granted lands for them. 
a community in which the combined I neither predict nor advocate these 
beauty and utility of land determines the particular pressures—their wisdom or un- 
social status of its owner, and we will wisdom is beyond my knowledge. I do
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assert that these abuses are just as real, ing its wants and tolerances, can change 
and their correction every whit as urgent, the economic factors bearing on land. 
as was the killing of egrets for hats. They It can be said of nations, as of individ- 
differ only in the number of links com- uals: “as a man thinketh, so is he.” 
posing the ecological chain of cause and It may seem idle to project such imag- 
effect. In egrets there were one or two inary elaborations of culture at a time 
links, which the mass-mind saw, believed, when millions lack even the means of 

and acted upon. In these others there physical existence. Some may feel for 
are many links; people do not see them, it the same honest horror as the Senator 
nor believe us who do. The ultimate from Michigan who lately arraigned Con- 
issue, in conservation as in other social gress for protecting migratory birds at 
problems, is whether the mass-mind wants a time when fellow-humans lacked bread. 
to extend its powers of comprehending The trouble with such deadly parallels 
the world in which it lives, or, granted is we can never be sure which is cause 
the desire, has the capacity to do so. and which is effect. It is not inconceiv- 
Ortega, in his “Revolt of the Masses,” able that the wave phenomena which 
has pointed the first question with devas- have lately upset everything from banks 
tating lucidity. The geneticists are gradu- to crime-rates might be less troublesome 
ally, with trepidations, coming to grips if the human medium in which they run 
with the second. I do not know the readjusted its tensions. The stampede is 
answer to either. I simply affirm thatea an attribute of animals interested solely 
sufficiently enlightened society, by chang- in grass. 

; BRB
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This article constitutes the first chapter in Mr. Leopold’s forthcoming book, ‘‘Principles 
of Game Management.” He will welcome any corrections or extensions of the material 
sent him by our readers. His “Report on a Game Survey of the North Central States’’ is 
now obtainable from National Headquarters of the Izaak Walton League of America. 

Price one dollar per copy, postpaid. 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

AME management is the art of producing sustained its beginnings in the control of the hunting factor. Other 
annual crops of wild game for recreational use. It controls are added later. 
is a means by which game conservation may be The sequence seems to be always about as follows: 
achieved. 

Its method is similar to that of the other agricultural 1. Restriction (for control of hunting factor). i 
arts: It controls the factors which hold down the natural 2. Predator control. 
increase, or productivity, of the seed stock. 3. Reservation of game lands (as parks, forests, refuges, 

Degree of Control. In its degree of control of these etc.) 
factors, game management is like forestry, but unlike hor- 4. Artificial replenishment (restocking and game farm- 
ticulture, agronomy, or animal husbandry. Game manage- ing). 
ment and forestry both employ natural species,—the others 5. Environmental controls (control of food, cover, spe- 
employ artificial varieties often far removed from natural cial factors and disease). 
forms. North America has reached the stage where the fifth class 
Game management and forestry grow these natural of controls is becoming necessary. The present game con- 

species in an environment not greatly altered for the pur- servation movement is groping toward the realization of 
pose in hand, relying on partial control of a few factors to this fact. 
enhance the yield above what unguided nature would pro- Chronology of Controls. The practice of game manage- 
duce. Hence their success depends more on the exercise ment, as thus defined, dates back to the beginnings of human 
of skill in the selection of the right factors and the right history. Taverner (1930) has pointed out that laws for 
controls, than on heavy investments of labor or materials. the regulation of hunting have their origin in the tribal 

The other forms of agriculture, on the other hand, more taboos which grew up in the early stages of social evolu- 
or less completely rebuild the environment by cultivation, tion. The tribes observing taboos which were biologically 
so that the crop competes with nothing but itself, and must effective in preserving the game supply were more likely 
usually be replanted each year. Most of the domesticated to survive and prosper than the tribes which did not. In 
plants and animals employed in the agricultural arts are short, human customs as well as wild animals were evolved 
incapable of survival in the wild state, much less of per- by a process of selection, in which survival value depended 
petuating themselves as wild populations. on successful competition. Game laws grew out of these 

Game farming is an intensified form of game manage- hunting customs. 
ment which propagates wild species in confinement, usually Controls of factors other than hunting are of much more 
for later release as wild seed stock or as a supplement to recent origin. The earliest instance of food and cover con- 
the wild crop. trol which I have encountered is Marco Polo’s description 

In game, as in forestry and agriculture, there isno sharp of the game food patches and winter feeding practiced by 
line between the practice which merely exploits a natural Kublai, “the Great Khan” (1259-1294), near the city of 
supply, and the practice which harvests a crop produced by Changanoor in Cathay: 
management. Any practice may be considered as entitled 
to be called game management if it seeks to control one “At this place ... there is also a fine plain, where 
or more factors with a view to maintaining or enhancing are’ found in great numbers, cranes, pheasants, par- 
the yield. This is the most liberal definition. A stricter tridges and other birds. He derives the highest de- 
definition is that the control of at least one factor must be gree of amusement from sporting with gerfalcons and 
not only sought, but perceptibly accomplished. hawks, the game being here in vast abundance... . 

The definition of game management which opens this “Near to this city is a valley frequented by great 
chapter specifies wild game for recreational use. The pur- numbers of partridges and quails, for whose food the 
pose of attaching these specifications is to introduce, at the Great Khan causes millet and other grains suitable to 
outset, a qualitative as well as a quantitative criterion of such birds, to be sown along the sides of it every sea- 
what constitutes successful practice. The production of son, and gives strict command that no person shall dare 
tame game for use as meat is regarded as animal hus- to reap the seed; in order that the birds may not be in 
bandry, and not as “a means by which conservation may be want of nourishment. Many keepers, likewise, are 
achieved.” Its harvesting is not recreation; in fact, the stationed there for the preservation of the game, that 
recreational value of game is, in my opinion, inverse to the it may not be taken or destroyed, as well as for the 
artificiality of its origin, and hence in a broad way, to the purpose of throwing the millet to the birds during the 
degree of control exercised in its production. There are all winter. So accustomed are they to this feeding, that 
degrees of control. What degree represents the best com- upon the grain being scattered and the man’s whistling, 
promise between quantity and quality is a perplexing prob- they immediately assemble from every quarter. The 
lem in aesthetics and social engineering which this paper Great Khan also directs that a number of small build- 
does not pretend to answer. It seems reasonable to believe, ings be prepared for their shelter during the night; 
however, that the ‘acceptance of some moderate degree of and, in consequence of these attentions, he always finds 
control is preferable to losing species, or restricting sport abundant sport when he visits this country; and even in 
to those able to follow the truly wild game of the shrinking the winter, at which season, on account of the severity 
frontier into other lands. A discussion of these questions of the cold, he does not reside there, he has camel- 

* will follow in the chapters on policy and economics. loads of the birds sent to him, wherever his court may 
History shows that game management nearly always has happen to be at the time.”
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(Ge management in feudal, Europe, a century after the orchardists had caught from the falconers the contagious 
days of Kublai Khan’s food patches, had not yet learned idea that vermin were responsible for their short crops. 

to control food or cover. It had, however, developed the Thus do proscription lists tend to grow during the pre- 
regulation of hunting (in the interests of the ruling class) biological stage of management. Later they tend to 
to a high degree,—so high that the rebellion of the “one shrink. 
gallus” yeomanry (as personified by Robin Hood), ulti- To revert to Edward and the fifteenth century: If there 
mately constituted one of the forces which overthrew the were any controls of cover and food in those days (over 
feudal system. These hunting controls began as customs and above the reservation of hunting parks or forests) he 
rather than laws. A complete account of these customs does not tell us about them. The idea of setting aside land 

is given by Edward, second Duke of York, Master of Game for game apparently always precedes the idea of detailed 
to his cousin, Henry IV, in his litel symple book, “Master | environmental manipulation to increase the game crop. nt 
of Game,” written between 1406-1413. (Incidentally this The idea of “setting aside” areas for the benefit of privi- 
same Edward appears as villain in Shakespeare’s “Richard leged hunters goes back into the remote past, and appar- 
IL.” He met his death as leader of the English vanguard ently grew by slow degrees into the idea of setting aside 
at Agincourt in 1415.) areas for the benefit of the game, and finally into the idea 

Edward clearly shows that custom (not law) more or Of protecting all landowners against trespass so that each 
less definitely delimited the open and closed seasons for the would have an incentive to manage his own game. Tres- 
larger game species. Thus the hart (red deer) opened at Pass penalties of almost savage severity mark the begin- 
St. John’s tide (June 24) and ended Holyrood Day (Sep- ning of the process. Penalties only heavy enough to sustain 
tember 14). This season was based on the period when the the landowner’s incentive mark its later stages. Public 

hart was “in grease,” i. e., when fattest and best fit for meat.  Teservations for conservation purposes appear at a very late 
The season evidently ended with the rut, when the meat stage. 2 : a . 
became strong. The idea of conservation was absent or ,, \ Hunting reservations for the privileged,” Maxwell says, 

ha dinic. go back in England to days of William the Conqueror 

Written laws establishing closed seasons for conservation (1066-1087) or earlier. They were of two kinds. A ‘for- 
Hace: iaubneland iutdeset to ene, Will iwhe aesey yes the exclusive prerogative of royalty, and was gov- 

Pieces B07 { s f i a thes i M. 31 erned by special forest laws.” A forest consisted of: 
Gecteed protection of water ay ca BneUt GEES fig ay “A circuit of woody grounds and pastures, known in 
to August sl. James I added pheasants and a PaLMdees. its bounds as privileged for the peaceable being and 
Non-game birds were apparently first protected in 1831. abiding of wild beasts and fowls of forest, chase, and 

Hunting custom in Edward’s time decreed something warren, to be under the king’s protection for his 
equivalent to the modern buck law. A “warrantable hart princely delight, bounded with irremovable marks and 
was defined as a “hart of ten” (points). Lesser stags (stag- meres, ... replenished with beasts of venery and 
gards), yearlings (bullocks), fawns (calves) or does chase, and great coverts of vert for succor of said 
(hinds) were either not killed at all, or only during the beasts; for preservation thereof there are particular 
great drives in which the King participated. All of, these laws, privileges and officers belonging thereunto.” 
lesser sex and age classes collectively constituted “rascal” A “chase” might be held by a subject and was protected 
or unwarrantable deer. A distinction was drawn between only by the common law. 
“dry” and “wet” hinds—the former being warrantable, but As early as 1229 the number of forests began to be cur- 

during the winter (September 14 until Lent) rather than tailed, while by 1617 most of them had dissolved. 
during the hart season of summer and fall. 4 

Hunting custom definitely limited permissible methods EYENSY VII (1485-1509) seems to have first recognized 
and equipments. Edward points out that “beyond the sea” that the common landowner might wisely be granted 
(France) deer were taken with protection from trespass. He forbade the taking of pheas- 

“hounds, with greyhounds and with nets and with cords, ants and partridges on other people’s land without the per- 
and with other harness, with pits and with shot (bows) mission of the owner. James I (1603-1625) extended this 
and with other gins (traps)... . But in England they to all shooting on all land. Here was the first “owner’s 
are not slain except with hounds or with shot.” permission” trespass law. When our modern state legis- 
It is not clear whether the English taboo on “other gins’ ators in solemn conclave debate whether such laws are 

was a game conservation measure or a class distinction. necessary, or democratic, do they realize that they are cop- 
Whichever it was, there rings in Edward’s “But in Eng- ing with no new question, but one which came up, and 
land” that same clear note of sportsman’s pride which still _ was settled in England, three centuries ago? 
adorns the hunter’s tale. James I was apparently the first to apply the reservation 

By the time of Henry VII, the limitation of equipments idea for the benefit of the game, as distinguished from that 
had gained definite legal form. Herons could not be taken of the hunter. An act passed in his reign decreed that “hail 
except by hawk or long bow. Limitation of hours began shot in hand guns” (to wit: a shotgun) might not be dis- 
with Elizabeth’s prohibition of night hunting of pheasants. charged within 600 paces of a heronry. Here was, in effect, 
The gradual restriction of equipments and practices ended a publicly established breeding refuge. 
in England with the prohibition of poletraps in 1904, and Henry VIII had long before, in 1536, closed an area near 
of bird lime in 1925. his Westminster palace in what is now metropolitan Lon- 

Did management in feudal England control any factor don, to shooting of pheasants, herons and partridges. 
other than hunting? Edward leaves us in doubt. He says Whether this was just a little shooting preserve for his own 
that wolves, foxes, wildcats, etc., were hunted as vermin, use, or whether it was a real refuge, is not disclosed. 
but there is no clear statement that vermin-control was for The first breeding refuge for non-game birds was decreed 
game management purposes, or merely for sport or for the by Parliament in 1869. 

protection of livestock. Otters, however, were evidently Artificial rearing of game for restocking coverts may have 
hunted for the protection of fish. Edward points out that: begun as early as 1532, when Henry VIII’s privy purse 

“No fish can escape them. ... They do great harm accounts show that on December 22 he paid a small sum to 
specially in ponds and in stanks, for a couple of otters the “french preste the fesaunt breeder for to buy him a 
. . . Shall well destroy the fish of a great pond or great goune.” It is clear enough that this “french preste’ was 
stank, and therefore men hunt them.” the keeper of the royal pheasantries, but Maxwell points 
Public bounties as a means of controlling predators came out that these may have been maintained for aviary or 

into use much later. “Game and Gun” (Feb., 1931) points culinary, rather than restocking purposes. Maxwell says 
out that Henry VIII placed a bounty on crows, choughs and (1910), “It is less than a century since the practice of 
rooks. He assessed the bill against the local landowners. rearing pheasants became at all well known in this country.” 
Elizabeth, however, empowered church wardens to levy a Deliberate controls of cover and food in Europe can be 
tax on land, and thus publicly pay bounties not only on these _ assigned no definite date of beginning. The first absolutely 
birds, but also pie, stare, martyn hawk, fursekyte, moldkyte, clear instance I know of is the beginning of heather control 
buzzard, shag, cormorant, ringtail, irin, rave, kingfisher, on the Scotch grouse moors, which the Grouse Report and 
bullfinch, fitchew, polecat, weasel, stoat, wildcat, or other Maxwell agree occurred between 1850 and 1873. This em- 
“rayening birds and vermin.” Evidently fishermen and braced control of both cover and food for enhancing pro-



, 

ductivity in wild populations. 1904 and 1908 but not passed until 1913. controls, but the production idea is as yet 
Cover control for facilitating shooting is These bills, having been questioned on still in its infancy. 

clearly much earlier, at least on the conti- grounds of constitutionality, were finally This evolution of technique from custom 
nent. Malmesbury mentions well-developed anchored to the Constitution by the Cana- toward law, and from restriction toward 
remises on Hungarian estates in 1799 or dian treaty of 1916. production, does not of itself suffice for 
1800, also grain-baiting of wild boars to This partial review of the sequence of an understanding of the game movement in 
decoy them within range of blinds. The American ideas deals, it will be observed, America today. Of even greater impor- 
idea of controlling vegetation fo enhance wholly with restrictions on when, what, and tance are the evolution of the objectives 
the game crop was evidently not absent, how one might hunt, and with the organi- toward which the technique is applied, and 
however, from these remises, Malmesbury zation and financing of enforcement agen- the evolution of science as a tool for its 
mentioning “a small remise sown with cies. improvement. 
broom and high grass,” in which he and We have next to trace the sequence of The Conservation Idea. European game 
his party killed 96 partridges and 16 hares. development in America of the comple- management for centuries appears to have 
The italics are mine. Possibly all these mentary idea of production or cropping of _ had one simple and precise objective: The 
remises were to a large degree “hand game, either by propagation or environ- improvement of hunting for and by the 
made.” He describes one (in which only mental control. It seems to have had no private landowner or lessee. 
408 pheasants, hares, and partridges had fixed point of origin. In America the dominant idea, until about 
been killed on November 25), as “an The first American plantings of exotics, 1905, was to perpetuate, rather than to 
English mile long, and about half as wide as traced by Phillips (1928) took place in improve or create, hunting. It sought by 
—covered with high grass, clumped with 1790. They were doubtless motivated not restrictive measures, to “string out” the 
copse wood, fern, and broom—so that the so much by a shortage of native game as remnants of the virgin supply, and make 
game lay well.” There is possibly an ob- by mere curiosity, or else by that queer it last as long as possible. Hunting was 
jective inference in the word “clumped.” desire to possess something new which all thought of as something which must even- 
(Incidentally, 1,200 head had been killed in flesh is heir to. tually disappear, not as something which 
this remise the -year before, or a kill of The first state game farm would be a_ might be produced at will. 
four head per acre, if his dimensions are defensible point of origin for the produc- Game laws under the restrictive idea 

right.) tion idea. This, according to Palmer, was were essentially a device for dividing up 
European game management today seeks established in Illinois in 1905. something which nature, rather than man, 

to control all of the factors determining The first refuge would be another had produced, hence it was natural enough 
wild populations, and in the case of logical point. The word “refuge,” as a that the policy of division should reflect 
pheasants further augments wild produc- device for game management, did not the democratic ideas underlying our polit- 
tion by artificial rearing. Its practices come into use until 1910. The group of ical system. Here was something new un- 
antedate the origins of biological science, ideas now associated with that word were der the sun—a game system based on an 
hence they are to a large extent empirical in practice much earlier. For instance, equally-distributed citizenship, rather than 
rather than scientific. That they are, in the whole modern mechanism of a refuge (as in Europe) on an unequally distributed 
the main, effective, is known to all. for ducks, including a strand of wire for a landownership. It gradually became ap- 
Many American sportsmen have the boundary, feed placed inside, and a sunset parent, however, that this admirable system 

mistaken impression that European game rule on the surrounding shooting ground, had failed to halt the accelerating decline 
management relies largely on artificial was in effect on Weber’s Pond, in the in the game supply. Public-spirited citi- 
propagation. Artificial propagation is Horicon Marsh, Wisconsin, in 1891. Penn- zens groped around for new formulas. 
widely used for pheasants, but in eastern sylvania established her first state refuge Better law-enforcement and prohibition of 
Europe, and probably also elsewhere, wild in 1905. market-hunting became current dogma; 
management or “environmental controls” The first national park closed to hunting game “protection” became a ‘“‘cause.” 

; are used exclusively for all species, includ- (Yellowstone, 1894) or the first national Came then Theodore Roosevelt, with the 
ing pheasants, with entire success. Even game reservation (Wichita, 1905) or bird idea of “conservation through wise use.” 
in England a few landowners produce their reservation (Pelican Island, 1903) might Wild life, forests, ranges, and waterpower 
pheasants entirely by wild management. also be selected as marking the American were conceived by him to be renewable 

Although management in Europe came origin of environmental controls for wild organic resources which might last for- 
. first and biology afterward, there is plenty life. Refuges, parks, and reservations, ever, if scientifically harvested and repro- 

of evidence that biological guidance is now however, may more truly be considered as duced. 
increasingly sought as a means of making half-way points between the restrictive The Roosevelt doctrine determined the 
management more effective. “The Grouse idea and the idea of environmental controls. subsequent history of American game man- 
in Health and Disease” en) Pepi ceents Another half-way idea is that of limiting agement in three basic respects: 
an able attempt to apply scien-e to the the kill to the annual increase. The first . “ ” 
disease factor (Scottish grouse cycle) public attempt to apply this principle © le neces need en ieee euigeee ag 
which empiricism had failed to control, (doubtless borrowed either from foresters SS Sane ees bi ne i 
and winch science, too, as yet fails to un- or stockmen) was Wyoming’s “limited li- 2. tcbaee Ue Geet Gre Sable Peepers 
derstand. ey ree : t oh 

American Chr:nology. The history of Geass 08 monsejaxound 1215. sibility, and their private ownership 
American management is until recently al- HE first public control of food supply eee. public trust. 
most wholly a history of hunting controls. TS artificial food patches occurred on 3. It recognized science as a tool for dis- 
The sequence and direction of their devel- ; * charging that responsibility. 3 «the Pennsylvania refuges in 1917. By 
opment from the Revolution up to 1911 181920 state food patches were being in- It left cloudy, however, the question of 
set forth in Palmer’s ‘admirable “Chro-  ctajted on a considerable scale. whether game could best be renewed un- 
nolozy and Index” (1912), Palmer points The first public control of a game disease der public ownership, or by public regula- 
out that at the time of the Revolution, 12 A . . . tion of private initiative. Subsequent evo- : epidemic was the stamping out of hoof oes ‘ A s of the 13 colonies had enacted closed sea- Ei : ;_ lution is gradually answering this question. . : and-mouth disease by the Bureau of Ani 8. 
sons on certain species, while several had mal Industry in California in 1924 The trend is toward recognizing land-value 
also prohibited certain destructive equip- ; and mobility as the criteria of public vs. The first public predator control for . 4 
ments and methods, and the export and sale 4 Fi private game management. Migratory ; game purposes is so thoroughly fused with bird: bil Wot 
of deerskins. The first closure for a term j; birds (mobile, and often occupying cheap / «livestock predator control that no dates ds) b t 1. ch 1916 
of years occurred in Massachusetts deer in i d fet eee 2 ational charge vn x soe can be set. Bounties on predators go back The present moment is seeing the emer- 1718. The beginning of a warden system jy definitel: A fat f i Pp . s . * indefinitely. ppropriations for govern- gence of the idea that forest game (mobile, 
appeared in Massachusetts and New Hamp- nent trapping date from 1915. and on cheap !and) can be largely a pub- shire about 1850. The first protection for The first large-scale private practice of lic charge, whereas farm game (non-mo- 
non-game birds appeared in Connecticut game management (in the sense of a_ bile, and usually occupying expensive land) 
and New Jersey in 1850. rounded-out system of control of all ac- can only be managed by private initiative 

Game laws followed the retreating tionable factors based on a preceding under public regulation (American Game 
frontier and reached the Pacific (in Cali- scientific life-history investigation) was Policy of 1930). 
fornia) in 1852, By 1880 all of the 48 instituted by Herbert L. Stoddard on the Science as a Tool. It may be well for 
states had game laws. The first bag limit Georgia Quail Preserves during the period the reader to be reminded of the human 
(25 prairie chickens per day) appeared in 1924-1928, history behind the present idea of using 
Iowa in 1878; the first rest day’ in Mary- The first large-scale practice of public science as a tool for the accomplishment of 
land in 1872. Market hunting was first game management on  publicly-owned conservation. 
tabooed by Arkansas in 1875. shooting grounds began on the national The early naturalists regarded a species 

A hunting license was first required by forests at an indeterminate date (since as one of the phenomena of nature which 
New York in 1864; a non-resident license 1910) and in Pennsylvania about 1919. needed to be discovered, catalogued, and 
by New Jersey in 1864. In short, during the last two or three described. Re 

Federal supervision of interstate game decades restrictive legislation has been They realized, and marveled, that 
began with the Lacey Act in 1900, followed gradually reinforced by the growth of the “For it the Earth lay preparing quin- 
by the migratory bird bills introduced in idea of production through environmental tillions of years



Without one single animal or plant. Game management is merely an attempt regulatory measures, and of course knew 
For it the revolving centuries truly to answer the corollary question: “How of its use for environmental controls in 

‘| and steadily rolled.” shall we avoid doing so without evicting forestry. The idea was doubtless conceived 
“Gentlemen, look at this wonder,” they ourselves?” by someone long before it was successfully 

said, and then set about to catalogue it, The crusaders wrote many volumes, but applied by the Biological Survey to quail 
comfortably assuming that only the same these told us why rather than how wild management in Georgia, and by the Penn- 
blind forces which had caused it to be life and civilization should be adjusted to sylvania Commission to deer management 
there could, in the fullness of time, cause each other. These men were mostly in that state. 
it to perish from the earth® biologists, but strangely enough their tech- The early attempts to apply biology to 

But it soon became evident that a species nique was not biological, but rather took the management of game as a wild crop 
did not continue or discontinue its existence the form of an intensification of the pre- soon disclosed the fact that science had 
like a planet or a geological stratum or a existing idea of protective legislation, accumulated more knowledge of how to 
sunset, regardless of what the scientist which experience has now shown does not distinguish one species from another than 
thought or did about it. alone suffice, even when enforced. It re- of the habits, requirements, and inter-rela- 

This civilization which at one moment  tards, but does not reverse, the forces of tionships of living populations. Until re- 
held up a new species, saying, “Gentlemen, destruction. cently science could tell us, so to speak, 
look at this wonder,” might next throw it Our sporting literature fell in line with more about the length of a duck’s bill than 
down and destroy it with all the non- the crusaders, but pioneered no extensions about its food, or the status of the water- 
chalance of a glacial epoch. of their ideas. It consisted for a long time fowl resource, or the factors determining 

The uaturatiet’s first response to the of mildly pleasant hunting yarns, some- its productivity. It.has now become more 
realization of this anomaly was to heave a_ times of literary merit, which hoped with realistic. Scientists see that before the 
sigh and hasten the completion of the varying degrees of fervency that there factors of productivity can be economically 
cataloguing, lest by chance some species would be some game left for our sons, and manipulated they must first be discovered 
disappear before receiving the baptism of recommended with varying degrees of skill and understood; that it is the task of 
a Latin name. In some instances, like that more laws to retard the day of reckoning. science not only to furnish biological facts, 
of the Arizona elk, this actually happened. One periodical broke away at an early date but also to build on them a new technique 

and pioneered the idea of game production by which the altruistic idea of game con- 
We the Rooseveltian era, however, through private initiative, but it proposed servation can be made a practical reality. 

came the crusader for conservation, to use artificialized game farming tech- These, briefly, are the mental paths which 
a new kind of naturalist who refused to nique, and insisted upon open markets to led to the present American idea of game 
stomach this anomaly. He insisted that reinforce the private production incentive. management. The fact that hindsight 
our conquest of nature carried with it a These two unnecessary corollaries clouded shows them a bit crooked should not de- 
moral responsibility for the perpetuation the intrinsic merit of the central idea. tract due credit from those who broke 
of the threatened forms of wild life. This This faction, must, however, be credited the way. Both scientists and sportsmen 
avowal of human responsibility was a step with the origin of the private initiative now see that effective conservation re- 
of inestimable importance. In fact, to idea in America. It had the outstanding quires, in addition to public sentiment and 
anyone for whom wild things are some-, merit of a realistic program, arising out of laws, a deliberate and purposeful manipula- 
thing more than a pleasant diversion, it constructive discontent with pious phrases. tion of the factors determining productivity 
constitutes one of two great milestones So far we have the scientist, but not his —the same kind of manipulation as is em- 
in the moral evolution of the human race. science, employed as an instrument of game ployed in forestry. They are also begin- 
At the first a man asked, “Am I my conservation. I have no clear picture of ning to see that in game, as in forestry, 
brother’s keeper?” At the second a man who first used science creatively as a tool this manipulation can be accomplished only 
asked, “Have we the right to destroy a to produce wild game in America. Roose- by the landowner, and that he must have 
species?” velt had it in mind as a guide for game some kind of an incentive for undertaking it.
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By Aldo Leopold Europe has many people but little land. & fhe. 
America has much land but compara- Srey by 

(Who is chairman of the American Game tively few people. To supply any given a 
Policy Committee, and who conducted proportion of the population with any wr 

the Game Survey of the North given amount of game, Europe must A /.. i eae 
‘Cantrall States) raise a denser stand of game per acre, and ; 9 a 

hence practice a more intensive form vf : 
game management, than America. This Ul 

ce game policy adopted by the 1930 is the first theorem which conditions 
American Game Conference begins our problem. ; 

with this assertion: To illustrate: The Scottish moors sup- edd 
“With rare exceptions, the landholder port about one grouse per three acres on ; 3 a 

is not yet practicing management. There the average, and one per acre as a maxi- gai eepoly 
are three ways to induce him to do so: mum. This is a very dense stand, obtain- 

“1. Buy him out, and become the land- able only through intensive management. nature and economic accident. Art can- 
owner. * The Wisconsin sand plains support about not raise the upper limit. Delay can de- 

“2. Compensate him directly or indi- one grouse per 40 acres. This is a very press the lower and exterminate the 
rectly for producing a game crop and for thin stand, occurring “naturally” with- species. The two limits constitute the 
the privilege of harvesting it. out any management at all. Section (b) upper and lower edge of our game policy 

“3, Cede him the title to the game, so of the chart illustrates the contrast. “slate”. The two limits are far apart. 
that he will own it and can buy and sell A crude or extensive system of game Between them lie a wide range of choices. 
it just as he owns, buys, and sells his management would raise the Wisconsin The denser the stand, the larger the 

poultry. grouse density to (let us say) ome per proportion of it which may be safely 
“The first way is feasible on cheap eight acres, or five times the present killed. In fact, in Scotch grouse stands 

lands, but prohibitive elsewhere. stand. On the other hand, a complete or nearing the upper limit of density, it is 
“The second is feasible anywhere. intensive system of game management imperative to kill two-thirds. If our pres- 
“The third is the English system, and would doubtless raise the Wisconsin ent stand permits of a forty-fold increase, 

incompatible with American tradition grouse density to that of Scotland, or 20- our present kill could be raised much 
and thought. It is not considered in this 40 times the present stand. more than forty-fold. Section (c) of the 
report.” As nearly as we now know, disease graph would indicate 160-fold. 

The Game Breeder, in a recent editorial would frustrate any attempt to raise the 

asks the committee which drafted the density higher than this in either place. Te second theorem is aesthetic and 
policy to explain what it means by “in- We are working, therefore, between an therefore debatable. It is this: The 
compatible with American tradition.” upper and a lower limit set by biological recreational value of a head of game is 

Captain Percy R. Creed, f inverse to the artificiality of 
in his “Rambling Thoughts its origin, and hence in a 
of a Perverted Britisher,” also broad way to the intensive- 
takes humorous exception to Populations of People & Grouse in Scotland (fl) & Wisconsin (ZZ) ness of the system of game 
some recent discussion of “the In Relation to Intensity of Management Aldo Leopold 3-23-31 management which produced 
abuses of the European it. I may be presumptuous 
Game System.” 7 in calling this a theorem. It 

This paper is to express a : 213 is my personal feeling as a 
personal view of what the 2 - ae See une sportsman. That does not 
policy means in its references : increase 3 prove it is true. I suspect, 
to the European practices. In ier ae 160 _ though, that many feel as I 
no degree does it commit the 150 e aco 7a do. Possibly more people in 
other members of the com- : yearly America feel that way than 
mittee, or any person or : in Europe. I have never been Unper scale of group. x | intensity not © Europe and hence do not 

100 - , needed in Wis. know. If so, maybe this is 
N°? comparison of Ameri- : where “Americanism” begins 

can and European prac- 5 S to enter our definition. Even 
tices is worth while unless it oe me 4 pa 52 times present if it be so, I do not imply 
first contrasts the biological ~~ ‘ Z BZ kala any “superiority” for my 
a bec Ieee . Z : bi g idea. Wild nature is only 

obtaining in e two conti- j pL $ < 
nents. ee how do econom- 5 Z B22 = Z me sence non behind E : ee here —in Europe centuries ics and biology condition the |. ‘ h i aeee eee d problem of game conservation (a) A (>) ow (ec) oe (a) ae ave elapsed. Aesthetic stand- 

in America and Europe? me an Crouse | give Tae ards of living are, I SUpPants Our definition must begin Range per capita shost- more or less delimited in 
with present and prospective ane ag Seoriane their range by the actualities 
human population densities. of experience.



Marcu-Aprit, 1931 

I will not try to illustrate this theorem, other land crops do. That is to say, a Those who would have us adopt the 
because it does not lie within the field dollar or an hour spent in quintupling European idea scoff at the notion, preva- 
of logic. It is either true or not true, the present accidental stand of grouse lent in our one-gallus circles, that it 
according to one’s personal views. I would be expected to go farther than a would be undemocratic. “Produce the 
have often wondered whether the moral dollar spent to quintuple it again. Why? game as Europeans do,” they say, “and 
fervor of the “one gallus” element in this Because we are then approaching the bio- there will be shooting for all; certainly 
country may not be explained as a blind logical upper limit of density, where it there will be a lot more than there is 
groping to reconcile this feeling, of takes more work to add a bird than lower now.” That this rejoinder is mainly true 
which they are sure, even though they down on the bio-economic “slate”. I say must be admitted without cavil or quali- 
have not formulated it in words, with ‘“‘presumably” because I have not the fig- fication. It carries one implication, how- 
the practical limitations of the American ures to prove it. We have had so little ever, which needs to be brought out in 
game problem of which they are not sure, management in this country that com- the open for a clearer view. All Euro- 
because these limitations haye only re- parable figures do not exist, and Euro- pean countries, as nearly as I can find out, 
cently been isolated and defined. pean figures are hard to convert. These market the meat as well as the shooting 
The third theorem follows from the first cheaper costs for the lower scale of game privilege. When the European sportsman 

two: A game policy should seek a happy populations constitute the fourth theorem. leases (or builds) his shooting ground, 
medium between the evident necessity of Whether this would also be true of yields he intends to recover a part of his ex- 
some management, and the aesthetic de- or kill may be doubtful, because yield in- pense by selling the meat which he does 
sideratum of not too much. We would be creases more rapidly than density. not need for his own use. Consequently 
foolish not to take advantage of a rela- This fourth theorem has an important ¢ leases more land, spends more money, 
tively low human population density. On corollary which is true within certain 474 shoots a larger bag, than he needs for 
the assumption that about one-third of limits: a dollar spread over a large area is own use. Consequently there is less 
both Wisconsin and Scotland constitute will raise more game than the same dol- land, and less game, left for the other 
grouse range, and that on this range the ar spread over a small area. This is over- fellow of lighter purse. In short, open 
Scotch kill 160 grouse per square mile looked by those optimists who would markets, in Europe, make for a narrow, 
(see Section c) could, with intensive shortcut the farmer because “the state ‘ather than a wide, distribution of the 
management, be duplicated, to what de- can raise game for all” on small public shooting privilege. It seems pretty clear, 
gree would it need to be duplicated to shooting grounds, leased or owned for likewise, that they make for intensive 
furnish Wisconsin citizens with the same the purpose. It is also overlooked by rather than extensive management. There 

per capita shooting as Scotland? Section those game farmers whose operations have Seems no reason to believe that open mar- 
(c) indicates a fifty-fold increase in kill been confined to private estates which ets would make for anything different 
would suffice. This, as best I can see, did not care about costs, or whose own- here. 

would necessitate about a six- or ten- ers want lots of shooting on their own Many defenders of the one-gallus in- 
fold increase in the stand. (It should be small area, regardless of cost. terest condemn these large bags on ethical 
Pies that our Fee stand is so | grounds. They do not realize that large 

, ' r J evi i 2 Coe 
Geemtep ae pai uae Wiel op Te fifth theorem \is stated in “the bags are a necessat yercos cin European 

) game policy: Only the landholder game economics. They also forget that 

UR total kill could doubtless be in- 64% Practice game manugement cheaply. eee paua ae bags, probe ae 
O cieased 160Sfold before ‘reaching This is because it normally consists of migratory game is not overkilled, as it is 
ehethiolesicalupper limit) Ta schores we eo) small jobs scattered through the here. It seems to me footless to argue 

need to use only one-third the possible whole gamut of the seasons. The farmer which Sys tern the more ethical. They 
scale of intensity of management (see ° forester ae peripimn these jobs “on are simply different, due to the accident 
Section d). The third theorem would in- the side,” often without any separate of historical evolution. Which do we 

dicate this is better aesthetics than to cash cost. want? The American idea was born on 
blindly copy the Scotch stand through So much for the bio-economic laws the homestead, and is based on the basic 
complete control of all factors. Again, that limit the slate on which our picture idea of a “mess of game for the family.” 
absolutely no “superiority” is here im- is to be drawn. It is always easier to cite I suppose the European system harks back 
plied. If we had as many people per laws than to identify the conditions to to the idea of a mess of game for the 
square mile as Britain, we too would be which they apply. What next? feudal community, to secure which the 

forced to practice intensive methods, or The present game policy sketches the lord or baron did all the hunting for his 
do without our shooting. (If there be picture, at least in some of its broader whole desmesne. Regardless of ethics, our 
any question of “superiority” involved at present outlines. It proposes low-inten- System 1s an indigenous growth, or as 
all, it is whether we will prove capable sity management on all lands (rather Doyle says, “an American folkway, not 
of regulating our own future human than high intensity management ona few to be discarded with impunity.” I pre- 
population density by some qualitative lands) in order to take advantage of the fer it for this reason. There is nothing 
standard, or whether, like the grouse, we lower costs and lesser artificiality thus tO prevent us from adopting the Euro- 

will automatically fill up the large bio- obtainable. It proposes that the public be pean technique for producing a game 
ogical niche which Columbus found for its own manager wherever it can own Top, and at the same time rejecting the 
us, and which Mr. Edison and Mr. Ford, the land, but admits the necessity of European customs governing the inten- 
through “management” of our human working through the present owner where sity of the operation and the European 
environment, are constanty making it cannot. The signers of the policy do system for its harvesting and distribution. 
larger. I fear we will. The boosters fear not deceive themselves by believing that The game policy, by and large, proposes 
we will not, or else they fear there will it can map an exact route to these ob- Just this. To this extent, and no farther, 

be some needless delay about it.) jectives, or that it can be fully applied does it “advocate the European system,” 
i Some, but not too much, management over the whole country. They do believe and it does this only for farm lands too 

is good aesthetics, but what may interest that this, or some other policy, can be ¢Xpensive for public ownership and op- 
some readers more is that it appears to applied to the extent that the public un- ration. 
be also good business. Game management derstands and supports it, and that the The most radical prophet of the one- 
is a form of agriculture, and like the details of the route must be worked out gallus camp has never publicly urged so 
other forms it presumably obeys the Mal- a step at a time by some “try and see” huge a program of socialized public 
thusian law of diminishing returns. All procedure. ] recreation.



Cy thorn has festered in the heart ‘luck, in that our biology preceded our about European driven game, to clinch 
of European naturalists and nature- management. | the proof of our superior ethics. It would 

lovers for years: the ruthless suppression take a braver man than I to press this 
of predators which goes with game man- Si | | h | h point today, in the face of our pell-mell 
agement in most European countries. W. I aE tOO ed a ase cane the mechanization of equipments, our whole- 
T. Hudson has voiced his protest over d Beek yt tic care Sintee sale organization of lures and baits, and 
the disappearance of one predatory species * ag i poe ae py” faye a the wellnigh universal attitude that the 
after another, and his resulting contempt tae aC a 4 Bh aire bag limit is the minimum proof of prow- 
for the aesthetic horizon of sportsmen ae a SEOs) Dave ca pie a ess, rather than the maximum limit of 
and sportsmanship. He who runs may oa oy) oe te nature-lovet respectability (for which it was orig- 
read that American protectionists mor- “9° *armer, es Pe « Pa Tea ae as inally intended). On this matter I can 
tally hate and fear the impending (?) dis Eee wae ; o Th pee only express the personal hope that this 
American counterpart of this sacrifice. 2 a bls uence codthdaetey ts 4 a has been a temporary stampede. In 
Are their fears justified? th 2 eae i Py epee! ‘Bi or American camping, in fishing on both 

I am no prophet. I would point out the farmer, the spirijual impoverishment sides of the water, and in|the new Amer- 
a ; of the farm as the place to raise a boy, ican sport of hunting with a bow and however, that stringent predator control j4, ees ican. sp 8 A 3 : the end of hunting js a sport, and the he ia € yvoluntacil ik 

is usually unnecessary save in the upper “1: be . arrow, the idea or voluntarily making i : loss of millions of additional songbirds, Aricule wallet baueh. 4 
l f If 5 y sport difficult sti ives, even though it scale of intensive game management. hit id, Tike : fi ; p a é which would, like game, increase to fill cannot be said to prevail 

the third theorem is true, then we do not 44, Hef s PI . \ ‘ 
. the coverts and eat the food created by Perhaps it can with time win back its 

need that kind of management. ame management. These. or the Euro- ae * 2 7 2 g§ ee ape et: 9 moral trenches in the field of sport with 
When I say that stringent predator pean system with another Hudson. The gun and dog. 

control is unnecessary for the lower scale aspirants for this job are already whetting ~ s 
of ee Tam ae age a oa their pens. The outcome in this country AME management in both America 
sona. Cee iy ee a wl ‘ will depend on whether all parties spend ( uM and Europe has one obligation in 

See it ee e fe e Bae oe 0: ove the next ten years thinking and learning common: it must be the art which con- 

ee eet pe rartce oe ae ae ysts and trying things om land, or whether  ceals art. Our chance of concealment is 
2 4 a Tee aa . Fae nos ace ae CHey) spend at bandying Phrases. The the better, because we have lots of land, 

: ing that rood, ne be ee whole thing is relatively emple and real 404 ny mecd ot resorting to intensive 

east au et net eos oe 4 4. ae on the land. It is abstruse or fearsome forms. There are of course those who 
joe rst, an ee ee a 7s ‘ al mainly on paper. ‘The basic trouble is scoff at any degree of management what- 

Deen er ee emene movie) 2aCCOLS Wl that the great mary. of both our  soever, To them I would only say: “Look 
go farthest at the outset. This is not to sportsmen and protectionists are people to the beam in Noun Omaeye Mok OE 

say that no Like oe control 2 oui ml who push a pen, not 4 plow. To him who our atavistic instincts, including hunt- 
does mean that ce PE Tea © reads fencerows, thickets, and fields as jing, find their exercise only through the 
ah eee eens. 5 et S. aa the letters of a gyea and tragic history, frank acceptance of illusion. It isn’t really 
ae Be eon ae ee h dine the'direction to go is clear. necessary to see the lady home—in most 
ae a Oca Lee as “a Benge 8 Ten years ago|I would have said that communities she is quite safe anyhow. 

iS : Ae ae agrOR: le eerie ae there is still another distinctively Amer- To keep a dog to guard the “castle” ex- 
eee us en Ss oe c on as ak ne i ican idea in game\management. The vol- presses our love for dogs, not our solici- 

af ag aS ener any Tite, ns ere nen untary limitation|of too-effective equip- tude for the family. To kill a mess of 
Sper DOU TREES . Stabe: ments and  too-destructive practices game “by strength of hound” or quick- 

Furthermore it should not be over- seemed to be making greater headway ness of trigger, and bring it home to the 
looked that European predator-policy is here than in Europe. We made great family, is just about as necessary to most 
empirical, not scientific. Its standards parade of our “code” concerning closed grown Americans as for their very young 
were set before biological science was markets, small guages, non-potting, sons to go fishing in the family washtub. 
born. Our standards can be better. This “rather-watch-the-dog-than-shoot,” et And that, in my opinion, is very neces- 
is not Europe’s fault, but our own good cetera, and we cast in a snoofy remark sary indeed. 

| ‘



8 AMERICAN GAME 

Gam icy in a Nu ame Folicy in tshe 

: By ALDO LEOPOLD 

Chairman, American Game Policy Committee 

EVERAL centuries ago a group of trial will demonstrate that fact much who thinks that game conservation is 

doctors got into an argument over more quickly than pounding the table. “progressing splendidly,” let him vote 

the question of whether or no the If it is good, the same is true. no. 

blood circulates. They banged the table The writing of this policy, and its A vote for this policy is also an admis- 

long and mightily, proving to each other hoped-for adoption, is hardly a beginning sion that sportsmen are not the only 

it must be so, and that it couldn’t be so. of what needs to be done. There re- group concerned with game conservation. 

When they were nearly worn out, one of — mains the much bigger job of organizing If there be anyone who thinks that we 

them had the brilliant idea of trying an and executing the local demonstrations can solve the game problem without go- 

experiment to find out whether it were which the policy advocates. This is ing into full and equal partnership with 

so or not, Thereupon the argument where the real skill and leadership will be the landowner and the protectionist, let 

ended, and the doctors had time to.tend required. The kind of demonstration I him vote no. 

their patients. have reference to is illustrated by the one If there are any hidden meanings in 

We conservationists are the doctors of now under way in Ingham County, Mich- the policy, they are not intended to be 

our game supply. We have many ideas there, and the purpose of the discussions 
as to what needs to be done, and these is to bring them out into the daylight. 
ideas quite naturally conflict. We are in I want to thank the members of the 

danger of pounding the table about them, Committee for the hard and often tedi- , 

instead of going out on the land and giv- _ ous work which they have contributed 
ing them a trial. The only really new Pk se during the last two years, and for the 

thing which this game policy suggests is a complete absence of haggling over petty 

that we quit arguing over abstract ideas, 2 Lee detail which has characterized their ne- 
and instead go out and try them. f he oe gotiations. 

The idea of settling ee quer one ; a 2 iy) There will, of course, be opposition to 

by experiment is often ridiculously sim- * Ne a] the policy. This is as it should be. If 
ple as a matter of pines but x" eee ee! the opposition can point out enough fal- 

Be simple gee of foresight. It eT Pa aa lacies and errors to warrant rejection, 
seems like a waste of re a a —_ iis well and good. I will only add this: that 

Bre example, FO ete ae: a to reject the policy without undertaking 

Toy 8 eas tial when we know. to be- if : to formulate a better one will be akin 
gin with that they are wrong. Never- f ; Rae Ret 

theless there is really grave danger that 4 : S 
fo ae do hot make these concessions, j I have four reasons behind this state- 

nothing at all will be tried, and there maces ee 
will be no progress. P The game stock, for one thing, is los- 

Game conservation is at this moment ; Le dal ing by delay. We are still losing stock, 

in a particularly difficult stage of its de- range, and even species. 

velopment. The set of ideas which served Aldor Leopold Second, this drouth allowed grazing 

to string out the remnants of the virgin and fire to shrink our coverts on inten- 

game supply, and to which many of us | sively used land as much in one year as 

feel an intense personal loyalty, seem gan. It seeks to develop a system of in five ordinary years. Some mechanism 
to have reached the limit of their effec- game management executed by organized for reversing the continued loss of our 
tiveness. Something new must be done. farmers and supported by organized richest game ranges must get under way. 
Nearly all of us are agreed what it is, but Sportsmen, and to see whether such a Third, the agricultural depression rep- 
there are differences of opinion about system can actually produce game by  fesents a priceless opportunity to plant 

who should do it, what methods should paying the farmer for labor and mate- the idea of game as a secondary farm 
be used, and who should pay for it, and rials rather than for shooting privileges. crop, wholly free from any foreseeable 

how. The differences of opinion are not We have argued this question for a dec- overproduction. 
so numerous, however, as to render it at ade, but I dare say that the Michigan ex- Fourth, we sportsmen are on the car- 
all impracticable to try all of them. This periment will convince more people what pet. Many other groups are watching us, 

game policy simply enumerates some of the answer is than another decade of de- some with interest, others with something 
these differences, and urges that they be _ bate. nearing exasperation. I am afraid the 
subjected to the test of experience. A vote for the adoption of this policy farmers, without whom we can do noth- 

The Committee which drafted the ten- is, in my opinion, a vote for the idea of ing, are among these. Our present po- 
tative document for discussion at the experimentation, rather than a vote for sition is a defensive one. Our critics are 
Seventeenth Annual Game Conference any one of the particular systems to be no more reasonable than we are, but they 
included almost as many diverse opinions experimented with. It must be freely tend to have the public ear. Our whole 
as any other group of sportsmen. I admitted, however, that a vote for this situation demands a positive program; 
think that we taught each other a good policy is an admission that things are not an offensive strategy. Shouting outworn 
deal about not to be unduly afraid of the as they should be, and that radical formulas only makes matters worse. We 
other fellow’s proposition. If it is bad, a changes are in order. If there be anyone need a game policy.
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TECHNICAL NOTE NuMBER B-14 
FOREST PRODUCTS LABORATORY - U.S. FOREST SERVICE - MADISON, WISCONSIN 

METHOD OF DETERMINING THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF WOOD 

Next to actual strength tests, the specific grav- 

ity of wood affords the best indication of its strength 

properties. The specific gravity of any piece of wood 

may easily be determined by the method described below, 

and, with the aid of an equation table published by 

the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory, the strength of the 

piece as a beam or as a column, its shock-resisting 

ability, its ability to withstand wear, its toughness, 

its shearing strength, and its value in several other 

respects may be closely estimated. 

The specific gravity of a substance is its weight - 

divided by the weight of an equal volume of water. As 

both the weight and volume of wood vary with the amount 

of moisture in it, specific gravity as applied to wood 

is an indefinite quantity unless the circumstances under 

whichit is determined are specified. The specific gravity 

of wood is based on the weight, oven dry, but the volume = 

may be that inthe oven-dry, air dry, or green condition. 

The true specific gravity of wood is, of course, that 

based on volume oven-dry, but for greater convenience 

in making determinations, the Forest Products Laboratory 

bases specific gravity on the volume of the specimen 

when tested, either green or air-dry, and has deternined 

the relation of strength to specific gravity separately 

for green and air-dry wood. 

In using the laboratory table for estimating the ss 
properties of aparticular timber, therefore, it is nec- 

essary to determine specific gravity on the volume of 

the sample in a green condition, or at a moisture con- 

tent of about 12 per cent (air-dry condition), or the ; 

volume oven-dry may be obtained and converted into volume 

green by means of shrinkage figures.



Specific gravity determinations may be made upon 

solid specimens or, in the case of timbers from which 

solid blocks can not readily be cut, upon borings from 

a hole about 1 inch in diameter and 2 inches in depth. 

The sample should contain not more than 25 cubic inches. 

Larger pieces require considerably more time for drying. 

After selecting arepresentative specimen or col- 

7 lecting the chips from a boring, proceed as follows: 

To find specific gravity of wood To find specific gravity of wood 
based upon volume in a green or based upon volume when oven- 
air-dry condition dry 

1. Find volume of specimen 1. Put specimen in oven at 

by measurements or by , 212° Fahrenheit (100° 
immersion method (meas- centigrade) and dry 

urements preferred) or until constant weight 

measure depth and dia- is attained. 

meter of bored hole and 
compute volume of hole 

2. Put specimen in oven at 2. Weigh specimen. 

212° Fahrenheit (100° 
centigrade) and dry 
until constant weight 

is attained or put bor- 

ing chips in small pa- 

per bag, and dry in the 

same manner. 

3. Weigh specimen or weigh 3. Find volume of spec- 

chips without bag. imen by measurements 

or by immersion method. 

4. Compute specific gravity, using formula 
D § 

SpiGr asi, 

Vv 

: where D = wt. in grams and V = vol. inec.c.



When weights or measurements are not taken in 

metric units, use the following reduction factors. 

Inches x 2.54 = centimeters Ounces x 28.4 = grams 

Cu. inches x 16.4= cu. cm. Pounds x 454= grams 

Both the oven-dry weight and the volume should be 

correct to within at least one-half of one per cent. 

Determining Volume of Specimen by Immersion 

The volume of the specimen may be found by de- 

termining the weight of water it displaces when immersed. 

This weight in grams is numerically equal to the volume 

of the specimen in cubic centimeters. 

Acontainer holding water enough for complete sub- 

mergence of the specimen is placed on one pan of a bal- 

ance scale. (See sketch.) The combined weight of the 

container and water is then balanced with weights added 
to the other scale pan. By means of a sharp rod the spec- 

imen is held completely submerged without touching the 

container while the scales are againbalanced. The weight 

which is added to restore balance is the weight of water 

displaced by the specimen, and if ingrams is numerically 

equal to the volume of the specimen in cubic centimeters. 
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Green specimens may usually be immersed for vol- 

ume determinations in the condition in which they are 

selected. 

Oven-dry specimens should be dipped in hot par- 

affine before immerson, preferably while still warm. 
Any surplus paraffine adhering to the sample should be 

scraped off. The weight of the sample should, of course, 

be taken before the paraffine is applied. 

It is important that the determination of the 

volume by the immersion method be made as quickly as 

possible after the immersion of specimen, because any 

absorption of water by the sample directly affects the 

accuracy of the result. If the volume of the sample is 

estimated and approximately the required weights are 

placed on the pan before the specimen is immersed, the 

time necessary for balancing may be reduced to a minimum. 

The method of finding the volume by immersion is 

"not recommended for wir dry material. ah eee 

Determinaticn of Moisture Content at the Same Time 

If the specimen or boring chips are weighed im- 

mediately when obtained as well as after oven-drying 

the moisture content may be computed, thus affording 

poth moisture and specific gravity determinations on 

the same piece. 
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